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Preface
This textbook on foundation engineering covers both analysis and design. This book cov-
ers in detail all key issues related to the analysis, design, and construction of shallow and
deep foundations as well as stability analysis and mitigation of slopes.

On the analytical side, the presentation is unique in the sense that it progressively intro-
duces fundamental critical state soil mechanics and plasticity theories, such as plastic limit
analysis and cavity expansion theories, before leading into the theories of foundation, lat-
eral earth pressure, and slope stability analysis. This book prepares students for the more
sophisticated nonlinear elastic-plastic analyses in foundation engineering that are com-
monly used in engineering practice.

On the engineering side, this book introduces up-to-date construction and testing meth-
ods used in practice. The connection between theory and practice is emphasized. Through
the applications of Excel, design, and analytical methods commonly used in engineering
practice can now be taught in classes.

This book is primarily for senior undergraduate students studying civil engineering and
graduate students in geotechnical engineering, and can also serve as a reference book for
practicing engineers.

The content is divided into nine chapters. Chapter 1 describes basic soil behavior, the
concept of critical state soil mechanics, and plasticity theory, which are relevant for foun-
dation analysis. Chapter 2 introduces limit analysis and cavity expansion theory that can
be used to determine the bearing capacity of foundations. Chapter 3 details the nature of
subsurface exploration and presents a range of techniques for determining the ground
conditions and soil properties. Chapter 4 covers key theoretical methods for shallow
foundation analysis in terms of bearing capacity and settlement. Chapter 5 introduces
the theories of lateral earth pressure, followed by the design of three types of earth-
retaining structures: concrete retaining walls, mechanically stabilized earth-retaining
walls, and sheet pile walls. Chapter 6 deals with the basic concept and procedures related
to the design of braced excavations. Because of the differences in construction procedures
between driven piles and bored piles, two chapters are used to describe the issues related to
deep foundations. Chapter 7 concentrates on static analysis and design of deep founda-
tions, where most of the design methods can be shared between driven and bored piles.
Chapter 8 elaborates on the construction and testing of deep foundations where it is nec-
essary to deal with these issues separately between driven and bored piles because of the
significant differences in their construction procedures. The nature and various types of
available slope stability analysis and mitigation methods are introduced in Chapter 9.

All chapters include numerous examples to demonstrate the application of various ana-
lytical and design methods. Most of the examples are coupled with Excel solutions that
can be downloaded by the instructors and students. With Excel, students can easily
explore the effects of various parameters on the results of computations. Many lengthy
equations such as those related to lateral earth pressure or soil stress increase due to
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foundation loads can be easily computed with Excel. Some of the charts and tables typi-
cally included in foundation engineering textbooks can now be eliminated. With the help
of Excel, problems such as those related to methods of slices in slope stability analysis,
wave equation analysis, and laterally loaded piles using p–y method can also be solved
as explained bymany examples in this book. It should be emphasized that these Excel pro-
grams are strictly provided as a learning tool and should not be used in engineering
practice.
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Chapter 1
Soil behavior and critical state soil
mechanics
1.1 INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of a foundation is to ensure that the load from the superstructure is
properly transmitted to the ground. Retaining walls are built to hold the soil behind it.
Civil engineering projects often involve construction through an uneven terrain, or crea-
tion of uneven ground due to excavation where the stability of the natural or man-made
slope is of concern. The above subjects, as diverse as they may appear, have one thing in
common—they all involve unbalanced loading conditions. The analysis or design is to
assure that the groundmass remains stable under the given or expected loading conditions
and the built structure performs as required. Traditionally, the analysis has been divided
into two broad categories, as follows.
1.1.1 Safety analysis

The safety analysis can also be considered as a limit state analysis. The goal of this anal-
ysis is to determine the ratio between the ultimate resistance (capacity) over the given or
expected load (demand) that the ground mass or the ground-supporting structure can
offer. This ratio is referred to as the factor of safety (FS). Obviously, to maintain stabil-
ity, an FS larger than 1 is required. This part of the analysis is traditionally done using
the limit equilibrium method. In this method, the soil or ground mass around the foun-
dation is divided by a series of slip surfaces into a number of sectors or blocks. The soil is
assumed to be rigid outside of the slip surfaces. Ground displacement is allowed only
along the slip surfaces as an assembly of rigid blocks. Despite of the fact that the key
parameters are in terms of stresses, the analysis is based on the equilibrium of forces act-
ing on the slip surfaces. Shear strength of the involved soil is the key parameter in the
safety analysis.
1.1.2 Performance analysis

This part of the analysis deals with predicting the ground displacement under the expected
loading conditions. A structuremay be stable with FS. 1 but the settlementmay be exces-
sive, and that renders the structure not usable. For this type of analysis, we need to con-
sider the stress–strain relationship of the ground material. Compressibility or
deformability is the main parameter required in the performance analysis.

Before the advent of computers and numerical methods, a constant compressibility was
often used in the performance analysis to facilitate hand calculations. Or, the stress–strain
or load–displacement relationship was assumed to be linear. With the help of computers,
we can consider non-linear stress–strain relationships, recoverable (elastic) and perma-
nent (plastic) straining of the ground material in our analysis. In this case, the distinction
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between safety and performance analyses becomes less obvious. Regardless of its details,
the analysis is based on our understanding of soil behavior. When pore water is involved,
the analysis often needs to consider the “effective stress” and seepage of pore water.
1.1.3 Soil behavior under the framework of
critical state soil mechanics

We know from soil mechanics that the soil shear strength generally increases with density.
For a clay with the same current overburden stress, the undrained shear strength and stiff-
ness increase with overconsolidation ratio (OCR). There is a trend of pore pressure and
volumetric strain developments for a soil element under undrained or drained shearing.
In other words, soil strength and compressibility behaviors are interrelated. It would
therefore be very helpful if we can integrate the parameters related to strength and com-
pressibility into a common framework. The critical state soil mechanics (CSSM) offers a
good effective stress-based framework to serve this purpose. CSSM has also been used as a
framework for some of the commonly used constitutive models to analyze non-linear and
elasto-plastic soil behaviors. Because of these factors, the authors chose to start this book
with a review on soil behavior and introduction to critical state soil mechanics. The critical
state concept has validity in relation to the following two separate bodies of engineering
experience:

• It gives a simple working model that, as we will see in the remainder of this chapter,
provides a rational basis for the discussion of soil strength and compressibility param-
eters based on simple soil physical property tests; this simple model is valid with the
same accuracy as those widely used parameters. The critical state concept is thus well
adapted for the traditional “safety+ performance” type of engineering analysis and
yet offers a rigorous theoretical background.

• The critical state concept forms an integral part of more sophisticated constitutive
models such asCamclay andCASM(described in Section1.7), and as such it has valid-
ity in relation to advanced laboratory tests and complex numerical simulations. From
this point of view, the critical state soilmechanics is arguably the best tool that can lead
us to the sophisticated non-linear and elasto-plastic analysis in engineering practice.

The objectives of this chapter are as follows:

• Review of the basic theories of effective stress and consolidation of cohesive soils that
were covered in the class of soil mechanics (Sections 1.2 and 1.3).

• Introduction to critical state soil mechanics and review of the stress–strain and
volumetric/pore pressure behavior of clay and sand under the framework of critical
state soil mechanics (Sections 1.4 and 1.5).

• Description of the concept of state parameter and relationships between critical state
model and soil engineering properties that include compressibility and shear strength
(Section 1.6).

• A brief introduction to the theory of plasticity and soil stress–strain constitutive mod-
els that involve the concept of critical state soil mechanics (Section 1.7).
1.2 EFFECTIVE STRESS AND SOIL PROPERTIES

Soils form much of the ground on which foundations are built, and this book is mainly
concerned with foundation engineering in soils. Many different types of soils exist but
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depending on particle sizes and their distribution, soil may be classified into two broad
categories: fine-grained (or cohesive) and coarse-grained (or granular) soils. Clay and
sand are good examples of these two types of soils.

In general, soils are a three-phase material including solids and voids filled with air and
water (i.e., unsaturated soils). Inmost practical situations, however, good estimates can be
made by simply treating soils as a two-phase material (i.e., solids and water or solids and
air). The void ratio e, defined as the ratio of the volume of voids to the volume of soil sol-
ids, is an important property for describing the density state of a soil mass. The water con-
tentw, defined as the ratio of the mass of water to the mass of soil solids, is another widely
used soil physical property. For fully saturated soils, the void ratio, e and water content,w
can be related by e=wGs whereGs is the specific gravity of soil particles. As will be dem-
onstrated later, specific volume ν= 1+ e is also widely used as a density state parameter
(Schofield and Wroth, 1968).

One of the key achievements in the early development of soil mechanics was the reali-
zation that the mechanical behavior of a fully saturated soil was found to be dependent on
the difference between an applied total stress (pressure) and the pore water pressure within
the soil (Terzaghi, 1943). This important finding is known as the effective stress principle.
It is noted that the difference of the applied total pressure and pore water pressure reflects
the stress acting upon solid particles in soils and is therefore called the effective stress.

The key mechanical properties of soils that are essential for foundation design include
compressibility, strength, and permeability (or hydraulic conductivity). It must be stressed
that these soil properties are not generally constant but their values depend on the
mechanical state of soils during loading as defined by both void ratios and effective stress
levels. This was the key motivation behind the development of CSSM at Cambridge Uni-
versity (Schofield and Wroth, 1968), which has since underpinned many of the advances
in soil mechanics and foundation engineering.

It is also very important to note that soil mechanical properties are dependent on the
condition of water drainage during loading (i.e., drained or undrained). In particular,
soil strength and stiffness properties are significantly different for the same soil tested
under fully drained and undrained conditions. Therefore it is essential in foundation
engineering that a distinction is made between drained and undrained calculations. In
general, for most practical problems involving construction in granular soils such as
sand and gravel the loading may usually be assumed to be drained, while for construc-
tion involving clays the loading may be assumed to be undrained. However, there are
exceptions. For example, when sands or granular soils are subjected to rapid loading
such as earthquakes, it may be more appropriate to assume the problem to be of
undrained loading.
1.3 ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONSOLIDATION AND TIME EFFECT

In foundation engineering, any design would have to ensure stability (i.e., preventing fail-
ure) and serviceability (i.e., acceptable settlement and deformation). While soils will
deform under external loading, the response will take time. This is particularly true for
saturated clay soils, as their permeability is low and excess pore pressure generated
upon loading takes much longer to dissipate when compared with saturated sandy soils
where it is much quicker for excess pore pressure to dissipate. Procedures for laboratory
consolidation tests, their interpretations for the estimation of the magnitude, and time rate
of foundation settlement are well established. The following sections provide a review of
these procedures.
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1.3.1 The consolidation test

Once an external load is applied to a saturated clay soil, this external load is initially car-
ried by water, leading to an increase of excess pore pressure. With time, the excess pore
pressure will reduce and the external load is gradually transmitted to soil skeleton. The
time-dependent process during which a soil layer responds to external compression is
commonly termed the process of consolidation. The most common laboratory tests
used to measure such compressibility of a soil are conducted either in one dimension
(also known as a consolidometer, where the lateral movement of soil samples is not per-
mitted) or in three dimensions (also known as a triaxial cell). However, the simpler, one-
dimensional consolidometer tests were used much earlier in geotechnical engineering to
measure soil compressibility for estimating consolidation settlement of foundations
over saturated clay soils. Of course, this one-dimensional approach is only an approxima-
tion of real foundation engineering problems, but has proved to be relevant for soils under
a foundation loading in which the lateral movement of soils may be assumed to be much
smaller than the vertical settlement.

Figure 1.1 shows the basic setup of a consolidation test using the consolidometer. A soil
sample is placed inside a rigid ring, with one porous stone at the top and one at the bottom
of the soil. The vertical stress is increased in steps. After each increment, the load is kept
constant until the deformation practically ceases. The deformation at different elapsed
times following the load increase is recorded throughout each load increment. The proce-
dure is continued until the desired total vertical stress is reached. An unloading and reload-
ing is often also carried out to measure the consolidation performance of an
overconsolidated clay.

The results of consolidation tests are usually plotted in the spaces of e− σ′v or e− log σ′v,
where e= void ratio and σ′v = effective vertical stress. The vertical axis can also be plotted
as the specific volume (ν= 1+ e) as in critical state soil mechanics. An example of a con-
solidation test result presented in an e− log σ′v space is given in Figure 1.2. In the linear
plot, the consolidation test result has a curved e− σ′v relationship but when plotted in a
semi-log space as shown in Figure 1.2, e− log σ′v relationship can be approximately
two segments of straight lines with respective slopes of Cc and Cs, as shown in Figure 1.2.
1.3.2 Preconsolidation stress

From the one-dimensional consolidation test results, we can estimate the preconsolidation
stress, σ′p, which is defined as the maximum past effective overburden stress to which the
Porous stone

Porous stone

Rigid ring

Load

Dial

gauge

Water
Soil specimen

Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of the consolidation test.
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soil sample has been subjected. It can be determined using a graphical procedure proposed
by Casagrande (1936), which involves a number of simple steps:

a. Estimate the point O on the consolidation curve that has the sharpest curvature.
b. Draw a horizontal line OA.
c. Draw a line OB that is tangent to the consolidation line.
d. Draw a line OC that bisects the angle AOB.
e. Extend the straight portion of the consolidation line to intersect with OC. The pres-

sure corresponding to the intersect point D will be taken as the preconsolidation pres-
sure σ′p.

A soil deposit is considered normally consolidated (NC), if its current effective overbur-
den stress, σ′vo, is equal to the preconsolidation stress, σ′p. It is overconsolidated (OC) if σ′vo
is less than σ′p. For a given soil, the ratio of its σ′p over σ

′
vo is called the overconsolidation

ratio (OCR = σ′p/σ
′
vo). The outermost curve connecting the points when the specimen is in

the highest void ratios for any given effective overburden pressure will be referred to as the
virgin compression line. The curve connecting the points when the specimen is unloaded
from a given preconsolidation pressure will be referred to as the recompression or swelling
line. The term “line” is used because in semi-log space, the plots are closer to straight lines
than curves. The straight lines will also justify the use of a constant compressibility index,
as explained below.

Cc is known as the compression index that represents the compressibility of soils in nor-
mally consolidated state. Cc can be determined by arbitrarily choosing two points
(σ′v1, e1) and (σ′v2, e2) on the virgin compression line (see Figure 1.2) where σ′v1 and σ′v2
are all greater than σ′p, and

Cc = (e1 − e2)
( log σ′v2 − log σ′v1)

= (e1 − e2)
log (σ′v2/σ

′
v1)

(1.1)
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Cs is called the swelling or recompression index that reflects the compressibility of the
soils in overconsolidated state or when the soil is in the stage of unloading or reloading.Cs

can be determined by arbitrarily choosing two points (σ′v3, e3) and (σ′v4, e4) on the recom-
pression line (see Figure 1.2), and

Cs = (e3 − e4)
( log σ′v4 − log σ′v3)

= (e3 − e4)
log (σ′v4/σ

′
v3)

(1.2)
Often the value of the swelling index is assumed to be 5%–10% of the compression
index. Typical values of Cs range from 0.015 to 0.035. Clays with low plasticity and
low OCR tend to have lower Cs (Holtz et al., 2010).

If one-dimensional consolidation test results are plotted in the space of e – ln p′ or v – ln
p′ where p′ = effective mean normal stress, as in critical state soil mechanics, then the
slopes of virgin compression and swelling lines would be λ and κ, respectively. As shown
in Wood (1990), they may be related to Cc and Cs approximately as follows:

Cc = λ ln 10 � 2.3λ (1.3)
Cs ≈ κ ln 10 � 2.3κ (1.4)
1.3.3 Primary consolidation settlement calculation

Immediately after the stress increase Δσ in a clay layer, the stress increase is completely
taken by the equal increase of excess pore pressure �u. Thus initially Δσ = �u and the effec-
tive vertical stress σ′vo within the clay layer remains the same. With time, �u dissipates and
eventually �u = 0 as the primary consolidation completes, and at that time Δσ is completely
transferred to effective vertical stress. The process of transferring the applied stress
increase from pore pressure to effective stress as the pore pressure dissipates is called pri-
mary consolidation. At the end of primary consolidation, the effective vertical stress
σ′v = σ′vo + Δσ. Coupled with the increase of σ′v is a change (decrease) of void ratio Δe.
Settlement due to primary consolidation of a clay layer in the ground due to an increase
in the vertical effective stress Δσ can be estimated using the results from the one-dimen-
sional consolidation tests of the clay sample. The basic equation of the vertical settlement
ΔH of a layer of thickness ofH linking to the change of void ratio is derived from the strain
definition as follows:

ΔH = Δe
1+ eo

H (1.5)

where
eo= initial void ratio of the clay prior to the stress increase

The change (reduction) of void ratio caused by an increase of the effective vertical stress
from σ′vo to σ′v depends on the relative values of the initial effective vertical stress, the final
effective vertical stress, and the preconsolidation pressure σ′p. In other words, we need to
establish if the soil layer in the ground is normally consolidated or overconsolidated.

Figure 1.3 shows three possible cases for which the following equations can be used to
determine the void ratio reduction, respectively:

a. The case of normal consolidation when σ′vo = σ′p

Δe = Cc log
σ′v
σ′vo

(1.6)
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b. The case of overconsolidation when σ′vo , σ′v ≤ σ′p

Δe = Cs log
σ′v
σ′vo

(1.7)

′ ′ ′
c. The case of overconsolidation followed by normal consolidation when σvo , σp ≤ σv

Δe = Cs log
σ′p
σ′vo

+ Cc log
σ′v
σ′p

(1.8)
If the soil layer is very thick, then it is a normal practice to subdivide it into a number of
thinner layers for calculation in order to determine the total settlement. This is because the
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vertical effective stress for each layer is not a constant but varies with depth, and its aver-
age value over each layer will be used in the calculation.
1.3.4 Time rate of primary consolidation settlement

So far, the total settlement or compression of soil layers can be estimated using the one-
dimensional consolidation test results from the laboratory. It was noted earlier that this
settlement will take time, as it is due to the gradual dissipation of excess pore pressure
from the clay layer generated by the application of the vertical stress. It is therefore fun-
damental to understand the relationship between the excess pore pressure u and time t
during the consolidation process. This can be described by a fundamental time-dependent
consolidation equation as follows (Terzaghi, 1943):

∂�u
∂t

= cv
∂2�u
∂z2

(1.9)

where cv is the coefficient of consolidation that is treated as a material constant for sim-
plicity of solution. It has been shown that typical values of cv for various clays range
approximately from 10−4 to 5× 10−3 cm2/s (Holtz and Kovacs, 1981).

Once we know the appropriate boundary conditions for the initial excess pore pressure,
the above equation can be used to determine the excess pore pressure distribution over a
soil layer at any time (Taylor, 1948; Schofield and Wroth, 1968).

For the usual setup in the one-dimensional consolidation test, simulating a clay layer
sandwiched between two sand layers as shown in Figure 1.4, we have the following boun-
dary conditions:

a. The excess pore pressure generated due to the external stress increase is assumed to
dissipate immediately to zero at both the bottom and top boundaries due to the highly
permeable sand at the boundaries. That is:

�u = 0;
∂�u
∂z

= 0 for z = 0 and z = 2Hdr (1.10)
Figur
where
Hdr=maximum drainage distance; for a clay layer drained at top and bottom,
Hdr equals half of the layer thickness H, or 2Hdr=H.
2Hdr

h = γw

u–

Δσ

z

Clay

Sand

Groundwater table

Sand

e 1.4 Boundary conditions for consolidation solution.
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b. The initial excess pore pressure is assumed to be

�u = �u0 for t = 0 (1.11)
With the boundary conditions described by Equations 1.10 and 1.11, Equation 1.9 can
be solved to arrive at the following analytical solution for normalized excess pore pressure
as a function of time t and depth z:

�u(t)
�u0

=
∑n=1

n=0

2
N

sin
Nz
Hdr

( )
exp −N2Tv

( )[ ]
(1.12)

where
u(t)= excess pore pressure at a given time t and depth z
u0 = initial pore pressure

N = (2n+ 1)π
2

(1.13)
hich n is an integer, and time factor is defined as
in w

Tv = Cvt
H2

dr

(1.14)
where
Hdr=maximum drainage distance

Following Equation 1.12, at a given depth z, and time represented by Tv, the degree of
consolidation, Uz is

Uz = 1− �u(t)
�u0

(1.15)
Equation 1.12 can be plotted graphically in Figure 1.5, where the degree of consolida-
tion-normalized excess pore pressure varies with time factor and depth.

In foundation engineering design, we are often more interested in howmuch consolida-
tion has taken place for the entire clay layer at a given time period after the external load
application. This can be indicated by an average degree of consolidation U for the entire
clay layer that is defined by

U = ΔH(t)
ΔHmax

=
	2Hdr

0 �u0 dz−
	2Hdr

0 �u(t)dz
	2Hdr

0 �u0 dz
= 1−

∑n=1

n=0

2
N2 exp −N2Tv

( )[ ]
(1.16)

where U= 0 indicates no consolidation and U= 1 implies full consolidation.
According to Terzaghi (1943), Equation 1.16 may be approximated by the following

simpler equations:

a. For 0≤ Tv≤ 0.217; 0≤U≤ 0.526, we have

U =






4Tv

π

√

(1.17)
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b. For 0.217,Tv≤ 1.781; 0.526,U≤ 1, we have

U = 1− 10[1.0718(1.781−Tv)−2] (1.18)
Alternatively, Schofield and Wroth (1968) derived the following approximate solution
for the average degree of consolidation:

a. For 0≤Tv≤ (1/12), we have

U =






4Tv

3

√

(1.19)
b. For Tv. (1/12), we have

U = 1− 2
3
exp

1
4
− 3Tv

( )
(1.20)
As shown by Schofield and Wroth (1968), Terzaghi’s one-dimensional consolidation
theory, represented by Equations 1.16 or 1.19 and 1.20, agrees well with the results
obtained in the laboratory on specimens of saturated, remolded Gault clay.
EXAMPLE 1.1

Given

A laboratory consolidation test was carried out on a clay sample. The height of the clay
specimen is 25.4 mm with drainage on both sides. Assume that the preconsolidation
pressure of the clay sample before consolidation test was less than 150 kPa. When
the effective vertical pressure applied reached 150 kPa, the void ratio was 0.96. The
void ratio at end of consolidation/compression was 0.88 when the vertical effective
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pressure increased from 150 to 220 kPa. It was found that the time required for the
sample to reach 30% consolidation was 3 min. In a swelling/unloading test following
the consolidation test, the vertical effective stress was reduced from 220 to150 kPa and
the void ratio at the end of swelling was 0.9.
Required

a. The compression index of the clay
b. The swelling index of the clay
c. The height of the clay sample at the end of compression
d. The coefficient of consolidation of the clay
e. The final height of the clay sample at the end of swelling
Solution

a. According to Equation 1.1, the compression index can be determined as follows:

Cc = (e1 − e2)
log (σ′v2/σ

′
v1)

= 0.96− 0.88
log (220/150)

= 0.48 (1.1)
b. According to Equation 1.2, the swelling index can be obtained as follows:

Cs = (e3 − e4)
log (σ′v4/σ

′
v3)

= 0.9− 0.88
log (220/150)

= 0.12 (1.2)
c. According to Equation 1.5, the height reduction during compression is

ΔH = Δe
1+ e0

H = 0.96− 0.88
1+ 0.96

× 25.4mm = 1mm (1.5)
So the height of the clay sample at end of compression= 25.4− 1= 24.4 mm.
d. According to Equation 1.17, the time factor for degree of consolidation of 30%
can be calculated as follows:

Tv = πU2

4
= 3.1415× 0.32

4
= 0.07 (1.17)
According to Equation 1.14, the coefficient of consolidation is
cv = Tv(Hdr)
2

t
= 0.07× (25.4/2)2

3
= 3.80mm2/min (1.14)
e. According to Equation 1.5, the height increase during swelling is

ΔH = Δe
1+ e0

H = 0.9− 0.88
1+ 0.88

× 24.4 ≈ 0.26mm (1.5)
So the height of the clay sample at end of swelling= 24.4+ 0.26≈ 24.7 mm or
= 24.66mm.
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EXAMPLE 1.2

Given

Consider a normally consolidated clay layer of soil in the field with a thickness of 1.2 m
with both upper and lower layers of sands. The clay is the same as that considered in
Example 1.1, so that the compression index is Cc= 0.48 and the coefficient of consol-
idation is cv= 3.76mm2/min. The initial void ratio of clay was 0.96 before the con-
struction of a foundation on the ground surface when the in-situ effective vertical
pressure due to self-weight was 150 kPa. After construction of the foundation, the aver-
age vertical effective pressure on the clay layer became 300 kPa.
Required

a. The maximum consolidation settlement of the clay layer
b. The time required for 90% of the consolidation settlement to take place
Solution

a. According to Equations 1.5 and 1.6, themaximum consolidation settlement due to
the construction of the foundation is

ΔH = Δe
1+ e0

H = CcH
1+ e0

log
σ′v
σ′v0

= 0.48× 1.2
1+ 0.96

× log
300
150

= 0.0885m = 88.5mm

(1.5)(1.6)
b. According to Equation 1.18, the time factor for degree of consolidation of 90%
can be calculated as follows:

Tv = − 1
1.0718

log (1−U)− 0.085 = −0.933× log (1− 0.9)− 0.085 = 0.848

(1.18)
According to Equation 1.14, the time required for 90% of consolidation to take
place is
t = Tv(Hdr)
2

Cv
= 0.848× (1200mm/2)2

3.76mm2/min
= 81,191min ≈ 56.4 days (1.14)
1.3.5 Settlement due to secondary consolidation

Figure 1.6 describes a correlation between void ratio and elapsed time in log scale after a
stress increase is applied to a clay sample in the one-dimensional consolidation test. It has
been observed that the void ratio continues to decrease even after the primary consolida-
tion is completed and excess pore pressure has fully dissipated. This continued consolida-
tion after the excess pore pressure is completely dissipated is called the secondary
consolidation. We typically use t100 to represent the time when primary consolidation
completes. The corresponding void ratio at the end of primary consolidation is ep. The
relationship between e and log t beyond t100, or in secondary compression, is approxi-
mately linear. We define a secondary compression index, Cα according to the slope of
the secondary compression line as follows:

Cα = e1 − e2
log t2 − log t1

= Δe
log (t2/t1)

(1.21)
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Table 1.1 Empirical relationships to estimate Cc, Cs, and Cα

Empirical relationship Reference

Cc¼ 0.7(wLL� 0.1) Skempton (1944)

Cs≈ 0.15∼ 0.25Cc Wroth and Wood (1978)

Cα

Cc
� 0:04+ 0:01 (inorganic clays and silts) Mesri and Godlewski (1977)

Cα

Cc
� 0:05+ 0:01 (organic clays and silts) Mesri and Godlewski (1977)

Cα

Cc
� 0:075+ 0:01 (peats) Mesri and Godlewski (1977)

Note
wLL¼ liquid limit in decimal.
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Table 1.1 shows a series of empirical relationships that can be used to estimate Cc, Cs,
and Cα for cohesive soils.
1.4 STRESS–STRAIN BEHAVIOR AND CRITICAL STATE OF CLAYS

It is well known that the stress–strain and strength behavior of soils can be affected by
shearing mode (e.g., triaxial, simple shear or plane strain shearing), strain rate and drain-
age conditions (i.e., drained or undrained), and principal stress direction, among others. A
large number of testing devices have been developed and applied to measure the stress–
strain and strength behavior of soils. Among these available methods, the triaxial test
has been the most widely used to study the mechanical behavior of soils in the laboratory.
It can be used to give stress–strain and strength behavior for different initial soil conditions
(e.g., current state of stress and stress history) and stress paths (e.g., drained or undrained).
The following sections use triaxial test as a basis for discussion. Readers interested in other
types of testing methods are referred to Mayne et al. (2009).
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1.4.1 Measurement of soil properties in the triaxial test

Figure 1.7 shows a typical setup of a triaxial testing device. In a triaxial test, a cylindrical
soil specimen confined in a rubber membrane is placed inside a sealed triaxial cell. The soil
specimen is subjected to a lateral or radial stress, σr (i.e., cell pressure) and vertical or axial
stress, σa. Drainage to the soil specimen can be controlled via drainage lines and valves as
shown in Figure 1.7. In drained triaxial tests, the drainage valves connected to the burette
are open and the specimen volume change during shearing is measured by monitoring the
water level fluctuation in the burette. In undrained triaxial tests, all drainage valves are
closed and the variation of pore water pressure in the specimen is measured using a
pressure transducer.

To facilitate the discussion of triaxial tests, we often use the terms of mean effective
normal stress, p′ and principal stress difference (or deviator stress), q. In a general
three-dimensional state of stress, p′ and q are defined as follows:

p′ = (σ′1 + σ′2 + σ′3)
3

(1.22)

where
σ′1, σ

′
2, and σ′3 =major, intermediate, and minor effective principal stress

In axial compression triaxial tests, there are only two independent principal stresses;
therefore

p′ = (σ′a + 2σ′r)
3

(1.22a)

where
σ′a = effective axial stress applied to the specimen= σ′1
σ′r = effective radial stress applied to the specimen= σ′3
Cell pressure
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Figure 1.7 A typical triaxial test device setup.
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and

q = σ1 − σ3 (1.23)

Similarly, in the case of triaxial test,

q = σa − σr (1.23a)

where
σ1 and σ3=major and minor principal stress
σa= axial stress applied to the specimen
σr= radial stress applied to the specimen

Occasionally, we loosely call q shear stress. The corresponding shear strain, ɛq and vol-
umetric strain, ɛp are (Schofield and Wroth, 1968; Wood, 1990):

εq = 2(ε1 − ε3)
3

= 2(εa − εr)
3

(1.24)

and

εp = ε1 + ε2 + ε3 = εa + 2εr (1.25)

where
ɛ1, ɛ2, and ɛ3= strain in major, intermediate, and minor stress direction
ɛa= strain in the axial direction
ɛr= strain in the radial direction

A triaxial test is often divided into two stages. The first stage consolidates the specimen,
and the second stage shears the specimen by inducing a principal stress difference to
the specimen.
1.4.1.1 The consolidation stage

The specimen can be isotropically consolidated with σr/σa= 1 during consolidation or
anisotropically consolidated where σr/σa ≠ 1 during consolidation. As a special case,
the specimen can be Ko consolidated where σr is adjusted to maintain zero ɛr while σa is
increasing. Unloading of σr and σa can be applied upon reaching a designated consolida-
tion stress to create overconsolidation to the soil specimen. The drainage valves connected
to the burette are open (see Figure 1.7) to allow flow of pore water in and out of the speci-
men during consolidation. For cohesive soil samples retrieved from the field (details of soil
sampling are discussed in Chapter 3) or compacted in laboratory, we may also conduct
triaxial tests without going through the consolidation stage. In this case, the triaxial
test is called unconsolidated.
1.4.1.2 The shearing stage

The soil specimen can be sheared in drained or undrained condition. For a drained test,
shearing is conducted slowly enough that the shear-induced excess pore pressure Δu is dis-
sipated completely (i.e., Δu= 0). In drained test, the soil specimen is allowed to undergo
volumetric strain ɛp. On the other hand, in undrained shearing, the soil volume remains
constant (i.e., ɛp= 0), but Δu can change. Independent of the choice of drainage condi-
tions, the specimen shearing can be conducted by a combination of variations in σa and
σr from their respective value at the end of consolidation.
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A few types of commonly used triaxial tests are described below:

1. Isotropically consolidated, undrained axial compression test (CIUC)—the specimen is
consolidated under a stress condition where σr/σa= 1 and then sheared undrained by
keeping σr= constant while σa increases.

2. Isotropically consolidated, drained axial compression test (CIDC)—the specimen
is consolidated under σr/σa= 1 and then sheared in drained condition by keeping
σr= constant while σa increases.

3. Anisotropically consolidated, undrained axial compression test (CAUC)—the speci-
men is consolidated under σr/σa≠ 1 and then sheared undrained by keeping σr=
constant while σa increases.

4. Anisotropically consolidated, drained axial compression test (CADC)—the specimen
is consolidated under σr/σa≠ 1 and then sheared in drained condition by keeping σr=
constant while σa increases.

5. The shearing can also be conducted by axial extension where σr= constant while σa
decreases. In this case, the above four types of triaxial tests are called CIUE, CIDE,
CAUE, and CADE, respectively.

6. The specimen is not consolidated; shearing is conducted by axial compression in
undrained condition. The test is then called UU test.
1.4.2 Stress–strain behavior of clays

Figures 1.8 through 1.10 describe the characteristics of typical triaxial axial compression
test results on clays. For drained test on a normally consolidated specimen, the stress–
strain curve tends to be of strain-hardening (i.e., q increases with axial strain ɛa monoton-
ically), as indicated in Figure 1.8, and there is a contraction in specimen volume (ɛp, 0),
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Figure 1.8 Characteristics of (σa� σr) – ɛa relationships from triaxial tests on clays.
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as shown in Figure 1.9. On the other hand, for the drained test of an overconsolidated
specimen, the stress–strain curve follows a strain hardening to a peak before a strain soft-
ening (i.e., q increases with ɛa and then decreases with ɛa after reaching a peak q, as shown
in Figure 1.8). The overconsolidated specimen tends to increase in volume during the tri-
axial test (ɛp. 0, as shown in Figure 1.9).

For undrained test of a normally consolidated clay specimen, the stress–strain curve
tends to be strain-hardening (i.e., q increases with ɛa monotonically, as shown in
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Figure 1.10 Characteristics of ɛa – Δu relationships from undrained triaxial tests on clays.
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Figure 1.8) and there is a positive pore pressure buildup (Δu. 0; see Figure 1.10). On the
other hand, for undrained test on an overconsolidated clay specimen, the stress–strain
curve also experiences strain hardening but pore pressure buildup is positive initially
and then becomes negative as shearing continues (Δu, 0; see Figure 1.10).

1.4.3 Mohr–Coulomb shear strength parameters of clays

To determine the shear strength parameters, a common procedure is to perform at least
three triaxial tests, each with a different σ′r. For each of the triaxial tests, a Mohr circle
is constructed based on the peak strength (i.e., the peak q value in the stress–strain curve
shown in Figure 1.8). For tests with strain-hardening behavior, the peak strength is the
same as the ultimate strength (see Figure 1.8). Figure 1.11 provides a qualitative descrip-
tion of the Mohr circles from triaxial tests based on effective normal stresses (i.e., from
drained tests or undrained tests with pore pressure measurements). A straight line, tangen-
tial to all the Mohr circles, is then drawn as the Mohr–Coulomb failure envelope. The
slope of this failure envelope is defined as the drained peak friction angle, Ø′, and the inter-
cept of the failure envelope with the shear stress axis is called drained cohesion, c′ (see Fig-
ure 1.11). Note that natural soil rarely possesses true cohesion between soil particles, even
for clays. The existence of c′ can be due to the fact that we use peak strength to construct
Mohr circles and that the tests were performed on overconsolidated clays. The use of c′

can lead to unsafe foundation designs and should therefore be treated with caution. More
discussion on cohesion is presented later in Sections 1.7.7, 4.6.2, and 5.6 of this book.

1.4.4 Critical state in the shearing of clays

As an illustration, we now present a set of stress–strain curves of Weald clay under both
drained and undrained shearing with two different initial conditions (Wood, 1990). As
shown in Figure 1.12 (with data taken from Henkel, 1959), the two initial conditions
are depicted in a plot of water content w against mean effective stress p′. Specimens at
points A and B are NC without previous unloading. Specimens at points C and D are
OC and have undergone an unloading from a mean effective stress p′ of 827 to 34 kPa.
Therefore the specimens at points C and D have an OCR of 24. The consolidation and
unloading were carried out in isotropic stress conditions, meaning the applied stresses
in all directions were equal (i.e., σ′a = σ′r).
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EXAMPLE 1.3

Given

In Figure 1.12, samples A and B are normally consolidated clays with the initial water
contentw of 23.2%. Samples C and D are overconsolidated clays with thew of 22.4%.
For Weald clay, the specific gravity of the clay particle is known to be Gs= 2.75.
Required

Determine the initial void ratios e and specific volume v of samples A, B, C, and D.
Solution

For samples A and B, the initial void ratio is

e = wGs = 0.232× 2.75 = 0.638

Their initial specific volume is

v = 1+ e = 1+ 0.638 = 1.638

For samples C and D, the initial void ratio is

e = wGs = 0.224× 2.75 = 0.616

Their initial specific volume is

v = 1+ e = 1+ 0.616 = 1.616
The results of the four drained and undrained tests of Weald clay, referred to in
Figure 1.12, are given in Figures 1.13 and 1.14 (with data taken from Bishop and Henkel,
1957). The trend of these tests in terms of stress–strain and strain–pore pressure/volume
change relationships is consistent with those presented in Figures 1.8 through 1.10.

Figure 1.15 shows the loading paths (or stress paths) in the plots of q – p′ and v – p′ for
those four tests (Wood, 1990). Points 1–4 and 5–8, respectively, represent the loading
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paths of the drained and undrained triaxial tests on the NC specimen [with their initial
(w, p′) at points A and B in Figure 1.12]. On the other hand, points 9–12 and 13–16 rep-
resent the loading paths of the drained and undrained triaxial tests on the OC specimen
[with their initial (w, p′) at points C and D in Figure 1.12].

There are a number of important observations that we should note from Figure 1.15.
1. For the undrained tests, the loading paths in the plot of v – p′ are horizontal because
the volume remains constant under undrained conditions.

2. For drained tests, the NC specimen contracts in volume, while the OC specimen
dilates during shearing.
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3. For both drained and undrained tests of NC orOC specimens, the loading paths in the
plot of q – p′ appear to be a straight line that passes through the origin (dash line in
Figure 1.15a).

4. The end points (stress and strain readings toward the end of shearing where q has
reached its ultimate value) of all four tests appear to approach a narrow band of a
curve in the plot of v – p′, as shown in the shaded area of Figure 1.15b (which is
straight in the plot of v – ln p′, as discussed later).

To confirm the above observations based on the results of four tests on Weald clay,
Roscoe et al. (1958) collated data on end points of a large number of undrained and
drained tests on Weald clay. These data are shown in Figure 1.16. It is clear that these
data confirm earlier observations that end points of triaxial tests seem to lie on a straight
line in both q – p′ and v – ln p′ plots (Figure 16a and c, respectively). The straight line of
end points during triaxial tests of Weald clay was termed by Roscoe et al. (1958) as the
critical state line (CSL). It is also important to note that the CSL is parallel to the isotrop-
ical normal consolidation line (ISO-NCL) in the v – ln p′ space, as demonstrated in
Figure 1.16b and c. The CSLs are plotted as dash lines in Figure 1.16.

Mathematically, the critical state for a soil is fully determined therefore by the following
two equations:

q = Mp′ (1.26)

Γ = v+ λ lnp′ (1.27)
Equations 1.26 and 1.27 are also marked in Figure 1.16a and c. In other words, when
the soil is subjected to shear loading such as the axial compression in triaxial tests, it
will ultimately approach a critical state, at which the ratio of deviator stress q and
mean effective stress p′ become a constant value,M (capital μ) regardless of its initial state
(i.e., stress level and void ratio). M is a function of critical state friction angle, Ø′

cs as
explained in Section 1.6. To reach critical state (stress–strain relationship reaches its ulti-
mate state) in a triaxial test, we usually need to perform the test until the axial strain
exceeds 20%. Γ and λ are two further critical state constants for soils which are explained
in Section 1.6.

The critical state soil mechanics is based on the premise that when a soil sample is sub-
jected to shearing, it will ultimately reach a state in which the soil behaves as a frictional
fluid with a constant volume and a constant ratio of shear stress to mean normal stress,
regardless of the initial state of the soil. This ultimate state was termed the critical state
independently by Roscoe et al. (1958) and Parry (1958) and proves to be a powerful ref-
erence state for developing a large number of constitutive models to predict the mechan-
ical behavior of soils when subjected to various loading conditions (Schofield andWroth,
1968; Yu, 2006).
1.5 STRESS–STRAIN BEHAVIOR AND CRITICAL STATE OF SANDS

There are some similarities in the stress–strain behavior between sand and clay. The
stress–strain and strain-dilatancy relationships in drained and undrained shearing of a
dense sand are similar to those of overconsolidated clay, whereas loose sand is similar
to normally consolidated clay in stress–strain and strain-dilatancy relationships (see
Figures 1.8 through 1.10).
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1.5.1 Mohr–Coulomb shear strength parameters of sands

In most cases, the dilatancy of sand is sensitive to confining stress (Bolton, 1986).
The Mohr–Coulomb failure envelope constructed by drawing a tangent to Mohr circles
from tests on sand of the same void ratio is usually curved, as shown in Figure 1.17.
A straight dash line is added in Figure 1.17 to contrast the curved failure envelope. For
sand, c′ = 0 unless the sand is cemented. For a sand with the same void ratio, the drained
peak friction angle Ø′ decreases with the effective normal stress (Bolton, 1986). It will be
demonstrated later from a critical state soil mechanics point of view why Ø′ (or dilatancy)
of sand decreases with the effective normal stress.
1.5.2 Critical state in the shearing of sands

The early development of critical state soil mechanics was largely based on experimental
results of clays (Bishop and Henkel, 1957; Roscoe et al., 1958; Schofield and Wroth,
1968). Its extension to sand has been slow, and in fact did not make much progress until
the 1980s, partly due to the difficulties of determining critical state lines in the laboratory
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(Wroth and Bassett, 1965; Vesic and Clough, 1968; Been and Jefferies, 1985; Been et al.,
1991).

In addition to the development of critical state concept in the UK, there was an effort
in the US devoted to developing a concept of steady state primarily for earthquake
liquefaction applications (Castro, 1969; Castro and Poulos, 1977; Poulos, 1981). In
fact, the definition of steady state was very similar to that of critical state, and for most
practical applications they may be regarded as the same (Been et al., 1991).

It should be noted that the steady state for sands has only been measured after liquefac-
tion in triaxial tests. These tests tended to be carried out on loose sand samples under
undrained conditions at which it was possible for liquefaction to occur. On the other
hand, critical state workers tend to use drained triaxial tests of dense sand samples to
determine the critical state (Been et al., 1991; Klotz and Coop, 2002).

In an important study, Been et al. (1991) reported the results of a large number of tri-
axial tests for Erksak sand focusing on critical states from drained tests of dense samples
and steady states from undrained tests of loose sand samples. They drew a general conclu-
sion that for practical purposes the critical state and steady state may be regarded as iden-
tical. This finding has been supported by recent studies.

To illustrate the critical state and stress–strain behavior of sand, we use the results of a
large number of drained and undrained triaxial tests on Portaway sand, carried out by
Wang (2005). To demonstrate a typical set of stress–strain behavior of sand under drained
triaxial tests on Portaway sand, Figure 1.18 shows the stress–strain curves and volumetric
strain–axial strain relations for five tests with different initial conditions. It is clear that for
the three loose samples (CIDC-1, CIDC-2, and CIDC-3), there was a strain-hardening
behavior with volume contraction during the triaxial loading. For the two dense samples
(CIDC-4 and CIDC-5), the stress–strain behavior follows a strain-hardening pattern
before softening to a critical state in the end. So there tends to be a peak shear strength
for dense sand under drained triaxial tests. This peak shear strength is associated with
a change of volume contraction to dilation during shearing. At the critical state, the
rate of soil dilation approaches zero (i.e., the curves become flat) in all five tests.

Typical stress–strain behavior of Portaway sand in undrained triaxial tests is shown in
Figure 1.19. It is clear from these four tests on very loose sand samples that the stress–
strain curves under undrained triaxial tests follow a strain-hardening-softening pattern.
During the test, the shear strength q drops to a small value due to the buildup of pore
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Figure 1.18 Typical stress–strain behavior of Portaway sand under drained triaxial tests. (a) Stress ratio
vs. axial strain. (b) Volumetric strain vs. axial strain. (Adapted from Wang, J. 2005. The
stress–strain and strength characteristics of Portaway sand. PhD Thesis, University of
Nottingham, UK.)
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water pressure. In an extreme case (i.e., when the sand is extremely loose), the shear
strength q can drop to zero after passing the peak strength. The zero shear strength accom-
panies p′ ≈ 0 (i.e., p′ – q plot of CIUC5 in Figure 1.19), meaning the confining stress is
completely offset by pore pressure and the sand behaves like liquid, a phenomenon
referred to as soil liquefaction. Liquefaction is therefore often a concern for loose sand
under groundwater table (hence saturated). In the field, liquefaction can be triggered by
static shearing or a seismic motion, such as an earthquake.

Figure 1.20 shows the loading paths of 24 drained and undrained triaxial tests of
Portaway sand in the plot of v – ln p′. The ultimate (or end) point of each test represents
a critical state point. The average line of the end points in the q – p′ space is the CSL that
passes through the origin, as shown in Figure 1.21. Similarly, the ultimate points of the
tests in the plot of v – ln p′ also form a straight CSL, as indicated in Figure 1.22. The
two CSLs depicted in Figures 1.21 and 1.22 correspond to Equations 1.26 and 1.27,
respectively. The equations are also marked on the corresponding figures.
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1.6 CRITICAL STATE AND SOIL ENGINEERING PROPERTIES

The above observations on particular sets of triaxial test results can be generalized under
the framework of critical state soil mechanics so that we can predict the dilatancy (or pore
pressure development) of the soil when sheared, based on the state of the soil that is rep-
resented by its current values of p′ (stress state) and v (density state). To do this, we first
plot the v – p′ correlations in a semi-natural log, v – ln p′ space. This is slightly different
from Figure 1.2, where base 10 log was used in the e− log σ′v plots. However, the virgin
compression and recompression lines continue to be treated as straight lines, as shown in
Figure 1.23. In addition, following the observations from Figure 1.16c, we consider the
CSL parallel to the virgin compression line. The virgin compression line is also an upper
bound of the v – ln p′ relationship. Therefore in Figure 1.23 we see a set of straight lines
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that include a CSL, a virgin compression line, and there can be numerous recompression
lines (depending on where the unloading started). The virgin compression and CSL share
the same slope λ, which is equivalent to the Terzaghi’s compression index, Cc, described
earlier. A recompression line can stem from any point on the virgin compression line and
pointing toward the unloading direction. All recompression lines share the same slope of κ
that is equivalent to the Terzaghi’s recompression index, Cs, described earlier. For conve-
nience, we establish a linear equation to describe each of the three types of straight lines in
Figure 1.23 by denoting the intercept of the lines with the unit pressure line p′ = 1 as fol-
lows:

For compression lines ν = νλ − λ ln p′ (1.28)

′
For recompression lines ν = νκ − κ lnp (1.29)

And for the CSL, we repeat Equation 1.27,

ν = Γ− λ ln p′ (1.27)

where
νλ, νκ, and Γ= intercept, in terms of specific volume of the compression, recompres-
sion, and CSL with the unit pressure line p′ = 1.

Note that the intercept values can change, as we use a different unit for p′.
1.6.1 The state parameter

Using the framework of critical state soil mechanics, the soil loading history and current
state can be represented by its relative position from the CSL in the v – ln p′ space. A simple
measure of this relative position would be the vertical distance in specific volume ν from
the current state to the CSL, and this quantity has been termed as the state parameter,
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ξ (Been and Jefferies, 1985; Yu, 1998). Figure 1.23 shows the definition of the state
parameter and other critical state indices. Consider a soil sample consolidated along
the virgin compression line to an effective mean normal stress of p′o and unloaded along
the recompression line to its current effective mean normal stress, p′. Consider the unload-
ing is significant enough that the unloading line crosses the CSL at an effective mean nor-
mal stress, p′x. The state parameter is defined mathematically in terms of specific volume v
and mean effective stress p′ as follows:

ξ = v+ λ ln p′ − Γ (1.30)

where
ξ= state parameter
Γ= intercept in terms of specific volume of the CSL with the unit pressure line p′ = 1

When a soil sample is sheared, it would ultimately reach the critical state in which it
behaves as a frictional fluid with a constant ratio of shear stress to mean effective normal
stress (q/p′) as described by Equation 1.26, and v− p′ correlation satisfies Equation 1.27,
regardless of the initial state of the soil. This is the premise of the CSSM established from
observations of laboratory tests described above. If the initial state of the soil sample rep-
resented by (p′, ν) sits above the CSL, then its state parameter ξ is .0 before shearing.
In this case, the soil sample will contract (i.e., ν reduces) if the shearing is drained. Or,
p′ will reduce (pore pressure will increase) while ν remains constant if the shearing is
undrained. On the other hand, if ξ is ,0 before shearing, the soil sample will dilate
(i.e., ν increases) if the shearing is drained, or p′ will increase (pore pressure will decrease)
while ν remains constant if the shearing is undrained.

It should be stressed that for clay, the OCR can be equally used to define its state.
Following the recompression line in Figure 1.23, the OCR and a spacing ratio r can be
defined as follows:

OCR = p′0
p′

(1.31)

and

r = p′0
p′x

(1.32)
It can be shown from geometry that the state parameter ξ can be expressed as a function
of OCR as follows:

ξ = (λ− κ) ln
r

OCR

( )
(1.33)

where r is believed to be in a range between 2 and the natural base e (i.e., 2.71828).
It is noted that for soils lying at the normal consolidation or virgin compression line,

OCR is 1, and the state parameter reaches a maximum value: ξR= (λ− κ)ln r (see
Figure 1.23), which represents the vertical distance between the virgin compression line
and the CSL (Yu, 1998). It is important to note that for soils, especially clays, at a state
between the virgin compression and CSL, its OCR. 1 (overconsolidated by definition),
but ξ is also .0. In this case, we consider the clay as lightly overconsolidated, and
undrained shearing will generate positive pore pressure (p′ decreases), a phenomenon
that is typical for normally consolidated clays. The typical behavior of an overconsoli-
dated clay is usually not materialized until ξ, 0 as correctly predicted by the CSSM,
and the corresponding OCR becomes larger than the spacing ratio r.
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It is clear that Figure 1.23 has practically combined the soil compressibility and stress–
strain behavior. The question then is, how do we relate critical state to other soil engineer-
ing properties? This is the main issue in the following sections.
1.6.2 Critical state and engineering properties of clays

Schofield andWroth (1968) postulated that the standard liquid limit (LL) and plastic limit
(PL) tests reflect the remolded shear strength of the clay at the two respective water con-
tents. The PL test causes “crumbling” or tensile failure of the soil sample, similar to a split-
cylinder or Brazil test of concrete cylinders. The LL test mimics a miniature slope failure in
the banks of the groove created in an LL test. In LL and PL tests, the soil is continually
remolded; therefore it must remain at the critical state. We consider qLL and p′LL as the
deviator stress (i.e., shear strength) and effective mean normal stress at LL, respectively
and qPL and p′PL, as those at PL. Because the soils under these two test conditions are
at critical state,

qPL
p′PL

= qLL
p′LL

= M (1.34)

in the q− p′ space, and

νPL + λ ln p′PL = νLL + λ ln p′LL = Γ (1.35)

in the ν – ln p′ space,

where
νPL, νLL= specific volume of the clay at PL and LL, respectively
λ= compression index of the clay in ν – ln p′ space

For a given clay, (νLL, p′LL) and (νPL, p′PL) lay on the same CSL. According to test
results reported by Schofield andWroth (1968), it appears that the LL and PL correspond
approximately to fixed strengths q, which have a ratio of 1:100 (i.e., qLL:qPL≅ 1:100).
Following Equation 1.34, p′LL and p′PL should also have a ratio of 1:100. According to
Schofield and Wroth (1968), p′PL was consistently around 552 kPa for the family of clays
tested as conceptually described in Figure 1.24.

If we extrapolate the CSLs as indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 1.24, they tend to
pass through the point Ω with νΩ ≅ 1.25 and p′Ω � 10,343 kPa. Substituting the quoted
values for p′PL, νΩ, and p′Ω in Equation 1.35, we get

νPL − 1.25 = λ ln
10,343
552

= 2.93λ (1.36)

and

νLL − 1.25 = λ ln
10,343
5.52

= 7.54λ (1.37)
Consider that the clay samples in limit tests are saturated (i.e., degree of saturation
S= 1) and its particles have an approximate specific gravity, Gs, of 2.7, then vPL= 1+
GswPL, where wPL= PL in decimal, Equation 1.36 can be rearranged as

λ = 0.341(νPL − 1.25) � 0.92(wPL − 0.09) (1.38)
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Similarly, if we follow Equation 1.37,

λ = 0.133(νLL − 1.25) � 0.36(wLL − 0.09) (1.39)

on the basis that p′PL � 100p′LL. As we learned earlier, Cc (i.e., compression index in 10
based logarithm)= λ ln 10= 2.303 λ; hence following Equation 1.39,

Cc � 0.83(wLL − 0.09) (1.40)

which compares well with Skempton’s (1944) empirical relationship,

Cc = 0.7(wLL − 0.1) (1.41)

From the idealized straight lines of Figure 1.23 we can predict that

Γ = νΩ + λ ln p′Ω = 1.25+ λ ln 10,343 = 1.25+ 9.24λ (1.42)
Through Equation 1.35, Γ can be linked to PL or LL as well. Note again that Γ is the
specific volume of the point on the CSL corresponding to unit pressure of 1. It has been
demonstrated that we can obtain a reasonably accurate value of λ and an estimate of Γ
from simple LL and PL tests.

Derivations that relate undrained shear strength of clays to critical state parameters are
beyond the scope of this book. Interested readers are referred to Schofield and Wroth
(1968) for details. Instead, only the correlations themselves are described herein. For a
clay with a known specific volume v, its shear strength under undrained loading can be
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estimated from the critical state lines in both v – ln p′ and q – p′ spaces, namely

su = M
2
exp

Γ− v
λ

( )
(1.43)
Alternatively, the undrained shear strength can also be linked to its current effective
mean stress p′ and consolidation history OCR as follows (Wood, 1990):

su
p′

= M
2

OCR
r

( )(λ−κ)/λ

= M
2

OCR
r

( )Λ

(1.44)

where
r= spacing ratio (see Figure 1.23 and Equation 1.32)
Λ= 1−(κ/λ)

For normally consolidated soils (i.e., OCR= 1) and considering r= natural base e,
Equation 1.44 reduces to

su
p′

= M
2
exp − λ− κ

λ

( )
= M

2
exp(−Λ) (1.45)

and

Λ = λ− κ

λ
(1.45a)
Schofield and Wroth (1968) showed that this simple analytical critical state prediction
agrees well with experimental observation for Weald clay. This is also consistent with the
well-known result that undrained shear strength increases linearly with depth for a nor-
mally consolidated deposit.

Using the relationship between the state parameter and OCR expressed in Equa-
tion 1.33, the normalized undrained shear strength can also be expressed in terms of
the state parameter ξ in a very simple manner: ξ= (λ− κ)ln(r/OCR)

su
p′

= M
2
exp − ξ

λ

( )
(1.46)
EXAMPLE 1.4

Given

As shown in Figure 1.12, samples A and B are normally consolidated clays with the ini-
tial water content of 23.2% and initial mean effective stress of 207 kPa. Samples C and
D are overconsolidated clays with the initial water content of 22.4%. The two overcon-
solidated samples were compressed isotropically to a mean effective stress of 827 kPa
and then allowed to swell back isotropically to a mean effective stress of 34 kPa. For
Weald clay, the specific gravity of the clay particle is known to be Gs= 2.75.
As shown in Figure 1.16a and c, the experimental critical state line for Weald clay

may be defined by Equations 1.26 and 1.27 as follows:

q = 0.9p′ and v = 2.06− 0.093 ln p′
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Required

a. The OCR of samples C and D
b. The state parameter for samples A and B
c. The state parameter for samples C and D
d. The undrained shear strengths of samples A, B, C and D if they are sheared under

the undrained condition
Solution

a. For samples C and D, the current mean effective stress is p′ = 34 kPa.

Their preconsolidation pressure is p′0 = 827kPa. According to Equation 1.31, the
overconsolidation ratio is
OCR = p′0
p′

= 827
34

≈ 24 (1.31)
b. For samples A and B, the initial void ratio is

e = wGs = 0.232× 2.75 = 0.638
Their initial specific volume is therefore
v = 1+ e = 1+ 0.638 = 1.638
From the given experimental critical state line, we have M= 0.9, λ= 0.093, Γ=
2.06. Their current effective mean stress is p′ = 207 kPa. According to Equation
1.30, the state parameter is
ξ = v+ λ lnp′ − Γ = 1.638+ 0.093 ln (207)− 2.06 = 0.074 (1.30)
c. For samples C and D, the current mean effective stress is p′ = 34 kPa. Their initial
void ratio is

e = wGs = 0.224× 2.75 = 0.616
Their initial specific volume is therefore
v = 1+ e = 1+ 0.616 = 1.616
According to Equation 1.30, the state parameter is
ξ = v+ λ lnp′ − Γ = 1.616+ 0.093 ln (34)− 2.06 = −0.116 (1.30)
d. According to Equation 1.43, we can calculate the undrained shear strength of
samples A and B as follows:

su = M
2
exp

Γ− v
λ

( )
= 0.9

2
× exp

2.06− 1.638
0.093

( )
= 42kPa (1.43)
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Alternatively, according to Equation 1.46, we can also determine the undrained
shear strength as follows:
su = Mp′

2
exp − ξ

λ

( )
= 0.9× 207

2
exp − 0.074

0.093

( )
= 42 kPa (1.46)
For samples C and D, we can determine their undrained shear strength in the same
way, using Equation 1.43 as follows:
su = M
2
exp

Γ− v
λ

( )
= 0.9

2
× exp

2.06− 1.616
0.093

( )
= 53 kPa (1.43)
Alternatively, according to Equation 1.46, we can also determine the undrained
shear strength as follows:
su = Mp′

2
exp − ξ

λ

( )
= 0.9× 34

2
exp −−0.116

0.093

( )
= 53kPa (1.46)
1.6.3 Critical state and engineering properties of sands

In practice, OCR has been widely used to describe the state of clay but has been less useful
for sand. This is because it is more difficult and often requires very highly applied pressure
to define and measure a normal consolidation line for sands. On the other hand, measur-
ing the state parameter ξ does not require knowledge of a normal consolidation line and is
therefore more convenient for applications to sands.

In foundation engineering, the shear strength of soils is an important design parameter
to ensure foundation stability. For clay, the design needs to be checked against undrained
failure. Therefore it is important to measure or estimate undrained shear strength su. For
sand, the shear strength is often expressed in terms of friction angle, of which the peak
friction angle Ø′ and critical state friction angle Ø′

cs are the main parameters to be
considered.

The critical state friction angle Ø′
cs reflects the minimum drained friction angle, under

which the sand is sheared with no dilatancy. Ø′
cs is mainly a function of the mineral con-

tent of the sand and is independent from density (or relative density) and state of stress. As
described in Section 1.5, the end points from triaxial tests on sand specimens with a wide
range of initial densities lie on a straight line in the q – p′ space passing through the origin
that can be defined by Equation 1.26. It can be demonstrated thatM relates to Ø′

cs as fol-
lows:

sinØ′
cs =

3M
6+M

(1.47)

which may be written approximately as follows (Wood, 1990):

Ø′
cs ≈ 25M (1.48)

where
M= slope of the critical state line in the q – p′ space

It has been shown that for many sands the critical state friction angle is in a narrow
range of 30◦–35◦ (Been and Jefferies, 1985; Bolton, 1986; Yu, 2000).
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It is known that the peak friction angle of a sand, Ø′, measured from triaxial tests
depends on its initial density and confining stress, or state parameter, before shearing.
Been and Jefferies (1985) collated and analyzed peak friction angle data for a number
of sands from the Arctic, Europe, and North and South America. It was found that the
peak friction angle correlates very well with the initial state parameter. Figures 1.25
and 1.26 plot, respectively, the difference (Ø′ −Ø′

cs) and Ø′ as a function of initial state
parameter ξ for various sands.

In engineering design, we usually use peak friction angle as the strength parameter for
sands. It is clear from Figures 1.25 and 1.26 that despite the diversity of the sands there is a
remarkably good correlation between peak friction angle and state parameter. This is not
surprising, because the state parameter rightly combines the effects of both density and
stress level that are known to control dilatancy and strength of sand (Bolton, 1986).
This experimental evidence gives confidence for using the state parameter in foundation
engineering.

Mathematically, the above correlation plotted in Figure 1.25 may be expressed in a
simple equation as follows to facilitate the practical applications (Collins et al., 1992;
Yu, 1994, 1996, 2000):

(Ø′ −Ø′
cs) = A[ exp (−ξ)− 1] (1.49)

where A is a curve fitting material constant that is in the range of 0.6–0.9 depending on
sand types (Yu, 1996). For a given sand and thus a given mineral, Ø′

cs is close to a cons-
tant. According to Equation 1.49, (Ø′ −Ø′

cs) decreases as ξ becomes larger (more posi-
tive). If we further limit the sand to have the same density (same e or v), then larger ξ
means higher p′. This is the same as saying that (Ø′ −Ø′

cs) or Ø
′ decreases with confining

stress, and therefore a curved Mohr–Coulomb failure envelope as shown in Figure 1.17.
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In summary, under the framework of CSSM, we are able to determine the soil mechan-
ical behavior with three soil constants: drained critical state friction angle (Ø′

cs) or M,
compression index (λ), and swelling index (κ), and current state of the soil (void ratio
eo, p′i, qi, and OCR).
EXAMPLE 1.5

Given

As shown in Figures 1.21 and 1.22, the experimental CSL for Portaway sand can be
defined by Equations 1.26 and 1.27 as follows:

q = 1.19p′ (1.26)

and

v = 1.796− 0.0253 ln p′ (1.27)
The two samples for the drained tests CIDC1 and CIDC4 shown in Figure 1.18 have
the initial void ratios of 0.699 and 0.537, respectively. Their initial mean effective
stresses are 500 and 300 kPa, respectively. The constant A in Equation 1.49 for
Portaway sand is assumed to be 0.8.
Required

a. The critical state friction angle of Portaway sand
b. The state parameters for the samples CIDC1 and CIDC4 before shearing
c. The peak friction angles for the samples CICD1 and CIDC4 during triaxial

shear tests
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Solution

a. From information on the CSL, we have λ= 0.0253, Γ= 1.796,M= 1.19. Accord-
ing to Equation 1.48, the critical state friction angle is

Ø′
cs ≈ 25M = 25× 1.19 = 30◦ (1.48)
b. For the sample CIDC1, we have v= 1+ e= 1+ 0.699= 1.699 and p′ = 500 kPa.
According to Equation 1.30, the state parameter is

ξ = v+ λ lnp′ − Γ = 1.699+ 0.0253× ln (500)− 1.796 = 0.06 (1.30)
′
For the sample CIDC4, we have v= 1+ e= 1+ 0.537= 1.537 and p = 300 kPa.

According to Equation 1.30, the state parameter is
ξ = v+ λ ln p′ − Γ = 1.537+ 0.0253× ln (300)− 1.796 = −0.115 (1.30)
c. According to Equation 1.49, the peak friction angle for the sample CIDC1 is

Ø′ = Ø′
cs + A[ exp (−ξ)− 1] = 180

π
30◦ × π

180
+ 0.8[ exp (−0.06)− 1]

{ }
= 27◦

(1.49)
In the same way, we can calculate the peak friction angle for the sample CIDC4 as
follows:
Ø′ = Ø′
cs + A[ exp (−ξ)− 1] = 180

π
30× π

180
+ 0.8[ exp (0.115)− 1]

{ }
≈ 36◦

(1.49)
1.7 THEORY OF PLASTICITY FORMODELING STRESS–STRAIN BEHAVIOR

For a complete analysis of foundation engineering problems,we need to formulate a stress–
strain relationship of soils under a general loading condition. As shown earlier in this chap-
ter, the stress–strain relations are generally complex for real soils, which would involve
many aspects such as linear or non-linear elastic behavior, nonlinear elastic-plastic
hardening/softeningbehavior, peak shear strength, andcritical (orultimate) shear strength.

A theoretical framework that can be used to develop and formulate approximate stress–
strain relations for metals is known as the mathematical theory of plasticity (Hill, 1950).
Its further development and application to geotechnical materials such as soil and rock
have been covered and treated in a comprehensive manner by Yu (2006).

Given the scope of this textbook, we only review some basic elements of plasticity the-
ory for clay and sand, which will be related to the later chapters. These include key ele-
ments of perfect plasticity based on the Tresca, von Mises, and Mohr–Coulomb yield
criteria for modeling cohesive and frictional soils. In addition, we present some elements
of plasticity theory involving strain-hardening/softening behavior based on the critical
state concept.

1.7.1 Yield criterion

Yield criterion (or yield function/surface) is an elastic boundary in the stress space within
which material behavior is elastic, and on and beyond which plastic deformation will
occur. Figure 1.27 shows a conceptual description of the yield surface in the context of
CSSM after Mayne et al. (2009). Consider a group of specimens all with a common
preconsolidation stress p′o, but consolidated to different OCRs and sheared undrained,
as shown in Figure 1.27. The normal consolidation line (NCL), recompression line
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(RCL), CSL, and undrained loading paths are presented in ν – lnp′ and ν – p′ space in
Figure 1.27a and b, respectively. The end points of all stress paths tend toward the CSL
as postulated in CSSM. The convex envelope of the effective stress paths forms a yield sur-
face, as depicted in Figure 1.27c. The top of the yield surface crosses the CSL at about half
the magnitude of p′o. To the right side of this peak, the yield surface lies beneath the CSL,
while at the left side, the yield envelope extends above the CSL.

So far the discussion on CSSM and soil constitutive models has been limited to the case
of the triaxial test, where there are only two independent stresses (i.e., σa and σr) and a
two-dimensional stress space would suffice for the purpose. In the following discussion,
we extend to a general three-dimensional state of stress where there can be three distinct
principal stresses, σ1, σ2, and σ3. The above mentioned axial compression triaxial test is a
special case, where σa=major principal stress σ1, and σ2 (intermediate principal stress)=
σ3 (minor principal stress)= σr.

If the yield function/surface is assumed to be fixed and does not depend on previous
loading history, then the material is called perfectly plastic. In this case, the yield criterion
is only a function of stress tensor σij, namely

f (σij) = 0 (1.50)
On the other hand, if the yield function/surface changes with plastic deformation his-
tory, then the material is termed as strain hardening/softening plastic materials. In this
case the yield criterion will be a function of both stress tensor and plastic strain history,
namely

f (σij, α) = 0 (1.51)

where α denotes a hardening parameter that is a function of plastic strains.
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1.7.2 Loading criterion

For solving boundary value problems involving elastic-plastic behavior, we may need to
determine what behavior will result from a further stress increment when the stress state is
already on the yield surface. Three possible cases are

Unloading: f (σij, α) = 0 and df = ∂f
∂σij

dσij , 0 (1.52)
Neutral loading: f (σij, α) = 0 and df = ∂f
∂σij

dσij = 0 (1.53)
Loading: f (σij, α) = 0 and df = ∂f
∂σij

dσij . 0 (1.54)
Traditionally it is often assumed that for both unloading and neutral loading, material
behavior is purely elastic. Plastic deformation will occur only when loading criterion
is satisfied.

As detailed by Yu (2006), it must be noted that for perfectly plastic materials, the load-
ing condition as defined by Equation 1.54 is not permissible, as the stress state can only lie
on or inside the yield surface. In this case, it is assumed that plastic deformation will occur
once the stress state lies on or moves along the yield surface, as defined by Equation 1.53.
1.7.3 Plastic flow rule

Based on the above loading criterion, Hill (1950) shows that the plastic strain rate tensor
may be determined by the following equation or flow rule:

dεpij = dλ
∂g
∂σij

(1.55)

where g is a plastic potential which may or may not be the same as the yield function, and
dλ is a positive scalar. The plastic flow rule defined by Equation 1.55means that the direc-
tion of plastic strains is normal to the plastic potential, as shown in Figure 1.28. It can be
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Figure 1.28 Yield surface, plastic potential and plastic flow rule. (a) Associated flow rule. (b) Non-
associated flow rule.
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used to define the ratios of various components of the plastic strain rate tensor. The flow
rule is known as the associated flow rule if the plastic potential is identical to the yield
function. Otherwise the plastic flow rule is said to be non-associated.
1.7.4 Consistency condition

To determine the complete relation between stress and strain for elastic-plastic materials,
we would need to make use of the so-called consistency condition proposed by Prager
(1949). For perfectly plastic materials, the consistency condition means that the stress
state must remain on the yield surface. For strain-hardening materials, consistency means
that during plastic flow the stress state remains on the subsequent yield surface. Mathe-
matically the consistency condition is defined as follows:

∂f
∂σij

dσij + ∂f
∂α

dα = 0 (1.56)
Given the hardening parameter α is a function of plastic strains, the consistency condi-
tion can be further reduced to

∂f
∂σij

dσij + ∂f
∂α

∂α

∂εpij
dεpij = 0 (1.57)
For the special case of perfectly plastic materials, the second term in Equations 1.56 and
1.57 becomes zero.
1.7.5 Elastic-plastic stress–strain relation

FollowingYu (2006), we now summarize a general procedure for developing the complete
relationship between a stress rate and a strain rate for materials involving elastic-plastic
deformation:

a. The total strain rate is divided into elastic and plastic strain rates:

dεij = dεeij + dεpij (1.58)
b. The stress rate is linked to the elastic strain rate through Hooke’s law by the elastic
stiffness matrix Dijkl:

dσij = Dijkldε
e
ij = Dijkl(dεij − dεpij) (1.59)
c. The plastic strain rate is expressed as a function of the plastic potential via the plastic
flow rule according to Equation 1.55:

dσij = Dijkl dεij − dλ
∂g
∂σij

( )
(1.60)
d. The consistency condition according to Equation 1.56 is then used in conjunction
with Equation 1.60 to arrive at

dλ = 1
H

∂f
∂σij

Dijkl dεkl (1.61)
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where H is given by
H = ∂f
∂σij

Dijkl
∂g
∂σkl

− ∂f
∂α

∂α

∂εpij

∂g
∂σij

(1.62)
e. The elastic-plastic stress–strain relation is derived by substituting Equation 1.61 into
Equation 1.60 as follows:

dσij = Dep
ijkldεkl (1.63)

ep
where the elastic-plastic stiffness matrix Dijkl is given by
Dep
ijkl = Dijkl −

1
H

∂f
∂σij

Dijmn
∂g

∂σmn

∂f
∂σpq

Dpqkl (1.64)
It is noted that the above procedure for deriving an elastic-plastic stress–strain relation
is valid for both strain hardening and perfectly plastic materials. In the case of perfect plas-
ticity, however, the yield function remains unchanged and therefore the expression of H,
as defined by Equation 1.62, takes the following form:

H = ∂f
∂σij

Dijkl
∂g
∂σkl

(1.65)
1.7.6 Tresca and von Mises plasticity models for cohesive soils

Using the procedure outlined above, the complete stress–strain relation can be established
provided that a yield function and a plastic potential can be specified for a given soil mate-
rial. For perfectly plastic materials, it is often assumed that a failure criterion is taken as a
yield criterion.

For clays under undrained loading conditions, either Tresca’s or von Mises’ yield crite-
rion can be used. Tresca’s yield criterion is defined by

f (σij) = σ1 − σ3 − 2su = 0 (1.66)

where σ1 and σ3 are the major and minor principal stresses, respectively. su is the
undrained shear strength.

When clays are loaded under undrained conditions, the volume remains constant. It is
therefore appropriate to adopt an associated plastic flow rule by treating the yield function
as the plastic potential as well:

g(σij) = σ1 − σ3 − 2su = 0 (1.67)
A slightly better alternative to the Tresca yield criterion is the criterion proposed by von
Mises (1913). With von Mises plasticity, both yield function and plastic potential are
assumed to be as follows:

f (σij) = g(σij) = (σ1 − σ2)
2 + (σ2 − σ3)

2 + (σ3 − σ1)
2 − 6k2 = 0 (1.68)

where k is the undrained shear strength of the soil in pure shear. If we make the vonMises
yield surface pass through the corners of the Tresca yield surface, then we have the
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relationship between k and su:

k = 2



3

√ su (1.69)
Figure 1.29 shows the characteristics of Tresca and vonMises yield surface in the prin-
cipal stress space.
1.7.7 Mohr–Coulomb plasticity model for frictional soils

The yield criterion proposed by Coulomb (1773) was in terms of shear stress τ and normal
stress σn acting on a plane. It assumes that yielding occurs as long as the shear stress and
the normal stress satisfy the following condition:

f (σij) = |τ| − σn tanØ− c = 0 (1.70)

where c and Ø are the cohesion and internal angle of friction for the soil.
In terms of the principal stresses, the Mohr–Coulomb yield function can be defined as

follows:

f (σij) = σ1 − σ3 + (σ1 + σ3) sinØ− 2c cosØ = 0 (1.71)

where σ1 and σ3 are the major and minor principal stresses, respectively. The Mohr–
Coulomb yield criterion (see Figure 1.30a) allows soil frictional behavior to be considered
and thus is widely used in geotechnical engineering.

When Ø= 0, such as the case of undrained shearing for clays, Equation 1.71 becomes

f (σij) = σ1 − σ3 − 2c = 0 (1.72)
This is identical to Tresca’s yield criterion, except that “su” was used in Equation 1.66
instead of “c.” It should be noted that the undrained shear strength su reflects the behavior
of cohesive soils (clays) in undrained shearing under Ø= 0 conditions and su has little to
do with cohesion between soil particles, which “c” implies. Therefore it is important that
we refer to undrained shear strength of clays as su instead of c or cu. Because of the sim-
ilarity in yield criterion, clays in undrained shearing are also referred to as Tresca soils.

With the Mohr–Coulomb plasticity model, it is widely accepted that the plastic poten-
tial can take a similar form as the yield function, but the friction angle is replaced by a
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dilation angle ψ (Davis, 1968).

g(σij) = |τ| − σn tanψ = constant (1.73)

which can be shown graphically in Figure 1.30b.
A plastic potential in terms of the principal stresses is given as follows:

g(σij) = σ1 − σ3 + (σ1 + σ3) sinØ = constant (1.74)
Therefore Mohr–Coulomb’s plastic flow rule will be called associated if the dilation
angle is equal to the friction angle, ψ=Ø. Otherwise the flow rule will be called non-asso-
ciated, and

dεpij = dλ
∂g
∂σij

(1.75)

where g is a plastic potential which may or may not be the same as the yield function and
dλ is a positive scalar
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EXAMPLE 1.6

Given

It is assumed that a Tresca yield criterion following Equation 1.66 and plastic potential
of Equation 1.67 can be used tomodel plastic behavior of clay under undrained loading
conditions. A Mohr–Coulomb criterion according to Equation 1.71 and plastic poten-
tial of Equation 1.73 are used to model non-associated plastic behavior of sand under
drained loading conditions.
Required

a. The plastic volumetric strain rate for clay
b. The ratio of plastic normal strain rate to plastic shear strain rate
Solution

a. According to Equations 1.55 and 1.67, the plastic strain rates are

dεpij = dλ
∂g
∂σij

(1.55)
g(σij) = σ1 − σ3 − 2su = 0 (1.67)

∂g

dεp1 = dλ

∂σ1
= dλ;
dεp2 = dλ
∂g
∂σ2

= 0;

∂g

dεp3 = dλ

∂σ3
= −dλ
Therefore, the plastic volumetric strain rate predicted by the Tresca criterion is
dεpv = dεp1 + dεp2 + dεp3 = 0
b. According to Equations 1.55 and 1.73, the plastic shear strain rate is

dεpij = dλ
∂g
∂σij

(1.55)
g(σij) = |τ| − σn tanψ = constant (1.73)

∂g

dεpt = dλ

∂τ
= dλ
and the plastic normal strain rate is
dεpn = dλ
∂g
∂n

= −dλ tanψ
Therefore, the ratio of the plastic normal strain rate to the plastic shear strain rate is
dεpn
dεpt

= − tanψ
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1.7.8 Unified critical state plasticity model for soils

The critical state concept, introduced at Cambridge University, has been used to develop
a large number of strain hardening plasticity constitutive soil models (e.g., Roscoe and
Burland, 1968; Schofield andWroth, 1968; Yu, 1998). The models presented by Schofield
and Wroth (1968) and Roscoe and Burland (1968) are known as Cam clay and modified
Cam clay, respectively. They are only appropriate for modeling clay soils and differ
slightly in the shapeof the yield surface adopted.On the other hand, the unified critical state
plasticity model developed by Yu (1998), known as Clay and Sand Model (CASM),
can be applied to model both clay and sand. CASM contains Cam clay as a special case.

The unified critical state yield function of CASM proposed by Yu (1998) can be written
in terms of shear stress q and effective mean stress p′ as follows:

f (σij, p′0) =
q

Mp′

( )n

+ lnp′ − ln p′0
ln r

= 0 (1.76)

where n is a new material constant introduced in CASM that is typically in the range of
1.0–5.0 for different soils. The preconsolidation pressure p′0 is used to control the size
of the yield surface during plastic flow (see Figure 1.31) and therefore serves as the hard-
ening parameter (i.e., α = p′0).

By choosing spacing ratio, r= e (natural base e, see Equation 1.32) and n= 1, it can
be shown that the yield function according to Equation 1.76 of CASM reduces to the
yield function of the classic Cam clay model. Details of the derivation are presented in
Example 1.8.

If an associated plastic flow rule is used as in most critical state plasticity models, then
the plastic potential is taken as identical to the yield function, namely

g(σij) = f (σij) = q
Mp′

( )n

+ lnp′ − lnp′0
ln r

= 0 (1.77)
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Figure 1.31 Yield surfaces of the unified critical state model CASM normalized with respect
to preconsolidation stresses. (Adapted from Yu, H.S. 1998. International Journal for
Numerical and Analytical Methods in Geomechanics, 22, 621–653.)
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Alternatively, Rowe’s stress–dilatancy relation (Rowe, 1962) may be taken as the plas-
tic flow rule, which can then be integrated to give a slightly different plastic potential
(Yu, 1998):

g(σij) = 3M ln
p′

C
+ (3+ 2M) ln

2q
p′

+ 3
( )

− (3−M) ln 3− q
p′

( )
= 0 (1.78)

where C is a size parameter that can be determined from the above equation with the cur-
rent stresses (i.e., ensuring the plastic potential passes through the current stress state).

The hardening law is determined by the fact that the preconsolidation pressure
increases with the plastic volumetric strain along the normal consolidation line (Wood,
1990), as shown in Figure 1.32.

From the geometry in Figure 1.32b, it can be readily shown (Schofield and Wroth,
1968;Wood, 1990) that the rate of plastic volumetric strain εpp is linked to the rate of pre-
consolidation pressure as follows:

dεpp = − dvp

v
= (λ− κ)

dp′0
vp′0

(1.79)
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Figure 1.32 Successive yield surfaces with the normal consolidation line and successive swelling lines
(a) in the space of q – p0; (b) in the space of v – p0.
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Therefore, the hardening law is given by

∂α

∂εpp
= ∂p′0

∂εpp
= vp′0

λ− κ
(1.80)
In critical state soil mechanics, it is widely assumed that the size of yield surface is not
dependent on plastic shear strain εpq, and therefore we have

∂α

∂εpq
= ∂p′0

∂εpq
= 0 (1.81)
Elastic volumetric strain rate is linked to the mean effective stress change along the
swelling line as follows:

dεep = − dve

v
= κ

dp′

vp′
= dp′

K
(1.82)

where the bulk modulus K is proportional to the mean effective stress defined by

K = vp′

κ
(1.83)
On the other hand, elastic shear strain rate is calculated from shear stress change
through a constant shear modulus G as in other elasticity models:

dεeq = dq
3G

(1.84)
As shown in Yu (2006), the plastic flow rule according to Equation 1.55, the consis-
tency of Equation 1.57, and the elastic stress–strain relations according to Equations
1.82 and 1.84 can be used together to give a complete elastic-plastic stress–strain relation-
ship:

dεp = dp′

K
+ 1

Kp

∂g
∂p′

× ∂f
∂p′

dp′ + ∂f
∂q

dq
( )

(1.85)

( )

dεq = dq

3G
+ 1

Kp

∂g
∂q

× ∂f
∂p′

dp′ + ∂f
∂q

dq (1.86)

which can be conveniently expressed in a matrix form as follows:

dεp
dεq

[ ]
= C11 C12

C21 C22

[ ][ ]
dp′

dq

[ ]
=

1
K
+ 1

Kp

∂g
∂p′

∂f
∂p′

1
Kp

∂g
∂p′

∂f
∂q

1
Kp

∂g
∂q

∂f
∂p′

1
3G

+ 1
Kp

∂g
∂q

∂f
∂q

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

⎤

⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

⎤

⎥⎥⎦
dp′

dq

[ ]

(1.87)

in which Kp is a plastic hardening modulus defined as

Kp = − ∂f
∂p′0

∂p′0
∂εpp

∂g
∂p′

(1.88)
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EXAMPLE 1.7

Given

Consider the unified critical state yield criterion CASM defined by Equation 1.76. By
setting n= 1 and r= e, the conventional Cam clay model is recovered from CASM
with the following well-known yield function and plastic potential:

f (σij) = g(σij) = q
Mp′

+ ln p′ − ln p′0 = 0
Required

The complete elastic-plastic stress–strain relationship.
Solution

From the Cam clay yield function and plastic potential above, we can obtain

∂f
∂p′

= ∂g
∂p′

= − q

M(p′)2
+ 1

p′
;

∂f
∂q

= ∂g
∂q

= 1
Mp′

;

∂f
∂p′0

= − 1
p′0

;

From Equation 1.79, we have

dεpp = − dvp

v
= (λ− κ)

dp′0
vp′0

(1.79)

′ ′
∂p0
∂εpp

= vp0
λ− κ

;

From Equation 1.83, we have

K = vp′

κ
(1.83)

From Equation 1.88, we have

Kp = − ∂f
∂p′0

∂p′0
∂εpp

∂g
∂p′

(1.88)

′ ( )

Kp = − ∂f

∂p′0

∂p0
∂εpp

∂g
∂p′

= v
λ− κ

− q

M(p′)2
+ 1

p′
Therefore, following Equation 1.87, we can obtain the following components in the
elastic-plastic stress–strain matrix:

dεp
dεq

[ ]
= C11 C12

C21 C22

[ ][ ]
dp′

dq

[ ]
=

1
K
+ 1

Kp

∂g
∂p′

∂f
∂p′

1
Kp

∂g
∂p′

∂f
∂q

1
Kp

∂g
∂q

∂f
∂p′

1
3G

+ 1
Kp

∂g
∂q

∂f
∂q

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

⎤

⎥⎥⎦

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

⎤

⎥⎥⎦
dp′

dq

[ ]

(1.87)
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C11 = 1
K
+ 1

Kp

∂g
∂p′

∂f
∂p′

= κ

vp′
+ λ− κ

v
− q

M(p′)2
+ 1

p′

( )
;

C12 = 1
Kp

∂g
∂p′

∂f
∂q

= λ− κ

vMp′
;

C21 = 1
Kp

∂g
∂q

∂f
∂p′

= λ− κ

vMp′
;

C22 = 1
3G

+ 1
Kp

∂g
∂q

∂f
∂q

= 1
3G

+ λ− κ

vM(Mp′ − q)
EXAMPLE 1.8

Given

Assume that the samples of Weald clay presented in Example 1.4 may be modeled by
the special case of CASM as in Example 1.7 (i.e., the conventional Cam clay model).
The material parameters of the clay relevant to this special CASM model are given as

κ = 0.025, G = 1714 kPa, λ = 0.093, M = 0.9, r = e, n = 1
Required

The stress–strain curves of a drained triaxial compression on samples A and C.
Solution

We first consider a sample with a general initial stress state with effective mean stress p′i
and shear stress qi. During a drained triaxial compression with a constant confining
pressure, the mean effective stress p′ and shear stress q should satisfy

dq = 3dp′ or (q− qi) = 3(p′ − p′i)

Therefore,

q = qi + 3(p′ − p′i)

′
The stress path in the p − q space always moves from the initial stress state to an ini-
tial yield state, then to the critical state. Before the initial yield, the soil response is elas-
tic. From the initial yield to the critical state, the soil response is elastic-plastic.
Therefore, we need to determine the stress conditions when the initial yield and critical
state are first reached.
Following the yield function of CASM defined as follows:

f (σij, p′0) =
q

Mp′

( )n

+ ln p′ − ln p′0
ln r

= 0 (1.76)
Cam clay yield function is a special case of n= 1, and r= e as given above. The mean
effective stress at the initial yield, denoted by p′y, can thus be derived from the Cam clay
yield function:

q
Mp′

( )1

+ ln p′ − ln p′0
ln e

= qi + 3(p′y − p′i)

Mp′y
+ ln p′y − ln p′0i = 0

where p′0i is the initial preconsolidation pressure.
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From Equation 1.26, the mean effective stress at the critical state, denoted by p′c, can
be determined as

q = Mp′ (1.26)
Recall from above that in drained triaxial test, dq= 3dp′ (see Figure E1.8a);
therefore

p′c =
qi − 3p′i
M− 3
Depending on their initial stress states, soil samples may be classified as normally
consolidated, lightly overconsolidated, or heavily overconsolidated, as shown in
Figure E1.8a. The corresponding locations of p′i, p

′
y, and p′c for different initial states

are illustrated in Figure E1.8a.
Starting from an overconsolidated state (such as Cases 2 and 3 in Figure E1.8a),

response of the first stage of the compression defined by p′i ≤ p′ , p′y is elastic
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[(p′,q) lies within the yield surface]. From the elastic stress–strain relationship,
we obtain

dv = −v dεp = −v dεep = −κ
dp′

p′
;

′

dεq = dεeq = dq

3G
= dp

G

′
Integrating (accumulating dv and dɛq) along the stress path with respect to p leads to

v = vi − κ ln
p′

p′i

( )
;

′ ′

εq = p − p i

G

It should be noted that for normally consolidated soils the stress state is initially on
yield surface; that is, p′i = p′y = p′0i. Thus, no elastic behavior will be predicted for nor-
mally consolidated samples.
During the second stage of the compression after the initial yield, the stress–strain

response will be elastic-plastic. For heavily overconsolidated soil p′y . p′c (Case 3 in
Figure E1.8a), p′ starts from p′i and increases monotonically before reaching the yield
surface where p′ = p′y. A strain softening then occurs where p′ decreases from p′y to
p′c. In contrast, for lightly overconsolidated and normally consolidated soils, p′y , p′c,
hardening would occur with p′ ≥ p′y.
Recall from the complete elastic-plastic stress–strain matrix given Equation 1.87 and

Example 1.7,
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′
dv = −v dεp = −v(C11dp + C12dq)

′
Again, in drained test, dq= 3 dp ; thus, we have

dv = −v dεp = −v(C11 + 3C12)dp′

( )

C11 = κ

vp′
+ λ− κ

v
− q

M(p′)2
+ 1

p′
,

and

C12 = λ− κ

vMp′
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Integrating along the stress path with respect to p′, from p′i to p′y, leads to

v = vy − λ ln
p′

p′y

( )

− (3p′i − qi)(λ− κ)
M

1
p′y

− 1
p′

( )

where vy is the specific volume at the initial yield, which is obtained as

vy = vi − κ ln
p′y
p′i

( )

′
Noting from the above result that v is also a function of p after the initial yield, the
relationship between the mean effective stress p′ and shear strain ɛq can be established
as follows:

εq =
∫
dεq + εqy =

∫p′

p′y

(C21 + 3C22)dp′ + εqy =
∫p′

p′y

Cqdp′ + εqy

where

Cq = λ− κ

vM
1
p′

+ 3
(M− 3)p′ + 3p′i − qi

( )
+ 1

G

and ɛqy is the shear strain at the initial yield which is given as

εqy =
p′y − p′i

G

Numerical integration techniquesmay be used to solve ɛq, as it is difficult to obtain an
analytical expression of ɛq due to the presence of v.
Noting that before and after the yield, there is the following relationship:

dv = −v dεp

We therefore have

εp − εpi = − ln
v
vi

where vi and ɛpi are the initial specific volume and volumetric strain, respectively. As
ɛpi= 0, the volumetric strain is obtained as

εp = − ln
v
vi

′
So far, we have established the relationships between p and ɛq, ɛq, q; hence all these
quantities are interrelated.
For sample A, we have

vi = 1.638; p′i = 207kPa; qi = 0; p′0i = 207kPa
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From the given equations for p′y (Equation 1.76) and p′c, [p
′
c = (qi − 3p′i)/(M− 3)],

we obtain

p′y = 207kPa; p′c = 295.7 kPa

The specific volume at initial yield is

vy = vi − κ
ln p′y
p′i

( )
= 1.638

Similarly, for sample C, we have

vi = 1.616; p′i = 34 kPa; qi = 0; p′0i = 827kPa

and

p′y = 96 kPa;

′
pc = 48.6 kPa;
vy = 1.59
It should be noted that a numerical integration technique is used here to calculate the
shear strain. As long as the shear strain is obtained, it may be linked to shear stress and
volumetric strain. The constitutive responses of samples A and C are presented in terms
of stress path in the p′ – q plane, shear strain versus shear stress, and shear strain versus
volumetric strain in Figure E1.8b–g. It is clearly shown that for the normally consoli-
dated sample A, no peak strength is predicted toward the critical state, while for the
heavily overconsolidated sample C, a softening behavior is observed after the peak
(reaching yield surface) toward the critical state.
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1.8 REMARKS

In this chapter, we have reviewed basic principles of consolidation theory and stress–
strain behavior of clays and sands in drained and undrained shearing as they relate to
foundation engineering analysis. We learned that for certain combinations of density
and stress states or stress history, the soil can dilate or contract if sheared in drained con-
dition, or the soil can generate positive or negative pore pressure if sheared in undrained
conditions. Regardless of its dilative nature, under continual shearing the soil will eventu-
ally reach a state in which it behaves as a frictional fluid with a constant volume and a
constant ratio of shear stress q to effective mean stress p′. This ultimate state is called
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the critical state, a powerful reference state for predicting the mechanical behavior of soils
when subjected to various loading conditions. These important observations form the
basis for a rather comprehensive framework of critical state soil mechanics that has the
following unique features:
• The critical state lines in q – p′and v – p′ space serve as the ultimate reference for
soil behavior.

• State parameter ξ reflects the difference in void ratio e from the current state to the
critical state line, at the same mean effective stress p′.
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• Soil compressibility, shear strength, and dilative nature of the soil during shearing can
be predicted with great accuracy under this framework.

• Elastic-plastic constitutive models can be and have been established based on critical
state soil mechanics.
HOMEWORK

1.1. According to the definitions of the specific volume v, specific gravity of soil
particles Gs and water content w show that

ν = 1+Gsw
1.2. It is known that the experimental critical state line for a clay may be defined by
Equations 1.26 and 1.27 as follows:

q = 0.88p′ and v = 2.12− 0.12 ln p′
The slope of overconsolidation (swelling) line k is measured to be 0.02 and the spac-
ing ratio is r = 4. Assume that sample A of the clay has an initial water content of
23.6% and a mean effective stress of 250 kPa, while sample B of the clay has an ini-
tial water content of 22.2% and amean effective stress of 45 kPa. The specific grav-
ity of the clay particle is measured to be Gs= 2.75.
a. Calculate the OCR of samples A and B with reference to Figure 1.23.
b. Calculate the state parameter for samples A and B.
c. Calculate the undrained shear strengths of samples A and B when sheared

under the undrained condition.

1.3. The friction angle is defined in terms of principal stresses σ1 and σ3 as

sin(Ø) = σ1 − σ3
σ1 + σ3

′
Assume that the stress ratio q/p at the critical state for the triaxial compression is
M. Derive Equation 1.46.
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In Example 1.5, the peak friction angles for Portaway sand during triaxial shear
tests were estimated using Equation 1.47. The peak friction angles can also be esti-
mated by using the yield surface. Assume that Portaway sand conforms to the
Mohr–Coulomb yield function of Equation 1.70. Thematerial parameters for Port-
away sand determined by laboratory tests are given as
n = 3.5, r = 19.2, M = 1.19
The slope of overconsolidation (swelling) line k is assumed to be 0.005. Estimate
the peak friction angles for samples CICD1 and CIDC4 during triaxial shear tests
by using Equation 1.70.
1.4. In Example 1.1, if after the swelling test the clay sample is compressed again with
the vertical effective pressure increased from 150 kPa to 400 kPa, calculate the void
ratio and final height of the clay at the end of the compression.

1.5. A normally consolidated clay layer of soil in the field with a thickness of 1.4 m is
sandwiched with both upper and lower layers of sand. It is found by laboratory
tests that for this clay the compression index is Cc= 0.4 and the coefficient of con-
solidation is cv= 5mm2/min. The initial void ratio of clay is 1.0 before the con-
struction of a foundation on the ground surface when the in-situ effective vertical
pressure due to soil weight is 170 kPa. After the construction of the foundation,
the average vertical effective pressure on the clay layer becomes 400 kPa. Find
the maximum consolidation settlement of the clay layer and the degree of consoli-
dation two months (60 days) after construction.

1.6. Assume that vonMises yield criterion (Equation 1.67) and associated flow rule can
be used to model the plastic behavior of soil under undrained condition. Derive the
plastic volumetric strain rate for clay.
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Chapter 2
Limit analysis and cavity expansion
methods
2.1 INTRODUCTION

The limit equilibrium method has been widely used to assess the general stability of a soil
mass (Terzaghi, 1943), often referred to as the limit state analysis or safety analysis, as
described in Chapter 1 (Section 1.1). This includes the calculation of the bearing capacity
of foundations and lateral earth pressure behind the retaining walls. The limit equilibrium
method assumes the soil as rigid and perfectly plastic, and the calculation is based on rigid
mechanics and force equilibrium for an assumed failure mechanism. It must be noted that
the limit equilibrium method is an approximate approach, as it does not satisfy all the key
stress equilibrium and displacement equations—it only satisfies the force equilibrium of
soil–structure interaction in a global sense. Nevertheless, this approach is still widely
used in geotechnical practice, mainly due to its simplicity.

The objectives of this chapter are:

• To describe the concept of limit equilibrium method. This method is used extensively
throughout this book.

• To introduce a more rigorous limit analysis method that can be used to replace the
limit equilibrium method. The limit analysis is founded in the theory of plasticity
and can be used to obtain upper- and lower-bound solutions for problems such as
foundation bearing capacity and lateral earth pressure (Chen, 1975; Yu, 2006a).
The upper- and lower-bound solutions bracket the exact solution in between so
that their accuracy is known. In some cases, the upper- and lower-bound solutions
derived could be very close, so that the exact solution may be taken as the average
of the upper and lower bounds. Limit analysis is particularly suitable for applications
to shallow foundations and lateral earth pressure computations.

• To introduce the cavity expansion method. The cavity expansion that includes
spherical and cylindrical expansion represents a unique class of boundary value
problems that have close similarity to many foundation or geotechnical engineering
problems. For example, the state of soil around a penetrating pile or a cone pene-
trometer is close to that of a spherical cavity expansion. Pressuremeter expansion
(described in Chapter 3) is a field replication of cylindrical cavity expansion. This
chapter provides a basic introduction to the elastic-plastic cavity expansion
method. Unlike limit equilibrium and limit analysis methods, the soil medium
can be considered as elastic-plastic in the cavity expansion method. Among other
applications, the cavity expansion method has proved to be very useful in determin-
ing the bearing capacity of deep foundations (Yu, 2000) and the interpretation of
in-situ testing results such as cone penetration and pressuremeter tests (described
in Chapter 3).
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2.2 LIMIT EQUILIBRIUM METHOD

When a soil mass is subjected to an applied load on its boundary that is gradually increas-
ing, the soil mass initially deforms elastically and then in an elastic-plastic manner until a
time when the external load reaches a critical value at which the soil mass collapses (i.e.,
deformation increases indefinitely under a constant load). Such critical state is called a
limit load state. The external load at the limit load state is referred to as the limit load
or collapse load for a given soil mass. For the design of a foundation in soil, it is essential
that we are able to predict the collapse load, Fc, for the foundation.

The limit equilibrium method is widely used in geotechnical practice (Terzaghi, 1943)
for assessing the stability of a soil mass or calculating the collapse load. Most of the sub-
jects covered in this book are related to limit equilibrium analysis. The limit equilibrium
method makes use of an assumed failure mechanism that consists of a series of slip sur-
faces that divide the soil mass into a number of sectors or blocks. All blocks are assumed
rigid. Displacements of the blocks are allowed only along the slip surfaces as rigid bodies.
The shear strength of the soil mass constitutes the resisting forces along the slip surfaces,
and the resisting forces remain constant irrespective of the displacements along the slip
surfaces. This analysis method is based on the equilibrium for all the forces applied to
the assumed failure mechanism and resisting forces available along the slip surfaces.
The maximum load that can be applied to the assumed failure mechanismwhile maintain-
ing the force equilibrium will be referred to as the collapse load, Fc. According to the plas-
ticity concept described in Chapter 1, the soil mass is assumed to be rigid (i.e., all blocks
are rigid) and perfectly plastic (i.e., peak-resisting forces along the slip surfaces remain
constant) in limit equilibrium analysis.

To illustrate the concept of limit equilibrium analysis, we now use it to determine the
bearing capacity of a strip foundation placed on a cohesive soil in undrained condition
(Ø= 0 and undrained shear strength= su), as shown in Figure 2.1a. The foundation is
infinitely long in the direction that is perpendicular to the paper. The analysis is thus
for a unit thickness of the foundation. We consider a surcharge q (force per unit area)
applied to the ground surface outside the foundation. The foundation has a width B,
the bearing capacity of the foundation qu equals to the collapse load, Fc divided by the
b
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Cohesive soil with undrained strength = su
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Figure 2.1 Limit equilibrium analysis of a foundation on cohesive soil. (a) The strip foundation and
the applied load; (b) the assumed failure mechanism.
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area of the foundation (consider a unit thickness), or

qu = Fc
(B× 1)

(2.1)
For simplicity, we assume a simple failure mechanism, which consists of a half-circle
having a radius B, as shown in Figure 2.1b, and the soil is weightless. The foundation
occupies the left half of the half-circle (ab in Figure 2.1b) where the bearing pressure is
applied. What we need is to determine the collapse load, Fc (= qu×B) for the rigid block
beneath the foundation that tends to rotate in a counter-clockwise direction about the
edge of the foundation b (i.e., the center of the half-circle) due to the applied load, as
shown in Figure 2.1b.

At failure, the soil block would rotate about the center b. To ensure overall equilibrium
of the soil block, we take and balance the moments about b due to the foundation load, the
surcharge, and the shear resistance along the slip surface:

(qu × B)× B
2
= (q× B)× B

2
+ su × (π × B)× B (2.2)

which gives a limit equilibrium solution for the bearing capacity qu as

qu = q+ 2πsu (2.3)
It should be noted that the above problem can be equally solved considering the foun-
dation occupies the right half of the half-circle and rotates in a clockwise direction about
point a, and results in the same limit equilibrium solution. The solution is considered cor-
rect or exact if the assumed failure mechanism is the same as the failure pattern within the
soil mass for the actual loaded foundation. To assure validity of the analysis, we can either
verify that the assumed failure mechanism is substantially identical to that in the field, or
verify analytically that the current solution is either higher or lower than the correct one
for the given loading conditions. To take the former approach, we can perform physical
model tests and directly or indirectly measure the actual failure mechanism in soil. Or, we
can follow the latter approach and use the limit analysis described below to establish the
upper bound and lower bound for the given loading conditions. Loading tests on scaled or
full-size foundation systems have been conducted for over half a century. The limit equi-
librium analysis-based design methods presented in the following chapters have generally
been verified by various physical model tests and/or other types of analytical or numerical
analyses. The following sections describe the limit analysis, a more rigorous method, and
discuss the correctness of the limit equilibrium method.
2.3 INTRODUCTION TO PLASTIC LIMIT ANALYSIS

Assuming an elastic-perfectly plastic behavior of soils following an associated plastic flow
rule (see Section 1.7), two fundamental theorems of plastic collapse for limit analysis have
been established (Hill, 1948, 1950; Drucker et al., 1952). They are known as the upper-
and lower-bound theorems of limit analysis that can be used to derive an upper and a
lower bound of the exact collapse load without having to follow an incremental, step-
by-step load-deformation analysis.

Consider a perfectly plastic soil mass loaded by a set of surface tractions Fo on its boun-
dary. When Fo is increased from zero, the soil mass deforms elastically initially and then
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starts to become partly plastic. When Fo reaches a critical value, called collapse load Fc, a
limit state (i.e., plastic collapse) will occur when the deformation continues to increase
with the load remaining constant. At plastic collapse, it can be proved (Yu, 2006a) that
the stress field within the soil mass remains constant. It then follows that at collapse the
elastic strain will be zero and all the strain will be plastic (not recoverable).

The following sections present two important theorems that can be used to obtain a
lower bound and an upper bound of the collapse load Fc.
2.3.1 Lower-bound theorem of plastic collapse

To apply the lower-bound theorem, we need to define a statically admissible stress field
that is in equilibrium with the surface traction and nowhere violates the yield condition.
A load Fs

c is defined as the collapse load that corresponds to a statically admissible
stress field.

The lower-bound theorem states:
If all changes in geometry occurring during collapse are neglected, a statically admis-
sible collapse load, Fs

c , is always less than or equal to the exact collapse load Fc (i.e.,
Fs
c ≤ Fc). The equality sign is valid only when the statically admissible stress field is the
true stress field. In other words, the load derived from a statically admissible stress
field, Fs

c , is a lower bound of the true collapse load, Fc.
2.3.2 Upper-bound theorem of plastic collapse

To apply the upper-bound theorem, we need to define a kinematically admissible velocity
field that is compatible with the boundary conditions. A load Fk

c is defined as a collapse
load that corresponds to a kinematically admissible velocity field.

The upper-bound theorem states:
If all changes in geometry occurring during collapse are neglected, a kinematically
admissible collapse load, Fk

c , is always greater than or equal to the exact collapse
load Fc (Fk

c ≥ Fc). The equality sign is valid only when the kinematically admissible
velocity field is the true velocity field. In other words, the load derived from a kinemat-
ically admissible velocity field, Fk

c , is an upper bound on the true collapse load factor.
The purpose of a limit analysis is to determine Fk
c and Fs

c of a soil mass for the given
strength parameters and boundary conditions through computations of the upper- and
lower-bound analysis.
2.4 UPPER-BOUND LIMIT ANALYSIS

An upper bound to the collapse load can be derived from an energy equation between the
external work and the internal plastic power dissipation with any kinematically admissi-
ble failure mechanism. Yu (2006a) suggested the following procedure to carry out an
upper-bound limit analysis:

1. Assume a kinematic failure mechanism.
2. Draw a relevant velocity field diagram to give the relationship between various

velocity components.
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3. Derive the external work and the internal (plastic) power dissipation and equate them.
4. Solve the energy equation to obtain an upper-bound solution.
2.4.1 Velocity discontinuity and plastic power dissipation

It is a common practice to assume that the internal power dissipation occurs entirely along
the velocity discontinuities (i.e., the slip surface). This means that no plastic deformation
takes place in the continuum away from the slip surface. This assumption is usedmainly to
lend simplicity in the application of the upper-bound theorem.

Refer to Figure 2.2; a slip or failure surface will form in soil mass as long as the normal
stress σn and shear stress τ acting on it satisfy the Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion:

|τ| = σn tanØ+ c (2.4)
The internal power dissipation rate per unit area,D, of the slip surface can be expressed
as follows (Davis and Selvadurai, 2002):

D = σndεpn + |τ|dεpt
[ ]

h = σndun + |τ|dut (2.5)

where
Fig
h= thickness of the slip surface
εpn, ε

p
t = normal and tangential plastic strain rate, respectively

un, ut= velocity in normal and tangential direction, respectively
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ure 2.2 Velocity discontinuity and plastic flow at failure. (a) Velocity discontinuity; (b) plastic flow at
failure. (Adapted from Davis, R.O. and Selvadurai, A.P.S. 2002. Plasticity and Geomechanics.
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK.)
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The normal and tangential plastic strain rates (or the corresponding normal and tan-
gential velocities) are related by the associated plastic flow rule as shown in Figure 2.2,
namely

dεpn
dεpt

= dun
dut

= −tanØ (2.6)
Substituting Equation 2.6 into Equation 2.5 leads to

D = |τ|dut − σn tanØ dut = (|τ| − σn tanØ)dut (2.7)
By substituting the Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion of Equation 2.4 into Equation 2.7,
we obtain a very simple but important expression of plastic power dissipation per unit
length of the slip surface (Davis, 1968):

D = cdut (2.8)
The failure of soil mass at collapse may follow a slip surface that represents a surface of
discontinuous velocities or displacements. We will now investigate the way by which we
can calculate the internal plastic power dissipation along the slip surface.
2.4.2 Velocity fields from displacement diagrams

In order to carry out an upper-bound limit analysis using a failure mechanism, we need to
determine the displacements for the external work calculation. We must also determine
the velocities across all the slip surfaces for the internal plastic power dissipation calcula-
tion. As discussed by Atkinson (1981), the simplest way of determining the velocity or dis-
placement components for a failure mechanism is to proceed graphically bymaking use of
a displacement diagram.

As an illustration for drawing the displacement diagrams for upper-bound analysis, we
consider a simple failure mechanism with two weightless rigid blocks under a strip foun-
dation (a foundation that is infinitely long in the direction perpendicular to the paper) on
cohesive soil as shown in Figure 2.3 (Davis, 1968; Chen, 1975; Atkinson, 1981).

It should be noted that the displacement direction on a failure surface is controlled by
an associated plastic flow rule. For purely cohesive soils (i.e. conditions of Ø= 0 in the
Mohr–Coulomb plasticity model or the Tresca plasticity model), the plastic flow rule pre-
dicts no volume change so that the displacement is parallel to the slip surface as the move-
ment normal to the slip surface is zero. On the other hand, for cohesive-frictional soils in
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Figure 2.3 A strip foundation on cohesive soils. (a) Failure mechanism; (b) displacement diagram.
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the Mohr–Coulomb plasticity model, the displacement direction should make an angle of
the internal friction with the slip surface as determined by the associated flow rule.

2.4.3 Upper-bound solution for a foundation on cohesive soil

Now we consider a foundation resting on the surface of a cohesive soil with an undrained
shear strength of su. There is no surcharge acting on the soil surface outside the founda-
tion, and the soil is assumed as weightless. For simplicity, we assume that at collapse, the
soil will fail according to the two-rigid block mechanism with three slip surfaces shown
in Figure 2.3a.

Assume that the collapse load of the foundation is denoted by Fc and the foundation has
a width of B. From the displacement diagram shown in Figure 2.3b, we can see the rela-
tionships between the displacement rate of the foundation and those of the blocks A and B
(see Figure 2.3a) are as follows:

δva =
��
2

√
δvf (2.9)

��√ ��√

δvb = 2δvq = 2δvf (2.10)
In addition, the relative displacement rate along the interface between blocks A and B is

δvba = 2δvq = 2δvf (2.11)
In order tomake use of the upper-boundmethod, we calculate the external work done by
the collapse load of the foundation with a vertical displacement increment of δvf as follows:

δE = Fc × δvf = Fcδvf (2.12)
The internal plastic power dissipation along the three slip surfaces in the failure mech-
anism can be determined by

δW = su × δva ×
��
2

√
B+ su × δvb ×

��
2

√
B+ su × δvba × B (2.13)
Substituting Equations 2.9 through 2.11 into Equation 2.13 leads to the following sim-
ple expression of the internal power dissipation:

δW = 6Bsuδvf (2.14)
According to the upper-bound theorem, we equate the external work expressed by
Equation 2.12 and the internal power dissipation of Equation 2.14, namely

Fcδvf = 6Bsuδvf (2.15)

which gives the following collapse load Fc as a function of foundation width B and soil
undrained shear strength su:

Fc = 6Bsu (2.16)
In terms of average pressure, the above upper-bound solution takes the form

qu = Fc
B

= 6su (2.17)
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which is an upper bound to the exact solution of (2+ π)su (Hill, 1950; Bishop, 1953) for
this classic problem of bearing capacity of a shallow foundation presented in Chapter 4.

Now we consider the same foundation problem but with an additional surcharge q
applied on the soil surface outside the foundation. Again we assume the same failure
mechanism as before. In this case, the external work will be done by the collapse load
and also by the surcharge, namely

δE = Fc × δvf + q× B× δvq = (Fc − qB)δvf (2.18)
The internal plastic power dissipationwill be the same as the case with no surcharge and
therefore is expressed by Equation 2.14. Equating Equations 2.18 and 2.14 gives an
upper-bound solution:

Fc = 6Bsu + qB (2.19)
In terms of average pressure, the above upper-bound collapse load solution takes the
following form:

qu = Fc
B

= q+ 6su (2.20)
Figure
EXAMPLE 2.1

Given

For a shallow strip foundation with a width of B resting on a cohesive soil with
undrained shear strength su, there is no surcharge acting on the soil surface outside the
foundation and assume that soil is weightless. We assume that at collapse, the soil will
fail according to the symmetric five-rigid block mechanism shown in Figure E2.1.
Fc
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δvb
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E2.1 A rigid-block failure mechanism for an undrained cohesive soil.
Required

The upper bound to the bearing capacity of the foundation.

Solution

To apply the upper-bound theorem, we need to draw a displacement diagram asso-
ciated with the assumed failure mechanism. The failure mechanism consists of five
rigid blocks—A,B,C,B′, andC′. Due to geometric symmetry, blockAwill move down-
ward together with the foundation. The resulting displacement diagram is shown in
Figure E2.1a.
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Figure E2.1a The displacement diagram.
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It can be shown that the geometric relationships between the displacement rate of the
foundation and block A with those of the blocks B (B′) and C (C′) are as follows:

δva = δvf
��√
δvb = tan (30◦) δva = 3
3

δva
��√
δvc = δvb = 3
3

δva
In addition, the relative displacement rates along the interfaces between the soil
blocks A, B, and C are

δvba = 2δvb = 2
��
3

√

3
δva

��√

δvcb = δvb = 3

3
δva
In order to make use of the upper-bound method, we calculate the external work
done by the collapse load of the foundation with a vertical displacement increment
of δvf as follows:

δE = Fc × δvf = Fcδva
Noting the symmetry, the internal plastic power dissipation along the eight slip
surfaces in the failure mechanism can be determined by

δW = 2(su × δvb × B+ su × δvba × B+ su × δvc × B+ su × δvcb × B)
Substituting the displacement rate expressions into the above equation leads to the
following simple expression of the internal power dissipation:

δW = 10
��
3

√

3
Bsuδva
According to the upper-bound theorem,we equate the external work and the internal
power dissipation, namely

Fcδva = 10
��
3

√

3
Bsuδva
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which gives the following collapse load as a function of foundation width and soil
undrained shear strength:

Fc = 10
��
3

√

3
Bsu
In terms of average pressure, the above upper-bound solution takes the form

qu = Fc
B

= 10
��
3

√

3
su = 5.78su

which is the upper-bound solution for the assumed failure mechanism.
We now consider the same foundation problem and failure mechanism described in
Figure 2.1 but use the upper-bound method to determine the collapse load for the foun-
dation at failure. The same failure mechanism consists of a half-circle of a rigid, weightless
soil block beneath the loaded foundation passing through the edge and rotating about the
other edge of the foundation, as shown in Figure 2.4.

At failure, the soil block would rotate about the center of the half-circle. Assume that
the soil block has rotated by a small angle of δω. The external work done by the founda-
tion pressure and the surcharge on the soil surface can be determined as follows:

δE =
∫B

0

(xδω)qudx−
∫B

0

(xδω)qdx = (qu − q)B2δω

2
(2.21)
On the other hand, the internal plastic powerwill dissipate along the failure surface dur-
ing the rotation. The displacement along the failure surface due to a small rotation of δω
will be Bδω, and the power dissipation can be calculated by

δW = su × Bδω× πB = πB2suδω (2.22)
To obtain an upper bound, we equate the external work of Equation 2.21 and the inter-
nal plastic power dissipation of Equation 2.22:

(qu − q)B2δω

2
= πB2suδω (2.23)
B

Rigid block

X

Slip surface

qu
q

δω

Βδω

2.4 Upper bound of a foundation on cohesive soils.
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which leads to an upper-bound collapse pressure

qu = q+ 2πsu (2.24)
The result is the same as Equation 2.3. This shows that with a rigid, translational
failure mechanism the collapse load (pressure) derived from an energy equation of
the upper-bound method is the same as that calculated from force limit equilibrium
analysis.
2.4.4 Upper-bound for a foundation on cohesive-frictional soils

Now we consider a surface foundation resting on a cohesive-frictional, weightless soil
with cohesion c and friction angle Ø, as shown in Figure 2.5a. There is no surcharge acting
on the soil surface outside the foundation (q= 0 in Figure 2.5a). For simplicity, we assume
that at collapse, the soil will fail according to the two-rigid block mechanism with three
slip surfaces ac, bc, and cd, as shown in Figure 2.5 (Atkinson, 1981).
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Ø
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Figure 2.5 Upper bound for a foundation on cohesive-frictional soils. (a) Assumed failure mechanism;
(b) displacement diagram.
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If the width of the foundation is ab=B, the length of sides bd, ac, bc, and cd can be
readily derived from geometry as follows:

bd = B tan2 45◦ +Ø
2

( )
(2.25)
ac = B

cos 45◦ +Ø
2

( ) (2.26)

( )

bc = B tan 45◦ +Ø

2
(2.27)

( )
cd =
B tan 45◦ +Ø

2

sin 45◦ −Ø
2

( ) (2.28)
With reference to the displacement diagram, the tangential components of displace-
ments along the slip surfaces ac (= δva cos Ø), cd (= δvb cos Ø), and bc (= δvba cos Ø)
can be obtained from geometry as functions of the vertical displacement of the foundation
δvf as follows:

δvac = δva cosØ = cosØ

cos 45◦ +Ø
2

( ) δvf (2.29)

( )
δvcd = δvb cosØ =
tan 45◦ + 3Ø

2
cosØ

cos 45◦ +Ø
2

( ) δvf (2.30)
δvbc = δvba cosØ = cosØ

cos 45◦ + 3Ø
2

( )
cos 45◦ +Ø

2

( ) δvf (2.31)
To make use of the upper-bound method, we calculate the external work done by the
collapse load of the foundation with a vertical displacement increment of δvf as follows:

δE = Fc × δvf (2.32)
The internal plastic power dissipation along the three slip surfaces in the failure mech-
anism assumed in Figure 2.5 can be determined by

δW = c× δvac × ac+ c× δvcd × cd + c× δvbc × bc (2.33)
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which can be expressed as a function of the vertical displacement of the foundation:

δW = cBδvf

cosØ

cos2 45◦ +Ø
2

( )+
tan 45◦ +Ø

2

( )
tan 45◦ + 3Ø
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cosØ
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cosØ
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2
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(2.34)
By equating the external work according to Equation 2.32 and internal power dissipa-
tion from Equation 2.34, we obtain an upper bound of the collapse load:

Fc = cB

cosØ

cos2 45◦ +Ø
2

( )+
tan 45◦ +Ø

2

( )
tan 45◦ + 3Ø
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cosØ
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(2.35)

and the average collapse pressure or bearing capacity qu of the foundation is therefore
given by

qu = Fc
B

=

cosØ

cos2 45◦ +Ø
2

( )+
tan 45◦ +Ø

2

( )
tan

45◦ + 3Ø
2

( )
cosØ
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c (2.36)
For the special case of zero friction angle, the above solution reduces to the solution of
Equation 2.17 for a purely cohesive soil.

We now consider the case when a surcharge, q (see Figure 2.2a), is applied on the soil
surface outside the foundation. From the displacement diagram,we can determine the ver-
tical displacement of the soil surface as follows (Atkinson, 1981):

δvq = tan 45◦ +Ø
2

( )
tan 45◦ + 3Ø

2

( )
δvf (2.37)
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The external work done by the collapse load and the additional surchargewill be given by

δE = Fc × δvf + q× bd × (− δvq)

= Fc − qB tan3 45◦ +Ø
2

( )
tan 45◦ + 3Ø

2

( )[ ]
δvf

(2.38)
The internal power dissipation is the same as that expressed by Equation 2.34. There-
fore, the energy equation is used to give the following collapse load expression:

Fc = cB
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(2.39)
In terms of average pressure qu, the upper bound takes the following form:

qu = Fc
B

= c
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(2.40)
For comparison, the exact solution for the bearing capacity of a foundation on cohe-
sive-frictional soils with a surcharge, known as the Prandtl solution, is given below
(Bishop, 1953; Yu, 2006a):

qu = Fc
B

= Ncc+Nqq (2.41)

where

Nq = tan2 45◦ +Ø
2

( )
eπ tanØ (2.42)
Nc = (Nq − 1) cotØ (2.43)
The Prandtl solution is presented in Chapter 4.
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EXAMPLE 2.2

Given

For a shallow strip foundation with a width of B resting on a cohesive-frictional soil
with cohesion c, and the internal friction angle Ø of 15◦. There is no surcharge pressure
acting on the soil surface outside the foundation. We assume that at collapse soils will
fail according to the symmetric five-rigid block mechanism shown in Figure E2.2.
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E2.2 A rigid-block failure mechanism for a cohesive-frictional soil.
Required

The upper-bound to the bearing capacity of the foundation.
Solution

To apply the upper-bound theorem, we need to draw a displacement diagram associ-
ated with the assumed failure mechanism. The failure mechanism consists of five rigid
blocks, A, B, C, B′, and C′. Due to geometric symmetry, the block A will move down-
ward together with the foundation. As a result, the displacement diagram can be shown
in Figure E2.2a.
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E2.2a The displacement diagram.
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It can be shown that the relationships between the velocity of the foundation and
block A with those of the blocks B (B′) and C (C′) are as follows:

δva = δvf

◦

δvb = sin 45

sin 30◦
δva = 1.41δva

◦ ◦

δvc = sin 45 sin 90

sin 30◦ sin 30◦
δva = 2.83δva
In addition, the relative velocities along the interfaces between the soil blocks A, B,
and C are

δvba =
sin 105◦

sin 30◦
δva = 1.93δva

◦ ◦

δvcb = sin 45 sin 60

sin 30◦ sin 30◦
δva = 2.45δva
In order to make use of the upper-bound method, we calculate the external work
done by the collapse load of the foundation with a vertical displacement increment
of δvf as follows:

δE = Fc × δvf = Fcδvf = Fcδva
Noting the symmetry, the internal plastic power dissipation along the eight slip sur-
faces in the failure mechanism can be determined by

δW = 2(c× δvb × B+ c× δvba × B+ c× δvc × B+ c× δvcb × B)
Substituting the velocity expressions into the above equation leads to the following
simple expression of the internal power dissipation:

δW = 17.24Bcδva
According to the upper-bound theorem, we equate the external work and the internal
power dissipation, namely

Fcδva = 17.24Bcδva

which gives the following collapse load as a function of foundation width and soil
cohesion:

Fc = 17.24Bc
In terms of average pressure, the above upper-bound solution takes the form

qu = Fc
B

= 17.24c
Upper-bound limit analysis is similar to limit equilibrium analysis in that both
approaches make use of a failure mechanism, although upper-bound analysis places
more restrictions on the choice of failure mechanism.With an assumed failure mechanism,
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the upper-bound method is then based on an energy balance equation to derive an upper-
collapse load, while the limit equilibrium method is based on force equilibrium to derive
an estimated collapse load.

For a class of failure mechanisms with a plane system of rigid blocks separated by thin
slip bands or surfaces (also termed translational failure mechanisms), it may be proved
that the energy balance equation used in upper-bound analysis is equivalent to the force
equilibrium used in limit equilibrium analysis (Yu, 2006a). Therefore with a translational
failure mechanism, the solution from a limit equilibrium calculation may be regarded as
an upper bound.
2.5 LOWER-BOUND LIMIT ANALYSIS

To make use of the lower-bound theorem to determine a lower-bound solution, we need
to devise a statically admissible stress field that is in equilibrium with the surface tractions
and nowhere violates the yield condition. An appropriate statically admissible stress state
may vary smoothly from point to point or there may be sudden jumps or discontinuities,
but in both cases equilibrium must be satisfied.

As shown by Prager and Hodge (1951) and Shield (1954), it is useful to employ stress
discontinuities in the construction of statically admissible stress fields. This allows us to
consider stress fields that may not be physically reasonable under normal circumstances.

2.5.1 Discontinuous stress fields

We consider a mass of solid separated by a stress discontinuity I-I into two regions, 1
and 2, as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 (a) Stress states across a discontinuity; (b) their Mohr circles.
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Across a discontinuity, the stresses normal to the stress discontinuity on both sides must
be the same to satisfy equilibrium. Also, the shear stresses must be continuous. Therefore
equilibrium of an element across a stress discontinuity requires that

σ(1)n = σ(2)n ; τ(1) = τ(2) (2.44)

(1) (2)
However, the normal stresses along the direction of the discontinuity (i.e., σt and σt )
can be different from one side to another. In other words, a stress discontinuity may be
defined as a boundary across which the normal stresses along its direction are discontin-
uous, as shown in Figure 2.6a.

As is well known, a state of stress for any element can be conveniently described by a
Mohr circle. The states of stress for an element on both sides of the stress discontinuity
can be drawn as two Mohr circles as shown in Figure 2.6b. The coordinates of the inter-
secting points of these twoMohr circles represent the normal and shear stresses acting on
the stress discontinuity.
2.5.2 Discontinuous stress fields in a state of Tresca
(undrained cohesive) failure

Now assume that the soil in both sides of a stress discontinuity is in a state of
failure according to Tresca yield criterion orØ= 0 according toMohr–Coulomb yield cri-
terion, and this is relevant for cohesive soils with an undrained shear strength of su. This
means that the two Mohr circles must just touch on the Tresca yield surfaces (Ø= 0)
defined by

|τ| = su (2.45)
Figure 2.7 shows the directions of the major principal stress on both sides of the stress
discontinuity, which are denoted by θ1 and θ2. From the geometry of theMohr circles that
are in touch with the Tresca yield surfaces plotted in Figure 2.7b, it can be shown that the
jump condition in the mean stress s from region 1 to region 2 is

s2 − s1 = 2su sin (θ2 − θ1) = 2su sin δθ (2.46)

where

s1 =
σ(1)1 + σ(1)2

( )

2
( )
s2 =
σ(2)1 + σ(2)2

2

(1) (1)
σ1 , σ2 =major and minor principal stress in zone 1

σ(2)1 , σ(2)2 =major and minor principal stress in zone 2
where δθ= θ2− θ1 is the change in the major principal stress direction across the stress
discontinuity from region 1 to region 2.
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Figure 2.7 (a) Major principal stress across a discontinuity; (b) their Mohr circles at failure with Tresca
criterion.
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2.5.3 Discontinuous stress fields in a state of Mohr–Coulomb
(cohesive-frictional) failure

Now assume that the soil on both sides of a stress discontinuity is in a state of failure
according to the Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion, and this is relevant for cohesive-fric-
tional soils. This means that the twoMohr circles must just touch on the Mohr–Coulomb
yield surfaces defined by

|τ| = c+ σn tanØ (2.47)
The change of stress across a stress discontinuity in a state of Mohr–Coulomb failure is
plotted in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8a shows the change in the major principal stress across the stress discontinu-
ity. We now define a mobilized friction angle Ød along the stress discontinuity in terms of
the shear and normal stresses acting on it as follows:

tanØd = |τ|
c cotØ+ σn

(2.48)
Themobilized friction angle Ød on the stress discontinuity is shown in Figure 2.8b. This
angle can be linked to the principal stress direction change δθ= θ2− θ1 by considering the
geometry of the Mohr circles (Atkinson, 1981):

sinØd = sinØ cos δθ (2.49)
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Figure 2.8 (a) Major principal stress across a discontinuity; (b) their Mohr circles at failure with Mohr–
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The mean stresses on both sides of the stress discontinuity are further related to the
change in the major principal stress direction by the following equation:

s2 + c cotØ
s1 + c cotØ

= cos (δθ −Ød)
cos (δθ +Ød)

(2.50)

where
s1 =
σ(1)1 + σ(1)2

( )

2

s2 =
σ(2)1 + σ(2)2

( )

2

σ(1)1 , σ(1)2 = major and minor principal stress in zone 1

σ(2)1 , σ(2)2 = major and minor principal stress in zone 2
The mobilized friction angle Ød on the stress discontinuity is determined from the
change of the principal stress direction δθ= θ2− θ1 by Equation 2.49.

In addition, we can derive a relationship between the angles θ1 and θ2 without reference
to the mobilized friction angle on the discontinuity. Let’s denote the radius of Mohr circle
for region 1 by r1 and that of Mohr circle for region 2 by r2. Then the normal and shear
stresses acting on the stress discontinuity can be expressed, alternatively, from bothMohr
circles. First, we consider the shear stress on the stress discontinuity,

τ = r1 sin 2θ1 = r2 sin (180◦ − 2θ2) = r2 sin 2θ2 (2.51)
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If we set the following for brevity:

s1 = s1 + c cotØ (2.52)
s2 = s2 + c cotØ (2.53)

we have the following relations from the geometry of the Mohr circles:

r1 = s1 sinØ (2.54)
r2 = s2 sinØ (2.55)
Therefore, we can write the shear stress of Equation 2.51 as follows:

s1 sinØ sin 2θ1 = s2 sinØ sin 2θ2 (2.56)

which can also be rewritten as

s1
s2

= sin 2θ2
sin 2θ1

(2.57)
Now we consider the normal stress on the stress discontinuity calculated from both
Mohr circles, namely

σn = s1 + r1 cos 2θ1 = s2 − r2 cos (180◦ − 2θ2) (2.58)

which can be further reduced to

s1
s2

= 1+ sinØ cos 2θ2
1+ sinØ cos 2θ1

(2.59)
By equating Equations 2.59 and 2.57, we obtain an equation that governs the change in
the major principal stress direction across the discontinuity:

sin 2θ2
1+ sinØ cos 2θ2

= sin 2θ1
1+ sinØ cos 2θ1

(2.60)
2.5.4 Lower bound for a foundation on cohesive soils

Now we consider a surface foundation resting on a cohesive soil with undrained shear
strength su. There is a surcharge pressure q acting on the soil surface outside the
foundation.

By using the lower-bound method, we now assume the soil is divided into three
plastic regions by two vertical stress discontinuities passing through the edges of the
foundation, as shown in Figure 2.9a. The stress states for the two regions directly
under the surcharge are identical and the regions are denoted as Soil Blocks I and III.
The region under the foundation is denoted as Soil Block II. We assume that, at collapse,
stress states in soil blocks are uniform and in the state of failure governed by Tresca
criterion (Ø= 0).
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It is very convenient to use Mohr circles in lower-bound analysis. We now consider the
stress states in Blocks I and II.

• For Block I, the minor principal stress is the vertical stress that is equal to the applied
surcharge q if self-weight is not considered, namely σ(1)2 = q. The major principal
stress will be in the horizontal direction (i.e., acting on the stress discontinuity),
denoted by σ(1)1 .

• For Block II, the major principal stress is the vertical pressure acting on the founda-
tion at collapse, namely σ(2)1 = qu. The minor principal stress will be in the horizontal
direction (i.e., acting on the stress discontinuity), which must be the same as the major
principal stress on Block I due to stress equilibrium, namely σ(2)2 = σ(1)1 .

Nowwe construct twoMohr circles for the stress states for both Block I and Block II as
shown in Figure 2.9b, having noted that they must touch on the Tresca yield surfaces to be
in the state of failure. It is clear from the geometry of the Mohr circles that we have the
following relationship:

qu = q+ 4su (2.61)
Note that Equation 2.20 gives an upper bound for this same problem, and taking the
mean of these lower and upper bounds we estimate the collapse pressure to be q+ 5su.
This estimate is very close to the exact solution of q+ (2+ π)su.

Of course, the lower-bound solution of Equation 2.61 can also be obtained mathemat-
ically from the following stress jump condition derived earlier:

s2 − s1 = 2su sin (θ2 − θ1) = 2su sin δθ (2.62)
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By noting that θ1= 0◦ and θ2= 90◦, we have

s2 − s1 = (qu − su)− (q+ su) = 2su sin 90◦ = 2su (2.63)

which leads to the same solution of qu= q+ 4su as defined by Equation 2.61.
2.5.5 Lower bound for a foundation on cohesive-frictional soils

Now we consider a surface foundation resting on a cohesive-frictional soil with cohesion
c and internal friction angle Ø. There is a surcharge pressure q acting on the soil surface
outside the foundation.

Similar to the undrained cohesive case, we assume that the soil is divided into three plas-
tic regions by two vertical stress discontinuities passing through the edges of the founda-
tion, as shown in Figure 2.10a. The stress states for the two regions directly under the
surcharge are identical, and they are denoted as Soil Block I. The region under the foun-
dation is denoted as Soil Block II. We assume that at collapse stress states in soil blocks are
uniform and in the state of failure governed by the Mohr–Coulomb criterion.

We now construct twoMohr circles for the stress states for both Block I and Block II as
shown in Figure 2.10b.Note that theymust touch on theMohr–Coulomb yield surfaces in
order to be in the state of failure. It is clear from the geometry of the Mohr circles that we
can derive their radii as follows:

r1 = sinØ
1− sinØ

(q+ c cotØ) (2.64)
r2 = sinØ
1+ sinØ

(qu + c cotØ) (2.65)
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In addition, we have the following relationship from the geometry of the Mohr circles:

qu = q+ 2r1 + 2r2 (2.66)

which can be used in conjunction with Equations 2.64 and 2.65 to lead to the following
lower-bound solution for the foundation collapse pressure:

qu = 1+ sinØ
1− sinØ

( )2

q+ 4c cosØ

(1− sinØ)2
= N2q+ 4Nc

cosØ
(2.67)

where

N = (1+ sinØ)/(1− sinØ) = tan2 (45◦ +Ø/2)
Note that for a special case of zero friction angle, the above cohesive-frictional solution
reduces to the purely cohesive lower-bound solution of Equation 2.61 derived earlier.

It should be noted that the lower-bound solution of Equation 2.67 can also be derived
mathematically from the jump condition of Equation 2.59 by noting that θ1= 0◦ and
θ2= 90◦, namely

s1
s2

= q+ r1 + c cotØ
qu − r2 + c cotØ

= 1+ sinØ cos 2θ2
1+ sinØ cos 2θ1

= 1− sinØ
1+ sinØ

(2.68)
By using Equations 2.64 and 2.65, the above stress jump condition can be used to lead
to the same lower-bound solution defined by Equation 2.67.
Figure
EXAMPLE 2.3

Given

For a uniform pressure acting on a purely cohesive soil with a slope next to the loaded
area having an angle of 30◦, shown in Figure E2.3. The soil undrained shear strength is
su, and the effect of soil weight is ignored for simplicity (Figure E2.3).
qu

Slope

Zone 1
Zone 2

30°

150° – β

θ1 = β – 60°
θ2 = β

β

E2.3 A soil slope of 30�.
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Required

The lower-bound to the bearing capacity of the foundation.

Solution

To apply the lower-bound theorem, it is best to make use of the Mohr circles. For
simplicity, we assume that the soil slope can be divided by a stress discontinuity into two
zones, each with a uniform stress state defined by a major and a minor principal
stress.
Now assume that the stress discontinuity is inclined from the horizontal by a degree

of β. It is readily known that the angle between the stress discontinuity and the soil slope
will be (150◦ − β).
We now consider the stress states in Zones 1 and 2:

• For Zone 1, the minor principal stress is zero acting on the soil slope, namely
σ(1)2 = 0. The major principal stress will be acting along the slope direction (i.e.,
acting on the stress discontinuity), denoted by σ(1)1 .

• For Zone 2, the major principal stress is the vertical pressure acting on the foun-
dation at collapse, namely σ(2)1 = qu. The minor principal stress will be in the hor-
izontal direction (i.e., acting on the stress discontinuity).

Given that the principal stresses from both zones are not acting along or normal to
the stress discontinuity, it is clear that there are both normal and shear stress acting on
the stress discontinuity.
Now we construct twoMohr circles for the stress states for both Zone 1 and Zone 2

as shown below, having noted that they must touch on the Tresca yield surfaces to be in
the state of failure. The coordinates of the interaction point of the twoMohr circles rep-
resent the normal and shear stresses acting on the stress discontinuity (Figure E2.3a).
A
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s1

τ

σ2
(1) = 0 B

2(150° – β) 2β

su

o

σ1
(1) σ1

(2) = qu
σ

E2.3a Mohr circles in the cohesive soil.
It is clear from the geometry of theMohr circles that we have the following relationships:

2(150◦ − β) = 2β and qu = 2su cos (180◦ − 2β)+ 2su
The above two equations can be used to give

β = 75◦ and qu = 3.73su
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Of course, the above lower-bound solution can also be obtained mathematically
from the following stress jump condition derived earlier:

s2 − s1 = 2su sin (θ2 − θ1) = 2su sin δθ

◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
By noting that θ1= 90 − (150 − β)= 15 and θ2= β= 75 , we have

s2 − s1 = (qu − su)− (su) = 2su sin (θ2 − θ1) = 2su sin 60◦ = 1.73su

which leads to the same solution of qu= 3.73su as derived from the Mohr circles.
2.6 CAVITY EXPANSION METHODS

Recall that in limit equilibrium or limit analysis it was assumed that the soil mass was
divided by a series of slip surfaces into a number of blocks. All blocks are assumed rigid.
Displacements of the blocks are allowed only along the slip surfaces as rigid bodies. While
the limit analysis may be suited for estimating the bearing capacity of shallow foundations
in soils, it may be less accurate for deep foundations (such as piles) in which the influence
of elastic deformation may not be neglected. A better alternative would be to use cavity
expansion theory to determine the vertical as well as lateral bearing capacity of pile foun-
dations in soils (Yu, 2000).

Cavity expansion theory is concerned with the stress and displacement fields during the
expansion of cavities embedded in an elastic-plastic material (Yu, 2000). In particular,
cavity expansion theory can provide a theoretical limit pressure required to expand a cav-
ity from zero radius. It can also give the theoretical limit pressure needed to expand a cav-
ity from a finite radius to a large value. Both cylindrical and spherical cavities can be
considered in cavity expansion theory.

For a deep foundation, the bearing capacity includes contributions from both toe bear-
ing and shaft friction. As presented by Yu (2000), it has been established that the spherical
cavity limit pressure can be used to estimate the toe bearing capacity, while the shaft fric-
tion may be estimated using the cylindrical cavity limit pressure.
2.6.1 The cavity expansion problem in elastic-plastic soils

We consider the problem of a cavity embedded in an elastic-plastic soil which is subjected
to an increasing internal cavity pressure. The cavity can be either cylindrical or spherical in
shape. Let the initial radius of the cavity be ao and the soil medium has an outer radius of
bo (which can be assumed as infinite for many cases) as shown in Figure 2.11a. It is
assumed that the soil mass is initially subjected to an isotropic stress state of po.

The cavity will expand from an initial radius of ao to a upon increase of the internal
pressure applied on the cavity wall from po to p as shown in Figure 2.11b. The outer radius
increases from bo to b for a finite outer boundary. For the case of an infinite outer soil
boundary, the internal cavity pressure will tend to approach a limit maximum value
when the cavity deformation becomes very large. A variety of theoretical solutions for
this cavity limit pressure have been derived for soils using various elastic-plastic models.
A comprehensive summary of many of these cavity expansion solutions can be found in
Yu (2000).

The cavity expansion solution process is generally rather complex, involving bothmate-
rial and geometric non-linearity, and its detailed presentation is beyond the scope of this
text. However, we summarize some key solutions for cavity expansion limit pressures that
are particularly relevant for deep foundations.
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2.6.2 Limit pressure for undrained expansion of a spherical cavity in clay

First, we consider the undrained expansion of a spherical cavity in clays (i.e., Tresca soils).
When the internal cavity pressure increases, an internal plastic zone in the soil will be
formed and its size, denoted by a plastic radius, rp, will also increase, as shown in
Figure 2.11b. By use of stress equilibrium and yield criterion in the plastic zone as well
as the radial stress continuity across the elastic-plastic boundary, the internal cavity pres-
sure, p, can be linked to the plastic radius, rp, theoretically (Yu, 2000). For the case of an
infinite outer boundary, this relationship is given below:

p = po + 4su ln
rp
a

( )
+ 4su

3
(2.69)

where

su= undrained shear strength of the clay
At the limit state, the internal cavity pressure approaches a constant limit pressure, and
this occurs when the plastic radius reaches the following value:

rp
a
= E

6(1− μ)su

{ }1
3

(2.70)
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By substituting Equation 2.70 into Equation 2.69, we have a cavity limit pressure plim,

plim = po + 4su
3

1+ ln
E

6(1− μ)su

( ){ }
(2.71)

where E is Young’s modulus and μ is Poisson’s ratio. In undrained condition, it is often
assumed that the soil is incompressible and therefore Poisson’s ratio μ= 0.5. In this
case, the plastic radius and limit pressure for spherical cavity expansion can be simply
expressed by

rp
a
= G

su

{ }1
3

(2.72)

and

plim = po + 4su
3

1+ ln
G
su

{ }
(2.73)

where G is shear modulus and G/su is known as the soil rigidity index and often repre-
sented as Ir.

Ir is a very useful parameter that can be used in the interpretation of in-situ test results
and design of deep foundations. The following equation reported by Mayne et al. (2002)
can be used to estimate the Ir based on OCR and PI (Plasticity Index; PI= LL− PL) of the
cohesive soil.

Ir =
exp

137− PI
23

( )

1+ ln 1+ (OCR− 1)3.2

26

[ ]{ }0.8 (2.74)
2.6.3 Limit pressure for undrained expansion of a cylindrical
cavity in clay

Now we consider the undrained expansion of a cylindrical cavity in clays (i.e., Tresca
soils). Similarly, when the internal cavity pressure is increasing, an internal plastic zone
in the soil will be formed and its size denoted by a plastic radius, rp, will also increase,
as shown in Figure 2.11b. As shown in Yu (2000), by use of stress equilibrium and yield
criterion in the plastic zone as well as the radial stress continuity across the elastic-plastic
boundary, the internal cavity pressure, p, can be linked to the plastic radius, rp, theoret-
ically. For the case of an infinite outer soil boundary, the cavity pressure-plastic radius
relationship is shown to be

p = po + 2su ln
rp
a

( )
+ su (2.75)
At the limit state, the internal cavity pressure approaches a constant limit pressure and
this occurs when the plastic radius reaches the following value:

rp
a
= E

2(1+ μ)su

{ }1
2

= G
su

{ }1
2

(2.76)
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By substituting Equation 2.76 into Equation 2.75, we have the cavity limit pressure

plim = po + su 1+ ln
G
su

{ }

or

plim = po + su{1+ ln Ir} (2.77)
2.6.4 Limit pressure for expansion of spherical and
cylindrical cavities in cohesive-frictional soils

A large strain solution for cavity expansion in an infinite cohesive-frictional soil using a
non-associated plastic flow rule has been derived by Yu (1990) and also presented by
Yu and Houlsby (1991). This solution has also been extended by Yu (1992) to the expan-
sion of cavities embedded within a finite soil medium.

The properties of soil are defined byYoung’s modulusE, shearmodulusG, and Poisson’s
ratio μ, cohesion c, angles of friction and dilation Ø and ψ. The initial stress in soil mass is
assumed to be isotropic and has a value of po. To simplify the presentation, it is possible to
combine both cylindrical and spherical cavities. FollowingYu (2000), we use the parameter
k to indicate cylindrical cavity (k= 1) or spherical cavity (k= 2) in the solutions.

Several functions of these soil properties recur throughout the analysis, and to abbrevi-
ate the mathematics it is convenient to define a number of quantities, all of which are con-
stants in any given analysis:

G = E
2(1+ μ)

(2.78)
M = E
1− μ2(2− k)

(2.79)
Y = 2c cosØ
1− sinØ

(2.80)
α = 1+ sinØ
1− sinØ

(2.81)
β = 1+ sinψ
1− sinψ

(2.82)
γ = α(β + k)
k(α− 1)β

(2.83)
δ = Y + (α− 1)po
2(k+ α)G

(2.84)

2 [ ]

η = (1+ k)δ[1− μ (2− k)]

(1+ μ)(α− 1)β
× αβ + k(1− 2μ)+ 2μ− kμ(α+ β)

1− μ(2− k)
(2.85)

{ }

χ = exp

(β + k)(1− 2μ)[1+ (2− k)μ][Y + (α− 1)po]
E(α− 1)β

(2.86)
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When the internal cavity pressure increases from its initial value, the soil is entirely elas-
tic until it reaches a certain value when the cavity wall becomes plastic. It can be shown
that this critical cavity pressure py is given by

py = 2kG
Y + (α− 1)po
2(k+ α)G

( )
+ po = 2kGδ+ po (2.87)
When the internal cavity pressure exceeds this value, a plastic zone will form around the
cavity. As in the case for undrained expansion, the internal cavity pressure, p, can also be
linked to the plastic radius, rp, theoretically. For the case of an infinite outer soil boundary,
the cavity pressure–plastic radius relationship is established as

rp
a
= (R)

α
k(α−1) (2.88)

where

a= radius of the expanded cavity
and

R = (k+ α)[Y + (α− 1)p]
α(1+ k)[Y + (α− 1)po]

(2.89)
The cavity pressure–expansion relationship can be expressed in the following explicit
form (Yu, 1990, 2000; Yu and Houlsby, 1991):

a
a0

( )β+k
β

= R−γ

(1− δ)β+
k
β − γ

χ

∑1
n=0

An(R, η)
(2.90)

where

a0= initial radius of the cavity before expansion
and

An(R, η) =
ηn lnR
n!

if n = γ

ηn(Rn−γ − 1)
n!(n− γ)

otherwise

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(2.91)
When a cavity is expanded in a plastically deforming material, the cavity pressure does
not increase indefinitely, but a limit pressure is approached. Define Rlim as that limiting R

value defined by Equation (2.89) when
a
a0

� 1. By putting
a
a0

� 1 in Equation 2.90,

the cavity expansion limit pressure can be obtained by finding Rlim from the following
equation:

∑1

n=0

An(Rlim, η) =
χ

γ
(1− δ)β+

k
β (2.92)
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Once Rlim is determined from the above equation, the cavity expansion limit pressure
plim can be readily obtained from the following equation:

Rlim = (k+ α)[Y + (α− 1)plim]
α(1+ k)[Y + (α− 1)po]

or

plim = 1
(α− 1)

Rlim{α(1+ k)[Y + (α− 1)po]}
(k+ α)

− Y
〈 〉

(2.93)
While the derivation ofRlim and plim using Equations 2.78 through 2.93 is applicable to
general cohesive-frictional (c−Ø) soils, it should be noted that γ, η, and χ become inde-
terminate for the special case whenØ= 0. However, it can be confirmed that at very small
Ø values the solution presented in this section approaches the solution considered earlier
for Tresca materials, which is relevant for a purely cohesive soil in undrained condition.
Of course when the method is applied to frictional soils in drained condition, appropriate
effective angles of friction and dilation should be used.
2.6.5 Application of cavity expansion theory in deep foundations

As shown in Figure 2.12, an axially loaded pile carries the load partly by shear stress
generated along the shaft and partly by the normal stress generated at the base of the
pile toe.

As summarized by Yu (2000), cavity expansion solutions have been used to predict the
behavior of driven piles in both clays (undrained cohesive) and sands (friction only).
In particular, cavity expansion theory can be used to model pile behavior in four
different ways:

1. The installation of a pile into soil may be modeled as the expansion of a cylindrical
cavity from zero radius to the radius of the pile. This will give the stress change in
the soil around the pile due to pile installation, which can be used to estimate the shaft
friction (Randolph et al., 1979; Houlsby andWithers, 1988; Coop andWroth, 1989;
Collins and Yu, 1996).
τs

qb

l

Q = Qq + QS

Qs = πdlτs

Qb =
4
πd2

qb

Side shear stress

End-bearing normal stress

Figure 2.12 An axially loaded driven pile in soil.
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Take plim for cylindrical cavity expansion according to Equation 2.93 as the normal
stress on the pile shaft at the end of pile installation, σrr. The shaft shear stress τs may
be calculated as follows:
τs = σrr tan δr (2.94)
where
e 2
δr= the residual friction angle at the soil–pile interface.
Experiments suggest that this residual friction angle δr ranges from 0.35 to 0.4
times the soil friction angle, Ø (Coop and Wroth, 1989; Bond and Jardine, 1991).
2. Toe bearing capacity of a driven pile can be correlated to the spherical cavity limit
pressure in a semi-empirical manner (Gibson, 1950; Ladanyi and Johnston, 1974;
Randolph et al., 1994; Yasufuku and Hyde, 1995; Yu, 2000, 2006b).

As shown in Figure 2.13, the pile toe bearing capacity in clay can be linked to spher-

ical cavity limit pressure by
qb = plim + β1su (2.95)
where the friction coefficient β1= 0.0− 1.0. The plim in cohesive soil can be deter-
mined using Equation 2.73.
In sand,
qb = (1+ tanØ tan α1)plim (2.96)

◦
where α1= 45 +Ø/2. The plim in purely frictional soil can be determined using the
above procedure for cavity expansion in cohesive-frictional soil but consider spherical
cavity expansion (k= 2), set c= 0.
3. Toe bearing capacity of driven piles in granular soils can also be estimated from a
combined cylindrical-spherical cavity expansion method (Yu, 2006b). The basic
idea of this relatively new method consists of two steps:
Rigid soil

β1c
α1 = 45° + 2

45°

(a) (b)

plim
plimtanϕ

Ø
plim

qb qb

.13 Predicting the pile toe bearing capacity from spherical cavity limit pressure for (a) clay and
(b) sand. (Adapted from Yu, H.S. 2000. Cavity Expansion Methods in Geomechanics. Kluwer
Academic Publishers, The Netherlands.)
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• Estimate of the size of the plastically deforming zone around the pile using the
cylindrical cavity solution.

• Use spherical cavity expansion theory to determine the toe bearing capacity from
the above-estimated plastic zone.

This approach was motivated by a large strain finite-element study of cone penetra-
tion in sand (Huang et al., 2004), which suggests that the plastic zone behind the pile
toe and around the pile shaft is similar to that predicted by the cylindrical cavity
expansion theory. Around the pile toe, the elastic-plastic boundary may be assumed
to be spherical or elliptical in shape (as shown in Figure 2.14).
By following the above procedure and using the cylindrical cavity expansion solu-

tion in cohesive-frictional materials, we first determine Rlim according to Equation
2.92, (for cylindrical cavity expansion, k= 1), namely
∑1

n=0

An(Rlim, η) =
χ

γ
(1− δ)β+

1
β (2.92)
The cylindrical cavity limit pressure plim is obtained according to Equation 2.93 by
setting k= 1 and
plim = 1
(α− 1)

2α[Y + (α− 1)po]Rlim

(1+ α)
− Y

{ }
(2.93)
Take plim for cylindrical cavity expansion according to Equation 2.93 as σrr and
calculate the shaft shear stress τs following Equation 2.94.
The limiting plastic radius rp can be obtained by using Equation 2.88 for a cylindri-

cal cavity expansion:
rp
a
= (Rlim)

α
α−1 (2.97)
rph

rpv

e 2.14 Plastic zone around a pile toe or cone tip and shaft from a finite element analysis. (Adapted
from Huang, W. et al. 2004. Computers and Geotechnics, Elsevier, 31, 517–528.)
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The term rp/a denotes the relative size of plastic zone generated by the expansion of
a cylindrical cavity from zero-radius. This quantity would be the same as the limiting
plastic radius when a cylindrical cavity is expanded from a finite radius. In this case, a
can be corresponding to the radius of the pile. The toe bearing capacity, qb, is deter-
mined using rp/a from cylindrical cavity expansion (i.e., Equation 2.97) as follows:
Y + (α− 1)qb
Y + (α− 1)po

= 3α
2+ α

F
rp
a

( )2(α−1)
α

(2.98)
where po is the initial state of isotropic stress in soil and F is a plastic zone shape factor
that accounts for the characteristics of cavity expansion around pile toe. The value of
F is taken as 1 if the plastic zone around the pile toe is spherical, otherwise F is less
than 1. Pending more numerical and experimental studies, F can be assumed to be
between 0.7 and 0.8.
Details of applying the above procedure for a purely frictional soil (c′ = 0) are dem-

onstrated in Example 2.5. In addition, Table 2.1 shows selected plim/po and qb/po for
variousØ,Ψ, andG values based on cylindrical cavity expansion. To apply Table 2.1,
po should also be calculated based on effective stress. The value of cavity expansion
methods is clearly demonstrated in Table 2.1 where qb/po (details of pile toe bearing
capacity qb are described in Chapter 7) is dependent on sand dilatancy (represented by
sand dilation angle ψ, which is a function of confining stress for a given density as
described in Chapter 1) and soil rigidity represented by shearmodulusG. The conven-
tional bearing capacity equations derived from limit equilibrium analysis use the
peak-drained friction angle Ø and as in any limit state analysis, the soil is assumed
rigid (i.e., the effects ofG are not considered). The plim values shown in Table 2.1 can
be used to estimate normal stress, σrr, on the pile shaft at the end of pile installation
2.1 Selected plim=po and qb=po for various Ø, Ψ, and G values based on cylindrical cavity
nsion (po¼ 200 kPa and μ¼ 0.3)

gree Ψ, degree

G¼ 10,000 kPa G¼ 25,000 kPa G¼ 50,000 kPa

plim=po qb=po plim=po qb=po plim=po qb=po

0 5.37 17 7.02 29 8.61 43
0 5.75 19 7.62 33 9.43 50
0 6.30 22 8.52 40 10.71 62
0 6.68 24 9.12 44 11.55 71
0 7.05 26 9.71 49 12.41 80
2 5.60 18 7.34 31 9.13 48
2 6.01 20 8.03 36 10.02 57
2 6.61 24 8.10 44 11.41 71
2 7.00 26 9.65 50 12.32 81
2 7.39 28 10.28 55 13.26 92
5 5.97 21 7.98 37 9.95 57
5 6.41 23 8.69 43 10.96 68
5 7.07 27 9.77 52 12.51 85
5 7.49 30 10.49 59 13.56 98
5 7.92 33 11.21 66 14.62 111

10 6.62 25 9.04 48 11.48 77
10 7.13 29 9.89 55 12.70 91
10 7.88 34 11.17 68 14.575 116
10 8.37 37 12.02 77 15.85 134
10 8.86 41 12.87 91 17.13 153
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which is used in Equation 2.94 to estimate the shear stress resistance on the pile shaft.
Note that the qb/po and plim/po values shown in Table 2.1 are also po dependent.
Stress dependency is also observed in bearing capacity of shallow and deep founda-
tions in limit state analysis, as discussed later in Chapters 4 and 7. Equations 2.78
through 2.93 and the associated equations for the determination of qb and plim can
be easily executed with the help of a spreadsheet program. Readers are encouraged
to repeat Table 2.1 and go beyond the variables applied therein.
4. Cavity expansion theory may be used to estimate the limiting pressure of laterally
loaded piles in soils (Fleming et al., 1985; Yu, 2000).

As discussed by Fleming et al. (1985), past experimental research in clay suggests

that it is reasonable to assume that pressure exerted by soil in front of a laterally
loaded pile approaches the limit pressure according to Equation 2.77.
For piles in sand, however, it was suggested that at lateral capacity failure, the pres-

sure exerted on the pile shaft, ql, is close to that required to cause lateral displacement
of over 10%–15% of the pile diameter. This pressure can be estimated from cylindri-
cal cavity expansion theory by the following closed-form cavity pressure expansion
relation (Yu, 2000):
ql =
2α

1+ α

1− a
a0

( )−1−1
β

1− (1− δ)1+
1
β

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦

1/γ

po (2.99)
where po is the initial soil lateral pressure and α, β, γ, δ are defined by Equations 2.81
through 2.84 by setting Y= 0 (purely frictional soil) and k= 1 (cylindrical cavity).
Cylindrical cavity expansion limit pressure plim can be measured in the field using the
pressuremeter test (described in Chapter 3).

Examples 2.4 and 2.5 are accompanied by Excel programs. Registered users can down-
load the programs from the publisher’s website.
EXAMPLE 2.4

Given

A pile is driven into a clay soil with undrained shear strength su of 50 kPa. The in-situ
mean stress po in the soil is 100 kPa. The shear modulusG of the clay is measured to be
10,000 kPa. Assume that the friction coefficient β1 of the soil pile end is 0.5.
Required

The toe bearing capacity of the pile using cavity expansion theory through Equation
2.95.
Solution

From Equation 2.95, the toe bearing capacity of the driven pile can be estimated as
follows:

qb = plim + β1su (2.95)
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where the friction coefficient is given as β1= 0.5 and the spherical cavity limit pressure
is given by Equation 2.73 as follows:

plim = po + 4su
3

1+ ln
G
su

{ }
(2.73)
The toe bearing capacity of the driven pile therefore equals to

qb = po + 4su
3

1+ ln
G
su

{ }
+ β1su

= 100+ 4× 50
3

× 1+ ln
10,000
50

( )[ ]
+ 0.5× 50 = 545kPa
EXAMPLE 2.5

Given

A pile with a radius a of 0.4 m is driven into a granular soil with friction angle Ø of 30◦,
and angle of dilation ψ equals 2◦. The in-situ mean effective stress po is 200 kPa. The
shear modulus of the soil G is 10,000 kPa. Poisson’s ratio of the soil μ= 0.3.
Required

The toe bearing capacity qb of the pile using cavity expansion method.
Solution

Determine the relevant intermediate vales:
Consider cylindrical cavity expansion, k= 1

E = 2(1+ μ)G = (2)(1+ 0.3)(10,000) = 26,000 kPa (2.78)
Y = 0 (2.80)
α = 1+ sinØ
1− sinØ

= (1+ sin 30◦)
(1− sin 30◦)

= 3.0 (2.81)
β = 1+ sinψ
1− sinψ

= (1+ sin 2◦)
(1− sin 2◦)

= 1.07 (2.82)
γ = α(β + k)
k(α− 1)β

= (3.0)[(1.07)+ 1)]
(1)[(3.0)− 1](1.07)

= 2.90 (2.83)
δ = Y + (α− 1)po
2(k+ α)G

= (0)+ (3.0− 1)(200)
2(1+ 3.0)10,000

= 0.005 (2.84)
η= (1+k)δ[1−μ2(2−k)]
(1+μ)(α−1)β

× αβ+k(1−2μ)+2μ− kμ(α+β)
1−μ(2−k)

[ ]
=0.008 (2.85)
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χ = exp
(β + k)(1− 2μ)[1+ (2− k)μ][Y + (α− 1)po]

E(α− 1)β

{ }
= 1.0078 (2.86)
Determine Rlim through trial and error using Equation 2.92, where

∑1

n=0

An(Rlim, η) =
χ

γ
(1− δ)

β + k
β (2.92)

and according to Equation 2.91,

An(Rlim, η) =
ηn lnRlim

n!
if n = γ

ηn Rn−γ
lim − 1

( )

n!(n− γ)
otherwise

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
Rlim ≈ 4.42 from trial and error.

rp
a
= (Rlim)

α
α−1 = 9.29 (2.97)

and

Y + (α− 1)qb
Y + (α− 1)po

= 3α
2+ α

F
rp
a

( )2(α−1)
α (2.98)
Take F= 0.75 and po= 200 kPa. Following Equation (2.98),

qb = 4792 kPa
plim = 1
(α− 1)

2α[Y + (α− 1)po]Rlim

(1+ α)
− Y

{ }
= 1326 kPa (2.93)
Or, according to Table 2.1,

plim/po = (1326)/(200) = 6.61

qb/po = (4792)/(200) = 24
EXAMPLE 2.6

Given

The same pile and soil conditions in Example 2.5.
Required

The toe bearing capacity qb of the pile using spherical cavity expansion method and
Equation 2.96.
Solution

Determine the relevant intermediate values:
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Consider spherical cavity expansion, k= 2

E = 2(1+ μ)G = (2)(1+ 0.3)(10,000) = 26,000 kPa (2.78)
Y = 0 (2.80)
α = 1+ sinØ
1− sinØ

= (1+ sin 30◦)
(1− sin 30◦)

= 3.0 (2.81)
β = 1+ sinψ
1− sinψ

= (1+ sin 2◦)
(1− sin 2◦)

= 1.07 (2.82)
γ = α(β + k)
k(α− 1)β

= (3.0)[(1.07)+ 2]
(2)[(3.0)− 1](1.07)

= 2.15 (2.83)
δ = Y + (α− 1)po
2(k+ α)G

= (0)+ (3.0− 1)(200)
2(2+ 3.0)10,000

= 0.004 (2.84)
η = (1+ k)δ[1− μ2(2− k)]
(1+ μ)(α− 1)β

× αβ + k(1− 2μ)+ 2μ− kμ(α+ β)
1− μ(2− k)

[ ]

= 0.0094 (2.85)
χ = exp
(β + k)(1− 2μ)[1+ (2− k)μ][Y + (α− 1)po]

E(α− 1)β

{ }
= 1.0086 (2.86)
Determine Rlim through trial and error using Equation 2.92, where

∑1

n=0

An(Rlim, η) =
χ

γ
(1− δ)

β+k
β (2.92)

and according to Equation 2.91,

An(Rlim, η) =
ηn lnRlim

n!
if n = γ

ηn Rn−γ
lim − 1

( )

n!(n− γ)
otherwise

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
Rlim ≈ 4.542 from trial and error.

plim = 1
(α− 1)

2α[Y + (α− 1)po]Rlim

(1+ α)
− Y

{ }
= 1362 kPa (2.93)
qb = (1+ tanØ tan α1)plim (2.96)

◦
α1 = 45 +Ø/2

◦
Use Ø= 30

qb = (1+ tanØtanα1)plim = 1+ tan (30◦) tan 45◦ + 30◦

2

( )( )
(1362)= 2725kPa
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2.7 REMARKS

In this chapter, we introduced the basic concept of limit equilibrium and limit analysis
methods. These methods are routinely used for limit state analysis in foundation engineer-
ing. In both cases, we assumed soil as rigid and perfectly plastic. It was alsomentioned that
the limit equilibrium method provides basically the same results as the upper-bound limit
analysis. The limit analysis has an important advantage of allowing the lower-bound sol-
ution to be obtained, and together with the upper-bound solution they provide a bracket
for the exact collapse load.

The cavity expansion has close similarity to the response of soil surrounding the toe
of a penetrating pile, a cone penetrometer, or a pressuremeter expansion. For this
reason, the cavity expansion limit pressure has been used to estimate the bearing capacity
of piles (Chapter 7) and interpretation of cone penetration and pressuremeter tests
(Chapter 3). An important advantage of using the cavity expansion method is that the
soil rigidity can be considered through the use of rigidity index Ir. This chapter has
been largely limited to the description of basic concepts; their applications in various
aspects of foundation design are presented in the following chapters. Cavity expansion
theories that consider effective stress and pore pressure development have also been
developed, but the subject is beyond the scope of this book. Interested readers are referred
to Yu (2000).
HOMEWORK

2.1. For a shallow strip foundation with a width of B resting on a purely cohesive soil
with undrained shear strength su. The surcharge pressure acting on the soil surface
outside the foundation is q. We assume that, at collapse, the soil will fail according
to the symmetric five-rigid block mechanism as shown in Example 2.1. Find the
upper bound to the bearing capacity of the foundation.

2.2. For a shallow strip foundation with a width of B resting on a cohesive-frictional
soil with cohesion c. The internal friction angle (Ø) is 20◦. The surcharge
pressure acting on the soil surface outside the foundation is q. We assume that at
collapse, the soil will fail according to the symmetric five-rigid block mechanism
as shown in Example 2.2. Find the upper bound to the bearing capacity of
the foundation.

2.3. For a uniform pressure acting on a cohesive-frictional soil immediately next to a
slope having an angle of 30◦, as shown in Example 2.3. The soil cohesion is c
and friction angle (Ø) is 30◦. The effect of soil weight is ignored for simplicity. Cal-
culate the lower bound to the bearing capacity of the slope.

2.4. A 0.4 m radius pile is driven into a purely cohesive soil with undrained
shear strength su of 100 kPa. The cohesive soil has a Poisson ratio of
0.5. The in-situ mean stress po around the pile toe is 100 kPa. Determine
the toe bearing capacity of the pile using cavity expansion theory through
Equations 2.73 and 2.95 considering a rigidity index (G/su) of 100, 200,
and 300. Use β1= 0.5.

2.5. A pile is driven into a purely frictional soil with an internal friction angle (Ø) of 30◦.
The soil dilation angle (Ψ) is 10◦ and Poisson’s ratio is 0.3. The in-situ mean stress
in the soil (po) is 100 kPa. The shear modulus (G) of the sand is measured to be
50,000 kPa. Predict the toe bearing capacity (qb) of the pile using cavity expansion
theory through Equations 2.97 and 2.98.
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Chapter 3
Subsurface exploration for foundation
design
3.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of subsurface exploration is to provide knowledge of the ground conditions
for safe and economical foundation design and potential problems that may be encoun-
tered during construction. A successful subsurface exploration should provide the follow-
ing information:

• Stratigraphy of the ground material, soil/rock properties, and groundwater condi-
tions within the area and depth that will be affected by the proposed structure.

• Geotechnical parameters required for the selection or recommendation of the type
and depth of foundations, determination of bearing capacities for the recommended
foundation type(s), and estimation of the proposed foundation settlement.

• Design parameters required for related earth or earth-supporting structures, such as
embankments, retaining walls, or braced excavations.

• Potential problems to be expected for the construction of the recommended founda-
tion system.

The subsurface exploration should extend beyond the expected depth of the founda-
tion, but to determine the depth of the foundation is one of the purposes for subsurface
exploration. This is like trying to solve an equation with unknowns on both sides of
the equation. For mathematical problems, we can use an iterative procedure to obtain
the solution. To adopt this iterative approach in engineering practice would require
repeated site visits and field operations, which can be expensive and impractical. To avoid
unnecessary iterative operations, a thorough review of related literature and previous
records is imperative to the planning of subsurface exploration. The literature review
helps us to decide the methods to be used and scope of the subsurface exploration. A
well-planned and executed subsurface exploration assures that the necessary geotechnical
design parameters are obtained with reasonable efforts and thus cost. A wide variety of
methods and tools are available to fulfill the requirements of subsurface exploration.
They include drilling boreholes and taking samples for laboratory testing, field or in-
situ testing, and geophysical testing. The objectives of this chapter are to:

• Introduce the general procedure and items to be considered in the planning of a sub-
surface exploration program

• Describe available techniques and tools for drilling and sampling related to
subsurface exploration

• Describe commonly used in-situ testing methods, their operations, and interpretation
of the test data as they relate to foundation designs

• Introduce the basic techniques of a few geophysical testing methods commonly used
in subsurface exploration
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3.2 PLANNING OF SUBSURFACE EXPLORATION

Figure 3.1 shows a flow chart of items to be considered in planning a typical subsurface
exploration for foundation designs. The level of detail for each item depends on the scale
and importance of the project.

The planning generally should start with collecting the following information:

• Types of structures involved in the project and the expected loading conditions to be
imposed on the foundations.

• Geological information, origin of the soil/rock, groundwater, or hydrogeological
conditions.

• Terrain information from topographic maps, aerial photographs, or Digital Terrain
Model (DTM). Coverage by vegetation or existing building structures. The informa-
tion is important in assessing the accessibility of the project site and selection of the
types of equipment to be used for subsurface exploration.

• Local soil/rock profiles compiled from previous explorations. They may be obtained
from a geological survey agency, municipal government, or agricultural department.
For an established geotechnical company, it may be possible to find earlier subsurface
exploration reports from areas on or close to the project site.
Field reconnaissance is imperative in the planning of subsurface exploration. Objectives
of field reconnaissance can include:

• Observation of topography at the project site and conditions of the existing structures
surrounding the project site.

• Selection of routes for the drilling/testing vehicles to enter the project site.
• Location of source of water required for borehole drilling.
• Selection of benchmarks or landmarks as references for locating boreholes and deter-

mining their surface elevations.
Collecting related geological/geotechnical and

site information

Literature review Field reconnaissance

Field testing, drilling, and sampling

program

Laboratory testing program

Subsurface exploration report

Figure 3.1 Flow chart for planning=execution of a subsurface exploration.
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With the knowledge from literature study and field reconnaissance, the engineer is now
ready to plan the subsurface exploration. The planning should consider the following
issues.
3.2.1 Methods available for the exploration

We have the option to perform borehole drilling, take soil/rock samples (to be referred to
as the drilling and sampling method), and then conduct laboratory tests on the samples to
obtain the geotechnical parameters, or we can use in-situ testing methods. In this case, a
testing device is inserted into the ground to perform experiment in the field. Some of the
geophysical testing methods can be conducted from the ground surface and infer profile or
cross-sectional information of the ground conditions. The geophysical testing methods
can be very useful in complementing the above two methods. It can be advantageous to
use a combination of taking samples, performing laboratory tests and in-situ as well as
geophysical testing. The exact selection of the explorationmethods depends on the project
needs, local experience, budget constraints, and availability of the required equipment.
3.2.2 Frequency and depth of exploration

Building codes often stipulate the number of borings per unit area of the building. Usually
these codes are adequate for isolated building structures with limited dimensions. How-
ever, there are no reliable rules for the number and spacing of explorations that can be
applied to all types of projects. The emphasis should be to locate borings to develop
cross-sections with sufficient information for the foundation design, with reasonable
cost. For isolated structures, it is common to carry explorations to a depth beneath the
loaded area of 1.5–2.0 times the least dimension of the foundation. The increase of vertical
stress at that depth level should be less than 10% of the bearing pressure imposed by the
foundation. The exploration depth can be reduced if hard bearing material such as rock is
encountered at shallower depth.
3.2.3 Field testing, drilling=====sampling program

In this part of the planning, the type of drill rig and methods to deepen the boreholes and
their locations should be specified. Number and frequency of disturbed (representative)
and/or undisturbed samples (details to be described later) to be taken in each borehole
are defined. The standard penetration test is a field (in-situ) testing method that also takes
disturbed soil samples. Other types of field testing (methods to be described later) can also
be included in the subsurface exploration. In any case, observation of the groundwater
table should always be part of the subsurface exploration.
3.2.4 Laboratory testing program

The types and number of laboratory tests for the samples recovered from field exploration
are specified. These tests can include basic physical properties such as grain size distribu-
tion, specific gravity, plasticity, soil classification, and unit weight. For cohesive (i.e.,
clay) soils, shear strength tests such as direct shear, unconfined compression, and triaxial
tests onundisturbed soil samplesmaybe required todetermine thebearing capacityof foun-
dations. Consolidation tests on undisturbed clay samples are commonly used for founda-
tion settlement analysis.Undisturbed sampling in cohesionless (i.e., sand andgravel) soils is
extremely costly and impractical.We usually rely on field testing such as the standard pen-
etration or cone penetration tests to determine the strength and compressibility parameters
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needed for foundation design in cohesionless soils. Other types of laboratory tests may be
necessary depending on the specific local soil conditions and needs for foundation design.

The planning of subsurface exploration needs to reach a balance between cost and risk
in foundation design. The cost of subsurface exploration for design should be in the range
of 0.5%–1.0% of the construction cost of the project. Cheap or less rigorous subsurface
explorations are often associated with higher risk, with potential losses that can far exceed
the potential saving.
3.3 DRILLING AND SAMPLING

A typical procedure in the drilling and sampling method generally involves the following
steps:

1. Drill a borehole to a given depth.
2. Remove the drilling equipment such as drill rods and drill bit from the borehole.
3. Lower the sampling tool to the bottom of the borehole and take the sample.

The history of drilling a borehole goes back far beyond the beginning of geotechnical
engineering. Many drilling methods and tools were developed thousands of years ago
(Broms and Flodin, 1988). On the other hand, techniques in taking good quality soil sam-
ples were developed mostly in the twentieth century (Hvorslev, 1949). Selection of drilling
method is usually independent from that of sampling. The following sections introduce
some of the commonly used drilling and sampling techniques.

3.3.1 Drilling methods

This section describes some of the available and commonly used drilling methods for
subsurface exploration.

3.3.1.1 Hand auger=====shovel

Figure 3.2 shows three possible versions of commonly used hand augers for shallow
exploration. The same hand tools have been used for installing the fence post (Figure
3.2a and b). Luo-Yang shovel was used for tomb raiding (Figure 3.2c) in ancient China,
but now has become a common drilling tools used by farmers. The depth of boreholes that
we can drill with hand augers is usually less than 10m, and in cohesive soil only.

3.3.1.2 Percussion drilling

Percussion drilling involves repeatedly raising and dropping a heavy drill bit (also called a
churn bit) into the borehole as shown in Figure 3.3. The drill bit breaks the rock or soil
into small pieces. Water, either from the ground or added by the operator, mixes the
crushed or loosened particles into a slurry. When accumulation of slurry becomes exces-
sive, the drill bit is removed from the borehole. A bailer, as shown in Figure 3.4, is lowered
into the borehole to remove the slurry from the bottom of the borehole. Frequently used to
drill wells or for mineral exploration, this type of drilling has been used for thousands of
years, the oldest of all methods for drilling the deep boreholes. Drills can be simple appa-
ratuses consisting of a heavy bit and a rope, and can be operated by machine, hand, or
animal. Only a small amount of water is required. Modern versions of percussion drill
use steel cables and larger bits, which may weigh over a ton and are powered by gasoline
or diesel engines. Whether powered by hand or engine, boreholes in excess of 1000m can
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Figure 3.2 Hand augers. (a) Postal auger. (b) Helical auger. (c) Luo-Yang shovel.
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be drilled with this technique. A major drawback for percussion drilling is that it is slow.
In ancient times, a deep borehole could take generations to finish using hand-operated
equipment. Changes in the character of subsurface materials are determined by the rate
of progress, action of the drilling tools, and composition of the slurry. However, the accu-
racy of this observation technique can be hampered, as the cuttings are removed only
intermittently and therefore represent the average material over a considerable depth.
Bit

Bailer

Stem

Sheave

Mast
Cable

Casing

Figure 3.3 Schematic view of the percussion drilling method.



Flapper valve

Figure 3.4 Flat bottom bailer for removing the soil cuttings.
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3.3.1.3 Rotary wash boring

In percussion drilling, the drill bit is suspended by a flexible cable which can only lift or
drop the bit. In rotary wash boring, the drill bit is attached to the bottom of a hollowmetal
drill rod. Drilling fluid can be pumped from the ground surface via the hollow drill rod to
the drill bit which is located at the bottom of the drill rod. The drill rod is clamped to a
rotary drive unit that is powered by a gasoline or diesel engine as shown in Figure 3.5.
The drill rod is rotated rapidly while circulating the drilling fluid through the drill bit to
remove the cuttings. The drilling fluid can be water or drill mud. Drill mud is made of
a mixture of water and expansive clay mineral such as bentonite (montmorillonite) or bio-
degradable polymer. Drilling fluid is viscous, with a specific gravity slightly higher than
water. The drilling fluid serves as a lubricant between the drill bit and the surrounding
soil and helps in stabilizing the borehole and carrying the cutting to the ground surface.
Rotation of the drill rod and circulation of drilling fluid or cutting are continuous.
Changes in the character of soil can be determined by the resistance to penetration and
rotation of the bit and by examination of cuttings brought to the ground surface by drill-
ing fluid. The rotary boring method can be used in clay, sand, and rock. As only the drill
bit is making contact with the material encountered at the bottom of the borehole, regard-
less of its depth, the rotary boring method can be used to extend boreholes to hundreds of
meters in depth.

Drill bits are usually made with hardened steel or sometimes engraved with diamond
powder. Figure 3.6 shows the picture of a tri-cone drill bit typically used in rotary drilling.
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Figure 3.5 Rotary wash boring field equipment setup.

Figure 3.6 A tri-cone drill bit. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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3.3.1.4 Power auger

For cohesive soils such as clays or sands with some clay or silt contents, drilling of the
borehole can be conducted with a continuous flight auger. Sections of augers are attached
to form the continuous flight auger, as shown in Figure 3.7. Rotation of the flight auger
brings the soil cuttings to the ground surface without the need for water circulation.
When coupled with a powerful engine, the auger drilling can be very efficient. The auger
can be solid stem or hollow stem. The solid stem auger has to be removed from the bore-
hole to give room for lowering the sampling tools into the borehole, if soil samples are to
be taken. The hollow stem auger can also serve as a casing with enough space to lower the
drilling or sampling tools from inside of the hollow stem, without removing the auger. The
hollow stem auger is significantly larger than the solid stem counterpart and requires
much more torque to rotate in the ground, but it is more efficient to operate. Figure 3.8
shows a comparison of solid and hollow stem augers. Figure 3.9 depicts the field operation
of a hollow stem auger along with a truck-mounted drill rig.
3.3.2 Soil sampling

Soil samples can be classified into two categories as either disturbed and undisturbed. The
natural structure of a disturbed, but representative soil sample is destroyed in the sampling
process. This type of sample can only be used for physical property tests such as specific
gravity, liquid limit, plastic limit, grain size distribution, organic content, and soil classi-
fication. There is no truly “undisturbed” soil sample in any case. An undisturbed soil sam-
ple refers to a sample with its natural structure more or less intact. Laboratory tests such as
soil unit weight, consolidation, or triaxial or other types of shearing tests would require
undisturbed soil samples.

Disturbed soil samples can be cuttings from the boring operation, samples taken using a
shovel, or a sampler that does not meet the requirement of undisturbed sampling.
Continuous

flight auger

Cutter head

Cuttings

Power unit

Figure 3.7 Continuous auger boring.
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Figure 3.8 Solid and hollow stem auger. (a) Solid stem auger. (b) Hollow stem auger with a drill rod
inside and a pilot bit at the tip of the drill rod.
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The basic idea of taking a soil sample from a borehole is to push a tube into the soil from
the bottom of the borehole, with an intention that sufficient intact soil sample adheres to
the inside of the sampling tube when we retrieve and bring this tube to the ground surface.
For this purpose, the toe of the sampling tube is sharpened and sometimes bent slightly
inward, as shown in Figure 3.10, where De (inside diameter at the entry of the sampling
tube) is slightly smaller thanDs (inside diameter of the sampling tube above the entry). An
inside clearance ratio, Ci, defined as

Ci = Ds −De

De
× 100% (3.1)

is used to indicate the amount of clearance between the soil sample and inside of
the sampling tube. According to American Society of Testing and Materials
(ASTM) standard D1587, thin-walled sampling tubes have Ci ranging from 0% to
1.5%. For sampling in soft clays, Ci of 0 or less than 0.5% is used. In stiffer



Figure 3.9 Hollow stem auger in operation, Washington, DC, USA. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang,
Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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formations, larger Ci of 1%–1.5% may be required. With this Ci, soil can enter the
sampling tube with minimal friction exerted from the sampling tube during pushing.
In the meantime, the clearance is not too excessive. Upon entering the tube, the soil
sample expands slightly to develop sufficient adhesion so that it stays in the sampling
tube during retrieval.
Dw

Ds

De

Cutting edge with

inside clearance

Cutting 

angle

Figure 3.10 Cross-sectional view of a thin-walled sampling tube.
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The sampling tube has a finite wall thickness; some soil is inevitably displaced by the
insertion of the sampling tube into the soil. An area ratio, Ca, defined as

Ca = D2
w −D2

e

D2
e

× 100% = Volume of displaced soil
Volume of sample

(3.2)

is used to indicate the ratio of displaced soil volume over that of the soil sample. Note that
Dw= outside diameter of the sampling tube (see Figure 3.10). For undisturbed soil sam-
pling, the area ratio,Ca, should be close to or less than 10%–15%. The cutting edge angle
should range from 5◦ to 15◦. Softer soil may require sharper cutting angles of 5◦−10◦. The
tube cutting edge with sharper cutting angles may be easily damaged during sampling.
3.3.3 Taking soil samples with a thin-walled sampling tube

The thin-walled sampling tube is primarily used for taking undisturbed samples in cohe-
sive soils. Recent developments also included the use of a thin-walled tube to take high
quality samples in granular soils. The following sections describe a few of these thin-
walled tube sampling methods.
3.3.3.1 The thin-walled “Shelby” tube sampler

Figure 3.11 shows a thin-walled tube sampler sometimes referred to as the Shelby tube
sampler. In this case, a thin-walled round tube is attached to a head assembly where
the sampler can be attached to the bottom of a string of drill rods. The ball check valve
in the head assembly helps to develop a vacuumwhen the sampler is pulled upward during
Drill rod connector

Ball check

Set screw

Tube

Figure 3.11 The thin-walled “Shelby” tube sampler.



Table 3.1 Dimensions of typical thin-walled sampling tubes

Outside diameter (mm) Wall thickness (mm) Length (mm)

50 1.25 1000
75 1.65 1000
125 3.05 1500
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retrieval of the sampler. Table 3.1 shows the dimensions of typical thin-walled sampling
tubes.

The thin-walled tube sampler is suitable for cohesive soil with sufficient shear strength,
so that the combination of adhesion between the soil and sampling tube along with the
vacuum created by the ball check valve is sufficient to keep the soil sample inside the
tube during retrieval.

3.3.3.2 The Osterberg piston sampler

For soft cohesive soils such as soft clay or silt, the ball check valve and adhesion between
the soil and sampling tube are not enough to hold the soil sample inside the sampling tube.
By engaging a piston in the sampling tube that makes intimate contact with the top of the
soil sample, a much more powerful vacuum can be developed to hold the soil sample
inside the tube. Various designs of piston samplers have been proposed in the past, of
which the design by Osterberg (1952) is probably the most popular. Figure 3.12 depicts
the operation of an Osterberg piston sampler. The piston location in relation to the head
assembly is fixed or stationary throughout the sampling procedure. The sampling tube is
retracted when lowering the sampler to the bottom of the borehole, making the piston
flush with the bottom of the sampling tube (Figure 3.12a) and in full contact with the
soil to be sampled. The thin-walled tube is pushed downward by pumping water from
ground surface into a chamber above the sampling tube (Figure 3.12b) via the hollow drill
Vent
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Hollow

rod
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piston

Pressure

cylinder
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sample

Water under

pressure

Ball check

valve

Drill rod
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head
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.12 Operation of an Osterberg piston sampler. (a) Start of drive. (b) During the drive. (c) End of
drive.
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Figure 3.13 The gel-push sampler. (a) During the drive. (b) End of drive. (Adapted fromHuang, A.B. et al.
2008. Sampling and field characterization of the silty sand in central and southern Taiwan.
Proceedings, Third International Conference on Site Characterization, Taipei, pp. 1457–1463.)
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rods. The fully extended sampling tube along with the soil sample is then retrieved to the
ground surface (Figure 3.12c).

3.3.3.3 The gel-push sampler

For cohesionless soils such as dense sand or gravel, thin-walled sampling is not feasible for
taking the soil samples. Excessive friction can develop between soil and surface of the sam-
pling tube, making it very difficult to push the sampling tube into soil. Also, there is a
lack of adhesion to hold the soil inside the sampling tube during retrieval. The gel-push
sampler as schematically shown in Figure 3.13 was modified from an Osterberg piston
sampler (Huang et al., 2008). The sampler injects a polymeric lubricant (the gel) from
the sampler shoe to facilitate the penetration of the sampling tube. A shutter or catcher
located at the tip of the sampler remains open during pushing (Figure 3.13a). A slight
reverse motion by injecting water into the gel chamber triggers the inward bending of
the shutter before the sampler is retrieved (Figure 3.13b). The bent or partially closed shut-
ter prevents the sample from falling during retrieving. These unique features make it pos-
sible to take undisturbed samples in silty sand or clean sand with the gel-push sampler.
Figure 3.14 shows the end of a gel-push sampler after retrieving from borehole with a
sand sample retained inside by the shutter in its partially closed position.
3.3.4 The split-spoon sampler

A split-spoon sampler can be used to take disturbed but representative soil samples in a
wide variety of soils including sand, gravel, and soft rock in addition to clay and silt.
The sampler is split into two halves longitudinally as shown in Figure 3.15a. The two
halves are screwed into a drive shoe and head assembly at the bottom and top of the sam-
pler, respectively, to form a full tube. The split spoon is driven into the soil with a drop
hammer, as part of a standard penetration test (SPT), an in-situ test method which is



Figure 3.14 Retrieved sand sample retained inside the sampler with the shutter partially closed.
(Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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described in Section 3.4. There is a basket retainer (see Figure 3.15a) at the lower end of
the split spoon that holds soil after entering the split spoon. The split-spoon soil samples
are disturbed with aCa of 111.5% according to its dimensions shown in Figure 3.15b and
Equation 3.2. However, because of its versatility and being part of an in-situ test method,
split spoon is the most popular soil sampling method (Mayne et al., 2002), despite the fact
that the samples are disturbed.
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Figure 3.15 The split-spoon sampler. (a) Assembled sampling tube. (b) Dimensions.
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3.3.5 Rock coring

Rock coring is accomplished by rotating a rock sampling tube (core barrel) with a hard
cutting bit (coring bit) at the bottom. This cuts an annular hole in the rock mass, thereby
creating a cylindrical rock core that is stored in the core barrel. The core barrels are gen-
erally operated at speeds from 50 to 1750 rpm (rounds per minute). The harder the rock,
the faster the permissible speed. Downward pressure is applied to the bit while rotating.
Lower pressure is required for softer rock (Winterkorn and Fang, 1975).

The coring bit is often hardened with diamond impregnation and equipped with dis-
charge channels to facilitate the water circulation for cooling and lubrication during
rock coring. Dimensions of typical core sizes are summarized in Table 3.2. Figure 3.16
shows the photograph of a diamond-hardened coring bit. There are single tube and mul-
tiple tube core barrel designs (ASTMD2113). Figure 3.17 shows the cross-sectional views
of the single tube and double tube core barrels. The use of an inner tube in a double tube
core barrel is to provide isolation of the rock core from the erosive action of the drilling
fluid and thereby improve the core recovery. A triple tube core barrel is also available with
various configurations. The main reason for adding an additional tube is again to offer
more protection to the rock core.

A wireline system can be used to take rock cores in a deep borehole. In this case, a thick
casing is used to serve the purpose of the drill rod. Awireline (a steel cable) is used to either
lower or retrieve the drill bit or core barrel to or from the bottom of the casing/drill rod.
The arrangement eliminates the need to remove all the drill rods from the borehole in
order to replace drill bit with the core barrel, and thus saves time and effort. The wireline
system can also be used when taking the soil samples in deep boreholes.

The rock core recovered from each run is measured for general evaluation of the rock
quality. The total length of the recovered rock core is used to determine a recovery ratio:

Recovery ratio = Length of the recovered core
Total length of the rock run

(3.3)
A recovery ratio close to 1 indicates an intact rock mass. Fractured rocks are associated
with recovery ratios close to 0.5 or less. Measurements of the individual length of the rock
cores in excess of 100 mm (4 inches) are used to calculate a rock quality designation
(RQD) which is defined as follows:

RQD =
∑

length of intact and sound core pieces . 100mm
Total length of core run, mm

× 100% (3.4)
Table 3.2 Dimensions of selected core sizes

Size Diameter of core (mm) Diameter of borehole (mm)

EX 21.5 37.7
AX 30.1 48.0
AQ wireline 27.1 48.0
BX 42.0 59.9
BQ wireline 36.4 59.9
NX 54.7 75.7
NQ wireline 47.6 75.7
HQ wireline 63.5 96.3
PQ wireline 85.0 122.6



Figure 3.16 Photograph of a diamond coring bit. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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Figure 3.17 (a) Single tube core barrel. (b) Double tube core barrel.
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Table 3.3 Relationship between RQD and rock quality

RQD (%) Classification of rock quality

0–25 Very poor
25–50 Poor
50–75 Fair
75–90 Good
90–100 Excellent

Source: Deere, D.U. 1963. Felsmechanik und Ingieurgeologie, 1(1), 16–22.
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Table 3.3 presents a general relationship between RQD and quality of the rock mass
(Deere, 1963). Details on recovery ratio and RQD can be found in ASTM standard
D 6032.

3.3.6 Sample quality assurance and verification

The most important factor controlling the quality of test results on undisturbed soil sam-
ple is maintaining a low level of disturbance. A soil disturbance can occur during drilling/
sampling, transportation, and in preparation for laboratory testing (e.g., sample trim-
ming). Possible mechanisms of disturbance can be associated with:

• Changes in stress—stress increases when soil enters the sampling tube, stress is
relieved after extrusion from the sampling tube

• Mechanical disturbance—shear distortions applied to the soil by tube sampling
• Changes or migration in moisture content/void ratio—due to absorption/swelling or

consolidation of the soil sample caused by stress changes
• Changes in chemical contents—due to contact with drilling fluid or sampling tube

Sample disturbance can bemanaged but not completely avoided. For quality assurance,
the following practices and indexes are often applied when taking the undisturbed
soil samples.

The length of soil sample and its ratio with the depth of penetration (Lt) are often
used as an index of soil sample quality. Refer to Figure 3.18, where Lg= gross length
of sample= distance from top of sample to cutting edge of the sampling tube after with-
drawal; Ln= net length of sample= distance from top to bottom of the sample after trim-
ming for sealing. The corresponding ratios are gross recovery ratio, Rg and net recovery
ratio, Rn, respectively, which are defined as

Rg = Lg

Lt
(3.5a)

and

Rn = Ln

Lt
(3.5b)
In addition to recording the sample length, a visual classification and undrained shear
strength testing using a hand tool such as the pocket penetrometer or a torevane is per-
formed from the ends of the sampling tube where the soil sample is exposed. After taking
these measurements, the sample is tagged or marked to indicate the location (i.e., borehole
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Figure 3.18 Quality index for soil samples.
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number) and depth of the sample, and sealed with wax or plugs from both ends of the
sampling tube to prevent loss of moisture and to minimize mechanical disturbance of
the soil sample.

Soil samples should be stored upright and not be exposed to extreme heat or freezing
temperatures, or subject to excessive vibration during shipping (ASTM D4220). Shear
wave velocity, Vs, has been used to verify the quality of soil samples. Figure 3.19a shows
a comparison between the field and laboratoryVs values for silty sand samples taken with
a gel-push sampler presented by Huang and Huang (2007). The field values came from
seismic piezo-cone penetration tests (SCPTu), which are discussed in Section 3.4. The lab-
oratory values are taken using a pair of piezo-electric bender elements in a triaxial testing
device under confining stress that is compatible with the field conditions. A good quality
sample should have shear wave velocity values close to those measured in the field. For
cohesive soil samples, a residual suction (negative pore water pressure) should remain
in the soil upon extrusion from the sampling tube.

The magnitude of suction remaining in the soil sample has also been used to index the
quality of soft clay samples (Tanaka, 2008). When the soil sample is extruded from
the sampling tube and exposed to the air, the total mean normal stress experienced by
the soil sample is zero. The residual effective stress within the soil sample is thus the
remaining suction (negative pore pressure). Figure 3.19b shows the residual effective
stress measured on the soft Ariake clay samples and its comparison with the expected
effective vertical stress (σ′vo) in the field (Tanaka, 2008). The clay samples were taken
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Figure 3.19 Soil sample quality assurance through shear wave velocity and residual effective stress
measurements. (a) Shear wave velocity from bender element tests. (Adapted from
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with six types of samplers that include Shelby tube and other types of piston samplers.
According to Tanaka (2008), samples with lower residual effective stress usually yield
lower unconfined compressive strength. Readers are referred to Tanaka (2008) for details
of the six sampling methods and suction measurements on the soil samples.
3.3.7 Observation of groundwater level and field logging

Groundwater level is an important geotechnical parameter to be collected in subsurface
exploration. The presence or fluctuation of groundwater can affect the bearing capacity
and settlement of foundations. The change of soil samples from moist to saturated condi-
tions or the change of color can all be used as a sign of the presence of groundwater table.
For permeable soils, the water level in the borehole can reach an equilibrium with the sur-
rounding groundwater level in minutes. The water level in a borehole can be measured by
dropping a tape into the borehole. The plot of water level against time is a good indication
if the measurement is stabilized and thus the depth of groundwater table. These measure-
ments can be incorporated in the drilling and sampling operation in the field.

For layered soil conditions with intermittent low-permeable layers, a piezometer may be
required for rigorous measurement of the groundwater conditions. Figure 3.20 shows an
open-end piezometer installed in a borehole. The open end at the tip of the piezometer is
protected by filter material that allows water to enter. The upper part of the open end is
blocked by bentonite. Water level in the piezometer in this case reflects the water pressure
at the open end.

A field log (Figure 3.21) is used to keep track of the field operation. Details of the project
name, borehole location, drill crew, and drilling/samplingmethods used at various depths
should be recorded. Results from field testing such as blow counts from the SPT, visual
description and moisture conditions of the soil samples, and groundwater level based on
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field observations should be recorded and signed by the drill crew. This is an original doc-
umentation recorded in the field. In case of any confusion, such as due to missing soil sam-
ples or mixture of sample labels, the field log becomes important for clarification.
3.4 IN-SITU TESTING

In-situ testing represents another means of site characterization where the testing device is
inserted into the ground and soil is tested as it is in the ground, or in-situ. Advantages
of in-situ testing include:

• Larger volume of soil can be tested (in comparison with soil sampling and laboratory
testing)

• Continuous soil profile can be produced
• It may be the only practical choice in cohesionless soil
• Soils are tested in their natural state
• Most in-situ test methods are efficient and thus can be less costly

Limitations of in-situ testing are:

• Lack of well-defined boundary and drainage conditions
• The tests often involve complicated strain fields and stress paths
• Soil physical features are not positively identified (no soil sample is taken, except for

standard penetration test)

Both in-situ and laboratory testing methods have their inherent merits and disadvan-
tages. Most geotechnical explorations make use of both in-situ and laboratory testing.



Project name: xxxx project

Borehole number: BH-xxx Casing:

Datum: Z city datum

N USCS

From To

0–1.5 m Fill, crushed rock,

1 cobble, and fine sand

2 1.5–4.6 m Brown clayey sand

S-1 2 2.45 2 SC

3

T-1 3 3.8

4 S-2 3.55 4 3 ML

5 S-3 4.55 5 3

4.6–10.0 m gray silty sand

6 S-4 5.55 6 3 SM and clayey sand

7 S-5 6.55 7 6 SC

8 S-6 7.55 8 4 SM

9 S-7 8.55 9 7 SM-SC

10 S-8 9.55 10 15 SM

10.0–12.3 m Gray silty sand,

11 S-9 10.55 11 22 SM with coarse sand and fine gravel

12 S-10 11.55 12 7 SP

13 12.3–17.5 m gray coarse sand

S-11 13.05 13.5 28 SW-SM and gravel

14

15 S-12 14.55 15 20 SM

E N D

S: Split–spoon sample T: 76.2 mm OD thin wall tube sample

Page 1 of 1

Drilling method: Rotary boring

4.2" to 12 m

Description

Ground water level: 2.2 m

Depth, m Sample type and 

number

SPT

Depth, m

Date completed: 12/25/2015

Helper: CDE

Date started: 12/24/2015

Foreman: ABC

Location: No. xx, yy Street, Z city

Surface elevation: xx m

Coordinate: N 2644539, E 208303

Borehole depth: 15.5 m

Figure 3.21 A typical field log.
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There are many in-situ testing methods available for a wide variety of soils. The interpre-
tation methods of in-situ test results are largely empirical, and these methods can generally
be divided into two groups as follows:

Indirect interpretation: Determine the basic engineering properties such as shear strength,
stiffness, compressibility, permeability, and unit weight from the in-situ test and then
use the engineering properties for geotechnical design.

Direct interpretation: Relate the in-situ test results directly to design parameters such as
the bearing capacity of foundations or liquefaction potential for granular soils.

The following sections introduce five of the commonly used in-situ test methods in the
following sequence:

• Standard penetration test (SPT)
• Cone penetration test (CPT)
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• Flat dilatometer test (DMT)
• Pressuremeter test (PMT)
• Field vane shear test (FVT)

The respective test equipment, procedures, and the interpretation of the results will be
presented in the following sections. Suitability of one approach or another is strictly linked
to the aims of the exploration and the method of analysis which is intended to be used in
the geotechnical design.
3.4.1 Standard penetration test (SPT)

The development of the SPT can be traced back to the beginning of twentieth century
(Massarsch, 2014). SPT (ASTMD1586) is by far themost popular in-situ testing and sam-
pling method in geotechnical site characterization.

3.4.1.1 Equipment and test procedure

In SPT, a thick-walled split-spoon sampler described in Section 3.3 is driven from the bot-
tom of the borehole into the ground with a hammer that weighs 623 N (140 pounds), as
shown in Figure 3.22. The hammer is raised by 762mm (30 inches), creating a potential
energy of 474 J before dropping, in every hammer blow. The split-spoon sampler pene-
trates into the soil as the hammer blow continues. The number of hammer blows for
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Figure 3.22 Field setup of the standard penetration test.
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driving the split spoon by 152.4 mm (6 inches) is recorded. This procedure is repeated for
three intervals of 152.4 mm penetration for a total penetration of 457.2 mm (18 inches).
The sum of hammer blows for the last two intervals of 152.4 mm or approximately a
total of 300 mm (12 inches) penetration is referred to as the standard penetration number,
N or simply N value. Upon full penetration, the split-spoon sampler is retrieved to the
ground surface. The sampler is split open (hence the name split-spoon sampler) and the
soil sample scraped from the sampler and stored in a glass jar. SPT is usually conducted
at 1.5 m intervals in the field. The split-spoon sampler combined with SPT can be used in
cohesive and cohesionless soils. Since undisturbed sampling is not practical in granular
soils, SPT is especially useful for sampling (disturbed sampling) and testing in sand and
gravel. SPT is an in-situ penetration test that yields an N value and takes a soil sample
in the process. The samples can be used for basic physical property tests that are not
affected by sample disturbance. Because of its versatility, SPT and split-spoon sampling
is popular worldwide.

The operation of SPT hammer involves the use of a pulling force to lift the hammer, as
illustrated in Figure 3.22. Various power mechanisms are now available and are routinely
used to raise and release the hammer automatically as required. Human power assisted by
a power-driven rotating drum (i.e., a cathead) is also used often. There are different types
of SPT hammer designs and control mechanisms in different parts of the world (Schnaid,
2009). The donut and safety hammer as conceptually described in Figure 3.23 are prob-
ably the most popular ones used in practice. Characteristics of the drill rod, borehole,
design of the hammer, and the inevitable friction existing in the driving system can all
affect the energy delivered to the sampler. The delivered energy can vary significantly, usu-
ally below the theoretical value of 474 J, making it difficult to interpretN values for a given
soil condition. To account for the effects of hammer energy variations, overburden
stress, and rod length, it has become a standard practice worldwide to measure the energy
delivered to the sampler for a given field SPT setup (Seed et al., 1985). The N values are
then corrected to a reference hammer energy that is equivalent to 60% of the potential
energy of SPT hammer and an effective overburden stress of 1 atmosphere (100 kPa).
(a) (b)

Figure 3.23 Donut and safety SPT hammer. (a) Donut hammer with rope. (b) Safety hammer. (Adapted
from Schnaid, F. 2009. In Situ Testing in Geomechanics. Taylor & Francis, 329p.)
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The N values originally collected in the field will be referred to as NSPT in the following
discussion.

The hammer energy is measured with a load cell that measures force F(t) and a pair of
accelerometers installed immediately below the anvil (see Figure 3.22). Integration of
acceleration with time gives velocity, V(t). The hammer energy delivered to the anvil dur-
ing an SPT hammer blow, ESPT, is

ESPT =
∫t

0

F(t)V(t)dt (3.6)

where t is the time period associated with the stress wave traveling through the measure-
ment location. Details of the hammer energy measurement can be found in ASTM stan-
dard D1586.

The ratio of energy, delivered to the anvil over the theoretical or maximum energy of
474 J, is designated as an energy ratio, Er,

Er = ESPT

Maximum energy of 474 J
× 100% (3.7)
Measurements from different parts of the world have indicated that Er can vary from
close to 40% to over 80%. The originalNSPT is usually converted toN60, orN value cor-
responds to an energy ratio of 60%, E60, as

N60 = NSPTCE (3.8)

where CE is the energy correction factor defined as

CE = ESPT

E60
= Er

60
(3.8a)
TheNSPT value in granular soil with similar relative density tends to increase with over-
burden stress. For engineering applications in granular soils, the NSPT values are usually
corrected to an equivalent effective overburden stress, σ′vo, of 100 kPa, orN1. The correc-
tion is expressed by a stress normalization factor CN, and

N1 = NSPTCN (3.9)
Many empirical methods have been proposed to determine CN for SPT under a given
σ′vo (Schnaid, 2009). For normally consolidated sands, Liao and Whitman (1985) have
suggested that

CN =
�����
100
σ′vo

√

(σ′voin kPa) (3.9a)
An NSPT value corrected for both energy ratio to Er= 60% and effective overburden
stress σ′vo of 100 kPa (1 atmosphere) is referred to as (N1)60, and

(N1)60 = NSPTCECN (3.10)



Table 3.4 Estimation of su for clays or conditions of residual soils based on N60

Clay N60 PI¼ 50 su¼ 4.5N60pa=100 (Stroud, 1974)
PI¼ 15 su¼ 4.5N60pa=100 (Stroud, 1989)

Residual soils (Schnaid, 2009) N60 0–5 Completely weathered
5–10 Very weathered (lateritic)
10–15 Weathered
.15 Moderately weathered (saprolitic)

Note

su and pa (atmospheric pressure) should use the same unit.
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3.4.1.2 Engineering properties of sands according to SPT N values

Note that soil samples can be taken as part of SPT. Many important physical properties
such as grain size distribution and soil specific gravity can be determined using laboratory
tests on the split-spoon samples. The indirect interpretations of SPT aremore related to the
estimation of relative density or friction angle in granular soils. Table 3.4 shows available
empirical correlations between N60 and su of clays and conditions of residual soils.

As it is impractical to take undisturbed samples for granular soils, inferring its field rel-
ative density,Dr, fromN value is an important function of SPT. Terzaghi and Peck (1967)
suggested an empirical correlation betweenDr and SPTN values. The original correlation
has been verified by recent field tests and demonstrated its reasonableness. The relative
density (in percent) is related to (N1)60 as follows:

Dr% = 100

�����������
N1( )60
60

( )√

(3.11)
To infer relative density, (N1)60 should be limited to 60; above this value, grain crushing
can occur due to high-compressive stress (Mayne et al., 2002).

Hatanaka and Uchida (1996) proposed an empirical equation to estimate peak friction
angle, Ø′, of clean sands using (N1)60 as follows:

Ø′ = [15.4(N1)60]
0.5 + 20◦ (3.12)
Note the difference between peak friction angle and critical state friction angle. For
details, please refer to Chapter 1.
EXAMPLE 3.1

Given

Table E3.1 shows a set of SPT data that includes the N values for every 1.5 m, and
energy efficiencies (in percentage, %) from field measurements in a silty sand. The
groundwater table is at 2.6 m below ground surface. The soil unit weight (γ) above
groundwater table is 15 kN/m3, saturated soil unit weight (γsat) below groundwater
table is 19 kN/m3. Unit weight of water, γw, is 9.81 kN/m3.
Required

Calculate the effective overburden stress (σ′vo) corresponding to eachN value and deter-
mine the (N1)60 values according to energy efficiency and σ′vo, plot the result of (N1)60
versus depth.
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Solution

σ′vo for a given depth, z:

Above groundwater table (z≤ 2.6 m): σ′vo = zγ
Below groundwater table (z. 2.6m): σ′vo = 2.6γ + (z− 2.6)(γsat − γw)

Energy correction factor, CE:

CE = ESPT

E60
= Er(%)

60
where Er is the energy ratio values (in %) from the third column of Table E3.1.

Stress normalization factor, CN:

CN =
�����
100
σ′vo

√

where σ′vo (in kPa) is taken from the 4th column of Table E3.1.
(N1)60=NSPTCECN where NSPT is the original SPT blow counts in the 2nd column

of Table E3.1.
The original NSPT and corrected (N1)60 profiles are shown in Figure E3.1.
E3.1 SPT N values and energy efficiency

(m) NSPT blows=30 cm Er (%) σ0vo (kPa) CE CN (N1)60 blows=30 cm

5 79.0 22.5 1.32 2.11 13.9
4 78.6 42.6 1.31 1.53 8.0
5 76.5 56.1 1.27 1.34 8.5
8 69.1 69.6 1.15 1.20 11.0
11 80.9 83.1 1.35 1.10 16.3
9 77.7 96.6 1.29 1.02 11.9
17 74.6 110.1 1.24 0.95 20.1
17 79.5 123.6 1.32 0.90 20.2
10 86.8 137.1 1.45 0.85 12.3
16 84.4 150.6 1.41 0.81 18.3

15

10

D
ep

th
, m

5

0
0 10 20

NSPT
(blows/30 cm)

(N1)60

(blows/30 cm)Er, % σ′vo, kPa

30 50 100 10050 10 20 300 0150

GWT

E3.1 Original and corrected NSPT values.
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EXAMPLE 3.2

Given

The set of (N1)60 obtained in Example 3.1.
Required

Determine the corresponding relative density using Equation 3.11 and peak friction
angles according to Equation 3.12.
Solution

The calculations are conducted by a spreadsheet program, and

Dr% = 100

�����������
N1( )60
60

( )√

(3.11)

′ [ ]0.5 ◦
Ø = 15.4 N1( )60 + 20 (3.12)
Results are presented in Table E3.2.
Table E3.2 SPT (N1)60 values and the corresponding Dr and Ø0

Depth (m) (N1)60 blows=30 cm Dr % Ø0 degree

1.5 13.9 48 34.6
3.0 8.0 37 31.1
4.5 8.5 38 31.4
6.0 11.0 43 33.0
7.5 16.3 52 35.8
9.0 11.9 44 33.5
10.5 20.1 58 37.6
12.0 20.2 58 37.7
13.5 12.3 45 33.8
15.0 18.3 55 36.8
3.4.1.3 Liquefaction potential assessment based on SPT N values

A classic application of the SPT N values is the assessment of soil liquefaction potential
for granular soils. As part of a simplified procedure (Seed and Idriss, 1982; Youd et al.,
2001), a correlation between soil cyclic strength and (N1)60 is empirically established
based on post-earthquake SPT and field observations that showed signs of liquefaction
or no liquefaction. The analysis is usually carried for saturated granular soils below
groundwater table, within a depth of 20m from the ground surface. Through a simpli-
fied and semi-empirical procedure, the random ground motion during the given earth-
quake event is converted into a uniform shear stress wave (i.e., sine wave). A cyclic
stress ratio (CSR) is used to reflect the intensity of the earthquake-induced shear
stresses in reference to its effective overburden stress from the demand side. CSR is
defined as the ratio of σd/2σ′vo where σd, σ′vo = amplitude or the maximum cyclic devia-
tor stress and effective overburden stress, respectively, at the depth of SPT. A cyclic resis-
tance ratio (CRR) is used to represent the soil cyclic strength from the supply side.
CRR is also defined as the ratio of σd/2σ′vo (Seed and Idriss, 1982; Ishihara, 1993).
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The post-earthquake field observation of signs of liquefaction (e.g., sand boil) and SPT
forms a pair of CSR-(N1)60, data point. The cyclic strength or CRR-(N1)60 correlation is
the boundary curve that divides the CSR-(N1)60 data points of liquefaction and no liq-
uefaction from field observations. To assess if the saturated granular soil at a given site
has a potential of liquefaction in a projected future earthquake event, a seismic analysis
is conducted to estimate CSR and a series of SPT performed to obtain (N1)60. If the pair
of CSR-(N1)60 falls to the upper lefthand side of the CRR-(N1)60 curve, then the tested
soil is considered liquefiable. Otherwise, the soil is considered not liquefiable, as shown
in Figure 3.24. The CRR-(N1)60 correlation for clean sands (sands with fine particles
passing No. 200 sieve less than 5% in weight) shown in Figure 3.24 was reported by
Youd et al. (2001). The CRR-(N1)60 correlation can be approximated with an empirical
equation as depicted in Figure 3.24. There have been many modifications of the
CRR-(N1)60 correlation by various researchers in the past few decades (Idriss and
Boulanger, 2006).
3.4.2 Cone penetration test (CPT)

The concept involved in the cone penetration tests can be traced to the Dutch mechan-
ical cone, developed around 1930 (Barentsen, 1936). A rod with a pointed or cone-
shaped tip is pushed into the ground while recording the force (therefore the soil resis-
tance) required to push the rod. The use of an outer pipe and inner rod allows the soil
resistance reacting on the conical tip to be accurately measured as the cone is pushed
into the ground.

3.4.2.1 Equipment and test procedure

The cone, with a cross-sectional area of 10 cm2 and 60◦ apex angle, was pushed into the
ground manually. The soil resistance experienced by the cone tip was recorded by means
of a hydraulic pressure gage on the ground surface. Earlier cone penetrometers measured
cone tip resistance only. Cone tip resistance, qc, is the resistance forcemeasured at the cone
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Figure 3.25 Cone penetrometer with a friction sleeve. (Adapted from Begemann, H.K. 1953. Improved
method of determining resistance to adhesion by sounding through a loose sleeve placed
behind the cone. Proceedings, 3rd ICSMFE, Zurich, Switzerland, Vol. 1, pp. 213–217.)
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tip divided by the cross-sectional area of the cone (typically at 10 cm2). The addition of a
sleeve behind the cone tip (Begemann, 1953) with a telescope design as shown in Fig-
ure 3.25 allows measurement of soil friction imposed on the sleeve, fs, during penetration
(frictional force imposed on the friction sleeve divided by the surface area of the friction
sleeve). Charts have been proposed to estimate shaft friction of piles and soil classification
using fs readings.

An electric cone with a friction sleeve was developed in the 1960s. The qc and fs mea-
surements weremade using electric resistance strain gages. The signals were transmitted to
the ground surface via electric cables, and readings were recorded using an automated
data logger. This development made CPT a very efficient device in site characterization.
ASTM standard (D-5778) and an ISSMFE (International Society for Soil Mechanics
and Foundation Engineering) reference test procedure have been established for CPT.
The concept of piezocone penetration test (CPTu) was proposed by various researchers
in the 1960s and 1970s (Torstensson, 1975; Wissa et al., 1975). The cone penetration-
induced pore water pressure is measured by adding an electric piezometer to the cone
tip. The porous element or filter that facilitates pore water pressure measurement in
CPTu can be located at the tip, face, or behind the cone tip.

Figure 3.26 shows a cross-sectional view of an electric cone penetrometer with a friction
sleeve and an electric piezometer (i.e., a piezocone). It should be noted that the location of
the porous element can affect the magnitude of the pore water pressure readings and thus
the interpretation of the pore pressure readings (Lunne et al., 1997). A separate designa-
tion is given for porous element located at different positions as shown in Figure 3.27. Of
all the possible porous element locations, u2 is the most commonly used. Figure 3.28
shows a standard size piezocone (35.6 mm diameter) with a porous (filter) element at
u2 position.

For CPTu with u2 readings, the pore water pressure infiltrates into the top of the
cone tip and results in a lower qc reading due to unequal cross-sectional area of An and
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Figure 3.26 Cross-sectional view of an electric cone penetrometer. (1) Cone tip. (2) Porous element.
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Figure 3.28 A piezocone with porous element at u2 position. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu,
Taiwan.)
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Ac as shown in Figure 3.29. The qc reading can be too low unless the u2 effects are
accounted for using the following equation:

qt = qc + u2(1− a) (3.13)

where

qt= net cone tip resistance with u2 correction
a= area ratio of An over Ac (typically around 0.8)
The u2 correction is especially important for CPTu in soft clays where qc is low and u2
can be high.

The modern day electric cone penetration test is often conducted from inside of a cone
truck as shown in Figure 3.30. Hydraulic jacks are used to level the truck. A hydraulic ram
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is used to push the cone at a rate of 20mm/sec. The hydraulic ram and data logging sys-
tem are all housed inside the truck. This arrangement makes CPT mobile, efficient,
and productive.

Campanella et al. (1986) reported the concept of seismic cone penetration test where
shear wave velocity, Vs, is measured while the cone penetration is suspended in the
ground, the cone tip depth is known and stationary. Shear wave is generated by hitting
sideways on the hydraulic jack base of the cone truck with a hammer. A seismometer
mounted on the hydraulic jack base signals the initiation of the shear wave. Another
(L, t)

Figure 3.30 Cone truck and field setup for shear wave velocity measurement.
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seismometer installed above the cone tip is used to sense the arrival time t (see Figure 3.30)
of the shear wave. As the cone tip depth, thus the shear wave travel distance, L (see Fig-
ure 3.30), is known, shear wave velocity, Vs=L/t. Shear wave velocity relates to the soil
maximum shear modulus, Gmax as

Gmax = ρV2
s (3.14)

where
Figur
ρ= soil mass density
Gmax is a useful parameter in characterizing the soil properties. The cone penetration
tests performed nowadays often involve piezocone with shear wave velocity and typically
referred to as seismic piezocone penetration test (SCPTu).

3.4.2.2 Soil classification according to cone penetration tests

Nearly continuous readings of qt, fs, and u2 are obtained at 5–10mm intervals. The
Vs readings are usually taken at 1 m intervals when the penetration is halted to add
the 1 m long cone rod. Figure 3.31 shows a representative SCPTu sounding from a silty
sand/silty clay deposit.

The term CPT will be used hereinafter to represent the family of cone penetration tests
that can include SCPTu or CPTu. The letter “S” and/or “u”will be added only when seis-
mic and/or piezocone penetration is specifically referred to. The nearly continuous read-
ings make the cone penetration test ideally suited to establish the soil stratigraphic
information. Many empirical methods have been developed over the last few decades
for that purpose, but before we get into the details of CPT-based soil classification it is
helpful to notice a general trend that, for a given qt, CPT in soils with decreasing grain
size (or increasing fines content) tends to yield higher fs. Soil particles passing #200 sieve
are referred to as fines. Or, the friction ratio (Rf= fs/qt in percent) becomes larger as the
soil grain size decreases. It is also important to note that for proper evaluation of soil
behavior we should normalize the CPT test results with respect to the vertical effective
stress (Wroth 1984, 1988). This normalization is a practical way to eliminate the CPT
0
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depth effect, which is not a function of soil behavior. The following sections introduce two
CPT-based soil classification systems based on normalized CPT test results.

3.4.2.3 The Robertson SBTn charts

Of the many available CPT soil classification methods, the series of SBT classification
charts proposed and updated by Robertson et al. (1986) and Robertson (1990, 2009,
2016) are likely to be themost commonly used. The SBT index, Ic, proposed by Robertson
(2009) can be used to infer the soil behavior, such as OCR, sensitivity, drainage, strength,
stiffness, sand-like or clay-like, from CPT sounding. Robertson (2016) emphasized that Ic
may not have a dependable relationship with the typical soil classification schemes such as
the unified soil classification system, which is based on physical property tests (i.e., sieve
analysis, hydrometer, and plasticity tests). The qt, fs, and u2 readings are first normalized
with respect to the field vertical (overburden) stress as follows:

Qtn = qt − σvo
pa

( )
pa
σ′vo

( )n

(3.15)

[ ]

Fr = fs

qt − σvo
100(%) (3.16)
Bq = (u2 − uo)
(qt − σvo)

= Δu2
(qt − σvo)

(3.17)

where

σvo and σ′vo = total and effective overburden stress, respectively
pa= atmospheric pressure of the same unit as that of overburden stress and qt
uo= the field hydrostatic pressure
Δu2= excess pore pressure= (u2− uo)
The exponent:

n = 0.381 · IC + 0.05 · (σ′vo/pa)− 0.15 (3.18)

where n≤ 1.0, and

Ic =
�����������������������������������������
(3.47− logQtn)

2 + (1.22+ log Fr)
2

√
(3.19)
Figure 3.32 shows a nine-zonal classification of SBTs based on Qtn–Fr correlation and
Ic. The determination of Ic requires the value of Qtn which depends on n. But n is a func-
tion of Ic according to Equation 3.18. Therefore to use the above procedure for soil clas-
sification, particularly for granular soils, it may be advisable to follow an iteration process
as follows:

1. Assume a trial n value. A good starting value would be 0.5.
2. Calculate Qtn according to Equation 3.15 and Ic using Equation 3.19.
3. With Ic from step 2, calculate n using Equation 3.18.
4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 with a different n value if necessary until the trial and cal-

culated n values converge.

n≤ 1.0, the above iteration procedure is most likely to be applied for CPT in
coarse-grained soils (sands) with Ic less than 2.6. For CPT in fine-grained soils, simply
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use n= 1. For CPT in clean sands, use n= 0.5 would suffice in most cases for the calcu-
lation of Qtn without going through the iteration process. Equations 3.15 through 3.19
and the zonal boundaries can be easily integrated into a spreadsheet program, making
the classification rather efficient. The chart shown in Figure 3.32 is often referred to as
the Robertson SBTn chart.
Table

Depth

qt, MP
fs, kPa
u2, kPa
σvo, M
σ0vo, M
Qtn

b

Fr
b

Ic
b

nb

Zonal

Notes

a Given
b Com
EXAMPLE 3.3

Given

Table E3.3 shows the representative qt, fs, σvo, and σ′vo values for every 2.5 m from the
same SCPTu test results shown in Figure 3.31. Use soil total and saturated unit weight,
γ= γsat= 19.0 kN/m3. The groundwater table is at 1.8 m below ground surface.
E3.3 Representative values taken from Figure 3.31 and determination of Ic

(m) 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0 22.5

aa 3.55 2.37 1.97 5.39 4.05 6.73 6.72 6.55 6.56
a 9.36 25.38 11.91 13.20 20.38 15.91 25.07 33.61 26.06
a 8.83 �54.94 43.16 69.65 95.16 82.40 97.12 96.14 47.09
Paa 0.048 0.095 0.143 0.190 0.238 0.285 0.333 0.380 0.428
Paa 0.041 0.064 0.087 0.110 0.132 0.156 0.175 0.201 0.224

57.0 32.3 20.5 48.5 30.7 45.87 40.9 36.3 33.2
0.27 1.11 0.65 0.25 0.53 0.25 0.39 0.54 0.43
1.75 2.34 2.39 1.89 2.20 1.91 2.03 2.14 2.13
0.55 0.76 0.80 0.62 0.75 0.65 0.7 0.76 0.77

No.b 6 5 5 6 5 6 6 5 5

values.
puted values.
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Required

Compute the correspondingQtn, Fr, and Ic values and determine the soil behavior type
zonal numbers according to Figure 3.34.
Solution

A spreadsheet computer program provided to registered users was used for the compu-
tations and preparation of Table E3.3.
The values ofQtn, Fr, and Ic are calculated using the following equations and iterate

the n values according to the procedure described above until the trial and calculated n
values converge.

Qtn = qt − σvo
pa

( )
pa
σ′vo

( )n

(3.15)
Fr = fs
qt − σvo

[ ]
100(%) (3.16)
n = 0.381 · IC + 0.05 · σ′vo/pa
( )− 0.15 (3.18)
and

Ic =
�����������������������������������������
(3.47− logQtn)

2 + (1.22+ logFr)
2

√
(3.19)
The computed Qtn, Fr, Ic, and n values along with the SBT zonal numbers selected
according to Ic are entered in Table E3.3.
In addition to the Qtn–Fr chart presented in Figure 3.32, Robertson (1990) also pro-
posed a companion Qtn–Bq chart. It is generally deemed that u2 readings tend to lack
repeatability due to possible loss of saturation, especially when CPT is performed onshore
above the water table, when the water table is deep, and/or CPT is conducted in very stiff
soil. Therefore the Qtn–Bq chart is not used as often.

3.4.2.4 The Schneider et al. Qt–Fr and Qt–U2 charts

Ramsey (2002) showed CPT data in high-OCR clayey soils may be classified as clays, silts,
or sands when using the Qtn–Fr and Qtn–Bq charts proposed by Robertson (1990). This
bias can be quite severe for CPT in offshore soils when assessing the soil conditions rele-
vant to the design of offshore pipelines or small-scale subsea structures. Schneider et al.
(2008, 2012) proposed a pair of charts that used a linear normalization of qt and u2 nor-
malization with respect to σ′vo as follows:

Qt = (qt − σvo)
σ′vo

= qtn
σ′vo

(3.20)
U2 = (u2 − uo)
σ′vo

= Δu2
σ′vo

(3.21)

where

qtn= net corrected cone tip resistance
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For tests in transitional soils such as clayey sands, silty sands and silt, clay, and sand
mixtures, CPT can be partially drained. The partial drainage also causes partial consol-
idation. Using the Qt–Fr alone may not be able to effectively separate the influence of
high OCR from partial consolidation. Based on a combination of analytical studies and
field data, Schneider et al. (2008, 2012) proposed a pair of Qt–Fr and Qt–U2 charts as
shown in Figure 3.33 with a five zonal classification. According to Schneider et al.
(2008), Qt–U2 space is superior to Qtn–Bq space when evaluating the CPTu for a range
of soil data.
EXAMPLE 3.4

Given

For the same CPT data set given in Example 3.3.
Required

Compute the corresponding Qt, Fr, and U2, determine the zonal number and plot the
Qt–Fr and Qt–U2 data points in the respective Schneider et al. (2012) charts depicted
in Figure 3.33.
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u2, kPa
σvo, M
σ0vo, M
Fr
a

Ic
a

Qt
b

U2
b

Zonal
Zonal

Notes

a Given
b Com

Figure
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Solution

The values of Qt and U2 are calculated using the spreadsheet computer program and
the following equations.

Qt = (qt − σvo)
σ′vo

(3.21)
U2 = (u2 − uo)
σ′vo

(3.22)
The calculated friction ratio according to Equation 3.15 and classification using Fig-
ure 3.33 are shown in Table E3.4. Ic values obtained from Example 3.3 are included for
reference. Data points of Qt–Fr and Qt–U2 are plotted in Figure E3.4.
The data points ofQt–Fr andQt–U2 are plotted in the respective charts as shown in

Figure E3.4.
E3.4 Determination of Qt , Fr and U2

(m) 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0 22.5

aa 3.55 2.37 1.97 5.39 4.05 6.73 6.72 6.55 6.56
a 9.36 25.38 11.91 13.20 20.38 15.91 25.07 33.61 26.06
a 8.83 �54.94 43.16 69.65 95.16 82.40 97.12 96.14 47.09
Paa 0.048 0.095 0.143 0.190 0.238 0.285 0.333 0.380 0.428
Paa 0.041 0.064 0.087 0.110 0.132 0.156 0.175 0.201 0.224

0.27 1.11 0.65 0.25 0.53 0.25 0.39 0.54 0.43
1.75 2.34 2.39 1.89 2.20 1.91 2.03 2.14 2.13
86.13 35.80 21.16 47.47 28.76 41.44 35.77 30.64 27.32
0.05 �1.36 �0.15 �0.10 �0.07 �0.30 �0.32 �0.41 �0.70

No. from Qt–Fr 2 1c=3 1c=3 2 1c=3 2 2 1c=3 1c=3
No. from Qt–U2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3

values from Example 3.3.
puted values.
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Eslami and Fellenius (1997) proposed a soil classification system that takes advantage
of qt, fs, and u2, along with a procedure to estimate the pile capacity. Details of the Eslami
and Fellenius classification method are introduced in Section 7.4.
3.4.3 Engineering properties of clays from CPT

Many methods to estimate shear strength, stress history, and consolidation-related
parameters from CPT have been proposed in the past. These methods are mostly empir-
ical, but when applied correctly they can be very effective. Some of the methods are intro-
duced below. CPT is not sensitive to soil stiffness (such as the constrained modulus);
correlations between cone tip resistance and stiffness are less reliable and will not be
discussed here.

3.4.3.1 Undrained shear strength

At a penetration rate of 20mm/sec, CPT in clays can be assumed as undrained. In this
case, the undrained shear strength of clays, su, can be estimated as

su = (qt − σvo)
Nk

(3.22)

where

σvo= total overburden stress
Nk= an empirical factor
The value ofNk depends on the shearing mode the su is referring to, plasticity, and stress
history of the clay. Nk= 13.6+ 1.9 has been recommended for su in simple shear mode
for soft clays (Mayne, 2014). The term (qt− σvo) is often referred to as the net corrected
cone tip resistance.

Alternatively, su can be related to the total mean normal stress po using the spherical
cavity expansion theory described in Chapter 2, by treating qt the same as the toe bear-
ing capacity qb of a driven pile. By combing Equations 2.73 and 2.110, it can be shown
that

(qt − po)
su

≈ (qb − po)
su

= β1 +
4
3

1+ ln
G
su

( )[ ]
(3.23)

where

G/su= Ir= rigidity index
β1= empirical friction coefficient between 0 and 1.0
Consider a β1 value of 0.5, the ratio of (qt− po)/su (equivalent to Nk stated above)
should vary from 7 to 10 for rigidity indexes ranging from 50 to 500. This relatively
lower ratio of (qt− po)/su is understandable as the strain rate during CPT is much
faster than that of a statically loaded pile. The fact that rigidity index has significant effects
on (qt− po)/su shows the importance of considering the rigidity in correlating qt to su and
why Nk varies.

3.4.3.2 Stress history: Overconsolidation ratio (OCR)

By rough observation, when qt is greater than (2.5 to 5.0)× σ′vo the clay is overconsoli-
dated. A large number of empirical methods have been proposed to estimate OCR
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fromCPT. Ladd andDeGroot (2003) proposed an empirical equation to estimate OCR as
follows:

OCR = (qt − σvo)/σ′vo
SCPTu

[ ]1/mCPTu

(3.24)

where
SCPTu= intercept value of (qt − σvo)/σ′vo when OCR= 1 (see Figure 3.34)

The above equation is determined by conducting field CPT and a series of 1-D consol-
idation tests on undisturbed soil samples at the test site. The correlation between
(qt − σvo)/σ′vo from CPT and OCR from consolidation tests is approximated with a
straight line in a log-log plot as shown in Figure 3.34. The exponent, mCPTu, is the slope
of the log (OCR) versus log[(qt − σvo)/σ′vo] plot in Figure 3.34. For Boston blue clay (a
sensitive marine clay), the value of mCPTu is around 0.76 (Ladd and DeGroot, 2003).
Note that SCPTu equals toNk times (su/σ′vo)NC (the ratio of reference su over effective over-
burden stress when the soil is normally consolidated or OCR= 1).

Taking advantage of the pore pressure measurements and using the concept of
critical state soil mechanics as well as cavity expansion (see Chapters 1 and 2), Mayne
(1991) proposed the following equations to estimate OCR for CPTu with u2 measure-
ments:

OCR = 2
1

1.95M+ 1
qt − u2
σ′vo

( )[ ]1.33
(3.25)

and

M = 6 sin Ø′

(3− sinØ′)
(3.26)
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Figure 3.34 A plot of log(OCR) versus log (qt � σvo)=σ0vo
� �
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where

M= slope of the critical state line in the q–p′ space, where q= σ1− σ3 and
p′ = σ′1 + σ′2 + σ′3

( )
/3
Note that Equation 3.26 is a rearrangement of Equation 1.46, but in Equation 3.26,
Ø′ refers to the drained peak friction angle, whereas, in Equation 1.46, the Ø′

cs was the
drained critical state friction angle. Please refer to Chapter 1 for the differences between
critical state and peak friction angles. Equation 3.25 is effective for a wide range of
OCR and compared well with tests in intact, fissured, and cemented clays (Mayne,
1991).
EXAMPLE 3.5

Given

Table E3.5 shows selected qt, u2, σvo, and σ′vo values from field SCPTu in a clay deposit
at various depths. Assume Nk= 14, SCPTu= 2.5 (see Figure 3.34), mCPTu= 0.76, and
Ø′ = 30◦. Use soil total and saturated unit weight, γ= γsat= 19.0 kN/m3. The ground-
water table is at 1.5 m below ground surface.
Required

Determine su andOCR profile using Equations 3.22, 3.24, and 3.25. Plot the profiles of
su and OCR versus depth.
Solution

Computations are carried out using the spreadsheet program. The values of σvo and σ′vo
are calculated based on depth, soil unit weight and groundwater level. The undrained
shear strength su:

su = (qt − σvo)
Nk

, (3.22)
Nk= 14 as given
The OCR:

OCR = (qt − σvo)/σ′vo
SCPTu

[ ]1/mCPTu

, (3.24)
SCPTu= 2.5 and mCPTu= 0.76 as given

OCR = 2
1

1.95M+ 1
qt − u2
σ′vo

( )[ ]1.33
(3.25)
and

M = 6 sinØ′

(3− sinØ′)
(3.26)

′ ◦
Ø = 30 as given.
The results are tabulated in Table E3.5 and profiles are shown in Figure E3.5.
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Table E3.5 Determination of su and OCR

Depth (m) qt (MPa)a u2 (MPa)a σvo (MPa)b σ0vo (MPa)b su (kPa)
b

OCRb

equation 3.24
OCRb

equation 3.25

1.50 0.250 0.038 0.029 0.029 15.8 4.4 5.8
1.75 0.253 0.051 0.033 0.031 15.7 4.0 4.9
2.00 0.259 0.062 0.038 0.033 15.8 3.6 4.3
2.25 0.262 0.074 0.043 0.035 15.7 3.3 3.7
2.50 0.265 0.085 0.048 0.038 15.5 3.0 3.2
2.75 0.268 0.096 0.052 0.040 15.4 2.7 2.8
3.00 0.272 0.105 0.057 0.042 15.4 2.5 2.5
3.25 0.279 0.114 0.062 0.045 15.6 2.4 2.3
3.50 0.285 0.123 0.067 0.047 15.6 2.3 2.1
3.75 0.295 0.131 0.071 0.049 16.0 2.2 2.0
4.00 0.310 0.138 0.076 0.051 16.7 2.2 2.0
4.50 0.341 0.154 0.086 0.056 18.2 2.2 2.0
5.00 0.371 0.169 0.095 0.061 19.7 2.2 2.0
5.50 0.402 0.184 0.105 0.065 21.2 2.2 2.0
6.00 0.432 0.199 0.114 0.070 22.7 2.2 2.0
8.00 0.554 0.259 0.152 0.088 28.7 2.2 2.0
10.0 0.675 0.319 0.190 0.107 34.7 2.2 2.0

Notes

a Given values.
b Computed values.
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3.4.3.3 Coefficient of consolidation

With the piezometer readings, a pore pressure dissipation test can be conducted by sus-
pending the cone penetration in ground and keeping track of the decay of pore pressure
measurements with time. The procedure provides a convenient measurement of the hor-
izontal coefficient of consolidation, ch, an important design parameter for ground
improvement of cohesive soils by preloading and vertical drains.
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For CPT in saturated, normally, or lightly consolidated clays, the disturbance of cone
penetration generates positive pore pressure radially away from the cone tip as the sur-
rounding soil consolidates. We record the decay of excess pore pressure, Δu(t), as time
progresses. Δu(t)= 0 when the consolidation is completed. Figure 3.35 shows the record
of a CPTu dissipation test results. In this particular case, pore pressure was measured at u2
location. The ratio of Δu(t)/Δu(t= 0) also reflects the average degree of consolidation (U )
for the surrounding soil.

Teh and Houlsby (1991) developed a theoretical framework based on the strain path
method (Baligh, 1985) for the determination of horizontal coefficient of consolidation,
ch, from pore pressure dissipation test. A theoretical correlation between Δu(t)/Δu(t= 0)
and time factor T* is proposed, and T* is defined as

T∗ = cht
r2

��
Ir

√ (3.27)

where

t= elapsed time after the start of pore pressure dissipation test
Ir= rigidity index of the surrounding soil (see Chapter 2 for definition of Ir)
r= radius of the cone penetrometer
Table 3.5 shows the values of T* for various degrees of consolidation U. A curve show-
ing the correlation betweenT* and Δu(t)/Δu(t= 0) is depicted in Figure 3.36. The curve in
Figure 3.36 is valid for clays with Ir from 25 to 500 (Teh and Houlsby, 1991). Note that
the data included in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.36 are valid for pore pressure measurements at
u2 position. Please refer to Teh and Houlsby (1991) for corresponding values related to
u1 measurements.

Equation 2.74 described in Chapter 2, reported by Mayne et al. (2002), can be used to
estimate Ir based on OCR and PI of the cohesive soil around the cone tip. That equation is
repeated below:

Ir =
exp

(
137− PI

23

)

1+ ln 1+ OCR− 1
( )3.2

26

[ ]{ }0.8 (3.28)
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Figure 3.36 Correlation between time factor and degree of consolidation. (From Teh, C.I. and Houlsby,
G.T. 1991. An analytical study of the cone penetration test in clay. Geotechnique.
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Table 3.5 Theoretical time factors for u2 pore pressure
measurements

Degree of consolidation (%) T*

20 0.038
30 0.078
40 0.142
50 0.245
60 0.439
70 0.804
80 1.60

Source: Teh, C.I. and Houlsby, G.T. 1991. An analytical study of the cone

penetration test in clay, Geotechnique, Table 2, p. 31, reproduced

with permission of the ICE Publishing, London, UK.
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The procedure for the determination of ch from pore pressure dissipation test is
explained in Example 3.6. Note that due to soil anisotropy, ch is often higher than cv (coef-
ficient of consolidation in vertical direction) for the same soil.
EXAMPLE 3.6

Given

For the pore pressure dissipation test result depicted in Figure 3.35, consider the sur-
rounding cohesive soil has an OCR of 3, PI of 30. A standard cone penetrometer
with a radius of 17.8 mm was used in the CPTu.
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Required

Estimate the Ir using Equation 3.28, and determine the ch.
Solution

PI= 30 and OCR= 3,

Ir =
exp

137− PI
23

( )

1+ ln 1+ (OCR− 1)3.2
26

[ ]{ }0.8 =
exp

137− (30)
23

( )

1+ ln 1+ (3− 1)3.2

26

[ ]{ }0.8 = 85 (3.28)
Refer to Figure 3.35, the time when degree of consolidation reaches 50%, orU= Δu
(t)/Δu(t= 0)0.5, t50= 260 sec. The time factor corresponds toU= 0.5 is 0.245 accord-
ing to Table 3.5. Following Equation 3.27,

ch = (T∗r2
��
Ir

√
)

t
= (0.245)(17.82)

���
85

√

(260)
= 2.8mm2/sec

= 2.8× 10−2 cm2/ sec (3.27)
3.4.4 Engineering properties of sands from CPT

For CPT in sands, qt can be affected by relative density (Dr), effective vertical (σ′vo) and
horizontal stresses (σ′vo) around the cone tip, compressibility, and age of sands. As it is
not practical to take undisturbed samples in sand, procedures to estimate engineering
parameters for sands from CPT have been developed mainly based on laboratory calibra-
tion chamber tests (Huang and Hsu, 2004, 2005). In this case, soil specimens with known
density and stress states are prepared in a calibration chamber where CPT is performed.
The following section introduces a few empirical equations developed for the estimation
of Dr from CPT.

3.4.4.1 Estimation of Dr

Figure 3.37 shows a correlation among qt, Dr, and effective vertical stress, σ′vo proposed
by Schmertmann (1977) for normally consolidated sand, according to their CPT
calibration tests.

It should be noted that the cone tip resistance is also sensitive to the in-situ horizontal
stress. The application of Figure 3.37 should be limited to CPT in normally consolidated
sands withK = σ′vo/σ

′
ho

( )
values around 0.5. For this reason, the use of effective mean nor-

mal stress σ′oo = σ′vo + 2σ′ho
( )

/3
[ ]

may be more desirable. Two empirical equations that
relate qt to Dr and σ′oo for normally and overconsolidated sands have been proposed by
Jamiolkowski et al. (1988) and Huang and Hsu (2005) respectively, based on calibration
chamber tests, as follows:

qt = 0.205 σ′oo
( )0.51exp

2.93Dr

100

( )
(3.28a)

and

qt = 0.369 σ′oo
( )0.5exp

2.34Dr

100

( )
(3.28b)
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where

qt= cone tip resistance in MPa
σ′oo = effective mean normal stress in kPa
Dr= relative density in %
Comparisons between the above two empirical equations with CPT calibration tests in
Da Nang sand reported by Huang and Hsu (2005) are presented in Figure 3.38. In the
CPT calibration tests, the K values ranged from 0.4 to 1.8.

Figure 3.39 shows a correlation between normalized cone tip resistance, qt1N and
Dr for silica and quartz sands with various degrees of compressibility (Jamiolkowski
et al., 2001) based on 456 CPT calibration chamber test data. For sand with medium
compressibility,

Dr = 100[0.268 ln (qt1N)− 0.675] (3.29)

and qt1N is defined as

qt1N = qt

σ′vo · pa
( )0.5 (3.30)

where

pa= atmospheric pressure in the same unit as qt and σ′vo
Robertson and Campanella (1983) proposed the following equation to estimate
drained peak friction angle, Ø′ from qt for CPT in normally consolidated clean quartz
sand based on their compilation of calibration chamber test data:

Ø′(radian) = arctan 0.1+ 0.38 log qt/σ′vo
( )[ ]

(3.31)
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EXAMPLE 3.7

Given

Table E3.7 shows a set of qt, fs, σvo, and σ′vo values from the same SCPTu test results
shown in Figure 3.31. Use soil total and saturated unit weight, γ= γsat= 190 kN/m3.
The groundwater table is at 1.8 m below ground surface. The given data along with the
calculated Ic values are included in Table E3.7. Consider K = σ′ho/σ

′
vo

( ) = 0.5 and 0.8.
Required

Determine the relative density using Equations 3.28a, b and 3.29. Determine the peak
friction angle; consider the sand as normally consolidated using Equation 3.31.
Solution

Compute σ′ho according to the given σ′vo and K values of 0.5 and 0.8. Enter the respec-
tive σ′ho values into Table E3.7.
Compute σ′oo given σ′vo and σ′ho from above calculation, and

σ′oo = σ′vo + 2σ′ho
( )

3

Rearranging Equation 3.28a, we have

Dr = 100
2.93

ln
qt

0.205 σ′oo
( )0.51

[ ]

(3.28a)
Rearranging Equation 3.28b results in

Dr = 100
2.34

ln
qt

0.369 σ′oo
( )0.5

[ ]

(3.28b)
Table E3.7 Determination of Dr and Ø0

Depth (m)a 2.5 10.0 15.0 17.5

qt, MPaþ 3.55 5.39 6.73 6.72
Ic
a 1.75 1.89 1.91 2.03

σvo, MPaa 0.048 0.190 0.285 0.333
σ0vo, MPaa 0.041 0.110 0.156 0.175
σ0ho, ¼ 0:5σ0vo MPab 0.021 0.055 0.078 0.0875
σ0oo (K¼ 0.5), kPab 27.3 73.3 104.0 116.7
Dr (Equation 3.28a), %* 43 39 41 39
Dr (Equation 3.28b), %* 26 23 25 22
σ0ho, ¼ 0:8σ0vo MPa* 0.033 0.088 0.125 0.14
σ0oo (K¼ 0.8), MPab 35.5 95.3 135.2 151.7
Dr (Equation 3.28a), %b 35 32 34 32
Dr (Equation 3.28b), %b 20 17 19 17
qt1N (Equation 3.30)b 55.4 51.4 53.9 50.8
Dr (Equation 3.29), %b 40 38 39 38
qt=σ0vo

b 86.6 49.0 43.1 38.4
Ø0 (Equation 3.31), deg.b 39.9 36.6 35.8 35.1

Notes

a Given values.
b Computed values.
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Compute the respective DR (%) values from the above two equations.

qt1N = qt

σ′vo · pa
( )0.5 (3.30)
Dr = 100[0.268 ln (qt1N)− 0.675] (3.29)
Ø′ = arctan 0.1+ 0.38 log qt/σ′vo
( )[ ]

(3.31)
Jefferies and Been (2006) reported that a linear correlation between the normalized
cone tip resistance (qt − σ00)/σ′oo and state parameter ξ can be established in a semi-log
plot. Figure 3.40 shows such a plot based on CPT calibration chamber tests in Da
Nang sand (Huang and Chang, 2011). This linear correlation offers a great potential
for inferring the state parameter from CPT in sand.

3.4.4.2 Liquefaction potential assessment based on CPT

As in the case of SPT, CPT has also been used to assess the liquefaction potential for gran-
ular soils, under the framework of simplified procedure. A correlation between soil CSR
or CRR with normalized cone tip resistance, qt1N, calculated using Equation 3.30 is
empirically established based on post-earthquake CPT and field observations that showed
signs of liquefaction or no liquefaction. The CRR-qt1N correlation is again the boundary
curve that divides the data points of liquefaction and no liquefaction. The CRR-qt1N cor-
relation shown in Figure 3.41 was proposed by Robertson and Wride (1998). The CRR-
qt1N correlation can be approximated by a pair of empirical equations reported by Youd
et al. (2001) as depicted in Figure 3.41. As in the case of SPT-based simplified procedure,
there have been manymodifications of the CRR-qt1N correlation by various researchers in
the past few decades (Juang et al., 2006).
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CPT has also been used to estimate the foundation bearing capacities mainly based on
qt and fs values. Details of these empirical methods are described in the design of shallow
and deep foundations.

3.4.4.2.1 Field vane shear tests (FVT)

The field vane test was developed in Sweden in the early twentieth century. The test is
primarily used for the determination of undrained shear strength of saturated clays
with su less than 200 kPa. The vane consists of four rectangular blades fixed at 90◦

angles to each other. In performing the field test, the vane is pushed to the designated
depth and followed by measuring the torque required to rotate the blades. Standards
(i.e., ASTM D2573) have been established to specify the vane shear test equipment
and procedure. A variety of vane sizes and shapes are available. Most of the vanes
have a rectangular shape with a height-to-diameter ratio (H/D) of 2. The height of
the blades generally ranges from 70 to 200mm. Larger vanes are used for softer soils.
The vane blades can be made of different alloys of steel and subject to hardening pro-
cess. The blade should have a thickness not more than 3mm. A rod is used to connect
the vane to a measuring unit on the ground surface as shown in Figure 3.42. The mea-
suring unit facilitates rotation of the vane via the rod at a constant rate, while mea-
suring the torque required to maintain the rotation. The rod is protected by a
casing to prevent friction from the surrounding soil and affecting the torque readings.
The vane is retracted inside the protecting shoe during insertion to prevent damage to
the field vane.

Upon insertion to the desired depth, the vane shear test should start within 5 minutes.
Prolonged waiting can yield higher shear strength due to consolidation of the surrounding
soil. Rotation of the vane should proceed at a rate of 6◦/minute (0.1◦/sec), and the rela-
tionship between torque and angular rotation is recorded. Themaximum torque is used to
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Figure 3.42 Field vane shear device.
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calculate the peak undrained shear strength of the soil. The vane is then extensively
rotated to completely remold the soil on the shear surface. The residual undrained shear
strength and soil sensitivity are then computed based on the torque measurement in
this stage.

Rotation of the vane generates a drum-shaped shear surface, as shown in Figure 3.43,
with shear stress acting on the surface of the cylindrical drum. Studies have indicated
that the mobilized shear stress, τV, along the vertical edges of the vane is more or
T

(a) (b)

τmH

τmH

A

A

H D

Vane

blade

Section A-A

τV

Figure 3.43 Shear stress distribution on a vane. (a) Drum-shaped shear surface. (b) Assumed shear
stress distribution.
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less uniform except for localized area near the corner of the blade. Assuming uniform
shear stress distribution on the vertical surface, the vertical torque component, TV, is

TV = πDHτV
D
2
= πD2HτV

2
(3.32)
The distribution of τH on the horizontal top and bottom surfaces is highly nonlinear,
with τH increases from center of the vane toward the edge. Wroth (1984) proposed to
express τH as a polynomial equation,

τH
τmH

= r
D/2

( )n

(3.33)

where

r= radial distance from the center of the blade
τmH=maximum τH at the edge of the vane (r=D/2)
If τH is uniformly distributed, n= 0. Wroth (1984) suggested that n should be around
5. Integrating τH along the horizontal surfaces from r= 0 toD/2 yields the horizontal tor-
que component, TH, as

TH = πD3τmH

2(n+ 3)
(3.34)
The total torque associated with rotation of the vane, T, is thus

T = TV + TH (3.35)
Schnaid (2009) reported a general formula to correlate T with soil undrained shear
strength that considers strength anisotropy and possible nonlinear τH distribution.
Assume the undrained shear strength on the vertical surface, SuV= τV, and undrained
shear strength on the horizontal surfaces suH= τmH. Soil anisotropy, b, is expressed as

b = suV/suH (3.36)
Incorporating Equations 3.32, 3.34, 3.35, and 3.36 results in a general formula for
deriving suH from T as

suH = n+ 3
D+Hb(n+ 3)

2T
πD2 (3.37)
By substituting (n + 3) with “a” and assuming isotropic undrained shear strength (b=
1 and suH= suV= su), Equation 3.37 becomes

su = 2T
πD2 H + D

a

( ) (3.38)

where

a= 3.0 for uniform stress distribution on the horizontal shear surfaces
a= 3.5 for parabolic stress distribution on the horizontal shear surfaces
a= 4.0 for triangular stress distribution on the horizontal shear surfaces
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For practical purposes, the soil is generally assumed to be isotropic (b= 1), and shear
stresses along the vertical and horizontal shear surfaces are all equal to an undrained shear
strength su (a= 3) and H/D= 2 for a standard vane, then

su = 6T
7πD3 (3.39)
It is well recognized that the undrained shear strength obtained from vane shear test can
be affected by soil disturbance, strain rate, strength anisotropy, and partial consolidation.
Some of these factors may compensate each other. Instead of dealing with these factors
individually, Bjerrum (1972) proposed a correction factor μr based on back calculated
undrained shear strength from field embankment failures, and

su(field) = μrsu(vane) (3.40)

and

μr = 2.5(PI)−0.3 ≤ 1.1 (3.40a)

where

su(vane)= undrained shear strength from vane shear test
su(field) = projected undrained shear strength in the field
PI= plasticity index of the clay in percentage
Figure 3.44 shows the correlation between μr and soil plasticity index according to Bjer-
rum (1972).
EXAMPLE 3.8

Given

A vane with a height,H, of 150mm, and a diameter,D, of 75mmwas used to perform
a field vane shear test in a soft clay with a plasticity index, PI of 50%. The recorded
peak torque, T, was 0.1 kN-m.
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Required

Determine the undrained shear strength of the clay su using Equation 3.38, consider a=
3, 3.5, and 4. Determine the correction factor μr following Equation 3.40a by Bjerrum
(1972).
Solution

According to Equation 3.38,

su = 2T
πD2 H + D

a

( ) = (2)(0.1)(109)/[(3.1416)(752)((150)+ (75)/(a))] (3.38)

when
a= 3.0, su= 64.7 kPa
a= 3.5, su= 66.0 kPa

and when a= 4.0, su= 67.1 kPa
According to Equation 3.40a or Figure 3.44,
3.45
μr= 2.5(PI) − 0.3= (2.5)(50) − 0.3= 0.77
3.4.5 Flat dilatometer tests (DMT)

Flat dilatometer, DMT (see Figure 3.45), was developed in Italy by Prof. Silvano Mar-
chetti in the 1970s (Marchetti, 1980). The flat dilatometer is a stainless steel blade hav-
ing a thin, inflatable circular steel membrane mounted flush on one side. The blade is
connected to a control unit on the ground surface by a pneumatic-electric tubing
(that transmits air pressure and electric signal). The control unit is equipped with
The DMT blade. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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Figure 3.46 DMT system setup. (Adapted from Marchetti, S. et al. 2001. The Flat Dilatometer Test
(DMT) in soil investigations. A Report by the ISSMGE Committee TC16. May 2001, 41p.)
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pressure regulator, pressure gauges, an audio-visual signal, and a vent valve. High-
pressure nitrogen gas is often used as the pressure source. Figure 3.46 shows the typical
DMT system setup (Marchetti et al., 2001). Standards on the DMT equipment and test
procedure have been established (i.e., TC16 DMT report by Marchetti et al. [2001] and
ASTM standard D-6635).

A typical DMT is conducted according to the following procedure:

1. Insert the DMT blade into the soil at a rate of 20 mm/sec to reach the designated
depth; perform the test, take A, B, and optional C pressure readings.

2. A reading is taken as the pneumatic pressure required for the membrane on the DMT
blade to expand laterally toward soil at its center, just enough to separate the mem-
brane from the blade body.

3. B readings is taken as the pneumatic pressure required for the membrane on
the DMT blade to expand laterally toward soil by approximately 1.10 mm at
its center.

4. The membrane is deflated after B reading. The optional C reading is taken as the
pneumatic pressure when the membrane on the DMT blade regains its contact
with the DMT body.

5. Push the DMT blade to the next designated depth, usually at 20 to 30 cm deeper.
Repeat the test procedures 2–4.

Marchetti (2014) introduced the concept of a seismic DMTor SDMT. A seismic sensing
module (i.e., accelerometer) was attached behind the DMT blade to measure the shear
wave velocity in a manner similar to that in SCPTu.
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The A, B, and C readings are corrected for membrane stiffness and pressure gage zero
offset to obtain po, p1, and p2 respectively as follows:

po(corrected A− pressure) = 1.05(A− ZM + ΔA)− 0.05(B− ZM − ΔB) (3.41)

p1(corrected B− pressure) = B− ZM − ΔB( ) (3.42)

p2(corrected C− pressure) = C− ZM + ΔA (3.43)

where

ΔA= internal suction required in free air to hold the membrane in contact with the

DMT blade (i.e., A position)
ΔB= internal pressure required in free air to expand the membrane by 1.1 mm at its

center (i.e., B position)
ZM= offset of the pressure gage when vented to atmospheric pressure
Three intermediate, index parameters are derived from po and p1 readings:

DMT modulus, ED = 34.7(p1 − po) (3.44)

Material index, ID = (p1 − po)
(po − uo)

(3.45)

Horizontal stress index, KD = po − uo
σ′vo

(3.46)

where

uo= hydrostatic pressure prior to DMT penetration
σ′vo = effective vertical (overburden) stress
Interpretation of DMT results is predominantly based on empirical correlations using
these intermediate parameters. Figure 3.47 shows a profile from DMT sounding in Jiayi,
Taiwan.

ID has a reasonable correlation with soil types, thus is a useful parameter to establish
soil stratigraphy. A combination of ID and ED can be used to estimate soil unit weight,
γ. Figure 3.48 shows the correlations among ID, ED soil classification and γ/γw, where
γw is the unit weight of water. Additional correlation for γ/γw less than 1.6 was added
by Lee et al. (2013).

The value of po is related to the in-situ horizontal stress. KD, as a normalized (po− uo)
with respect to σ′vo, according to Equation 3.46, can thus be viewed as the at-rest horizon-
tal earth pressure coefficient (Ko) amplified by the penetration of DMT blade. The differ-
ence between po and p1 is the basis for evaluating the soil compressibility.

C reading is believed to be strongly influenced by the pore water pressure adjacent to the
DMT blade during the test. For free-draining material such as sand, the excess pore water
pressure induced by DMT penetration is quickly dissipated, thus C reading is close to the
hydrostatic pressure. In soft clay, the DMT penetration-induced pore water pressure is
significantly higher than hydrostatic pressure and its permeability is low. In this case, C
reading can be significantly higher than hydrostatic pressure.
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3.4.6 Geotechnical parameters of clays from DMT

For fine grain soils, engineering parameters such as overconsolidation ratio, Ko, shear
strength, constrained modulus, and coefficient of consolidation can be estimated from
DMT.

3.4.6.1 Overconsolidation ratio

Marchetti (1980) proposed a correlation betweenKD and over consolidation ratio (OCR)
for clays as follows:

OCR = (0.5KD)
1.56 (3.47)
When OCR= 1, KD is consistently close to 2. The above correlation compares
favorably with the numerical study by Yu (2004) considering DMT as a flat cavity ex-
pansion. The above KD-OCR correlation should not be extended to granular soils,
however.

3.4.6.2 Undrained shear strength

In soil mechanics, we have learned that for clays there is a good correlation between the
normalized undrained shear strength, su/σ′vo and OCR. It is thus reasonable to extend the
KD-OCR correlation to KD-su/σ′vo. Marchetti (1980) proposed an empirical equation to
estimate undrained shear strength, su, from KD as

su = 0.22σ′vo(0.5KD)
1.25 (3.48)
3.4.6.3 Constrained modulus

The empirical procedure proposed by Marchetti (1980) relates constrained modulus
(MDMT) to ED through a reduction factor, RM, as

MDMT = RMED (3.49)
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The value of RM is related to ID, with the following equations:
et al., 2013.)
if ID� 0.6
 RM¼ 0.14þ 2.36 log KD

if ID� 3.0
 RM¼ 0.5þ 2 log KD

if 0.6, ID , 3.0
 RM¼ RMoþ (2.5� RMo) log KD
RMo¼ 0.14þ 0.15(ID� 0.6)

if ID. 10
 RM¼ 0.32þ 2.18 log KD
RM is always ≥ 0.85 (3.50)
Experience has indicated that Equations 3.49 and 3.50 can generally produce reason-
able results for clays, since these equations cover a wide range of ID values, their applica-
tions can extend beyond clays.

3.4.6.4 Coefficient of consolidation

In fine-grained soils, the dissipation of excess pore water pressure induced by DMT pen-
etration is slow. Bymonitoring the decay of this excess pore water pressure, it is possible to
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deduce coefficient of consolidation in the horizontal direction, ch. This is the DMT version
of the pore pressure dissipation test. As no pore pressure is directly measured in DMT, the
dissipation test is conducted viaA orC readings. In either case,A orC readings are repeat-
edly recorded along with the elapsed time, following an interruption of DMT penetration.
The interpretation of dissipation test result is similar. For the case of usingA readings, use
the following procedure:

1. Plot A–logt curve using the DMT dissipation test data as shown in Figure 3.49
2. Identify the contraflexure point on the curve and the associated time value, tflex
3. Determine ch as

ch(OC) = 7 cm2

tflex
(3.51)
Equation 3.51 should only be used in overconsolidated (OC) clays. For normally con-
solidated (NC) clays, ch may be significantly overestimated using Equation 3.51.
3.4.7 Geotechnical parameters of sands from DMT

For coarse-grained soils, friction angle and stiffness can be estimated from DMT. A chart
was proposed earlier to estimate drained friction angle of sand, Ø′ based on Ko and qt (or
KD).Ko is not easy to determine and has to be estimated. Taking into account the relation-
ship between qt and KD, Marchetti (1997) proposed the following equation to estimate a
lower-bound drained friction angle, Ø′

DMT , value as

Ø′
DMT = 28◦ + 14.6◦log KD − 2.1◦log2KD (3.52)
As described in Chapter 1, state parameter ξ reflects combined effects of soil density and
stress states for granular soils. Thus, dilatancy and frictional strength are strongly
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influenced by state parameter. Yu (2004) proposed a correlation between normalized hor-
izontal stress index, KD/Ko, and state parameter, ξ, as

ξ = −0.002
KD

Ko

( )2

+ 0.015
KD

Ko

( )
+ 0.0026 (3.53)

where the ratio of KD/Ko can vary between 4 and 14 (Yu, 2004). Methods of using KD

and ED have also been explored to assess the liquefaction potential for granular soils
under the framework of simplified procedure (Tsai et al., 2009). These developments,
although still in their early stages, have demonstrated great potential.
Table

Deptha

(m)

2.6
8.2
15.0
18.6

Notes

a Given
b Com
–: not
EXAMPLE 3.9

Given

Table E3.9 shows a set of readings and intermediate index parameters selected from the
same DMT test results shown in Figure 3.47. The ID, ED, and KD values are given. Use
soil total and saturated unit weight, γ= γsat= 19.0 kN/m3. The groundwater table is at
1.8 m below ground surface. Assume Ko (= σ′ho/σ

′
vo) = 0.5.

Required

Classify the soil using ID, determine the unit weight γ/γw (Figure 3.48) and constrained
modulus,MDMT (Equation 3.49). For soil layers classified as clay, determine their OCR
(Equation 3.47) and su (Equation 3.48). For soil layers classified as sand, determine
their Ø′

DMT (Equation 3.52) and ξ (Equation 3.53).

Solution

Computations are conducted using the spreadsheet program.
Soil classification was done based on ID and Figure 3.48.

OCR = (0.5KD)
1.56 (3.47)
su = 0.22σ′vo(0.5KD)
1.25 (3.48)
MDMT = RMED (3.49)
Ø′
DMT = 28o + 14.6o logKD − 2.1o log2 KD (3.52)

KD
( )2 KD

( )

ξ = −0.002

Ko
+0.015

Ko
+ 0.0026 (3.53)
The results are tabulated in Table E3.9.
E3.9 Interpretation of DMT data shown in Figure 3.47

σ0vo
(kPa)a ID

a KD
a

ED
(MPa)a

ED
a

bar Soilb type γ=γw
b RM

b
MDMT

(MPa)b OCRb
su
(kPa)b

Ø0
DMT

b

deg. ξb

0.05 2.5 8.25 36.07 360 Silty sand 2.05 2.33 83.92 – – 39.6 �0.29
0.16 0.2 2.00 1.82 18.2 Clay 1.65 0.85 1.55 1 35.4 – –

0.29 3.2 2.00 55.75 557 Silty sand 2.10 1.10 61.43 – – 32.2 0.03
0.36 0.2 2.00 4.01 40.1 Clay 1.80 0.85 3.41 1 80.2 – –

values.
puted values.
applicable.
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3.4.8 Pressuremeter tests (PMT)

A pressuremeter, according to Amar et al. (1991), is “A cylindrical probe that has an
expandable flexible membrane designed to apply a uniform pressure to the walls of a bore-
hole.” There have been reports on earlier attempts of inserting a cylindrical probe into the
ground and performing an expansion test. The term pressuremeter was first used by
Ménard to describe the equipment he developed in 1955 (Ménard, 1957; Clarke,
1995). To perform the test, a borehole slightly larger than the pressuremeter probe is
drilled. The tricell pressuremeter probe, schematically shown in Figure 3.50, is then
inserted into the ground. The measuring cell inside the pressuremeter probe is connected
to the water tank (volumeter in Figure 3.50) situated inside a control box on the ground
surface, via high-pressure plastic tubing. The guard cells have separate pneumatic tubing
to connect to the control box.

The PMT is conducted by applying air pressure to the water tank in increments.
During the PMT, the pressure applied to the measuring cell is kept at a slightly higher
value than the guard cells. As the pressuremeter probe expands due to increased pres-
sure, water enters the measuring cell and water that remains in the volumeter
decreases. The pressuremeter probe expansion is determined from the drop of water
level in the volumeter. The purpose of guard cells is to force the measuring cell expan-
sion close to the shape of a cylinder (i.e., uniform radius throughout the height of the
measuring cell), rather than a sphere (i.e., larger radius toward the center of the mea-
suring cell). In a typical PMT, 10 to 14 pressure increments are applied to the pres-
suremeter probe. A time history of pressure and volumetric expansion of the
measuring cell in a PMT is conceptually described in Figure 3.51. In each increment
(i), the expansion pressure (pi) is kept constant for a period of 60 seconds, while
the volumeter readings are taken at 15, 30, and 60 seconds [marked as Vi(15), Vi(30),
and Vi(60) in Figure 3.51] after the pressure increase. The main test result is a plot of
the expansion pressures (pi) versus the corresponding 60-second volumeter readings
[Vi(60)] from each pressure increment.
Tubing

Probe

Guard cell

Guard cell

Measuring cell

Control box

Volumeter

Compressed air

Figure 3.50 Field setup of pressuremeter test.
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The equipment and test procedure described above are original development by
Ménard and are still widely used today. This specific test procedure is referred to as
the Ménard pressuremeter (MPM) test. Many modifications on the equipment and/or
test procedures have been proposed in the past few decades as PMT became more pop-
ular. Table 3.6 summarizes these modifications and acronyms or abbreviations com-
monly used to describe them. A pressuremeter test today can involve the combination
of one selection from each of the four categories shown in Table 3.6. The original
Ménard development is therefore a PBP (pre-bore pressuremeter) test with a tricell probe,
volumeter expansion measurement, and the test is stress controlled. Studies have indi-
cated that if the ratio of pressuremeter probe length over its diameter is .6, then the
probe expansion should be sufficiently close to a cylindrical cavity expansion (Huang
et al., 1991). As long as the length to diameter ratio is large enough, the monocell design
is feasible and can make the probe design and test control much more simplified by get-
ting rid of the guard cells and thus the need to set a differential pressure between mea-
suring cell and guard cells.

Radial displacement sensors include linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs),
hall-effect gauges, and strain gauges. These sensors are installed inside the pressuremeter
probe and usually have significantly higher strain resolution compared to volumeter.
Unless for safety reasons, no liquid is required in the probe when using the radial displace-
ment sensors. It is also possible to install an electric pressure transducer inside the pres-
suremeter probe. Figure 3.52 shows a PBP probe developed at National Chiao Tung
University (the NCTU PBP) with 12 spring loaded radial displacement sensors and an
internal pressure transducer. The membrane is removed to expose its radial displacement
sensors (strain arms). Figure 3.53 shows the NCTU PBP in field operation.

Self-boring pressuremeter and push-in pressuremeter are not discussed herein. Inter-
ested readers are referred to Baguelin et al. (1978), Clarke (1995), and Schnaid (2009).



Table 3.6 Various types of available
pressuremeter probes and test
procedures

Probe design

Tricell—measuring cell and guard cells
Monocell—no guard cells

Probe expansion measurement

Radial displacement sensors
Volumeter

Probe insertion method

Pre-bored pressuremeter (PBP) test
Self-boring pressuremeter (SBP) test
Push-in pressuremeter (PIP) test
—partial PIP or full PIP

Probe expansion control

Stress controlled
Strain controlled

Figure 3.52 PBP with spring-loaded radial displacement sensors developed at National Chiao Tung
University. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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The PMT probe expansion can also be strain controlled. In a strain-controlled PMT,
the probe is expanded at a constant strain rate. For water-filled pressuremeter probe, a
pump can be used for the purpose. A servo control system is used if the pressuremeter
is expanded by air pressure. An ASTM standard (D 4719) has been established for pre-
bored PMT.

3.4.8.1 Interpretation of the PMT data

Prior to field testing, the pressuremeter device should be carefully calibrated. The calibra-
tion should include the pressure and displacement-sensing elements, compliance of the
measuring system, and stiffness of the membrane. Figure 3.54 shows a field test curve
and the curve from system compliance and membrane stiffness calibration. Subtracting
the calibration curve from the field curve yields the net pressuremeter curve that represents
the pressure experienced at the borehole wall and its relationship with the cavity
radial expansion.

For a stress-controlled test, the results include a creep curve in addition to the pressure-
meter curve, as shown in Figure 3.55. The creep volume in Figure 3.55 is the difference
between 60- and 30-second volume readings (i.e., Vi[60]−Vi[30]) from each pressure
increment (see Figure 3.51). The volume readings are replaced with radial displacement
readings when PMT probe with radial displacement measurements is used. The creep



Figure 3.53 Field operation with the NCTU PMT. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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curve is used to identify the key readings from a PMT. Point A in the pressuremeter curve
is identified as the point where creep volume drops to a minimum. The corresponding
expansion pressure is called lift-off pressure, po. Point B corresponds to a creep pressure
pf, where the creep volume starts to increase significantly. At point A, the pressuremeter
probe starts to make contact with the borehole wall and expands the cavity. But po should
not be considered the same as the in-situ horizontal stress because of the disturbance asso-
ciated with borehole drilling.
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Figure 3.54 Field pressuremeter test and calibration curves.
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For cylindrical cavity expansion in linear elastic material,

G = E
2(1+ υ)

= 0.5(p− po)
εc

(3.54)
G= shear modulus
E=Young’s modulus
v= Poisson’s ratio
p= expansion pressure
po= initial cavity pressure
εc= cavity expansion strain
Or, in terms of volumetric strain,

G = E
2(1+ υ)

= (p− po)
Vo

ΔV
(3.55)

where

Vo= initial cavity volume which is the same as the initial measuring cell volume of a
pressuremeter probe

ΔV= volume change
Details of cavity expansion theory are described in Chapter 2. Pressuremeter expansion
is similar to a cylindrical cavity expansion, except the surrounding soil is not strictly linear
elastic due to disturbance and the nature of soils. Nevertheless, between points A and B in
Figure 3.55, the surrounding material is considered as pseudo elastic. A pressuremeter or
Ménard modulus, Em, is computed based on the slope of AB, using a similar format as



Table 3.7 Soil types based on Em=plm

Soil type Em=plm

Very loose-to-loose sand 4–7
Medium dense-to-dense sand 7–10
Sand and gravel
Peat 8–10
Soft to firm clay 8–10
Stiff to very stiff clay 10–20
Loess 12–15
Weathered rock (depends on degree of weathering) 8–40

Source: Clarke, B.G. 1995. Pressuremeters in Geotechnical Design. Blackie Academic

and Professional, Glasgow, 364p.
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Equation 3.55 and,

Em = 2(1+ υ)[Vo + 0.5(VB − VA)]
(pB − pA)
(VB − VA)

(3.56)

where

Vo= volume of the pressuremeter probe
pA and pB= expansion pressure at A and B, respectively
VA and VB= probe volume at A and B, respectively
For PMT with radial displacement measurement, Vo is replaced with the initial
probe radius, VA and VB with the corresponding radius values. v is typically taken as
0.33.

A limit pressure, plm, is defined as pressure corresponding to a volume increase ΔV
equals to Vo, or ΔV/Vo= 1. This is equivalent to 41% of radial strain. In most PBP, it
is difficult to reach this strain level. Often, plm is determined by an extrapolation scheme,
demonstrated in Example 3.10.

The ratio ofEm/plm is related to soil types, as shown in Table 3.7.Em has been related to
constrained modulus, M through an empirical factor, α as

M = Em/α (3.57)

where α ranges between 0.25 and 1 as shown in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8 α values for estimating the constrained modulus from Em

Soil type Clay Silt Sand Cobble

α 2=3 1=2 1=3 1=4

Source: Amar, S. et al. 1991. The Application of Pressuremeter Test Results to

Foundation Design in Europe, a State of the Art Report by the ISSFE European

Technical Committee on Pressuremeters, Part 1: Predrilled Pressuremeters and

Self-Boring Pressuremeters. AA Balkema, The Netherlands, 48p.

Note

In heavily compacted fill, α can be as high as 1.



Table 3.9 Ratio between p�
lm

and su in clay

Range of (plm� σho) (kPa) su (kPa)

,300
(plm � σho)

5:5

.300
(plm � σho)

10
þ 25

Source: Amar, S. et al. 1991. The Application of Pressuremeter Test Results to

Foundation Design in Europe, a State of the Art Report by the ISSFE European

Technical Committee on Pressuremeters, Part 1: Predrilled Pressuremeters and

Self-Boring Pressuremeters. AA Balkema, The Netherlands, 48p.
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Consider PMT as a cylindrical cavity expansion. Recall in Chapter 2, for cylindrical
cavity expansion in clay under undrained conditions (i.e., in Tresca soil), the ultimate
expansion pressure, pu, is related to undrained shear strength, su, as

pu = (plm − σho) = p∗lm = suF
′
c (3.58)

and

F′
c = (1+ Ir) (3.59)

where Ir is the rigidity index (see Chapter 2 on cavity expansion). For clays under
undrained conditions, υ= 0.5, Ir= (Eu/3su) and,

pu = plm − σho
( ) = p∗lm = su 1+ lnEu/3su

( )
(3.60)

where

σho= total in-situ horizontal stress
Eu= undrained Young’s modulus
Equation 3.60 is similar to Equation 2.76 except that po (total mean normal stress)
is replaced with σho. Table 3.9 shows the possible range of the ratio between p∗lm and
su, reported by Amar et al. (1991). An estimate of σho is required to use Equation
3.60.
EXAMPLE 3.10

Given

Table E3.10 shows the results of aMénard type pre-bored pressuremeter test in a weak
sandstone. The initial volume of the pressuremeter measuring cell (Vo) was 997 cm3.
The data have been adjusted to exclude the effects of PMT membrane stiffness and
system compliance.
Required

Plot the expansion pressure versus volume change and creep volume curves and deter-
mine po, pf, Em, and plm for the PMT test result.



Table E3.10 PMT expansion readings

Expansion pressure, kPa 9.8 15 42 120 232 348 420 532

Volume change, ΔV (cm3) 20 123 180 204 223 241 253 270

Creep volume, cm3 0 43 4 4 3 4 3 4
Expansion pressure, kPa 641 744 934 1050 1165 1248 1314

Volume change, ΔV (cm3) 291 312 373 431 516 595 690

Creep volume, cm3 3 2 14 21 35 34 47

(

Figure
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Solution

Figure E3.10 shows the expansion pressure versus volume change and creep volume
curves. Point A is selected as the point where the creep volume drops to a minimum.
Point B is selected where the creep volume starts to increase significantly.
The expansion pressure at point A, pA= po= 45 kPa
The expansion pressure at point B, pB= pf = 747 kPa
Volume change at point A, ΔVA= 180 cm3, and VA=Vo+ ΔVA= (997)+ (180)=

1177 cm3

Volume change at point B, ΔVB= 309 cm3, and VB=Vo+ ΔVB= (997)+ (309)=
1306 cm3

Vo is given as 997 cm3 and assume v= 0.33.
According to Equation 3.56,

Em = 2(1+ υ)[Vo + 0.5(VB − VA)]
(pB − pA)
(VB − VA)

= 2(1+ 0.33)[(997)+ (0.5)(1306− 1177)]
(747− 45)

(1306− 1177)

= 15,366 kPa = 15.4MPa

(3.56)
The limit pressure, plm, is determined following an extrapolation scheme reported by
Amar et al. (1991). A plot of expansion pressure versus log[1/(ΔV+Vo)] using only the
data points beyond the creep pressure pf (i.e., the expansion pressure. pf) is shown in
Figure E3.10a. The expansion pressure− log[1/(ΔV+Vo)] correlation is approxi-
mately a straight line. plm is selected following this straight line and extrapolated to a
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point where 1/(ΔV+Vo)= 1/(2 Vo) as shown in Figure E3.10a. In this case, plm=
1558 kPa.
Thus for this test, Em/plm= (15,366)/(1558)= 9.9, which is compatible with the

lower-bound values of weathered rock shown in Table 3.7.
Hughes et al. (1977) proposed a cavity expansion-based method to determine the
drained friction angle, φ′ of sands, based on a plot of ln (p− uo)/σ′R against ln εc from a
pressuremeter test as shown in Figure 3.56. These two terms have the following relation-
ship:

ln
(p− uo)

σ′R
= S ln εc + A (3.61)

where

p= expansion pressure
σ′R = effective initial cavity yield stress
uo= hydrostatic pressure
A= intercept of the ln-ln plot
S= slope of the ln-ln plot
sinϕ′ = S
1+ (S− 1)sinϕ′

cs
(3.62)

′ ′
where ϕcs is the critical state friction angle. As described in Chapter 1, ϕcs is typically
around 30◦–35◦ and mainly a function of mineral content, not affected by density of
the sand.

Derived from theoretical modeling of pressuremeter expansion tests, Yu (1994) showed
that S is also related to state parameter ξ as

ξ = 0.59− 1.85S (3.63)
PMT, especially PBP, has been applied extensively in engineering practice for shallow
and deep foundation design. Results from PMT have been used in direct applications to
determine the bearing capacity and for settlement analysis. Because of the similarity in
stress path, PMT is especially valuable in the analysis of laterally loaded piles. Readers
are referred to Baguelin et al. (1978) and Amar et al. (1991) for direct applications of
PMT results in foundation designs.
1

S

lnεc

ln
(p

 –
 u

o)

σ
′ R

3.56 Correlation between ln(p� uo)=σ0R and ln εc.
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3.5 GEOPHYSICAL METHODS

Geophysical exploration methods can be used as part of a subsurface exploration pro-
gram.Most of these methods are nonintrusive and can be applied from the ground surface
(i.e., without the need of boreholes) and provide a survey of interest that covers a large
area. A significant part of the geophysical exploration methods has been developed orig-
inally for geological surveys, to identify faults, bedrock, discontinuities/cavities, and
groundwater. From a foundation or geotechnical engineering point of view, the geophys-
ical exploration usually has a smaller scale but requires higher resolution in comparison
with similar techniques applied in geological surveys. In foundation engineering, the
objectives of geophysical exploration can include:

• Determination of in-situ elastic moduli, electrical resistivity, groundwater level and,
to a lesser degree, density properties of soils and/or rocks.

• Locating hidden underground features detectable by geophysical exploration meth-
ods, such as buried underground tanks and pipes, contaminant plumes, and
landfill boundaries.

The geophysical procedure measures the contrast of a physical quantity, which is not
necessarily the parameter needed to provide a direct solution to the problem under con-
sideration. The required parameters are inferred from the known geological data and
the measured geophysical contrast. Usually an inverse solution is determined in geo-
physical exploration. Inversion implies that a cause is inferred from an effect. The phys-
ical property, the cause, is inferred from the field survey readings, the effects. The
inverse solutions are not unique, and represent a most likely answer selected from mul-
tiple possibilities. The interpretation of geophysical contrasts is based on geologic
assumptions and idealized ground conditions. The correlation of measured geophysical
contrasts with geologic inferences most often is empirical and is dependent on the qual-
ity of both the results and the hypotheses. For these reasons, direct engineering obser-
vations such as taking samples from boreholes and performing laboratory testing are
still required and not to be completely substituted by geological exploration. In fact,
borings and other forms of physical experiments are often used to validate and calibrate
the geophysical results and ultimately to improve the accuracy of the integrated
conclusions.

A large number of geophysical exploration methods have been developed and applied
successfully. The following sections introduce a few commonly used techniques that are
relevant to foundation engineering applications, under the categories of seismic methods
and electrical resistivity methods.

3.5.1 Seismic methods

In the seismic method, a mechanical vibration is initiated from a source and travels to the
location where the vibration is sensed. The direction of travel is called the ray or raypath.
A source produces motion in all directions, and the locus of first disturbances will form a
spherical shell or wave front in a uniform medium. There are two major classes of seismic
waves: body waves, which pass through the volume of a material, and surface waves that
exist only near a boundary.

3.5.1.1 Body waves

The fastest traveling of all seismic waves is the compressional or primary wave (P-wave).
The particle motion of P-waves is extension (dilation) and compression along the
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propagating direction (see Figure 3.57). P-waves travel through all media that support
seismic waves and include solid and various types of fluid. Compressional waves in flu-
ids—for example, water and air—are commonly referred to as acoustic waves.

Transverse or shear wave (S-wave) is another type of body wave. S-waves travel more
slowly than P-waves in solids. S-waves have particle motion perpendicular to the propa-
gating direction, like the movement of a rope as a displacement speeds along its length (see
Figure 3.57). If the dominant particle movement is vertical (i.e., polarized in the vertical
plane), the S-waves are classified as SV-waves. S-waves polarized in the horizontal plane
are classified as SH-waves. In soils under anisotropic stress conditions or with anisotropic
soil fabric, SH-waves and SV-waves can have different velocities within the same soil
mass. The S-waves can only transit material that has shear strength. S-waves do not exist
in liquids and gasses, as these media have no shear strength.

Field geophysical surveys described below can be used to obtain P-wave velocity, Vp,
and S-wave velocity, Vs. For an isotropic and linear elastic material, its Young’s or elastic
modulus (E), shear modulus (G) and either mass density (ρ) or Poisson’s ratio (μ) can be
determined, if Vp and Vs are known, through the following equations (Grant and West,
1965):

μ =

Vp

Vs

( )2

− 2

[ ]

2
Vp

Vs

( )2

− 1

[ ]{ } (3.64)
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E = ρV2
p (1− 2μ)(1+ μ)

(1− μ)
(3.65)
G = E
2(1+ μ)

(3.66)
ρ = G
V2

s
(3.67)
Table 3.10 shows typical values of Vp, ρ, and μ for various materials. It is clear from
Table 3.10 that Vp of soil is mostly less than that of water. The Vp measurement below
the water table may thus be overshadowed by the presence of water.
3.5.1.2 Surface waves

Two types of vibration-induced disturbances which exist only at “surfaces” or interfaces
are Love and Rayleigh waves. These waves attenuate rapidly with distance from the sur-
face. Surface waves travel more slowly than body waves. Love waves travel along the sur-
faces of layered media and are most often faster than Rayleigh waves. Love waves have
particle displacement similar to shear waves in a horizontal plane (see Figure 3.58).
Love waves are observed only when there is a low-velocity layer overlying a high-velocity
layer/sublayers. Rayleigh waves exhibit vertical and horizontal displacement in the verti-
cal plane of raypath. The Rayleigh wave moves back, down, forward, and up repetitively
in an ellipse-like pattern, as described in Figure 3.58.

The execution of seismic geophysical exploration methods generally involves the use of
a seismic source and an array or receivers to detect the arrival of seismic waves. The seis-
mic source can be as simple as a hammer striking the ground surface, a rifle shot, a har-
monic oscillator, or an explosion. The receiver is a seismometer that converts ground
shaking into an electrical response. Seismic methods introduced in the following sections
include reflection method, refraction method, and surface wave method. These methods
can be nonintrusive where the tests are conducted from the ground surface without the
Table 3.10 Typical values of Vp, ρ, and v for various materials

Material Vp (m=s) ρ (Mg=m3) μ

Air 330
Damp loam 300–750
Dry sand 460–900 1.8–2.0 0.3–0.35
Clay 900–1800 1.3–1.8 0.5
Water 1450–1500 1.0
Saturated loose sand 1500
Till 1700–2300 2.3
Rock 0.15–0.25
Shale 800–3700
Sandstone 2200–4000 1.9–2.7
Dolomite and limestone 4300–6700 2.5–3.0
Unweathered granite 4800–6700 2.6–3.1
Unweathered basalt 2600–4300 2.2–2.3
Metamorphic rock 2400–6600
Steel 6000

Source: US Army Corps of Engineers. 1995. Geophysical exploration for engineering and environmental

investigations, Engineering Manual No. 1110-1-1802, Washington, DC, 208p.
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need of boreholes. Included also are the crosshole and the P-S logging methods, which are
intrusive methods that require one or multiple boreholes to perform the test. Note that the
shear wave velocity measurement in seismic cone penetration test described in Section 3.4
is also an intrusive seismic geophysical method.
3.5.2 Nonintrusive seismic methods

The raypaths in which the seismic energy follows are constructed by the method of
geometrical optics. Figure 3.59 shows four rays emanating from a seismic source at
the ground surface. The rays travel through a ground with two layers separated by
a flat horizontal boundary. The seismic wave velocity in the upper layer or layer 1,
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Figure 3.59 Raypaths for seismic energy generated at source and picked up at receiver.
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V1, is less than the velocity of the underlying medium or layer 2, V2. These four rays
are:

1. The direct wave that travels a horizontal path directly from source to receiver.
2. The totally reflected ray that is generated when a ray strikes the boundary between the

two layers at an angle of incidence, i1, that is greater than the critical angle of inci-
dence, ic, and all of the energy is reflected back toward the surface.

3. A ray striking the boundarywith i1= ic, part of the energy is reflected back toward the
surface and the rest of the energy is refracted and travels along the boundary (B1B3)
with velocity V2.

4. A ray striking the boundary with i1, ic, part of the energy is reflected upward
and part refracted in the lower medium away from the normal to the boundary at
an angle r.

The critical angle of incidence relates to the two velocities as

ic = arcsin
V1

V2

( )
(3.68)
For the refracted part of ray 4 (i1, ic), according to Snell’s law,

sin i1
sin r

= V1

V2
(3.69)
The above equations and the relationships between velocities, distance, and time con-
stitute the basis for the interpretation of seismic test data.

3.5.2.1 Reflection method

For the simple two-layer system shown in Figure 3.59, the seismic reflection method uses
the transmission time of seismic wave following the reflected raypath SB2R (ray 2). It can
be derived based on the geometry of the raypath that:

H = 0.5
������������
V2

1 t
2 − x2

√
(3.70)

where

H= thickness of layer 1
t= travel time from source to receiver through reflected raypath SB2R
x= horizontal distance between source and receiver
To apply Equation 3.70, t is read from the seismogram and x is predetermined
when placing the receiver and seismic source in the field. To calculate H via Equation
3.70 requires that V1 is independently measured. There are seismic reflection proce-
dures that allow simultaneous determination of layer thickness and wave velocities
but require the use of multiple seismic sources and/or receivers. However, interferences
between reflected, refracted, and surface waves increase the complexity of the seismic
data. Often the use of reflection method involves complex testing layouts and signal
processing to enhance the signals of specific raypaths. The complexity of the wave field
has limited the application of the reflection survey as part of a geotechnical
exploration.
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3.5.2.2 Refraction method

Refraction method uses the critically refracted wave (ray 3 of Figure 3.59) from a higher
velocity layer that underlies lower-velocity material. The principles of refraction method
and arrival time–distance curve for a two-layer system are shown in Figure 3.60. The seis-
mic refraction test consists of recording the arrival time of the first impulse from a seismic
excitation at a series of receivers distributed on the surface (see Figure 3.60a). The refrac-
tion method is only applicable for stiffness increasing profiles (V increases with depth).
The “crossover distance” xc2 is defined from a plot of the first arrival time versus distance
(Figure 3.60b) curve as the point where the slope of the arrival time curve changes. For the
idealized two-layer system shown, the curve representing the direct wave is a straight line
with a slope equal to the reciprocal of the velocity of the surface layer V1. The head wave
curve has a slope equal to the reciprocal of the velocity of the bottom layer V2. When the
distance between source and receiver x is larger than xc2, the first arrival is made up of
refracted energy. Depth to the first flat-lying interface, D1, relates to the wave velocities
and intercept time Ti2 (see Figure 3.60b) as follows:

D1 = Ti2( ) V1V2( )
2

������������
V2

2 − V2
1

( )√ (3.71)
The wave velocities (i.e., V1,V2) and time intercept, Ti2, can all be determined using the
time–distance curve of Figure 3.60b, and that enables the calculation of D1 following
Equation 3.71.

If the ground has more flat-lying layers, such as the case of Figure 3.61, the above
method can be extended and the computation begins with the first layer and progresses
downward as follows:

D2 = (Ti3)(V2V3)

2
������������
V2

3 − V2
2

( )√ −D1
V2

V1

( ) ������������
V2

3 − V2
1

( )

V2
3 − V2

2

( )

√

(3.72)

where D1 is obtained from Equation 3.71, more generally, for the nth layer.

Dn = (Tin+1)(VnVn+1)

2
���������������
V2

n+1 − V2
n

( )√ −
∑n−1

j=1
Dj

Vn

Vj

( )
���������������
V2

n+1 − V2
j

( )

V2
n+1 − V2

n

( )

√√√√
(3.73)
The refractionmethod can be further extended for groundwithmultiple layers and con-
sidering inclined interfaces.
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EXAMPLE 3.11

Given

An array of seismic receivers was installed in the field to perform seismic refraction test.
The receivers were placed in a line and spaced at 20m. The ground is expected to have
three flat-lying layers similar to the case shown in Figure 3.61. Table E3.11 shows the
record of P-wave arrival time for each of the receivers (according to their distances to
the seismic source).
E3.11 P-wave arrival time record

ce to Source (m) 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
l time, s 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.188 0.212 0.238 0.262 0.288 0.312

ce to Source (m) 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
l time, s 0.337 0.357 0.372 0.388 0.403 0.419 0.434 0.449 0.465 0.480
Required

Determine the thickness of the top two layers (D1 and D2) and P-wave velocity of the
three layers (V1, V2, and V3).
Solution

Figure E3.11 shows the arrival time versus distance curve (time–distance curve) from
the field data of Table E3.11. The slope of the time–distance curve changes at crossover
distances, xc2= 80m (corresponding arrival time, tc2= 0.16 s) and xc3= 220m (tc3=
0.337 s). The P-wave velocity for layer 1 (V1), layer 2 (V2), and layer 3 (V3) is deter-
mined respectively from the slope of the three segments of straight lines separated by
xc2 and xc3 of the time–distance curve shown in Figure E3.11:
V1= 500m/s
V2= 800m/s
V3= 1300m/s
The time intercepts (Ti2 and Ti3) are determined by extending the respective head
wave curves toward the time coordinate as shown in Figure E3.11, and
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Ti2= 0.06 s
Ti3= 0.168 s
Figure
D1 = (Ti2)(V1V2)

2
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( )√ = 19.2m (3.71)

and
������������√
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3.5.2.3 Surface wave methods

Surface wave methods are gaining popularity as seismic methods for shallow depth (less
than 30m) profiling. The methods are fast and can cover a large sampling area. The basis
of surface wave methods is the dispersive characteristics of Rayleigh waves in a layered
system. The phase velocity of Rayleigh wave, VR, depends primarily on the soil stiffness
over a depth of approximately one wavelength. As a result, Rayleigh waves with different
wavelengths can be used to sample different depth ranges, and the phase velocity varies
accordingly. Several surface wave methods have been developed for near-surface explora-
tion. Out of these available methods, the spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW)
method (Stokoe and Nazarian, 1985) and the multi-channel analysis of surface wave
(MASW) method (Park et al., 1999) are the most popular ones. In spite of differences
in testing arrangements and data-processing procedures among different methods, all sur-
face wave methods contain three stages: data acquisition, construction of field dispersion
curve, and an inversion process to establish representative shear wave velocity profile.
Details of surface wave methods are beyond the scope of this book. Readers interested
in these test methods are referred to Stokoe et al. (2004) and Park et al. (1999).
3.5.3 Intrusive seismic methods

Intrusive seismic methods require boreholes to install the source and receivers, and the
wave velocities are evaluated bymeasuring the travel time of specific raypaths from source
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to receiver(s). The seismic test included in the seismic cone penetration test described in
Section 3.4 can be considered as a type of intrusive seismic geophysical test. The following
sections introduce crosshole and suspension P–S logging test methods. Both are frequently
used in geotechnical site characterization for foundations.

3.5.3.1 Crosshole method

The crosshole method provides a travel time measurement of seismic waves where the
source and receivers are placed at the same depth in adjacent boreholes with known dis-
tances, as schematically shown in Figure 3.62. Details of field layout and test procedure of
crosshole methods can be found in ASTM standard D4428. The crosshole seismic test
requires an in-hole seismic source capable of generating both P-wave and S-wave propa-
gating horizontally. The receivers must be able to record particle motions in three orthog-
onal directions in order to measure the P, SH, and SV wave velocities. Advantages of
crosshole method include high-spatial resolution of seismic wave velocity measurements
as well as measurements of P, SH, and SVwave velocities at the same depth. The receivers
placed in the two boreholes record the wave arrival time difference between the two
receivers, t12. The distance between the two receivers, d12, is known and typically at about
3 m, as shown in Figure 3.62. The seismic wave velocity, V, is then calculated as

V = d12
t12

(3.74)
The value obtained from Equation 3.74 reflects the velocity of the same type of waves
generated by the seismic source (i.e.,Vp orVs depending on the type of waves generated by
the seismic source).

3.5.3.2 P–S logging

Well logging, or borehole logging, has a long history in petroleum engineering. Logging
tools can be lowered into a borehole to produce the profile of material properties. The sus-
pension P–S logging method is a relatively newmethod of measuring P- and S-wave veloc-
ity profiles of soils (Nigbor and Imai, 1994) and is probably the only technique that can
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Figure 3.62 Layout of crosshole seismic testing.
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provide high-resolution wave velocity profiles for deep profiles (deeper than 200m). The
setup of a suspension logger is schematically shown in Figure 3.63. The seismic source and
two receivers are vertically spaced and housed in a flexible tube. The total length of the
tube is approximately 5.8 m. For P–S logging test, the tube is lowered into a fluid-filled
borehole. The raypath is source-fluid-surrounding material-fluid-receiver. The near and
far receivers are designated, respectively, as the lower and upper receivers in Figure 3.63.
The P- and S-wave velocities of the surrounding materials are inferred from the travel time
between the two receivers, and the results represent the average wave velocity between the
two receivers (1 m apart).

Figure 3.64 shows the Vp and Vs profiles according to suspension P–S logging tests in a
sandstone formation. According to rock cores taken from the borehole, the sandstone had
a mass density (ρ) on the order of 2.14Mg/m3. With the Vp, Vs, and ρ values, the corre-
sponding shear modulus (G) and Young’s modulus (E) can be derived using Equations
3.64 to 3.67, and these modulus values are presented in Figure 3.65.
3.5.4 Electrical resistivity methods

In an electrically conductive body such as an electric wire, the relationship between the
current and potential distribution is described by Ohm’s law:

V = IR (3.75)

where

V= difference of potential between two points on the wire (in volt)
I= current through the wire (in amperes)
R= electrical resistance measured between the same two points as the difference of
potential (in Ohm, Ω)
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Figure 3.64 P and Swave velocity profiles from suspension P–S logging tests in a sandstone. (Courtesy of
An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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Figure 3.65 The shear and Young’s modulus profiles derived from wave velocities. (Courtesy of An-Bin
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The electrical resistivity of any conductive material having a length L and cross-sec-
tional area of A is defined as

ρ = RA
L

(3.76)

where

ρ= resistivity (in Ωm)
All materials, including soil and rock, have a resistivity as part of their intrinsic property
that governs the relation between the current density and the gradient of the electrical
potential. Table 3.11 shows some typical range of resistivity values of natural minerals
and rocks. Properties that affect the resistivity of a soil or rock include porosity, water con-
tent, composition (clay mineral and metal content), salinity of the pore water, and grain
size distribution. Variations in the resistivity of earth materials, either vertically or later-
ally, produce variations in the relations between the applied current and the potential dis-
tribution as measured on the surface. Using electrical methods, we canmeasure potentials,
currents, and electromagnetic fields which occur naturally or are introduced artificially in
the ground to distinguish materials through contrast of electrical properties. The enor-
mous variation in electrical resistivity found in different soils and rocks such as those
shown in Table 3.11 makes electrical methods feasible (Telford et al., 1990). A large num-
ber of electrical methods have been developed and used successfully since their early appli-
cations in late nineteenth century. The following discussion concentrates on the electrical
resistivity method only.

Surface electrical resistivity survey is based on the principle that the distribution of elec-
trical potential in the ground around a current-carrying electrode depends on the electrical
resistivities and their distribution in the surrounding soils and rocks. The usual practice in
the field is to apply an electrical current (I ) between two electrodes implanted in the
ground and to measure the difference of potential (V ) between two additional electrodes
that do not carry current. Usually, the potential electrodes are in line between the current
electrodes, but in principle they can be located anywhere. The current used is either direct
current (DC) or alternating current (AC) of low frequency, typically in 50–100 milli-
amperes. Figure 3.66 shows three commonly used electrode array configurations for field
electrical resistivity surveying.

Consider the electrode array shown in Figure 3.66a, called the Schlumberger array. The
current I is applied through electrodesA andB, and the potential differenceV is measured
between electrodes M and N. If the resistivity survey is conducted in a homogeneous
Table 3.11 Typical electrical resistivities of earth materials

Material Resistivity (Ωm)

Clay 1–20
Sand, wet to moist 20–200
Shale 1–500
Porous limestone 100–1000
Dense limestone 1000–1,000,000
Metamorphic rocks 50–1,000,000
Igneous rocks 100–1,000,000

Source: US Army Corps of Engineers. 1995. Geophysical exploration for

engineering and environmental investigations, Engineering Manual No.

1110-1-1802, Washington, DC, 208p.
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Figure 3.66 Electrode array configurations for resistivity measurements. (a) Schlumberger array.
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half-space with a uniform resistivity ρ, then the potential difference between electrodes
M and N (Keller and Frischknecht, 1966) will be:

V = UM −UN = ρI
2π

1

AM
− 1

BM
+ 1

BN
− 1

AN

( )
(3.77)

where

UM and UN= potential at M and N
AM, BM, BN, and AN = distance between A and M, B and M, B and N, and A and

N, respectively
The quantity inside the brackets of Equation 3.77 is denoted as 1/K, where K is called
the geometric factor andK is a function only of the geometry of the electrode arrangement.
Therefore, Equation 3.77 can be rearranged to show that:

ρ = 2πK
V
I

(3.78)
The resistivity ρ can be found frommeasured values ofV, I, andK, the geometric factor.
However, in actual field survey, the measurements are made in heterogeneous material
where ρ varies. To facilitate the application of Equation 3.78 in the interpretation of field
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resistivity measurements, we first replace ρ of Equation 3.78 with an apparent resistivity,
ρa. Apparent resistivity is defined as the resistivity of an electrically homogeneous and iso-
tropic half-space that would yield the measured relationship between the applied current
and the potential difference for a particular arrangement and spacing of electrodes. The
real resistivity for each of the multiple layers of earth materials and their spatial boundar-
ies present at the test site are then inferred from the ρa values from various locations and
with various electrode configurations.

For Schlumberger array (see Figure 3.66a), it can be demonstrated that (Keller and
Frischknecht, 1966):

ρa = 2πK
V
I
= πa

s
a

( )2
− 1

4

[ ]
V
I

(3.79)

and for Schlumberger array,

K = a
2

s
a

( )2
− 1

4

[ ]
(3.80)
In field survey using the Schlumberger array, the ratio of s/a is set to be in a range of 3 to
30. For Wenner array (see Figure 3.66b), K= a and,

ρa = 2πa
V
I

(3.81)
For the dipole–dipole array shown in Figure 3.66c, where the separation between
both pairs of electrodes is the same a and the separation between the centers of the dipoles
is a(n+ 1), the apparent resistivity is given by

ρa = πa[n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)]
V
I

(3.82)

and for dipole–dipole array,

K = a[n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)]
2

(3.83)

where

n= an integer
The basis for making an electrical sounding, irrespective of the electrode array used, is
that the farther away from a current source the measurement of the potential, or the
potential difference is made, the deeper the probing will be. Typically, a maximum elec-
trode spacing of three or more times the depth of interest is necessary to assure that suf-
ficient data are gathered.

3.5.4.1 Vertical profiling

Vertical profiling can be performed with any one of the three array configurations
described above. Regardless of the electrode array used, the basic procedure is to per-
form a series of apparent resistivity measurements with progressively increasing elec-
trode spacings. In electrical sounding with the Schlumberger array, AB/2 (AB =
distance between electrodes A and B in Figure 3.66a) is used to represent the electrode
spacing. For Wenner or dipole–dipole arrays (see Figure 3.66b and c), a is used to indi-
cate electrode spacing. For small electrode spacings, the apparent resistivity is close to
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the surface layer resistivity, while at large electrode spacings, it approaches the resistiv-
ity of the bottom layer.

The interpretation for vertical profiling data is to use the relationship between apparent
resistivity and electrode spacing from field measurements, to obtain the geoelectrical
parameters of the tested earth material: the layer resistivities and thicknesses. This inter-
pretation is an inverse solution, and, as in many other geophysical exploration methods,
does not yield a unique answer. Curve matching is generally considered the more rigorous
method of interpretation of vertical profiling data.

An empirical procedure called the Moore cumulative resistivity method has been pro-
posed to determine the depth (but not necessarily the resistivity) to horizontal boundaries
using the Wenner array (Moore, 1951). A series of apparent resistivity measurements are
taken using the Wenner array; each time the electrode spacing is increased by an equal
amount, a (the Wenner array electrode spacing). The cumulative resistivity curve is con-
structed by plotting

∑n
i=1 ρa(ai) versus an(an= na), as conceptually described in Fig-

ure 3.67. The curve consists of straight line segments intersecting at points where the
abscissa value(s) corresponds to the depth(s) of horizontal boundaries.

3.5.4.2 Horizontal profiling

The main purpose of horizontal profiling is to locate geological structures such as buried
streams, veins, or dikes. In horizontal profiling, a fixed electrode spacing is chosen, and the
whole electrode array is moved along a profile after each measurement is
taken. Maximum apparent resistivity anomalies are obtained by orienting the profiles
at right angles to the strike of the geological structure. The value of apparent resistivity
is plotted, in general, at the geometric center of the electrode array. Data obtained
from horizontal profiling, for engineering applications, are normally interpreted qualita-
tively. Apparent resistivity values are presented as either contourmaps or profiles, or both.
3.6 SUBSURFACE EXPLORATION REPORT

Results of subsurface exploration should be compiled and presented in a report.
Table 3.12 shows the table of contents of a typical subsurface exploration report for
the purpose of foundation design. The report then becomes the basis for the design of
building or structural foundations. It should not be a surprise that the sequence of the



Table 3.12 Table of contents of a typical subsurface exploration report

Item no. Content

1. Introduction
2. Scope and purpose of subsurface exploration
3. Site description
4. The field exploration program
5. The laboratory testing program
6. Geological setting and subsurface conditions

6.1 Geological background of the project site
6.2 Soil=rock layers and profiles
6.3 Soil=rock properties
6.4 Groundwater conditions

7. Analyses and recommendations
7.1 Analyses performed
7.2 Foundation system(s) recommended
7.3 Expected performance of the recommended foundation

system(s)
7.4 Construction considerations

8. References
9. Appendices

A. Boring location diagram
B. Boring logs and rock core photos (if available)
C. Laboratory test results
D. Field (in-situ and=or geophysical) test results
E. Test procedures (e.g., ASTM standards or Euro codes) used
in the subsurface exploration

10. Legal statements
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table of contents mirrors the flow chart presented in Figure 3.1, in the beginning of this
chapter, with the subsurface exploration report being the end of the flow chart. Items 1
and 2 provide the background of the subsurface exploration, its scope and purpose. Items
3–5 are results of field reconnaissance and planning of the subsurface exploration pro-
gram. Item 6 describes and summarizes the results of the literature review and the subsur-
face exploration performed. The following chapters throughout this textbook describe, in
general, the analyses involved in the selection of the foundation system(s), prediction of
performance of the recommended foundation system(s), and their potential construction
problems. Item 7 describes the analyses performed and recommendations made according
to these analyses. All test data should be organized and presented in the appendix. All tests
included in the report should either follow accepted standards or detailed procedures
should be given and be included in the appendix.
3.7 REMARKS

In this chapter, we covered the following topics:

• Planning of subsurface exploration.
• Methods of borehole drilling.
• Methods to take soil and rock samples for laboratory testing.
• Five of the commonly used in-situ testingmethods (SPT, CPT, FVT,DMT, and PMT).
• A brief introduction to seismic and electrical resistivity geophysical exploration

method.
• Preparation of the subsurface exploration report.
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All five of the in-situ testing methods described in this chapter are suitable for strength
measurements (indirect interpretation), or limit state foundation analysis (direct interpre-
tation). DMT and PMT, because of their multiple stress–displacement measurements, can
also reflect the stiffness of the surrounding soil. This is an important advantage in provid-
ing the parameters for analyzing the foundation vertical/horizontal displacement under a
given loading condition. Recall that stress normalization is an important part of the inter-
pretation or application ofN and qt values. Multiple empirical equations have been devel-
oped for these normalizations and they all involve some uncertainties. In this regard,
DMT is more desirable, as ID and KD, the two important intermediate index parameters,
are normalized in the early stage of its development.

While many of the currently used subsurface exploration methods have been
described in this chapter, it is by no means inclusive of all the available methods. For
complicated projects, scaled model tests and field monitoring of existing structures or
those under construction have also been used for the purpose of foundation engineering
design. Numerical modeling can help in providing the important predictions of the pro-
posed foundation systems under the design-loading conditions. As a natural material,
variabilities in the engineering properties of soils and rocks are inevitable. The use of
probability theories to quantify these variables and apply them in foundation designs
is increasing. What constitutes the contents of a subsurface exploration and how the
results should be analyzed are likely to change with time as various techniques evolve.
In any case, the use of sound engineering judgment is always a must, regardless of the
techniques applied.
HOMEWORK

3.1. Describe the objectives of literature review in the planning of subsurface
exploration.

3.2. Compare the advantages and disadvantages between in-situ tests and drilling and
lab testing.

3.3. Provide your recommendation of drilling/sampling, geophysical and/or in-situ
testing procedures for each of the following purposes, and state your assumptions
for your answer if necessary:

• Determine the soil stratigraphywithin the top 5m, at 200 test locations along a

proposed 20 km-long highway.
• Determine the compressibility of an overconsolidated clay layer at 5–15m

below ground surface.
• Determine the compressibility of a sand deposit at 5–15m below

ground surface.
• Determine the groundwater table distribution within a 300-acre project site.
• Determine the type(s) and quality of rock from 50 to 100m below ground

surface.

3.4. Describe the possible procedures to determine the groundwater table in the field.
3.5. Table H3.5 shows a set of SPT data that includes theN values for every 1.5 m, and

energy efficiencies (in percentage, %) from field measurements in a silty sand. The
groundwater table is at 1.5 m below ground surface. The soil unit weight (γ) above
groundwater table is 17 kN/m3, saturated soil unit weight (γsat) below groundwa-
ter table is 19 kN/m3. Calculate the effective overburden stress (σ′vo) corresponding
to eachN value and determine the (N1)60 values according to energy efficiency and
σ′vo, plot the result of (N1)60 versus depth.



Table H3.5 The SPT data

Depth (m) N blows=30 cm Energy efficiency (%)

1.5 7 80
3.0 5 78
4.5 6 75
6.0 8 80
7.5 9 70
9.0 11 72
10.5 13 74
12.0 15 75
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3.6. For the (N1)60 values obtained from Problem 3.5, determine the corresponding
relative density, Dr (%) and peak friction angle, Ø′ (degree).

3.7. Repeat Problem 3.6 using the original N values.
3.8. Describe why we need to normalize some of the CPT and SPT test results.
3.9. Table H3.9 shows the representative qt, fs values for every 2.5 m from an SCPTu

test in a cohesive soil. The soil total unit weight, γ= 18.5 kN/m3 and saturated
unit weight, γsat= 19.0 kN/m3. The groundwater table is at 2 m below ground sur-
face. Compute the corresponding σvo, σ′vo,Qtn, Fr, and Ic values and determine the
soil behavior type zonal numbers according to SBTn chart.
Table H3.9 Representative qt, fs values

Depth (m) 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0

qt, MPa 3.5 1.5 1.4 1.3 0.95 0.70 0.65 0.62
fs, kPa 180 75 32 35 20 15 7 5
u2, MPa 2.80 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.60 0.25 0.18 0.18
3.10. Repeat Problem 3.9 using the Schneider et al. Qt–Fr and Qt–U2 charts.
3.11. Discuss the effects of penetration rate and cone size on the CPTu results in saturated

sand, silt, and clay, respectively.
3.12. For the data given in Problem 3.9, calculate the undrained shear strengths (Equa-

tion 3.22) and OCR (Equation 3.25) of the clay according to the cone penetration
test results. Use Ø′ = 30◦ and Nk= 14.

3.13. Table H3.13 shows the qt for every 1.5 m fromCPT in a granular soil. The soil total
unit weight, γ= 18.5 kN/m3 and saturated unit weight, γsat= 19.0 kN/m3. The
groundwater table is at 2 m below ground surface. Compute the corresponding
σvo and σ′vo. Determine the relative density Dr at the corresponding depths using
Equations 3.28a and b. Assume σ′ho/σ

′
vo = 0.45. Estimate the peak friction angle

Ø′ (degree) using Equation 3.31.
Table H3.13 The qt values

Depth (m) qt (MPa)

1.5 7.2
3.0 4.5
4.5 6.5
6.0 7.8
7.5 9.2
9.0 11.1
10.5 13.6
12.0 15.2
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3.14. Table H3.14 shows the results of a Ménard type pre-bored pressuremeter test in a
weak sandstone. The initial volume of the pressuremeter measuring cell (Vo) was
900 cm3. The data have been adjusted to exclude the effects of PMT membrane
stiffness and system compliance. Plot the expansion pressure versus volume change
and creep volume curves and determine po, pf, Em, and plm for the PMT test result.
Table H3.14 The PMT test results

Expansion pressure (kPa) 19 86 139 267 376 653 1046 1404
Volume change, ΔV (cm3) 5 10 20 48.9 60.4 78.5 90.8 98.3
Creep volume, cm3 2 10 2 1 1 1 2 2

Expansion pressure (kPa) 1782 2578 3294 4159 4516 5252 5550 5951
Volume change, ΔV (cm3) 104.9 116.8 128.8 142.5 148.9 161.0 168.8 178.2
Creep volume, cm3 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 3

Expansion pressure (kPa) 6253 6555 6956 7359 7784 8100 8200 8300
Volume change, ΔV (cm3) 187.0 195.8 208.2 224.4 280.0 350.0 490.0 650.0
Creep volume, cm3 3 2 5 7 15 25 40 60
3.15. A vane with a height,H, of 120 mm, and a diameter,D, of 60 mmwas used to per-
form a field vane shear test in a clay with a plasticity index, PI of 30%. The recorded
peak torque, T, was 0.12 kN-m. Determine the undrained shear strength of the clay
su using Equation 3.36, consider a= 4. Determine the field undrained shear
strength using the Azzouz correction (Figure 3.44).
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Chapter 4
Shallow foundations
Bearing capacity and settlement
4.1 INTRODUCTION

The design of a foundation requires the knowledge of superstructure load, ground condi-
tions, and soil–foundation interaction. Figure 4.1 shows a flow chart that describes the
general procedure in the analysis/design and construction of foundations. Information
regarding the structural system (i.e., a building or a bridge to be built with steel frame or
reinforced concrete) and loading conditions (i.e., live and dead load in the vertical and lat-
eral direction) at the foundation level are usually provided by the structural engineers. It
should be noted that there may be occasions where we need to perform ground improve-
ment to either densify or solidify the groundmaterial for cost-effective construction of any
kind of foundation system. Details of ground improvement are not covered in this book.

Commonly used foundations may be divided into two categories: shallow foundations
and deep foundations. Typically, shallow foundations refer to those with an embedment
depth equal to or less than four times the foundation width. They are suitable for the
groundwith relatively strong soil layers immediately below the superstructure. Otherwise,
deep foundations (such as pile foundations) will be required in order to transmit the super-
structure load to stronger, deep soil layers. In addition to the type(s) and dimensions of the
foundation system, the design should be constructible at a reasonable cost, and the com-
pleted foundation should meet the performance requirements on a long-term basis.

To design a shallow foundation on soil, analytical or numerical methods will be
required to solve soil–foundation interaction primarily to determine the bearing capacity
of the foundation (i.e., themaximumpressure that the foundation can sustain before shear
failure of the soil underneath the foundation occurs). In addition, the deformation or set-
tlement of the foundation under the working load will be estimated to ensure that it is not
excessive and therefore satisfies the serviceability criterion. These two analyses are com-
monly known as stability and deformation calculations, respectively.

This chapter is devoted to the application of the most suitable analytical methods for
stabilityanddeformationanalysisof shallowfoundations in soils. Forall soil types, stability
calculations can be carried out using limit state analysis discussed in Chapter 2. For defor-
mation calculations, we need to treat granular soils (such as sands) and saturated clays dif-
ferently. This is because for granular soil, due to its high permeability, it is common and
reasonable to use theory of elasticity to estimate the foundation settlement which occurs
quickly after construction. For saturated clays, however, there is additional settlement
due to soil consolidation. This consolidation settlement occurs over time and can be esti-
mated from the theory of consolidationdescribed inChapter 1.The contents of this chapter
are as follows:

• Introduction of the theories of ultimate bearing capacity for strip foundations. By
assuming the foundation as infinitely long, the bearing capacity failure can be
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simplified as a plane strain problem. Using this simplified system, we can explore the
mechanisms and parameters involved in the determination of ultimate bearing capac-
ity for shallow strip foundations.

• Derivation of the bearing capacity factors for strip foundations in cohesive and
cohesive-frictional soils is introduced using the limit equilibrium and upper-bound
limit analysis method that we learned in Chapter 2.

• Description of the methods to determine the ultimate bearing capacity for shallow
foundations with finite dimensions such as circular or rectangular foundations. The
introduction starts with cohesive soils where the problem can be approached with rig-
orous upper-bound limit analysis.

• A general form of ultimate bearing capacity equation is introduced. This equation can
be applied to cohesive-frictional soils and considers the effects of foundation shape,
depth of embedment, and inclination of the foundation load, by applying a series
of empirical correction factors.

• The effects of loading eccentricity, groundwater and drainage conditions, methods to
accommodate these effects, as well as the concept of safety factor are introduced. At
this stage, we will have a practical and complete system to analyze shallow founda-
tions from a stability point of view.

• The remainder of the chapter concentrates on deformation or performance analysis.
We begin with elastic settlement analysis methods where the soil is assumed as linear
elastic. The methods apply to both cohesive and granular soils.
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• The procedure to estimate consolidation settlement for foundations underlain by
compressible cohesive soils is reviewed. The settlement is a result of primary consol-
idation and secondary consolidation of the affected cohesive soil layer. This is a
review, as details are usually covered in the soil mechanics class.

• Due to the sensitivity of soil compressibility to confining stress and drastically higher
permeability, foundation settlement in granular soils is dealt with separately. A sec-
tion is dedicated to the estimation of foundation settlement in granular soils.
4.2 ULTIMATE BEARING CAPACITY OF STRIP FOUNDATIONS

In practice, foundations in soils with an embedment depth, Df, less than four times the
foundation width, B, are often classified as shallow foundations. Figure 4.2a shows a
cross-sectional view of a shallow strip foundation (a foundation that is infinitely long
in the direction that is perpendicular to the paper) subjected to a vertical load. It is obvi-
ous that the settlement of the foundation will increase with the applied vertical load.
When the vertical load is increased to certain level, the foundation will collapse due to
shear failure of the soil supporting it. To ensure stability in foundation design, it is
most important that for a given soil condition, we can predict or estimate the level of
load, Qu, at which the foundation collapse would occur, and the corresponding pressure
(Qu divided by the foundation area) is referred to as the ultimate bearing capacity qu (see
Figure 4.2b). Note qu is equivalent to the collapse pressure (also called qu) described in
Chapter 2.

To simplify the problem, it is common to assume that the strip foundation is a plane
strain problem and that the influence of the soil above the foundation base level is approx-
imately represented by a surcharge q that equals the soil unit weight γ multiplied by the
embedment depth Df. This approximation is presented in Figure 4.2b.
Applied vertical
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Figure 4.2 (a) A shallow foundation in soil. (b) Simplified shallow foundation failure mechanism.
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For a general cohesive-frictional soil with self-weight, the ultimate bearing capacity of
the shallow foundationwill depend on soil strength parameters (i.e., cohesion and internal
friction angle), soil unit weight, and the embedment depth (i.e., surcharge in Figure 4.2b).
Strictly speaking, the solution of the problem may also be dependent on the friction of
soil–foundation interface.

Terzaghi (1943) first analyzed this problem using the limit equilibriummethod in which
the contributions from soil cohesion, surcharge, and soil unit weight are superimposed.
The α in Figure 4.2b was assumed to be equal to Ø in Terzaghi’s derivation. The contri-
bution of shear strength from soil above the foundation base level (i.e., along the slip lines
HI and GJ, represented by dash lines in Figure 4.2b) was ignored in the analysis. Math-
ematically, these contributions are widely expressed by the following equation, known as
the ultimate bearing capacity equation:

qu = cNc + qNq + 1
2
γBNγ (4.1)

where
c= soil cohesion
γ= soil unit weight
q= surcharge= γDf

Nc, Nq, and Nγ are known as the bearing capacity factors. Details of bearing capacity
factors will be introduced later. The theoretical justification for using superposition of the
three terms to obtain qu according to Equation 4.1 has been studied by Davis and Booker
(1971), who suggested that it leads to conservative estimates of the ultimate bearing
capacity qu and should therefore result in a “safe” design.

As discussed in Chapter 2, different methods may be used to carry out stability calcu-
lations, and in particular the limit equilibrium method (Terzaghi, 1943) has been widely
used in geotechnical practice. However, the limit equilibrium method is only an approx-
imate approach. In the following sections, we apply the upper-bound method of limit
analysis introduced in Chapter 2 to provide a comprehensive description of the derivation
of bearing capacity factors and procedure to apply the bearing capacity equation. The
procedure that we describe below is an extension of the work of Chen (1975) by including
a surcharge load q (see Figure 4.2b) to account for the effects of foundation embedment.
4.2.1 Kinematic failure mechanisms

As discussed in Chapter 2, in order to use the upper-bound method of limit analysis,
we need to assume a kinematic failure mechanism. For a strip foundation on a cohe-
sive-frictional soil, two failure mechanisms, separately suggested by Hill (1950) and
Prandtl (1920), have been used to give approximate solutions. These two failure mecha-
nisms are shown in Figure 4.3.

Prandtl’s failure mechanism is more appropriate for cases when no slip occurs along the
soil–foundation interface, while Hill’s failure mechanism is more suitable for a perfectly
smooth soil–foundation interface. For weightless soils, however, the ultimate bearing
capacities obtained from the upper-boundmethodof limit analysis using both failuremech-
anisms are identical (Chen, 1975). It should be noted that the contributions to the ultimate
bearing capacity from the self-weight of soils depend on the failure mechanism adopted.

It is noted that both of these mechanisms contain a logspiral shear zone between the tri-
angular wedges below the foundation and surcharge load. This shear zone consists of an
infinite number of infinitesimal triangular sliding blocks that are formed by a family of
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concurrent straight lines (i.e., radial sliding) and logarithmic spirals (i.e., circumferential
sliding).

To use upper-bound limit analysis, we need to calculate internal power dissipation
within the logspiral shear zone through both radial and circumferential sliding. It is there-
fore necessary to discuss the procedure of this calculation.

For a logspiral shear zone, the radius–rotation relation is defined by the following equa-
tion (refer to Figure 4.4a):

rn = roeθ tanØ (4.2)
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For illustration, Figure 4.4a shows a logspiral shear zone that is approximated by six
small rigid triangular sliding blocks with equal central angle Δθ (Chen, 1975). It is noted
that along the shear surfaces AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, and FG, the associated plastic flow
rule requires that the velocity of each rigid triangle will always be directed at a direction
that makes an angle of the internal soil friction angle Ø from the shear surface.

As illustrated by a compatible velocity diagram in Figure 4.4b (Atkinson 1981), the
velocities at two adjacent triangles are related by the following equations:

δν1 = δνo + δνoΔθ tanØ = δνo(1+ Δθ tanØ) (4.3)
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δν2 = δν1(1+ Δθ tanØ) (4.4)
δνn = δνn−1(1+ Δθ tanØ) (4.5)

from which it follows that the velocity in the nth triangle OEF is

δνn = δνo(1+ Δθ tanØ)n (4.6)

where δνo denotes the velocity of the first triangle (i.e., the initial velocity).
When the number of triangles is increased to infinity, the logspiral shear zone will be

recovered exactly. At the limiting case of an infinite n value, Equation 4.6 will reduce to

δνn = δνo(1+ Δθ tanØ)n = δνo 1+ θ

n
tanØ

( )n

� δνoeθ tanØ (4.7)
Now let’s consider the internal power dissipation due to radial sliding along OC (see
Figure 4.4a). According to Equation 2.8 described in Section 2.4, the power dissipation
along OC should be as follows:

δWOC = c× r2 × (δν1Δθ) = cr2δν1Δθ (4.8)
In a same way, the power dissipation along the sliding surface BC should be

δWBC = c× r2Δθ
cosØ

× (δν1 cosØ) = cr2δν1Δθ (4.9)
It is interesting to note that, for a rigid triangle, the power dissipation along the radial
sliding is the same as that dissipated along the logspiral shear surface. This is a very impor-
tant result that can be used to simplify upper-bound limit analysis of the ultimate bearing
capacity of shallow foundations in cohesive-frictional soils.

As a result, the expression for internal power dissipation within the logspiral shear zone
will be identical to the expression along the spiral shear surface, which can be obtained by
integrating Equation 4.9 along a logspiral surface of rn= roe

θ tanØ (i.e., similar to Equa-
tion 4.7):

δWθ = c
∫θ

0

rnδνndθ = c
∫θ

0

[r0eθ tanØ]δνoeθ tanØ dθ

= 1
2
cδνor0 cotØ(e2θ tanØ − 1)

(4.10)
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4.2.2 Bearing capacity calculation neglecting self-weight of soil

For simplicity, we first consider the case when soil weight is neglected. We adopt the fail-
ure mechanism suggested by Hill (1950) in our determination of the ultimate bearing
capacity. A similar procedure can be followed when Prandtl’s failure mechanism is used.

If the foundation is moving downward with a velocity of δνf, from the velocity diagram
shown in Figure 4.5, we can determine the velocity of the wedge AOC of Figure 4.3a as
follows:

δvo = δvf sec
π

4
+ 1

2
Ø

( )
(4.11)
In the logspiral shear zone ACD of Figure 4.3a, Equation 4.7 suggests that the velocity
increases exponentially from the value δν0 along the radial line CD as follows:

δv1 = δvoe
1
2π tanØ( ) = δvf sec

π

4
+ 1

2
Ø

( )
e

1
2π tanØ( ) (4.12)
In order to make use of the upper-bound method of limit analysis, we calculate the
external work done by the bearing capacity of the foundation acting alongOAwith a ver-
tical displacement increment of δνf as follows:

δEOA = qu × B
2
× δvf =

B
2
qu cos

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
δvo (4.13)
In addition, the external work done by the soil surcharge acting along AE can be deter-
mined to be

δEAE = −q× B cos π
4 − Ø

2

( )

2 cos π
4 + Ø

2

( ) e
1
2π tanØ( )

[ ]

× δv1 cos
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4
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2
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= − qB cos2 π
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4 + Ø

2

( ) e(π tanØ)δvo (4.14)
The total external work is the sum of Equations 4.13 and 4.14 and is given by

δE = δEOA + δEAE = Bqu
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Figure 4.5 Velocity diagram based on Hill’s failure mechanism.
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The internal power dissipation occurs along sliding surfacesOC,CD, andDE, in which
CD is the sliding surface along a logspiral shear zone.

The internal plastic power dissipation along the slip surface OC in the failure mecha-
nism can be determined by

δWOC = c× δvo cosØ× B
4 cos π

4 + Ø
2

( ) = cB cosØ
4 cos π

4 + Ø
2

( ) δvo (4.16)
The expressions of power dissipation along the slip line CD can be obtained using
Equation 4.10 as

δWCD = cB cotØ
8 cos π

4 + Ø
2

( ) (eπ tanØ − 1)δvo (4.17)
As shown earlier, the power dissipation within the logspiral shear zone ACD through
radial sliding is identical to that along the shear surface CD; hence

δWACD = cB cotØ
8 cos π

4 + Ø
2

( ) (eπ tanØ − 1)δvo (4.18)
Finally, the internal plastic power dissipation along the sliding surfaceDE can be deter-
mined as follows:

δWDE = c× δv1 cosØ× B
4 cos π

4 + Ø
2

( ) e
1
2π tanØ( ) = c× δvoe

1
2π tanØ( ) cosØ

× B
4 cos π

4 + Ø
2

( ) e
1
2π tanØ( ) = Bc cosØ

4 cos π
4 + Ø

2

( ) e π tanØ( )δvo

(4.19)
The total power dissipation is the sum of Equations 4.16 through 4.19, namely

δW = cB cosØ
4 cos π

4 + Ø
2

( ) δvo + 2× cB cotØ
8 cos π

4 + Ø
2

( ) (eπ tanØ − 1)δvo

+ Bc cosØ
4 cos π

4 + Ø
2

( ) e(π tanØ)δvo (4.20)
According to the upper-bound theorem, we equate the external work of Equation 4.15
and the internal power dissipation of Equation 4.20, namely

Bqu
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(4.21)
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which gives the following expression for the ultimate bearing capacity of a shallow foun-
dation on cohesive-frictional soils:

qu = c cotØ e(π tanØ)tan2
π

4
+Ø

2

( )
− 1

[ ]
+ qe(π tanØ)tan2

π

4
+Ø

2

( )

= cNc + qNq (4.22)

where the bearing capacity factors are given by

Nq = e(π tanØ) tan2
π

4
+Ø

2

( )
(4.23)

( )[ ]

Nc = cotØ e(π tanØ)tan2

π

4
+Ø

2
− 1 = cotØ(Nq − 1) (4.24)
Note when Ø= 0, Equation 4.24 has no meaning. In this case,Nc= (2+ π) and its der-
ivation are described in Section 4.3. Or, if we plotNc against Ø, you will find that (2+ π)
becomes an asymptotic value as Ø approaches zero.

More importantly, Shield (1954) has shown that by extending satisfactorily the plastic
stress field associated with the Prandtl mechanism into the remaining rigid regions below
the shear surface, the upper-bound bearing capacity solution Equation 4.22 is also a lower
bound for soils with an internal friction angle of less than 75◦. It is therefore concluded
that the bearing capacity factors of Equations 4.23 and 4.24 are exact bearing capacity
solutions for shallow foundations on cohesive-frictional soils. This would be true regard-
less of the roughness of the soil–foundation interface.
EXAMPLE 4.1

Given

A strip foundation with a width of 3 m is located at a depth of 2 m in a cohesive-fric-
tional soil. The cohesion of the soil c is 30 kPa and its internal friction angle Ø is 30◦.
The unit weight of the soil is γ= 17 kN/m3. For simplicity, the overburden effect will be
accounted for by using an equivalent surcharge, defined as the unit weight multiplied by
embedment depth of the foundation.
Required

The ultimate bearing capacity of the strip foundation.
Solution

The surcharge is determined as follows:

q = γDf = 17 kN/m3 × 2m = 34kPa
The bearing capacity factors are

Nq = e(π tanØ) tan2
π

4
+Ø

2

( )
= e(π tan 30

◦) tan2
π

4
+ 30◦

2

( )
= 18.4 (4.23)
Nc = cotØ(Nq − 1) = cot 30◦(18.4− 1) = 30.1 (4.24)
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The ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation is

qu = cNc + qNq = (30)(30.1)+ (34)(18.4) = 1530kPa (4.22)
4.2.3 Bearing capacity calculation considering weight of soil

So far we have ignored the effect of soil weight in the determination of bearing capacity of
shallow foundations on cohesive-frictional soils. This is partly for simplicity of illustration
and partly due to the fact that the effect of soil weight is theoretically more difficult to
assess and there has been no exact solution for it.

To illustrate how to include the effects of soil weight in the upper-bound calculation, we
consider a case where both soil cohesion and soil surcharge are assumed to be zero, for
simplicity. Once again, we use the Hill mechanism in our upper-bound analysis. Given
soil cohesion is assumed to be zero, the internal power dissipation will be zero. All we
need to determine will be the external work. This will include contributions from the bear-
ing capacity pressure acting on the foundation and the weight of soil above the foundation
base level.

The external work done by the bearing capacity of the foundation with a vertical dis-
placement increment of δνf (see Figure 4.3a) can be derived as follows:

δEOA = B
2
qu cos

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
δvo (4.25)
The external work done by the soil weight acting in the triangular blocks AOC and
ADE is

δEAOC = γ

2
(r0)

2 cosØ cos
π

4
+Ø

2

( )
δvo (4.26)
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2
(r0)

2e
3
2π tanØ( ) cosØ cos

π

4
−Ø

2
δvo (4.27)

where r0 is the length ofAC and γ is the unit weight of soil. The external work done within
the logspiral shear zone ACD is obtained by considering a small triangular block first and
integrating throughout the whole shear zone as described above:

δEACD =
∫
π
2

0

− γ

2
(rn)

2dθ δv cos
3
4
π −Ø

2
− θ

( )[ ]{ }
(4.28)

θ tan Ø θ tan Ø
By using rn= r0e and δν= δνe , Equation 4.28 can be integrated to give

δEACD = −γδvo(r0)
2

2(1+ 9 tan2Ø)
3 tanØ sin

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
− cos

π

4
+Ø

2

( )]

e
3
2π tanØ( )

[{

+ 3 tanØ cos
π
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+Ø

2
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π

4
+Ø

2

( )[ ]} (4.29)
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Note that r0 is linked to the foundation width B through the geometry of the failure
mechanism as follows:

r0 = B

4 cos
π

4
+Ø

2

( ) (4.30)
The total external work is the sum of Equations 4.25 through 4.27 and 4.29. According
to the upper-bound theorem, the external work is equal to internal power dissipation δW
(which is zero in this case because soil cohesion is zero):

δE = δEOA + δEAOC + δEADE + δEACD = δW = 0 (4.31)

which can be simplified to the following bearing capacity equation:

qu = γB
2
Nγ (4.32)

and the bearing capacity factor Nγ is

Nγ = 1
4
tan

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
tan

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
e

3
2π tanØ( ) − 1

[ ]

+ 3 sinØ

1+ 8 sin2Ø
tan

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
− cotØ

3

[ ]
e

3
2π tanØ( ) + tan

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
cotØ
3

+ 1
{ }

(4.33)
As stated by Chen (1975), the bearing capacity due to soil weight is sensitive to the
roughness of soil–foundation interface. Hill’s mechanism is suitable for a perfectly smooth
soil–foundation interface, and Prandtl’s mechanism does not allow soil–foundation
slip and is therefore suitable for a perfectly rough soil–foundation interface. In fact, if
we follow the above upper-bound approach but with Prandtl’s mechanism, the bearing
capacity obtained is exactly twice the solution of Equation 4.33 as derived from Hill’s
mechanism.
EXAMPLE 4.2

Given

Consider the same foundation problem as in Example 4.1. A strip foundation with a
width of 3 m is located at a depth of 2 m in a cohesive-frictional soil. The cohesion
of the soil c is 30 kPa and its internal friction angle Ø is 30◦. The unit weight of the
soil is γ= 17 kN/m3.
Required

The additional bearing capacity of the foundation due to soil weight.
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Solution

For the case with a perfectly smooth soil–foundation interface, we use Equation 4.33 to
determine the bearing capacity factor with Ø= 30◦:

Nγ = 1
4
tan

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
tan

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
e

3
2π tanØ( ) − 1

[ ]

+ 3 sinØ
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π

4
+Ø

2

( )
− cotØ

3

[ ]
e

3
2π tanØ( ) + tan

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
cotØ
3

+ 1
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Nγ = 20.7

(4.33)
The ultimate bearing capacity due to soil weight can be determined using Equation
4.32:

qu = γB
2

Nγ = (17)(3)
2

20.7( ) = 528.6 kPa (4.32)
For the case with a perfectly rough soil–footing interface, it is known that the bearing
capacity factor will be twice that of a perfectly smooth soil–footing interface; therefore,
we have

Nγ = 20.7× 2 = 41.4
The ultimate bearing capacity due to soil weight can then be determined using Equa-
tion 4.32 with the new Nγ:

qu = γB
2

Nγ = (17)(3)
2

(41.4) = 1057.2 kPa (4.32)
4.2.4 Effects of soil–foundation interface friction considering
weight of soil

So far we have considered bearing capacity factors of foundations with either perfectly
smooth (i.e., with no friction) or perfectly rough (i.e., with full friction) soil–foundation
interfaces. In reality, most situations would be for soil–foundation interfaces with a
finite friction.

As a simple solution, Chen (1975) suggests that the effect of finite soil–foundation
interface friction may be taken into account by adding the internal power dissipation
along the interface. Once again, we use the Hill mechanism, and the velocity along the
soil–foundation interface will be

δvOA = sin
π

4
+Ø

2

( )
δvo (4.34)
Assume that the friction angle of the soil–foundation interface is Øw. The internal
power dissipation due to base friction can be calculated as follows:

δW = B
2
qu tanØwδvOA = B

2
qu tanØw sin

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
δvo (4.35)
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By assuming that the external work is equal to the internal power dissipation δW,
we have

δE = δEOA + δEAOC + δEADE + δEACD = δW = B
2
qu tanØw sin

π

4
+Ø

2

( )
δvo (4.36)

and this leads to the conclusion that the bearing capacity factor for a foundation with a
finite base friction Øw is greater than that for a perfectly smooth foundation by a factor
which depends on both the base friction and soil friction, namely

qu = γB
2
(Nγ)f (4.37)

where (Nγ)f is the bearing capacity factor for a finite base friction:

(Nγ)f =
1

1− tanØw tan π
4 + Ø

2

( )

{ }

Nγ (4.38)

and Nγ is given by Equation 4.33.
It should be noted that the inclusion of a frictional interface in upper-bound analysis can

be made more rigorously by using the generalized upper-bound theorem of Collins
(1969). This more rigorous theorem has been applied by Yu and Sloan (1994) to solve
foundation problems using a numerical formulation of upper-bound analysis. A complete
lower- and upper-bound limit analysis of the bearing capacity factor Nγ for both smooth
and rough foundations has been carried out by Sloan and Yu (1996) using a numerical
formulation of bound theorems.
4.3 BEARING CAPACITY OF RECTANGULAR AND CIRCULAR

FOUNDATIONS IN COHESIVE SOILS

The foundation problem that we have considered so far is only valid for a strip (i.e., very
long rectangular) foundation. In reality, the shape of most foundations may be circular or
rectangular. It is therefore important that we consider the bearing capacity of shallow
foundations with limited length (L).

To illustrate the “end effects” on a foundation with limited length, we first consider
an upper-bound analysis of a rectangular foundation on a purely cohesive soil (Ø= 0).
Figure 4.6 shows a shallow rectangular foundation having a width of B and length L,
on a purely cohesive soil and with a surcharge q outside of the foundation (Chen,
1975).

In order to carry out upper-bound analysis, we have to assume a failure mechanism.
Following Chen (1975), we assume that Hill’s mechanism will be valid during the
failure of the foundation. The displacement diagram at failure can be shown in
Figure 4.7.

It can be seen from Figure 4.7 that the velocity of soil block abc is δν; then the velocity
for the translational radial shear zone bcd will also be δν. The triangular block bde will
also move along de with a velocity of δν. It is also easy to show that the downward
velocity of the block acb is δν/

��
2

√
. The upward velocity of the block bde will also be

δν/
��
2

√
.

In order to make use of the upper-bound method of limit analysis, we calculate the
external work done by the bearing capacity of the foundation on line ab with a vertical
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displacement increment of νf as follows:

δEab = qu × B
2
× L× δvf =

BL
2

qu × δv
��
2

√ = BL

2
��
2

√ quδv (4.39)
In addition, the external work done by the soil surcharge q acting along line be can be
determined as

δEbe = q× B
2
× L× − δv
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√
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2
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√ qδv (4.40)
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Figure 4.7 Velocity diagram based on Hill’s failure mechanism. (a) Failure mechanism. (b) The velocity
diagram.
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The total external work is the sum of Equations 4.39 and 4.40 and is given by

δE = δEab + δEbe =
BL

2
��
2

√ quδv− BL

2
��
2

√ qδv (4.41)
The internal power dissipation occurs along sliding surfaces ac, cd, and de. In addition,
internal plastic power will dissipate within the radial shear zone, which has been shown to
be the same as that dissipated along the shear surface cd.

The internal plastic power dissipation along the slip surface ac, cd, and de and the radial
shear zone bcd in the failure mechanism can be determined by

δWslip = 2cδv
B

2
��
2

√ × L
( )

+ 2cδv
π

2
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2
��
2

√ × L
( )

(4.42)
The internal plastic power dissipation also takes place at the both end surfaces (at top
and bottom of the foundation in plan view shown in Figure 4.6b) of the failure mecha-
nism, which can be determined by

δWend = 2cδv
B
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2

√ × B

2
��
2

√
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+ 2cδv
π

4
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8

( )
(4.43)
If the soil–foundation interface has a friction angle of Øw, then the power dissipated
along the soil–foundation interface will be

δWinterface =
BL
2

(qu × tanØw)× δv
��
2

√ = BL

2
��
2

√ quδv tanØw (4.44)
By assuming that the external work is equal to the internal power dissipation δW, we
have

δE = δWslip + δWend + δWinterface (4.45)

which can be rearranged, by using Equations 4.41 through 4.44, to give the following
bearing capacity expression:

qu = 1
1− tanØw

(2+ π)c+ q+ (4+ π)
��
2

√

8
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[ ]

= cNc + qNq (4.46)
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Nc = 1
1− tanØw
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(4.47)
Nq = 1
1− tanØw

(4.48)
For the special case of an infinitely long strip foundation (i.e., B/L= 0), Equation 4.47
reduces to the bearing capacity factor of strip foundations with Ø= 0 and considers the
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effects of soil–foundation interface friction, Øw, as follows:

Nc = (2+ π)
1− tanØw

(4.49)

and if Øw= 0, the above equation becomes

Nc = (2+ π) (4.50)
EXAMPLE 4.3

Given

Consider a rectangular foundation with a width of 3 m and a length of 6 m located at a
depth of 2 m in a purely cohesive soil. The cohesion of the soil is measured to be 30 kPa
and the unit weight of the soil is γ= 17 kN/m3.
Required

The ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation assuming a perfectly smooth soil-
foundation interface.
Solution

The ultimate bearing capacity of a rectangular foundation in a cohesive soil can be
determined as follows:

qu = cNc + qNq (4.46)

where the surcharge q can be estimated by

q = γDf = 17× 2 = 34 kPa
The ultimate bearing capacity factors for a smooth soil–foundation interface
(Øw= 0) are

Nc = 1
1− tanØw

2+ π + (4+ π)
��
2

√

8
× B

L

[ ]

(4.47)

��√ ( )[ ]
Nc = 1
1− tan(0)

2+ π + (4+ π) 2
8

3
6

= 5.77
Nq = 1
1− tanØw

= 1
1− tan(0)

= 1 (4.48)
Therefore, the ultimate bearing capacity is

qu = cNc + qNq = (30)(5.77)+ (34)(1) = 207kPa (4.46)
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4.3.1 Bearing capacity of square and circular foundations on cohesive soil

For a smooth square foundation (Øw= 0) when B= L, for example, Equation 4.46 pre-
dicts a higher qu (note qNq is ignored for the following discussion) as follows:

qu = c[3.26+ π] (4.51)
It is noted that Hill’s failure mechanism, shown in Figure 4.7, is less accurate for a
square foundation. A better failure mechanism can be obtained by modifying Hill’s mech-
anism, as suggested by Shield and Drucker (1953). For simplicity, we only consider the
case without surcharge and soil–foundation interface friction.

The modified Hill mechanism assumed by Shield and Drucker (1953) is shown in
Figure 4.8. Basically, when the foundation is moving downward with the initial velocity
δv, the square is divided into four equal triangles (i.e., col, con, cmn, and cml), each of
which will move downward, accommodated by lateral movement as well. The geometry
of the failure mechanism is defined by angles of α and β (see Figure 4.8b).

Following the same upper-bound analysis procedure as detailed in Chen (1975), it can
be shown that the bearing capacity expression is given by

qu = c α+ β +
��������������
1+ ( sin β)2

√
(α+ β + cot α+ cot β)

[ ]
(4.52)
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Figure 4.8 The modified Hill failure mechanism for a square foundation on cohesive soils. (a) Failure
mechanism for the square foundation. (b) Vertical section. (c) Plan view.
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which has a minimum qu value of 5.8cwhen α and β are around 47◦ and 34◦, respectively.
This is obviously a better (i.e., lower) upper bound than 6.4c as predicted from Equation
4.51 using Hill’s original failure mechanism.

It may be argued that the bearing capacity of a circular foundation would be similar to
that of a square foundation (i.e.,B=L= diameter of the foundation). This is confirmed to
some extent by the fact that the exact bearing capacity of a smooth circular foundation on
cohesive soil was derived as 5.69c by Shield (1955) using a slip line method.

By extending the square foundation failure mechanism shown in Figure 4.8, Shield
and Drucker (1953) proposed an upper-bound solution for the bearing capacity of a
rectangular foundation on cohesive soil. It follows the same consideration that, as the
foundation is moving downward with the initial velocity δν, the rectangle is divided
into four triangles, each of which will move downward, accommodated by lateral move-
ment. The geometry of the failure mechanism along the direction of foundation width is
defined by angles of α and β, as in the case of square foundations. Two additional
angles, α1 and β1, are introduced to define the failure mechanism along the direction
of foundation length, which would be different from that along the direction of founda-
tion width.

Using the upper-bound theorem, the bearing capacity pressure for a rectangular foun-
dation can be expressed as a function of the four unknown variables α, β, α1, and β1. Fol-
lowing this approach, the best upper bound can be defined by

qu = c 5.24+ 0.47
B
L

( )
for

B
L
≥ 0.53 (4.53)

and

qu = c 5.14+ 0.66
B
L

( )
for

B
L
, 0.53 (4.54)

which are lower (i.e., better) than that predicted using Equation 4.46 for a smooth rect-
angular foundation, namely

qu = c 5.14+ 1.26
B
L

( )
(4.55)
It is also interesting to note that the new upper-bound solution, defined by Equation
4.53, gives a slightly better upper solution of 5.71c for the special case of a square foun-
dation on cohesive soil. This is almost identical to the exact bearing capacity of 5.69c for a
smooth circular foundation on cohesive soil derived by Shield (1955) using the slip
line method.
4.4 CONSIDERATION OF FOUNDATION SHAPE, EMBEDMENT,

AND LOAD INCLINATION IN COHESIVE-FRICTIONAL SOILS

What we have considered in Section 4.3 are simple cases of cohesive soils (Ø= 0). For a
more general case of a foundation in cohesive-frictional soils with surcharge and soil
weight, it is more difficult to derive analytical solutions. In this case, many semi-empirical
expressions of correction factors have been proposed to account for the effects of founda-
tion shape, embedment depth, and inclination of the applied load on the foundation.
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Amore generalized form of ultimate bearing capacity equation evolved from the develop-
ment by Meyerhof (1963) is described below:

qu = cNcFcsFcdFci + qNqFqsFqdFqi +
1
2
γBNγFγsFγdFγi (4.56)
The bearing capacity factors described previously for strip foundations with frictionless
soil–foundation interface can be used, and are repeated as follows:
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(4.33)
Again, whenØ= 0, Equation 4.24 has nomeaning. In this case,Nc= (2+ π) as derived
in Section 4.3. It should be noted that many equations for Nγ have been proposed. For
example, an abbreviated version for Nγ has been reported by Vesic (1973) as

Nγ = 2(Nq + 1) tanØ (4.57)
Equation 4.57 generates a slightly higher Nγ than Equation 4.33, but the difference is
minimal and can be considered identical for practical purposes.

Three dimensionless correction factors are attached to each of the three bearing capac-
ity factors in Equation 4.56 to account for the effects of foundation shape (i.e., Fcs, Fqs, and
Fγs), embedment depth (i.e., Fcd, Fqd, and Fγd), and inclination of the load applied to the
foundation (i.e., Fci, Fqi, and Fγi). Note qu represents vertical component of the ultimate
bearing capacity when the applied load is inclined. The correction factors were proposed
by various researchers in the past few decades. With these correction factors, the applica-
tions of Equation 4.56 can be extended to square or circular foundations and cases with
inclined loading conditions. For these reasons, Equation 4.56 is routinely used in engi-
neering practice and is the focus of discussion in the remainder of the chapter. The follow-
ing sections provide details of these correction factors.
4.4.1 Consideration of foundation shapes, inclined loading,
and embedment depth

It is common to build shallow foundations with different shapes, and the load exerted on
the foundationmay be inclined.Many correction factors to consider these conditions have
been developed based on experimental studies. The bearing capacity expression of foun-
dations considered so far ignores the shearing resistance of the overburden soil above the
foundation base level. This may be justified for cases when the overburden soil is much
weaker than the bearing stratum. In some cases, however, the effect of shearing resistance
of the overburden is considerable andmay be taken into account in a semi-analytical man-
ner. This is achieved by applying three further dimensionless correction factors to the
bearing capacity equation to account for the effects of overburden soil.
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Table 4.1 summarizes the correction factors described above. The degree of load incli-
nation is measured by an angle α in degrees, as shown in Figure 4.9. When α= 0◦, the
loading is vertical.

Where appropriate, these factors should be used when using Equation 4.56.
Note that for both square and circular foundations, the shape correction factors are

obtained by simply setting B= L into the above shape correction equations. It is
Table 4.1 Correction factors for foundation shapes, inclined loading, and embedment depth

Equation Reference

Shape correction factors

Fcs ¼ 1þ B

L
� Nq

Nc
(4:58)

Vesic (1973)Fqs ¼ 1þ B

L
� tanØ (4:59)

Fγs ¼ 1� 0:4
B

L
(4:60)

Load inclination correction factors (see Figure 4.9 for definition of α)

Fci ¼ 1� α

90�
� �2

(4:61)

Meyerhof (1963)Fqi ¼ 1� α

90�
� �2

(4:62)

Fγi ¼ 1� α

Ø

� �2
(4:63)

Embedment depth correction factors

For cases when (Df=B)� 1 (Df¼ embedment depth of foundation)

Brinch Hansen (1970)

Purely cohesive soils

Fcd ¼ 1þ 0:4
Df

B
(4:64)

Fqd ¼ 1 (4:65)
Fγd ¼ 1 (4:66)

Cohesive-frictional soils

Fqd ¼ 1 þ 2 tanØ(1� sinØ)2
Df

B
(4:67)

Fcd ¼ Fqd �
1� Fqd

Nc tanØ
(4:68)

Fγd ¼ 1 (4:69)

For cases when (Df=B). 1

Purely cohesive soils

Fcd ¼ 1þ 0:4 tan�1
Df

B

� �
(4:70)

Fqd ¼ 1 (4:71)
Fγd ¼ 1 (4:72)

Cohesive-frictional soils

Fqd ¼ 1 þ 2 tanØ(1� sinØ)2 tan�1
Df

B

� �
(4:73)

Fcd ¼ Fqd �
1� Fqd

Nc tanØ
(4:74)

Fγd ¼ 1 (4:75)
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Figure 4.9 A foundation subjected to an inclined loading.
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interesting to note that for the special case of cohesive soils with no soil weight and sur-
charge,

NcFcs = 5.14+ B
L

( )
(4.76)

which is comparable to the analytical solutions defined by Equation 4.55.
4.5 BEARING CAPACITY OF ECCENTRICALLY LOADED

FOUNDATIONS

The bearing capacity of foundations subject to eccentric loading is normally determined
by using a reduced or effective foundation area for the calculation of the bearing capac-
ity. Let’s start with a simple case of a strip foundation that has a width B as shown in
Figure 4.10a. The foundation is subjected to a design vertical load P and a moment MB

at the central location. The loading is assumed to be equivalent to a foundation sub-
jected to a vertical load P located at a distance of eB from the center of the foundation
as shown in Figure 4.10b. The offset of the loading point or eccentricity eB can be
defined by

eB = MB

P
(4.77)
The eccentricity causes a non-uniform bearing pressure distribution at the foundation
base as shown in Figure 4.11. We usually assume that this bearing pressure has a linear
distribution; the maximum bearing pressure qmax and minimum bearing pressure qmin
MB

(a) (b)

qmin

eB

qmax
B

P P

Figure 4.10 Eccentrically loaded strip foundation. (a) Eccentrically loading condition. (b) Equivalent
eccentricity and non-uniform bearing pressure.
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Figure 4.11 A foundation subjected to an eccentric loading.
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are calculated as (consider a unit thickness of the strip foundation)

qmax = P
(B)(1)

+
eB(P)

(
B
2

)

B3(1)
12

= P
B

1+ 6eB
B

( )
(4.78)

( )

qmin = P

B
1− 6eB

B
(4.79)
It is apparent that when (eB/B). 1/6, tensile stress will develop and qmin, 0. As soil
has little tensile strength, we usually keep (eB/B), 1/6. The effective area of the strip
foundation is defined by a reduced width B′, which is determined by

B′ = B− 2eB (4.80)
For a rectangular foundation (width= B and length=L) which is also subject to an
applied moment ML, we follow a similar procedure to determine the eccentricity in the
length direction,

eL = ML

P
(4.80)

where
ML=moment applied in a plane that is perpendicular to the B axis
Again, to avoid tensile stress, we keep (eL/L), 1/6. The equivalent point of loading for
this two-way eccentrically loaded case and its effective foundation area, schematically
shown in Figure 4.11, will be defined by a reduced length L′ and a reduced width B′

(Chen and McCarron 1991), which can be determined by

L′ = L− 2eL and B′ = B− 2eB (4.81)
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The ultimate bearing capacity qu is then determined by using B′ and L′ as the founda-
tion dimensions. The above case is referred to as the two-way eccentricity. For a
rectangular foundation with only one-way eccentricity, for example if eL= 0, then we
set L′ = L. Similarly, if eB= 0, then B′ = B.

To apply the general ultimate bearing capacity equation (Equation 4.56), we use L′ and
B′ to determine Fcs, Fqs, and Fγs (Table 4.1). To calculate Fcd, Fqd, and Fγd, we use the
original B. The ultimate bearing load, Qu, per unit length of a strip foundation can be
calculated as

Qu = quB
′ (4.82)
Refer to Chen andMcCarron (1991) for the determination ofQu for rectangular foun-
dation with two-way eccentricity. The factor of safety (FS) can be assessed as

FS = Qu

P
(4.83)

or

FS = qu
qmax

(4.83a)

where
P= design or applied vertical load on the foundation

The foundations for reinforced concrete retaining walls to be described in Chapter 5 are
typical examples of eccentrically loaded foundations.
4.6 EFFECTS OF GROUND WATER AND CONSIDERATION

OF DRAINAGE CONDITIONS

So far we have assumed that the ground water level is located well below the foundation,
and the bearing capacity analysis made no distinction between drained and undrained
conditions. If, however, the ground water table is close to or above the foundation, we
need to make certain modifications to the equations presented previously. To account
for these factors, let’s start by revising the bearing capacity Equation 4.56 as follows:

qu = �cNcFcsFcdFci + �qNqFqsFqdFqi +
1
2
�γBNγFγsFγdFγi (4.84)
Note that a “hat” has been added to the symbols of �c, �Ø, �q, and �γ to emphasize that
their values depend on the drainage and ground water conditions involved in the bearing
capacity analysis. For drained or effective stress analysis, �c = c′, �Ø = Ø′, �γ = γ′ (buoyant
unit weight), and �q = q′ are calculated based on γ′. For total stress or undrained analysis,
�c = c, �Ø = Ø, and in the case of Ø= 0 analysis, �c = su (undrained shear strength), �γ =
total soil unit weight γ (or γsat if saturated) and calculated based on total soil unit weight.
The bearing capacity factors Nc, Nq, Nγ and the depth factors Fcd, Fqd, Fγd that involve
friction angle should all be determined based on �Ø.
4.6.1 For drained analysis

Following Das (2011), we consider two different cases, as shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12 A foundation in soil with ground water level close to it.
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4.6.1.1 Case I

The ground water level is above the foundation base level. In this case and in reference to
Equation 4.84, the surcharge appearing in the bearing capacity equation should be deter-
mined as follows:

�q = q′ = γD1 + (γsat − γw)D2 (4.85)

where
γ= soil total unit weight
γsat= soil saturated unit weight
γw= unit weight of water

In addition, the last term in the bearing capacity equation due to soil weight should be
calculated using the following unit weight:

�γ = γ′ = γsat − γw (4.86)
4.6.1.2 Case II

The distance between the foundation and water table is less than the foundation width,
namely 0≤ d≤ B. In this case, the surcharge will be calculated as �q = q = γD. However,
the unit weight in the last term of the bearing capacity equation (i.e., Equation 4.84)
should be replaced by the following expression:

�γ = γ′ + d
B
(γ − γ′) (4.87)

When d.B, the ground water level is considered to be well below the foundation and
its effect on the bearing capacity will be assumed to be negligible, then �c = c′, �Ø = Ø′,
and �γ = γ.

4.6.2 For undrained analysis

As described above, for total stress or undrained analysis, �c = c, �Ø = Ø, and in the case
of Ø= 0 analysis, �c = su (undrained shear strength), �γ = total soil unit weight γ (or γsat if
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saturated) and �q= q calculated based on total soil unit weight. It should be noted that
realistically, for static analysis of foundations, the undrained analysis should only be
applied to cohesive soils considering Ø= 0 condition, and in this case �c = su. To have c
and Ø simultaneously could result in high (unsafe) bearing capacity values according to
Equation 4.84. Judgment should be applied in this case as to whether the soil does possess
the c and Ø strength parameters in undrained loading.
4.7 FACTOR OF SAFETY AND ALLOWABLE BEARING CAPACITY

The ultimate bearing capacity that we have considered in this chapter represents the max-
imum loador pressure that a foundation can sustain before a shear failure in the supporting
soil may occur. Givenmuch uncertainty in ground conditions, foundations are designed to
ensure an adequate margin of safety against this type of shear failure. In other words, the
allowable bearing capacity will be obtained by the application of an FS as follows:

qall =
qu
FS

(4.88)
Depending on the types of structure, knowledge of ground conditions, and consequence
of failure, the FS used would be in the range of 2.0–4.0 (Vesic, 1975). Lower FS may be
applied to temporary structures, and higher FS will be used for structures that regularly
experience their maximum design load.

In practice, we often use the net allowable bearing capacity, qall(net), which is defined as

qall(net) =
qu − q
FS

(4.89)
In this context, qall(net) refers to the allowable bearing pressure in excess to the surround-
ing overburden stress at the foundation base level.
EXAMPLE 4.4

Given

Consider a strip foundation that is embedded at a depth Df of 2 m in a cohesive-fric-
tional soil. The groundwater table is deep and its effects can be ignored. The cohesion
of the soil is measured to be 5 kPa and its internal friction angle is 30◦. The unit weight
of the soil is γ= 17 kN/m3. The factor of safety is assumed to be 3 and the soil–foun-
dation interface is perfectly smooth.
Required

Determine the width of the foundation B in order to support a vertical loading (qall) of
400 kPa on the foundation. Assume the load is applied vertically uniformly on the
foundation.
Solution

The ultimate bearing capacity of a rectangular foundation in a cohesive-frictional soil
can be determined using Equation 4.84:

qu = �cNcFcsFcdFci + �qNqFqsFqdFqi +
1
2
�γBNγFγsFγdFγi (4.84)
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where B is the width of the foundation and the surcharge can be estimated by

q = γDf = (17)(2) = 34kPa

′
Consider the groundwater table is deep, use drained analysis, �c = c = 5 kPa,
�Ø = Ø′ = 30◦, and �γ = γ = 17 kN/m3.
Use trial and error to determine B, try B= 1.5 m.
The ultimate bearing capacity factors can be determined according to Equations

4.23, 4.24, and 4.33 using the Excel program:

Nq = e(π tan 30
◦) tan2 45◦ + 30◦

2

( )
= 18.4 (4.23)
Nc = cot 30◦(Nq − 1) = 30.1 (4.24)
Nγ = 1
4
tan

π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
tan

π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
e

3
2π tanØ

′( ) − 1
[ ]

+ 3 sinØ′

1+ 8 sin2Ø′ tan
π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
− cotØ′

3

[ ]
e

3
2π tanØ

′( ) + tan
π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
cotØ′

3
+ 1

{ }

Nγ = 20.7

(4.33)
For strip foundation, Fcs= Fqs= Fγs= 1

For vertically applied load, Fci= Fqi= Fγi= 1
For Df of 2 m, (Df/B)= (2/1.5). 1, in cohesive-frictional soil,

Fqd = 1 + 2 tanØ′(1− sinØ′)2 tan−1 Df

B

( )
= 1.27 (4.73)
Fcd = Fqd −
1− Fqd
Nc tanØ

= 1.28 (4.74)

and

Fγd = 1 (4.75)
According to Equation 4.84,

qu = �cNcFcsFcdFci + �qNqFqsFqdFqi +
1
2
�γBNγFγsFγdFγi (4.84)
qu = (5)(30.1)(1)(1.28)(1)+ (34)(18.4)(1)(1.27)(1)+ (0.5)(17)(1.5)(20.7)(1)(1)(1)

= 1250 kPa
With an FS of 3, the allowable bearing capacity will be equal to

qall =
qu
3

= 1250
3

= 417kPa . 400kPa OK
Use B= 1.5 m.
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EXAMPLE 4.5

Given

For a cohesive-frictional soil with unit weight γ= 17 kN/m3, soil friction angle Ø=
30◦, and the strip foundation is 1.5 m wide as determined in Example 4.4. Assume
the load is applied vertically and soil–foundation interface is perfectly smooth. The
groundwater table is deep and its effects can be ignored.
Required

1. The strip foundation that is embedded at a depthDf of 2 m. Determine the respec-
tive ultimate bearing capacity qu, if cohesion of the soil c′ = 10, 20, and 30 kPa.

2. Cohesion of the soil c′ = 5 kPa. Determine the respective ultimate bearing capacity
qu, if the foundation embedment depth Df= 0 and 4m.
Solution

1. The soil friction angle is 30◦, the same as that in Example 4.4. Thus, the bearing
capacity factors are the same, as follows:

Nq = e(π tan 30
◦) tan2 45◦ + 30◦

2

( )
= 18.4 (4.23)
Nc = cot 30◦(Nq − 1) = 30.1 (4.24)
Nγ = 1
4
tan

π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
tan

π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
e

3
2π tanØ

′( ) − 1
[ ]

+ 3 sinØ′

1+ 8sin2Ø′ tan
π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
− cotØ′

3

[ ]
e

3
2π tanØ

′( ) + tan
π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
cotØ′

3
+ 1

{ }

Nγ = 20.7

(4.33)
qu = �cNcFcsFcdFci + �qNqFqsFqdFqi +
1
2
�γBNγFγsFγdFγi (4.84)
�q = γDf = (17)(2) = 34kPa
Since Df and B are identical to those of Example 4.4, all correction factors are
the same as those in Example 4.4.

When c′ = 10 kPa,
qu = (10)(30.1)(1)(1.28)(1)+ (34)(18.4)(1)(1.27)(1)

+ (0.5)(17)(1.5)(20.7)(1)(1)(1) = 1444 kPa
(4.84)

′
when c = 20 kPa,
qu = (20)(30.1)(1)(1.28)(1)+ (34)(18.4)(1)(1.27)(1)

+ (0.5)(17)(1.5)(20.7)(1)(1)(1) = 1830 kPa
(4.84)
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and when c′ = 30 kPa,
qu = (30)(30.1)(1)(1.28)(1)+ (34)(18.4)(1)(1.27)(1)

+ (0.5)(17)(1.5)(20.7)(1)(1)(1) = 2218 kPa
(4.84)
2. The bearing capacity factors remain the same. The change ofDfwill affect the cor-
rection factors as follows:
an
When Df= 0 m, q= 0 and all correction factors equal to 1.
qu = (5)(30.1)(1)(1)(1)+ (0)(18.4)(1)(1)(1)+ (0.5)(17)(1.5)(20.7)(1)(1)(1)

= 415 kPa

(4.84)
When Df= 4m,
�q = γDf = (17)(4) = 68kPa
For Df of 4 m, (Df/B)= (1/1.5). 1, in cohesive-frictional soil,
Fqd = 1 + 2 tanØ′(1− sinØ′)2 tan−1 Df

B

( )
= 1.35 (4.73)
Fcd = Fqd −
1− Fqd
Nc tanØ

= 1.37 (4.74)
d

Fγd = 1 (4.75)
All other correction factors equal to 1.
qu = (5)(30.1)(1)(1.37)(1)+ (68)(18.4)(1)(1.35)(1)+ (0.5)(17)(1.5)(20.7)(1)(1)(1)

= 2160 kPa

(4.84)
From Examples 4.4 and 4.5, we can get a feeling of how sensitive qu is in response
to the variations of c′ and Df, as the three bearing capacity factors serve as amplifica-
tion factors to these parameters. With higher friction angle and hence larger bearing
capacity factors, the sensitivity of qu to these parameters increases significantly. Read-
ers are encouraged to explore the sensitivity of qu to various input parameters with the
Excel programs associated with Examples 4.4 and 4.5, provided at the publisher’s
website.
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EXAMPLE 4.6

Given

For a cohesive-frictional soil with unit weight γ= 17 kN/m3, soil cohesion c′ = 10 kPa,
friction angle Ø′ = 30◦, and the strip foundation is 2 mwide. A vertical design load P of
250 kN and a moment, MB of 50 kN-m per m of the foundation length are applied at
the central location of the strip foundation. The soil–foundation interface is perfectly
smooth. The strip foundation is embedded at a depthDf of 1 m. The groundwater table
is deep, and its effects can be ignored.
Required

Determine the ultimate bearing load Qu of the strip foundation.
Solution

The soil friction angle is 30◦, the same as that in Example 4.4. Thus the bearing capacity
factors are the same, as follows:

Nq = e(π tan 30
◦) tan2 45◦ + 30◦

2

( )
= 18.4 (4.23)
Nc = cot 30◦(Nq − 1) = 30.1 (4.24)
Nγ = 20.7 (4.33)
The eccentricity,

eB = MB

P
= (10)

(30)
= 0.33m (4.77)
eB
B

= 0.2
2

= 0.1 , 1/6OK
B′ = B− 2eB = (2)− 2(0.2) = 1.6m (4.81)

when Df= 1m,

�q = γDf = (17)(1) = 17 kPa
For Df of 1 m and B= 2m, (Df/B), 1 in cohesive-frictional soil, Equations
4.67-4.69 give

Fqd = 1 + 2× tanφ′(1− sinφ′)2
Df

B

= 1+ 2× tan 30◦(1− sin 30◦)2
1
2
= 1.144 (4.67)
Fcd = Fqd −
1− Fqd
Nc tanφ

= 1.153 (4.68)
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and

Fγd = 1 (4.69)
All other correction factors equal to 1.

qu = �cNcFcsFcdFci + �qNqFqsFqdFqi +
1
2
�γBNγFγsFγdFγi (4.84)
)(1)
qu = (10)(30.1)(1)(1.153)(1)+ (17)(18.4)(1)(1.144)(1)+ (0.5)(17)(1.6)(20.7)(1)(1

= 986kPa

(4.84)

′
Qu = quB = (986)(1.6) = 1578kN/m
4.8 FOUNDATION SETTLEMENT

It has been stressed that the foundation design has to consider two criteria relating to
stability (safety) and serviceability (performance). The stability criterion ensures that
shear failure does not occur under the design loading conditions. The serviceability crite-
rion is to ensure that foundation settlement under design load is not excessive to affect its
serviceability. A foundation design may be deemed not feasible because of the lack of
safety (i.e., low-safety factor against bearing capacity failure) or due to poor serviceability
(i.e., excessive settlement). The following sections concentrate on the issues that relate to
foundation settlement.

The loading from the superstructure causes stress increase to the underlying soil stratum
and that in turn induces compression of the soil and hence settlement of the foundation.
The foundation settlement can generally be divided into three aspects: elastic or immediate
settlement Se, settlement due to primary consolidation of the affected soil Sc, and settle-
ment due to secondary consolidation of soil Ss.

The elastic or immediate settlement occurs concurrently with little time delay as the
superstructure is constructed and foundation loading increases. Adjustments can be
made to the superstructure during construction. Therefore, the negative impact of Se to
the superstructure is usually minimal.

The primary consolidation settlement in granular soil may be considered as immediate
because of the high permeability of granular soil. For clays, however, the primary consol-
idation settlement can be amajor concern, as it can develop long after the superstructure is
completed and excessive settlement can be damaging. This is especially true for founda-
tions on normally or lightly overconsolidated clays (see Chapter 1). The high Sc values
can be a reason for abandoning the use of shallow foundation.

The secondary consolidation is a long-lasting, endless phenomenon of soil structure
rearrangement that continues after the primary consolidation is completed (i.e., excess
pore pressure is fully dissipated). Details of secondary consolidation have been described
in Chapter 1. Usually, the effects of Ss are significant for organic soil deposits due to its
high-secondary compression index (Cα). Because of its powdery or fibrous characteristics,
the primary consolidation in certain types of organic soils (such as peat) can occur much
faster than that of inorganic cohesive soils. In any case, Ss is mostly a function of time and
Cα; it is less affected by the level of stress increase.

Because of the drastically different nature among the various types of settlement
described above, it may be preferable to evaluate the three components of settlement
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separately for foundations in cohesive soils. For foundations in granular soils, it may be
advantageous to integrate the analysis for Se, Sc, and Ss as described later.

In order to estimate foundation settlement, we often need to know the vertical stress
increase in the soil due to the load applied on the foundation.
4.8.1 Vertical stress increase in soil due to external
loading on foundations

It is useful to present a few fundamental elastic solutions for vertical stress increase due to
external loading. These include the application of a concentrated load and a uniform pres-
sure over a circular or rectangular area.
4.8.1.1 Stress increase due to a concentrated load

The most useful elastic solution is the vertical stress increase in soil due to a concentrated
vertical load P acting on the ground surface, derived by Boussinesq (1883). The vertical
stress increase solution for point A in the soil is given by

Δσ = 3P

2πz2 1+ r
z

( )2[ ]5/2 (4.90)

where r =
���������
x2 + y2

√
and x, y, z are the coordinates of point A.
4.8.1.2 Stress increase due to a uniformly loaded circular area

Determining the stress increase in the soil mass as a result of surface loading is often the
first step in estimating the foundation settlement due to soil compressibility. Figure 4.13
describes a case of circular foundation with a radius of R. The stress increase Δσ due to a
uniform pressure qo over the circular foundation can be obtained by using Equation 4.90
for a concentrated point load and integration for the entire loaded area. The resulting
stress increase solution for point A, located at a depth z below the center of the circular
qo

R

z

A
Δσ

Figure 4.13 Stress increase under the center of a uniformly loaded circular area.
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area, is given by

Δσ = qo 1− 1

1+ R
z

( )2[ ]3/2

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎭

(4.91)
Ahlvin and Ulery (1962) showed that the stress increase for any location at a distance r
from the center of the loaded area and at a depth z can also be obtained in a similar
manner.
4.8.1.3 Stress increase due to a uniformly loaded rectangular area

In a similar manner, the stress increase below a uniformly loaded rectangular area as
shown in Figure 4.14 can also be obtained. In particular, the stress increase solution at
a point A located at a depth z below the center of the rectangular area with a length L
and a width B can be shown to be

Δσ = qo Ic (4.92)

where Ic is called the influence factor which represents the ratio of Δσ over qo and,

Ic = 2
π

mn
��������������
1+m2 + n2

√ 1+m2 + 2n2

(m2 + n2)(1+ n2)
+ sin−1 m

��������
1+ n2

√ ����������
m2 + n2

√
{ }

(4.93)

where

m = L
B

(4.94)
n = 2z
B

(4.95)
qo

B

L

z

A
Δσ

Figure 4.14 Stress increase under the center of a rectangular loaded area.
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Figure 4.15 Estimate stress increase using the 2:1 method.
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It should be noted that the above stress increase calculation is based on the assumption
that the soil is linear elastic. The stress increase from multiple loaded areas and of various
geometries can be calculated as the sum of stress increase due to individual loaded areas.
For example, the stress increase below the corner of a rectangular loaded area can be cal-
culated considering that only one quadrant of the rectangle shown in Figure 4.14 is
loaded, and

Δσ = qo
Ic
4

(4.96)

where Ic is determined according to Equation 4.93.
It is useful to note that, in practice, foundation engineers often make use of an approx-

imate solution to estimate the stress increase with depth. This approximate method is
termed as the 2:1 method, as depicted in Figure 4.15. The stress increase estimated using
the 2:1 method is given by

Δσ = qo
BL

(B+ z)(L+ z)
= m

m+ n
2
+mn

2
+ n2

4

⎡

⎢⎢⎣

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ qo (4.97)
Through integration of the Boussinesq equation (Equation 4.90), the relationship
between the vertical stress increase Δσ at any location below foundation and loading
on the foundation of various geometry and load configuration (e.g., an embankment)
can be derived. With the derived relationship and the help of spreadsheet program, the
value of Δσ can be readily calculated. More details on the calculation of stress increase
due to foundation loading can be found in many textbooks on soil mechanics (e.g., Holtz
et al., 2011).
EXAMPLE 4.7

Given

For a flexible foundation having a shape of rectangle and a half-circle as shown in
Figure E4.7. The rectangle has a width B of 3 m and length L of 5 m, and the half-circle
has a radius R of 1.5 m. A uniform bearing pressure qo of 200 kPa is applied to
the foundation.



qo

Δσ

3 m

5 m

3 m

A

Figure E4.7 Dimensions of the flexible foundation.
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Required

Determine the stress increase Δσ at point A, 3 m below the center of the circle.
Solution

Divide the foundation into two parts: a rectangle and a half-circle.
For the Ic at point A under the center edge of the rectangle, Ic equals 0.5 times the Ic

under the center of a foundation that has a dimensions of L= 10m and B= 3m.

Consider the effects of rectangular loaded area:

z= 3m

m = L
B
= (10)/(3) = 3.33 (4.94)
n = 2z
B

= (2)(3)/(3) = 2.0 (4.95)

qo = 200kPa

and,

Ic = 0.5

× 2
π

mn
���������������
1+m2 + n2

√ 1+m2 + 2n2

(m2 + n2)(1+ n2)
+ sin−1 m

��������
1+ n2

√ ����������
m2 + n2

√
{ }

= 0.266

(4.93)
Δσ= qoIc= (200)(0.266)= 53.20 kPa

Consider the half-circular loaded area:

R= 1.5 m
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z= 3m

Δσ = 0.5× qo 1− 1

1+ R
z

( )2[ ]3
2

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫
⎪⎬

⎪⎭

= 28.45 kPa (4.91)
Total stress increase= (53.20)+ (28.45)= 81.65 kPa.
4.9 FOUNDATION SETTLEMENT DUE TO SOIL

ELASTIC DEFORMATION

This section describes some basic elastic solutions for a flexible circular and rectangular
foundation under a uniform bearing pressure. Further details may be found in Davis
and Selvadurai (1996).

1. Settlement of a uniformly loaded flexible circular foundation

Consider a uniform pressure qo over a circular surface foundation with a radius R.
The surface settlement (i.e., vertical displacement) at a point that has a distance of
ηR from the center of the foundation can be shown to be
Se(r = ηR) = 2qo 1− μ
( )

R
πG

∫π/2

0

��������������
1− η2sin2Ω

√
dΩ (4.98)
where
μ= Poisson’s ratio
Ω= is in radian, the shear modulus G is linked to Young’s modulus E as follows:
G = E
2(1+ μ)

(4.99)

For the special cases of the center of the foundation (η= 0) and edge of the foun-

dation (η= 1), we can integrate Equation 4.98 to obtain the following simple elastic
surface settlement solutions:
Se(η = 0) = qo(1− μ)R
G

(4.100)
and

Se(η = 1) = 2qo(1− μ)R
πG

(4.101)
2. Settlement of a uniformly loaded surface, flexible rectangular foundation

Similarly, for the elastic settlement of a uniformly loaded, flexible rectangular foun-
dation on the ground surface, with a length L (in the y direction) and width B (in
the x direction). The surface settlement at the center of the rectangular foundation
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can be shown to be
Se = qo(1− μ)B
πG

sinh−1(m)+m sinh−1 1
m

( )[ ]
(4.102)
where m= (L/B) and
sinh−1(m) = ln m+
���������
1+m2

√( )
(4.103)
The elastic settlement at the corner of the rectangular foundation can be shown
to be
Se =
qo 1− μ
( )

B
2πG

[sinh−1 m( ) +m sinh−1(
1
m
)] (4.104)
3. Settlement of a uniformly loaded flexible rectangular foundation at depth

We now consider the elastic settlement of a uniformly loaded rectangular foundation
buried at a depthDf with a length L (in the y direction) and a width B (in the x direc-
tion). For this more complex problem, the average or mean settlement of the founda-
tion has been given by Fox (1948). The final solution for the mean elastic settlement
can be expressed in a closed form as follows:
�Se = qo(1+ μ)
4πE(1− μ)

∑5

k=1

βk Yk (4.105)
where
β1 = 3− 4μ (4.106)

2
β2 = 5− 12μ+ 8μ (4.107)
β3 = −4μ(1− 2μ) (4.108)

2
β4 = −1+ 4μ− 8μ (4.109)

2
β5 = −4(1− 2μ) (4.110)
and
Y1 = B log
L+ r4

B
+ L log

B+ r4
L

− (r4)
3 − L3 − B3

3LB
(4.111)

3 3 3
Y2 = B log
L+ r3
r1

+ L log
B+ r3
r2

− (r3) − (r2) − (r1) + r3

3LB
(4.112)

2 2
Y3 = r
B
log

(L+ r2)r1
(L+ r3)r

+ r
L

log
(B+ r1)r2
(B+ r3)r

(4.113)

2

Y4 = r (r1 + r2 − r3 − r)
LB

(4.114)

( )

Y5 = r tan−1 LB

rr3
(4.115)
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while
r = 2Df (4.116)

���������√

r1 = B2 + r2 (4.117)

���������√

r2 = L2 + r2 (4.118)

���������������√

r3 = L2 + B2 + r2 (4.119)

����������√

r4 = L2 + B2 (4.120)
For the special case of a surface foundation where r= 2Df= 0, the above solution

reduces to the following simple average elastic settlement:
�Se = 2qo(1− μ2)
πE

Y1 = m0
qo(1− μ2)

E

����
LB

√
(4.121)
where the coefficientm0 is only a function ofm=L/B and can be shown to be in the
following closed form:
m0 = 2
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(4.122)
The procedures for the estimation of elastic settlement are developed based on elas-

ticity theories, and the soil is assumed as linear elastic with a constant Young’s mod-
ulus E. Soil is known to have a rather non-linear stress–strain relationship. A
reasonable estimate of the E value should consider the expected strain level to be
experienced by the soil under the loading conditions. Schnaid (2009) recommended
empirical equations to estimate E based on SPT N60 (SPT N value corrected to an
energy ratio of 60%) that consider the foundation allowable bearing pressure qall
determined with an FS of 3 (i.e., qall= qu/3) as follows.

For granular soils:

E
N60

= 1 (MPa) (4.123)

and for undrained cohesive soils:

E
N60

= 1 to 1.2 (MPa) (4.124)
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EXAMPLE 4.8

Given

For a flexible rectangle foundation having a width B of 3 m and length L of 5 m. A uni-
form bearing pressure qo of 200 kPa is applied to the foundation. The underlying soil
has a shear modulus G of 5000 kPa and Poisson’s ratio μ of 0.3.
Required

a. Consider the foundation is at the ground surface. Determine the elastic settlement
at the center and corner of the rectangular foundation using Equations 4.102 and
4.104, respectively (that is, the Davis and Selvadurai (1996) solution).

b. Consider the same foundation embedded (Df) at 2 and 0 m below ground sur-
face. Determine the respective average elastic settlement of the rectangular
foundation using the Fox (1948) solution (i.e., Equations 4.105 and 4.121,
respectively).
Solution

B= 3m. L= 5m, qo= 200 kPa, G= 5000 kPa, and μ= 0.3
m=L/B= 5/3= 1.67

a. Elastic settlement using the Davis and Selvadurai (1996) solution for the surface
foundation:
To determine the elastic settlement at the center of the foundation,
sinh−1(m) = ln m+
���������
1+m2

√( )
= 1.695 (4.103)
sinh−1 1
m

( )
= ln

1
m

+
���������

1+ 1
m2

√( )

= 0.673 (4.103)
Se(center) = qo(1− μ)B
πG

sinh−1(m)+m sinh−1 1
m

( )[ ]
= 75mm (4.104)
At corner of the foundation,
Se
(corner)= Se(center)/2= 37.5 mm according to Equation 4.104
b. Elastic settlement using the Fox (1948) solution:

Consider Df= 2 m
β1 = 3− 4μ = 1.80 (4.106)
β2 = 5− 12μ+ 8μ2 = 2.12 (4.107)
β3 = −4μ(1− 2μ) = −0.48 (4.108)
β4 = −1+ 4μ− 8μ2 = −0.52 (4.109)
β5 = −4(1− 2μ)2 = −0.64 (4.110)
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r = 2Df = 4.0 (4.116)
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r1 =
���������
B2 + r2

√
= 5.0 (4.117)
r2 =
���������
L2 + r2

√
= 6.40 (4.118)
r3 =
���������������
L2 + B2 + r2

√
= 7.07 (4.119)
r4 =
����������
L2 + B2

√
= 5.83 (4.120)
Y1 = B log
L+ r4

B
+ L log

B+ r4
L

− (r4)
3 − L3 − B3

3LB
= 1.88 (4.111)
Y2 = B log
L+ r3
r1

+ L log
B+ r3
r2

− (r3)
3 − (r2)

3 − (r1)
3 + r3

3LB
= 1.47 (4.112)
Y3 = r2

B
log

(L+ r2)r1
(L+ r3)r

+ r2

L
log

(B+ r1)r2
(B+ r3)r

= 0.39 (4.113)
Y4 = r2(r1 + r2 − r3 − r)
LB

= 0.35 (4.114)
Y5 = r tan−1 LB
rr3

( )
= 1.95 (4.115)
�Se = qo(1+ μ)
4πE(1− μ)

∑5

k=1

βk Yk = 11mm (4.105)
Consider Df= 0m
�Se = 2qo(1− μ2)
πE

Y1 = 15.1mm (4.121)
4.10 FOUNDATION SETTLEMENT DUE TO PRIMARY

CONSOLIDATION IN COHESIVE SOILS

In Chapter 1, the concept of consolidation and time-dependent consolidation deformation
for saturated clay soils under effective stress increments was presented. This is particularly
applicable for estimation of consolidation settlement of a foundation over saturated
clay soil.
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Figure 4.16 Consolidation settlement calculations.
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The foundation settlement over a saturated clay stratum, as shown in Figure 4.16, due
to one-dimensional consolidation can be calculated by dividing the clay stratum into a
number of layers each having a thickness of Hi. For each clay layer i, the settlement due
to primary consolidation ΔSci is related to the change of void ratio Δei and initial thickness
of the layer Hi as follows:

ΔSci = Δei
1+ eoi

Hi (4.125)

where
eoi= initial void ratio of layer i
The change (reduction) of void ratio caused by an increase of the effective vertical stress
from σ′vo to σv′ = σvo′ + Δσ for each layer depends on the relative values of the initial effec-
tive vertical stress, final effective vertical stress, and the preconsolidation pressure σp′. It is
noted that Δσ denotes the average vertical stress increase over each clay layer due to the
construction of the foundation. eoi is the initial void ratio of the clay layer i.

The total consolidation settlement of the clay stratum will be the sum of the consolida-
tion settlement for each clay layer, namely

Sc =
∑n

i=1

ΔSci =
∑n

i=1

Δei
1+ eoi

Hi (4.126)

where n is the number of clay layers over the clay stratum. Apparently, the number of lay-
ers that we use to divide the clay stratum can affect the Δei for each clay layer and thus the
Sc. Judgment is required to reach a balance between the accuracy of computation and
accuracy of the input parameters, especially the clay compressibility.

As shown in Figure 1.3, we may encounter three possible cases for which different
equations would need to be used to determine the void ratio reduction and consolidation
settlement for each clay layer (note that the subscript i is omitted below for brevity):
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a. The case of normal consolidation when σ′vo= σ′p:

Δe = Cclog
σv′

σ′vo
(4.127)

′

ΔSc = HCc

1+ eo
log

σvo + Δσ
σ′vo

(4.128)

′ ′ ′
whe
b. The case of overconsolidation when σvo, σv≤ σp:

Δe = Cslog
σ′v
σ′vo

(4.129)

′

ΔSc = HCs

1+ eo
log

σvo + Δσ
σ′vo

(4.130)

′ ′ ′
c. The case of overconsolidation followed by normal consolidation when σvo, σp≤ σv:

Δe = Cslog
σ′p
σ′vo

+ Cclog
σ′v
σ′p

(4.131)

′

ΔSc = HCs

1+ eo
log

σp
σ′vo

+ HCc

1+ eo
log

σ′vo + Δσ
σ′p

(4.132)
re Cc is the compression index and Cs is the swelling index of the clay layer.
It must be stressed that the above consolidation settlement is based on the assumption of
one-dimensional (i.e., the vertical displacement) consolidation theory. In other words, it is
assumed that the soil will only move in the vertical direction under the external loading
applied from the construction of a foundation. In reality, of course, soils will also be
able to move sideways, although their magnitude may be much smaller than that of the
vertical direction. A more rigorous treatment and quantification would require a numer-
ical-based, three-dimensional consolidation analysis. However, it may be reasonable to
state that the simplified, one-dimensional consolidation analysis described above would
likely overestimate the consolidation settlement of a foundation when compared with a
three-dimensional consolidation analysis, and therefore is conservative for foundation
design.
EXAMPLE 4.9

Given

A rectangular foundation with a width of 3 m and a length of 6 m is located at a depth
of 2 m in a soil profile with a sand layer of 4 m from the ground surface underlain by a
normally consolidated clay layer of 4 m, as shown in Figure E4.9. The increased pres-
sure at the foundation base caused by the construction of the foundation is 200 kN/m2.
The initial void ratio eo of the normally consolidated clay is 1.35. The compression
index Cc of the clay is 0.35. The water table is at the top of the clay layer. The total
unit weight of sand γ= 16.5 kN/m3. The saturated unit weight of the clay γsat=
18.5 kN/m3. The unit weight of water γw= 10 kN/m3.
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Required

Determine the expected consolidation settlement due to the construction of
the foundation.
Ground water table

Clay layer H1 = 2 m 

Clay layer H2 = 2 m 

2 m

2 m

B = 3 m

Sand layer

qo = 200 kPa

E4.9 The foundation and multi-layer soil profile.
Solution

For simplicity, we divide the clay layer into two thinner layers of 2 m each.
First consider the center of the upper-clay layer, which is 5 m deep from the ground

surface, including 4 m of sand and 1m of clay. Before the construction of foundation,
its initial effective vertical stress is

σ′vo1 = γ × 4m+ (γsat − γw)× 1m = (16.5)(4)+ (18.5− 10)(1) = 74.5 kN/m2
Then consider the center of the lower-clay layer, which is 7 m deep from the surface,
including 4 m of sand and 3m of clay. Before the construction of foundation, its initial
effective vertical stress is

σ′vo2 = γ × 4m+ (γsat − γw)× 3m = (16.5)(4)+ (18.5− 10)(3) = 91.5 kN/m2
Due to the construction of the foundation, there is an additional stress increment at
each of the above two depths, which can be determined by Equations 4.93 through
4.95. Alternatively, it can be estimated using the simpler Equation 4.97.
If Equation 4.97 is used, then the vertical stress increment at a depth z from the bot-

tom of the foundation with a length of L and a width of B is

Δσ = qo
BL

(B+ z)(L+ z)
= m

m+ n
2 + mn

2 + n2
4

[ ]

qo (4.97)

where m=L/B, n= 2z/B, and qo is the additional pressure exerted at the bottom
of the foundation.
At the center of the upper-clay layer, we have L= 6m, B= 3m, and z= 3m qo=

200 kPa, and therefore

Δσ1 = qo
BL

(B+ z)(L+ z)
= 200× 3× 6

(3+ 3)× (6+ 3)
= 66.7 kN/m2
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At the center of the lower-clay layer, we have L= 6m, B= 3m, and z= 5m
qo= 200 kPa, and therefore

Δσ2 = qo
BL

(B+ z)(L+ z)
= 200× 3× 6

(3+ 5)× (6+ 5)
= 40.9 kN/m2
The consolidation settlement of the upper- and lower-clay layers can be estimated
using Equation 4.128. For the upper-clay layer, we have

ΔSc1 = H1Cc

1+ eo
log

σ′vo1 +Δσ1
σ′vo1

= 2× 0.35
1+ 1.35

log
74.5+ 66.7

74.5

( )
= 0.0827m (4.128)
For the lower-clay layer, we have

ΔSc2 = H2Cc

1+ eo
log

σ′vo2 +Δσ2
σ′vo2

= 2× 0.35
1+ 1.35

log
91.5+ 40.9

91.5

( )
= 0.0478m (4.128)
The total consolidation settlement is therefore

ΔSc = ΔSc1 + ΔSc2 = 0.0827+ 0.0478 = 0.1305m ≈ 131mm
4.11 FOUNDATIONS SETTLEMENT DUE TO SECONDARY

CONSOLIDATION IN COHESIVE SOILS

The secondary consolidation is mostly a function of time. The settlement due to secondary
consolidation Ss can be estimated as follows:

Ss = Cα Hc

1+ ep
log

tp + Δt
tp

(4.133)

where
Cα= secondary compression index defined by Equation (1.21)
Hc= thickness of the clay layer
ep= void ratio of the clay layer at the end of primary consolidation
tp= time required to reach the end of primary consolidation after the foundation load-

ing is applied
Δt= time duration (in the same unit as tp) after primary consolidation for the secondary

consolidation analysis
If the ep varies significantly due to the thickness of the clay layer, the clay layer can be
divided into multiple layers for the analysis similar to that for primary consolidation
analysis.
EXAMPLE 4.10

Given

For the same foundation and soil profile described in Example 4.9. The time duration to
complete the primary consolidation tp in the clay layer is expected to be 5 years.
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Required

1. Compute the end of primary consolidation void ratio ep for the clay layer.
2. Estimate secondary compression index Cα= 0.04×Cc.
3. Estimate the settlement in the clay layer due to its secondary consolidation 20 years

after the end of primary consolidation (Δt= 20 years).

Solution

As described in Example 4.9, eo= 1.35
In clay layer 1:
Initial effective overburden stress, σ′vo1= 74.5 kPa
Effective overburden stress increase, Δσ1= 66.7 kPa
End of primary consolidation effective overburden stress, σ′v1= (74.5)+ (66.7)=

141.2 kPa

Δe = Cclog
σ′v
σ′vo

= 0.097 (4.127)
ep = eo − Δe = (1.35)− (0.097) = 1.25
Ss = Cα Hc

1+ ep
log

tp + Δt
tp

= 8.7mm (4.133)
In clay layer 2:
Initial effective overburden stress, σ′v02= 91.5 kPa
Effective overburden stress increase, Δσ2= 40.9 kPa
End of primary consolidation effective overburden stress, σ′v2= (91.5)+ (40.9)=

132.4 kPa

Δe = Cclog
σ′v
σ′vo

= 0.056 (4.127)
ep = eo − Δe = (1.35)− (0.056) = 1.29
Ss = Cα Hc

1+ ep
log

tp + Δt
tp

= 8.5mm (4.133)
Total settlement due to secondary consolidation= (8.7)+ (8.5)= 17.2 mm
4.12 FOUNDATION SETTLEMENT IN GRANULAR SOILS USING THE

STRAIN INFLUENCE FACTOR METHOD

The strength of granular soil, as a frictional material, increases significantly with lateral or
confining stress. Its stiffness also increases significantly with lateral stress. The foundation
loading causes the vertical aswell as lateral stress to increase in the soil below the foundation.
Had the soil stiffness remained constant, the vertical strains in the soil below the foundation
would have decreased monotonically with depth, as the vertical stress increase diminishes.
For granular soil immediately below the foundation, the stiffness increase due to lateral stress
increasesmore thanoffsets the vertical stress increase.Asa result, the vertical strain starts low
at the foundation base, and increases with depth to a maximum value before starting its
monotonic decreasing trend with depth. Recognizing the characteristics of foundation
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settlement in granular soils, Schmertmann et al. (1978) proposed a method to estimate the
foundation settlement Se using a strain influence factor, as follows:

Se = C1C2(qall − q)
∑z2

0

Iz
E
Δz (4.134)

where
qall= the allowable or design bearing pressure applied to the foundation
q= effective overburden stress at the foundation base level
C1= 1− 0.5[q/(qall− q)]
C2= 1+ 0.2 log(time in years/0.1)
E=Young’s modulus of the soil
Iz= strain influence factor
Figure 4.17 shows the variation of the strain influence factor with depth according to a
modified version reported by Salgado (2008). B is the width and L is the length of the
foundation. The strain influence factor Iz is used to adjust the strain values (i.e., (qall−
q)/E) to account for the combined effects of vertical and lateral stress at different depths
below the foundation and impose the characteristics of strain distribution in granular soil
below the foundation as described above.

The variation of Iz can be described by the following linear equations according to
Salgado (2008). Iz at z= 0, Iz(0):

Iz(0) = 0.1+ 0.011
L
B
− 1

( )
≤ 0.2 (4.135)
Variation of (z1/B) (z1= the depth of maximum Iz from below the foundation base):

z1
B

= 0.5+ 0.0555
L
B
− 1

( )
≤ 1 (4.136)
Variation of (z2/B) (z2= depth where Iz reduces to 0, from below the foundation base):

z2
B

= 2+ 0.222
L
B
− 1

( )
≤ 4 (4.137)
qall

qz(1)′

q = γ DfDf

B

Iz(m)

Iz(0)

z1

z

z
z2

Iz

Figure 4.17 Variation of influence factor with depth.
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and the maximum influence factor, Iz(m) (Iz at depth z1):

Iz(m) = 0.5+ 0.1

�����������
(qall − q)

q′z(1)

√

(4.138)

where
q′z(1)= effective vertical stress at z1 where influence factor reaches its maximum value
Iz(m) before foundation construction
Equation 4.134 provides a rather comprehensive way to estimate the foundation settle-
ment in granular soils. The effects of foundation embedment on foundation settlement are
included in C1. Additional settlement due to secondary consolidation is considered in C2.
The term Se is used to represent foundation settlement in granular soils because the settle-
ment (or the majority of it) is immediate and similar to the case of elastic settlement. The
summation in Equation 4.134 is used to accommodate the variations of Iz and possible
variations of E with depth.

To apply the strain influence factor method, the following procedure is recommended:

1. Establish the soil profile that includes the variation of soil unit weight γ and Young’s
modulus E with depth z and ground water level if present. The E values can be esti-
mated using Equation 4.123 according to Standard Penetration Test (SPT).

2. Collect the foundation design parameters that include foundation width B, founda-
tion length L, allowable bearing pressure qall, and depth of embedmentDf. Determine
q at the foundation base level.

3. Determine z1, z2, Iz(0), q′z(1), and Iz(m) using Equations 4.135 through 4.138.
4. Determine C1 and C2 according to Equation 4.134 and the time period to be consid-

ered in the settlement analysis.
5. Divide the soil stratum below the foundation into layers to accommodate the

variations of Iz and E. The range of Iz and E values in each of the divided layers
should be reasonably represented by the corresponding values at the center of
that layer.

6. Establish a spreadsheet that includes the depth range of each layer, representative Iz
and E values, and execute the computation according to Equation 4.134.

Example 4.11 demonstrates how the procedure is applied.
EXAMPLE 4.11

Given

A shallow foundation that is 2 m wide (B) and 3 m long (L) is to be embedded (Df) at
1.5m below ground surface. Consider the groundwater table to be very deep, and it has
no effect on the foundation settlement calculations. The variations of γ and E with
depth are presented in Table E4.11. The foundation is designed for an allowable bear-
ing pressure qall of 250 kPa.
Table E4.11 Variations of γ and E with depth

Depth range (From foundation base), m E, kPa γ, kN=m3

1.5 to 0.5 12,000 18.0
0.5 to 3.5 10,000 17.0
3.5 and below 15,000 19.0
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Required

Predict the foundation settlement 10 years after the construction.

Solution

Following the procedure described above for the execution of Equation 4.134:

1. Variations of γ and E with depth z are given in Table E4.11.
2. B= 2m, L= 3m,Df= 1.5 m, q= γDf= (18.0)(1.5)= 27 kPa and qall= 250 kPa

as given.
3. Determine z1, z2, Iz(0), q′z(1), and Iz(m)

Iz(0) = 0.1+ 0.011
L
B
− 1

( )
= 0.1+ 0.011((3)/(2)− 1) = 0.106 , 0.2 (4.135)

( )[ ]

z1 = B 0.5+ 0.0555

L
B
− 1 = (2)[0.5+ 0.0555((3)/(2)− 1)]

= 1.06m , B (4.136)
z2=B 2+0.222
L
B
−1

( )[ ]
= (2)[2+0.222((3)/(2)−1)]=4.22m,4B (4.137)

′
qz(1) = (2)(18)+ (1.5+ 1.06− 2)∗(17) = 45.44 kPa
Iz(m) = 0.5+ 0.1

�����������
(qall − q)

q′z(1)

√

= 0.722 (4.138)
 1.5 m

E4.1
4. Determine C1 and C2.
C1

C2

1 M
= 0.94 according to Equation 4.134
= 1.40 according to Equation 4.134
5. Divide the soil stratum into four layers, as shown in Figure E4.11, and represen-
tative E and Iz are shown in Table E4.11a.
qall = 250 kPa

E, kPa

12,000 (1)

10,000 (2)

10,000 (3)

15,000 (4)

z, mz, m

z, m

q = γ Df  = 27 kPa

γ  = 18.0 kN/m3

γ  = 17.0 kN/m3

z2 = 4.22 m

z1 = 1.06 m

z = 3.50 m

z = 1.06 m

z = 0.5 m

γ  = 19.0 kN/m3

B = 2 m

L = 3 m

Iz(m) = 0.722

IzIz(0) = 0.106

ulti-layer soil profile.



Table E4.11a Representative Iz and E values

Layer no. Δz, m E, kPa Iz
Iz

E
Δz, m

2=kN

1 0.50 12,000 0.25 1.05E�05
2 0.56 10,000 0.56 3.13E�05
3 2.44 10,000 0.44 10.81E�05
4 0.72 15,000 0.08 0.39E�06

Pz2

0

Iz

E
Δz 15.38E�05
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6. Based on Table E4.11 a, Equation 4.134 gives the total settlement as

Se = C1C2(qall − q)
∑z2

0

Iz
E
Δz = (0.94)(1.40)(250− 27)(0.0001538)

= 45.1mm (4.134)
4.13 REMARKS

In this chapter, we reviewed the theories and methods for the stability (safety) and defor-
mation (performance) analysis of shallow foundations. The bearing capacity factors were
derived using the upper-bound limit analysis. The bearing capacity factors are sensitive to
the variations of friction angle Ø′ and can be substantial when Ø′ approaches or exceeds
30◦. The ultimate bearing capacity, qu, can be unsafely high if both c′ and Ø′ are involved
and c′ is significant, because of the high value of Nc. It is thus imperative to verify if there
is a justification for using c′. This is also the reason we emphasize that for undrained
shearing (including bearing capacity failure) in cohesive soils, the undrained shear
strength su should be used; in this case Ø= 0. Readers are encouraged to use the
Excel program provided on the publisher’s website to explore the sensitivity of qu to
the various input parameters such as foundation dimensions, embedment, and strength
parameters c′ and Ø′.

Readers are also encouraged to explore the sensitivity of foundation settlement calcu-
lation to the various input parameters such as elastic modulus, compression indexes,
and preconsolidation stress σ′p. Experience shows that the value of consolidation settle-
ment prediction is sensitive to the selection of σ′p. The value of σ′p is an important part
of our judgment as to whether the clay layer is normally consolidated or overconsolidated
(i.e., whether we can justify the Cs instead of a march larger value of Cc). The time for the
completion of primary consolidation is another potential source of error. The result is sen-
sitive to the drainage path and the coefficient of consolidation used in the prediction of
time period. A thin permeable layer embedded in the middle of a clay layer can reduce
the consolidation time significantly.

Soil is highly non-linear in its stress–strain relationship. Depending on the strain level,
the values of elastic modulus can vary by a few orders of magnitude. Most of the elastic
settlement analysis methods such as those presented in this chapter unfortunately use a
constant shear or Young’s modulus. The elastic modulus used in the elastic settlement
analysis should thus be compatible with the strain level expected in the soil stratum
induced by the foundation loading. Intensive research has been carried out in the determi-
nation of the soil non-linear stress–strain relationship and its applications in the soil defor-
mation analysis in the past few decades. These methods are slowly emerging into the
mainstream of engineering practice.
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HOMEWORK

4.1. A strip foundation with a width of 4 m is located at a depth of 2 m in a dry cohesive-
frictional soil. The cohesion of the soil is measured to be 10 kPa and its internal fric-
tion angle is 28◦. The unit weight of the soil is γ= 17.5 kN/m3. The friction angle of
the soil–foundation interface is 30◦. Calculate the ultimate bearing capacity of
the footing.

4.2. A rectangular foundationwith awidth of 3 m and a length of 6 m that is located at a
depth of 2 m in a cohesive-frictional soil above water table. The cohesion of the soil
is measured to be 10 kPa and its internal friction angle is 28◦. The unit weight of the
soil is γ= 17 kN/m3. Estimate the ultimate bearing capacity of the foundation
assuming that soil–foundation interface is perfectly smooth.

4.3. Repeat Problem H4.2 for a circular foundation with a diameter of 4 m located at a
depth of 2 m in the same soil mass.

4.4. A strip foundation is designed to be located at a depth of 2 m in a cohesive-frictional
soil with the water table at a depth of 0.5 m. The cohesion of the soil is measured to
be 10 kPa and its internal friction angle is 28◦. The total unit weight of the soil is=
17 kN/m3. The saturated unit weight of soil is γsat= 19 kN/m3 and the unit weight
of water is γ= 10 kN/m3. The FS is assumed to be 3 and the soil–foundation inter-
face is perfectly smooth. Design the width of the foundation subjected to a vertical
loading of 250 kN/m of footing length.

4.5. Consider a rectangular foundation, with a width of 3 m and a length of 6 m, located
at a depth of 2 m in a soil profile with a sand layer of 4 m from the ground surface
overlain by an overconsolidated clay layer of 4.5 m. The increased pressure at the
foundation base caused by the construction of the foundation is 220 kPa. The initial
void ratio of the overconsolidated clay is 1.1. The compression index of the clay is
0.35 and the swelling index of the clay is 0.05. The preconsolidation pressure is
measured to be 220 kPa. The water table is at the top of the clay. The total unit
weight of sand is γ= 17 kN/m3. The saturated unit weight of the clay is γsat= 19
kN/m3. The unit weight of water is γw= 10 kN/m3. Determinate the final consol-
idation settlement due to the construction of the foundation.

4.6. Repeat Example 4.9 but use the Boussinesq (1883) method (Equation 4.93) to
compute the stress increase. The foundation and soil profile are repeated in
Figure H4.6.
Ground water table

Clay layer H2 = 2 m

Clay layer H1 = 2 m

2 m

2 m

B = 3 m

Sand layer

qo = 200 kPa

Figure H4.6 The foundation and multi-layer soil profile.
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4.7. If the clay in Problem H4.6 has a coefficient of consolidation cv of 10 mm2/m, and
the lower boundary of the clay layer is not permeable (i.e., bounded by solid rock),
determine the time required to reach 95% consolidation for the clay layer, t95.

4.8. Consider the t95 obtained from ProblemH4.7 the same as the time required to com-
plete the primary consolidation, tp. Repeat Example 4.10 and predict the settlement
due to secondary consolidation 20 years after the end of primary consolidation,
using the tp obtained herein.

4.9. Repeat Problems H4.7 and 4.8 if there is a thin but permeable sand layer that can
provide drainage for pore pressure dissipation in the middle of the clay layer (i.e., at
4 m below the foundation base).

4.10. For a flexible circular foundation having a radius R of 3 m, a uniform bearing pres-
sure qo of 200 kPa is applied to the foundation. The underlying soil has a shear
modulusG of 5000 kPa and Poisson’s ratio μ of 0.3. Estimate the elastic settlement
of the foundation at the center and edge of the foundation using Equation 4.98.

4.11. Repeat Example 4.8 for a flexible rectangle foundation having a width B of 2 m
and length L of 4 m. A uniform bearing pressure qo of 200 kPa is applied to the
foundation. The underlying soil has a shear modulus G of 4000 kPa and Poisson’s
ratio μ of 0.5.

4.12. Repeat Example 4.11 soil profile remains the same, but consider the following
conditions:

a. The foundation is 2mwide (B) and 3m long (L) embedded (Df) at 0.5m, 1.5 m,

and 3.0 m below ground surface.
b. The foundation is 2 m wide (B) and 10m long (L) embedded (Df) at 0.5, 1.5,

and 3.0 m below ground surface.
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Chapter 5
Lateral earth pressure and retaining
structures
5.1 INTRODUCTION

The amount of lateral earth pressure exerted on a retaining structure (e.g., a retaining
wall) is a classic soil mechanics problem that dates back hundreds of years. When we
design a retaining wall to hold the soil behind it, the first question we face is how much
lateral earth pressure, or lateral force, the wall is subjected to. We need the lateral earth
pressure/force (i.e., the demand) to determine the dimensions and other structural details
of the retaining wall. Sometimes we build a retaining structure as a supporting element to
resist other structural loads and use soil behind the retaining wall as part of the resistance.
In this case, we need to know the lateral resistance (i.e., the supply) that we can rely on
using the weight and strength of the soil behind the wall. Lateral earth pressure/force is
part of a soil–structure interaction problem. The magnitude of lateral earth pressure
depends on the direction and amount of lateral movement of the retaining wall against
the soil. We generally divide the conditions into three categories, depending on how the
wall moves in reference to the soil, as follows (see Figure 5.1):

• At-rest condition: when the retaining wall remains fixed against the soil
• Active condition: when the retaining wall moves away from the soil
• Passive condition: when the retaining wall pushes toward the soil

Figure 5.1a shows the schematic view of a laboratory test, reported by Chen (1975),
that involves a large container with a movable wall. By filling the container with sand
behind the wall, a lateral earth pressure is developed against the wall. A horizontal
force Pn normal to the wall must be applied to maintain stability. Figure 5.1b shows
the load displacement relationship depicting the soil behavior under active, at-rest,
and passive earth pressure. If the wall is at rest, then Pn= Po (at-rest condition).
By moving the wall gradually outward, Pn will reduce accordingly, the soil goes through
elastic movement, into plastic, and eventually reaches an unrestricted plastic flow (fail-
ure) and thus defines the active collapse load, Pa. Conversely, by moving the wall grad-
ually inward, Pn will increase accordingly and eventually reach an unrestricted plastic
flow (failure), and that defines the passive collapse load, Pp. Table 5.1 shows the mag-
nitudes of wall movement to reach active and passive failure according to previous stud-
ies (DM7.2, 1982).

Details of the theories describing the lateral earth pressure/force under these condi-
tions are presented in the first part of this chapter. It will soon become obvious that it
is imperative to distinguish the differences between pressure and force. Although a seem-
ingly simple issue, failure to recognize the difference can lead to misunderstandings in the
development of the earth pressure theories and errors in the design of the retaining
structures.
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Figure 5.1 Relationship between horizontal force experienced by the wall and wall movement.
(a) Section view of the test wall. (b) Load displacement relationship.
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No significant changes have been made in the theories of lateral earth pressure analysis
in recent history. The materials and methods used in the construction of retaining struc-
tures, on the other hand, have been improved tremendously. Concrete or masonry retain-
ing walls, with or without reinforcement, have been used for centuries and are still used
today. The reinforced earth is likely the newest addition to the family of retaining wall
structures. By embedding manufactured materials such as steel strips or plastic sheets
into an earth structure, the overall performance of the composite material is significantly
enhanced. The reinforced earth walls are becoming more popular as retaining structures
Table 5.1 Magnitudes of wall movement to reach failure

Soil type and condition

Wall movement, y=Ha

Active Passive

Dense cohesionless 0.0005 0.002
Loose cohesionless 0.002 0.006
Stiff cohesive 0.01 0.02
Soft cohesive 0.02 0.04

Source: DM7.2. 1982. Foundations and Earth Structures Design Manual 7.2.
Naval Facilities EngineeringCommand, Alexandria, VA,Department ofNavy.

Note:

a y¼ horizontal movement, H¼ height of the wall.
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due to their competiveness in cost, performance, and versatility. Prefabricated, interlock-
ing sheets (i.e., thin plates) that can be made of metal, concrete, or timber driven into the
ground have been used to retain soil. These types of retaining structures are referred to as
sheet pile walls. The second part of this chapter is dedicated to the design of the various
types of retaining walls.

The calculations described in this chapter may involve elaborate equations which are
cumbersome to use without the help of a computer program, and charts and tables as typ-
ically offered in many textbooks to help interpolate the necessary values for the equations.
A series of Excel spreadsheet programs are provided on the publisher’s website for regis-
tered users.With the help of these spreadsheet computer programs, the calculations can be
significantly simplified and expedited. The charts and tables are kept to a minimum.
5.2 AT-REST LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE

Under at-rest condition, the soil behind the retaining wall is at a static equilibrium with
zero lateral strain. For a soil element (see Figure 5.2a) behind the retaining wall at a given
depth z (or given vertical effective stress, σ′v), theMohr circle (circle ab in Figure 5.2b) that
represents the state of stress for that soil element is below the failure envelope, as shown
in Figure 5.2b. It is assumed here that the soil behind the retaining wall is normally
Mohr–Coulomb failure

envelope

c′
a b

At-rest Mohr circle

τ f =
 c′ + σ ′ tan Ø′

z

Retaining

structure

Soil element

No movement

(b)
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σ ′v
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σ ′h = Koσ ′v
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Ø′

Ø′ = Drained friction angle 
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r s
tre
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, τ

C′ = Drained cohesions

τf  = Shear strength

σ ′v = Effective vertical stress

σ ′h = Effective horizontal stress

Ko = The coefficient of earth pressure at rest

Figure 5.2 Vertical and horizontal stresses under at-rest condition. (a) Soil element behind the retaining
wall. (b) The Mohr circle.
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consolidated where the effective horizontal stress, σ′h, is the minor principal stress (i.e.,
σ′h = σ′3) and the effective vertical stress, σ′v, is the major principal stress (i.e., σ′v = σ′1). If
the soil behind the retaining wall is overconsolidated, then it is possible that σ′h = σ′1 and
σ′v = σ′3 (note σ

′
1 is always larger than σ′3). In any case, the Mohr circle under at-rest con-

dition is below the failure envelope.
The effective horizontal stress σ′h can be related to effective vertical stress, σ′v, as

σ′h = Koσ
′
v (5.1)

where
Ko= the coefficient of earth pressure at rest

The empirical equation proposed by Jaky (1944) is widely used for the estimation of
Ko for normally consolidated soil where Ko relates to drained soil friction angle, Ø′, as

Ko = 1− sinØ′ (5.2)
For overconsolidated soil, Ko may be expressed as (Mayne and Kulhawy, 1982)

Ko = 1− sinØ′( )
OCRsinØ′

(5.3)

where
OCR= overconsolidation ratio

Note that water has no strength (i.e., Ø′ = 0) and thus pore water pressure, u, is isotro-
pic, or itsKo= 1. For this reason, where water table is present behind a retaining wall, the
lateral soil pressure (based on effective stress) and water pressure are calculated separately
and then combined. The combined lateral pressure is higher than that without water.
Also, water freezes and expands in cold temperatures. To minimize these negative effects,
we usually provide a filter and drainage system behind the retaining wall to assure that
there is no accumulation of water. Details of filter designs are discussed in the latter
part of this chapter.
Figure
EXAMPLE 5.1

Given

For the rigid and fixed retaining wall shown in Figure E5.1, the groundwater table is at
3 m below the ground surface. Consider soil as dry above the groundwater table. The
granular soil behind the retaining wall is normally consolidated (OCR= 1).
No movement

z

H
 =

 1
0

 m

γ  = 16.5 kN/m3

Ø′ = 35°

Ø′ = 32°

γsat = 18.0 kN/m3

3
 m

E5.1 The rigid and fixed retaining wall.
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Required

Calculate and plot the lateral pressure distribution on the back of the retaining wall.
Solution

For soil layer 1 (0 to 3 m):

γ′ = γ = 16.5 kN/m3
For normally consolidated soil,

Ko = (1− sinØ′) = 1− sin (35◦) = 0.43 (5.2)
For soil layer 2 (3 to 10m),

γ′ = γsat − γw = (18.0)− (9.81) = 8.19 kN/m3
Ko = (1− sinØ′) = 1− sin (32◦) = 0.47 (5.2)

′
Calculations of the effective lateral stress, σh, and pore water pressure, u, at z= 0, 3,
and 10m are shown in Table E5.1. The pressure profiles depicted in Figure E5.1a are
based on the results in Table E5.1.
Table E5.1 Computations of σ0h and u

z, m σ0v , kPa σ0h ¼ Koσ0v , kPa u, kPa σ0h þ u, kPa

0 0 0 0 0
3 49.50 21.11 0 21.11
3 49.50 23.27 0 23.27
10 106.83 50.22 68.67 118.89

Lateral pressure, kPa

0
0

2

4

z, 
m

6

8

10

50 100

σ′ h

σ′ h + u

150

E5.1a Lateral pressure profiles.
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5.3 LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE—COULOMB’S METHOD

Coulomb (1776) approached the problem of calculating the active and passive lateral
pressure on a retaining wall using the concept of limit (or force) equilibrium. The method
involves the following assumptions:

• The soil behind the retaining wall is uniform and can have both friction and
cohesion.

• The soil is assumed to fail by sliding along a plane.
• The frictional resistance is distributed uniformly along the failure plane.
• The wedge bounded by the wall, the backfill surface, and failure plane moves as a

rigid body.
• There can be friction between the wall and soil, represented by a soil–wall interface

friction angle, δ′.
• The failure is a plane strain problem. The analysis considers a unit thickness of the soil

and wall system.

It is important to note that Coulomb’s method is based on forces. The direct outcome of
the analysis is lateral force. The lateral earth pressure is derived based on an assumption
that it increases linearly with depth and that the integration of the earth pressure along the
wall gives the same total force as that from the force-based analysis.
5.3.1 Coulomb active earth pressure

To describe the method of calculating the active earth pressure, let’s start with a simple
case of a smooth, vertical wall and a flat granular soil (c′ = 0) backfill (see Figure 5.3a).
In this case, the soil–wall interface friction angle, δ′ = 0. The drained friction angle of
the granular soil is Ø′. The height of the wall, H, and unit weight of the granular backfill
(γ′) are given. A failure plane inclined at an angle Ω from the vertical as shown in
Figure 5.3a is assumed. The angle Ω is arbitrarily chosen initially. Since the wedge ABC
in Figure 5.3a is in a state of equilibrium, the force polygon indicated in Figure 5.3b
must close. With H, γ′, and Ω either given or assumed, the weight of the wedge ABC,
W, can be calculated as

W = 1
2
γ′H2 tanΩ (5.4)
F

C

W

c′ = 0

B

A

P (Pa)

P (Pa)

H

(a) (b)

H/3

Assumed failure plane

(= )

WF

Ω

Ω  + φ ′

Ø′

Ø′

γ ′

π
2

π
4 2

– Ω – φ′
φ′

–

π
2

Figure 5.3 Coulomb’s limit equilibrium approach. (a) Sectional view of the retaining wall and the
assumed failure plane. (b) The force polygon.
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F is the reaction force along the faceAB, at an angle Ø′ to the normal (i.e., known direc-
tion). The lateral reaction force P in horizontal direction (see Figure 5.3b) can be deter-
mined using the force polygon.

P = W tan
π

2
− Ω− ϕ′

( )
= 1

2
γ′H2 tanΩ · tan π

2
− Ω− ϕ′

( )
(5.5)
The lateral active force, Pa, corresponds to the case where Ω is chosen so that P reaches
its maximum value. It can be demonstrated mathematically (i.e., set derivative dP/dΩ= 0

and determine Ω) that when Ω = π

4
− ϕ′

2
,P = Pa (maximum P).

Or

Pa = 1
2
γ′H2 tan2

π

4
− ϕ′

2

( )
(5.6)
We lump the latter part of Equation (5.6) into one variable, Ka, so that

Pa = 1
2
γ′H2Ka (5.7)

where
Ka=Coulomb’s active earth pressure coefficient

and

Ka = tan2
π

4
− ϕ′

2

( )
= 1− sinϕ′

1+ sinϕ′ (5.8)
Assuming lateral earth pressure increases linearly with depth, Pa acts at H/3 from the
base of the wall (see Figure 5.3a).

Using a similar approach, we can calculate the active lateral force Pa for more general
conditions where the retaining wall has a back face inclined at an angle of β with the
vertical, and the granular backfill slopes at an angle of α with the horizontal, as shown
in Figure 5.4. The angle of friction between the soil and the wall is δ′. In this case, P or
Pa is inclined at an angle δ′ to the normal of the back face, and

Ka =
cos2 β −Ø′( )

cos2 β
( )

cos β + δ′
( )

1+
���������������������������
sin Ø′ + δ′

( )
sin Ø′ − α

( )

cos β + δ′
( )

cos β − α
( )

√[ ]2 (5.9)

′ 1 ′ 2 ′
In practice, it is generally assumed that δ ranges from
2
ϕ to

3
ϕ . In active condition,

the failure wedgemoves away from the backfill andwith a downward vertical component.
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γ ′
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Figure 5.4 Coulomb’s active force analysis for general case. (a) Sectional view of the retaining wall and
the assumed failure plane. (b) The force polygon.
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When there is friction between the wall and soil (i.e., δ′≠ 0), Pa reacts to the failure wedge
movement and therefore points upward toward the failure wedge, as shown in Figure 5.4.

The Excel spreadsheet program available on the publisher’s website is capable of calcu-
lating the Coulomb and Rankine (described later) earth pressure coefficients. With the
help of this spreadsheet computer program, the coefficients can be readily calculated
with any reasonable combinations of φ′, δ′, α, and β.
5.3.2 Coulomb passive earth pressure

The derivation for the Coulomb passive earth pressure coefficient is similar to the active
case presented above. The main difference is that in passive condition, the failure wedge is
pushed laterally toward the backfill with an upward component, by the lateral force stem-
ming from the retaining wall. When there is friction between the wall and soil (i.e., δ′ ≠ 0),
the passive lateral force Pp reacts to the failure wedge movement and points downward, as
shown in Figure 5.5a. For an arbitrarily chosenΩ, the lateral force P is calculated using the
force polygon shown in Figure 5.5b. The lateral passive force Pp corresponds to the case
where Ω is chosen so that P reaches its minimum value. By setting the derivative
dP/dΩ = 0, Ω = π

4 + ϕ′
2 , and P= Pp.

In this case,

Pp = 1
2
γ′H2Kp (5.10)

Where Kp=Coulomb’s passive earth pressure coefficient, and

Kp = cos2 β +Ø′( )

cos2 β
( )

cos β − δ′
( )

1−
���������������������������
sin Ø′ + δ′

( )
sin Ø′ + α

( )

cos β − δ′
( )

cos β − α
( )

√[ ]2 (5.11)
Again, assume passive earth pressure increases linearly with depth; Pp therefore acts
at H/3 from the base of the wall (point A of Figure 5.5a). For a simple case of
smooth (δ ′ = 0), vertical wall (β= 0), and a flat (α= 0) backfill, Equation (5.11) is
simplified as

Kp = cos2 Ø′( )

1− sin Ø′( )[ ]2 = tan2
π

4
+ ϕ′

2

( )
= 1+ sinϕ′

1− sinϕ′ (5.12)

′
Thus for the same simple case (δ = 0, β= 0, and α= 0), Kp= 1/Ka.
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Figure 5.5 Coulomb’s passive force analysis. (a) Sectional view of the retaining wall and the assumed
failure plane. (b) The force polygon.
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EXAMPLE 5.2

Given

For the wall described in Figure E5.2, the backfill is granular material. Consider the fol-
lowing soil parameters, wall, and backfill configurations:

Ø′ = 30◦, 35◦, and 40◦

c′ = 0
δ′ = (2/3) Ø′

α= 0◦, 5◦, and 10◦

β= 0◦, 10◦, and 20◦
H

α

γ ′

Ø′

δ ′ = (2/3)Ø′
c′ = 0

β

E5.2 Wall and backfill conditions for Example 5.2.
Required

Compute the Coulomb Ka and Kp coefficients under these conditions.

Solution

Ka of Coulomb’s method is

Ka =
cos2 β −Ø′( )

cos2 β
( )

cos β + δ′
( )

1+
���������������������������
sin Ø′ + δ′

( )
sin Ø′ − α

( )

cos β + δ′
( )

cos β − α
( )

√[ ]2 (5.9)

and Kp of Coulomb’s method is

Kp = cos2 β +Ø′( )

cos2 β
( )

cos β − δ′
( )

1−
���������������������������
sin Ø′ + δ′

( )
sin Ø′ + α

( )

cos β − δ′
( )

cos β − α
( )

√[ ]2 (5.11)
Using the spreadsheet program provided at the publisher’s website and inserting the
given parameters, the following table can be prepared.
β¼ 0o
 β¼ 10�
 β¼ 20�
α
 α
 α
Ø0
 0�
 5�
 10�
 0�
 5�
 10�
 0�
 5�
 10�
30�
 Ka
 0.30
 0.32
 0.34
 0.38
 0.40
 0.44
 0.48
 0.52
 0.57

Kp
 6.11
 8.05
 10.90
 4.45
 5.62
 7.16
 3.58
 4.42
 5.45
35�
 Ka
 0.24
 0.26
 0.27
 0.32
 0.34
 0.37
 0.43
 0.46
 0.50

Kp
 9.96
 14.23
 21.54
 6.47
 8.56
 11.62
 4.81
 6.13
 7.88
40�
 Ka
 0.20
 0.21
 0.22
 0.28
 0.29
 0.31
 0.38
 0.41
 0.44

Kp
 18.72
 30.81
 58.46
 10.18
 14.49
 21.71
 6.80
 9.06
 12.34
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5.4 LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE—RANKINE’S METHOD

Rankine (1857) developed the lateral earth pressure theory using the concept of stress. It is
assumed that the backfill behind the retaining wall is granular (i.e., no cohesion, or c′ = 0)
and the soil within the failure zone is in a state of plastic equilibrium.

5.4.1 Rankine active earth pressure

We again start with a simple case of vertical wall (β= 0) and flat backfill (α= 0), as shown
in Figure 5.6a.Within the active failure zone, there are numerous failure planes inclined at
an angle of

(
π
4

)+ ( ϕ′
2

)
with the horizontal as shown in Figure 5.6a, as predicted by the

Mohr–Coulomb failure envelope described in Figure 5.6b. When the soil element shown
in Figure 5.6a is under active condition, the wall movement causes σ′h to be low enough
that the Mohr circle (circle AB in Figure 5.6b) touches the failure envelope and σ′h = σ′3
(i.e., the minor principal stress), as shown in Figure 5.6b. The Mohr–Coulomb failure
envelope (note it is assumed that c′ = 0) is defined as

τf = σ′ tanØ′ (5.13)
In this case, the major and minor principal stresses are related to each other as follows:

σ′1 = σ′3 tan2
π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
(5.14)

where
σ′1 = σ′v =major principal stress and σ′3 = σ′h = σ′a =minor principal stress.
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Figure 5.6 Vertical and horizontal stresses under active condition. (a) A vertical wall with flat backfill.
(b) The Mohr circle.
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Replace σ′v and σ′a into Equation (5.14),

σ′v = σ′a tan2
π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
(5.15)
Reorganizing Equation (5.15) yields

σ′a = σ′v tan2
π

4
−Ø′

2

( )
(5.16)

′
= σvKa

where
Ka = tan2

π

4
−Ø′

2

( )
= 1− sinØ′

1+ sinØ′ = Rankine active earth pressure coefficient.

For the case shown in Figure 5.6, the wall face is vertical (β= 0o), frictionless (δ′ = 0),
the backfill is flat (α= 0), and Ka is the same as that of Coulomb.

Using a similar approach, the Rankine active earth pressure problem can be extended to
a more general case with and inclined backfill, α (from horizontal). The active earth pres-
sure coefficient, Ka, can be expressed as

Ka = cos α
cos α−

������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√

cos α+
������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√ (5.17)

o
Note that for the case of Equation (5.17), the wall face is vertical (β= 0 ) and friction-
less (δ′ = 0). At any depth, z, the Rankine active earth pressure σ′a is

σ′a = σ′vKa = γ′zKa (5.18)

and the active lateral force on the wall is

Pa = 1
2
γ′H2Ka (5.19)

′
The Pa and σa are parallel with the surface of the backfill and inclined at an angle of α
from the horizontal, as shown in Figure 5.7. Pa acts at H/3 from the bottom of the wall.
H

H/3

z

α

α

α

Paσa′

Figure 5.7 Direction of Rankine active pressure=force.
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5.4.2 Rankine passive earth pressure

If we follow the simple case of vertical wall (β= 0) and flat backfill (α= 0) but consider the
passive condition as shown in Figure 5.8, the failure planes will incline at an angle of
π
4 − ϕ′

2

( )
with the horizontal as shown in Figure 5.8a, as predicted by the Mohr–Coulomb

failure envelope described in Figure 5.8b. When the soil element shown in Figure 5.8a is
under passive condition, the wall movement causes σ′h to be high enough that it becomes
the major principal stress before theMohr circle (circle BC in Figure 5.8b) touches the fail-
ure envelope (i.e., σ′h = σ′1 = σ′p and σ′v = σ′3). TheMohr–Coulomb failure envelope (note
it is assumed that c′ = 0) remains the same as described by Equation (5.14). By replacing
σ′h and σ′v into Equation (5.14), we have

σ′p = σ′v tan2
π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
(5.20)

′
= σvKp

where
Kp = tan2

π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
= 1+ sinØ′

1− sinØ′ = Rankine passive earth pressure coefficient.

Similarly, the Rankine passive earth pressure problem for a vertical and frictionless wall
(β= 0 and δ′ = 0) can be extended to a more general case with and inclined backfill, α (to
the horizontal). The passive earth pressure coefficient, Kp, can be expressed as

Kp = cos α
cos α+

������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√

cos α−
������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√ (5.21)
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Figure 5.8 Vertical and horizontal stresses under passive condition. (a) Passive conditions of a vertical
wall with flat backfill. (b) The Mohr–Coulomb failure envelope.
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EXAMPLE 5.3

Given

For the same backfill conditions described in Example 5.2 with the following soil
parameters:

Ø′ = 30o, 35◦, and 40◦

c′ = 0
α= 0◦, 5◦, and 10◦

But,

δ′ = 0◦, and
β= 0◦
Required

Compute the Rankine Ka and Kp under these conditions.
Solution

According to Equation (5.17), Ka of Rankine’s method is

Ka = cos α
cos α−

������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√

cos α+
������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√ (5.17)

and Kp of Rankine’s method is

Kp = cos α
cos α+

������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√

cos α−
������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√ (5.21)
Using the spreadsheet program provided at the publisher’s website and inserting the
given parameters, the following table can be prepared.
β¼ 0�
α

Ø0
 0�
 5�
 10�
30�
 Ka
 0.33
 0.34
 0.35

Kp
 3.00
 2.94
 2.77
35�
 Ka
 0.27
 0.27
 0.28

Kp
 3.69
 3.63
 3.44
40�
 Ka
 0.22
 0.22
 0.22

Kp
 4.60
 4.53
 4.32
The Rankine Kp actually decreases with α. This trend is not reasonable.
5.5 LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE—LIMIT ANALYSIS

As stated in Chapter 2, the upper- and lower-bound methods are based in the rigorous
theory of plasticity and are theoretically correct for perfectly plastic materials. The limit
equilibrium method (Terzaghi, 1943) makes use of a failure mechanism and ensures
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Figure 5.9 Limit analysis for active earth pressure. (a) Failure mechanism. (b) Velocity field.
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overall force equilibrium of soil structures. Limit equilibrium analysis is similar to upper-
bound limit analysis in that both approaches make use of a failure mechanism. The upper-
bound method is based on an energy balance equation to derive an upper-collapse load,
while the limit equilibrium method is based on force equilibrium to derive an estimated
collapse load. For a class of translational failure mechanism, the solution from a limit
equilibrium calculation may be regarded as an upper bound. For more general analysis,
however, the limit equilibrium method would not satisfy all the requirements of either
an upper-bound or a lower-bound theorem and therefore would not provide a bound sol-
ution on the exact collapse load.

To demonstrate the limit analysis for active and passive lateral earth pressure, we again
start with a simple case of frictionless (δ′ = 0) and vertical (β= 0) wall with a flat backfill
(α= 0) of cohesionless soil (c′ = 0). Figure 5.9 shows the case of upper-bound (based on
kinematically admissible velocity field) analysis for the active earth pressure. The failure
mechanism shown in Figure 5.9a consists of two rigid bodies (i.e., soil wedge ABC and
remainder of the backfill) and a plane sliding surface (AB). The angleΩ is again arbitrarily
chosen initially. The compatible velocity field is depicted in Figure 5.9b where velocity V
of the soil wedge ABC is at an angle Ø′ to the sliding plane AB.

The rateof internal energydissipationoccurs alongACandAB.As thewall is frictionless,
no energy is dissipated alongAC. The rate of internal energy,Wi, dissipation alongAB isWi

= c′V cosØ′ (H secΩ)= 0 since c′ = 0. The rate of external work,We, consists of the work
done by soil wedge moving downward and that by the force Pmoving horizontally:

We = 1
2
γ′H2 tan Ω

( )
V cos Ω+Ø′( )[ ]− PV sin Ω+Ø′( )

(5.22)
Equating the internal and external work Wi=We, thus

1
2
γ′H2 tan Ω

( )
V cos Ω+Ø′( )[ ]− PV sin Ω+Ø′( ) = 0

or

P = 1
2
γ′H2 tan Ω

( )
cot Ω+Ø′( )

(5.23)

π Ø′ 1 ′ 2 2 π Ø′( )

When Ω = 4 − 2 , P reaches its maximum value or P= Pa= 2 γ H tan 4 − 2 , which

is the same as Equation (5.6).
For the passive earth pressure case, themechanism is very similar. Themain difference is

that V is now pointing upward but still inclined at an angle Ø′ to the sliding plane. The
rate of internal and external work is found in the same manner as for the active earth
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pressure; the upper bound is minimized to obtain the passive earth pressure. When
Ω = π

4 + Ø′
2 , P reaches its minimum value, or P = Pp = 1

2 γ
′H2 tan2 π

4 + Ø′
2

( )
, which is the

same as Equation (5.12).
Figure 5.10 shows the discontinuous equilibrium solution to obtain the lower bounds

(based on statically admissible stress field) in which K is a chosen parameter such that the
Coulomb yield criterion will be satisfied in region I. The Mohr circles in the figure show
that the two K values that correspond to Ka and Kp, respectively, can furnish the needed
lower-bound solutions of the lateral earth pressure problem, and for active earth pressure:

K = Ka = tan2
π

4
−Ø′

2

( )
(5.24)

for passive earth pressure:

K = Kp = tan2
π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
(5.25)
In this case the upper and the lower bounds for the active and passive earth pressure,
respectively, are identical, indicating that these are exact solutions.

The Coulomb and Rankine methods consistently overestimate the passive earth pres-
sures when compared with those measured in the field and laboratory model tests
(Chen, 1975) when Ø′ becomes larger than 35◦. Chen (1975) tried six different possible
failure mechanisms in his investigation in the use of upper-bound solution for active and
P
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Kpγ ′zKaγ ′z
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Figure 5.10 Lower-bound stress field for lateral earth pressure. (a) An equilibrium solution. (b) Mohr’s
circles of region I.
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passive earth pressures. It was concluded that the so-called log-sandwich mechanism as
shown in Figure 5.11a provided the best results in many aspects. In the log-sandwich
mechanism, the nonlinear failure surface is defined by two parameters, ρ and Ψ. (Note:
In Coulomb and Rankine methods, a single parameter such as Ω in Figure 5.5a was
used to define the sliding plane.) The angles ρ andΨ in Figure 5.11a are arbitrarily chosen
initially; the corresponding lateral earth pressure coefficients termed Kat and Kpt are tem-
porary values for active and passive conditions, respectively, and based on the trial ρ and
Ψ. For cohesionless backfill and a smooth wall (δ′ , Ø′):

Kat

Kpt

{ }
= +sec δ′

A
× B+ C D+ E[ ] + F{ } (5.26)

and

A = + cos+ tan δ′ sin β − tan δ′ sin ρ+ β
( )

cos ρ
(5.26a)

( ) ( )
B = tan ρ cos ρ+Ø′ sin ρ+ β

cos β cosØ′ (5.26b)

( )
C = cos2 ρ+Ø′

cos ρ cos β cos2 Ø′ 1+ 9 tan2 Ø′( ) (5.26c)

( ) ′ ′( ) ′( )[ ]

D = sin β + ρ +3 tanØ + +3 tanØ cosΨ+ sinΨ exp +3Ψ tanØ

(5.26d)
( ) ′( ) ′( )[ ]
E = cos β + ρ 1+ +3 tanØ sinΨ− cosΨ exp +3Ψ tanØ (5.26e)

′( ) ( ) ( ) ′( )
F = cos2 ρ+Ø cos β + ρ+ Ψ− α sin β + ρ+ Ψ exp +3Ψ tanØ

cosØ′ cos β sin β + ρ+ Ψ+Ø′ − α
( )

cos ρ
(5.26f)
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Figure 5.11 The log-sandwich mechanism. (a) Failure mechanism. Smooth wall δ
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,Ø0. Rough Wall

δ0 � Ø0. (b) Velocity field.
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For cohesionless backfill and a rough wall (δ′ ≥ Ø′):

Kat

Kpt

{ }
= + sec δ′

A
× B+ C D+ E[ ] + F{ } (5.27)

and

A = + cos β + tan δ′ sin β (5.27a)

( ) ( ) ( )
B = sin2ρ cos ρ+Ø′ sin β + ρ cos β+Ø′

cos2 β cosØ′ cos ρ+Ø′( ) (5.27b)

2 ′( ) ′( )
C = cos ρ+Ø cos β+Ø

cos2 β cos2 Ø′ 1+ 9 tan2 Ø′( )
cos ρ+Ø′( ) (5.27c)

( )

D = sin β + ρ

× +3 tanØ′ + +3 tanØ′ cosΨ+ sinΨ
( )

exp +3Ψ tanØ′( )[ ]
(5.27d)

( ) ′( ) ′( )[ ]

E = cos n β + ρ 1+ +3 tanØ sinΨ− cosΨ exp +3Ψ tanØ (5.27e)

2 ′( ) ( ) ( ) ′( ) ′( )
F = cos ρ+Ø cos β+ ρ+Ψ− α sin β+ ρ+Ψ cosn β+Ø exp +3Ψ tanØ

cos2 β cosØ′ sin β+ ρ+Ψ− α+Ø′( )
cos ρ+Ø′( )

(5.27f)
To apply these solutions to obtainKa andKp, an iterative procedure is required to select
ρ and Ψ such that the maximum Kat=Ka and minimum Kpt=Kp. To expedite the com-
putations, the following initial values for ρ andΨ (in degrees) may be considered (Bowles,
1996) in the search routine:

ρ ≈ 0.5(90+ α− β)
Ψ ≈ 0.2(90+ α− β)
The computationmay not converge if extreme initial values of ρ andΨ (i.e., close to 0 or
α+ β) are used. It should be noted that in comparisonwith those of Coulomb andRankine
methods, significant differences exist mostly in passive earth pressure when using the log-
sandwichmethod. The passive earth pressures from log-sandwichmethod compare favor-
ably with results from rigorous numerical analysis (Chen, 1975). Table 5.2 shows selected
Kp values from log-sandwich solution for flat, cohesionless backfill (α= 0).
Table 5.2 Selected Kp from log-sandwich solution for flat, cohesionless backfill (α¼ 0)

Ø0 (degree) δ0 (degree) β¼ 0� β¼ 20�

20 0 2.11 1.82
10 2.61 2.11
20 3.54 2.60

30 0 3.23 2.53
15 4.71 3.22
30 9.11 4.90

40 0 6.98 3.55
20 10.70 5.44
40 30.81 15.66
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A spreadsheet program is provided at the publisher’s website for the computation ofKp

using the upper-bound log-sandwich method.
EXAMPLE 5.4

Given

For the same backfill conditions described in Examples 5.2 and 5.3 with the following
soil parameters:

Ø′ = 30o, 35◦, and 40◦

c′ = 0
α= 0◦, and 5◦

But,

δ′ = 0◦, and (2/3)Ø′

β= 0◦, and 20◦ (wall inclination)

Required

Compute the Kp values under these conditions using the upper-bound log-
sandwich method.

Solution

Use the spreadsheet program provided at the publisher’s website and insert the given
parameters, the following table for Kp can be prepared:
α

β¼ 0�
 β¼ 20�
Ø0
 0�
 5�
 0�
 5�
30�
 δ0 ¼ 0�
 3.34
 3.88
 2.53
 2.93

δ0 ¼ (2=3)Ø0
 5.58
 6.84
 3.61
 4.33
35�
 δ0 ¼ 0�
 4.38
 5.20
 3.06
 3.61

δ0 ¼ (2=3)Ø0
 8.39
 10.70
 4.77
 5.88
40�
 δ0 ¼ 0�
 6.04
 7.36
 3.83
 4.62

δ0 ¼ (2=3)Ø0
 13.57
 18.21
 6.61
 8.40
The Kp values are smaller than those using the Coulomb method under similar con-
ditions (Example 5.2).
5.6 EFFECTS OF COHESION ON LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE

The original development ofKa andKp byCoulomb andRankine did not directly consider
cohesion. So far, the description on active and passive earth pressure involves Ø′ only.
Cohesion, c′, has been left out deliberately because it has to be treated with caution. To
start with, let’s consider the active case shown in Figure 5.12 where the Mohr–Coulomb
failure envelope involves both c′ and Ø′ as

τf = c′ + σ′ tanØ′ (5.28)
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This is the same as Rankine’s stress-based approach. The direction of the failure planes
(dashed line in Figure 5.12) remains the same. The major and minor principal stresses on
the Mohr circle are now related to each other as follows:

σ′1 = σ′ tan2
π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
+ 2c′ tan

π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
(5.29)

where σ′1 = σ′v =major principal stress and σ′3 = σ′h = σ′a = minor principal stress.
Replace σ′v and σ′a into Equation (5.29),

σ′v = σ′a tan2
π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
+ 2c′ tan

π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
(5.30)
Reorganizing Equation (5.30) yields

σ′a = σ′v tan2
π

4
−Ø′

2

( )
− 2c′ tan

π

4
−Ø′

2

( )
(5.31)

2 π Ø′( )

The general practice is to take Ka = tan 4 − 2 as the Rankine active earth pressure

coefficient. Through analogy, Equation (5.31) can now be expressed as

σ′a = σ′vKa − 2c′
���
Ka

√
(5.32)

′ ′
Therefore Ka is not affected by the consideration of c , but σa is reduced because of the
second term in Equation (5.32).

Similarly, c′ can be added to the calculation of shear resistance along the failure plane in
Coulomb’s force-based analysis, and Pa will also be reduced. In any case, it is clear that c′

causes Pa to be lowered, or the demand for the retaining structural capacity is reduced.
The question is, can we rely on the reduced Pa in our design?

At ground surface (z= 0), σ′v = 0 and σ′a =−2c′
���
Ka

√
, a negative value or σ′a is a tensile

stress as indicated in Figure 5.13. The tensile stress can cause cracks within soil and
soil-wall interface because soil has practically zero tensile strength. This tensile stress
decreases with depth until it reaches a depth where σ′a becomes zero as

σ′a = γ′zcKa − 2c′
���
Ka

√
= 0
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Ka = Active earth pressure coefficent
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Figure 5.13 Rankine active pressure with tensile stress. (a) Active pressure with tensile stress.
(b) Active pressure below the tensile crack only. (c) Active pressure from ground surface.
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thus

zc = 2c′

γ′
���
Ka

√ (5.33)

zc is called the depth of tensile crack. If the effects of the tensile stress are considered
(assuming no cracks), then the total Rankine active force per unit length of the wall is

Pa = 1
2
γ′H2Ka − 2c′H

���
Ka

√
(5.34)

′
A higher c causes lower Pa (i.e., less demand on retaining structure). Thus an overesti-
mation of c′ and/or its effects can lead to unsafe design. In practice, Pa is usually calculated
considering that the tensile crack has appeared and only the earth pressures between z= zc
and z=H are included, as shown in the shaded area of Figure 5.13b, where

Pa = 1
2

H − zc( ) γ′HKa − 2c′
���
Ka

√( )
(5.35)
Or, assume that the crack is also filled with soil, and

Pa = 1
2
H γ′HKa − 2c′

���
Ka

√( )
(5.36)
As shown in the shaded area of Figure 5.13c.
Theoretically, the Rankine and Coulomb earth pressure theories can also be formulated

in total stress (i.e., in terms of γ, Ø, and c) or Ø = 0 conditions in saturated clays (i.e., γ=
γsat and c= su). After all, we build earth-retaining structures mostly for long-term appli-
cations, and the backfill will eventually become drained (excess pore water pressure fully
dissipated). Unless it can be demonstrated that the earth pressure is more critical in
undrained conditions, the earth pressures are usually calculated with drained soil param-
eters in the design of retaining structures.
EXAMPLE 5.5

Given

Figure E5.5 shows a case of vertical wall (β= 0) with flat (α= 0) cohesive frictional
backfill. The soil parameters are included in Figure E5.5.



H
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Ø′  = 30°

c′   = 10 kN/m2

H = 5 m

Figure E5.5 Vertical wall with a flat, cohesive frictional backfill.
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Required

Determine the depth of tensile crack, zc, and Rankine lateral earth force (Pa) con-
sidering the effects of tensile crack according to Equation (5.35) and Equation
(5.36).

Solution

For the soil conditions given, Ka = tan2
π

4
−Ø′

2

( )
= 0.33

zc = 2c′

γ′
���
Ka

√ = 2( ) 10( )/ 18( ) 0.33( )0.5[ ] = 1.93m (5.33)
Before tensile crack develops, compute Pa using Equation (5.34)

Pa = 1
2
γ′H2Ka − 2c′H

���
Ka

√
= (0.5)(18)(52)(0.33)− (2)(10)(5)(0.330.5)

= 17.27 kN/m
Consider the tensile crack and use Equation (5.35):

Pa = 1
2

H − zc( ) γ′HKa − 2c′
���
Ka

√( )

= (0.5)(5− 1.93) (18)(5)(0.33) − (2)(10)(0.330.5)[ ] = 28.38 kN/m
Consider the tensile crack and use Equation (5.36):

Pa = 1
2
H γ′HKa − 2c′

���
Ka

√( )
= (0.5)(5)[(18)(5)(0.33)− (2)(10)(0.330.5)]

= 46.13 kN/m
For the passive earth pressure, we can follow Equation (5.29) again, except for the
passive case, σ′1 = σ′h = σ′p = major principal stress and σ′3 = σ′v = minor principal
stress as shown in Figure 5.14.
Replace σ′v and σ′p into Equation (5.29),

σ′p = σ′v tan2
π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
+ 2c′ tan

π

4
+Ø′

2

( )
(5.37)

2 π Ø′( )

Take Kp = tan 4 + 2 as the Rankine passive earth pressure coefficient. Through

analogy, Equation (5.37) can now be expressed as

σ′p = σ′vKp + 2c′
����
Kp

√
(5.38)
Rankine passive force per unit length of the wall is

Pp = 1
2
γ′H2Kp + 2c′H

����
Kp

√
(5.39)
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Therefore Kp is not affected by the consideration of c′, but σ′p and Pp are increased
because of the second term in Equations (5.38) and (5.39). Similarly, c′ can be added
to the calculation of shear resistance along the failure plane in Coulomb’s force-based
analysis, and Pp will also be increased.
5.7 CONSIDERATION OF SURCHARGE

Using Coulomb’s limit equilibrium approach, Okabe (1924) proposed a general method
that considers the effects of surcharge on the surface of the backfill. Figure 5.15 shows the
failure wedge and force polygon for the active earth pressure analysis, considering a uni-
form surcharge distribution and the backfill is cohesive-frictional (c′ ≠ 0). For wedgeABD
with a trial angle Ω, the lateral force, P, can be calculated as

P = AB− C
D

(5.40)

and

A = γ′h2

2
cos β − α

( )

cos β
( ) + qh

[ ]

(5.40a)

( )

B = cos β − Ω−Ø′ sin Ω( ) (5.40b)

( ) ′
C = c′h cos β − α cosØ (5.40c)
( ) ( ) ( )
D = cos β sin Ω+Ø′ + δ′ cos β − Ω− α (5.40d)
h

D
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γ ′
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5.15 Coulomb’s active earth pressure considering cohesion and surcharge.
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The active earth force, Pa, corresponds to the maximum value of P when

Ω = 1
2

π

2
+ β −Ø′ + tan−1 bc+ a

��������������
b2 − a2 + c2

√

b2 − a2

( )

(5.41)

and

a = sin δ′ + α
( )

(5.41a)
′ ′( ) ′( ) ′( )
b = sin α− β −Ø − δ − sin Ø − β cos δ + α

+ 2c′ cos α− β
( )

cosØ′

γ′h cos α− β
( )

cos −β
( ) + q

{ } cos δ′ + α
( )

(5.41b)

′ ( ) ′

c = sin Ø′ − β

( )
sin δ′ + α

( )− 2c cos α− β cosØ

γ′h cos α− β
( )

2 cos −β
( ) + q

{ } sin δ′ + α
( )

(5.41c)
The lateral force Pa is acting at hc from the bottom of the wall (point A), where

hc = h

W
3

+Q
2

( )
cos Ω+Ø′ − β

( )− C
2
cosØ′

W +Q
( )

cos Ω+Ø′ − β
( )− C cosØ′ (5.42)

and

W = γ′h2 cos α− β
( )

sinΩ
2 cos2 −β

( )
cos Ω+ α− β

( ) (5.42a)
Q = qh
sinΩ

cos −β
( )

cos Ω+ α− β
( ) (5.42b)

′ ( )
C = c h cos α− β

cos −β
( )

cos Ω+ α− β
( ) (5.42c)

where (see Figure 5.15)

W=weight of the soil within the failure wedge (ABD)
Q= total force from the surcharge acting on DB
C= resistance force along the shear plane AB due to soil cohesion
EXAMPLE 5.6

Given

For the wall and backfill conditions described in Figure E5.2. The backfill is granular
material. Consider the following soil parameters, wall, and backfill configurations:

Ø′ = 30o, 35◦, and 40◦

c′ = 0
γ′ = 18 kN/m3

δ′ = (2/3)Ø′

α= 0◦, 5◦, and 10◦

β= 0◦, 10◦, and 20◦

H= height of the retaining wall= 5m
q= surcharge on the backfill= 5 kN/m2
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Required

Calculate the Pa per unit thickness of the wall (in kN/m) and hc (in m) values for the
given conditions.

Solution

Use the spreadsheet program provided at the publisher’s website and insert the given
parameters, the following table for Pa [Equation (5.40)] and hc [Equation (5.42)] can
be prepared:
5.16 N
otation
β¼ 0�
y

Y

s of the terms in Equati
β¼ 10�
x

z

r

R

P

z

y

x

Z

r = x2 +

r2 +R =
σr

on (5.43).
β¼ 20�
α
 α
 α
Ø0
 0�
 5�
 10�
 0�
 5�
 10�
 0�
X

 y2

 z2
5�
 10�
30�
 Pa, kN
 74.33
 79.15
 85.14
 94.22
 100.96
 109.23
 119.84
 129.50
 141.25

hc, m
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
35�
 Pa, kN
 61.10
 64.59
 68.81
 80.87
 86.06
 92.26
 106.67
 114.53
 123.83

hc, m
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
40�
 Pa, kN
 49.96
 52.47
 54.43
 69.34
 73.34
 78.00
 95.15
 101.56
 108.98

hc, m
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
 1.75
hc is largely controlled by the magnitude of q in this example. As the same q is used
for the example, hc is practically unchanged for all the applied parameters.
For surcharges occupying a limited area, the Boussinesq equation of theories of elastic-
ity that relates lateral stress, σr, in the ground to a point load P on the ground surface (see
Figure 5.16) can be used as a basis to estimate the lateral stress profile against the retaining
wall. The Boussinesq equation states that

σr = P
2π

3r2z
R5 − 1− 2μ

R R+ z( )
[ ]

(5.43)

where
μ= Poisson’s ratio
r=

���������
x2 + y2

√

R= ��������
r2 + z2

√

By integrating σr considering P located along a line (line load), a band (strip load) or
with various intensity (embankment load), a wide variety of surcharge loading conditions
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and their locations can be considered. A lateral stress profile can be obtained by calculat-
ing σr along the back of the retaining wall and assuming that σh= σr.

5.7.1 Point load

According to his studies, Terzaghi (1954) showed that the point load-induced lateral earth
pressure along the line ab, σh,ab (see Figure 5.17) on the retaining wall can be estimated
using the following empirical equations:

If m . 0.4 σh,ab = 1.77P
H2

( )
m2n2

m2 + n2
( )3

( )

= Ip
P
H2 (5.44)

( )( )
If m ≤ 0.4 σh,ab = 0.28P
H2

n2

0.16+ n2
( )3 = Ip

P
H2 (5.45)
The surcharge induced lateral earth pressure off the line of ab, at depth comparable to
those obtained in Equations (5.44) or (5.45), can be estimated as (Terzaghi, 1954)

σh = σh,ab cos
2 1.1θ( ) (5.46)

where
σh,ab= point load-induced lateral stress on the retaining wall along line ab
Ip= coefficient of pressure
σh= point load-induced lateral stress at any point on the retaining wall
θ= angle of deviation from line ab
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Figure 5.17 Lateral earth pressure due to a point load. (a) Lateral stress along line ab. (b) Elevation.
(c) Plane.
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5.7.2 Line load

Integrating Equation (5.43) along a line on the ground surface located at mH behind the
wall (see Figure 5.17b) and considering μ= 0.5, we can derive an equation that relates σh
to the line load of P/unit length as

σh = 2P
πH

( )
m2n

m2 + n2
( )3

( )

(5.47)
The definitions ofm and n are identical as those shown in Figure 5.17b. Studies showed
that the measured σh values were approximately twice as much as that predicted by
Equation (5.47). Terzaghi (1954) proposed the following modified equations for the
line load-induced lateral stress as follows:

If m . 0.4 σh = 4P
πH

( )
m2n

m2 + n2
( )3

( )

(5.48)

( )( )
Ifm ≤ 0.4 σh,ab = 0.203P
H

n

0.16+ n2
( )2 (5.49)
5.7.3 Strip load

This is the case where the load is applied over a finite width, such as a highway, railroad,
or embankment placed in parallel to the retaining wall. The induced lateral stress can be
obtained by integrating the equation of a line load over the given width of the strip load.
The derived equation is:

σh = 2P
π

( )
β − sin β cos 2α
( )

(5.50)
The definition of α and β are shown in Figure 5.18. α and β are in radians and P repre-
sents applied load per unit area.

The above equations for the calculation of surcharge load-induced lateral stress can be
readily executed with the help of a spreadsheet program.
5.8 ACTIVE LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE FOR EARTHQUAKE

CONDITIONS

Okabe (1924) and Mononobe (1929) reported a method to consider the effects of
earthquake loading for retaining walls with granular backfill. Let g be the gravity
H

P

α

σ ′h

β
β/2

Figure 5.18 Strip load behind a retaining wall.
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acceleration, khg=maximum horizontal acceleration, and kvg=maximum upward
vertical acceleration during an earthquake event. The analysis was developed consider-
ing that the direction of gravity (thus direction of soil weight, W) was rotated by an
angle, θ, as shown in Figure 5.19. The magnitude of θ was calculated according to
the values of kh and kv as

tan−1 θ = kh
1− kv

(5.51)
The lateral force exerted on the retaining wall for the earthquake conditions, Pae, was
then derived following Coulomb’s limit equilibrium procedure as

Pae = 1
2
γ′H2 1− kv

( ) cos2 β −Ø′ + θ
( )

cos2 β
( )

cos β + δ′+ θ
( )

1+
�������������������������������
sin Ø′+ δ′

( )
sin Ø′− θ − α

( )

cos β + δ′+ θ
( )

cos β − α
( )

√[ ]2

(5.52)
And thus an active lateral earth pressure coefficient, Kae, for the earthquake conditions
can be identified as

Kae =
cos2 β −Ø′ + θ

( )

cos θ cos2 β
( )

cos β + δ′+ θ
( )

1+
��������������������������������
sin Ø′ + δ′

( )
sin Ø′ − θ − α

( )

cos β + δ′+ θ
( )

cos β − α
( )

√[ ]2 (5.53)
Equation (5.53) is often referred to as the Mononobe–Okabe Equation. Mononobe
(1929) suggested considering the point of application for Pae at H/3 from A (the bottom
of the wall) in Figure 5.19.

Whitman (1990) suggested a simple estimate of the Kae as

Kae = Ka + 0.75kh (5.54)

where Ka is the active lateral earth pressure coefficient from Coulomb’s method
[Equation (5.9)].
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EXAMPLE 5.7

Given

For the wall and backfill conditions described in Figure E5.2. The backfill is granular
material. Consider the following soil parameters, wall, and backfill configurations:

Ø′ = 30o

c′ = 0
δ′ = (2/3)Ø′

α= 0◦, and 10◦

β= 0◦, and 20◦

kh= 0.1, and 0.2
kv= 0

Required

Calculate the active lateral earth pressure coefficient,Kae, for the given earthquake con-
ditions and compare values with Whitman’s equation.
Solution

According to Mononobe–Okabe equation,

Kae =
cos2 β −Ø′ + θ

( )

cos θ cos2 β
( )

cos β + δ′+ θ
( )

1+
��������������������������������
sin Ø′ + δ′

( )
sin Ø′ − θ − α

( )

cos β + δ′+ θ
( )

cos β − α
( )

√[ ]2

(5.53)
With Whitman’s equation,

Kae = Ka + 0.75kh (5.54)
ToapplyWhitman’s equation,Ka is computedusingCoulomb’smethod [Equation (5.9)].
Use the spreadsheet program provided at the publisher’s website and insert the given
parameters, the following table for Kae can be prepared:
Ka and Kae
β¼ 0o
 β¼ 20o
α¼ 0�
 α¼ 10�
 α¼ 0�
 α¼ 10�
Ka (Coulomb’s method)
 0.30
 0.34
 0.48
 0.57

Kae (kh¼ 0.1) (MOE)a
 0.37
 0.43
 0.57
 0.70

Kae (kh¼ 0.1) (WE)b
 0.37
 0.41
 0.55
 0.64

Kae (kh¼ 0.2) (MOE)a
 0.45
 0.57
 0.68
 0.90

Kae (kh¼ 0.2) (WE)b
 0.44
 0.48
 0.62
 0.71
a MOE: Mononobe–Okabe equation.

b WE: Whitman’s equation.
5.9 COMMENTS ON THE MERITS OF THE LATERAL EARTH PRESSURE

THEORIES

Variations of active earth pressure coefficients among different methods are limited. It is
apparent that Rankine’s method has more restrictions, such as that the wall has to be fric-
tionless (δ′ = 0). However, the nature of tension crack can be effectively described only
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under Rankine’s stress-based analysis. It should be noted that the Rankine Kp values tend
to decrease with backfill inclination angle, α. This is obviously not reasonable.

Coulomb’s method is more flexible in its acceptable conditions that can be analyzed.
Also, the limit (force) equilibrium approach is easier to formulate and execute. It is no sur-
prise that themore recent developments in the consideration of earthquake conditions and
nonlinear shear surfaces are mostly based on limit equilibrium. However, when friction
angle, Ø′, exceeds 35◦ (or with high soil wall interface friction angle, δ′), both Coulomb
and Rankine passive earth pressure becomes consistently high (i.e., can be not conserva-
tive). This is generally believed to be caused by the use of a planar shear surface in
the approach.

Several nonplanar failure surface methods using the limit equilibrium approach have
been proposed (Terzaghi, 1943; Caquot and Kerisel, 1948; Janbu, 1957; Shields and
Tolunay, 1973). Some of these methods are similar to the method of slices used in slope
stability analysis (Chapter 9). More reasonable passive earth pressures can be obtained
with the analysis that considers a nonplane failure surface. The upper-bound limit analysis
(energy based, and see Chapter 2) has a sound theoretical basis and it is versatile. Calcu-
lations that consider nonplane failure surfaces can readily be executed.

With the help of spreadsheet computer program, the above-mentioned close formmeth-
ods can all be applied efficiently.
5.10 EFFECTS OF WATER IN BACKFILL

Water has no strength (Ø′ = 0), its Ko=Ka=Kp= 1. Because of this, when calculating
the lateral earth pressure below a water table it is necessary to separate water pressure
from that of the soil. As demonstrated in Example 5.1, when water is present, the total
lateral pressure can be significantly higher than soil pressure that is calculated using the
effective stress. In addition, water can freeze and expand in cold regions, and that further
increases the loading on the retaining wall. Thus in practice we normally would install a
drainage system at the base of the retaining wall to make sure that no water can accumu-
late behind the retainingwall. Details for the design of the drainage system are described in
the following sections.

5.11 DESIGN OF RETAINING STRUCTURES

Concrete or masonry retaining walls, with or without reinforcement, have been used for
centuries. Figure 5.20 provides schematic views of different types of concrete retaining
walls. The gravity wall (Figure 5.20a) relies on its heavy weight (thus, gravity) to resist
the lateral earth pressure. Little or no reinforcement is required in the gravity wall design.
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Figure 5.20 Various types of concrete retaining walls. (a) Gravity retaining wall. (b) Cantilever retaining
wall. (c) Cantilever retaining wall with counterfort.



Figure 5.21 A geosynthetic reinforced soil-retaining wall in Jodhpur, India. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang,
Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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The wall can be built with concrete or masonry. Because of the large volume of concrete
involved, gravity walls are rarely used today. The cantilever retaining wall (Figure 5.20b)
takes advantage of the steel reinforcement; the wall thickness is much reduced and thus
more material efficient. For excessively high (wall height exceeds 6 or 7 m) cantilever
walls, a series of counterforts (Figure 5.20c) can be placed on the back of the wall to
enhance its structural capacity. This class of retaining wall is usually fabricated in the field
and is rigid.

The reinforced soil structure is a relatively new addition to the family of retaining walls.
Although the history of reinforced soil can be traced back for thousands of years, the
development of rigorous design, material fabrication, and construction procedures for
reinforced soil structures started in the mid-twentieth century. Figure 5.21 shows the pic-
ture of a geosynthetic reinforced retaining wall. The geosynthetic is a manmade material
(mostly polymers) with suitable tensile strength. The overall stability of the reinforced soil
structure is significantly enhancedwith the inclusion of the reinforcement elements such as
the geosynthetic. The reinforced soil-retaining wall is gaining popularity because of its
superior performance and relatively low cost.

Sheet pile walls are another class of retaining structures. Prefabricated, interlocking
sheets (i.e., thin plates) that can be made of metal (mostly steel), timber, or concrete are
driven side by side into the ground to form a continuous vertical wall. Figure 5.22 shows
Figure 5.22 Field installation of a sheet pile wall. (Courtesy of Trinity Foundation Engineering
Consultants, Co. Ltd., Taipei, Taiwan.)
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Figure 5.23 Cross-sectional view of sheet piles of other types of material. (a) Timber sheet pile.
(b) Concrete sheet pile.
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the field installation of a sheet pile wall. The sheet piles are usually driven with a vibratory
hammer (see Section 8.2). The alignment and resistance or thrusts are normally provided
by horizontal wales, braces, or anchors.

Wooden planks pinned together side by side have been used tomake sheet piles. If water
tightness is desired,Wakefield or tongue-and-groove sheeting is generally used.Wakefield
piles are made with three layers of wooden planks, 5 cm to 10 cm in thickness. The planks
are bolted together with the middle plank offset, forming a tongue on one edge and a
groove on the other, as shown in Figure 5.23a. Timber sheet piles have light weight,
and as such the equipment required for pile driving is also light.

Precast concrete piles (or panels) made in rectangular cross-section driven side by side
can also be used as sheet piles. The interlock between two piles can be provided with
tongue and groove, as in the case of wooden sheet piles, or after the piles are driven to
the required depth, the joint is grouted, as shown in Figure 5.23b. The concrete piles
are usually reinforced and often pre-stressed. The piles are normally beveled at their
feet to facilitate tight close driving of a pile against the already driven one.

The prefabricated sheet piles can be driven under water and/or directly into the soil
to be retained (i.e., no backfill). Because of these characteristics, sheet pile retaining
walls are commonly used for waterfront structures such as quay walls or ship docks,
where a significant part of the construction takes place under water. Or, the sheet
pile forms an important part of a braced cut system, described in Chapter 6. An impor-
tant difference in the braced cut system is that the soil to be retained is usually not
backfilled. This change in construction sequence causes significant differences in the lat-
eral earth pressures involved. Details of the construction sequence effects are described
in Chapter 6.

The following sections provide details in the analysis and design of concrete retaining
walls, reinforced soil-retaining walls, and sheet pile walls.
5.12 CONCRETE RETAINING WALLS

Regardless of the details of their structural designs, the construction of concrete retaining
walls often requires the fabrication of forms, followed by pouring of concrete. Figure 5.24
provides a cross-sectional view of the sequence of constructing a typical concrete retaining
wall. The ground is excavated to the desired depth where the retaining wall foundation is
to be placed (see Figures 5.24a). Additional excavation to shape the ground surface
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Figure 5.24 Typical sequence of a concrete retaining wall construction. (a) Original ground profile. (b)
Ground excavation and installation of retaining wall. (c) Backfill.
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behind the proposed retainingwall may be necessary tomaintain stability of the excavated
slope surface and create room for retaining wall constructionwork (see Figure 5.24b). The
excavated space is backfilled with compacted soil to the final design grade after comple-
tion of the retaining wall (Figure 5.24c).

For the design of a concrete retaining wall, we need to collect the following information
first:

• Conditions of the original groundmaterial that should include ground surface profile,
soil type(s), shear strength and unit weight of the ground material(s), and groundwa-
ter table (if present).

• Total height of the proposed retaining wall, from bottom of the foundation to top of
the wall (H in Figure 5.24c).

• Lateral earth pressure to be retained by the retaining wall. This can be determined
based on the information provided in the above two items.
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Figure 5.25 Proportioning of the concrete retaining walls. (Note: the drawings are not to scale and the
slope of the front face of the retaining wall is not necessary.) (a) Tentative proportions for
cantilever retaining wall. (b) Tentative proportions for gravity retaining wall.
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There are two major aspects to be considered in the design of a concrete retaining wall:
(1) overall stability of the wall/soil system, which is mostly a geotechnical problem; and
(2) structural design of the retaining wall that involves detailed dimensioning of the var-
ious structural elements, material (i.e., concrete) properties, and reinforcement (if used).
This textbook concentrates on the overall stability analysis only. We do not discuss the
structural designs of the retaining wall, as this information can be found in manuals or
textbooks on structural designs.

As in many civil engineering problems, the system is indeterminate, meaning that there
is more than one acceptable answer or retaining wall design for a given set of conditions.
In these situations, we assume a set of tentative dimensions and then verify if the dimen-
sions are acceptable. Adjustments are made if necessary to assure that all safety require-
ments are met. Figures 5.25a and 5.25b show the initial tentative proportions of the
cantilever and gravity retaining walls, respectively. These proportions are likely to meet
the stability requirements based on previous experience. The geometry is reasonable in
its aesthetic appearance and likely to meet the requirements for structural design and con-
struction. The foundation embedment, Df, should be deep enough that the foundation is
not affected by temperature and moisture fluctuations.

As indicated in Figures 5.25a and 5.25b, all dimensions are based on the total height of
the retaining wall, H, which is known or is part of the information to be collected as
described above. Therefore all key dimensions for the proposed retaining wall can be
established, as a start, with the help of Figures 5.25a, 5.25b, and the known magnitude
of H. The following sections provide the procedures for the stability analysis.

5.12.1 Stability analysis of cantilever retaining walls

We start with the relatively popular cantilever concrete retaining walls. The stability anal-
ysis considers four possible failure modes of the soil/structural system, as shown in
Figure 5.26. In analyzing the potential failures, the retaining wall itself is assumed to be
intact and remains rigid. For the analysis of deep-seated shear failure (Figure 5.26d),
we use the same techniques of slope stability analysis described in Chapter 9. We concen-
trate on the first three modes of failure in this section: rotation, sliding, and bearing capac-
ity failure. The following is a step-by-step description of the procedure.

Step 1: Establish the earth pressures (forces) to be experienced by the retaining wall.
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Figure 5.26 Potential failure modes to be considered in the stability analysis. (a) Rotation failure.
(b) Sliding failure. (c) Bearing capacity failure. (d) Deep-seated shear failure.
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Figure 5.27 shows a general case of a cantilever retaining wall with a sloped backfill.
For simplicity, it is assumed that the soil above the foundation is part of the retaining
wall. With this assumption, the lateral earth pressures act within the soil mass and there-
fore avoid the issue of dealing with the soil/structure interface friction angle, δ′, and this
allows Rankine’s earth pressure theory be applied. The active earth pressure (and thus the
active force, Pa) acts on the surface of a fictitious wall represented by the dash line in
B
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Figure 5.27 Loading and reaction forces experienced by a retaining wall.
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Figure 5.27 with a total height of Hv. Pa and Pp are parallel to the surface of the backfill,
and according to Rankine’s theory,

Pa = 1
2
γ′H2

vKa − 2c′Hv

���
Ka

√
(5.34)

and

Pp = 1
2
γ′D2

f Kp + 2c′Df

����
Kp

√
(5.39)
The horizontal component of Pa, Pah is the major driving force that is responsible for
causing rotation and sliding failure. Pah also causes the bearing pressure at the retaining
wall foundation to be eccentric. Pav, the vertical component of Pa and Pp, are important
resisting forces against rotation and sliding failure.

Note that the earth pressures in Figure 5.27 consider that the related soils are cohesion-
less (i.e., c′ = 0). As described in Section 5.4, the inclusion of c′ makes Pp higher and Pa

lower, and both of these conditions can lead to unsafe design. If c′ is to be included as
part of the soil strength parameters, it should be used with caution. In any case, the active
force, Pa, should be computed considering the post-tension crack conditions (i.e., use
Equation 5.35 or 5.36). For Pp, it is advisable to assume that c′ = 0. Pp acts at Df/3
and Pa atHv/3 from the bottom of the retaining wall with c′ = 0. Pa and Pp are calculated
considering a unit thickness of the retaining wall.

Step 2: Determine the weight of the concrete structure,Wc and soils,Ws above the heel.
Theweight of concrete (Wc) and soil (Ws) are part of the driving forces that induce bear-

ing capacity failure. At the same time, they are responsible for the development of fric-
tional resistance (FR in Figure 5.27) against sliding and moment against rotation
failure.Wc andWs are calculated considering a unit thickness of the retaining wall bymul-
tiplying the respective unit weight and its cross-sectional area (and unit thickness).

Step 3: Reaction forces in response to the applied loads.
The reaction forces induced by the loading conditions described in Step 1 include fric-

tional resistance, FR, and bearing pressure (represented by its resultant RB in Figure 5.27)
at the base of the retaining wall foundation. In a way, Pp, which is developed passively due
to movement of the retaining wall against the soil, should also be considered as a reaction
force. FR is defined as

FR = Wc +Ws + Pav( ) tan δ′+ Ba′

= (ΣFv) tan δ′+ Ba′
(5.55)

where
δ′ = soil–wall interface friction, φ′/2 to φ′2/3
φ′ = drained friction angle of the foundation soil
a′ = soil–wall interface adhesion, c′/2 to c′2/3
c′ = drained cohesion of the foundation soil
Pav= vertical component of Pa

and

RB = ΣFv = (Wc +Ws + Pav) (5.56)
Step 4: Check FS against overturning failure.
Refer to Figure 5.28, by taking moment about point O, the FS against overturning

is

FS = ΣMR

ΣMO
(5.57)
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Figure 5.28 The eccentrically loaded retaining wall foundation.
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where
ΣMR = sum of the moment-resisting overturning
ΣMO = sun of moment causing overturning of the wall

The effects of passive force (Pp) and weight of soil above the toe (see Figure 5.27) are
ignored in the calculation of ΣMR.

For the case shown in Figure 5.28,

ΣMR = xcWc + xsWs + BPav (5.58)

and

ΣMO = yaPah (5.59)

where
xc, xs, and ya=moment arm corresponds to Wc, Ws, and Pah, respectively
Pah= horizontal component of Pa

Pav= vertical component of Pa
The moment arm for Pav is B, width of the retaining wall foundation. A minimum FS of
2 against overturning is generally required.

Step 5: Check FS against sliding failure.
As Pah is the only driving force causing the sliding failure, the FS against sliding is

FS = FR + Pp

Pah
(5.60)

where FR is the frictional resistance shown in Figure 5.27 and defined by Equation (5.55).
A minimum FS of 1.5 against sliding is generally required.

Step 6: Check FS against bearing capacity failure.
The retaining wall foundation is likely to be eccentrically loaded because of the off-cen-

tered (i.e.,Wc andWs) and lateral (such as Pa) forces involved, thus the bearing pressure is
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likely to be non-uniform. The eccentricity of the resultant RB can be calculated by taking
moment about O, and

RB
B
2
− ec

( )
= ΣMR − ΣMO (5.61)

or

ec = B
2
− ΣMR − ΣMO( )

RB
= B

2
− ΣMR − ΣMO( )

ΣFv
(5.62)
Assume that the bearing pressure is linearly distributed as shown in Figure 5.28, the
maximum (qmax) and minimum bearing pressure (qmin) can be calculated using the con-
cept in the mechanics of materials as

qmax = ΣFv
B( ) 1( ) +

ΣMR − ΣMO( ) B
2

( )

I
(5.63)

and

qmin =
∑

Fv
B( ) 1( ) −

∑
MR −∑

MO
( ) B

2

( )

I
(5.64)

where
I=moment of inertia per unit length of the foundation section = B3 1( )

12
∑

MR −
∑

MO

( )
= ecRB = ec

∑
Fv (5.65)

∑ ∑( )

Substitute I and MR − MO into Equation (5.63) and reorganize

qmax =
∑

Fv
B( ) 1( ) +

ec(
∑

Fv)
B
2

( )

B3 1( )
12

=
∑

Fv
B

1+ 6ec
B

( )
(5.66)
In a similar manner,

qmin =
∑

Fv
B

1− 6ec
B

( )
(5.67)
It is evident that when ec/B . 1/6, qmin becomes negative or tension exists at the base
of the foundation. As soil has little tensile strength, we usually keep ec/B ≤ 1/6 when pro-
portioning a retaining wall. The retaining wall foundation is an eccentrically loaded, strip
(or continuous) shallow foundation where the applied load is also inclined. Consider that
the groundwater table is significantly below the foundation level and for drained analysis,
as described in Chapter 4, the ultimate bearing capacity is

qu = �cNcFcsFcdFci + �qNqFqsFqdFqi +
1
2
�γBNγFγsFγdFγi (4.84)
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where
�c= c′ drained cohesion of the soil
�γ = γ unit weight of the soil
q= γDf

B′ =B − 2ec
Fcs, Fqs, Fγs= shape factors= 1 for continuous foundation (B/L ≈ 0)
Fqd= depth factor= 1+ 2 tanØ′(1− sinØ′)2 Df

B

( )

Fcd= depth factor= dq− 1−dq
Nc tanØ

′

Fγd= depth factor= 1

Fci= inclination factor= (
1− α

900
)2

Fqi= inclination factor= ic
Fγi= inclination factor= (

1− α
Ø′
)2

(Ø′and α in degrees)
α= inclination of the applied load with respect to vertical = tan−1

(Pah
ΣFv

)
, in degrees

Nc, Nq, Nγ= bearing capacity factors

Because a drainage system (described later) is usually installed behind the retaining wall
to keep the water table low, we normally will use drained or effective stress analysis for
concrete retaining walls. The factor of safety (FS) against bearing capacity failure can
be calculated as

FS = qu
qmax

(5.68)
A minimum FS of 3 against bearing capacity failure is generally required.
Figure
EXAMPLE 5.8

Given

Consider the dimensions of a concrete cantilever retaining wall and the soil profile
shown in Figure E5.8. For the calculation of the shear resistance at the base of the
wall foundation, assume δ′ = (2/3)Ø′ = 20◦.
α = 5°

HvPa

Pah

Pav α
H = 7 m

1.5 m
0.6 m

0.5 m

0.7 m

2.8 m

0.7 m

0.245 m

(2)

(1)

(3)

(4)

(5)O

E5.8 Dimensions and soil profile of the retaining wall for Rankine’s method.
Required

Determine the FS of the retaining wall design against overturning, sliding, and bearing
capacity failure. Use Rankine’s method for the calculation of lateral earth pressure.
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Solution

Computations involved in this example take advantage of the spreadsheet program
provided on the publisher’s website.

Step 1: Ka of Rankine’s method is

Ka = cos α
cos α−

������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√

cos α+
������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√ = 0.34 for Ø′ = 30◦ and α = 5◦ (5.17)

and Kp of Rankine’s method is

Kp = cos α
cos α+

������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√

cos α−
������������������
cos2α− cos2Ø′√ = 3 for Ø′ = 30◦ and α = 0◦ (5.21)

and per-unit thickness of the wall,

Pa = 1
2
γ′H2

vKa = 0.5( ) 19( )(7+ 0.245)2 0.34( ) = 168.14kN

◦
Pah = Pa cos α = 168.14( ) cos 5( ) = 167.50 kN
◦
Pav = Pa sin α = 168.14( ) sin 5( ) = 14.65 kN
Pp = 1
2
γ′D2

f Kp = (0.5) 19( ) 1.5( ) 3.0( ) = 64.13kN

Step 2: Divide the soil above the heel and concrete into 5 rectangular and triangular
sections (as marked in Figure E5.8) for the calculation of Ws, Wc per unit thickness of
the wall, and their respective moment arms.
Unit weight of concrete, γconcrete= 24 kN/m3

For the preparation of the following table,
Wi= (Ai)(unit weight of soil or concrete)
xi= horizontal distance between centroid of the respective section to point O of

Figure E5.8
Mi= (Ai)(xi)
Section no.

Area
(Ai), m

2

Weight
(Wi), kN
Moment
arm (xi), m
Moment
(Mi), kN-m
1 (soil)
 0.34
 6.52
 3.27
 21.29

2 (concrete)
 0.64
 15.36
 0.83
 12.80

3 (concrete)
 3.2
 76.80
 1.15
 88.32

4 (soil)
 17.92
 340.48
 2.80
 953.34

5 (concrete)
 2.52
 60.48P
 2.10
 127.01P
Wi ¼ 499.64
 Mi ¼ 1202.76
Step 3:
∑

Wi in the above table=Wc+Ws

For the calculation of shear resistance at the base, FR, c′ and thus soil–wall interface
adhesion a′ = 0,

FR = Wc +Ws + Pav( ) tan δ′+ Ba′ = (ΣWi + Pav) tan δ′

= (499.64+ 14.65)(tan 20◦) = 187.19kN
(5.55)

and

RB = ΣFv = (Wc +Ws + Pav) = (499.64+ 14.80) = 514.44 kN (5.56)
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Step 4: Take moment about point O, the FS against overturning is

FS = ΣMR

ΣMO
(5.57)
ΣMR = ΣMi + BPav = 1202.76+ (2.8+ 0.7+ 0.7)(14.65)

= 1263.80kN-m

where B= (2.8+ 0.7+ 0.7)= 4.2 m

ΣMO = 1
3
HvPah = 1

3

( )
(7+ 0.245)(167.50) = 404.52kN-m
Thus, FS against overturning= (1263.80)/(404.52)= 3.1. 3.0

Step 5: According to Equation (5.60),

FS against sliding = FR + Pp

Pah
= (187.19+ 64.13)/(167.50) ≈ 1.50, OK (5.60)
Step 6: According to Equation (5.62)

ec=B
2
−

∑
MR−

∑
MO

( )

RB
=(4.2)(0.5)−(1264.31−404.52)/514.29=0.43m,B/6
Following Equations (5.63) and (5.64),

qmax =
∑

Fv
B

1+ 6ec
B

( )
= 514.29( )

4.2( ) 1+ 6( ) 0.43( )
4.2( )

[ ]
= 197.36 kN/m2 (5.63)
qmin =
∑

Fv
B

1− 6ec
B

( )
= 514.29( )

4.2( ) 1− 6( ) 0.43( )
4.2( )

[ ]
= 47.54kN/m2 (5.64)

′
Consider the wall foundation as a continuous foundation and c = 0,

qu = �qNqFqsFqdFqi +
1
2
�γB′NγFγsFγdFγi (4.84)
Fqs = Fγs = 1
�q = γDf = (19)(1.5) = 28.5 kN/m2

′
B = B− 2ec = (4.2)− (2)(0.44) = 3.34m
( )
Fqd = 1+ 2 tanØ′ 1− sinØ′( )2 Df

B
= (1)+ (2)(tan 30◦)(1− sin 30◦)2(1.5/4.2)

= 1.10
Fγd = 1
( ) ( )
α = tan−1 Pah∑
Fv

= tan−1 167.50
514.29

= 18.04◦

( )

Fqi = 1− α

90o
2
= [(1)− (18.04)/(90)]2 = 0.64

Fγi = 1− α

Ø′
( )2

= [(1)− (18.04)/(30)]2 = 0.16
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For Ø′ = 30◦,

Nq = tan2 45+Ø′

2

( )
eπ tanØ

′ = tan2 45+ 30( )
2

( )
e 3.1416( ) tan (30)( ) = 18.40 (4.23)

( )

Nγ = 2 Nq + 1 tanØ′ = (2)(18.40+ 1)(tan (30)) = 22.40 (4.57)
qu = �qNqFqsFqdFqi +
1
2
�γB′NγFγsFγdFγi

= (28.5)(18.40)(1)(0.64)(1.10)+ (0.5)(19)(3.34)(22.40)(1)(0.16)(1)
= 482.93 kN/m2 (4.84)
Thus, FS against bearing capacity failure is

FS = qu
qmax

= (482.93)/(197.36) = 2.45which is less than 3.0. (5.68)
Coulomb’s lateral earth pressure theory can also be used to analyze the stability of a
retaining wall. Because, the method allows wall friction δ′ and inclination of the back
face β to be included. The active lateral force can be applied directly to the surface of
the wall. We use the following example to demonstrate its application.
EXAMPLE 5.9

Given

Consider the same cantilever retaining wall and the soil profile in Example 5.8. At
the back and base of the retaining wall, assume the soil–wall interface friction, δ′ =
(2/3)Ø′ = 20◦.
Required

Determine the FS of the retaining wall design against overturning. Use Coulomb’s
method for the calculation of lateral earth pressure.
Solution

Replot the retaining wall and the soil profile as shown in Figure E5.9, but nowwith the
lateral active force applied directly to the back of the wall. The following computations
take advantage of the spreadsheet program provided on the publisher’s website.
H = 7 m

1.5 m
0.6 m

0.5 m

0.7 m

2.8 m

0.7 m

(2)

(3)

(5)O

H/3

(1)

(4)

α = 5°

Pa

Pah

Pav δ′

E5.9 Dimensions and soil profile of the retaining wall for Coulomb’s method.
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Step 1: For Ø′ = 30◦, α= 5◦, and β= 0◦, Ka of Coulomb’s method is

Ka =
cos2 β −Ø′( )

cos2 β
( )

cos β + δ′
( )

1+
���������������������������
sin Ø′ + δ′

( )
sin Ø′ − α

( )

cos β + δ′
( )

cos β − α
( )

√[ ]2 = 0.32 (5.9)

1 ′ 2 2
Pa = 2
γ H Ka = (0.5)(19)(7) (0.32)= 147.32 kN

Pah= Pa cos δ
′ = (147.32)(cos 20◦)= 138.43 kN

Pav= Pa sin δ
′ = (147.32)(sin 20◦)= 50.39 kN

Step 2: Divide the soil above the heel and concrete into 5 rectangular and triangular
sections (as marked in Figure E5.9) for the calculation of Ws, Wc per unit thickness of
the wall and their respective moment arms.
Unit weight of concrete, γconcrete= 24 kN/m3

For the preparation of the following table,
Wi= (Ai)(unit weight of soil or concrete)
xi= horizontal distance between centroid of the respective section to point O of

Figure E5.9

Mi= (Ai)(xi)

The result is the same as that shown in Example 5.8.
Section no.

Area
(Ai), m

2

Weight
(Wi), kN
Moment
arm (xi), m
Moment
(Mi), kN-m
1 (soil)
 0.34
 6.52
 3.27
 21.29

2 (concrete)
 0.64
 15.36
 0.83
 12.80

3 (concrete)
 3.2
 76.80
 1.15
 88.32

4 (soil)
 17.92
 340.48
 2.80
 953.34

5 (concrete)
 2.52
 60.48P
 2.10
 127.01P
Wi ¼ 499.64
 Mi ¼ 1202.76
Step 3:
∑

Wi in the above table=Ws+Wc= 499.64 kN
According to Equation (5.56),

RB =
∑

Fv = Wc +Ws + Pav( ) = (499.64+ 50.39) = 550.03 kN (5.56)
Step 4: Take moment about point O, the FS against overturning is

FS =
∑

MR∑
MO

(5.55)

∑ ∑

MR = Mi + 0.7+ 0.7( )Pav = 1202.76+ (1.4)(50.39) = 1273.30kN-m

∑ ( )

MO = 1

3
HPah = 1

3
(7)(138.43) = 138.42kN-m
Thus, FS against overturning= (1273.30)/(138.42)= 3.9. 3.0, OK
The gravity retaining walls are rarely used, as they are much more costly to build in
comparison with other types of retaining walls currently available. No further discussion
will be made regarding the gravity retaining wall designs.
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Figure 5.29 Possible elements in a drainage system behind a retaining wall. (a) Weep holes and chimney
drain. (b) Perforated drainage pipe.
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5.12.2 Drainage for the retaining walls

As described previously, water has no shear strength. Significantly higher lateral pres-
sure against a retaining structure can develop if water is allowed to accumulate as dem-
onstrated in Example 5.1. It is a general practice to drain the water away from the
backfill rather than to design the wall to resist the water pressure. Figure 5.29 shows
the elements that may be used as part of a drainage system behind a retaining wall.
The drainage pipes or weep holes as well as the chimney drain, if used, should be pro-
tected by a filter system.

The filter must retain the backfill soil particles from entering the filter (i.e., the retention
criterion to prevent clogging of the drainage system) while allowing water to pass (i.e., the
permeability criterion to prevent buildup of pore water pressure). The filter can bemade of
granular material with gradations that meet the following criteria (Terzaghi and Peck,
1967):

D15 F( )
D85 B( )

, 5 (for retention criterion) (5.69)

and

D15 F( )
D15 B( )

. 4 (for permeability criterion) (5.70)

where
D15(F )= grain size of the filter material for which 15% are smaller
D15(B)= grain size of the backfill for which 15% are smaller
D85(B)= grain size of the backfill for which 85% are smaller

Woven or nonwoven geotextile has been used successfully as a filter. Readers are
referred to Holtz et al. (1997) for details of the geotextile filter design.
5.13 MECHANICALLY STABILIZED EARTH-RETAINING WALLS

The modern invention of reinforcing the soil backfill behind the retaining walls was devel-
oped by a French Engineer, Henri Vidal (Vidal, 1966). The Vidal system, trademarked
as Reinforced EarthTM, uses metal strips for reinforcement, as schematically shown in
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Figure 5.30. The Reinforced Earthwalls have been used extensively throughout the world.
Various other types of metallic and nonmetallic reinforcement have also been introduced
since Reinforced Earth walls. The use of geosynthetics rather than metallic strips for rein-
forcement started in the early 1970s in France, and the U.S. Geosynthetics is a generic term
that encompasses flexible polymeric materials used in geotechnical engineering such as
geotextiles, geomembranes, geonets, and geogrids. Out of these geosynthetic materials,
geogrids and geotextiles are the most commonly used reinforcing elements. Figure 5.31
shows a few geotextile and geogrid samples to demonstrate the appearance of these mate-
rials. Readers are referred to Koerner (2012) for details on geosynthetics and their appli-
cations in geotechnical engineering. The geosynthetics are much more stretchable or
extensible than metal strips. The tensile strength per unit width of the geosynthetics is
much weaker than typical metal strips. Metal strips are installed as individual reinforce-
ment elements with horizontal and vertical spacings as shown in Figure 5.30b. The geo-
synthetics are deployed as sheets of reinforcement with vertical spacing only. Details of the
Reinforcing element

Concrete

plates

(a)

(b)

Random

backfill

Selected backfill

SV

SH

Precast concrete slab

(Skin)

Metallic strips

(Reinforcing elements)

Figure 5.30 The reinforced earth wall system. (a) Reinforced earth-retaining wall. (b) Use of metal
strips as reinforcement.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.31 Photographs of geosynthetics. (a) Uniaxial geogrid. (b) Biaxial geogrid. (c) Woven
geotextile. (d) Nonwoven geotextile.
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geosynthetic reinforced retaining wall construction are described later. Since expiration of
the early patents, the engineering community has adopted a generic term, mechanically
stabilized earth (MSE), to describe this type of reinforced soil-retaining wall construction.
Reinforced soil structures with their face inclined at 70−90◦ from horizontal are consid-
ered as the MSE retaining walls.
5.13.1 Mechanics of soil reinforcement

McKittrick (1978) provided a simple explanation for the basic mechanics of MSE.
Consider a granular soil specimen encased in a rubber membrane and placed in a triaxial
cell under a given confining stress (σ′c) as shown in Figure 5.32a. If we increase the vertical
stress, Δσ′v, while maintaining the same σ′c (i.e., Δσ′h = 0), the Mohr circle shown in
Figure 5.32bwill enlarge and eventually touch the failure envelope (meaning the specimen
is failed). In the process, the specimen expands laterally while shortening in the vertical
direction, as we learned in typical triaxial tests. On the other hand, if horizontal reinforc-
ing elements are placed within the soil mass, as shown in Figure 5.32c, these reinforce-
ments will prevent or reduce lateral as well as vertical strain because of friction
between the reinforcing elements and the soil. The behavior will be as if a lateral restrain-
ing force or load is imposed on the soil specimen. In this case, when σ′v is applied, the
horizontal stress σ′h maintains a consistent relationship with the vertical stress so that
σ′h= Kσ′v. For inextensible horizontal reinforcing elements (such as metal strips), K≈Ko

(zero lateral strain). For relatively extensible reinforcing elements such as geotextiles
and geogrids, K,Ko. Therefore as the vertical stress increases, the horizontal restraining
stress also increases in direct proportion, keeping the Mohr circle below the failure enve-
lope (no failure) as shown in Figure 5.32d.
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Figure 5.32 Mechanics of soil reinforcement. (a) Soil specimen with no reinforcement. (b) Mohr’s circle
for the case with no reinforcement. (c) Soil specimen with reinforcement. (d) Mohr’s circle
for the case with reinforcement.
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MSE is therefore a composite material, combining the compressive and shear strengths
of compacted granular fill with the tensile strength of horizontal reinforcements. With the
addition of a facing system, MSE structures are well suited for use as retaining walls,
bridge abutments, and other heavily loaded structures. The vertical face of the soil/
reinforcement system is essentially self-supporting, allowing vertical walls to be con-
structed safely. MSE walls are cost-effective soil-retaining structures that can tolerate
much larger settlements than reinforced concrete walls.

The same reinforced soil specimen described in Figure 5.32 could fail if the reinforce-
ments are pulled out, or the reinforcement yielded, and cease to provide additional hori-
zontal stress to maintain stability. These two factors are also the major concerns in the
design of MSE walls described in the following sections.
5.13.2 Stress transfer at the reinforcement–soil interface

Stresses are transferred between soil and reinforcement by friction (Figure 5.33a) and/or
passive resistance (Figure 5.33b), depending on reinforcement geometry. Frictional resis-
tance develops at locations where there is a relative shear displacement and corresponding
shear stress between soil and reinforcement surface. Reinforcing elements with primarily
planar contact with the soil such as steel strips, longitudinal bars in geogrids, and geotex-
tile are likely to generate frictional resistance. Passive resistance occurs through the devel-
opment of bearing stresses on the transverse reinforcement elements normal to the
direction of soil reinforcement relative movement. Passive resistance is a primary interac-
tion for reinforcements such as rigid geogrids, wire mesh, and strips with transverse ribs.

The contribution of each transfer mechanism for a particular reinforcement will depend
on the roughness of the contact surface, normal effective stress, grid opening dimensions,
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Figure 5.33 Stress transfer mechanism for soil reinforcement. (a) Frictional stress transfer between
soil and reinforcement surface. (b) Soil passive (bearing) resistance on transverse
reinforcement elements.
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thickness of the transverse members, and elongation characteristics of the reinforcement.
Equally important for interaction development are the soil characteristics, including grain
size distribution, grain characteristics, density, water content, cohesion, and stiffness.
Understanding the basic mechanics of MSE is crucial to the correct use of this composite
construction material.

5.13.3 Types of MSE wall systems

AnMSEwall system can be described by its reinforcement geometry, reinforcement mate-
rial, extensibility of the reinforcement material, and the type of facing, among others. The
following is a list of possible ways to classify MSE wall systems.

5.13.3.1 By reinforcement geometry

The reinforcement can be unidirectional or planar bidirectional. The unidirectional rein-
forcement can include steel or geogrids (see Figure 5.31a) with grid spacing greater than
150 mm in one direction. Typical planar bidirectional reinforcement includes continuous
sheets of geosynthetics (see Figure 5.31b) with element spacing less than 150 mm in
both directions.

5.13.3.2 By reinforcement material

The material can generally be divided in two major categories: metallic and nonmetallic.
Metallic reinforcements are typically made of mild steel, usually galvanized or epoxy
coated. Nonmetallic reinforcements include polymeric materials consisting of polypropyl-
ene, polyethylene, or polyester.

5.13.3.3 By extensibility of the reinforcement

For the inextensible reinforcement, the deformation of the reinforcement at failure is much
less than the deformability of the soil. The deformation of the reinforcement at failure is
comparable to or even greater than the deformability of the soil for the extensible
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.34 MSE wall systems with different facing. (a) With wrap-around geosynthetic facing. (b) With
segmented or modular concrete block. (c) With full-height precast panels.
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reinforcement. Steel strips are usually inextensible and most of the geosynthetic reinforce-
ments are extensible.
5.13.3.4 By facing system

The types of facing elements used in the differentMSEwalls are the only visible parts of the
completed structure. A wide range of finishes and colors can be provided in the facing. In
addition, the facing provides protection against backfill sloughing and erosion, and pro-
vides in certain cases drainage paths. Figure 5.34 depicts in concept three types of MSE
wall facings. Figure 5.34a shows a wraparound facing which is made simply by looping
around the geosynthetic at the facing. Facing can also bemadewith segmented ormodular
concrete blocks as shown in Figure 5.34b or full-height precast panels as depicted in
Figure 5.34c.

Regardless of the type of reinforcement used, the MSE walls are built in layers of com-
pacted soil. The reinforcement is installed at the designated locations or depth intervals
after each layer of backfill is placed and properly compacted. Figure 5.35 shows the field
construction of a geogrid reinforcedMSEwall with a wraparound facing.MSEwalls with
heights in excess of 15 m have been constructed to date.

5.13.4 Material properties

MSE wall involves the use of manufactured material (metal strips or geosynthetic) in a
structure that usually is intended to be used for a long time. Tensile stress that would oth-
erwise be experienced by the soil is transferred to the reinforcement via frictional and/or
(a) (b)

Figure 5.35 Field construction of a geogrid reinforced retaining wall with wrap-around facing.
(Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.) (a) Placement of geogrid. (b) Backfill
compaction.



Table 5.3 Gradation requirements according to AASHTO

U.S. sieve opening Percent passing

100 mm 100
420 μm 0–60
75 μm 0–15
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passive resistance at the soil–reinforcement interface. In order for this “composite” retain-
ing structure to function properly, it is important that the various elements involved meet
certain material and construction criteria and are compatible with each other.
5.13.4.1 The soil backfill

MSE walls are routinely designed for a 75-year service life; those supporting bridges are
typically designed for 100 years. The primary factor affecting the service life of an MSE
structure is the long-term durability of the reinforcements, which for inextensible (steel)
reinforcement materials is closely related to backfill electrochemical properties. The back-
fill material should be free-draining and reasonably free from organic or other deleterious
substances, as these materials not only enhance corrosion but also result in excessive set-
tlements. The backfill soil particles should meet the criteria shown in Table 5.3 specified
by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO).

The soil should be placed in lifts not more than 300 mm in thickness and compacted to
95% of maximum dry unit weight (γd) and within +2% of optimum water content,
according to the Standard Proctor compaction test. Large soil particles can damage the
geosynthetic in field compaction. For the longevity of the reinforcement, the soil should
also meet the electrochemical requirements shown in Table 5.4.
5.13.4.2 The metal strip reinforcement

For steel reinforcements, the design life is achieved by reducing the cross-sectional area of
the reinforcement used in design calculations by the anticipated corrosion losses over the
design life period as follows:

Ec = En − ER (5.71)

where
Ec= thickness of the reinforcement at the end of the design life
En= nominal thickness of the reinforcement at construction
ER= sacrificial thickness of metal expected to be lost due to corrosion during the ser-
vice life of the structure
Table 5.4 Electrochemical requirements

Property Criteria

Resistivity .3000 ohm-cm
pH 5–10
Chlorides ,100 PPM
Sulfates ,200 PPM
Organic content 1% max.
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The majority of MSE walls constructed to date have used zinc-galvanized steel and
backfill materials with low-corrosive potential. A minimum galvanization coating of 86
µm is applied for metal strips. According to test results reported by Anderson et al.
(2012), the zinc coating has a loss rate of 15 μm/yr in the first 2 years of installation,
and then reduced to 4 μm/yr. After zinc depletion, the carbon steel has a loss rate of 12
μm/yr. Based on these rates, complete corrosion of galvanization with the thickness of
86 µm is estimated to occur during the first 16 years and a loss of carbon steel thickness
of approximately 2 mm would be anticipated over the remaining years of a 100 year
design life.

For metal strips, the allowable tensile force per unit width of the metal strip, Ta, is

Ta = 0.55
fy · As

b
(5.72)

Or

fall = 0.55fy (5.72a)

where
b=width of the strip
fy= yield stress of the steel
fall= allowable stress of the steel
As= cross-sectional area of the metal strip

The ASTM A36 structural steel that can be used as reinforcement strips has a yield
stress, fy, of 250MPa and a mass density of 7.8 g/cm3. The loss rates reported by Ander-
son et al. (2012) determine the sacrificial thickness of steel that must be added to the
load-carrying cross-section to produce the design cross-section. At the end of the service
life, after 75 or 100 years of metal loss, the remaining steel will have a factor of safety
of 1.8 (1/0.55) against yield.
5.13.4.3 The geosynthetic reinforcement

The tensile strength is an important parameter for geosynthetics when used in the MSE
wall. We need the strength parameter in the selection of vertical spacings of geosyn-
thetics. The geosynthetic reinforcement can be damaged during construction (installa-
tion) and then degraded due to creep and mechanical and biological degradations
following the construction. For the design of the MSE wall, we therefore need to project
the tensile strength of the geosynthetic reinforcement at the end of its service life. The
general practice in this regard is to determine the short-term ultimate tensile strength,
Tult, in the laboratory first. Tult can be determined, for example, according to ASTM
D4595, wide width strip method. According to Holtz et al. (1997), Tult ranges from
12 to above 350 kN/m for woven geotextiles, 4 to 35 kN/m for nonwoven geotextiles,
and 8 to 140 kN/m for geogrids. The tensile strain at Tult is generally larger than 5%.
The manufacturers usually provide the Tult values in their product specification sheets.
The long-term tensile strength, Tal (kN/m), is assessed by dividing Tult with a series of
reduction factor as follows:

Tal =
Tult

RF
(5.73)

and

RF = RFID × RFCR × RFCD × RFBD × RFJNT (dimensionless) (5.73a)
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Tult= ultimate geosynthetic tensile strength (kN/m) determined in laboratory tension test
RFID= reduction factor for installation damage (default value≈ 1.4)
RFCR= reduction factor for creep deformation (default value≈ 3.0)
RFCD= reduction factor for chemical degradation (default value≈ 1.4)
RFBD= reduction factor for biological degradation (default value ≈ 2.0)
RFJNT= reduction factor for joints

The actual reduction factors are site specific, application specific, and product specific.
The default values described above are according to Geosynthetic Research Institute
(GRI) Standard Practice GT7 (2012) for retaining walls. These default values should be
considered as the upper bound. Multiplying these reduction factors for a particular appli-
cation is very significant in decreasing the ultimate strength. For large projects, specific
procedures are used for evaluating the individual reduction factors.

For the design of the MSE walls (procedure described below), the long-term design ten-
sion load, Ta (kN/m), is determined based on the required factor of safety (FS) as

Ta = Tal

FS
(5.74)
FS. 1.5 is usually required. The FS is thus in reference to the end of the service life of
the MSE wall.
5.13.4.4 Pullout resistance of the reinforcement

The pullout resistance of the reinforcement is defined by the ultimate tensile load required
to generate outward sliding of the reinforcement against the combined effects of frictional
and passive resistance, as described previously. The following approach applies to both
extensible (i.e., geosynthetic) and inextensible (i.e., metal strip) reinforcements. The pull-
out resistance, Pr, per unit width of the reinforcement can be estimated as

Pr = F∗ · α · σ′v · Le · 2 (5.75)

where
F*= a pullout resistance factor
α= a reduction factor to account for reinforcement extensibility (1.0 for metallic, 0.8
for geogrid, and 0.6 for geotextile reinforcement)

σ′v = effective vertical stress at the soil–reinforcement interface
Le= embedment length in the resistant zone behind the failure surface (described later)

Ideally, F* should be determined using pullout tests for the given reinforcement mate-
rial, in the specific backfill and under design stress and density conditions (Koerner, 2012).
Or, F* can be estimated using the following approach:

For ribbed reinforcement strips, F* is interpolated as follows:

F∗ = 1.8 at the top of the structure (5.76)

and

F∗ = tanØ′ at depth of 6 m and below (5.77)
For backfills, meeting the requirements is shown in Table 5.3. For geosynthetic sheet
reinforcement, F* can be estimated as

F∗ = 2/3 tanØ′ for geotextiles (5.78)
∗ ′
F = 0.8 tanØ for geogrids (5.78a)

where
Ø′ = peak-drained friction angle of the backfill soil
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5.13.5 Design procedure of MSE walls

The design of an MSE wall generally involves the following steps:

1. The height of the MSE wall, H, and general geometry of the existing ground surface
are usually given or should be determined prior to MSE wall design.

2. Provide a tentative sizing of the MSE wall, mainly the width of the wall, L, as shown
in Figure 5.36.
Figur
a. A preliminary length of reinforcement, L, is chosen that should be the greater of
0.7 H and 2.5 m.
3. Determine the engineering properties of the retained soil, foundation soil, and the soil
to be used as backfill (i.e., their respective c′, Ø′, and γ).

4. Evaluate external stability of the reinforced soil mass defined by the structure height,
H, and the reinforcement length, L.
a. The external stability evaluations for MSE walls treat the reinforced section as a
composite homogeneous soil mass and evaluate the stability according to conven-
tional failure modes for reinforced concrete retaining wall systems described pre-
viously. The reinforced soil mass is treated as a rigid “block” and subject
to lateral earth pressure. The lateral earth pressure should be determined using
Coulomb’s active earth pressure (Section 5.3). The inclination of the soil slope
behind the MSE wall (α), inclination of the back face of the MSE wall (β), and
friction angle at the interface between the retained soil and the backfill soil (δ′)
can all be considered. The lateral stress induced by surcharge should also be
included (see Section 5.7) in the calculation of lateral earth pressure.

b. Application of vertical and horizontal forces to the block, creating eccentric load-
ing, and determine the safety factor against sliding and overturning of the block
(see Figures 5.37a and 5.37b).

c. Treat the block as an eccentrically loaded foundation and check safety factor
against bearing capacity failure (Figure 5.37c) using the bearing capacity equa-
tion provided in Chapter 4.

d. The deep-seated shear failure (Figure 5.37d) analysis follows the same procedure
typically used for slope stability analysis.
5. Evaluate internal stability of the reinforced soil mass and determine the spacings of
the reinforcement.
L

L/2

Retained soil
Reinforced soil

H h

h/3

α

α
δ ′

Ws

Pav

RB

ec

Pah

Pa

e 5.36 The reinforced soil mass, its lateral earth pressure and reaction force.
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Figure 5.37 Potential external failure modes for an MSE wall. (a) Sliding, FS� 1.5. (b) Overturning, FS�
2. (c) Bearing capacity, FS� 2. (d) Deep-seated stability, FS� 1.5.
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6. Design of theMSEwall facing. This includes the structural design of the facing and its
connection with the reinforcement.

7. Deformation analysis of the MSE wall.

It should be noted that the flexibility of MSE walls makes the potential for overturning
failure highly unlikely. However, overturning criteria (maximum permissible eccentricity)
aid in controlling lateral deformation by limiting tilting, and as such should always be sat-
isfied. The external stability analysis basically follows the same procedure for reinforced
concrete retaining wall systems described previously. The procedure is demonstrated in
Example 5.10.

Many methods for internal stability evaluation have been proposed in the past (Elias
et al., 2001; Anderson et al., 2012). The main purpose of internal stability evaluation is
to determine the reinforcement required. Differences among these methods are principally
in the development of the internal lateral stress and the assumption as to the location of the
most critical failure surface. In the following discussion, we concentrate on the “Simplified
Method” (Elias et al., 2001) only.
5.13.5.1 Internal stability evaluation using the Simplified Method

The SimplifiedMethod (Elias et al., 2001) to be adopted herein is applicable toMSE walls
reinforced with either inextensible or extensible reinforcements. In this method, a poten-
tial failure surface that coincides with the zone of maximum tensile forces in the reinforce-
ment layer is assumed. The characteristics of this failure surface were developed based on
extensive experiments and theoretical studies. A bilinear failure surface is assumed for
walls reinforced with inextensible reinforcements (see Figure 5.38a). A failure surface
defined by Rankine failure plane, inclined at 45+Ø′/2 from the horizontal (see
Figure 5.38b), is assumed for extensible reinforcements. The failure surface separates
the active from the resistant zone. In both cases, the failure surface passes through the
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Figure 5.38 Location of potential failure surface for internal stability evaluation. (a) Inextensible
reinforcement. (b) Extensible reinforcement.
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toe of the MSE wall. The difference in the potential failure planes between inextensible
and extensible reinforcements reflects the effects of their extensibility. The geosynthetic
reinforcements are sufficiently extensible that the reinforced soil mass has enough freedom
to displace and reaches active state. Therefore, the lateral earth pressure is based on Ka

throughout the failure surface for geosynthetic type of reinforcements. The metal strip,
with its much lower extensibility, tends to impose more restraining effects on the soil
mass and thus generates higher lateral stress. The difference is consistently at about
20% from below a depth of 6 m. Such difference becomes progressively more significant
toward the ground surface. From 6 m and above, the difference increases progressively
from 20% to 70% at the ground surface.

The vertical stress, σ′v, within the reinforced soil mass is assumed to be equal to the soil
overburden stress due to soil self-weight for both types of reinforcements. The horizontal
stress, σ′h, along the failure surface relates to σ

′
v through a lateral earth pressure coefficient,

Kr as

σ′h = Krσ
′
v (5.79)
The lateral earth pressure coefficient, Kr, is determined by applying a multiplier to
the active earth pressure coefficient Ka and Ka is calculated using Coulomb’s method.
Figure 5.39 shows the variation of Kr/Ka with depth (z) below top of the wall for geosyn-
thetic andmetal strip reinforcements. For a simple case of no wall friction, flat ground sur-
face behind the MSE wall (i.e., α= 0) and the back of the wall is vertical, Ka becomes the
same as that of Rankine and

Ka = tan2 (45−Ø′/2) (5.8)
Note that Ka for more general ground surface profile, wall inclination, and interface
friction conditions can also be determined using Coulomb’s method [i.e., Equation (5.9)].

The internal stability evaluation is carried out as follows:

1. Calculate the horizontal stress, σ′h, at each reinforcement level along the potential fail-
ure surface, due to overburden stress.

σ′h = Krσ
′
v (5.80)
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Figure 5.39 Variation of lateral stress ratio with depth.
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and
σ′v = γrz (5.81)
where
Kr= lateral earth pressure coefficient determined according to the type of reinforce-

ment and Figure 5.39.
γr= unit weight of the reinforced soil

Note that there can be additional vertical as well as horizontal stresses if there are
surcharge loads on top of the MSE wall and/or retained soil surface. The increase of
these stresses can be computed using the procedures described in Section 5.7.
2. Calculate the maximum tensile force per unit length of the wall, Tmax based on the
vertical spacing, Sv, for geosynthetic sheet reinforcements as,

Tmax = σ′h · Sv (5.82)
For metal strip reinforcements, Tmax per unit length of the wall is
Tmax = σ′h · Sv
Rc

(5.83)
and
Rc = b
Sh

(5.84)
where
Rc= coverage ratio
b=width of the metal strip reinforcing element
Sh= center-to-center horizontal spacing between the metal strips

Note Rc= 1 for full coverage sheet reinforcement. In this case, Equations (5.82)
and (5.83) are identical. To provide a coherent reinforced soil mass, Sv should not
exceed 800mm.
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3. Check internal stability with respect to reinforcement breakage, so that

Ta ≥ Tmax

Rc
(5.85)
where
Ta= allowable tension force per unit width of the reinforcement according to
Equation (5.72) for strip reinforcement and Equation (5.74) for geosynthetic
sheet reinforcement
4. Check stability with respect to reinforcement pullout.

With respect to pullout of the reinforcement, Tmax should meet the following

requirement:
Tmax ≤ Pr

FSPO
(5.86)
and
Pr = F∗ · αr · σ′v · Le · 2 (5.75)
where
FSPO= factor of safety against pullout ≥ 1.5
Tmax=maximum tensile force per unit length of the wall
Pr= pullout resistance per unit width of the reinforcement according to
Equation (5.75) which is repeated above

F*= pullout resistance factor, details of which have been discussed previously
αr= a reduction factor to account for reinforcement extensibility (1.0 for metallic,
0.8 for geogrid, and 0.6 for geotextile reinforcement)

σ′v = effective vertical stress at the soil–reinforcement interface
Le= embedment length in the resistant zone behind the failure surface (see Figures
5.38a and 5.38b)

Combining Equations (5.75) and (5.86) gives
Le ≥ FSPO · Tmax

F∗ · αr · σ′v · 2
(5.87)
Le should be kept at a minimum of 1 m.
If any of the safety criterion is not met for all reinforcements, the design should be

adjusted and the evaluation repeated. The potential adjustments can include the use of
a reinforcement with higher Ta or Pr values, increase the embedment length, and/or
decrease the spacing of the reinforcements.
The total length of the reinforcement, L, is then:
L = La + Le (5.88)
where
La= length of the reinforcement in the active zone (see Figures 5.38a and 5.38b)

For walls with inextensible reinforcements (see Figure 5.38a), from the base up to
H1/2:
La = 0.6 H1 − z( ) (5.89)
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For the upper half of the wall with inextensible reinforcements (see Figure
5.38a):
La = 0.3H1 (5.90)
where
H1= height of the MSE wall (see Figure 5.38a)
z= depth below top of the wall (see Figure 5.38a)

For walls with extensible reinforcements (see Figure 5.38b),
La = H − z( ) tan 45−Ø′/2
( )

(5.91)
where
H= height of the wall (see Figure 5.38b)

When the backfill on top of the MSE wall is flat (i.e., α= 0), then H1=H.
5.13.5.2 Design of the MSE wall facing and connection

The types of wall facings described in Figure 5.34 can all be used with extensible and
inextensible reinforcements. When segmented concrete blocks or full-height precast
panels are used, the reinforcements can be structurally connected with the wall facing.
The maximum tensile force per unit length of the wall, Tmax, for each reinforcement
layer is used as the basis for the connection design. Precautions should be undertaken
to avoid adverse interactions between the reinforcement and the facing material (i.e.,
concrete).

The geogrid or geotextile, if used as the reinforcement, can be folded to form a wrap-
around facing, as shown in Figures 5.34a and 5.35. For permanent MSE walls, the
exposed part of the geosynthetic should either be covered with other structural elements
(such as shotcrete or concrete panels) or chemically treated for protection against ultravi-
olet light. The wraparound facing should maintain a minimum overlap length, Lo, as
depicted in Figure 5.34a, to prevent the facing from being pulled out by the lateral earth
pressure. The same procedure used for the determination of Le for pullout resistance can
be used for the estimation of Lo as follows:

Lo = Tmax · FSPO
F∗ · αr · σ′v · 2

(5.92)

where
Tmax=maximum tensile force per unit length of the wall as per Equation (5.82)
FSPO= factor of safety against pullout ≥ 1.5
F*= pullout resistance factor, details of which have been discussed previously
αr= reduction factor to account for reinforcement extensibility (0.8 for geogrid and
0.6 for geotextile reinforcement)

Amaximum vertical spacing of 500mm is typical forMSEwalls with wraparound geo-
synthetic facings for constructability and to minimize bulging.
5.13.5.3 Deformation analysis of the MSE wall

Lateral displacement of the wall face occurs primarily during construction. The major
factors that contribute to lateral displacement during construction include compaction
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intensity, reinforcement to soil stiffness ratio, reinforcement length, slack in reinforce-
ment connections to the wall face, and deformability of the facing system. Post-
construction deformation can also occur due to settlement of the structure. There is
no standard method for the evaluation of overall lateral displacement of MSE walls
(Christopher et al., 1990). Figure 5.40 shows an empirical relationship between rein-
forcement length, L (normalized with respect to wall height, H), and maximum lateral
displacement, δmax, for walls with granular backfill. The calculation of δmax is based on
a relative displacement coefficient, δR, as shown in Figure 5.40. The relationship
between δR and L/W was developed based on finite element analysis and limited field
evidence from 6m high test walls.

Post-construction vertical movements can be estimated from foundation settlement
analyses using the typical procedures for shallow foundations.
EXAMPLE 5.10

Given

Figure E5.10 shows an MSE wall with a height, H, of 5 m and a tentative width (rein-
forcement length), L, of 3.5 m. The related soil properties are included in Figure E5.10.
Assume that the retained soil and foundation soil have the same unit weight and
strength parameters. At the back and base of the MSE wall, assume the soil–wall inter-
face friction, δ′ = (2/3)Ø′ = 20◦.
Required

Evaluate the external stability of theMSEwall against overturning, sliding, and bearing
capacity failure.
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Figure E5.10 The tentative MSE wall dimensions.
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Solution

The following calculations are performed for a unit width of the wall, taking advantage
of the spreadsheet program provided on the publisher’s website.

Step 1: For Ø′ = 30◦, α= 0◦, and β= 0◦, Ka of Coulomb’s method is

Ka =
cos2 β −Ø′( )

cos2 β
( )

cos β + δ′
( )

1+
���������������������������
sin Ø′ + δ′

( )
sin Ø′ − α

( )

cos β + δ′
( )

cos β − α
( )

√[ ]2 = 0.30 (5.9)

and

Pa = 1
2
γ′H2Ka = (0.5)(18.5)(5)2(0.30) = 68.75 kN

Pah = Pa cos δ′ = (68.75)(cos 20◦) = 64.61kN

Pav = Pa sin δ′ = (68.75)(sin 20◦) = 23.52 kN
Step 2:
Ws= (19)(3.5)(5)= 332.5 kN
Take moment about point O (i.e., toe of the MSE wall),

FS =
∑

MR∑
MO

(5.57)
∑
MR = Ws · L2 + L · Pav = (332.50)(3.5/2)+ (3.5)(23.52) = 664.18kN-m

∑
MO = 1

3
HPah = 1

3

( )
(5)(64.61) = 107.68 kN-m
Thus, FS against overturning= (664.18)/(107.68)= 6.2. 2.0
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Step 3: For FS against sliding failure,

FS = Ws + Pav( ) · tan δ′
Pah

= 332.5+ 23.52( )(tan 20( )
64.61( ) = 2.01 . 1.5OK (5.60)
Step 4: For safety against bearing capacity failure,

RB = Ws + Pav( ) = 332.5+ 23.52( ) = 356.02 kN
ec = L
2
−

∑
MR −∑

MO
( )

RB
= (3.5)(0.5)− (664.18− 107.68)/356.02

= 0.19m , L/6(=0.58m) (5.62)
Following Equation (5.63),

qmax =
∑

Fv
L

1+ 6ec
L

( )
= 356.02( )

3.5( ) 1+ 6( ) 0.19( )
3.5( )

[ ]
= 134.30 kN/m2

′
Consider the wall foundation as a continuous foundation and c = 0, the ultimate
bearing capacity qu of the foundation soil is

qu = �qNqFqsFqdFqi +
1
2
�γBNγFγsFγdFγi (4.84)
Fqs = Fγs = 1

Df = 0m

�q = γDf = (18.5)(0) = 0 kN/m2

L′ = L− 2ec = (3.5)− (2)(0.19) = 3.12m

Fqd = 1+ 2 tanØ′ 1− sinØ′( )2 Df

B

( )
= 1

Fγd = 1

α = tan−1 Pah∑
Fv

( )
= tan−1 64.61

356.02

( )
= 10.29◦

Fγi = 1− α

Ø′
( )2

= [(1)− (10.29)/(30)]2 = 0.43

′ ◦
For Ø = 30 ,

Nq = tan2 45+Ø′

2

( )
eπ tanØ

′ = tan2 45+ 30( )
2

( )
e 3.1416( ) tan (30)( ) = 18.40 (4.23)
Nγ = 2 Nq + 1
( )

tanØ′ = 2( ) 18.40+ 1( ) tan 30( )( ) = 22.40 (4.57)
qu = �qNqFqsFqdFqi +
1
2
�γL′NγFγsFγdFγi

= 0+ (0.5)(18.5)(3.12)(22.40)(0.43)(1) = 279.77 kN/m2 (4.84)
Thus, FS against bearing capacity failure is

FS = qu
qmax

= (279.77)/(134.30) = 2.08 . 2.0OK (5.68)
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EXAMPLE 5.11

Given

For the same overall dimensions of theMSEwall and soil properties described in Exam-
ple 5.10, use galvanized ribbed metal strips as the reinforcement. The strips are verti-
cally spaced at 0.5 m (i.e., Sv= 0.5 m). The first row is located at 0.5 m from the top
of the wall. Consider the metal strip has a width (b) of 50mm and a nominal thickness
(En) of 4.0 mm at the time of construction and it is expected to lose (ER) 1.416mm due
to corrosion after 75 years of service life. Grade 60 steel with a yield stress (fy) of 413.7
MPa is to be used as the metal strip.
Required

Evaluate internal stability of the metal strip reinforced wall and determine the dimen-
sions and horizontal spacing of the metal strips. Use a service life of 75 years for the
MSE wall design.
Solution

For the internal stability evaluation, the following table is prepared, taking advantage
of the spreadsheet program provided on the publisher’s website.
Refer to Figure E5.10 for soil properties.

Ka = tan2 45−Ø′
r

2

( )
= tan2 45− 34

2

( )
= 0.28 (5.8)

Kr
( )

Kr
( )
K =
Ka

· Ka and Ka
is interpolated according to Figure 5.39

σ′v = γr · z where z= depth in m below the top of the wall
σ′h = K · σ′v
F* is interpolated from tanØ′

r, at z= 6m to 1.8 (at top of the wall)
Le is calculated according to Figure 5.38a, consider a total length, L= 3.5m
αr= 1.0 for metallic strips

Pr = F∗ · αr · σ′v · Le · 2 (5.75)
Tmax = σ′h · Sv
Rc

(5.83)
Vertical spacing, Sv, of 0.5 m is used for the computation of the following table.

Rc = b
Sh

(5.84)

and b= 50mm
Horizontal spacing, Sh= 0.8 and 1.0 m.
Safety factor against pullout,

FSPO = Pr

Tmax
(5.86)
fall = 0.55fy = (0.55)(413.7) = 227.54MPa (5.72a)
For the tensile stress in steel (fs) after 75 years

fs = Tmax/ En − ER( ) = Tmax(1000)/(4.0− 1.416)
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z, m

σ0v ,
kPa
 K
 σ0h, kPa
 F*
 Le, m
Pr,
kN=m
 Sh, m
 Rc
Tmax,
kN=m
 FSPO
 fs, MPa
0.5
 9.5
 0.47
 4.45
 1.71
 2
 64.84
 0.8
 0.063
 35.63
 1.82
 13.79

1.0
 19
 0.46
 8.68
 1.61
 2
 122.54
 0.8
 0.063
 69.47
 1.76
 26.89

1.5
 28.5
 0.45
 12.69
 1.52
 2
 173.12
 0.8
 0.063
 101.52
 1.71
 39.29

2.0
 38
 0.43
 16.47
 1.42
 2
 216.58
 0.8
 0.063
 131.78
 1.64
 51.00

2.5
 47.5
 0.42
 20.03
 1.33
 2
 252.90
 0.8
 0.063
 160.25
 1.58
 62.02

3.0
 57
 0.41
 23.37
 1.24
 3.26
 459.81
 1
 0.05
 233.66
 1.97
 90.43

3.5
 66.5
 0.40
 26.48
 1.14
 3.32
 504.91
 1
 0.05
 264.77
 1.91
 102.47

4.0
 76
 0.39
 29.36
 1.05
 3.38
 539.28
 1
 0.05
 293.65
 1.84
 113.64

4.5
 85.5
 0.37
 32.03
 0.96
 3.44
 562.29
 1
 0.05
 320.28
 1.76
 123.95
According to the above table, all FSPO. 1.5 and the tensile stress in steel (fs) after 75
years of service life, fall.
EXAMPLE 5.12

Given

For the same overall dimensions of theMSEwall and soil properties described in Exam-
ple 5.10, use geogrid as the reinforcement. The geogrid layers are vertically spaced
at 0.4 m (i.e., Sv= 0.4 m). The first row is located at 0.2 m from the top of the wall.
Consider the combined reduction factor (RF) as 2.5. Use geogrid wraparound as the
wall facing.
Required

Evaluate internal stability of the geogrid reinforced wall, choose the required ultimate
tensile strength (Tult) of the geogrid, and determine the overlap length for
the wraparound.
Solution

For the internal stability evaluation, the following table is prepared, taking advantage
of the spreadsheet program provided on the publisher’s website.

Ka = tan2 45−Ø′
r

2

( )
= tan2 45− 34

2

( )
= 0.28 (5.8)
σ′v = γr · z where z= depth in m below the top of the wall

σ′h = Ka · σ′v
F∗ = 0.8 tanØ′ = 0.8( ) tan 34( ) = 0.54 (5.78a)
La = H − z( ) tan 45−Ø′/2
( )

(5.91)
Le=L− La= 3.5− La and L= 3.5 m
αr= 0.8 for geogrids

Pr = F∗ · αr · σ′v · Le · 2 (5.75)
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Tmax = σ′h · Sv (5.82)
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Vertical spacing, Sv, of 0.4 m is used for the computation of the following table.

FSPO = Pr

Tmax
(5.86)
Combining Equations (5.73) and (5.74), the required ultimate tensile strength, Tult,
should be larger than Tmax ·RF · FS, where RF= the combined reduction factor (given
as 2.5) and FS= safety factor against reinforcement tensile stress failure. FS= 1.5 is
used in the following table.
The overlap length,Lo = Tmax · FSPO

F∗ · αr · σ′v · 2
according toEquation (5.92), useFSPO= 1.5

for the calculation of Lo.
z, m
5.41 She
soc
σ0v , kPa
(

(

et pile conn
ket type of
σ0h, kPa
a)

b)

ections. (a
sheet pile c
Le, m
) Thumb-
onnectio
Pr,
kN=m
and-finger t
ns.
Tmax,
kN=m
ype of she
FSPO
et pile co
Lo, m
nnections
Tult req,
kN=m
0.2
 3.8
 1.07
 0.95
 3.11
 0.43
 7.24
 0.20
 1.61

0.6
 11.4
 3.22
 1.16
 11.42
 1.29
 8.86
 0.20
 4.83

1.0
 19.0
 5.37
 1.37
 22.53
 2.15
 10.48
 0.20
 8.06

1.4
 26.6
 7.52
 1.59
 36.42
 3.01
 12.11
 0.20
 11.28

1.8
 34.2
 9.67
 1.80
 53.11
 3.87
 13.73
 0.20
 14.50

2.2
 41.8
 11.82
 2.01
 72.58
 4.73
 15.35
 0.20
 17.73

2.6
 49.4
 13.97
 2.22
 94.85
 5.59
 16.98
 0.20
 20.95

3.0
 57.0
 16.11
 2.44
 119.91
 6.45
 18.60
 0.20
 24.17

3.4
 64.6
 18.26
 2.65
 147.76
 7.31
 20.23
 0.20
 27.39

3.8
 72.2
 20.41
 2.86
 178.40
 8.16
 21.85
 0.20
 30.62

4.2
 79.8
 22.56
 3.07
 211.83
 9.02
 23.47
 0.20
 33.84

4.6
 87.4
 24.71
 3.29
 248.06
 9.88
 25.10
 0.20
 37.06

5.0
 95.0
 26.86
 3.50
 287.07
 10.74
 26.72
 0.20
 40.29
Lo is less than 1.0 m in all reinforcement layers, use 1.0 m as the overlap length for
the wraparound.
Use a geogrid with Tult of 40 kN/m.
According to the above table, the FSPO is larger than 1.5 for all reinforcement layers.
5.14 SHEET PILE WALLS

Sheet pile sections can be connected via thumb-and-finger or ball-and-socket type of
connections as shown in Figure 5.41, which are watertight and can enhance overall
. (b) Ball-and-



Table 5.5 Properties of selected steel sheet-pile sections

Section
Width (w),
mm

Height (h),
mm

Flange (tf),
mm

Wall (tw),
mm

Section modulus,
cm3=m

Moment of inertia,
cm4=m

PZ 22 559 229 9.50 9.50 973 11,500
PZ 27 457 305 9.50 9.50 1620 25,200
PZ 35 575 378 15.21 12.67 2608 49,300
PZ 40 500 409 15.21 12.67 3263 67,000
PS 31 500 – 12.7 – 108 442

ww

tf

tw

PZ

h

tw

PS
w
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stability of the sheet pile wall after installation. There are a variety of sheet piles with
Z-shaped or straight web sections. Table 5.5 shows a few steel sheet pile sections
available on the market. Yield strength for some of the available steel grades typically
used for steel sheet piles is shown in Table 5.6. For the design of sheet pile walls, the
allowable flexural stress is usually taken as 60%−65% of the yield strength. The steel
sheet piles are made of high-strength material with a relatively small cross-sectional
area and very favorable moment of inertia for the amount of material used. For these
reasons, steel sheet piles are versatile in their applications in civil engineering
construction.

The steel sheet piles can be penetrated deep (compare to MSE and reinforced concrete
retaining walls) into the ground because of their high strength and small cross-sectional
areas, with the help of a vibratory hammer. When the height of the wall above the excava-
tion line is not greater than 5m or so, the sheet piles can be designed as a cantilever wall as
shown in Figure 5.42a. Anchors can be installed to provide additional lateral support as
shown in Figures 5.42b to 5.42d, where anchor rods are used to connect the sheet pile
to the supporting elements placed in the soil, outside of the active zone. The supporting ele-
ment can bemade of concrete block (Figure 5.42b), anchor piles (Figure 5.42c), or another
row of sheet piles driven parallel to each other as shown in Figure 5.42d. Tiebacks can also
be used to provide the lateral support. Details of anchor blocks and tiebacks are
introduced later.

Figure 5.43 shows a typical scenario and sequence for the cantilever and anchored sheet
pile wall installations.
Table 5.6 Yield strength of available steel grades

Type of steel Yield strength, MPa

ASTM A-328 270
ASTM A-572 345
ASTM A-588 345
ASTM A-690 345
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Figure 5.42 Cantilever and anchored sheet pile walls. (a) Cantilever sheet pile wall. (b) Anchored sheet
pile wall supported by anchor blocks. (c) Anchored sheet pile wall supported by anchor
piles. (d) Cross backfill anchor rods for mutual support of parallel sheet pile walls.
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The construction sequence:

1. Drive the sheet piles.
2. Excavate the front side of the sheet pile.
3. For cantilever sheet pile wall, backfill to the top of the sheet pile wall.
4. For anchored sheet pile wall, backfill in stages to allow for the installation of anchors

before finishing backfill to the top of the sheet pile wall.

Free-draining granular material is normally used as the backfill.
Available methods for sheet pile wall analysis and design can be divided into the follow-

ing three categories.
5.14.1 Limit equilibrium method

The limit equilibriummethod has been widely used in the design of sheet pile walls. In this
approach, it is assumed that the sheet piles are rigid, and rotate with respect to a pivoting
point when subject to the lateral earth load. The rotation is sufficient that the soil on both
sides of the sheet pile has reached either active or passive failure (i.e., limit state). The sim-
plification enables earth pressure, shear, and moment diagrams be established for struc-
tural analysis. This method, however, does not consider the nature of soil–structure
interaction (i.e., stiffness of sheet pile and soil) and its effects.
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Figure 5.43 Construction sequence and types of sheet pile walls. (a) Original ground surface. (b) Sheet
pile insertion. (c) Excavation and backfill for cantilever sheet pile wall. (d) Installation of
lateral support for anchored sheet pile wall.
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5.14.2 Finite element method

Using this powerful numerical tool, a rather comprehensive analysis for the flexible sheet
pile/soil mass system can be conducted. The nonlinear soil stress–strain relationships,
soil–structure interaction, and various types of lateral support systems can all be consid-
ered. The method has not been widely used in engineering practice, however, because
of the complications of soil constitutive laws and other modeling efforts involved in the
finite element analysis.

5.14.3 Soil–structural interaction method

In this approach, the sheet pile wall and soil mass are represented by a bending beam
(sheet pile wall) resting on a series of springs (soil resistance). The springs provide resisting
forces which increase with lateral deflection. The method can be traced back to its early
developments in the 1950s (Rowe, 1955; Richart, 1957), where the soil resistance was
represented by linear springs. With the help of numerical procedures, this method has
now been extended by using a beam on nonlinear soil reaction analysis, based on realistic
test results (Reese et al., 2013).

Tschebotarioff (1949) presented the result of his large-scale model tests for retaining
structures. One of the most important conclusions was that the distribution of earth pres-
sure on sheet piles is highly influenced by the wall deformations. The behavior of retaining
structures is largely a matter of soil conditions and the details of the structural system.
Therefore a rational method of design must include the nonlinear soil–resistance displace-
ment relationships, pile spacing (if a row of isolated piles are used as a retainingwall), pen-
etration depth, and structural properties of the pile.

The limit equilibrium method has been used traditionally for the analysis of sheet pile
walls for both the cantilever and anchored cases. This method is based on the limit-state
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soil resistance instead of the mobilized soil resistance. The lateral earth pressures accord-
ing to limit equilibriummethodmay not be realistic due to the flexibility of sheet piles cou-
pled with constrains imposed by the anchors. Commercial software packages (e.g., Reese
et al., 2013) have been developed for the design of flexible retaining structures, such as the
sheet pile walls, that consider the effects of soil–structure interaction (SSI). The SSI-based
method is similar in concept to that of p–y curves for laterally loaded piles (to be described
in Section 7.4). Thus, the SSI-based method can also be referred to as the p–ywall method.
The development of earth pressure is related to the magnitude of wall deflection. The SSI-
based or p–ywall method is gaining popularity in practice because of its convenience and
realistic considerations in the characteristics of flexible retaining systems.

The following sections describe the basic concepts in limit equilibrium and SSI methods
in the analysis of cantilever and anchored sheet pile walls.

5.14.4 Limit equilibrium method—cantilever sheet pile walls

The goal of the analysis is to determine the depth of sheet pile penetration (D in
Figure 5.44) required to maintain the overall stability of the sheet pile wall and the max-
imum bending moment for sizing the sheet pile section. The analysis starts with the deter-
mination of the lateral earth pressure distribution against the cantilever sheet pile wall. For
this analysis, it is assumed that the sheet pile is rigid and rotates toward the excavation side
against a pivoting point as shown in Figure 5.44a. It is further assumed that this move-
ment is sufficient that the soil on both sides of the wall has reached its limit state. Thus,
passive earth pressure develops in the shaded areas in Figure 5.44a where the sheet pile
moves toward the soil (see Section 5.1). Active earth pressure develops in the rest of the
soil mass where the sheet pile moves away from the soil. In order to facilitate computation
of the earth pressure distribution, however, it is necessary to establish the active and
passive pressure profiles on both sides of the wall from their respective ground surface
to the base of the sheet pile. Recall that the active and passive earth pressure coefficients
(Ka and Kp, respectively) are

Ka = tan2
π

4
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2

( )
(5.8)
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Figure 5.44 Sheet pile wall penetrating in dry sand. (a) Simplification of the cantilever sheet pile
rotation. (b) Net lateral earth pressure distribution.
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and

Kp = tan2
π

4
+ ϕ′

2

( )
(5.12)
5.14.4.1 For cantilever sheet piles penetrating in sand

As a start, let’s consider the groundwater table is deep and the sand is dry. For sand (c′ = 0),
the active pressure, σ′a, can be determined as

σ′a = σ′vKa = γzKa (5.16)

and for passive pressure,

σ′p = σ′vKp = γzKp (5.20)
Therefore, on the right side of the wall, the active earth pressure changes from 0 at the
ground surface (level 0) to σ′ra2 at the base of the wall (level 2) as

σ′ra2 = γ(H +D)Ka (5.93)
Similarly, the passive earth pressure on the right side changes from 0 at the ground sur-
face (level 0) to σ′rp2 at the base of the wall (level 2) as

σ′rp2 = γ(H +D)Kp (5.94)

where
γ= unit weight of the sand
z= depth in reference to the ground surface on the right side of the sheet pile wall
φ′ = drained friction angle
H= height of the wall above the excavation line
D= depth of sheet pile penetration

On the left side of the wall, the active earth pressure changes from 0 at the ground sur-
face (level 1) to σ′la2 at the base of the wall (level 2) as

σ′la2 = γDKa (5.95)
The passive earth pressure on the left side changes from 0 at the ground surface (level 1)
to σ′lp2 at the base of the wall (level 2) as

σ′lp2 = γDKp (5.96)

′
The net lateral earth pressure, σn, at a given depth, z (measured from ground surface on
the right side as shown in Figure 5.44a), is taken as the lateral earth pressure on the right
side, σ′r, subtracting that from the left, σ′l, as

σ′n = σ′r − σ′l (5.97)
The lateral earth pressure is passive for shaded areas shown in Figure 5.44a, and active
for the rest of the areas. Therefore

for z= 0 to H (from levels 0 to 1):

σ′n = σ′ra (5.98)

where σ′ra = active earth pressure on the right side and σ′l = 0 in this depth range.
At level 0 (in Figure 5.44b): σ′n = 0 (σ′n at point a)
At level 1 (in Figure 5.44b): σ′n = γHKa (σ′n at point b)
For z=H to (H+D) (levels 1 to 2): σ′r changes from active to passive and σ′l changes

from passive to active, as z approaches bottom of the sheet pile. To determine the
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“transition point” where the earth pressure starts to reverse its direction (i.e., point d
in Figure 5.44b), we start by assuming that for z=H to (H+D), all σ′r as active and all
σ′l as passive first, and

σ′n = σ′ra − σ′lp

or

σ′n = γzKa − γ(z−H)Kp (5.99)

′ ′( )

At level 1: σn = γHKa σn at point b

When d1 = HKa

Kp − Ka
( ), σ′n = 0 according to Equation (5.99). (σ′n at point c)

Then we consider that, for z= (H+ d1) to (H+D), all σ′r as passive and all σ′l as active,
thus

σ′n = σ′rp − σ′la

or

σ′n = γzKp − γ(z−H)Ka (5.100)

′ ′( )

At level 2: σn = γ(H +D)Kp − γDKa σn at point g
At this stage we do not know D (or d2) and d3. To determine D, we make use of

the force and moment equilibrium equations; two equations for two unknowns as
follows:

For stability of the wall,
∑

horizontal forces per unit length of the wall = 0, thus:
area of the pressure diagram abc – area of cef+ area of dge = 0, or

Pra − 1
2
d2 γ D( )Kp − γ H +D( )Ka
[ ]

+ 1
2
d3 γ H +D( )Kp − γ D( )Ka − γ H +D( )Ka + γ D( )Kp
[ ]

= 0

(5.101)

where Pra= area of abc = 1
2
(H+ d1)γHKa.

Rearrange Equation (5.101), we have

d3 = d2 γ D( )Kp − γ H +D( )Ka
[ ]− 2Pra

γ H + 2D( ) Kp − Ka
( ) (5.102)

and
∑

moment of the forces per unit length of the wall about point f = 0, thus:

Pra
�d + d2
( )− 1

2
d2 γ D( )Kp − γ H +D( )Ka
[ ] d2

3

( )

+ 1
2
d3 γ H +D( )Kp − γ D( )Ka − γ H +D( )Ka + γ D( )Kp
[ ] d3

3

( )

= 0 (5.103)
Combining Equations (5.101) to (5.103) yields a 4th-order equation of d2,

d4
2 + A1d3

2 − A2d2
2 − A3d2 − A4 = 0 (5.104)
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and

A1 = HKp + d1 Kp − Ka
( )

Kp − Ka
( ) (5.105)
A2 = 8Pra

γ Kp − Ka
( ) (5.106)

�
( ) ( )[ ]
A3 = 6Pra 2d Kp − Ka +HKp + d1 Kp − Ka

γ Kp − Ka
( )2 (5.107)

( )( )[ ]
A4 = Pra 6�dγ HKp + d1 Kp − Ka + 4Pra

γ2 Kp − Ka
( )2 (5.108)
D = d1 + d2, the theoretical depth of penetration (5.109)
The design depth of sheet pile penetration, Ddesign, is obtained by multiplying the the-
oretical depth of penetration,D, from Equation (5.109) with a factor of safety, FS. The FS
is usually in the range of 1.3 to 1.5 as

Ddesign = FS ·D (5.110)
The total design length of the sheet pile is thus H+Ddesign=H+ FS ·D.
The maximum bending moment should occur at a depth of dm below point c

(see Figure 5.44b), where the shear force is zero, therefore:

Pra = 1
2
γd2

m Kp − Ka
( )

(5.111)

or

dm =
�������������

2Pra

γ Kp − Ka
( )

√

(5.112)
Taking moment at the point of zero shear, we obtain the maximum moment, Mmax, as

Mmax = Pra
�d + dm
( )− 1

2
γd2

m Kp − Ka
( )[ ]

dm
3

( )
(5.113)
The sheet pile section is then sized by computing the required sectional modulus, Sreq,
according to the allowable flexural stress, σall, of the sheet pile material as follows:

Sreq = Mmax

σall
(5.114)
5.14.4.2 For cantilever sheet piles penetrating in clay

Consider a case where the soil below the excavation line is saturated clay and groundwa-
ter table coincides with the excavation line. Assuming again that the sheet pile rotates
toward the excavation side as a rigid body, the active and passive lateral earth pressure
would have a distribution as shown in Figure 5.45. The lateral earth pressures in the
sand above the excavation line remain the same as those shown in Figure 5.44. For satu-
rated clay, undrained friction angle Ø = 0, undrained shear strength is su, saturated unit
weight of clay is γsat, and Ka=Kp= 1.
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Figure 5.45 Sheet pile wall penetrating in saturated clay. (a) Simplification of the cantilever sheet pile
rotation. (b) Net lateral earth pressure distribution.
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On the right side of the wall, the active earth pressure changes from 0 at the ground
surface (level 0) to σ′ra1 at level 1 just above the excavation line (σ′n = σ′ra1 at point b)
as

σ′ra1 = γHKa (5.115)

′
The passive earth pressure changes from0 at the ground surface (level 0) to σrp1 at level 1
just above the excavation line as

σ′rp1 = γHKp (5.116)

where
γ= unit weight of the sand
H= height of the wall above the excavation line

On the right side of the wall from just below the excavation line to the base of the wall
(between levels 1 and 2), the active earth pressure changes from σra1 at level 1 to σra2 at
level 2, and

σra1 = γH − 2su (5.117)

and

σra2 = γH + γsatD− 2su (5.118)

Whereas,

σrp1 = γH + 2su (5.119)

and

σrp2 = γH + γsatD+ 2su (5.120)

where
H= height of the wall above the excavation line
D= depth of sheet pile penetration
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On the left side of the wall, the active earth pressure changes from −2su at the excava-
tion line (level 1) to σla2 at the base of the wall (level 2) as

σla2 = γsatD− 2su (5.121)
The passive earth pressure changes from 2su at the excavation line (level 1) to σlp2 at the
base of the wall (level 2) as

σlp2 = γsatD+ 2su (5.122)
The net pressure σn at level 1, just below the excavation line (σn at point d), is

σn = σra1 − σrp1 = γH − 2su − 2su = − 4su − γH
( )

(5.123)
The net pressure σn at level 2 (σn at point h) is

σn = σrp2 − σla2 = 4su + γH (5.124)
Consider force equilibrium, Σ, horizontal forces per unit length of the wall = 0, thus:
Area of the pressure diagram abc – area of cdfg+ area of ehf= 0, or

Pra −D 4su − γH
( )+ 1

2
d2(8su) = 0 (5.125)
Pra = area of abc = 1
2
γH2Ka (5.126)
Combining Equations (5.125) and (5.126),

d2 = D 4su − γH
( )− Pra

4su
(5.127)

and
∑

moment of the forces per unit length of the wall about point g = 0, thus:

Pra
�d +D
( )− 4su − γH

( ) D2

2

( )
+ 1

2
d2 8su( ) d2

3

( )
= 0 (5.128)

where
�d= distance from level 1 to the centroid of area abc (see Figure 4.45b)

Combining Equations (5.127) to (5.128) yields a 2nd-order equation of D,

D2 4su − γH
( )− 2DPra −

Pra Pra + 12su�d
( )

2su + γH
( ) = 0 (5.129)

where
D= (d1+ d2) theoretical depth of penetration

The maximum bending moment should occur at a depth of dm below level 1 (see
Figure 5.45b), where the shear force is zero, therefore:

Pra = dm 4su − γH
( )

(5.130)

or

dm = Pra

4su − γH
( ) (5.131)
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Taking moment at the point of zero shear, we obtain the maximum moment,
Mmax, as

Mmax = Pra
�d + dm
( )− dm

2
4su − γH
( )

[ ]
(5.132)
The following is a general procedure for the analysis of a cantilever sheet pile wall:

1. Determine the active and passive earth pressure coefficients, Ka and Kp according to
the given soil properties for various soil layers.

2. Establish the net lateral earth pressure profile.
3. Calculate the areas of the various net earth pressure diagram.
4. Establish the coefficients of the equation for the determination of the depth of pene-

tration based on force and moment equilibrium.
5. Solve the equation in Step 4 and obtain the required depth of penetration.
6. Determine the depth of zero shear force.
7. Determine the maximum moment at the point of zero shear.
8. Select the required sheet pile according to the required sectional modulus.
Figure
EXAMPLE 5.13

Given

Figure E5.13 shows the soil profile and the proposed scheme of a cantilever sheet pile
wall penetrating in sand. Height of the wall,H, above excavation line is 5 m. Properties
of the sand are included in the figure. Assume groundwater table is deeper than the base
of the sheet pile.
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E5.13 Proposed sheet pile wall penetrating in sand.
Required

Determine the total design length and required sectional modulus of the sheet pile. Use
allowable flexural stress, σall= 200MPa.
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Solution

Follow the procedure described above:
Determine the active and passive earth pressure coefficients for the soil layers:

Ka = tan2 45◦ − ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ − 33◦

2

( )
= 0.295 (5.8)
Kp = tan2 45◦ + ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ + 33◦

2

( )
= 3.392 (5.12)
Establish the lateral earth pressure profile and determine the following parameters:

d1 = HKa

Kp − Ka
( ) = 5( ) 0.295( )

3.392− 0.295( ) = 0.48m (5.99)
Pra = 1
2
γH2Ka + 1

2
γHKad1 = 74.66kN/m

( )( ) ( )( )
�d =
1
2
γH2Ka

1
3
H + d1 + 1

2
γHKad1

2
3
d1

Pra
= 1.98m
Determine the coefficients of Equation (5.104) and solve for d2:

d4
2 + A1d3

2 − A2d2
2 − A3d2 − A4 = 0 (5.104)
A1 = HKp + d1 Kp − Ka
( )

Kp − Ka
( ) = 6.00 (5.105)
A2 = 8Pra

γ Kp − Ka
( ) = 10.42 (5.75)
A3 = 6Pra 2�d Kp − Ka
( )+HKp + d1 Kp − Ka

( )[ ]

γ Kp − Ka
( )2 = 77.50 (5.107)
A4 = Pra 6�dγ HKp + d1 Kp − Ka
( )( )+ 4Pra

[ ]

γ2 Kp − Ka
( )2 = 99.10 (5.108)
By trial and error, d2 = 3.83 m
Determine the total length of the sheet pile:
Theoretical depth of penetration, D= d1+ d2= (0.48)+ (3.83)= 4.31 m
Use FS= 1.3 for the design depth of sheet pile penetration.
Total design length of the sheet pile=H+ 1.3D= (5)+ (1.3)(4.31)= 11.08m
Sizing the sheet pile:
Depth to zero shear below point c,

dm =
�������������

2Pra

γ Kp − Ka
( )

√

= 1.61m (5.112)
Maximum bending moment,

Mmax = Pra
�d + dm
( )− 1

2
γd2

m Kp − Ka
( )[ ]

dm
3

( )
= 228.47 kN-m (5.113)
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Required sectional modulus,

Sreq = Mmax

σall
= 114× 10−5m3/m (5.114)
EXAMPLE 5.14

Given

Figure E5.14 shows the soil profile and the proposed scheme of a cantilever sheet pile
wall penetrating in saturated clay. The height of the sheet pile wall, H, above excava-
tion line is 5 m. Properties of the sand and clay are included in the figure. Assume
groundwater table coincides with the excavation line.
Right

z

a

γ = 18.5 kN/m3

Ø′  = 33°

c′   = 0

(0)

(1)

(2)

Excavation line

H = 5 m

Level

d1

D
d2

e

f g h

d
c b d–

Left

Sand

γ sat = 19.0 kN/m3

Ø = 0
su   = 50 kN/m2

Clay

E5.14 Proposed sheet pile wall penetrating in clay.
Required

Determine the design total length and required sectional modulus of the sheet pile. Use
allowable flexural stress, σall= 170MPa.
Solution

Follow the procedure described above.
Determine the active and passive earth pressure coefficients for various soil layers.
In sand:

Ka = tan2 45◦ − ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ − 33◦

2

( )
= 0.295 (5.8)
Kp = tan2 45◦ + ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ + 33◦

2

( )
= 3.392 (5.12)
In clay (undrained conditions, Ø = 0):
Ka=Kp= 1.0
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Establish the lateral earth pressure profile and determine the following parameters:

Pra = 1
2
γH2Ka = 1

2

( )
(18.5)(5)2 = 68.17 kN/m (5.126)
�d = H
3
= 1.67m
Solve Equation (5.129) for D:

D2 4su − γH
( )− 2DPra −

Pra Pra + 12su�d
( )

2su + γH
( ) = 0 (5.129)
D2 4( ) 50( ) − 18.5( ) 5( )[ ] − 2D 68.17( ) − 68.17 68.17+ 12( ) 50( ) 1.67( )[ ]
2( ) 50( ) + 18.5( ) 5( )[ ] = 0
Theoretical depth of penetration, D= 2.61m

d2 = D 4su − γH
( )− Pra

4su
= 2.61( ) 4( ) 50( ) − 18.5( ) 5( )[ ] − 68.17

4( ) 50( )
= 1.06 m (5.127)
Determine the total length of the sheet pile:
Use an FS= 1.3 for the determination of designed depth of sheet pile penetration.
Total design length of the sheet pile=H+ 1.3D= (5)+ (1.3)(2.61)= 8.40m
Sizing the sheet pile:
Depth to zero shear below point c,

dm = Pra

4su − γH
( ) = 68.17( )

4( ) 50( ) − 18.5( ) 5( )[ ] = 0.6m (5.131)
Maximum bending moment,

Mmax = Pra
�d + dm
( )− dm

2
4su − γH
( )[ ]
= (68.17)(1.67+ 0.6)− 0.6( )
2

4( ) 50( ) − 18.5( ) 5( )[ ]
{ }

= 122.77 kN-m (5.132)
Required sectional modulus,

Sreq = Mmax

σall
= 122.77( )

170( ) = 72× 10−5 m3/m (5.114)
5.14.4.3 Consideration of the effects of water

When sheet pile walls are used as part of a waterfront structure, part of the soil on both
sides of the sheet pile can be inundated under water as shown in Figure 5.46. In this case,
the water pressure on both sides of the sheet pile balances each other. For sheet piles pen-
etrating in sand under drained conditions, the lateral earth pressure belowwater should be
computed based on buoyant unit weight, γ′. The undrained strength parameters and sat-
urated soil unit weight, γsat, as previously described remain the same for sheet piles pen-
etrating in clay under water.
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Figure 5.46 Sheet pile wall penetrating in sand and under water. (a) Simplification of the cantilever sheet
pile rotation. (b) Net lateral earth pressure distribution.
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On the right side of the wall (see Figure 5.46a), the active earth pressure at ground sur-
face is 0, and increases to σ′ra1, σ

′
ra2, and σ′ra3, respectively, at levels 1, 2, and 3 as

σ′ra1 = γH1Ka (5.133)
′ ′( )
σra2 = γH1 + γ H2 Ka (5.134)

and

σ′ra3 = (γH1 + γ′H2 + γ′D)Ka (5.135)

′
The passive earth pressure changes from 0 at the ground surface, and increases to σrp1,
σ′rp2, and σ′rp3, respectively, at levels 1, 2, and 3 as

σ′rp1 = γH1Kp (5.136)

′ ′( )

σrp2 = γH1 + γ H2 Kp (5.137)

and

σ′rp3 = (γH1 + γ′H2 + γ′D)Kp (5.138)
On the left side of the wall, the active earth pressure changes from 0 at the ground sur-
face (level 2) to σ′la3 at the base of the wall (level 3) as

σ′la3 = γ′DKa (5.139)

′
The passive earth pressure changes from 0 at the ground surface (level 2) to σlp3 at the
base of the wall (level 3) as

σ′lp3 = γ′DKp (5.140)

where
γ= unit weight of the sand
γ′ = buoyant unit weight of the sand
H1= distance between top of the wall and water table
H2= distance between water table and excavation line
D= depth of sheet pile penetration
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The net lateral earth pressure, σ′n, at a given depth, z, is taken as the lateral earth pres-
sure on the right side, σ′r, subtracting that from the left, σ′l, as described previously,

σ′n = σ′r − σ′l (5.97)

′ ′
For z= 0 to (H1+H2) (from levels 0 to 2), σn = σra, therefore,
At level 0 (in Figure 5.46b): σ′n = 0
At level 1: σ′n = σ′ra1 = γH1Ka

At level 2: σ′n = σ′ra2 = γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Ka

For z= (H1+H2) to (H1+H2+D) (levels 2 to 3):
Again, in this depth range, σ′r changes from active to passive and σ′l changes from pas-

sive to active, as z increases. Assuming that all σ′r as active and all σ′l as passive first:
At level 2: σ′n = σ′ra2 = γH1 + γ′H2

( )
Ka

σ′n decreases with depth, z, as

σ′n = γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Ka − γ′ z−H1 −H2( )(Kp − Ka) (5.141)

′
When (z−H1−H2)= d1, σn = 0 (see Figure 5.46b), or

d1 = γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Ka

γ′(Kp − Ka)
(5.142)

and at level 3,

σ′n = γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Ka − γ′D(Kp − Ka) (5.143)

′ ′ ′
Then treat all σr as passive and all σl as active, and σn at level 3 is

σ′n = γH1 + γ′H2 + γ′D
( )

Kp − γ′DKa (5.144)

∑

For stability of the wall, horizontal forces per unit length of the wall = 0, thus:
Area of the pressure diagram abcd – area of dfg+ area of efh= 0, or

Pra − 1
2
d2 γ′DKp − γH1 + γ′H2

( )
Ka

[ ]

+ 1
2
d3 γH1 + γ′H2 + γ′D

( )
Kp − γ′DKa − γH1 + γ′H2

( )
Ka + γ′DKp

[ ] = 0

(5.145)
[ ]
Pra = 1
2
γH2

1 + γH1H2 + 1
2
γ′H2

2 +
1
2
d1 γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Ka (5.146)

where
Pra= area of the pressure diagram abcd (see Figure 5.46b)
d2=D− d1

Rearranging Equation (5.145),

d3 = d2 γ′DKp − γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Ka
[ ]− 2Pra

γH1 + γ′H2 + γ′D
( )

Kp − Ka
( )+ γ′DKp

[ ] (5.147)
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and
∑

moment of the forces per unit length of the wall about point f = 0, thus:

Pra
�d + d2
( )− 1

2
d2 γ′DKp − γH1 + γ′H2

( )
Ka

[ ] d2
3

( )

+ 1
2
d3 γH1 + γ′H2 + γ′D

( )
Kp − Ka
( )+ γ′DKp

[ ] d3
3

( )
= 0 (5.148)
Combining Equations (5.146) to (5.148) yields a 4th-order equation of d2 as before,

d4
2 + A1d3

2 − A2d2
2 − A3d2 − A4 = 0 (5.149)

and

A1 = γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Kp + Ka
( )

γ′ Kp − Ka
( ) (5.150)
A2 = 8Pra

γ′ Kp − Ka
( ) (5.151)

( ) ( )( )[ ]
A3 = 6Pra 2�d Kp − Ka + γH1 + γ′H2 Kp + Ka

γ ′2 Kp − Ka
( )2 (5.152)

( )( )[ ][ ]
A4 = Pra 6�d γH1 + γ′H2 Kp + Ka + 4Pra

γ ′2 Kp − Ka
( )2 (5.153)
D= d1+ d2, the theoretical depth of penetration
The maximummoment should occur at a depth of dm below point d (see Figure 5.46b),
where the shear force is zero, therefore:

Pra = 1
2
γ′d2

m Kp − Ka
( )

(5.155)

or

dm =
��������������

2Pra

γ′ Kp − Ka
( )

√

(5.156)
Taking moment at the point of zero shear, we obtain the maximum moment, Mmax, as

Mmax = Pra
�d + dm
( )− 1

2
γ′d2

m Kp − Ka
( )

[ ]
dm
3

( )
(5.157)
Sizing of the sheet pile follows the same procedure as described before.
For the case of sheet pile penetrating in clay and the water table is above the excavation

line as shown in Figure 5.47, the net lateral earth pressure distribution above the excava-
tion line is similar to that described in Figure 5.46b.

On right side of the wall from just below the excavation line to the base of the wall
(between levels 2 and 3), the active earth pressure changes from

σra2 = γH1 + γ′H2
( )− 2su (5.158)
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to

σra3 = γH1 + γ′H2 + γsatD
( )− 2su (5.159)
Whereas, the passive earth pressure changes from

σrp2 = γH1 + γ′H2
( )+ 2su (5.160)

to

σrp3 = γH1 + γ′H2 + γsatD
( )+ 2su (5.161)

where
γ= unit weight of the sand
γ′ = buoyant unit weight of the sand
γsat= saturated unit weight of the clay
H1= distance between top of the wall and water table
H2= distance between water table and excavation line
D= depth of sheet pile penetration

On the left side of the wall, the active earth pressure changes from −2su at the excava-
tion line (level 2) to σla3 at the base of the wall (level 3) as

σla3 = γsatD− 2su (5.162)
The passive earth pressure changes from +2su at the excavation line (level 2) to σlp3 at
the base of the wall (level 3) as

σlp3 = γsatD+ 2su (5.163)
The net pressure σn at level 2, just below the excavation line is

σn = σra1 − σrp1 = γH1 + γ′H2
( )− 2su − 2su = − 4su − γH1 + γ′H2

( )[ ]
(5.164)
The net pressure σn at level 3 is

σn = σrp2 − σla2 = 4su + γH1 + γ′H2
( )

(5.165)
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Consider force equilibrium,
∑

, horizontal forces per unit length of the wall= 0,
thus:

Area of the pressure diagram abcd – area of degh+ area of fgi= 0, or

Pra −D 4su − γH1 + γ′H2
( )[ ]+ 1

2
d2 8su( ) = 0 (5.166)
Pra = area of abcd = 1
2
γH2

1Ka + γH1H2Ka + 1
2
γ′H2

2Ka

[ ]

= 1

2
γH2

1 + γH1H2 + 1
2
γ′H2

2 Ka (5.167)
Rearranging Equation (5.166) yields

d2 = D 4su − γH1 + γ′H2
( )[ ]− Pra

4su
(5.168)

and
∑

moment of the forces per unit length of the wall about point h = 0, thus:

Pra
�d +D
( )− 4su − γH1 + γ′H2

( )[ ] D2

2

( )
+ 1

2
d2 8su( ) d2

3

( )
= 0 (5.169)

where
�d= distance from base of sheet pile to the centroid of area abcd

Combining Equations (5.166) to (5.169) results in a 2nd-order equation of D,

D2 4su − γH1 + γ′H2
( )[ ]− 2DPra −

Pra Pra + 12su�d
( )

2su + γH1 + γ′H2
( )[ ] = 0 (5.170)

where
D= (d1+ d2) theoretical depth of penetration

The determination of the total design length of the sheet piles and required sectional
modulus are the same as previously described.
EXAMPLE 5.15

Given

The soil profile and the proposed scheme of a cantilever sheet pile wall penetrating in
sand are given in Figure E5.15. Properties of the sand are included in the figure. Water
table is located at 2 m below the top of the wall, and the excavation line is at 3 m
below water.
Required

Determine the design total length and required sectional modulus of the sheet pile. Use
allowable stress, σall= 200MPa.
Solution

Follow the procedure described above.
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Figure E5.15 Proposed sheet pile wall penetrating in sand below a water table.
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Determine the active and passive earth pressure coefficients for various soil layers:

Ka = tan2 45◦ − ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ − 33◦

2

( )
= 0.295 (5.8)
Kp = tan2 45◦ + ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ + 33◦

2

( )
= 3.392 (5.12)

3
Sand buoyant unit weight, γ′ = 19.0−9.81= 9.19 kN/m

H1= 2m
H2= 3m

Establish the lateral earth pressure profile and determine the following parameters:

d1 = γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Ka

γ′(Kp − Ka)
= 18.5( ) 2( ) + 9.19( ) 3( )[ ] 0.295( )

9.19( ) 3.392− 0.295( ) = 0.67m (5.142)
Pra = 1
2
γH2

1 + γH1H2 + 1
2
γ′H2

2 +
1
2
d1 γH1 + γ′H2
( )[ ]

Ka

= 62.19 kN/m (5.146)
( )( ) ( )⎡ ⎤
�d =

1
2
γH2

1
1
3
H1 +H2 + d1 + γH1

( )
H2( ) 1

2
H2 + d1

+
1
2
γ′H2

2
1
3
H2 + d1

( )
+ 1

2
d1 γH1 + γ′H2
( ) 2

3
d1

( )
⎢⎢⎣

⎥⎥⎦Ka

Pra
= 2.27m
Determine the coefficients of Equation 5.149 and solve for d2:

d4
2 + A1d3

2 − A2d2
2 − A3d2 − A4 = 0 (5.149)
A1 = γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Kp + Ka
( )

γ′ Kp − Ka
( ) = 8.40 (5.150)
A2 = 8Pra

γ′ Kp − Ka
( ) = 17.48 (5.151)
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A3 = 6Pra 2�d Kp − Ka
( )+ γH1 + γ′H2

( )
Kp + Ka
( )[ ]

γ′2 Kp − Ka
( )2 = 116.1 (5.152)
A4 = Pra 6�d γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Kp + Ka
( )[ ]+ 4Pra

[ ]

γ′2 Kp − Ka
( )2 = 268.44 (5.153)
By trial and error, d2= 4.45 m.
Determine the total length of the sheet pile:

Theoretical depth of penetration, D = d1 + d2 = 0.67( ) + 4.45( )
= 5.12m (5.154)
Use an FS= 1.3 for the designed depth of sheet pile penetration.
Total design length of the sheet pile=H+ 1.3D= (2)+ (3)+ (1.3)(5.12)= 12.32m
Sizing the sheet pile:
Depth to zero shear below point d,

dm =
��������������

2Pra

γ′ Kp − Ka
( )

√

= 2.09m (5.156)
Maximum bending moment,

Mmax = Pra
�d + dm
( )− 1

2
γ′d2

m Kp − Ka
( )[ ]

dm
3

( )
= 228.10 kN-m (5.157)
Required sectional modulus,

Sreq = Mmax

σall
= 114× 10−5 m3/m (5.114)
EXAMPLE 5.16

Given

For the soil profile and the proposed scheme of a cantilever sheet pile wall penetrating in
clay shown in Figure E5.16. Properties of the sand are included in the figure. A water
table is located at 2 m below the top of the wall, and the excavation line is at 3 m
below water.
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E5.16 Sheet piles penetrating in clay below a water table.
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Required

Determine the theoretical depth of penetration for the sheet pile.

Solution

Determine the active and passive earth pressure coefficients for various soil layers.
In sand:

Ka = tan2 45◦ − ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ − 33◦

2

( )
= 0.295 (5.8)
Kp = tan2 45◦ + ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ + 33◦

2

( )
= 3.392 (5.12)

3
Sand buoyant unit weight, γ′ = 19.0−9.81= 9.19 kN/m
In clay (undrained conditions, Ø = 0):

Ka=Kp= 1.0
su= 50 kN/m2

H1= 2m
H2= 3m

Establish the lateral earth pressure profile and determine the following parameters:

Pra = 1
2
γH2

1 + γH1H2 + 1
2
γ′H2

2

[ ]
Ka = 55.82 kN/m (5.167)

( )( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
�d =
1
2
γH2

1
1
3
H1 +H2 + γH1

( )
H2( ) 1

2
H2 + 1

2
γ′H2

2
1
3
H2 Ka

Pra
= 1.81m
Solve Equation 5.170 for D as follows:

D2 4su − γH1 + γ′H2
( )[ ]− 2DPra −

Pra Pra + 12su�d
( )

2su + γH1 + γ′H2
( )[ ] = 0 (5.170)

2
D 4( ) 50( ) − 18.5( ) 2( ) + 9.19( ) 3( )( )[ ] − 2D 55.82( )
− 55.82 55.82+ 12( ) 50( ) 1.81( )[ ]

2( ) 50( ) + 18.5( ) 2( ) + 9.19( ) 3( )( )[ ]
= 0
Theoretical depth of penetration, D= 2.35 m
5.14.5 Limit equilibrium method—anchored sheet pile walls

When the height of the cantilever sheet pile wall exceeds 5m or so (above the excavation
line), the required depth of penetration and/or sectional modulus becomes excessively
high and may not be practical. A common solution is to provide an additional lateral
support, such as anchors near the top of the sheet pile, as conceptually described in
Figure 5.48a. Simplified procedures have been proposed to facilitate the analysis under
the framework of limit equilibrium. These procedures can generally be divided into two
categories as follows:

Fixed earth support methods—assumes that the sheet pile is fixed at its base. The pat-
tern of sheet pile deflection will result in active and passive earth pressure on both sides of
the sheet pile, below the excavation line. A rigorous fixed earth support analysis involves
the consideration of soil–structure interaction. For this reason, no further description on
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Figure 5.48 Anchored sheet pile wall penetrating in sand and under water. (a) Simplification of the sheet
pile deformation. (b) Net lateral earth pressure distribution.
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the fixed earth support method is presented. Instead, a section is dedicated to discuss a
soil–structure interaction method that can be practically applied to cantilever and
anchored sheet pile walls.

Free earth support method—assumes that the sheet pile deforms qualitatively as shown
in Figure 5.48a, the base is free to rotate and therefore experiences zeromoment. The sheet
pile deflections are consistently toward the excavation side. Therefore the soil on the exca-
vation side (shaded area in Figure 5.48a) will only experience passive earth pressure. The
rest of the soil mass will experience active earth pressure only.

The following sections introduce the free-earth support method and then the soil–
structure interaction method.
5.14.5.1 The free-earth support method

For the case shown in Figure 5.48, the active earth pressure on the right side of the wall
remains the same as that of cantilever sheet pile wall with similar soil and water table con-
ditions. The passive earth pressure on the left side changes from 0 at the excavation line
(level 2) to σ′lp3 at the base of the wall (level 3) as

σ′lp3 = γ′DKp (5.171)

′
The net lateral earth pressure, σn, above the excavation line is (level 2 in Figure 5.48b)
the same as that of cantilever sheet pile wall and as shown in Figure 5.48b. If we consider
sheet pile penetrating in sand, from excavation line to the base of the sheet pile:

At level 2: σ′n = σ′ra2 = γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Ka

σ′n decreases with depth, z, and when (z−H1 −H2) = d1 = γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Ka

γ′(Kp − Ka)
, σ′n = 0

(see Figure 5.48b).
At level 3:

σ′n = γ′d2(Kp − Ka) (5.172)
Consider force equilibrium, Σ, horizontal forces per unit length of the wall= 0, thus:
Area of the pressure diagram abcd – area of dfe – Fa= 0, or

Pra − 1
2

γ′d2(Kp − Ka)
[ ]

d2 − Fa = 0 (5.173)
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where
Pra= area of the pressure diagram abcd
d2=D− d1
Fa= anchor force per unit length of the wall
and Σ moment of the forces per unit length of the wall about point A= 0, thus:

Pra h2 +H2 + d1 − �d
( )− 1

2
γ′d2(Kp − Ka)
[ ]

d2
2d2
3

+H2 + d1

( )
= 0 (5.174)
Rearranging Equation (5.174) yields a 3rd-order equation of d2 as before,

d3
2 +

3
2

h2 +H2 + d1
( )

d2
2 −

Pra H1 +H2 + d1
( )− h1 + �d

( )[ ]

γ′(Kp − Ka)
= 0 (5.175)
D= d1+ d2, the theoretical depth of penetration. Again, the design depth of penetra-
tion is taken as 1.3 to 1.5D. The maximum bending moment (zero shear) is expected to
be located atH1, z, (H1+H2). The anchor force per unit length of the wall, Fa, is deter-
mined using Equation (5.173) after d2 is calculated. Execution of the free-earth support
method is demonstrated in the following example.
Figure
EXAMPLE 5.17

Given

The soil profile and the proposed scheme of an anchored sheet pile wall penetrating
in sand are given in Figure E5.17. Properties of the sand and water table are included
in the figure. The anchor rod will be located at 1.5 m below the top of the sheet pile.
Right

h1 = 1.5 m

h2 = 1.5 m z

a

A

γ = 18.5 kN/m3

φ′  = 33°
c′  = 0

(0)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Excavation line

H2 = 6 m

H1 = 3 m

Level

Water table

d1

D
d2

Pra

Fa

e f

d

b

d–c
Left

Sand

γ sat = 19.0 kN/m3

E5.17 Proposed anchored sheet pile wall penetrating in sand below a water table.
Required

Determine the theoretical depth of penetration, maximum bending moment, and
anchor force per unit length of the wall.
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Solution

The active and passive earth pressure coefficients for the sand:

Ka = tan2 45◦ − ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ − 33◦

2

( )
= 0.295 (5.8)

′( ) ◦( )

Kp = tan2 45◦ + ϕ

2
= tan2 45◦ + 33

2
= 3.392 (5.12)

3
Sand buoyant unit weight, γ′ = 19.0−9.81= 9.19 kN/m

H1= 3m, H2= 6m, and
h1= h2= 1.5 m

Establish the lateral earth pressure profile and determine the following parameters:

d1 = γH1 + γ′H2
( )

Ka

γ′(Kp − Ka)
= 18.5( ) 3( ) + 9.19( ) 6( )[ ] 0.295( )

9.19( ) 3.392− 0.295( ) = 1.15m (5.142)
Pra = 1
2
γH2

1 + γH1H2 + 1
2
γ′H2

2 +
1
2
d1 γH1 + γ′H2
( )[ ]

Ka

= 190.16kN/m (5.167)

( )( ) ( )⎡ ⎤
�d =

1
2
γH2

1
1
3
H1 +H2 + d1 +(γH1)(H2)

1
2
H2 + d1

+
1
2
γ′H2

2
1
3
H2 + d1

( )
+ 1

2
d1 γH1 + γ′H2
( ) 2

3
d1

( )
⎢⎢⎣

⎥⎥⎦Ka

Pra
= 4.07m
Solve for d2:

d3
2 +

3
2

h2 +H2 + d1
( )

d2
2 −

Pra H1 +H2 + d1
( )− h1 + �d

( )[ ]

γ′(Kp − Ka)
= 0 (5.175)
d2 = 1.46m
Theoretical depth of penetration, D= d1+ d2= 2.61 m

Anchor force, Fa = Pra − 1
2

γ′d2(Kp − Ka)
[ ]

d2 = 159.83 kN/m (5.173)
Depth of zero shear, dm, below anchor rod level:

Fa − 1
2
γH2

1 + γH1dm + 1
2
γ′d2

m

( )
Ka = 0
dm = 5.64m
Maximum bending moment, Mmax:

Mmax = − 1
2
γH2

1Ka

( )
1
3
H1 + dm

( )
+ Fa(h2 + dm)− 1

2
(γH1Ka)d2

m − 1
2
γ′d2

mKa

( )

× 1
3
dm

( )

= 636.96 kN-m
5.14.6 Soil�structure interaction (SSI) method

The method is also known as the p–ymethod and has been successfully used in the design
of laterally loaded piles for decades. A flexible earth-retaining structure such as the
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sheet pile wall is similar to a row of laterally loaded piles. The nonlinear soil resistance
(p) – lateral deflection (y) relations that develop against the side of the sheet pile are termed
p–y curves. Figure 5.49 shows in concept a nonlinear p–y curve. The solution using the SSI
method allows the engineer to compute the movement in addition to shear and moment
along the length of the wall under the working load. The result is then used for sizing the
wall and design of the anchorage system if necessary, while ensuring that deformations
throughout the system are acceptable.

The sheet pile wall is treated as a straight beam, subjected to transverse distributed load-
ing and supported by a series of springs, as shown in Figure 5.50. In Figure 5.50, it is con-
sidered that the sheet pile wall is installed in sand and there is a water table above the
excavation line. The beam deflects due to external loads and that produces distributed
reaction forces from the supporting medium. The reaction forces are assumed to act per-
pendicular to the original axis of the beam, and opposite in direction to the deflection. The
intensity of the reaction, p, at every point is a function of the magnitude of the deflection,
y, at the same point, and can be expressed as

p = f y
( )

(5.176)
x

Excavation line

Water table

p–y curves

p–y curve
Fa

Sheet pile wall

Sand 1
γ ′1

σ ′v

Ø′1
c′1 = 0 

Sand 2
γ ′2
Ø′2
c′2 = 0 

Figure 5.50 Simulation of active earth pressure and nonlinear soil reaction in the p–ywall method. (Adapted
from Reese, L.S., Wang, S.T., Arrellaga, J.A. and Vasquez, L. 2013. PYWALL. Technical Manual.
A program for the analysis of flexible retaining structures. ENSOFT, Inc., Austin, TX, 137.)
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The solution is obtained by solving the following differential equation (Hetenyi, 1946):

EpIp
d4y
dx4

+ Px
d2y
dx2

+ Epyy−w = 0 (5.177)

EpIp= sheet pile flexural rigidity (F–L2)
Ep= elastic modulus of sheet pile material (F/L2)
Ip=moment of inertia of sheet pile (L4)
y= sheet pile lateral deflection (L)
x= axial distance along sheet pile (L)
Px= axial load on sheet pile (F)
Epy= soil modulus (F/L2)
w= distributed load per unit length of the wall (F/L)

The soil resistance, p= Epyy. To accomplish a nonlinear p–y relationship, Epy varies as
y changes.

The numerical model used by SSI or p–y wall method is based on the concept of
“Winkler” foundation, where the active earth pressure is considered as external loads
w in Equation 5.177 and the soil below the excavation line is modeled by a series of non-
linear p–y springs (p–y curves) for passive resistance (see Figure 5.50). A p–y spring
located at the anchor level is added to represent the stiffness of the anchorage system.
The formulation of soil resistance (p–y curves) is simplified by considering that active
earth pressure also develops on the excavation side (left side in Figure 5.50) below the
excavation line. The active earth pressure on the left side thus offsets the additional active
earth pressure on the right side, from below the excavation line. Therefore, only the active
earth pressure (loading) created by the overburden stress, σ′v, from the soil mass above the
excavation line is considered as additional external loads below the excavation level.

The finite difference method has been one of the main numerical schemes to obtain a
general solution to Equation 5.177. Readers are referred to Desai and Christian (1977)
for details of the finite difference method. With the help of a spreadsheet program such
asMicrosoft Excel, thefinite difference scheme cannowbe implemented in a personal com-
puter. To apply the finite difference method, the sheet pile is discretized into segments as
shown in Figure 5.51. It is assumed that the sheet pile is straight and vertical initially.
All p–y curves act independently at any given depth without interference from other parts
of the sheet pile.

For a generic point, m in Figure 5.51, the finite difference analog for the various deriv-
atives in the general Equation 5.177 is

Rp
d4y
dx4

= d2M
dx2

( )

m
=

dM
dx

( )

m−1/2
− dM

dx

( )

m+1/2

h
(5.178)

where
h= length of the segment, usually set to be uniform throughout the sheet pile
Rp= sheet pile flexural rigidity, = EpIp

d2M
dx2

( )

m
= 1
h4

Rp
( )

m−1ym−2+ −2 Rp
( )

m−1−2 Rp
( )

m

( )
ym−1

[

+ Rp
( )

m−1+4 Rp
( )

m+ Rp
( )

m+1

( )
ym+ −2 Rp

( )
m−2 Rp

( )
m+1

( )
ym+1

+ Rp
( )

m+1ym+2] (5.179)
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Figure 5.51 Discretization of a laterally loaded sheet pile wall.
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In most cases, Px= 0 for sheet piles. The combined difference equation for the entire
Equation 5.177 is

Rp
( )

m−1ym−2+ −2 Rp
( )

m−1−2 Rp
( )

m

( )
ym−1

+ Rp
( )

m−1+4 Rp
( )

m+ Rp
( )

m+1+ Epy
( )

mh
4

( )
ym+ −2 Rp

( )
m−2 Rp

( )
m+1

( )
ym+1

+ Rp
( )

m+1ym+2−wmh4=0 (5.180)

where ym is the deflection and wm is the applied lateral earth load at point m. This equa-
tion is repeated for each point 0, 1, 2,…, t (i.e., from bottom to top) as indicated in
Figure 5.51 and results in a set of simultaneous equations in y.
5.14.6.1 Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions must be given in order to solve Equation 5.177 and its equivalent
finite difference equations (Equation 5.180). The boundary conditions are assigned in
terms of shear, V=EI d3y/dx3, moment, M=EI d2y/dx2, or slope S= dy/dx, and
expressed in finite difference forms with added fictitious or phantom points (points
beyond the physical boundary of the pile in Figure 5.51).

5.14.6.2 Boundary conditions at the bottom

Consider a simple case where the shear and moment at the sheet pile bottom are zero. For
zero moment at the bottom (point 0 in Figure 5.51),

y−1 − 2y0 + y1 = 0 (5.181)
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And for zero shear at the bottom,

(Rp)0
d3y
dx3

+ Px
dy
dx

= 0 (5.182)
Again, we assume that Px= 0, the finite difference equation is

y−2 − 2y−1 + 2y1 − y2 = 0 (5.183)
For approximation, it is assumed that (Rp)−1= (Rp)0= (Rp)1.

5.14.6.3 Boundary conditions at the top

For sheet piles, the load (shear), Vt, and moment, Mt, are zero at the top. The difference
equations are,

For the applied Vt,

yt−2 − 2yt−1 + 2yt+1 − yt+2 = 2Vth3

(Rp)t
= 0 (5.184)

and for the applied Mt,

yt−1 − 2yt + yt+1 = Mth2

(Rp)t
= 0 (5.185)
By combining Equations 5.180, 5.181, and 5.183 to 5.185, a full set of simultaneous
equations in y can be assembled. The solution to the simultaneous equations yields the
deflections ym. Other quantities such as slope, Sm, shear, Vm, and moment, Mm, at point
m can be computed as follows:

Sm = (ym−1 − ym+1)
2h

(5.186)
Vm = (Rp)m(ym−2 − 2ym−1 + 2ym+1 − ym+2)
2h3

+ Px(ym−1 − ym+1)
h

(5.187)

and

Mm = (Rp)m(ym−1 − 2ym + ym+1)
h2

(5.188)
The Excel spreadsheet program has functions to solve the linear equations by comput-
ing the inverse and multiplication of the matrixes. Details of the numerical procedures are
beyond the scope of this book. An Excel program to solve Equation 5.177 for a simple
case of a sheet pile wall with uniform Rp and a constant Epy for each sheet pile segment
can be downloaded from the publisher’s website for registered users. Students are encour-
aged to download the program and acquaint themselves with the procedure and explore
its capabilities.

Details of establishing p–y curves can be found in Reese (1984, 1985) and Reese et al.
(2000, 2006, 2013).
EXAMPLE 5.18

Given

For the same soil profile, water table conditions and the anchored sheet pile wall pen-
etrating in sand described in Example 5.17. The depth of sheet pile penetration is 3.5 m
below the excavation line. The anchor rod is located at 1.5 m below the top of the sheet
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pile. The sheet pile has a moment of inertia, Ip of 1.3×10−4 m4/m. The anchor system
provides an equivalent resistance stiffness of 20,000 kN/m3/m. The elastic modulus of
sheet pile material, Ep, is 200 GPa. The passive resistance of the soil below the excava-
tion line has an equivalent elastic modulus,Epy, of 4MN/m3/m, regardless of its deflec-
tion (i.e., use a linear p–y relationship).
Required

Determine the deflection, shear, and moment profile of the sheet pile for the
given conditions.
Solution

The active earth pressure coefficients for the sand:

Ka = tan2 45◦ − ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ − 33◦

2

( )
= 0.295 (5.8)

3
The sand buoyant unit weight, γ′ = 19.0−9.81= 9.19 kN/m .
The sheet pile has a total height of 12.5 m from top to bottomof the sheet pile. For the

p–y analysis, the sheet pile was divided into 25 equal segments, each at 0.5 m in height
(h). The segments are numbered from 1 (top) through 25 (bottom). The lateral active
earth pressure applied to the sheet pile is represented by a series of concentrated lateral
loadwm as described in Equation 5.180. The lateral load (per unit length of thewall) for
the mth segment, wm, is computed as follows:

wm = σ′ah · h = σ′v · Ka · h
where
σ′ah = lateral active earth pressure at the bottom of the mth segment
h= height of each segment (0.5 m)
Figure E5.18 shows the loading conditions applied for the p–ywall analysis. The fol-
lowing table shows the key wm values:
Level no.
(see Figure E5.18)
Depth
z, m
 wm, kN=m
0
 0
 wm¼ 0

1
 3
 wm¼ γ · 3 · Ka · h¼ (18.5)(3)(0.295)(0.5)¼ 8.18

2
 9
wm ¼ γ � 3þ γ0 � 6� � � Ka � h
¼ ½ð18:5Þð3Þ þ ð19:0� 9:81Þð6Þ�ð0:295Þð0:5Þ ¼ 16:31
3
 12.5
 wm ¼ γ � 3þ γ0 � 6� � � Ka � h
¼ [(18:5)(3)þ (19:0� 9:81)(6)](0:295)(0:5) ¼ 16:31
Thematrix was assembled according to Equations 5.180, 5.181, and 5.183 to 5.185.
The solution yields the lateral deflection at the bottom of each segment, ym. The slope of
the deformed sheet pile, shear, and moment at the corresponding locations are com-
puted according to Equations 5.186, 5.187, and 5.188, respectively. The analysis by
p–y method is performed using the spreadsheet program mentioned previously.
Figure E5.18a shows the results of the p–y wall analysis. With these input parameters,
themaximum deflection is 0.0076m toward the passive side at 8 m below the top of the
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sheet pile, andmaximummoment of 108 kN-m occurs at 6 m below the top of the sheet
pile. For the assigned anchor stiffness and computed sheet pile deflection at the level of
anchor rod (1.5 m from the top of the sheet pile), the anchor provides a lateral support,
Fa, of 88.8 kN/m.
p–y curves

p–y curve

D = 3.5 m

y x

γ = 18.5 kN/m3

Ø′  = 33°
c′   = 0

(0)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Excavation line

H2 = 6 m

H1 = 3 m

Level

Water table

Sand

γ sat = 19.0 kN/m3

Fa

E5.18 The anchored sheet pile wall penetrating in sand below a water table.
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E5.18a Profiles of deflection, slope, shear, and moment along the sheet pile.
5.14.7 Lateral support systems

Various types of lateral support systems have been developed and used to provide the
additional lateral resistance for the anchored sheet pile walls. Figure 5.52 provides a gene-
ral description of various commonly used lateral support systems. It should be noted that
the anchor block depicted in Figure 5.52a can consist of isolated blocks or a long concrete
wall. The concrete blocks can be precast or cast in the field. The concrete blocks can also
be replacedwith a row of short sheet piles. Regardless of the type of anchor block used, the
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passive zone in front of the anchor blocks should not overlap with the active zone behind
the sheet piles as shown in Figure 5.52a. Piles either vertical or batter as shown in
Figure 5.52b, installed outside of the active zone, can also be used to provide the lateral
support. Tieback is a relatively new addition to the alternatives in lateral support system.
To install the tieback, a hole is drilled first from the sheet pile wall to the designated depth
usually at an angle from horizontal as shown in Figure 5.52c. Upon drilling, the tail end of
the borehole located outside of the active zone is pressure grouted. If necessary, multiple
levels of tiebacks can be installed at different depths from top of the sheet pile wall.

The following section introduces the design and analysis of anchor blocks and tiebacks.
The analysis of laterally loaded piles is discussed in Chapter 7.
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5.14.7.1 Resistance of anchor blocks

Concrete block and sheet pile anchorages similar to those shown in Figure 5.52a are desig-
ned by equating the net lateral earth force (passive minus active) to the required anchor
resistance. There can also be some favorable boundary (end) effects that enhance the lat-
eral resistance of a block anchorage. If the height of the anchorage, h, is not less than 0.6 of
the depth from ground surface to bottom of the anchorage, H, as shown in Figure 5.53
(i.e., h/H ≥ 0.6), the anchorage behaves as if it extends all the way to the ground surface.
There are other frictional resistances at the soil–structure interface along the surface of the
anchorage. However, full mobilization of these frictional resistances is usually not real-
ized. The lateral earth pressure coefficients, Ka and Kp, should be calculated considering
δ′ = 0, and this assumption is on the safe side. For isolated anchorage, the soil failure
wedge is expected to extend beyond its lateral ends so that the effective width (Be)
is about 1.6 times the actual width (B). Therefore for an isolated anchorage with its
B≤ 1.5h, embedded in granular soil and center-to-center spacing between the anchorages,
S. 1.6B, the ultimate lateral resistance, Pult, per anchor can be determined as follows:

Pult =
1
2
γH2

( )
(Kp − Ka)Be = 1

2
γH2

( )
(Kp − Ka)1.6B (5.189)

where
γ= unit weight of the soil
B=width of the anchor block
Be= effective width of the anchor block
H= depth from ground surface to bottom of the anchor block

Note that the above computation should consider drained conditions, and buoyant unit
weight, γ′, should be used for soil below the water table.

For isolated anchorages, the design anchor force per unit length of the wall, Fa, should
meet the following requirement:

Fa ≤ Pult

FS · S (5.190)
For continuous or anchorages with center-to-center spacing S/B, 1.6, the net ultimate
lateral resistance per unit length of the anchorage, P′

ult, can be calculated as

P′
ult =

1
2
γH2

( )
(Kp − Ka) (5.191)
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and

Fa ≤ P′
ult

FS
(5.192)

where

FS= safety factor typically ranged from 1.5 to 2
EXAMPLE 5.19

Given

For the soil profile, water table conditions and the anchored sheet pile wall described in
Example 5.18. The anchor rod is located at 1.5 m below the top of the sheet pile. The
required anchor resistance, Fa, is 88.8 kN/m according to Example 5.18. It has been
decided to use a continuous anchor block to provide the lateral resistance.
Required

Determine the height of the anchor block (h) so that the ultimate lateral resistance, Pult,
per unit length of the anchor block can offer a minimum safety factor of 1.5.
Solution

The active and passive earth pressure coefficients for the sand:

Ka = tan2 45◦ − ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ − 33◦

2

( )
= 0.295 (5.8)
Kp = tan2 45◦ + ϕ′

2

( )
= tan2 45◦ + 33◦

2

( )
= 3.392 (5.12)
For a continuous anchor block with a height of h (see Figure 5.52a), half of its height
(i.e., 0.5h) is above the anchor rod and half below. The anchor rod is located at 1.5 m
below the ground surface. The distance between the bottom of the anchor block and
ground surface, H, should thus be
H= 1.5+ 0.5h
For continuous anchor block, the net ultimate lateral resistance per unit length of the

anchorage, P′
ult, is

P′
ult =

1
2
γH2

( )
(Kp − Ka) = (0.5)(18.5)(1.5+ 0.5h)2(3.392− 0.295) (5.191)

′
By trial and error, when h= 1.5 m, Pult = 145kN/m and
FS = P′

ult/Fa = (145)/(88.8) = 1.64 . 1.5, OK
h/H= 1.5/(1.5+ 0.75)= 0.67. 0.6, OK
Anchors embedded in cohesive soil under undrained conditions (Ø = 0) may be con-
sidered as a laterally loaded foundation-bearing capacity problem. Recall in Chapter 4
that net ultimate bearing capacity for a foundation=Ncsu where su= undrained shear
strength of the cohesive soil and Nc is the bearing capacity factor. Nc varies from
slightly above 5 for shallow foundations to 9 for deep foundations (see Chapter 7).
Unless the anchors are deeply buried (i.e., H/h. 10), the full failure mechanism anal-
ogous to that of a vertically loaded foundation may not develop (Tschebotarioff, 1973).
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It is therefore recommended that, for isolated anchorages, the ultimate lateral resistance,
Pult, per anchor be estimated as follows:

Pult = McBh (5.193)
For continuous or long anchorages, the per unit length ultimate lateral resistance,

P′
ult = Mch (5.194)

where
Mc ≈ 3 for H/h= 1
Mc= 9 for H/h≥10

The value of Mc may be linearly interpolated for H/h between 1 and 10.

5.14.7.2 Resistance of tiebacks

The resistance capacity of a tieback is dependent on dimensions of the tieback, soil prop-
erties, and most importantly, local experience and workmanship. In practice, the capac-
ity of tiebacks is often verified with field load tests. In reference to Figure 5.52c, for a
tieback in granular soil, the ultimate resistance, Pult, per tieback may be estimated as
follows:

Pult = πdtbltb�σ
′
vKtanØ

′ (5.195)

where
�σ′v = average effective vertical stress at the center of the grouted anchor
dtb= diameter of the grouted anchor
ltb= length of the grouted anchor
K= earth pressure coefficient
Ø′ = drained friction angle of the soil

For pressure-grouted anchor,K can be close toKo.K can be as low asKa, depending on
the method of tieback installation and workmanship.

In cohesive soil under undrained conditions, the ultimate resistance may be approxi-
mated as

Pult = πdtbltbαtbsu (5.196)

where
su= undrained shear strength of the soil
αtb= a reduction factor may be taken as 2/3

A safety factor in a range of 1.5 to 2 may be applied to determine the allowable resis-
tance per tieback. More details on tiebacks are provided in Chapter 6.
5.15 REMARKS

The first part of this chapter deals with the classic theories related to lateral earth
pressure. The earth behind a retaining structure is actually failed in active and passive con-
ditions. The active condition refers to failure by reducing the lateral stress while the earth
is failed by increasing the lateral stress under passive condition. Coulomb solved the prob-
lem of active and passive lateral earth pressure based on force equilibrium, while Rankine
tackled the problem using the concept of stress. The earth under at-rest condition is not
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failed. This is why we really don’t have a rigorous method to determine the at-rest lateral
earth pressure other than the empirical equation proposed by Jaky (1944). It is important
to recognize the differences among the various lateral earth pressure theories, and their
advantages and limitations.

This chapter introduced three major types of retaining structures: concrete retaining
walls, mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) retaining walls, and sheet pile walls. The anal-
yses of these structures are primarily based on their expected limit states or failure condi-
tions. Because of this, we were able to use the active and passive earth pressures in the
analysis. While these lateral earth pressure theories are classic, the construction methods
of retaining structures are evolving continuously. There is plenty of room for innovation
to develop safer and more economical retaining structures. The MSE wall is a perfect
example.

It should be noted that the use of active or passive lateral earth pressure does not nec-
essarily produce conservative design. The amount of earth loading (active) or resistance
(passive) is dependent on the displacement of the wall. The SSI method introduced toward
the end of this chapter recognizes that the resistance (p) offered by the soil depends on the
displacement (y) of the wall. The SSI method does not rely on limit state parameters such
as the passive earth-pressure in the analysis. This is a more realistic way to analyze the
behavior of an earth-retaining structure. The sheet pile walls introduced in this chapter
are also used in braced cut, introduced in Chapter 6. Because of the differences in con-
struction sequences, the characteristics of lateral earth pressures in braced cut are very dif-
ferent from those of limit state analysis. Therefore, traditionally a different set of earth
pressure diagrams is often used in the design of braced cut systems as will be introduced
in Chapter 6. However, because of its unique capabilities, the SSI method can also be used
to analyze the behavior of a braced cut retaining structure. In fact, with the help of a com-
puter program, the SSI method may be used to completely replace the limit state analysis
methods for all types of retaining structures.
HOMEWORK

5.1. For the rigid and fixed retaining wall shown in Figure H5.1, the groundwater table
is at 3 m below the ground surface. Consider soil as dry above the groundwater
table with an overconsolidation ratio (OCR) of 5. The granular soil below ground-
water table is normally consolidated (OCR= 1). Calculate and plot the lateral pres-
sure distribution on the back of the retaining wall.
No movement

OCR = 1

OCR = 5

z

H
 =

 1
0

 m

γt  = 18.5 kN/m3

Ø′ = 35°

Ø′ = 32°

γsat = 19.0 kN/m3

4
 m

Figure H5.1 A rigid and fixed retaining wall.
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5.2. For the wall and backfill conditions described in Figure H5.2, the backfill is gran-
ular material. Consider the following soil parameters, wall, and backfill
configurations:
Figure H5

Figure H5
α= 10◦

β= 10◦
H

α

β
γ t = 18.5 kN/m3

Ø′  = 35°

δ′  = 0°

c′   = 0

.2 Wall and backfill conditions.
Compute Ka and Kp under these conditions using Coulomb’s and Rankine’s
methods.
5.3. Figure H5.3 shows a case of vertical wall (β= 0) with flat (α= 0) frictional cohesive
backfill. The soil parameters are included in Figure H5.3. Determine the depth of
tensile crack, zc, Rankine active lateral earth force (Pa) before tension crack using
Equation 5.34,Pa considers the tension crack according to Equations 5.35 and 5.36.
H
Pa

γ ′ = 18 kN/m3

Ø′  = 35°

c′   = 10 kN/m2

H = 6 m

.3 Vertical wall with a flat, frictional cohesive backfill.
5.4. For the wall and backfill conditions described in Figure H5.2, the backfill is gran-
ular material. Consider the following soil parameters, wall, and backfill
configurations:
Ø′ = 35◦

c′ = 0
γ′ = 18.5 kN/m3

δ′ = (2/3)Ø′

α= 10◦

β= 10◦

H= height of the retaining wall = 6m
q= surcharge on the backfill = 5 kN/m2

Calculate the Pa (in kN) per unit thickness of the wall and hc (in m) values for the
given conditions using Okabe’s method [Equations 5.40 to 5.42].
5.5. For the wall and backfill conditions described in Figure H5.2, the backfill is gran-
ular material. Consider the following soil parameters, wall, and backfill
configurations:
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Ø′ = 33◦

c′ = 0
δ′ = (2/3)Ø′

α= 10◦

β= 10◦

kh= 0.2
kv= 0

Calculate the active lateral earth pressure coefficient, Kae, for the given earthquake
conditions and compare values with Whitman’s equation.
5.6. Consider the dimensions of a concrete cantilever retaining wall and the soil profile
shown in Figure H5.6. For calculation of the shear resistance at the base of the wall
foundation, assume δ′ = (2/3)Ø′ = 20◦. Determine the FS of the retaining wall
design against overturning, sliding, and bearing capacity failure. Use Rankine’s
method for the calculation of lateral earth pressure.
α = 10°

H = 6 m

1.5 m
0.6 m

0.4 m

0.6 m

2.4 m

0.6 m

(2)

(1)

(3)

(4)

(5)O

HvPa

Pah

Pav α
γ = 19.0 kN/m3

c′ = 0

Ø′ = 30°

5.6 Dimensions and soil profile of the retaining wall for Rankine’s method.
5.7. Figure H5.7 shows an MSE wall with a height, H, of 6 m and a tentative width
(reinforcement length), L, of 4.2 m. The related soil properties are included in
Figure H5.7. Assume that the retained soil and foundation soil have the same
unit weight and strength parameters. At back and base of the MSE wall, assume
the soil–wall interface friction, δ′ = (2/3)Ø′. Evaluate the external stability of the
MSE wall against overturning, sliding, and bearing capacity failure.
L

L/2

γr = 19 kN/m3
γ = 18.5 kN/m3

Ør′ = 35°

δ ′

Ø′ = 32°

cr′ = 0 c′ = 0

h/3

Pa

RB

Ws

ec

Pah

H

O

Pav

5.7 The tentative MSE wall dimensions.
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5.8. For the same overall dimensions of the MSE wall and soil properties described in
H5.7, use galvanized ribbed metal strips as the reinforcement. The strips are ver-
tically spaced at 0.5 m (i.e., Sv= 0.5 m). The first row is located at 0.5 m from the
top of the wall. Consider the metal strip has a width (b) of 50 mm and a nominal
thickness (En) of 4.0 mm at the time of construction and it is expected to lose (ER)
1.416mm due to corrosion after 75 years of service life. Grade 60 steel with a
yield stress (fy) of 413.7MPa is to be used as the metal strip. Evaluate internal
stability of the metal strip reinforced wall and determine the dimensions and hor-
izontal spacing of the metal strips. Use a service life of 75 years for the MSE
wall design.

5.9. For the same overall dimensions of the MSE wall and soil properties described in
H5.7, use geogrid as the reinforcement. The geogrid layers are vertically spaced
at 0.4 m (i.e., Sv= 0.5 m). The first row is located at 0.25 m from the top of the
wall. Consider the combined reduction factor (RF) as 2.5. Use geogrid wraparound
as the wall facing. Evaluate the internal stability of the geogrid reinforced wall,
choose the required ultimate tensile strength (Tult) of the geogrid, and determine
the overlap length for the wraparound.

5.10. Figure H5.10 shows the soil profile and the proposed scheme of a cantilever sheet
pile wall penetrating in sand. Height of the wall, H, above excavation line is 4 m.
Properties of the sand are included in the figure. Assume groundwater table is
deeper than the base of the sheet pile. Determine the total design length and
required sectional modulus of the sheet pile. Use allowable stress, σall= 200MPa.
z

H = 4 m
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Ø′ = 30°

c′ = 0

Figure H5.10 Proposed sheet pile wall penetrating in sand.
5.11. Figure H5.11 shows the soil profile and the proposed scheme of a cantilever sheet
pile wall penetrating in saturated clay. The height of the sheet pile wall, H, above
excavation line is 4 m. Properties of the sand and clay are included in the figure.
Assume groundwater table coincides with the excavation line. Determine the design
total length and required sectional modulus of the sheet pile. Use allowable stress,
σall= 170MPa.
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Figure H5.11 Proposed sheet pile wall penetrating in clay.
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5.12. The soil profile and the proposed scheme of a cantilever sheet pile wall penetrating
in sand are given in Figure H5.12. Properties of the sand are included in the figure.
Awater table is located at 2 m below the top of the wall, and the excavation line is at
3 m below water. Determine the design total length and required sectional modulus
of the sheet pile. Use allowable stress, σall= 200MPa.
z

H2 = 3 m

H1 = 2 m

a
(0)

(2)

(3)

Right

Left

Excavation line

Level
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(1)
Water table

Ø′ = 30°

c′ = 0

Sand

γsat = 19.0 kN/m3

γ = 18.5 kN/m3
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d
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D
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Figure H5.12 Proposed sheet pile wall penetrating in sand below a water table.
5.13. For the soil profile and the proposed scheme of a cantilever sheet pile wall pen-
etrating in clay shown in Figure H5.13. Properties of the sand are included in the
figure. A water table is located at 2 m below the top of the wall, and the excava-
tion line is at 3 m below water. Determine the theoretical depth of penetration for
the sheet pile.
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Figure H5.13 Sheet piles penetrating in clay below a water table.
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5.14. The soil profile and the proposed scheme of an anchored sheet pile wall penetrating
in sand are given in Figure H5.14. Properties of the sand and water table are
included in the figure. The anchor rod will be located at 1.5 m below the top of
the sheet pile. Determine the theoretical depth of penetration, maximum bending
moment, and anchor force per unit length of the wall.
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d–
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H1 = 1.5 m

H2 = 1.5 m
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Figure H5.14 Anchored sheet pile wall penetrating in sand below a water table.
5.15. The soil profile and the proposed scheme of an anchored sheet pile wall penetrat-
ing in clay are given in Figure H5.15. Properties of the sand, clay, and water table
are included in the figure. The anchor rod will be located at 1.5 m below the top
of the sheet pile. Determine the theoretical depth of penetration, maximum
bending moment, and anchor force per unit length of the wall (Fa) and design
a continuous anchor block to resist the anchor force with a minimum safety fac-
tor of 1.5.
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Figure H5.15 Anchored sheet pile wall penetrating in clay below a water table.
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5.16. For the same soil profile, water table conditions, and the anchored sheet pile
wall penetrating in clay described in H5.15. The depth of sheet pile penetration
is 2 m below the excavation line. The anchor rod is located at 1.5 m below the
top of the sheet pile. The sheet pile has a moment of inertia, Ip of 1.3× 10−4

m4/m. The anchor system provides an equivalent resistance stiffness of 20,000 kN/

m3/m. The elastic modulus of sheet pile material, Ep, is 200 GPa. The passive resis-
tance of the soil below the excavation line has an equivalent elastic modulus, Epy,
of 3MN/m3/m, regardless of its deflection (i.e., use a linear p–y relationship).
Determine the deflection, shear, and moment profile of the sheet pile for the
given conditions.
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Chapter 6
Braced excavations
6.1 INTRODUCTION

Excavations are often required in congested urban areas for the construction of base-
ments, subway stations, or sewer systems, to create underground space bounded by a sys-
tem of retaining walls. It is usually not possible to build the underground retaining walls
following the procedure described in Chapter 5. The excavation may have to be per-
formed close to or sometimes immediately next to other buildings or streets. There is
not enough room to excavate outside the retaining walls and backfill. Thus, the excava-
tion is likely to be vertical, and it is important that the excavation does not cause damage
to the neighboring structures. An important element of avoiding damage to other struc-
tures is to minimize ground displacement during the excavation. To overcome these con-
straints, we brace the vertical excavation as it progresses. For these reasons, a braced
excavation has the following characteristics:

• The retaining wall (to be referred to as the excavation wall) or its major components,
depending on the systems used, are installed prior to excavation.

• The bracing is installed as the excavation deepens, before the excavation reaches a
critical depth and the exposed wall can have sufficient displacement and develop
active failure.

• Multiple bracing levels are usually installed as the excavation continues. The bracing
at all levels must maintain the required stiffness to prevent development of active fail-
ure or excessive movement.

• The bracing is often prestressed by pressing the excavation wall outward against the
bracing using a jacking system. Prestressing further reduces ground movement out-
side the excavation wall.

• Soil below the bottom of the excavation acts as additional bracing by helping to hold
the excavation open. This relieves pressure on the lowermost bracing.

• Removal of the bracing system starts after the permanent base slab and walls
(depending on the system used) are completed. The various bracing levels are disman-
tled in sequence from bottom up as the permanent columns, beams, and floor slabs at
corresponding levels are completed.

• The excavation walls are finally extracted from the ground after the bracing is
completely removed, except for certain cast-in-situ walls (e.g., diaphragm walls)
that will be incorporated into the permanent structure.

• The bracing and the excavation wall may be temporary structures.

It should be noted that concrete diaphragm walls (discussed later), when used as the
excavation walls, can also be used as permanent walls. A reverse excavation procedure
enables the permanent columns and beams to be used as the bracing system. In this
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Figure 6.1 Deformation characteristics of a braced excavation wall.
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case, and when coupled with the concrete diaphragm walls, all elements of the braced
excavation are permanent.

Figure 6.1 shows the deformation characteristics of a typical braced excavation wall.
The insertion of bracing and prestressing in the early stage of the excavation results in
a reduced deflection toward the top of the wall and an appearance of bulging in the mid-
level of the wall as shown in Figure 6.1. In addition to deformation, the wall may experi-
ence rotation and translation, depending on the bracing system used and workmanship of
the construction. Because of this, it is often observed that the earth pressure on the upper
part of the braced wall exceeds that against a conventional retaining wall (e.g., cantilever
or gravity retaining wall) and the earth pressure at the middle is much larger than at the
base of the wall. The resultant lateral earth force is likely to be located near the middle of
the wall instead of one-third of the way from the base of the wall. In addition, the resultant
lateral earth force on the braced excavation wall is about 30%–50% higher than the
active earth force.

The objectives of this chapter are as follows:

• To introduce the types and major components of typical braced excavation systems.
• To describe the characteristics of lateral earth pressure involved in the design and con-

struction of a braced excavation.
• To describe the basic design and construction procedure of a braced excavation.
6.2 COMPONENTS OF A BRACED EXCAVATION

The two major aspects of a braced excavation are the excavation wall and the bracing (or
support) system. In both aspects, there are multiple choices. The type of wall and the brac-
ing can be independently chosen to work together and serve the overall purposes. The fol-
lowing sections introduce commonly used wall types and bracing systems, and their basic
construction procedures.

6.2.1 Wall types

The main purpose of the wall is to keep the soil, and more importantly, water, from seep-
ing into the excavation. The demand for wall stiffness and waterproofing capability
increases as the retained soil becomes softer and/or more permeable while below the
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groundwater table. The cost of the excavation wall is a dominant factor in the overall con-
struction cost of the bracing system. The following introduction of wall types follows a
general trend of increasing cost.
6.2.1.1 Soldier pile walls

As described in Figure 6.2, this type of wall consists of soldier piles typically placed 1 m
apart, and wood plank lagging that covers the soil between the soldier piles. The soldier
piles carry the full earth pressure load, while the lagging retains soil and resists relatively
minor earth pressure. Soldier piles are mostly made with wide flange or H pile sections.
Wood board 20 to 30 mm thick is commonly used as the lagging, as in Figure 6.2,
although light steel sheeting or precast concrete board have also been used for the pur-
pose. Timber typically used as wood lagging has an allowable flexural stress of
10MPa. Gaps between the lagging boards are created intentionally to allow the introduc-
tion of material such as hay or geosynthetics for backpacking boards, and filtering soil to
protect against ground loss from seepage.

For installation of the wall, the soldier piles are driven first, either using an impact pile-
driving hammer or a vibratory hammer (see Section 8.2). The lagging boards are inserted
between the soldier piles as shown in Figure 6.2a, as excavation and placement of the sup-
port system progresses. The depth of exposure below the last placed lagging board is usu-
ally less than 1.5 to 2 m; shorter for more adverse soil conditions. Figure 6.3 shows part of
a completed soldier pile wall and its lateral support system. Upon completion of the exca-
vation and construction of permanent underground structure, the soldier piles are
removed. The permanent underground structure is usually built immediately next to
the soldier pile wall and hence no backfill is needed. Unless otherwise specified, the lagging
boards are left in place.

The soldier pile walls are often used in sand, gravel, and stiff clay (relatively compe-
tent or stable soils), and when there is no serious seepage problem. The soil and ground-
water conditions allow the soldier piles to be driven and excavated soil to be exposed
for a short period of time while the lagging boards are inserted and the neighboring
ground remains stable. Soldier pile walls usually cost less than sheet pile or concrete
diaphragm walls.
Soldier pile(a)

(b)

Wood lagging

Soldier pile

Wood lagging

Gap

Figure 6.2 General description of a soldier pile wall. (a) Plan view. (b) Side view.



Figure 6.3 Soldier pile wall and its lateral support system. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu,
Taiwan.)
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6.2.1.2 Steel sheet pile walls

Characteristics and properties of steel sheet piles typically used for retaining structures are
described in Section 5.14. Sheet pile walls are often used in soils that are inappropriate for
soldier pile walls, such as soft clays and organic and loose soils of low plasticity below the
water table (e.g., saturated silt, loose silty, or clayey sand). Individual steel sheet pile pan-
els are interlocked via thumb-and-finger or ball-and-socket type connections (see Section
5.14). The sheet pile wall provides complete coverage of the soil within the excavation and
is effective in cutting off concentrated flow through pervious layers and for protection
against ground loss.

Impact or vibratory hammers (see Section 8.2) may be used to drive the steel sheet piles.
The sheet piles are inserted in waves, maintaining the tips of adjoining sheet piles no more
than about 2 m apart. This procedure is designed to maintain the alignment of the sheet
piles and integrity of the interlocks. This is especially critical when driving in dense soil
or soilswith boulders. The sheet piles are extracted after the permanent underground struc-
ture is completed.

6.2.1.3 Concrete diaphragm walls

The concrete diaphragm wall is a continuous earth-retaining concrete wall built from the
ground surface. The walls may consist of precast or cast-in-place concrete panels. The
most common type of concrete diaphragm wall is casted within a slurry-stabilized trench
using a tremie pipe. Figure 6.4a–d provides a brief description of the sequence of slurry-
trenched diaphragmwall construction. A pair of parallel guide walls is built first along the
line where the diaphragm wall is to be constructed. A clamshell bucket suspended from a
construction crane (see Figure 6.5) is normally used to excavate the trench between the
guide walls, while the trench is filled with slurry as conceptually described in
Figure 6.4a. The slurry trench usually is about 3 to 6 m wide, 0.5 to 1.5 m thick, and
can extend to over 50m below ground surface. The purpose of slurry is to maintain stabil-
ity of the trench during excavation. Bentonite or various types of polymer mixed with
water have been used as slurry. After the individual panels are excavated, end pipes
and reinforcing steel cage are inserted into the slurry-filled trench, as shown in
Figure 6.4b. Concrete is then poured through a tremie pipe, and the end pipes are removed
as described in Figure 6.4c. Once the concrete is set, the neighboring panel can be exca-
vated, as depicted in Figure 6.4d.
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Figure 6.4 The sequence of slurry-trenched diaphragm wall construction. (a) Excavation of slurry-filled
trench. (b) Placement of end pipes and reinforcing steel cage. (c) Pouring concrete while
extracting the end pipes. (d) Excavation of a neighboring panel.

Figure 6.5 Construction crane with a clamshell bucket. (Courtesy of Ground Master Construction Co.
Ltd., Taipei, Taiwan.)
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Concrete diaphragmwalls can bemadewith high rigidity (i.e., with increased thickness)
andwatertight. Techniques have been developed to construct concrete diaphragmwalls in
soft/loose soils or soils with large boulders, below water table, and with great depth. The
equipment involved in the construction is relatively quiet and low in vibration. For these
reasons, concrete diaphragm walls are often used in congested metropolitan areas where
excavations are made in close proximity to other existing structures. The construction of
concrete diaphragm walls in general is more costly than the sheet pile and soldier pile
walls. However, the concrete diaphragm walls are usually left in place and used as part
of the permanent structure.
6.2.2 Support methods

The excavation walls are rarely designed as a cantilever structure. Instead, they are sup-
ported by either an internal bracing system placed inside the excavation or a series of
anchors or tiebacks.
6.2.2.1 Internal bracing

Internal bracing is often used most economically in relatively narrow excavations, where
cross-lot bracing can be used without intermediate support. Figure 6.6a and b provides
schematic cross-section and plan views of the wall and a cross-lot internal bracing system.
In this case the excavation walls on the opposite sides are used to provide reactions against
each other. The horizontal cross-lot bracing is referred to as the strut. A continuous hor-
izontal wale is typically used to transfer loads from the excavation wall to the struts. Wale
levels are normally set about 3 to 5 m apart vertically, and strut positions are set about 5 to
7 m apart longitudinally along the cut. Intermediate vertical support for the struts may
Strut

Wale Excavation wall

Strut

Wale Excavation wall

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6 Schematic views of the cross-lot internal bracing system. (a) Section view. (b) Plan view.



Figure 6.7 Cross-lot bracing of a cut-and-cover excavation for a subway station of Kaohsiung MRT
project, Taiwan. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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become necessary as the excavation widens. Figure 6.7 shows a case of cross-lot bracing
with intermediate vertical support system used in the cut-and-cover excavation for the
construction of a subway station.

As the distance between the sides of the excavation increases further, internal bracing
becomes less efficient, and tiebacks (described later) may be more feasible. For wide exca-
vations where cross-lot bracing becomes impractical and suitable anchorage soil or rock
layers are not available for tiebacks, inclined braces supported by a row of short wall
embedded in soil within the excavated area may be used to provide the internal support.
Figure 6.8 shows the schematic view of an excavation using an inclined internal bracing
system. The lateral resistance came from the passive earth pressure behind the short wall.
The inclined braces are referred to as the rakers. Wales are used to transfer loads from the
excavation wall to the rakers as in the case of cross-lot bracing.

Displacements may occur from slack in the support system, but this can be largely elim-
inated by preloading. Preloading up to 50% of the design or allowable load is a common
practice in areas where displacements are of concern. Extreme temperature variations can
affect load experienced by the struts or rakers. To prevent overstressing, the steel members
exposed to sunlight may be coated with reflective paint.
Wale
Excavation wall

Raker

Short wall

Figure 6.8 Excavation using an inclined internal bracing system.
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6.2.2.2 Tiebacks

A tieback is a prestressed, grouted ground anchor installed in soil or rock that is used to
transmit the applied tensile load into the ground. The basic components of a tieback
include: (1) the anchorage, (2) the unbonded length, and (3) the anchor (or tendon)
bond length, as schematically shown in Figure 6.9. The anchorage is the combined system
of anchor head, bearing plate, and other mechanical components that facilitate transmit-
ting the tensile force from the tendon to the excavation wall. The unbonded length is the
part of the tendon that is free to elongate while transferring the tensile force from
the bonded tendon to the excavation wall. The tendon bond length is that length of the
bonded tendon capable of transmitting the applied tensile load into the ground. The
anchor bond length should be located outside of the active failure zone.

The use of tiebacks or ground anchors to support excavation walls has increased signif-
icantly in the past few decades. The anchorage is the only exposed part of the bracing sys-
tem, leaving the entire excavation area open for construction activities. Figure 6.10 shows
a case of braced excavation using contiguous-bored concrete piles as the excavation wall,
with tieback support.
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Figure 6.9 Components of a tieback.

Figure 6.10 Braced excavation at National University of Singapore campus using contiguous-bored
concrete piles with tieback support. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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The construction of a ground anchor generally follows these steps:

1. Drilling a borehole according to the planned diameter, inclination, and length.
2. Insertion of the tendon (prestressing steel element) into the borehole.
3. Grouting the tail end of the borehole (i.e., the anchor bond length in Figure 6.9).
4. Performing load test on the ground anchor and applying the lock-off load.

A variety of configurations of the grouted anchors are available and have been
used successfully in braced excavations. The grouted anchor can be straight-shafted, as
in Figure 6.9. The grout can be inserted into the borehole by gravity (gravity grouting)
or under pressure (pressure grouting). The grouted anchor can have an enlarged toe
(i.e., belled). There can bemultiple bells within the anchor bond length. The pressure grout-
ing can be applied more than once (regroutable anchor). In a given soil deposit, the actual
capacity achieved in the field will depend on the equipment used, construction procedure,
and workmanship. The selection of construction equipment, dimensions of the borehole,
and configuration of the grouted anchor are largely based on local expertise and experi-
ence, and therefore is usually left to the discretion of the specialty anchor contractor.

The main responsibility for the designer is to define a minimum anchor capacity that
can be achieved in a given ground type. Estimation of anchor capacity is therefore based
on the simplest straight-shaft gravity-grouted anchor. The estimated capacity may confi-
dently be achieved while allowing the specialty contractors to make further optimization.
The design capacity of each anchor will be verified by testing before accepting the anchor.
The ultimate resistance, Pult, per ground anchor or tieback may be estimated as follows:

Pult = πdtbltbfbu (6.1)

where
dtb= diameter of the grouted anchor
ltb= anchor bond length
fbu= average ultimate bond stress along the grouted anchor

A range of ultimate bond stress (fbu) values that have been reported for gravity-grouted
and pressure-grouted anchors is provided in Table 6.1. The allowable anchor design load,
Pall, may be determined by dividing the ultimate resistance, Pult, by a safety factor (FS) as
follows:

Pall =
Pult

FS
(6.2)

A minimum safety factor of 2.0 is usually applied.
The purpose of prestressing steel element of the tendon is to safely transmit load in the

anchor bond zone to the structure without breakage. High-strength steel wire strands,
cables, and bars are commonly used for prestressing steel element. Often the choice of
the type of prestressing steel element is limited by the method of installation, or by conve-
nience. Table 6.2 shows the dimensions and strengths of typical prestressing steel elements
used in ground anchors. Note that multiple wires, cables, or strands may be used in
an anchor.

Every production ground anchor is load-tested by pulling the anchor usually to a max-
imum of 125% of the design load. If the load test results meet the acceptance criteria set
for the contract (usually based on the elongation of the tendon at 125% of the design



Table 6.1 Average ultimate bond stress for ground=grout interface along straight shaft anchor bond zone

Rock Cohesionless soil Cohesive soil

Rock type fbu (MPa) Anchor type fbu (MPa) Anchor type fbu (MPa)

Granite and
basalt

1.7–3.1 Gravity-grouted 0.03–0.07 Gravity-grouted 0.07–0.14

Dolomitic
limestone

1.4–2.1 Pressure-grouted Pressure-grouted

Soft limestone 1.0–1.4 Soft silty clay 0.03–0.07 Fine–medium sand,
medium dense–dense

0.08–0.38

Slates and hard
shales

0.8–1.4 Silty clay 0.03–0.07 Medium–coarse sand
(w=gravel), medium
dense

0.11–0.66

Soft shales 0.2–0.8 Stiff clay, medium
to high plasticity

0.03–0.10 Medium–coarse sand
(w=gravel),
dense–very dense

0.25–0.97

Sandstones 0.8–1.7 Very stiff clay,
medium to high
plasticity

0.07–0.17 Silty sands 0.17–0.41

Weathered
sandstones

0.7–0.8 Stiff clay, medium
plasticity

0.10–0.25 Dense glacial till 0.30–0.52

Chalk 0.2–1.1 Very stiff clay,
medium plasticity

0.14–0.35 Sandy gravel, medium
dense–dense

0.21–1.38

Weathered marl 0.15–0.25 Very stiff sandy silt,
medium plasticity

0.28–0.38 Sandy gravel,
dense–very dense

0.28–1.38

Concrete 1.4–2.8

Source: After Sabatini, P.J., Pass, D.G., and Bachus, R.C. 1999. Geotechnical Engineering Circular No. 4. Ground Anchors and

Anchored Systems. ReportNo. FHWA-IF-99-015. Office of Bridge Technology, Federal HighwayAdministration,

Washington, DC.
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load), the anchor is then locked off. A lock-off load—that is, a tensile force at certain frac-
tion of the design load—remains in the anchor after the load test. For braced excavations
designed using the apparent earth pressure (described below), the lock-off load is usually
set at 80%–100% of the design load.

For permanent ground anchors, a certain percentage of the anchors are tested to amuch
higher ratio of the design load or to failure. Selected permanent anchors may be retested at
Table 6.2 Dimensions and strengths of typical prestressing steel elements

Tendon type Diameter (mm)
Ultimate
Stress (fsu) (MPa)

Yield stress (fy),
fraction of fsu

Wire (ASTM A421) 6.35 1655 0.80
Cables or strands (ASTM A416) 6.35 1862 0.85

12.7 1862 0.85
15.24 1862 0.85

Bars or rods (ASTM A322) 12.7 1104 0.85
15.88 1587 0.85
25.4 1035 0.85
25.4 1104 0.85
31.75 1035 0.85
31.75 1104 0.85
34.93 1035 0.85
31.75 911 0.85
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a later stage after installation to verify the loading conditions and integrity of the anchor.
The permanent ground anchors are usually coated with protective material against
corrosion.
6.3 APPARENT EARTH PRESSURE

As described earlier, the construction sequence of a braced excavation is very different
from that of conventional retaining walls introduced in Chapter 5. For braced excavation,
we try to keep the excavation wall movement to a minimum to avoid damage to the neigh-
boring structures. As a result, the lateral earth pressure distribution is rather different from
that of the active condition described in Chapter 5. The following section describes the
development of apparent earth pressure diagrams that we often use in the design of
braced excavation.
6.3.1 Development of the apparent earth pressure diagrams

A number of empirical pressure distributions have been proposed for braced excavations.
Since the actual distribution depends on several variables, including the relative stiffness of
the soil and bracing and workmanship, the choice of earth pressure distribution is largely
a matter of judgment. However, because of the application of bracing and prestressing at
early stage of the excavation, full development of active failure is often not materialized as
described previously. The lateral earth pressure is likely to be much higher than that
described by the active earth pressure theory near the top of the excavation. In general,
the resulting deformation pattern most closely resembles an arching active condition.
Therefore a parabolic, rather than triangular, pressure distribution is most likely to act
on the wall.

Apparent earth pressure diagrams are semi-empirical and were originally developed by
Terzaghi and Peck (1967) and Peck (1969) to provide loadings for the design of struts in
internally braced excavations. They made field measurements of the reaction forces
provided by the struts for various braced excavation projects in the United States and
Germany. The apparent earth pressure distribution against the excavation wall was
then inferred from the field strut load measurements. Figure 6.11 shows the general pro-
cedure for developing apparent earth pressure diagrams from reaction forces (RA,RB,RC,
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Figure 6.11 Development of apparent earth pressure diagrams. (a) Reaction forces. (b) Apparent earth
pressures.
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and RD) measured at each strut level in the field. The apparent earth pressures were
calculated as follows:

pA = RA

(Sh) LA + LB

2

( ) (6.3a)
pB = RB

(Sh)
LB

2
+ LC

2

( ) (6.3b)
pC = RC

(Sh)
LC

2
+ LD

2

( ) (6.3c)
pD = RD

(Sh)
LD

2
+ LE

( ) (6.3d)

where
Sh= horizontal spacing between struts
pA, pB, pC, and pD= apparent earth pressure for strut level A, B, C, and D
LA,LB,LC, andLD= vertical distance from strut levelA,B,C, andD to its neighboring
support at higher level or ground surface

The resulting apparent earth pressure diagrams are used to develop an envelope encom-
passing the maximum distributed pressures. This design envelope represents the maxi-
mum strut load that can be anticipated at any stage of construction. These diagrams
are likely to produce conservative design loads.

The Terzaghi and Peck apparent earth pressure envelopes are rectangular or trapezoi-
dal in shape, as summarized in Figure 6.12. The maximum ordinate of the apparent earth
pressure diagrams in Figure 6.12 is denoted as σhp. The Terzaghi and Peck envelopes were
developed considering the following factors:

• The excavation is greater than 6m deep and relatively wide. Wall movements are
assumed to be large enough so that the full value of the soil shear strength may be
mobilized.
H

Struts

(a) (b) (c)

0.25 H

0.25 H

0.75 H

0.25 H

Figure 6.12 Apparent earth pressure diagrams for internally braced walls. (a) Sands: σhp ¼ 0.65KaγH;
Ka ¼ tan2(45�(Ø0=2)). (b) Stiff clays: σhp¼ 0.3γH. (c) Soft-to-medium clays: σhp¼
1.0KAγH; KA¼ 1�m(4su=γH). (Adapted from Peck, R.B. 1969. Deep excavation and
tunneling in soft ground. State-of-the-Art Report. Proceedings of the 7th International
Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, Mexico City, Mexico, pp. 225–325.)
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• Groundwater is below the base of the excavation for sands, and for clays, its position
is not considered important. Loading due to water pressure is not considered in
the analyses.

• The soil is assumed to be homogeneous and soil behavior during shearing is assumed
to be drained for sands and undrained for clays; that is, only short-term loadings
are considered.

• The loading diagrams apply only to the exposed portion of the wall and not the por-
tion of the wall embedded below the bottom of the excavation.

Procedures to establish the apparent earth pressure diagrams are described below.

6.3.1.1 Sands

If the excavation is in a sand deposit, the earth pressure σhp is estimated as

σhp = 0.65KaγH (6.4)

where
Ka= active earth pressure coefficient= tan2(45−(Ø′/2))
γ= total unit weight of the soil
H= depth of excavation

6.3.1.2 Clays

For clays, the apparent earth pressure is related to a stability number, NS, which is
defined as

Ns = γH
su

(6.5)

where
su= average undrained shear strength of the clay soil below the base of the excavation

6.3.1.3 Soft-to-medium clay (NS≥ 6)

σhp = KAγH (6.6)

and

KA = 1−m
4su
γH

( )
(6.7)
In Equation 6.7, m generally equals 1, and may vary between 0.4 and 1 where open
excavation is underlain by soft, normally consolidated clay.

6.3.1.4 Stiff clay (NS≤ 4)

If the excavation is in a stiff clay deposit, the earth pressure σhp is estimated as

σhp = 0.3γH (6.8)
For 4,NS, 6, σhp= larger of Equations 6.6 and 6.8 and use the apparent earth pres-
sure diagram for soft-to-medium clay.
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Note that the Terzaghi and Peck apparent earth pressure diagrams were developed
mainly for internally braced excavation walls, although they have also been used success-
fully for anchor or tieback supported walls (Goldberg et al., 1976). Modified apparent
earth pressure diagrams for anchor-supported walls that are dependent on the number/
location of the ground anchors have been reported by Sabatini et al. (1999). Details of
the apparent earth pressure diagrams for anchor-supportedwalls are not described herein.
Terzaghi and Peck apparent earth pressure diagrams may be used as an initial estimate in
the case of anchor-supported walls.
6.3.2 Loading diagrams for stratified soil profiles

The apparent earth pressure diagrams described above were developed for reasonably
homogeneous soil profiles. They are not directly applicable in cases of stratified soil depos-
its. For excavations in clays with significantly different undrained shear strengths, as
shown in Figure 6.13a, take the average undrained shear strength su(ave) and unit weight
γ(ave) of the clays involved as follows:

γ(ave) =
∑n

i=1 (hi)(γi)
H

(6.9a)

∑n
su(ave) = i=1 (hi)(sui)
H

(6.9b)

where
hi= thickness of layer i
γi= unit weight of the clay in layer i
sui= undrained shear strength of the clay in layer i

The apparent earth pressure diagram is determined according to the average undrained
shear strength and unit weight.

For excavation in soils that involve both sand and clay layers, as shown in Figure 6.13b,
the apparent earth pressure diagram can be established based on an equivalent undrained
shear strength, su(eq), proposed by Peck (1943) as follows:

su(eq) = 1
2H

γsKsH2
s tanØ

′
s + 2(H −Hs)n′su

[ ]
(6.10a)
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Figure 6.13 Braced excavation in layered soils. (a) Layered clays. (b) Sand and clay layers.
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And the average unit weight of the layers, γave, is calculated as

γave =
1
H

[γsHs + (H −Hs)γc] (6.10b)

where
H= total depth of excavation
γs= unit weight of the sand
Hs= thickness of sand layer
Ks= lateral earth pressure coefficient for the sand layer (≈1.0)
Ø′

s= drained friction angle of sand
su= undrained shear strength of the clay
γc= unit weight of the clay
n′ = coefficient for progressive failure varied from 0.5 to 1.0 (use average value of 0.75)

The apparent earth pressure diagram is then determined considering the overall soil
deposit as a clay, based on the equivalent undrained shear strength Equation (6.10a) and
average unit weight Equation (6.10b).
6.4 ANALYSIS OF THE WALL AND BRACING SYSTEM

The braced excavation wall and many other elements of the lateral support system are
continuous beams from the structural analysis point of view. Rigorous analysis of a con-
tinuous beam as an indeterminate system would require the use of a computer program.
Commercial software packages are routinely used in engineering practice for the design of
braced excavation systems. The following sections provide a complete but simplified, step-
by-step procedure for the analysis of a braced excavation system. With these simplifica-
tions, the calculations can be executed without a computer program.

6.4.1 Determination of strut loads

The strut loads are determined by reversing the procedure used for the development of
the apparent earth pressure diagrams (see Figure 6.11). A strut is designed to support a
load represented by the area between the midpoints of the adjacent support levels. Con-
sider the case shown in Figure 6.14. For a braced cut in sand, the strut load at each level
(i.e., RA, RB, RC, and RD) is calculated as follows:

RA = sh LA + LB

2

( )
σhp (6.11a)

( )

RB = sh

LB

2
+ LC

2
σhp (6.11b)

( )

RC = sh

LC

2
+ LD

2
σhp (6.11c)

( )

RD = sh

LD

2
+ LE σhp (6.11d)

where
σhp= 0.65 KaγH according to Equation 6.4 for braced excavation in sand
Sh= horizontal center-to-center spacing between struts
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Figure 6.14 Calculation of the strut loads using the apparent earth pressure diagrams. (a) Section view
and apparent earth pressure. (b) Plan view.
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The struts are treated as columns hinged at both ends, carrying the loads obtained
according to the above procedure. The size of the steel element to be used as struts and
the need for intermediate support are then determined according to the steel design man-
ual. For ground anchor-supported excavations, the strut load represents the horizontal
component of the anchor design load at the corresponding level.

For excavations in clays, the first (top) level of strut should be placed at depth shallower
than the depth of tensile crack (see Section 5.6). Regardless of the soil conditions, the first
level of strut should be placed when the vertical component of the wall (i.e., soldier pile or
sheet pile) is capable of supporting the lateral earth pressure as a cantilever.
6.4.2 Loading on wales

As described earlier, the main function of a wale is to transfer loads from the excavation
wall to the struts. A wale is treated as a continuous beam subject to a uniform distributed
load and placed at the same level as the corresponding struts. Each wale carries a tributary
area of load (per unit thickness of the wall) based on the vertical spacing between adjacent
struts. Figure 6.15 provides a conceptual description of the distributed load on a wale
sh

wi

Wale

Strut

Uniform

distributed

load

Figure 6.15 Plan view of a wale as a continuous beam subjected to a uniform distributed load.
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at level i in a support system. For a continuous beam, the maximum bending moment
Mmax relates to the uniform distributed load as follows:

Mmax = Cwis2h (6.12)

where
C=moment coefficient
wi= uniform distributed load (per unit thickness of the wall) on the wale at level i
sh= horizontal center-to-center spacing between struts

For the braced excavation (excavation in sand) case shown in Figure 6.13, the uniform
distributed load (wA, wB, wC, and wD) at the four strut levels is determined as follows:

wA = LA + LB

2

( )
σhp (6.13a)

( )

wB = LB

2
+ LC

2
σhp (6.13b)

( )

wC = LC

2
+ LD

2
σhp (6.13c)

( )

wD = LD

2
+ LE σhp (6.13d)
For the determination ofMmax, C= 0.1 is recommended for continuous members sup-
porting a uniform distributed load. Selection of the wale section at each level is based on
the Mmax of that level.
6.4.3 Loading on vertical components of the wall

Depending of the system used, the load-carrying vertical component can be soldier piles,
sheet piles, or concrete diaphragmwalls. For a unit thickness of the wall, the vertical com-
ponent can also be treated as a continuous beam subjected to a distributed load from earth
pressure on one side and supported by wales on the other. The apparent earth pressure
distributions as described in Figure 6.12 are not necessarily uniform in the vertical
direction. For simplicity, the maximum bending moment per unit thickness (in unit of
kN-m/m) in the vertical component of the wall between adjacent wales may be estimated
conservatively as

Mmax = Cσhps
2
v (6.13)

where
σhp=maximum ordinate of the apparent earth pressure diagram
sv= vertical center-to-center spacing between the adjacent wales

Again, C= 0.1 can be used for the calculation of Mmax. The vertical wall component
is sized according to the largest value ofMmax obtained from the given vertical wall com-
ponent. As described earlier, the soldier piles, if used, carry the full earth pressure load
while the lagging retains soil and resists relatively minor earth pressure. Each soldier
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pile thus carries a tributary area of load that covers the horizontal spacing between
adjacent soldier piles (sh). For a soldier pile, the maximum bending moment (in unit of
kN-m) between adjacent wales should therefore be (sh)(Mmax), where Mmax is obtained
from Equation 6.13.
Figure
EXAMPLE 6.1

Given

A 9m-deep braced excavation is to be conducted in a clay deposit. Figure E6.1 shows
the soil profile and the proposed cross-lot bracing scheme.
H = 9 m

Clay

γ  = 19 kN/m3

Ø = 0

su = 50 kN/m2

51.3 kN/m2

4.5 m

2.25 m

2.25 mA

B

C

2.5 m

2.5 m

2.5 m

1.5 m

Sheet 

pile

Apparent earth

pressure diagramStrut levels

E6.1 Soil profile and the proposed cross-lot bracing scheme.
Required

1. Determine and draw the apparent earth pressure diagram for the braced excavation.
2. Determine the strut load at levels A, B, and C.
3. Determine the required section modulus for the wale at levels B and C.
4. Determine the required section modulus for the sheet pile per unit thickness of

the wall.

The center-to-center spacing between the struts is sh= 3m, and the allowable flex-
ural stress of the steel elements is σall= 200MPa.

Solution

Part 1

The stability number according to Equation 6.5, Ns= γH/su= (19)(9)/(50)= 3.42,
4, therefore use the earth pressure diagram for stiff clay.
σhp= 0.3γH= (0.3)(19)(9)= 51.3 kN/m2
Part 2

Strut load at A= (51.3)(2.25)/2+ (51.3)(0.5)= 83.4 kN/m of the wall
For struts horizontally spaced at 3 m, load per strut= (83.4)(3)= 250.1 kN
Strut load at B= (51.3)(2.5)= 128.3 kN/m of the wall
For struts horizontally spaced at 3 m, load per strut= (128.3)(3)= 384.9 kN
Strut load at C= (51.3)(2.25)/2+ (51.3)(1.5)= 134.7 kN/m of the wall
For struts horizontally spaced at 3 m, load per strut= (134.7)(3)= 404.1 kN
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Part 3

At level B,

Mmax = Cwis2h and C = 0.1
At level B, wi= (51.3)(2.5)= 128.3 kN/m
E6.2
Mmax= (0.1)(128.3)(32)= 115.4 kN-m
Required section modulus S=Mmax/σall= (115.4)(0.001)/(200)= 0.58×10−3 m3

At level C,
wi= (51.3)(2.25)/2+ (51.3)(1.5)= 134.7 kN/m
Mmax= (0.1)(134.7)(32)= 121.2 kN-m
Required section modulus S=Mmax/σall= (121.2)(0.001)/(200)= 0.61×10−3 m3

Part 4

According to Equation 6.13, Mmax = Cσhps2v , and sv= vertical spacing between wales,
C= 0.1
σhp= 51.3 kN/m2 and take sv= 2.5 m (the maximum spacing used in the design)
Mmax= (0.1)(51.3)(2.52)= 32.1 kN-m/m of the wall
Required section modulus S=Mmax/σall= (32.1)(0.001)/(200)= 0.16×10−3 m3/m

of the wall.
EXAMPLE 6.2

Given

A 9m-deep braced excavation is to be conducted in a sand/clay layered deposit as
shown in Figure E6.2.
H = 9 m

Clay

Sand γs = 18.5 kN/m3

Ø′s = 33°

su = 40 kN/m2

H – Hs = 3 m

Hs = 6 m

γc = 19.0 kN/m3

The sand/clay layered deposit.
Required

Determine the apparent earth pressure diagram using the equivalent shear strength
method.

Solution

Follow Equation 6.10a, the equivalent shear strength

su(eq) = 1
2H

γsKsH2
s tanØ

′
s + 2(H −Hs)n′su

[ ]
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thus

su(eq) = 1
(2)(9)

(18.5)(1.0)(62) tan (330)+ (2)(9− 6)(0.75)(40)
[ ] = 34.0 kN/m2
The average unit weight γave= 1/H[γsHs+ (H−Hs)γc] according to Equation 6.10b

γave =
1
9

[
(18.5)(6) + (9− 6)(19.0)

]
= 18.67 kN/m3
The stability number according to Equation 6.5, Ns= γH/su= (18.67)(9)/(34.0)=
4.94. 4
4,Ns, 6, use the apparent earth pressure diagram for soft-to-medium clay and

σhp= larger of Equations 6.6 and 6.8
Following Equation 6.6, σhp=KAγH and KA= 1−m(4su/γH), m= 1.0

KA = 1− (1.0)
(4)(34.0)
(18.67)(9)

= 0.19 and σhp = (0.19)(18.67)(9) = 31.9 kN/m2

2
According to Equation 6.8, σhp= 0.3γ H= (0.3)(18.67)(9)= 50.4 kN/m
Establish the apparent earth pressure diagram with σhp= 50.4 kN/m2

The apparent earth pressure diagram is shown in Figure E6.2a.
H = 9 m 50.4 kN/m2

6.75 m

2.25 m

E6.2a The apparent earth pressure diagram.
Numerical methods are available and have been used for the design of braced exca-
vation systems. This is especially true for the design of concrete diaphragm walls. With
the help of numerical methods, nonlinear soil behavior and effects of soil structure
interaction can be considered. Interested readers are referred to Ou (2006) and Reese
et al. (2013).
6.5 STABILITY AT THE BASE OF A BRACED EXCAVATION

Failure of a braced excavation can cause extensive damage to the nearby structures and
potential loss of human lives. The failure can be due to overstressing of the structural ele-
ments in the wall and bracing system such as the struts, wales, or excavation walls. Stabil-
ity analyses considering these types of potential failures are included in Section 6.4. This
section concentrates on the stability or failure at the base of excavation. In this regard, the
“push-in” failure and “basal heave” failure are the two major failure modes to be
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considered. Basal heave failure is limited to cohesive soils, whereas push-in failure can
occur in both cohesive and cohesionless soils.
6.5.1 Basal heave

Basal heave occurs when the soils at the base of the excavation are relatively weak com-
pared to the overburden stresses induced by the retained side of the excavation. Significant
basal heave within the excavation and settlement adjacent to the excavation result when
the weight of the retained soil exceeds or approaches the soil-bearing capacity at the base
of the excavation. The basal heave analysis assumes a failure mechanism that is analogous
to a bearing capacity failure (Bjerrum and Eide, 1956; Terzaghi et al., 1996), as shown in
Figure 6.16. The excavation has a depth of H and width of B. A uniform surcharge q is
placed adjacent to the excavation. The vertical pressure, qapp, exerted on strip cd comes
from the total weight of the block of retained soil and surcharge, minus the shear resis-
tance along plane bc. Therefore, qapp can be expressed as follows:

qapp = (γH + q)− suH
B′ (6.14)
The factor of safety against basal heave as a bearing capacity failure is

FSbh = Ncbsu
qapp

(6.15)

where
B′ =width of strip cd in Figure 6.16a
H= depth of excavation
γ= total unit weight of the soil
su= undrained shear strength of the clay
q= uniform surcharge on the area adjacent to the excavation
Ncb= bearing capacity factor from Figure 6.17
(a)

B

H

(b)

D

D
B
2

B

H

Heave

q

ab

c d

SettlementB′

suH γHB′

Figure 6.16 Mechanisms of a bottom heave failure. (a) In deep deposit of soft clay. (b) With stiff layer
below excavation.
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Based on the geometry of the failure surface, B′ cannot exceed B/
		
2

√
. Thus, the mini-

mum FSbh for Equation 6.15 is

FSbh = Ncbsu

(γH + q)− suH
		
2

√

B

(6.16)

′ ′
ThewidthB is restricted if a stiff soil layer is located at a depth ofD (andD,B ) below
the base of the excavation, as shown in Figure 6.16b. In this case, B′ is equal to D. Sub-
stituting D for B′ in Equation 6.16 results in

FSbh = Ncbsu

(γH + q)− suH
D

(6.17)
When the width of excavation (B) is very large and the clay layer is deep, the contribu-
tion of the shearing resistance along the exterior of the failure block is negligible and Equa-
tions 6.15 and 6.16 reduce to

FSbh = Ncbsu
(γH + q)

(6.18)
A minimum FSbh of 1.5 should be maintained. When q= 0, Equation 6.18 becomes

FSbh = Ncbsu
γH

= Ncb

Ns
(6.19)

where
Ns= stability number according to Equation 6.5
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6.5.2 Push-in failure

Unlike basal heave, which is mostly a failure within the soil mass, push-in failure involves
the design of the support system including the depth of wall penetration and level of the
lowermost strut. Because of the nature of groundmovement, push-in failure also results in
basal heave within the excavation and settlement adjacent to the excavation, as described
in Figure 6.18.

Analysis of the push-in failure follows the concept of the free earth support method (see
Section 5.11) typically used for the analysis of anchored sheet pile walls. The analysis
assumes active earth pressure on the retained soil side and passive earth pressure on the
excavation side, as shown in Figure 6.19. The push-in failure analysis considers a free
body diagram that covers part of the excavation from below the lowermost strut level,
as shown in Figure 6.20. The safety factor (FSpi) against push-in failure is computed as
follows:

FSpi = PpLp +Ms

PaLa
(6.20)
Lowermost  
strut

Active earth 
pressure

Passive earth 
pressure

Excavation 
wall

Figure 6.19 Earth pressure distribution for the push-in failure analysis.

Failure

surface

Excavation

wall

Strut

Bottom of

wall is

pushed in

Ground

movement

Figure 6.18 The push-in failure.
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where
Pp= passive earth force on the wall below the excavation surface
Ms= allowable bending moment of the wall at the lowest strut level
Pa= active earth force on the wall below the lowermost strut level
La= distance between the resultant active earth force and the lowermost strut level
Lp= distance between the resultant passive earth force and the lowermost strut
level

The design usually requires a minimum FSpi of 1.5. The depth of wall penetration below
the excavation surface can be computed using Equation 6.20 and the required FSpi.
It should be noted that the active and passive earth pressure should be evaluated con-
sidering the adhesion and/or friction between the excavation wall and the surrounding
soil. Ignoring this interface resistance can result in excessive wall penetration requirement
because of the conservative estimates in earth pressures (i.e., active earth pressure is too
high and passive earth pressure too low) (Ou, 2006). In most cases,Ms is small compared
to PpLp and thus can be assumed as zero for simplicity.

For excavation in granular soils, the soil is usually strong enough to withstand the over-
burden stresses induced by the retained side of the excavation, provided the excavation is
properly dewatered and excessive pore water pressure does not develop. Piping can occur
if there is sufficient water head to produce critical upward gradients at the base of the exca-
vation. When pore water pressure becomes close to the total overburden stress, the
strength of granular soil is substantially reduced and can flow like fluid. Seepage analysis
can be conducted to determine the potential for the development of piping if excavation is
to be executed below groundwater table. In most braced excavations, we either use the
excavation wall (i.e., diaphragm wall) to completely block the seepage or lower the
groundwater table prior to excavation.
EXAMPLE 6.3

Given

For the same soil conditions described in Example 6.1, if the depth of braced excavation
remains the same (9 m), width of the excavation B= 15m and the excavation is very
long (L≫ B). No surcharge is placed adjacent to the excavation (q= 0). The clay layer
below the base of excavation is very deep.
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Required

Determine the factor of safety against basal heave, FSbh.
Solution

For q= 0, FSbh = Ncbsu
γH

= Ncb

Ns
according to Equation 6.19.

Ns = Ns = γH
su

= (19)(9)/(50) = 3.42
Choose Ncb from Figure 6.17, consider B/L= 0 and H/B= 9/15= 0.6, Ncb ≈ 5.7

Therefore, FSbh = Ncb

Ns
= 5.7

3.42
= 1.67
6.6 PERFORMANCE OF BRACED EXCAVATIONS

Excavation inevitably induces ground displacements. The displacement is caused pri-
marily by the unbalance of forces as a result of excavation and poor workmanship.
The type and level of poor workmanship can vary significantly and are difficult to pre-
dict or quantify. The following discussion on the performance of braced excavation in
terms of ground displacements excludes the factors of poor workmanship. Goldberg
et al. (1976) compiled a total of 63 well-constructed, braced excavation cases and eval-
uated their ground displacement measurement data from outside of the excavation wall.
Figure 6.21 shows the maximum horizontal displacement (δhmax) and maximum
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6.21 Normalized ground displacement outside of a braced excavation. (After Goldberg, D.T.,
Jaworski, W.E., and Gordon, M.D. 1976. Lateral Support Systems and Underpinning, FHWA-
RD-75-128. Federal Highway Administration Offices of Research and Development,
Washington, DC.)
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vertical displacement (δvmax), normalized with respect to the depth of excavation H and
their comparison with soil conditions. The cases include three types of support systems
(tiebacks and internal bracing with and without prestressing) and four types of walls
(steel sheet pile wall, soldier pile wall, diaphragm wall, and contiguous-bored pile wall).

The study by Goldberg et al. (1976) concludes the following.
For “competent soils” (granular soils, very stiff clays, etc.):

• The displacements are of insufficient magnitude to distinguish variations that may be
caused by wall type or method of lateral support. The concrete diaphragm wall is
likely to have less displacement than other wall types, and tiebacks appeared to per-
form better than internally braced walls.

• Maximum displacements are typically at 0.25%–0.35% of H. The lower range is
associated with granular soils; the upper range is associated with cohesive soils.

• Maximum horizontal and vertical displacements are about equal.

For “weaker soils” (soft-to-medium clays, organic soils, etc.):

• Maximum displacements typically exceed 1% of H for flexible walls. The use of
concrete diaphragm walls reduces the magnitude of displacements to about 0.25%
of H.

• The maximum vertical displacements typically exceed maximum horizontal
displacements.

• When the excavation is in deep deposits of weak soils, the cumulated displacements
occurring below the last placed strut level amounts to about 60% of the total
measured movement.

Experience shows that differential settlement is more detrimental to structures than the
maximum settlement. For this reason, the profile of ground displacement or variation of
settlement with distance adjacent to an excavation is more important than the maximum
settlement itself. Based on his evaluation of field observations on braced sheet pile and sol-
dier pile walls, Peck (1969) proposed a set of empirical correlation curves between vertical
displacement (δv) and distance from the excavation wall (d ) considering different soil con-
ditions, as shown in Figure 6.22. In this figure, the displacement and distance values are
normalized with respect to the depth of excavationH. These curves should be considered
as envelopes that encompass the possible range of δv to d correlations for given soil
conditions.

According to the curves proposed by Peck (1969), the excavation can cause settlement
within a distance of 2 to 4 times the depth of excavation H, depending on the soil condi-
tions. Stability number Ns and thickness of the clay layer below the base of excavation
play an important role in the range of ground settlement. The curves in Figure 6.22
tend to indicate ground settlements that are significantly higher than the field observation
data presented in Figure 6.21, especially for granular soils and very stiff-to-hard clays (cat-
egory I). More refined analytical procedures and advanced construction methods (e.g.,
concrete diaphragm walls) have been developed since the publication of the chart by
Peck (1969).

Clough and O’Rourke (1990) recommended a set of dimensionless settlement profiles
as a basis for estimating the vertical displacement distribution adjacent to excavation in
sands, stiff-to-very hard clays, and soft-to-medium clays. These dimensionless δv/δvmax

versus d/H profiles are presented in Figure 6.23. The envelopes cover the range of settle-
ments and distances of influence for the given types of soils according to the evaluation of
a database compiled by Clough and O’Rourke (1990). To apply these settlement profiles,
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Figure 6.22 Variation of vertical displacement with distance from excavation wall. (Adapted from Peck,
R.B. 1969. Deep excavation and tunneling in soft ground. State-of-the-Art Report.
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however, it is necessary to determine δvmax for the particular case of excavation. The issue
of δvmax is discussed below.

Available field data have indicated that in most cases, the maximum horizontal deflec-
tion (δhm(wall)) in the excavation wall is approximately the same as the maximum ground
settlement δvmax adjacent to the excavation (Clough and O’Rourke, 1990; Ou, 2006).
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Figure 6.23 Dimensionless settlement profiles adjacent to excavation. (a) Sands. (b) Stiff-to-very hard
clays. (c) Soft-to-medium clays. (Adapted from Clough, G.W. and O’Rourke, T. 1990.
Construction-induced movements of in situ walls. Design and Performance of Earth
Retaining Structures. ASCE Special Publication, No. 25, Figure 8, p. 448, Figure 9, p. 449
and Figure 10, p. 450. Reproduced with permission of the ASCE.)
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Clough et al. (1989) reported a set of curves, as shown in Figure 6.24, that relate the
maximum horizontal wall deflection to the safety factor against basal heave (FSbh) and
wall stiffness. The maximum horizontal wall deflection is normalized with respect to
the depth of excavation as δhm(wall)/H. FSbh is determined according to Equation
6.15. Also included in Figure 6.24 is wall stiffness, which is defined as EwIw/γwh

4
ave,

where Ew= the elastic modulus of the wall material, Iw=moment of inertia of the
wall, γw= unit weight of water, and have= average support spacing of the lateral sup-
port elements (i.e., struts or ground anchors). According to Figure 6.24, when FSbh. 2,
δhm(wall)/H would be lower than 0.5% with reasonable wall stiffness. If we consider
δhm(wall) as approximately the same as the maximum ground settlement δvmax adjacent
to the excavation, then the δhm(wall)/H values shown in Figure 6.24 are consistent
with those δvmax/H values for granular soils and very stiff-to-hard clays presented in
Figure 6.21. δhm(wall)/H increases significantly as FSbh becomes less than 1.5. This fig-
ure shows the importance of stability numberNs or safety factor against basal heave in
affecting the ground settlement adjacent to excavation, which is also advocated in the
Peck charts. Coupling Figures 6.23 and 6.24 provides a good way to estimate the dis-
tribution of ground settlement adjacent to an excavation, using the following
procedure:

1. Establish the soil stratigraphy at the project site and determine the depth of excava-
tion H and support system to be applied.

2. Determine the stability numberNs at the base of excavation and safety factor against
basal heave FSbh.

3. Compute the wall stiffness EwIw/γwh
4
ave.
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4. Determine the δhm(wall) according to the soil conditions and the wall stiffness accord-
ing to Figure 6.24.

5. Take δmax as the same as δhm(wall) and estimate the settlement profile according to the
charts presented in Figure 6.23 and soil conditions for the particular excavation.
EXAMPLE 6.4

Given

For the same soil conditions and braced excavation described in Examples 6.1 and 6.3,
if the sheet piles used for the wall support have an elastic modulus (Ew) of 200 GPa, and
moment of inertia (Iw) of 1.15× 10−4 m4/m. The safety factor against basal heave,
FSbh= 1.67 according to Example 6.3.
Required

Estimate the maximum horizontal deflection of the sheet pile wall [δhm(wall)] using
Figure 6.24. Consider have= 2.5 m.
Solution

Thewall stiffness = EwIw
γwh4ave

= (200,000,000)(0.000115)

(9.81)(2.54)
= 60.0
According to Figure 6.24, δhm(wall)/H≈ 0.7% for FSbh= 1.67 and wall stiffness of
60.0. The estimated δhm(wall)= (9)(0.007)= 0.063m= 63mm.
6.7 REMARKS

This chapter deals with the braced excavation, a special class of earth-supporting system
used to maintain the ground stability during excavation. With this system, the excavation
wall is inserted first and lateral support elements are installed in stages as the excavation
progresses. Throughout the process, wall movement is kept to a minimal. This includes
installing lateral support at an early stage of excavation and prestressing the support sys-
tem. For this reason, the lateral earth pressure experienced by the wall tends to be more
concentrated toward the middle of the excavation wall.

Because of the significant differences in construction sequence and limitations in allow-
able wall movement, the active earth pressure described in Chapter 5 for retaining walls
may not be appropriate for the design of braced excavation. The earth pressure diagram
provided for the design of the braced excavation in this chapter was empirically developed
based on field measurements. The apparent earth pressure diagrams described in this
chapter should be treated as envelopes encompassing the maximum distributed pressures
anticipated at any stage of construction for the given soil type. These diagrams are likely to
produce conservative design loads.

The safety at the base of a braced excavation, from soil shear strength point of view, was
discussed. The performance of a braced excavation, in terms of excavation-induced
ground movement in the surrounding area, is highly dependent on the structural system
used for the lateral support, and workmanship. A set of charts indicating the possible
range of ground movement outside of the excavation wall was presented. These charts
were developed based on the construction methods and workmanship available at the
time they were prepared. It is conceivable that as we gain more experience and better
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construction methods become available, the ground movement associated with braced
excavation will continue to improve.

HOMEWORK

6.1. Figure H6.1 shows the soil profile and the proposed cross-lot bracing scheme of a
proposed 9m-deep braced excavation. Soldier piles spaced at 2 m center-to-center
will be used as the excavation wall. The struts will be spaced at 4 m center-to-center
in the plan. For the steel of soldier piles, σall= 170MPa.
Figure H

Figure H
1. Determine and draw the apparent earth pressure diagram for the braced
excavation.

2. Determine the strut load at levels A, B, and C.
3. Determine the required section modulus for the wale at levels B and C.
4. Determine the required section modulus for the soldier pile.
H = 9 m

SandA

B

C

2.5 m

2.5 m

2.5 m

1.5 m

Soldier pile and

wood lagging

Strut levels

γ = 18.5 kN/m3

Ø′ = 33° 31.9 kN/m3

6.1 Soil profile and proposed cross-lot bracing scheme.
6.2. Refer to Figure H6.2; the proposed 7.5 m-deep braced excavation will be supported
by a cross-lot bracing system.Width of the excavation B= 10, length of excavation
L= 20m. Struts will be spaced at 3 m center-to-center. Sheet piles will be used as
the excavation wall. σall of the steel sheet pile= 170MPa.

1. Determine and draw the apparent earth pressure diagram for the braced

excavation.
2. Determine the strut load at levels A, B, and C.
H = 7.5 m

Clay
A

B

C

1.0 m

2.5 m

2.5 m

1.5 m

Sheet 
pile

Strut levels

42.75 kN/m2

3.75 m

1.875 m

1.875 m

Apparent earth

pressure diagram

γ = 19 kN/m3

Ø = 0

su = 35 kN/m2

6.2 Soil profile and proposed braced excavation system.
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3. Determine the required section modulus for the wale at levels B and C.
4. Determine the required section modulus per unit thickness of the sheet pile.
5. Determine the safety factor against basal heave.
6. Estimate δhm(wall); consider the sheet pile wall has an Ew of 200MPa, Iw=

1.3× 10−4 m4/m.

6.3. For the soil conditions shown in FigureH6.3, determine the apparent earth pressure

diagram for the layered clay.
H = 8 m

h1 = 2 m

Clay1

h2 = 2 m

Clay2

h3 = 4 m

Clay3

γ1 = 19.5 kN/m3

su1 = 65 kN/m2

γ2 = 19.0 kN/m3

su2 = 50 kN/m2

γ3 = 19.0 kN/m3

su3 = 35 kN/m2

6.3 The soil profile.
6.4. Determine the apparent earth pressure diagram for the sand/clay layer shown in
Figure H6.4.
Sand

Clay

H = 7 m

Ø′ = 33°

γs = 18.5 kN/m3

su = 35 kN/m2

H – Hs = 4 m

Hs = 3 m

γc = 19.0 kN/m3

6.4 The sand/clay layered soil profile.
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Chapter 7
Static analysis and design of deep
foundations
7.1 INTRODUCTION

There is no clear definition for a “deep” foundation. A shallow foundation under a deep,
multiple level basement building structure may be deeper than a “deep” foundation below
a structure without a basement. The foundation can be subject to axial compressive force,
tensile force, lateral force, and bending moment as shown in Figure 7.1. The loadings
applied to the foundation can bemonotonic or cyclic and can be applied inmultiple planes
(e.g., in both east–west and north−south directions). Deep foundations are required when
the subsurface conditions immediately below the structure or ground surface are not suit-
able for the support of the structure. Thus, the foundation needs to be deepened or
extended to a lower soil or rock layer, usually at a higher cost. Subsurface and/or loading
conditions that lead to the use of deep foundations can include:

• Inadequate strength or compressibility of the soil immediately below the structure or
ground surface to support the loading conditions using a shallow foundation, as
shown in Figure 7.1a.

• The soil immediately below the structure or current ground surface may be eroded by
wind or water scouring during the life of the structure. These conditions can include
structures to be built on sand dunes in a desert or river crossing bridges as shown in
Figure 7.1b.

• Excessive movement of the soil immediately below the structure or ground surface
could occur due to changes in moisture content (i.e., expansive or collapsible soil),
or liquefiable under seismic loading conditions as shown in Figure 7.1c.

• For structures that impose large tensile force, lateral force, bending moment, or com-
binations of the above on the foundation, the deep foundation is likely to bemore cost
effective than a shallow foundation. Structures such as transmission towers, light
poles, offshore oil rigs, wind turbines, or super high-rise buildings can involve such
loading conditions.

As in the case of shallow foundations, the design or static analysis of deep foundations
consider the safety and performance of the foundation. For shallow foundations, the con-
struction usually involves excavation to the desired depth, placement of reinforcement,
and pouring of concrete. For deep foundations, the construction is significantly more com-
plicated than shallow foundations. A variety of materials can be used (i.e., timber, con-
crete, or steel). The construction can involve excavating a hole in the ground and
pouring concrete (with or without reinforcement), or the deep foundation can be prefab-
ricated and driven into the ground.

The construction of deep foundations is a brutal process that can alter the states of the
surrounding material, making it impossible to design the deep foundation based on the
projected or “correct” soil conditions with full consideration of the construction effects.
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Figure 7.1 Conditions that lead to the use of deep foundations. (a) Inadequate soil for the applied load.
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For these reasons, the static analysis is just the beginning. Construction issues should
always be kept in mind when designing deep foundations. Instead of attempting to con-
sider all minor details, it is preferable to concentrate on the key factors that control the
behavior of a deep foundation. Assume that the foundation design has gone through
the evaluation process such as that shown in Figure 4.1, and it has been decided that
deep foundation is the most appropriate option.

The objectives of this chapter are to

• Introduce the commonly used types of deep foundations from the perspectives of
material, geometry, load transfer mechanism, construction-induced ground displace-
ment, and construction method (Section 7.2).

• Describe the methods for static analysis of axially loaded deep foundations and fac-
tors to be considered in the analysis (Sections 7.3 and 7.4).

• Describe the background and techniques involved in the analysis of laterally loaded
piles (Section 7.5).

• Discuss the effects of installing a group of piles in close proximity in axial and lateral
loading conditions (Section 7.6).

• Describe the phenomenon of negative skin friction and methods to predict the effects
of negative skin friction (Section 7.7).
7.1.1 Terminology

Deep foundation or pile—these two terms will be used interchangeably in this book.
Head and toe of a pile—“head” refers to the upper end of a pile and “toe” is the lower end.

This definition will be used throughout this book.
Splicing and cutting of piles—driven piles are mostly made in the factory; the pre-made

pile sections are rarely exactly the length needed in the field. The connection or addition
of a new pile section on top of the installed portion in the ground to increase the length is
called splicing. Removing excess pile length above the ground surface is called cutting.
7.2 TYPES OF PILES

There are many types of piles and multiple ways to classify the piles. This section intro-
duces some of the commonly used systems to classify the types of piles.
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7.2.1 Classification of piles

The types or classification of pile foundations may consider the following factors:

Materials—commonly used materials include concrete, steel, timber, or composite with a
combination of these materials. The concrete piles can be precast in factory, reinforced,
and with or without pre-stressing, or the concrete piles can be cast in place, meaning to
bore a hole in the ground and then fill it with concrete.

Geometry—straight or tapered in longitudinal direction. The pile can have a circular,
square, rectangular, or polygonal cross-sectional area. Most of the steel piles are hol-
low, such as the steel pipe piles. The steel H-piles have an H-shaped cross-sectional
area. The precast concrete piles can be hollow or solid.

Load transfer mechanism—how the load applied to the pile head is transferred to the
ground. For example, a friction pile means most of the load is transferred to the sur-
rounding soil through frictional force along the pile shaft. A toe bearing pile means
the applied load is mostly supported by resistance at the pile toe. Of course, it is possible
to have a pile with its applied load supported by both shaft friction and toe resistance
with various proportions.

Ground displacement—the amount of ground material being pushed aside by the inser-
tion of the pile. For example, a driven pile is expected to displace soil with the same
volume as that to be occupied by the pile. A driven, solid concrete pile is a high-
displacement pile. A steel H-pile with small cross-sectional area is a low-displacement
pile. The amount of disturbance caused by pile driving is proportional to ground dis-
placement. High-displacement pile installation in loose granular soil is likely to densify
the surrounding soil. In dense granular soil or cohesive soil, high-displacement pile
installation tends to cause ground heaving.

Method of installation—piles can be installed by driving with an impact hammer; we
call these driven piles. Or the piles can be cast in place by first drilling a hole in
the ground and then filling it with concrete; we called these bored piles. There are
other names for bored piles; for example, drilled shafts, drilled piers, drilled caissons
or caissons, and cast-in-drilled-hole piles. The term bored pile will be used throughout
this book. There are many other pile installation methods but they are not elaborated
on in this book.

A summary for some of the commonly used types of piles, grouped according to their
material and construction methods, is shown in Table 7.1. It should be noted that the
length and axial load capacity of the piles included in Table 7.1 are based on current expe-
rience. As the demand for mega structures increases and construction technology pro-
gresses, it is foreseeable that certain types of piles can become much bigger/longer and
with significantly higher capacities. With the above background in mind, the following
sections introduce a few commonly used types of piles.

7.2.1.1 Timber piles

A timber pile is a trimmed tree trunk with its branches and bark removed, driven into the
ground with its narrow end (tip of tree trunk) as the pile toe, as shown in Figure 7.2. The
natural taper of the tree trunk increases shaft friction of a timber pile and is recognized in
the design, as will be described later. Timber is a renewable resource and plentiful in many
parts of the world. Some of the timber piles installed well over 1000 years ago are still
functioning in many historical cities in Europe. Because of their unique advantages, as
shown in Table 7.1, timber piles remain a viable choice for deep foundations in the con-
struction of industrial and residential buildings as well as infrastructures.
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Pile head (butt of tree trunk)

Pile toe (tip of tree trunk)

Figure 7.2 Schematic view of a timer pile.
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Douglas fir and Southern yellow pine are the two major species used for timber piles in
North America. The natural taper of Southern pine is approximately 0.008 mm/mm
throughout the length. Douglas fir has slightly less taper than Southern pine. In some
countries of Southeast Asia, small diameter timber (Bakau piles) or bamboo piles are
used for support of excavations or road embankments. Table 7.2 shows the allowable
pile capacity in compression for timber piles of Southern pine and Douglas fir. Specifica-
tions on the minimum requirements in toe and head circumferences for Southern pine and
Douglas fir timber piles of various lengths can be found in ASTM Standard D 25.

Timber piles are susceptible to biological attack from fungi, marine borers, and insects.
Pressure treatment of timber piles has proven to be an effective means of protection from
biological attack. There are two broad types of wood preservatives used in pressure
Table 7.2 Allowable pile capacity in compression

Timber species

Pile toe diameter, mm

177.8 203.2 228.6 254.0 279.4 304.8

Allowable pile capacity, kN
Southern pine 204.6 266.9 338.1 418.1 507.1 604.9
Douglas fir 213.5 280.2 355.8 435.9 529.3 627.2

Source: Collin, J.G. 2002. Timber Pile Design and Construction Manual. Timber Piling Council,

American Wood Preservers Institute, Chicago, Illinois, USA, 145p.
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Tight fit sleeve

Figure 7.3 Splicing of a timber pile. (a) With steel casing. (b) With steel plates and bolts.
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treatment for timber piles: oil-borne systems (primarily creosote) and waterborne preser-
vative systems [chromated copper arsenate (CCA) and ammoniacal copper zinc arsenate
(ACZA)]. The effectiveness of pressure treatment depends on the environment of the
installed timber piles. Treated timber installed under favorable conditions can last over
100 years.

Timber piles are usually installed with a drop hammer. A drop hammer is the simplest
form of an impact hammer for pile driving. A ram is lifted and dropped on to the pile head
by using a hoisting device. Details of pile driving are described in Chapter 8.

A usual method for splicing a timber pile is by bolting two pieces of timber together with
the help of steel plates or steel casing as shown in Figure 7.3. Cutting of excess timber pile
length can easily be done with a saw.
7.2.1.2 Steel H-piles

The steel H-piles, with their general geometry described in Figure 7.4, are usually made
with ASTM A572, A 588, or A 690, Grade 50 steel. Similar steel grades are available
in Canada (CSA G40.21) and Europe (EN 10034). The yield strengths of the steel range
from 300 to 500MPa. Awide range of pile sizes is available, with different grades of steel.
Table 7.3 shows the technical data for selected H-piles available in the US.

Steel H-piles typify what a low-displacement pile is. Despite their formidable capacity,
steel H-piles have a relatively small cross-sectional area and are lightweight. Steel H-piles
are most effective as toe bearing piles founded in hard soil or rock. Because of its low
displacement, H-pile has limited compaction effects on the surrounding material if
driven in loose granular soils. Thus H-piles are usually not effective as friction piles in
granular soils.

A plug of soil may be formed within the flanges of H-piles. For assessment of bearing
capacity, it is important to check by calculation or load testing that there is adequate shaft
frictional resistance of the soil located within the flanges of the H-pile. In dense granular
soil that is disturbed by pile driving, the shaft friction may not achieve the required resis-
tance. Therefore the toe bearing of H-piles in granular soils or rocks is often calculated
using only the net cross-sectional area of the steel. In granular soils, the shaft friction
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Figure 7.4 Schematic view of a steel H-pile.
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on H-piles can be calculated along the entire steel surface (i.e., coating area in Table 7.3),
provided that the length of soil plug after driving can be verified.

Compared to concrete piles, steel H-piles generally have better driving characteristics
and can be installed to great depths. H-piles can be susceptible to deflection upon striking
boulders, obstructions, or an inclined rock surface, resulting in bending on the weak axis
with considerable curvature. Heavy section H-piles with appropriate toe strengthening
are commonly used to penetrate and to withstand hard driving.

Steel H-piles can be easily cut off or spliced by welding. If the pile is driven into a cor-
rosive environment, such as soil with low pH, coal-tar epoxy or cathodic protection can
be applied. It is common to allow for an amount of corrosion in design by simply over-
dimensioning the cross-sectional area of the steel pile.
Table 7.3 Specifications of selected steel H-piles

Section
Weight
kg=m

Area
cm2

d
mm

b
mm

tf
mm

tw
mm

Coating area
m2=m

Ixx
cm4

Iyy
cm4

HP 200 54 684 204 207 11.3 11.3 1.19 4953 1677
HP 250 63 80.0 246 257 10.7 10.5 1.47 8741 2984

85 108 254 259 14.4 14.4 1.50 12,237 4204
HP 310 79 100 300 305 11.0 11.0 1.77 16,358 5286

110 141 307 310 15.5 15.4 1.80 23,683 7742
132 167 314 313 18.3 18.3 1.84 28,700 9370
174 222 324 327 23.6 23.6 1.91 39,400 13,800

HP 360 109 138 345 371 12.8 12.8 2.12 30,343 10,864
152 194 356 376 17.9 17.9 2.15 43,704 15,817

HP 410 131 167 389 399 13.7 13.7 2.29 46,201 14,526
180 231 401 404 19.1 19.1 2.32 66,180 20,978
241 308 414 409 25.4 25.4 2.36 91,154 29,011

HP 460 201 257 445 452 19.1 19.1 2.60 91,570 29,386
269 343 457 457 25.4 25.4 2.64 125,701 40,541

Ixx ¼ moment of inertia with respect to x axis.
Iyy ¼ moment of inertia with respect to y axis.
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7.2.1.3 Steel pipe piles

Pipe piles are made of seamless, welded, or spiral-welded steel pipes in diameters ranging
from 200 to well over 1000mm. Wall thickness typically varies from 4.5 to 50mm.
Figure 7.5 describes the general shape of a steel pipe pile. The material should meet the
grade with reference to ASTM A252. Steel pipe piles can either be made with new steel,
manufactured specifically for the piling industry, or of reclaimed steel casing used previ-
ously for other purposes.

The pipe pile can be drivenwith either an open or closed end. For closed end pile, the pile
toe is closed with a metal flat plate or a conical shoe. The closed end pipe pile is a high-
displacement pile. The closed end pipe may be left open or filled with concrete from pile
head after driving to provide additional moment capacity or corrosion resistance. When
driven open end, soil is allowed to enter the bottomof the pipe and form a plug. Paikowsky
andWhitman (1990) indicated that for an open-end pile in clay, when the ratio of penetra-
tion depth over pile diameter reached 10–20, the pile became fully plugged (no more soil
can enter the interior of the pile). Plugging of open end piles in clay does not contribute sig-
nificantly to the capacity of the pile. For piles in sand, the fully plugged pile behaves almost
identically to closed end pile under static load. The toe bearing capacity of a fully plugged
or closed end pile in sand is significantly higher than an open-end pile. The plugging of piles
in sand is, however, complicated by the arching effects, and is difficult to predict.

If an empty pipe is required, a jet of water or an auger can be used to remove the soil
from inside following the driving. The structural capacity of pipe piles is calculated based
on steel strength and concrete strength (if filled). The strength of concrete is significantly
higher when confined in steel pipe. For closed end pipe piles, it is possible to drive the pile
from the bottom, by impacting the end plate. Steel pipe piles are suitable for use as toe
bearing and friction piles.

Similar schemes in pile splicing, cutting, and corrosion protection as in steel H-piles can
be applied to steel pipe piles. If a concrete-filled pipe pile is corroded, the load-carrying
capacity of the concrete remains intact.
7.2.1.4 Precast concrete piles

Precast concrete piles are typically made with steel reinforcement and pre-stressing ten-
dons to obtain the tensile strength required to survive handling and driving, and to
Cross section

Ground surface

End plate for

closed end pile 

Figure 7.5 Schematic view of a steel pipe pile.



Figure 7.6 A spun-cast, pre-tensioned hollow cylinder concrete pile being tested for integrity.
(Courtesy of DECL, Taipei, Taiwan.)
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provide sufficient bending resistance. The piles can be made with a constant or tapered
cross-section. A wide variety of sizes and geometry in cross-section and length can be
accommodated. The cross-section can be circular, square, or polygonal. Long concrete
piles can be difficult to handle and transport. Splicing of precast concrete pile sections
requires special arrangements.

Precast concrete piles are routinely used in Asian countries for economic reasons. A
popular type of precast concrete pile in Asia is made with a spun centrifugal casting pro-
cess. The piles are cylindrical and hollow, with high-concrete density due to the centrifugal
casting process. Typical spun-cast reinforced concrete pile sections are pre-tensioned dur-
ing casting. The length of each precast pile section is usually less than 12m. With their
hollow cross-section and limited length, the pile sections can be transported without
extreme measures. The ends of the precast pile section are equipped with steel rings which
are also connected to the pre-stressing tendons within the pile section. Figure 7.6 shows a
spun-cast concrete pile driven in the ground with its steel ring exposed. Splicing or length-
ening of the spun-cast concrete piles is done by first aligning the steel rings from the two
pile sections to be joined and then welding the rings. A jackhammer and torch are used to
break the concrete and cut the tendons to remove the excess pile length.

Pre-stressed concrete piles are vulnerable to damage from striking through hard soil
layers or obstacles. This is due to the decrease in axial compression capacity due to pre-
stressing force. When driven in soft soils, care must be exercised since a great deal of ten-
sion can be generated in easy driving. The spun-cast, hollow cylinder concrete pile can be
driven with its toe section open or closed. A pile shoe is attached to the toe for closed end
driving. For closed end piles, the hollow space within the pile can be filled with reinforced
concrete to enhance its capability to resist axial force and bending, or it can be used to
install instrumentation such as telltales, inclinometer casings, or strain gages (described
in Chapter 8).

7.2.1.5 Cast-in-place concrete piles

Cast-in-place piles are made by placing concrete into a borehole in the ground. The bore-
hole can be created by either driving a casing in the ground or by drilling without the help
of a casing. The steel casing can be left in place or removed after the concrete is placed.
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In either case, as the concrete piles are cast in place, predetermination of the pile length is
not as critical as the precast concrete piles.
7.2.1.6 Cast-in-place piles by cased method

The casing can be driven with or without a mandrel. A mandrel is a tubular steel section
inserted into the casing that facilitates hard driving of relatively thin casings. After driving,
themandrel is removed. Casings driven without themandrel have thickness in the range of
3 to 60mm, similar to the casing thickness of steel pipe piles. The casing thickness can be
reduced when using the mandrel. The mandrel-driven casings or shells are often corru-
gated circumferentially, as shown in Figure 7.7, to enhance their frictional characteristics
and capability to prevent collapse after removal of mandrel. The sides of the casing can be
straight with constant diameter throughout the pile, steadily tapered, or step tapered from
head to toe.

When amandrel is not used, driving of the casing is essentially the same as that of a steel
pipe pile. The pipe pile can be driven open or closed ended. The pipe that is driven open
ended may require internal cleaning to the depth where concrete is to be placed. The
Monotube pile is a proprietary pile, driven without a mandrel. Monotubes are longitudi-
nally fluted and tapered.

The cased borehole can be inspected after driving, before concrete placement. Rein-
forcement can be placed according to the design as per loading conditions.
7.2.1.7 Cast-in-place piles by uncased method

Bored piles are the most widely used type of cast-in-place piles by uncased method. A
bored pile is constructed by drilling a hole in the ground to the desired bearing stratum
and then filling the hole with concrete with or without reinforcement. The diameter
and length of the bored pile can vary widely. Very large axial as well as lateral load can
be resisted by a single bored pile, therefore making a pile cap unnecessary in most cases.
Figure 7.8 shows the schematic view of a typical bored pile. The drilling can involve the
use of casing to prevent collapse of the borehole. In this case, however, no driving is
involved in the insertion of casings. The noise and vibration associated with bored piles
are significantly less than with driven piles. The dimensions of the pile can readily be
adjusted during the progress of construction to accommodate the ground conditions
Sides straight, tapered, or

step-tapered

Figure 7.7 Cast-in-place pile with mandrel-driven shells. Pile diameter 200–450 mm, corrugated shell
thickness 0.5–3.3 mm.
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Figure 7.8 Schematic view of a bored pile.
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Figure 7.9 Examples of composite piles. (a) Concrete over HP section or timber. (b) Concrete filled
steel pipe over concrete filled steel shell or HP section.
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actually encountered in the field. Splicing and cutting of bored piles is not an issue. A prop-
erly constructed bored pile does not cause any ground displacement, thus is limited in
ground heaving or settlement. For these reasons, bored piles are used almost exclusively
as deep foundations in densely populatedmunicipal areas. Bored piles represent an impor-
tant class of piles. Details of their construction and testing are described in Chapter 8.

7.2.1.8 Composite piles

A review of the above descriptions of different types of piles shows that they all have
advantages and disadvantages. There is no reason to limit ourselves to just one type of
material or construction method in a pile. A composite pile is made up of two or more sec-
tions of different materials and/or installed by different methods. The combinations are
selected to optimize the economy and performance of the piles for the given ground
and loading conditions. Figure 7.9 shows a few examples of composite piles. The use of
concrete for the upper section of these piles is to make the piles more resistant to corrosion
and still maintain the load-carrying capacities. There is plenty of room for innovations in
the design of composite piles.
7.3 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN STATIC ANALYSIS

We get into the static analysis after going through the procedure outlined in Chapter 4
(i.e., Figure 4.1) and decide that a deep foundation system is the most desirable for the
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proposed structure and existing ground conditions. At this stage, the loading conditions to
be imposed on the proposed foundation system are given. The subsurface exploration has
provided the required information regarding the ground conditions. The main task in the
next stage of static analysis may include the following items:

1. Select the optimal type of deep foundation system for the given conditions.
2. Estimate the ultimate and allowable bearing capacity of the piles via static analysis.
3. Determine the number and dimensions of the piles.

The following sections provide the details of these items.
7.3.1 Selection of pile type(s)

There is no clear procedure for selection of the type of deep foundation.What we have is a
process of considering the pros and cons for different types of piles for the given conditions
and then we narrow down the final selection in steps. Table 7.4 provides a comparison
between driven and bored piles, two major groups of deep foundations. The selection
at this stage is based on a broad consideration of the environment of the project site
and logistics for field construction, in addition to costs. For example, driven piles are
rarely used in metropolitan areas because of the noise and vibration created by pile driv-
ing. The next stage involves a more refined selection of pile type(s), considering the tech-
nical issues related to ground conditions. Table 7.5 shows a summary of the possible
ground conditions and corresponding considerations in the selection of deep foundation
type(s).
Table 7.4 Comparison between driven and bored piles

Item Corresponding considerations in the selection of pile system

Characteristics of the pile system Driven piles
Often used in groups to resist the axial compression=uplift
and lateral load. A pile cap is used to integrate the structural
capacities of the piles within a group.

Bored piles
With relatively large capacities in resisting axial
compression=uplift and lateral load, the pile cap can
sometimes be eliminated by using bored piles as a column
extension.

Noise and vibration,waste (soil) disposal –
environmental constraints

Driven piles
Excessive noise and=or vibration can be caused by pile
driving.

Bored piles
Noise and vibration during bored pile construction can be
significantly lower than driven piles. The excavated soil or
drilling fluid from bored pile construction has to be
properly disposed.

Transportation of equipment and
material

Driven Piles
Deliver pile sections through congested streets can be
difficult.

Bored piles
Pre-mix concrete available locally or need to establish a
pre-mix concrete plant on site.

Local expertise and equipment
availability

Availability of experienced field crew and equipment can vary
for both types of piles in different parts of the world.



Table 7.5 Considerations in the selection of deep foundation in response to ground conditions

Field conditions Corresponding considerations

Boulders overlying bearing
stratum

Use low-displacement piles, such as H-piles or bored piles. In the case of
bored piles, costs associated with removal of boulders from borehole
should be expected.

Coarse gravel deposits The pile should be able to resist hard driving.
Loose cohesionless soil Use tapered pile to enhance shaft friction.
Negative shaft friction Avoid use of battered piles.

Use piles with smooth surface or bituminous coating to reduce=minimize
adhesion between pile shaft and surrounding soil.

Soft clay layer Squeezing of soft clay during borehole drilling can result in settlement in the
surrounding area, if bore piles are used. Should consider the use of casing
or drill mud in the construction of bored piles.

Artesian pressure Use solid or closed end pile. Avoid mandrel-driven piles with thin wall
shells. The artesian pressure may collapse the shell upon removal of the
mandrel.

Scour The pile should have sufficient structural strength to act as a column
through scour zone. The pile should be deep enough so that the part
below the scour zone is sufficient to develop the required bearing capacity.

Corrosion Choose the pile material or apply necessary treatment to resist the
corrosion.

Source: After Cheney, R.S. and Chassie, R.G. 1993. Soils and Foundations Workshop Manual. Second edition, FHWA

HI-88-009, Federal Highway Administration, Washington, DC.
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It is possible that after going through the selection process outlined above, more than
one type of pile may appear to be suitable from technical point of view. With these selec-
tions in mind, we proceed to the next stage of static analysis to determine the number and
dimensions of the selected pile type(s). The final selection of the pile type, its dimensions,
and number to be used for the particular project may require iterations of the selection and
static analysis processes.

The construction of deep foundations can cause severe disturbance to the surrounding
soil, as described earlier. Also, because of its significant embedment in soil, a typical pile
foundation can develop its load bearing capacity through surface friction on the pile shaft
against the surrounding soil as well as resistance at the pile toe. How the load is trans-
ferred from the pile to the surrounding soil is thus more sophisticated than with shallow
foundations. For these reasons, the following two sections discuss issues related to the
construction effects of piles and the background of pile load transfer mechanisms.
7.3.2 Construction effects

For driven piles, substantial soil disturbance and remolding are unavoidable. The disturb-
ance comes mainly from vibration and displacement of soil caused by the insertion of a
pile. In loose or medium dense granular soils, the pile driving can densify the soils in
the vicinity of the pile. In this case, the relative density of the affected granular soil
increases. Figure 7.10 shows the zone of densification and ground settlement according
to studies by Broms (1966). The granular soil within a distance of up to 5.5 times the
pile diameter, Dp, can be affected by the pile driving. The increase of density coupled
with an increase of horizontal stress enhances the capacity of the pile. Piles with larger dis-
placement are more effective in densifying the surrounding soil.

In dense granular soil, the pile driving causes dilation in the surrounding soil mass that
loosens the soil deposit or induces negative pore water pressure if the soil is below
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Figure 7.10 Compaction of cohesionless soils during pile driving. (Adapted from Broms, B.B. 1966.
Sols-Sols, (18–19), 21–32.)
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groundwater table. The increase in horizontal stress, which occurs adjacent to the pile
during driving, can be lost by relaxation as the negative pre-water pressure dissipates.
The end result is that the capacity of the pile remains the same or decreases.

When piles are driven into saturated cohesive materials, the soil near the pile is dis-
turbed and displaced radially under an undrained condition. The influenced zones are
generally within one pile diameter from the pile surface, as shown in Figure 7.11. In
this undrained pile-driving process, saturated cohesive soil deforms under a constant
Heave

High-pore

pressure zone

3Dp

Dp = pile diameter

Dp

Dp

Figure 7.11 Disturbance of cohesive soils during pile driving. (Adapted from Broms, B.B. 1966. Sols-Sols,
(18–19), 21–32.)
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volume. Thus for high-displacement piles, the pile driving can also cause ground heaving.
The disturbance and radial displacement generate positive pore pressure which temporar-
ily weakens the soil and therefore the load capacity of the pile. Upon pile driving, the
excess pre-water pressure dissipates and the cohesive soil around the pile consolidates,
which leads to an increase in shear strength and thus higher pile capacity. This phenom-
enon is called “setup.” The development of positive excess pore water pressure and the
following setup are more significant in soft, normally consolidated clays. For pile driven
in stiff or overconsolidated clays, the setup is less significant.

7.3.3 Load transfer mechanism

The load applied at the pile head,Qh, is transferred to the ground through frictional resis-
tance along the pile shaft, Rs, and toe resistance, Rt, as shown in Figure 7.12. Thus,

Qh = Rt + Rs (7.1)
The relationship between elastic deformation of the pile andQh applied to the pile head
depends on how the load is transferred (i.e., proportions between Rs and Rt). This rela-
tionship is an important basis for the interpretation of axial pile load test described in
Chapter 8. Based on Hooke’s law, the elastic displacement, δ, of a pile with uniform
cross-sectional area, Ap, relates to the axial stress passing internally through the pile as

δ =
∫Lp

0

ε(z)dz =
∫Lp

0

σ(z)
Ep

dz =
∫Lp

0

Qi(z)
ApEp

dz (7.2)
Qh

Rs

Rt

Axial load in pile(a)

(b)

(c)

Shaft friction distribution

 Zero shaft frictionRt

Rt Rs
Uniform

Rt Rs
Triangular

Figure 7.12 Typical load transfer profiles. (a) Zero shaft friction. (b) Uniform shaft friction.
(c) Triangular distribution of shaft friction.
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where
Lp= pile length
Ap= cross sectional area of the pile
ɛ(z)= axial strain at depth z
σ(z)= axial stress at depth z
Qi(z)= axial force passing through the pile internally at depth z
Ep= elastic modulus of the pile material

and

Qi z( ) = Qh −
∫z

0

πDpfsp z( )dz (7.3)

where
Dp= diameter of the pile
fsp(z)= shaft friction force per unit area at depth z

Replacing Equation (7.3) into Equation (7.2),

δ = QhLp

ApEp
− 1

ApEp

∫∫Lp

0
πDpfsp(z)dz2 (7.4)
Consider the following three cases:

Case A: If shaft friction is zero and fsp(z)= 0 (see Figure 7.12a), then

δ = QhLp

ApEp
− 0 (7.5)
Case B: If the shaft friction is a constant along the pile and fsp(z) = fsp (i.e., uniform dis-
tribution in Figure 7.12b), then

δ = QhLp

ApEp
− πDpfspL2

p

2ApEp
= QhLp

ApEp
− RsLp

2ApEp
(7.6)
Case C: If the shaft friction increases linearly at a rate of rs per unit depth, and fsp(z)= rsz
(i.e., triangular distribution in Figure 7.12c), then

δ = QhLp

ApEp
− πDprsL3

p

6ApEp
= QhLp

ApEp
− RsLp

3ApEp
(7.7)
Consider a fully frictional pile,Rt= 0, or excludeRt and setQh=Rs, Equations 7.6 and
7.7 can be combined as

δ = C
QhLp

ApEp
(7.8)
C is a constant that relates to the characteristics of the shaft friction distribution. For
Case B, C= 1/2, and C= 2/3 for Case C.

Consider a fully end bearing pile where Rs= 0 (i.e., Case A), therefore Qh=Rt and
C= 1 according to Equation 7.8.
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The C parameter provides a simple but important index that relates pile elastic displace-
ment to shaft friction distribution. The techniques of measuring the elastic displacement in
a pile using telltales or strain gages and applications of their measurements in the interpre-
tation of pile load tests are described in Chapter 8.

The objectives of static analysis are to

• Determine the ultimate axial compression or uplift capacity of a pile or pile group.
The dimensions of the pile including its diameter and depth of penetration are esti-
mated as a basis for budgeting the cost of foundation construction. The allowable
capacity is then given by dividing the ultimate capacity with the factor of safety.

• If necessary, predict the performance of a pile or pile group under lateral loading con-
ditions to ascertain the structural design of the pile or pile group can resist the applied
lateral load and the induced deflections are acceptable to the structure.

• Estimate the settlement of a pile group to ensure the long-term deformation of the pile
group under the sustained applied load is acceptable.

The static analysis does not deal with the construction of the selected pile type. Issues
related to pile construction and quality assurance (i.e., field testing) are covered in Chapter
8. It should be emphasized that the design of a deep foundation is not complete without
the consideration of construction and testing.

The remainder of this chapter introduces the procedures to fulfill the purposes of static
analysis following the sequence described earlier. Pay attention to the difference between
force and stress; to avoid mistakes, force will always be represented by capital letters and
stress by lower case letters.
7.4 ULTIMATE BEARING CAPACITY OF SINGLE PILES UNDER

AXIAL LOAD

A pile foundation fails when the applied axial load exceeds the structural capacity of the
pile or exceeds the ultimate bearing capacity of the ground material surrounding the pile.
The following discussion will concentrate on the ultimate bearing capacity of the ground
material, or the geotechnical bearing capacity. Equation 7.1 states that any axial load
applied at the pile head, Qh, is transferred to the ground through frictional resistance
along the pile shaft, Qs, and toe resistance, Qt. The ultimate bearing capacity of a single
pile,Qu, is the sum of frictional resistance and toe resistance when both have reached their
respective maximum value, and

Qu = Rsf + Rtf (7.9)

where
Rsf= ultimate shaft friction resistance
Rtf= ultimate toe resistance

and

Rtf = Atqtf (7.10)
Rsf = Asfsf (7.11)

where
At= cross-sectional area of the pile toe
As= surface area of the embedded pile shaft
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fsf= average ultimate unit shaft friction (resistance per unit area) along the pile
qtf= ultimate unit toe bearing capacity

The above equations assume that Rsf and Rtf can be determined independently and the
two parameters do not interfere with each other. It is also assumed that the pile toe and
shaft have moved sufficiently against the surrounding soil/rock to develop the ultimate
shaft and toe resistance. In general, the relative displacement between the pile surface
and adjacent soil needed to mobilize the ultimate unit shaft friction, fsf, is approximately
5 to 10mm and is independent from pile diameter (O’Neill, 2001). The Rtf is reached
when the pile toe settles by approximately 5% of the pile diameter (O’Neill, 2001).
Thus the direct addition of side and toe resistance to determine the total compressive resis-
tance of the pile is a matter that requires engineering judgment. This is especially true
when the pile diameter is large. In practice, this issue is best resolved by performing the
site-specific load tests on instrumented piles to discriminate between shaft and toe resis-
tance. Details of the pile load test and how we can distinguish shaft and toe resistance
from pile load test results are described in Chapter 8.

As previously described, the construction of piles can cause severe disturbance to the
surrounding soil. The process and its effects are complicated so that it is not possible or
practical to design a pile with a rigorous procedure. Figure 7.13 shows a flow chart
described by O’Neill (2001) regarding the development of foundation design methods
that is also applicable to pile designs. The design methods have largely been developed
through laboratory model tests, field pile load tests, theoretical analyses, experience,
and judgment. Meyerhof (1976) also stated that “On account of the complex interaction
between the soil and piles during and after construction, the behavior of single piles and
groups under load can only roughly be estimated from soil tests and semi-empirical meth-
ods of analysis based on the results of pile load tests.” It is not surprising that the available
design methods are at least semi-empirical or entirely empirical, and these design methods
are revised from time to time as we learn more from further observations and
accumulate experiences.

There are basically two types of approach in estimating the ultimate unit toe bearing
capacity and shaft friction. The first approach is semi-empirical that considers the field
stress conditions and soil strength parameters. The second approach is entirely empirical,
based on in-situ soil testing such as standard penetration or cone penetration test results.
Field and laboratory

observations

Development of design

theories

Accumulation of

experiences

Development and

revision of

design methods

Figure 7.13 Flow chart in the development of design methods in foundation engineering.
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The following sections describe howwe estimate ultimate unit toe resistance, qtf, and aver-
age ultimate unit shaft friction, fsf.
7.4.1 Ultimate toe bearing capacity based on strength parameters

Meyerhof (1976) proposed a method that is similar to the bearing capacity equation for
shallow foundations.

7.4.1.1 For piles in granular soils

The analysis should consider drained conditions and be based on effective stress. Follow-
ing the bearing capacity approach for shallow foundations, the unit toe bearing capacity,
qtf, is expressed as

qtf = c′Nc
∗ + q′N∗

q + γ∗DpN∗
γ (7.12)

where
c′ = drained cohesion
q′ = effective overburden stress
γ∗ = unit weight of soil (buoyant unit weight if below groundwater table)
Dp= diameter of the pile
N∗

c ,N
∗
q, and N∗

γ =modified bearing capacity factors

For piles, γ∗DpN∗
γ is relatively small and is neglected. For granular soils, c′ = 0, thus

Equation 7.12 is reduced to

qtf = q′N∗
q ≤ ql (7.13)

∗ ′
Nq is estimated based on the drained friction angle, Ø , of the bearing stratum before
pile driving. ql is the limiting value of unit toe bearing capacity when the ratio of
pile depth in the bearing stratum over pile diameter (Db/Dp) exceeds a critical value,
(Db/Dp)cr and

ql = 0.5 paN∗
q tanØ

′ (7.14)

where
pa= atmospheric pressure

Large-scale experiments and field observations have shown that in homogeneous sand,
both qtf and fsf increase with depth, up to a critical depth. Below the critical depth, qtf, and
fsf become practically constant due to effects of soil compressibility, crushing, and arching.
The trend of qtf variation with depth of embedment, Db, in a bearing stratum is qualita-
tively described in Figure 7.14. In a uniform bearing stratum, Db starts from the ground
surface as shown in Figure 7.14a. If the dense sand bearing stratum is overlain by a weak
soil deposit, then Db should start from the interface between the overlying weak deposit
and the bearing stratum as shown in Figure 7.14b.

Figure 7.15 shows the correlation between N∗
q, and Ø′ with various depth ratios

(Db /Dp) according to Meyerhof (1976) for driven piles. Also included in Figure 7.15 is
the correlation between Ø′ and (Db/Dp)cr.

Because of the significantly reduced displacement and compaction effects induced by
pile installation, for bored piles, 1/3 to 2/3 of the N∗

q value shown in Figure 7.15 should
be used for a given initial Ø′.
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EXAMPLE 7.1

Given

A closed end precast concrete pile with a diameter,Dp, of 0.5 m is driven into a uniform
sand deposit. The sand has a saturated unit weight, γsat, of 17 kN/m3 and a drained
friction angle Ø′of 35o. Groundwater table is at the ground surface.
Required

Determine qtf for the pile when the toe is driven to 4 m, 5m, and 6m below
ground surface.
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Solution

Ø′ = 35◦, and depth ratio Db/Dp larger than 4, N∗
q = 143 according to Figure 7.15.

ql = 0.5 paN∗
qtanØ

′ = (0.5)(100)(143)(tan 35◦) = 5006 kPa
3
γsat= 17 kN/m

At 4m depth: qtf = q′N∗
q = (17− 9.81)(4)(143) = 4113 kPa , 5006 kPa

At 5 m depth: qtf = q′N∗
q = (17− 9.81)(5)(143) = 5141 kPa . 5006 kPa

At 6 m depth: qtf = q′N∗
q = (17− 9.81)(6)(143) = 6169 kPa . 5006 kPa

Thus qtf= 4113 kPa at 4 m depth, and qtf= 5006 kPa when the depth of pile toe
exceeds 5m.
7.4.1.2 For piles in cohesive soils

The analysis should consider undrained conditions (Ø = 0) and based on total stress, and

qtf = suN∗
c + qN∗

q + γDpN∗
γ (7.15)

where
su= undrained shear strength of the bearing stratum before pile driving
q= total overburden stress
γ= total unit weight of the soil

When Ø = 0, N∗
q = 1, N∗

γ = 0 and N∗
c = 9, thus Equation 7.15 becomes

qtf = su9+ q (7.16)
The value of q is small compared to qtf and thus can be neglected, or qtf can be consid-
ered as the net unit toe bearing pressure (ultimate bearing pressure above the original
overburden stress). The equation can be used to determine qtf for both driven and
bored piles.
7.4.2 Ultimate shaft friction based on strength parameters

The ultimate shaft friction is controlled by the shear strength of the soil at or near the
surface of the pile shaft, which in turn is controlled by the effective normal stress, σ′h,
along that surface at the time of loading as shown in Figure 7.16. The pile-driving pro-
cess disturbs the soil around the pile. For piles driven in saturated clays, the soil goes
through consolidation after pile driving and the driving-induced excess pore water pres-
sure is dissipated after consolidation. This complicated process makes σ′h rather difficult
to estimate. As σ′h is also closely related to σ′vo, for further discussion, the coefficient of
earth pressure, K = σ′h/σ

′
vo, is used to reflect the effects of pile construction on

stress states.
7.4.2.1 For piles in granular soils

The ultimate unit shaft friction along the pile in homogeneous sand may be expressed by
the following equation:

fsf = Kσ′vo tan δ
′ ≤ fl (7.17)
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Figure 7.16 Stresses and forces acting on an axially loaded pile.
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where
K= coefficient of earth pressure on pile shaft
σ′vo = effective overburden stress along the pile shaft
δ′ = drained friction angle between soil and the pile shaft surface
fl= limiting value of fsf when (Db/Dp) exceeds a critical value (Db/Dp)cr

To apply Equation (7.17), the following procedure is recommended:

• Set the critical depth, (Db/Dp)cr, for shaft friction the same as that for unit toe
bearing capacity.

• fl= fsf when (Db/Dp)≥ (Db/Dp)cr.
• Because of the disturbance caused by pile installation, δʹ= 0.5 to 0.8 Ø′. Lower δʹ val-

ues should be used for piles with smooth shaft surface, such as steel or precast
concrete piles.

• The K values can be estimated based on the type of pile and at-rest lateral earth pres-
sure coefficient before pile construction Ko, as shown in Table 7.6.

The value of Ø′ can be estimated from cone penetration or standard penetration tests,
or laboratory tests such as direct shear, or triaxial tests on sand samples retrieved from the
field. Reliable K and fl can only be deduced from pile load tests at the given site. Empirical
procedures that use cone penetration or standard penetration tests without going through
the estimation of Ø′ values are preferred in the estimation of fsf for piles in granular soil.
The penetration test-based methods will be introduced later.
Table 7.6 Estimation of K based on type of pile and Ko and
Ko ¼ (1� sinØ0)

Pile type K

Non-displacement bored ≈Ko
Low-displacement driven ≈Ko to 1.4 Ko
High-displacement driven ≈Ko to 1.8 Ko

Source: Das, B.M. 2015. Principles of Foundation Engineering. 8th Edition, Cengage

Learning, Stamford, CT, p. 426. Reproduced with permission of Cengage

Learning.
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7.4.2.2 Effects of pile taper—the Nordlund method

Nordlund (1963, 1979) proposed a method to estimate the shaft friction resistance in
cohesionless soils that considers the effects of pile taper and soil displacement caused
by pile installation. The method was developed based on load tests on piles that had
widths (diameters) ranging from 250mm to 500mm.

In the Nordlund method, the ultimate bearing capacity, Qu, is divided into ultimate
shaft resistance, Rsf, and toe resistance, Rtf, as in the case of Equation 7.9. Rtf is indepen-
dent from pile taper and can be estimated with the method described above. The following
discussion will concentrate on Rsf under the Nordlund method. Factors considered in the
Nordlund method are illustrated in Figure 7.17, and Rsf is computed as follows:

Rsf =
∑d=Db

d=0

KδCFσ
′
vo
sin (δ′ + ω)
cos(ω)

DpΔd (7.18)

where
d= depth
Db= pile depth in the bearing stratum
Kδ= coefficient of lateral earth pressure at depth d
CF= correction factor for Kδ when δ′=Ø′

σ′vo = effective overburden stress at depth d
δʹ= friction angle between pile and soil
ω= angle of pile taper from vertical
Dp= pile diameter at depth d
Δd= length of the pile segment

Nordlund did not recommend a limiting value for the computation of Rsf.
The values of δʹ as a ratio to φʹ, for various types of piles, according to soil displacement

volume, V (in m3/m), per meter of pile penetration are shown in Figure 7.18. Figure 7.19
provides a chart to estimate Kδ for piles when Ø′ = 35◦. TheKδ values for a wide range of
friction angles can be found in Nordlund (1979). A chart to estimate CF based on Ø′ and
for various values of δ′/Ø′ is shown in Figure 7.20. Example 7.2 is used to demonstrate the
step-by-step procedure to use the Nordlund method for the calculation of Rsf for a
tapered pile.

Pile taper has little effect on shaft friction in cohesive soils.
Qu

d

Db

Δd

δ ′

ω

ω

σ ′vo
Dp

Figure 7.17 Factors considered in the Nordlund method.
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EXAMPLE 7.2

Given

ARaymond uniform tapered pile is driven to 10m from ground surface into a uniform
sand deposit with γsat= 18 kN/m3 and drained friction angle Ø′ of 35◦. The ground-
water table is at the ground surface. The pile has a diameter of 0.5 m at the ground sur-
face (pile head) and a taper (ω) of 0.7 degrees as shown in Figure E7.2.

Required

Determine the Rsf for the pile using the Nordlund method.

Solution

Divide the pile into five segments; Δd for each segment is 2 m.
The pile diameter at pile head is 0.5 m.With the taper (ω) of 0.7◦, the pile diameter at

the toe is
E7.2
0.5 – (2)[tan(ω)] Db= 0.5 – (2)[(0.7)](10)= 0.26m
The average diameter of the pile (Dp)ave= (0.5+ 0.26)/2= 0.38m
Soil displacement caused by every meter of pile penetration, V, is approximately

V = π(Dp)
2
ave/4 = (3.1416)(0.38)(0.38)/4 ≈ 0.11 m3/m

3
Follow Figure 7.18, for Raymond uniform tapered pile (curve e),V= 0.11m /mand
ω= 0.7, δʹ/Ø′ = 1.075
Ø′ = 35◦. Thus δʹ= (35)(1.075)= 37.6◦

Kδ= 8, for ω= 0.7, according to Figure 7.19
CF= 1.05 for Ø′ = 35◦ and δ′/Ø′ = 1.075, according to Figure 7.20
Divide the pile into five segments for the computation of Rsf,

Rsf =
∑d=Db

d=0

KδCFσ
′
vo
sin (δ′ + ω)
cos(ω)

DpΔd (7.18)
The results are shown in Table E7.2.
Dp = 0.5 m

D b 
=

 1
0

 m

γsat = 18 kN/m3

ω = 0.7°

Ø′ = 35°

Uniform tapered Raymond pile driven into a sand deposit.



Table E7.2 Calculation of Rsf using the Nordlund method

Segment no.
Depth, d, to center
of segment, m

σ0vo ¼ (d)
(γsat� 9.81)
kPa Dp, m

KδCFσ
0
vo

sin(δ0 þ ω)

cos(ω)
DpΔd

kN

1 1 8.19 0.48 40.58
2 3 24.57 0.43 109.23
3 5 40.95 0.38 161.20
4 7 57.33 0.33 196.49
5 9 73.71 0.28 215.09

Sum Rsf¼ 723 kN
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7.4.2.3 For piles in cohesive soils

To apply the drained analysis similar to that of Equation 7.17, either K or σ′h will have to
be known. The construction disturbance makes it difficult to ascertain the value of either
K or σ′h. Meyerhof (1976) reported the α (total stress) and β (effective stress) methods for
assessing fsf for piles in saturated clays to circumvent the difficulty in estimating σ′h. Details
of these methods are described in the following sections.
7.4.2.3.1 The α method

The α method (Meyerhof, 1976) takes an undrained approach. It is assumed that

fsf = αsu (7.19)

where
su= average undrained shear strength along the length of the pile before pile driving
α= the empirical adhesion coefficient for the average su within embedded pile length

7.4.2.3.2 α values for driven piles

The effects on stresses along the pile during loading considering the disturbance induced
by pile installation and the following consolidation are collapsed into one factor, α. This is
a rather rough but practical method. Many empirical procedures have been proposed to
estimate α. Research has indicated that for driven piles, α is related to su and stress history
or overconsolidation ratio (OCR) of the clay. Based on their analysis on a rather compre-
hensive database of pile load tests compiled by the American Petroleum Institute (API),
Randolph and Murphy (1985) developed the following equations to estimate α:

For su/σ′vo ≤ 1

α = [(su/σ′vo)NC]
0.5(su/σ′vo)

−0.5 (7.20)

′
For su/σvo . 1

α = [(su/σ′vo)NC]
0.5(su/σ′vo)

−0.25 (7.20a)

′ ′
The values of su and su/σvo refer to the conditions before pile driving, and σvo
(= effective overburden stress before pile driving) can be estimated with reasonable accu-
racy. The first part (i.e., [(su/σ′vo)NC]

0.5) of Equations 7.20 and 7.20a reflects the effects of
soil plasticity, and hence Ø′ on α. The second part of Equations 7.20 and 7.20a (i.e.,
(su/σ′vo)

−0.5 and (su/σ′vo)
−0.25, respectively) reveals the effects of soil stress history or OCR.
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The value of (su/σ′vo)NC can be estimated by Skempton’s empirical equation (Skempton,
1957),

su
σ′vo

( )

NC

= 0.11+ 0.0037(PI) (7.21)

where
PI= plasticity index

For the common range of PI, Jamiolkowski et al. (1985) suggested that (su/σ′vo)NC =
0.23+ 0.04.

For overconsolidated (OC) clays, following Ladd et al. (1977),

su
σ′vo

( )

OC

su
σ′vo

( )

NC

= (OCR)0.8 (7.22)

′
Figure 7.21 shows a plot of the α− su/σvo relationship for the case of
(su/σ′vo)NC = 0.25. The method developed by Randolph and Murphy (1985) as shown
in Equations 7.20 and 7.20a has been recommended by API for pile designs in
cohesive soils.
EXAMPLE 7.3

Given

A 10m long and 0.8 m diameter precast concrete pile is driven into a saturated clay
deposit as shown in Figure E7.3. The groundwater table is at the ground surface and
(su/σ′vo)NC = 0.25.
Required

Determine the Rsf for the pile using the α method.
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Solution

Because all clay layers have OCR larger than 1, the computation of su/σ′vo
( )

for each

layer starts with the corresponding su/σ′vo
( )

NC values according to the given PI and

su
σ′vo

( )

NC

= 0.11+ 0.037 (PI) (7.21)

′( )

The calculation of su/σvo OC then follows according to the given OCR for each clay

layer as,

su
σ′vo

( )

OC

= su
σ′vo

( )

NC

(OCR)0.8 (7.22)
The computations are summarized in Table E7.3.
Table E7.3 Computations to determine su=σ
0
vo

� �
OC

Layer Layer thickness, m PI OCR

su

σ0vo

� �

NC

su

σ0vo

� �

OC

1 2.0 35 5.0 0.240 0.868
2 7.0 25 1.5 0.203 0.280
3 1.0 20 8.0 0.184 0.971
The average value of su/σ′vo
( )

for the entire pile length, su/σ′vo
( )

ave, is determined
using a weighted average of su/σ′vo

( )
OC based on the thickness of each layer; thus

su
σ′vo

( )

NCave
= ((0.240)(2)+ (0.203)(7)+ (0.971)(1))/10 = 0.21

( )

su
σ′vo ave

= ((0.868)(2)+ (0.280)(7)+ (0.971)(1))/10 = 0.47
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The corresponding α value is determined using su/σ′vo
( )

ave, and according to Equa-
tion (7.20),

α = [(su/σ′vo)NC]
0.5(su/σ′vo)

−0.5 = [(0.21)^0.5][(0.47)^ − 0.5] = 0.67

′
Use σvo at mid-height of the pile as the average effective overburden stress:

σ′vo = (19.5− 9.81)(2)+ (19− 9.81)(3) = 46.95 kPa
Average

su = su
σ′vo

( )

ave
(σ′vo) = (0.47)(46.95) = 21.9 kPa
7.22
fsf= α (su)= (0.67)(21.9)= 14.63 kPa
Rsf= πDPLpfsf= (3.1416)(0.8)(10)(14.63)= 368 kN
7.4.2.3.3 α value for bored piles

For bored piles, α is determined based on the average su along the length of the pile
(O’Neill, 2001). Figure 7.22 shows a correlation between α and the average su normalized
with respect to the atmospheric pressure, pa. Regardless of the type of piles, the αmethod
recognizes that the α value decreases as su becomes higher.
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EXAMPLE 7.4

Given

The same soil conditions described in Example 7.3.
Required

Determine the Rsf for a 0.8 m diameter and 10m deep bored pile using the α method.
Solution

Compute su values using Equations 7.21 and 7.22. The results are summarized in
Table E7.4.
able E7.4 Computations to determine average su

ayer
Layer
thickness, m PI

σ0vo at center of
layer, kPa OCR

su

σ0vo

� �

NC

su

σ0vo

� �

OC su, kPa

2.0 35 1.0 5.0 0.240 0.868 8.40

7.0 25 5.5 1.5 0.203 0.280 14.40

1.0 20 9.5 8.0 0.971 0.971 86.00
The weighted average su= ((8.40)(2)+ (14.40)(7)+ (86.00)(1))/10= 20.39 kPa
su/pa= 20.39/100= 0.204
α= 0.55 according to Figure 7.22
fsf= α(su)= (0.55)(20.39)= 11.21 kPa
Rsf= πDPDbfsf= (3.416)(0.8)(10)(11.21)= 282 kN
7.4.2.3.4 The β method

In the βmethod, the analysis is based on effective stress (Meyerhof, 1976; O’Neill, 2001).
From effective stress point of view, fsf may be considered as

fsf = tan δ′σ′h = tan δ′Kσ′vo (7.23)

where
δ′ = drained pile/soil interface friction angle
σ′h = effective horizontal stress after pile installation
K= earth pressure ratio= σ′h/σ

′
vo

Because of the difficulty in determining δ′, σ′h, or K individually, Equation 7.23 is rear-
ranged as

fsf = βσ′vo (7.24)
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In essence, the effects of tan δ′ and K are lumped into a single, skin friction factor β (i.e.,
β= tan δ′K ), leaving σ′vo that is relatively easy to determine. βmay be estimated as follows:

β = (1− sinØ′) tanØ′ for normally consolidated clay (7.25)

and

β = (1.5)(1− sinØ′)OCR0.5 tanØ′ for over consolidated clay (7.25a)
′
σvo = average vertical effective stress in the soil along the pile before driving

The method recognizes that the clay surrounding the pile is thoroughly disturbed, so
that the Ø′ should be taken as the remolded drained friction angle of the clay and
δ′ = Ø′. For normally consolidated clay, K is expected to be close to at-rest lateral earth
pressure Ko[= (1− sinØ′)]. Based on field load tests, O’Neill (2001) reported that β=
0.16 + 0.06 for normally consolidated clay, and β is independent of depth. Similar
and scattered range of β values has also been reported by Meyerhof (1976). β tends to
decrease as the pile length increases.

In overconsolidated clays, estimation of β relies on remolded drained friction angle Ø′

and OCR. The value of Ø′ can be obtained from laboratory tests or estimation based on
plasticity index using the empirical correlation depicted in Figure 7.23, proposed by Bjer-
rum and Simons (1960). According to pile load tests in overconsolidated clays with Ko

(before pile installation) ranging from 0.5 to 3, the corresponding β increased from
approximately 0.25 to 2 (Meyerhof, 1976).
EXAMPLE 7.5

Given

A 10m long and 0.8 m diameter pile is driven into a saturated clay deposit as shown in
Figure E7.3. The groundwater table is at the ground surface.
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Required

Determine the Rsf for the pile using the β method.
Solution

Estimate the drained friction angle Ø′ for each clay layer using Figure 7.23 based on PI.
The results are shown in Table E7.5.
Table E7.5 Estimation of Ø0

Layer Layer thickness, m OCR PI Ø0 , degree

1 2.0 5.0 35 28
2 7.0 1.5 25 30
3 1.0 8.0 20 33
Average OCR along the pile length= ((5)(2)+ (1.5)(7)+ (8)(1))/10= 2.85
Average Ø′ along the pile length= ((28)(2)+ (30)(7)+ (33)(1))/10= 29.9
Take σ′vo at mid-height of the pile (5 m below ground surface) as the average value
= (19.5− 9.81)(2)+ (19.0− 9.81)(3)= 46.95 kPa
β = (1.5)(1− sinØ′)OCR0.5 tanØ′ = (1.5)(1− sin 29.9)(2.850.5)(tan 29.9) = 0.73

(7.25a)
′
fsf = βσvo = (0.73)(46.95) = 34.3 kPa (7.24)
Rsf= πDPLpfsf= (3.1416)(0.8)(10)(34.3)= 862 kN
7.4.3 Ultimate bearing capacity based on field penetration tests

Small variations of the friction angle,Ø′, can considerably affect the values ofK (orKδ) and
N∗

q for shortpilesabove the criticaldepthor similarly influence thevaluesof flandql for long
piles. Field penetration tests such as the standard penetration test (SPT) and cone penetra-
tion test (CPT) are simple to perform and mimic the insertion of a miniature pile in many
aspects. For these reasons, many empirical methods have been proposed to estimate fsf
andqtfusing these penetration test results.Details of SPT andCPTare described inChapter
3. To take full advantage of the penetration tests, it has generally been recommended that a
“direct” approach be followed. Under the direct approach, the fsf and qtf are determined
directly from the test results (i.e.,N values of SPT or cone tip resistance fromCPT)without
going through the estimation of soil strength parameters using the penetration test results.

It should be noted that most of the available empirical methods were proposed decades
ago, and prior to some of the important testing capabilities or practices as we commonly
use today in penetration tests. Necessary adjustments in the description of the penetration
test-based methods may be necessary in light of the recent developments. It should also be
noted that SPT is not effective in reflecting the strength of cohesive soils. Therefore, SPT is
typically used only for the static analysis of piles in cohesionless soils.

7.4.3.1 Ulitimate bearing capacity in cohesionless soils based on SPT

Taking undisturbed soil samples in cohesionless soil is not practical. An in-situ test such as
SPT is a viable choice and has been widely used as a means to provide profile information
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associated with the design of piles. As described in Chapter 3, the original N value col-
lected in the field,NSPT, is usually converted toN60, orN value corresponds to an energy
ratio of 60%, or E60 as

N60 = NSPTESPT

E60
(3.8)

where ESPT is the hammer energy delivered to the anvil during SPT. TheN value in gran-
ular soil with similar relative density tends to increase with overburden stress. For engi-
neering applications in granular soils, the N values are usually corrected to an
equivalent effective overburden stress, σ′vo, of 100 kPa, orN1. The correction is expressed
by a correction factor, CN, and

CN = N1

NSPT
(3.9)

and it is recommended to determine CN as follows:

CN =
�����
100
σ′vo

√

(σ′vo in kPa) (3.9a)
AnN value corrected for both energy ratio to Er= 60% and effective overburden stress
σ′vo of 100 kPa (1 atmosphere) is referred to as (N1)60.
7.4.3.1.1 Ultimate unit toe resistance, qtf, for driven piles

Meyerhof (1976) recommended that the unit toe resistance, qtf , in kPa for piles driven into
a uniform cohesionless deposit be estimated as

qtf =
40 N1( )60Db

Dp
≤ 400 N1( )60 (7.26)
The calculation of N1( )60 for piles driven into a uniform cohesionless deposit is the same
as the N1( )60B to be described below. If the pile toe is located near the interface of two
strata with a weaker stratum overlying the bearing stratum, the unit toe resistance can
be calculated as follows:

qtf = 400 N1( )60O + 40 N1( )60B − 40 N1( )60O
( )

Db

Dp
≤ 400 N1( )60B (7.27)

where
N1( )60B = average corrected SPT (N1)60 value of the bearing stratum
N1( )60O = average corrected SPT (N1)60 value for the stratum overlying the
bearing stratum

Db= pile embedment depth into bearing stratum in meters
Dp= pile diameter in meters

400 N1( )60B is the limiting value when the pile penetration reached a critical depth of
10 pile diameters into the bearing stratum. The N1( )60B should be calculated by averaging
the (N1)60 values near the pile toe, preferably extending to three pile diameters (Dp) below
the pile toe. For piles driven into non-plastic silts, the qtf should be limited to 300 N1( )60
or 300 N1( )60B when applying Equations 7.26 or 7.27.
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7.4.3.1.2 Ultimate unit shaft resistance, fsf, for driven piles

The average ultimate unit shaft resistance, fsf, of driven, displacement piles, such as closed-
end pipe piles or solid precast concrete piles, in kPa can be estimated as follows (Meyerhof,
1976):

fsf = 2 N1( )60 ≤ 100 kPa (7.28)
The average ultimate unit shaft resistance, fsf of driven, low-displacement piles, such as
H piles, in kPa is

fsf = N1( )60 ≤ 100 kPa (7.29)

where
N1( )60 = average corrected SPT blow count per 300mm penetration, along the embed-
ded length of pile
EXAMPLE 7.6

Given

A 0.8 m diameter and 10m long precast concrete pile is driven into a sand deposit. SPT
was performed at the site with oneN value taken for every 1.5 m to a maximum depth
of 15.0 m. Figure E7.6 shows the soil and SPT corrected blow count (N1)60 profiles.
Ground water table is at the ground surface. The individual (N1)60 values are tabulated
in Table E7.6.
Required

Determine the ultimate pile capacity Qu using Meyerhof’s SPT method.
Solution

This is a case of pile toe located near the interface of two strata with a weaker stratum
overlying the bearing stratum. Consider the bearing stratum starts at a depth of 7.5 m.
Depth of embedment in bearing stratum, Db= 10− 7.5= 2.5m
Use Equation 7.27 to calculate qtf.

qtf = 400 N1( )60O + 40 N1( )60B − 40 N1( )60O
( )

Db

Dp
≤ 400 N1( )60B (7.27)
Take the average of (N1)60 from 0 to 6m as the N1( )60O,

N1( )60O = (5+ 8+ 7+ 10)/4 = 7.5
Take the average of (N1)60 from 7.5 to 13.5 m [just beyond 10m plus three times the
pile diameter= 10+ (3)(0.8)= 12.4 m] as the N1( )60B,

N1( )60B = (15+ 17+ 20+ 26+ 24)/5 = 20.4
400 N1( )60B = (400)(20.4) = 8160 kPa
qtf = (400)(7.5)+ ((40)(20.4)− (40)(7.5))2.5
0.8

= 4613 kPa , 8160
Thus qtf= 4613 kPa
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Figure E7.6 The precast concrete pile in sand and profile of (N1)60.

Table E7.6 The values of (N1)60

Depth, m 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5 9.0 10.5 12.0 13.5 15.0

(N1)60 5 8 7 10 15 17 20 26 24 28
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This is a high-displacement pile. For the average ultimate unit shaft resistance, fsf,

fsf = 2 N1( )60 ≤ 100 kPa (7.28)
N1( )60 along the entire length of the pile= (5+ 8+ 7+ 10+ 15+ 17+ 20)/7=
11.7
fsf= (2)(11.7)= 23.4 kPa, 100 kPa (7.28)
Thus fsf= 23.4 kPa

Qu = Rsf + Rtf = (πDpLp)(fsf )+
πD2

p

4

( )

(qtf )

= (3.1416)(0.8)(10)(23.4)+ (3.1416)(0.8)2(4613)/4 = 589+ 2319
= 2907kN
7.4.3.1.3 Ultimate bearing capacity for bored piles

Meyerhof (1976) recommended that for bored piles, qtf of 1/3 of those values from
Equations 7.26 or 7.27 may be used. The fsf from Equation 7.29 may be used for
bored piles.
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7.4.3.2 Ulitimate bearing capacity based on CPT

Because of the analogies between CPT and insertion of a miniature pile, the cone pen-
etration resistance often correlates well with that of a full-size driven pile under static
loading conditions. Meyerhof (1976) proposed the limiting values in ultimate bearing
capacity based on observations on CPT. Details of CPT are described in Chapter 3.
Piezocone penetration test (CPTu) with the porous element located behind the face
of the cone tip (the u2 position) is probably the most popular type of CPT used
throughout the world. As described in Chapter 3, the cone tip resistance, qc, may
be too low for CPT in soft clay unless it is corrected for the u2 effects. The corrected
qc is referred to as qt.

Unlike SPT, the CPT-based methods described below can be applied in both cohesive
and cohesionless soils. The following sections introduce two of the many available meth-
ods that are CPT based. Both methods are empirical and have been developed based on a
database of CPT and pile load tests.

It should be noted that in all of the methods byMeyerhof (1976) (i.e., the α, β, and SPT
methods) related to the estimation of pile shaft friction, fsf represents the average value
along the pile length. The associated parameters used to determine fsf should also be taken
as the average value along the pile length.

7.4.3.3 Eslami and Fellenius method

This method is based on the so-called “effective” cone tip resistance, qE, and a soil clas-
sification proposed by Eslami and Fellenius (1997). qE is defined as follows:

qE = (qt − u2) (7.30)
It should be noted that qE is not the cone tip resistance under effective stress condi-
tions. The soil classification chart based on qE and cone sleeve friction, fs, is shown in
Figure 7.24.

The ultimate toe capacity, qtf, is estimated as follows:

qtf = CtqEg (7.31)

where
Ct= toe adjustment factor that is a function of pile diameter
qEg= geometric average of qE over the influence zone

For piles with diameter less than 0.4 m, Ct= 1.0. For piles with diameter larger than
0.4 m,

Ct = 1
3Dp

(7.32)

where
Dp= pile diameter in meters

For piles installed through a weak soil layer into a dense soil layer, consider the influ-
ence zone extends from 4 Dp below the pile toe to 8 Dp above the pile toe. When the
pile is installed through a dense soil into a weak soil, the influence zone covers a depth
range of 2 Dp above the pile toe to 4 Dp below the pile toe. The use of geometric mean
practically smoothens out the potentially extreme values in CPTu.
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In the Eslami and Fellenius method, the fsf is calculated as

fsf = CsqE (7.33)

where
Cs= shaft correlation factor, based on soil type classified according to Figure 7.24 and
Table 7.7.

A step-by-step procedure to determine Qu using the Eslami and Fellenius method is
described as follows:

1. Convert all qt values to qE (= qt− u2), follow Equation 7.30.
2. Take a geometric average of qE over the influence zone. For piles installed through a

weak soil layer into a dense soil layer, the influence zone extends from 4Dp below the
pile toe to 8Dp above the pile toe.When the pile is installed through a dense soil into a
weak soil, the influence zone covers a depth range of 2 Dp above the pile toe to 4 Dp

below the pile toe. This geometric average is called qEg.
3. Compute ultimate pile toe bearing capacity qtf as follows:

qtf = CtqEg (7.31)
1

whereCt= 1 forDp, 0.4m, andCt = 3Dp
according toEquation7.32 forDp≥ 0.4m

andDp= pile diameter in meters.

4. Rtf= qtf (At) where At= cross-sectional area of the pile toe (= πD2

p/4).
5. Divide the soil surrounding the pile intomajor layers according to the CPTu data; per-

form soil classification for each soil layer according to Figure 7.23. Number the soil
layers as 1,2,3..i..n.

6. Compute qt, u2, and f s, arithmetic average respective value fromCPTu for each of the
soil layers. For each soil layer, follow Equation 7.30, qE = (qt − u2).



Table 7.7 Shaft correlation coefficient, Cs

Soil type according to Figure 7.24 Cs, %

1. Soft-sensitive soils 8.0
2. Clay 5.0
3. Silty clay, stiff clay, and silt 2.5
4a. Sandy silt and silt 1.5
4b. Fine sand or silty sand 1.0
5. Sand to sandy gravel 0.4

Source: Eslami, A. and Fellenius, B.H. 1997. Pile capacity by direct CPT and CPTu methods

applied to 102 case histories. Canadian Geotechnical Journal 34(6), Table 3, p. 897.

Reproduced with permission of the NRC Research Press.
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7. Follow Equation 7.33, where f sf = CsqE, and Cs= shaft correlation factor, based on
soil type classified according to Figure 7.23 and Table 7.7.

8. For each soil layer i, the corresponding ultimate shaft resistance (Rsf )i =
(πDp)(f sf )(Lpi), where Lpi= length of the pile in soil layer i.

9. Rsf= ultimate shaft resistance= sum of all (Rsf)i along the pile shaft.

The ultimate bearing capacity of the pile, Qu, is

Qu = Rsf + Rtf (7.9)
EXAMPLE 7.7

Given

A 0.8 m diameter and 15m long precast concrete pile is driven into a sand deposit.
CPTu was performed at the site to a maximum depth of 20m. Figure E7.7 shows
the soil and CPTu profiles. The groundwater table was at 0.8 m below the ground sur-
face. The CPTu location was predrilled from 0 to 2m below ground surface before pen-
etration. Thus the qt value in that depth rangewas close to 0. Ignore any resistance from
0 to 2m depth in the calculation of shaft resistance.
Required

Determine the ultimate pile capacity, Qu, using the Eslami and Fellenius method.
Solution

Consider the soil profile as piles installed through a weak soil layer into a dense soil
layer; the qtf is calculated with influence zone that extends from 4 Dp (15–18.2 m)
below the pile toe to 8 Dp (8.6–15m) above the pile toe.
qEg for the depth range of 8.6–18.2 m= 4.43MPa

Dp. 0.4 m, thus Ct= 1/((3)(0.8))= 0.417 (7.32)

qtf=CtqEg= (0.417)(4.43)= 1.845MPa= 1845 kPa (7.31)

Rtf = qtf
πD2

p

4
= (1845)(3.1416)(0.8)2/4 = 927.2 kN
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For the calculation of fsf, divide the soil deposit into six layers according to the CPTu
results. The calculations are shown in Tables E7.7.
E7.7 Calculation of ultimate shaft friction using Eslami and Fellenius method

o. Depth range, m qt, MPa u2, kPa qE, MPa f s, kPa Soil type Cs f sf , kPa (Rsf)i, kN

0–2 – 0.31 – 0.66 – – – –

2–6 0.89 5.25 0.88 6.36 1 0.08 70.50 708.7
6–10 2.89 14.24 2.88 16.04 4b 0.01 28.76 289.1
10–14 5.21 53.54 5.16 17.57 5 0.004 20.63 207.4
14–18 4.56 1.08 4.56 41.50 4b 0.01 45.55 114.5
18–20 4.16 63.04 4.10 33.77 5 0.004 16.38 –

Rsf¼ sum 1319.7
qt, u2, f s = arithmetic average respective value from CPTu for the designated
soil layer.

qE = qt − u2 for the designated soil layer (7.30)

f sf = CsqE for the designated soil layer (7.33)

(Rsf)i= shaft resistance for the designated soil layer i, and
(Rsf )i = (πDp)(f sf )(Lpi), where Lpi= length of the pile for the designated soil layer i
Rsf= ultimate shaft resistance= sum (Rsf)i from all soil layers along the pile shaft
Qu=Rtf+Rsf= 927.2+ 1319.7= 2246.9 kN
7.4.3.4 Laboratoire central des Ponts et Chaussées (LCPC) method

The LCPC method was proposed by Bustamante and Gianeselli (1982). Similar to the
Eslami and Fellenius method, the CPT sleeve friction value is indirectly used, only for
the soil type identification. The LCPC method considers soil type, pile type, installation
method, and qt values from CPT or CPTu in the determination of qtf and fsf. In order
to apply a series of empirical charts and tables involved in this method, it is necessary
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Figure 7.25 Averaging qt for qtf estimation. (Adapted from Bustamante, M. and Gianeselli, L. 1982.
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to first classify the soil surrounding the pile. The soil classification can be made using the
soil behavior type classification chart in Chapter 3 (e.g., Figure 3.32) according to the CPT
or CPTu results.

The qtf is calculated as follows:

qtf = Kcqta (7.34)

where
Kc= cone bearing capacity factor
qta= average cone tip resistance within 1.5 pile diameter above and below the pile toe

A two-phase procedure is used to determine the average cone tip resistance, qta. As
described in Figure 7.25, a tentative arithmetic average value of the cone tip resistance,
q′ta, is taken from qt obtained in a depth range from 1.5Dp above the pile toe to 1.5Dp

below the pile toe. Extreme qt values in the same depth range that are either larger than
1.3 q′ta or lower than 0.7 q′ta are eliminated. The final qta is the arithmetic average of
the remaining qt values in the same depth range.

Kc is an empirical factor selected considering the nature of soil, value of qta, and pile
type as shown in Table 7.8. The piles are categorized into two groups. Group I covers
mostly bored piles, and Group II relates to driven and jacked piles, and

Rtf = Atqtf (7.10)

where
At= cross sectional area of the pile toe
qtf= ultimate unit toe bearing capacity

The ultimate unit shaft resistance, fsf, is estimated as follows:

fsf =
qt
αp

(7.35)

where αp is an empirical factor determined according to the nature of soil, value of qt, and
pile category as shown in Table 7.9. The fsf obtained from Equation 7.35 and the selected
αp should not exceed the corresponding maximum values shown in Table 7.9.



Table 7.8 Cone bearing capacity factors for LCPC method

Nature of soil qta, MPa

Kc

Group I:
bored piles

Group II: driven and
jacked piles

Soft clay and mud �1 0.4 0.3
Moderately compact clay 1–5 0.35 0.45
Silt and loose sand �5 0.4 0.5
Compact to stiff clay and compact silt .5 0.45 0.55
Soft chalk �5 0.2 0.3
Moderately compact sand and gravel 5–12 0.4 0.5
Weathered to fragmented chalk .5 0.2 0.4
Compact to very compact sand and gravel .12 0.3 0.4

Source: Bustamante, M. and Gianeselli, L. 1982. Pile capacity prediction by means of static penetrometer CPT.

Proceedings of the 2nd European Symposium on Penetration testing, CRC Press, Amsterdam, pp. 493–500.

Table 7.9 Selection of αp for LCPC method

Nature of soil qt, MPa

αp
Maximum value of fsf,
kPa

Pile category

IA IB IIA IIB IA IB IIA IIB

Soft clay and mud �1 30 30 30 30 15 15 15 15
Moderately compact clay 1–5 40 80 40 80 35a 35a 35a 35
Silt and loose sand �5 60 150 60 120 35a 35a 35a 35
Compact to stiff clay and compact silt .5 60 120 60 120 35a 35a 35a 35
Soft chalk �5 100 120 100 120 35a 35a 35a 35
Moderately compact sand and gravel 5–12 100 200 100 200 80a 35a 80a 80
Weathered to fragmented chalk .5 60 80 60 780 120a 80a 120a 120
Compact to very compact sand and gravel .12 130 300 150 200 120a 80a 120a 120

Source: After Bustamante, M. and Gianeselli, L. 1982. Pile capacity prediction by means of static penetrometer CPT.

Proceedings of the 2nd European Symposium on Penetration testing, CRC Press, Amsterdam, pp. 493–500.

Note

a Higher maximum fsf value can be used if construction method is well executed to assure intimate contact between pile
and the surrounding material and the performance is verified with pile load test.
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The bored and driven piles are categorized into four groups as shown in Table 7.10.
A step-by-step procedure to determine the ultimate shaft resistance,Rsf, using the LCPC

method is described as follows:

1. Divide the soil surrounding the pile into major layers according to the CPT;
perform soil classification for each soil layer and number the soil layers as
1,2,3..i..n.

2. Determine qta and follow the recommended averaging scheme.
3. Select Kc according to Table 7.8, consider soil types, pile category, and qt.
4. Determine qtf using Equation 7.34. The ultimate pile toe resistance, Qtf= qtf

(Ap).
5. For each soil layer, i, the corresponding ultimate unit shaft resistance (fsf)i is

determined based on the arithmetic average, qt, value for that layer and Tables 7.9



Table 7.10 Pile Categories for the selection of αp

Pile category Description

IA Bored piles constructed without casing, auger piles
IB Bored piles constructed with casing, cast-in-place pile with driven shells
IIA Driven concrete piles, jacked concrete piles
IIB Driven metal piles, jacked metal piles

Source: Bustamante, M. and Gianeselli, L. 1982. Pile capacity prediction by means of static

penetrometer CPT. Proceedings of the 2nd European Symposium on Penetration testing,

CRC Press, Amsterdam, pp. 493–500.
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and 7.10. The ultimate shaft resistance for soil layer i, (Rsf)i, is computed as

(Rsf )i = (As)i(fsf )i (7.36)
where
(As)i= the pile shaft surface area in soil layer i
For H-piles, the (As)i should be calculated considering the spaces within the flanges
are fully plugged.
6. The ultimate shaft resistance, Rsf, for the whole pile shaft is the sum of all the
(Rsf)i values.

The ultimate bearing capacity of the pile, Qu, is

Qu = Rsf + Rtf (7.9)
EXAMPLE 7.8

Given

For the same pile geometry, soil conditions, and CPTu profile as Example 7.7. The
CPTu location was predrilled from 0 to 2 m below ground surface before penetration.
Thus the qt value in that depth range was close to 0. Ignore any resistance from 0 to 2m
depth in the calculation of shaft resistance.
Required

Determine the ultimate pile capacity Qu using the LCPC method.
Solution

Calculation of qtf,
qtf=Kcqta (7.34)
qta is the arithmetic average of qt value in a depth range from 1.5 Dp above the pile
toe to 1.5 Dp (from 13.8 to 16.2 m) below the pile toe as follows.
A tentative arithmetic average value q′ta is taken first in that depth range, using the qt

values shown in Figure E7.7, and q′ta = 5.72MPa
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1
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4
5
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IC ¼ ar

Note
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Exclude the extreme values larger than 1.3 q′ta = (1.3)(5.72) = 7.44MPa, and
exclude the extreme values less than 0.7 q′ta = (0.7)(5.72) = 4.01MPa
Arithmetic average of the remaining qt values in the same depth range, qta= 5.61MPa
The soil can be classified as moderately compact sand and gravel, for the range of qta

and pile type, Kc= 0.5, according to Table 7.8.
Thus,
E7.8

o.

arith
ithme

rigina
qtf= (0.5)(5.61)= 2.8MPa= 2800 kPa (7.34)
Rtf = qtf At = (2800)
πD2

p

4

( )

= 1410 kN
For the calculation of shaft resistance, divide the soil deposit into six layers as in
Example 7.7. The computation of Rsf is summarized in Table E7.8. The soil type in
Table E7.8 is determined using the average soil behavior type index IC for the desig-
nated soil layer and Figure 3.32. Pile category is IIA for driven concrete piles; the values
of αp are then determined according to Table 7.9, considering pile type, soil type, and qt
values. For each soil layer, the (fsf)i is calculated using the average qt of that layer and
the selected αp,

(fsf )i =
qt
αp

(7.35)

(Rsf)i= shaft resistance for the designated soil layer i, and
(Rsf )i = (As)i(f sf )i (7.36)
(Rsf )i = (πDp)(f sf )i(Lpi),

where
Lpi= length of the pile for the designated soil layer i
Rsf= ultimate shaft resistance= sum of all (Rsf)i along the pile shaft
Qu=Rtf+Rsf= 1410+ 1295= 2705 kN
Calculation of ultimate shaft friction using LCPC method

Depth
range, m qt, MPa f s, kPa IC

Soil behavior
type αp f sf

� �
i
, kPa (Rsf)i, kN

0–2 – – – – – – –

2–6 0.89 6.36 2.37 Sandy mixture 60 32.9 331.0
6–10 2.89 16.04 2.27 Sandy mixture 60 35a 351.9
10–14 5.21 17.57 2.08 Sandy mixture 100 52.1 523.8
14–18 4.56 41.50 1.92 Sands 60 35a 88.0
18–20 4.16 33.77 –

Rsf¼ sum 1295

metic average respective value from CPTu for the designated soil layer.
tic average soil behavior type (SBT) value (see Chapter 3) according to Robertson (2009).

l calculated value exceeded the maximum value allowed in Table 7.9.
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7.4.4 Ultimate capacities for piles on rock
Piles driven to hard intact rock can carry large loads. For rocks with RQD (rock quality
designation; see Chapter 3) in excess of 50%, the bearing capacity from bearing stratum
can generally be higher than the structural capacity of the pile. The design of piles in these
cases is thus controlled by the structural performance of the piles. Piles supported on soft
weathered rock or rock with lower RQD values are generally designed based on pile load
tests (described in Chapter 8) or non-penetration in-situ tests such as pressuremeter tests
(PMT). Pre-bored pressuremeter (see Chapter 3) is ideal for the determination of bearing
capacity and settlement analysis of pile foundations in hard soil such as glacial till or soft
rock (Baguelin et al., 1978).
7.4.5 Factor of safety and allowable bearing capacity

The above static analysis provides an estimate of the ultimate pile capacity, Qu, or soil
resistance. The allowable soil resistance or design load, Qa, is obtained by dividing the
ultimate pile capacity by a factor of safety, FS. Or,

Qa = Qu

FS
(7.37)
As previously described, the construction of piles can cause severe disturbance to the
surrounding soil. The process and its effects are complicated so that it is not possible or
practical to design a pile with a rigorous procedure. The static analysis methods intro-
duced above are semi-empirical at the best. The use of an FS is to recognize that there
are uncertainties involved in the static analysis and construction of piles. These uncertain-
ties could come from

• Uncertainties in the method of static analysis itself.
• Variability and uncertainty in soil/rock and pile material properties involved in

the analysis.
• Quality or consistency in the construction of piles.
• Variability in the level of constructionmonitoring—static load test, dynamic formula,

wave equation analysis, and dynamic testing.

The FS involved in static analysis ranges from 2 to 4, but most of the static analysis
methods recommend an FS of 3. The selection of FS came from previous experience of
using a specific static analysis method, consideration of the quality of construction prac-
tice involved in a given project, and how well we intend to monitor the field construc-
tion of piles. In practice, we generally allow a lower FS if more detailed testing is
conducted during construction. Chapter 8 describes the details of construction and test-
ing of piles. Of all the available pile testing methods, the static load test and the
dynamic testing methods are the most effective in assuring the quality of pile construc-
tion. Thus, a relatively low FS is usually allowed when these testing methods are used
during pile construction.
EXAMPLE 7.9

Given

The ultimate capacities of the pile from Examples 7.7 and 7.8 using the Eslami and Fell-
enius method and the LCPC method.
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Required

Comparison of the Eslami and Fellenius and LCPC methods. Determine the allowable
capacity based on CPT and an FS of 2.5.
Solution

Eslami and Fellenius show that:
Qu=Rtf+Rsf= 927+ 1320= 2247 kN
Qa = Qu

FS
= (2247)/(2.5) = 899kN (7.37)
According to the LCPC method,
Qu=Rtf+Rsf= 1410+ 1295= 2705 kN
Qa = Qu

FS
= (2705)/(2.5) = 1082 kN (7.37)
For the same CPTu data, it would appear that the Rsf values from both methods are
comparable. The Rtf value from LCPC is much higher than that from the Eslami and Fell-
enius method. Qu from LCPC method is approximately 20% higher than that from the
Eslami and Fellenius method. As each method was empirically developed based on a spe-
cific set of database, this difference is understandable and should not be taken as an evi-
dence that one method may be consistently more conservative than the other. For large
projects, it may be advisable to perform field load tests and calibrate the key parameters
involved in the static analysis methods.
7.4.6 Uplift capacity of a single pile

In some cases, piles are used as an anchor to resist tensile forces, or the structure may be
subject to seismic loading. In these conditions, the pile uplift capacity may control themin-
imum pile penetration. The ultimate uplift resistance of a pile consists of shaft friction and
weight of the pile. The toe resistance is not applicable in contributing to the uplift capacity
of a single pile. There have been studies on the shaft resistance in uplift conditions (e.g.,
Altaee et al., 1992; De Nicola and Randolph, 1993; Tomlinson, 1994). The general con-
clusion is that the shaft resistance of a single pile in uplift is either lower than or equal to
that under compressive load. The loading rate (i.e., cyclic, sustained, or undrained static)
and soil grain characteristics can all affect the shaft resistance in uplift. In practice it is
advisable to use a shaft resistance that is lower than the compressive capacity or perform
tensile load test to verify the uplift capacity.
7.5 STATIC ANALYSIS FOR LATERAL LOADED PILES

Piles can be subject to lateral loads in addition to axial forces. Cases where piles are subject
to significant lateral loads can include:

• High rise buildings: The building structure is subject to significant lateral loads due to
wind pressure.
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• Wind turbines: The structure is designed to be situated in areas with strong wind for
power generation. The lateral force experienced by the structure can be more signifi-
cant than the axial force.

• Bridge structures: Traffic forces from vehicle braking, bridge bends, thrust from arch
structures, flowing water against bridge piers, ship collisions, and bridge abutment.

• Lightweight structures subject to lateral forces: Light poles, flagpoles, power trans-
mission towers, and overhead sign structures.

• Slope stabilization or earth retention: Piles are used primarily to resist lateral earth
pressure.

Figure 7.26 provides a schematic description of examples where piles are used to
resist lateral forces. Figure 7.27 shows a case where a row of bored piles (see Chapter
8 for construction of piles) were used for slope stabilization in Hong Kong. Under these
circumstances, it is necessary to design the pile foundations to resist the expected
lateral loads.

A complete solution of a laterally loaded pile for a given loading condition should pro-
vide a set of curves as shown in Figure 7.28. Themost important informationwould be the
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Figure 7.26 Examples of piles under lateral load. (a) Bridge structures. (b) Wind turbine. (c) Light pole
structures. (d) Slope stabilization.



Figure 7.27 Bored piles for slope stabilization in Midlevel, Hong Kong. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang,
Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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deflection of the pile and bending moment in the pile, and their relationship with depth.
Based on these results, the following issues can then be evaluated:

• Determining the necessary penetration of the pile to carry the lateral load at the pile
head without excessive movement.

• Determining the necessary dimensions and reinforcement of the pile to resist the
bending, shear, and axial thrust that will be imposed on the pile by the lateral loads
in combination with the axial loads.

• Effects of pile foundation deformation on the performance of the structure.
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The above solution and evaluation should cover the range of loading conditions to be
applied to the pile.

The analysis of a laterally loaded pile deals with soil–pile–structure interaction. The
behavior of all three elements can be nonlinear and interdependent. The solution of
such problems is inherently nonlinear and usually involves iterative techniques. A rigor-
ous approach is not practical without the help of numerical procedures. Before the advent
of personal computers, most engineering design relied on simplified methods such as the
equivalent cantilever method (Davisson, 1970) and limit-equilibrium solution or the
Broms method (Broms, 1965). The development of the concept of p–y curve or p–y
method over half a century ago (McClelland and Focht, 1958; Reese, 1984, 1985) marked
the turning point for our current practice in the analysis for laterally loaded piles. The p–y
method is a general method for analyzing laterally loaded structures such as piles with
combined axial and lateral loads. Recall that the p–ymethodwas also used for the analysis
of sheet pile walls (see Section 5.14). With the help of a personal computer and readily
available user-friendly software, most of the nonlinear analysis can be handled with rea-
sonable accuracy and efficiency. For these reasons, the p–y method-based computer soft-
ware is widely used in current engineering practice. Available software includes LPILE by
ENSOFT, Inc. (Austin Texas) and FLPIER (The Florida Pier Analysis Program) developed
by the University of Florida in conjunction with the Florida Department of Transporta-
tion. The following sections introduce the background of the p–ymethod and a simplified
procedure called the characteristic loadmethod (Duncan et al., 1994), which is an approx-
imate method based on a parametric study of numerous p–y method solutions.
7.5.1 The p–y method

The designation “p–y”method is because the soil resistance (p)–lateral deflection (y) rela-
tions that develop against the side of the pile are termed p–y curves. For the purpose of
analysis, the soil-pile system is modeled by replacing the soil with a set of p–y curves as
shown in Figure 7.29. All p–y curves are assumed to act independently without interfer-
ence between each another. The pile is treated as a beam-column with lateral soil support
represented by the p–y curves. The p–y curves can be nonlinear to reflect the nature of soil
resistance as a function of pile deflection. The problem of this laterally loaded beam-
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Figure 7.29 Simplification of soil resistance with a set of p–y curves.
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column can be described by the following differential equation (Hetenyi, 1946):

EpIp
d4y
dx4

+ Px
d2y
dx2

+ Epyy = 0 (7.38)
EpIp= pile flexural rigidity
Ep= elastic modulus of pile
Ip=moment of inertia of pile
y= pile lateral deflection
x= axial distance along pile
Px= axial load on pile
Epy= soil modulus

Equation 7.38merely provides a description of how the deflection y relates to distance x
for a laterally loaded structural element, in this case the pile.With simplifications, it is pos-
sible to obtain a closed-form, but limited solution to Equation 7.38. To obtain a general
solution (i.e., deflection y at different axial distance x) of Equation 7.38 for given pile/soil
properties (i.e., pile flexural rigidity and soil modulus) and boundary conditions (i.e., load
applied at the pile head and restrictions at the pile toe) would require the use of a numer-
ical method. The finite difference method has been used extensively to provide the numer-
ical solution. With the help of a spreadsheet program, the finite difference method can
now be easily implemented on a personal computer for that purpose. With the knowledge
of y as a function of x or y(x) derived from the finite difference computations, the moment
M, shear forceV, and soil resistance p (resistance force per unit length of the pile) along the
pile (see Figure 7.28; note it is assumed that Px= 0 in the figure) can be determined using
the following relationships:

M = EpIp
d2y
dx2

(7.39)

3

V = EpIp
d y
dx3

+ Px
dy
dx

(7.40)

and

p = d2M(x)
dx2

= EpIp
d4y
dx4

(7.41)
This gives a rather powerful and comprehensive solution to the laterally loaded pile
problem represented by Equation 7.38.

It is assumed that the pile is straight and vertical initially. To apply the finite difference
method, the pile is first discretized into segments as shown in Figure 7.30. The ends of the
discretized segments (to be called nodes) are numbered as 0, 1, 2,…, t (from bottom to top)
as indicated in Figure 7.30. The basic idea of the finite difference method is to replace the
derivatives by approximations obtained by combining nearby values. For example, we
approximate a first-order derivative dy/dx at a generic node m, in the finite difference
form as

dy
dx

= lim
Δx�0

y x+ Δx( ) − y x( )
Δx

≈ y x+ Δx( ) − y x− Δx( )
2Δx

= ym−1 − ym+1

2h
(7.42)
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where
h= length of the segment, usually set to be uniform throughout the pile

For the second-order derivative,

d2y
d2x

≈ ym−1 − 2ym + ym+1

h2
(7.43)
And the third-order derivative can be approximated as

d3y
d3x

≈ −ym−2 + 2ym−1 − 2ym+1 + ym+2

2h3
(7.44)
Assume the pile has a uniform EpIp and subject to a constant Px at pile head. Follow
Equations 7.39 and 7.43, at note m,

EpIp
d4y
dx4

= d2M
dx2

( )

m
(7.45)

and

d2M
dx2

( )

m
= 1

h4
[(Rp)m−1ym−2 + (−2(Rp)m−1 − 2(Rp)m)ym−1 + ((Rp)m−1

+ 4(Rp)m + (Rp)m+1)ym + (−2(Rp)m − 2(Rp)m+1)ym+1

+ (Rp)m+1ym+2] (7.46)

where
Rp=EpIp (assumed to be constant throughout the pile)

Px
d2y
dx2

= Px(ym−1 − 2ym + ym+1)
h2

(7.47)
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Where ym is the deflection at nodem, and axial force Px is assumed to be constant over
the length of the pile. Positive Px is compressive. The combined finite difference equation
for the entire Equation 7.38 is

(Rp)m−1ym−2 + (−2(Rp)m−1 − 2(Rp)m + Pxh2)ym−1

+ ((Rp)m−1 + 4(Rp)m + (Rp)m+1 − 2Pxh2 + (Epy)mh
4)ym

+ (−2(Rp)m − 2(Rp)m+1 +x h2)ym+1 + (Rp)m+1ym+2 = 0 (7.48)
7.5.1.1 Boundary conditions at the pile bottom (toe)

The finite difference equation (i.e., Equation 7.48) is repeated for each point 0, 1, 2,…, t
(from bottom to top or toe to head) as indicated in Figure 7.30 and results in a set of
equations in y. Boundary conditions must be given in order to solve Equation 7.38
and its equivalent finite difference equations. The boundary conditions are assigned
in terms of shear, V = EpIp(d3y/dx3) + (Pxdy/dx), moment, M=EpIpd

2y/dx2, or slope
S= dy/dx at the pile ends, and expressed in finite difference forms with added fictitious
or phantom points (points beyond the physical boundary of the pile in Figure 7.30).

For a long pile, the shear andmoment at the toe are small and can be assumed to be zero.
For zero moment at the bottom (point 0 in Figure 7.30),

M = EpIpd2y/dx2 = 0 (7.49)

2 2
As EpIp≠ 0, thus d y/dx = 0, and its finite difference form is

y−1 − 2y0 + y1 = 0 (7.50)
And for zero shear at the bottom,

(Rp)0
d3y
dx3

+ Px
dy
dx

= 0 (7.51)
Its finite difference equation is

y−2 − 2y−1 + 2y1 − y2 + Pxh2(y−1 − y1)
(Rp)0

= 0 (7.52)
It is assumed that (Rp)−1= (Rp)0= (Rp)1.
7.5.1.2 Boundary conditions at the pile top (head)

Three types of boundary conditions are possible at the pile top, depending on the interac-
tions with the superstructure:

Case 1: Lateral load (shear), Vt and moment, Mt are applied at the top. The difference
equations are:
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For the applied Vt,

yt−2 − 2yt−1 + 2yt+1 − yt+2 + Pxh2(yt−1 − yt+1)
(Rp)t

= 2Vth3

(Rp)t
(7.53)
and for the applied Mt,

yt−1 − 2yt + yt+1 = Mth2

(Rp)t
(7.54)
Case 2: Vt is applied and slope, St is fixed at the top. The difference equation for Vt is the
same as Equation 7.53, and for St,

yt−1 − yt+1 = 2hSt (7.55)
Case 3: Vt is applied and pile top rotates at a given stiffness ofMt/St. The difference equa-
tion for Vt is the same as Equation 7.53, and for Mt/St,

yt−1 − 2yt + yt+1

yt−1 − yt+1
= Mth

2(Rp)tSt
(7.56)
By combining Equations 7.48, 7.50, 7.52, and those associated with one of the three
cases for the pile top, a full set of simultaneous equations in y can be assembled. The sol-
ution to the simultaneous equations yields the deflections ym. Other quantities such as
slope, Sm shear, Vm and moment, Mm at node m can be computed as follows:

Sm = (ym−1 − ym+1)
2h

(7.57)
Vm = (Rp)m(ym−2 − 2ym−1 + 2ym+1 − ym+2)
2h3

+ Px(ym−1 − ym+1)
h

(7.58)

and

Mm = (Rp)m(ym−1 − 2ym + ym+1)
h2

(7.59)
The assembly of simultaneous equations and solution for unknowns is called implicit
scheme in numerical methods. Microsoft Excel has functions to solve the simultaneous
equations by computing the inverse and multiplication of the matrixes. Details of the
numerical procedures are beyond the scope of this book. An Excel program to solve Equa-
tion 7.38 for a simple case of a pile with uniform Rp and a constant Epy for each pile seg-
ment can be downloaded from the publisher’s website by registered users. Students are
encouraged to download the program and acquaint themselves with the procedure and
explore its capabilities.

Ideally, the p–y curves should be derived from field lateral load tests on the pile. From
field measurement of bending moment distribution along the pileM(x), values of p and y
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at points along the pile can be obtained by solving the following equations.

p = d2M(x)
dx2

(7.60)

and

y =
∫ ∫

M(x)
EpIp

dx2 (7.61)
The values of moment, M(x) can be derived from strain measurements on the pile (see
Chapter 8 for pile load test) in a lateral load test. While y can be obtained with reasonable
accuracy by double integration of M(x), the corresponding p value involves double dif-
ferentiation and the results can be very erratic, as in the case of taking derivatives for
any field data. For this reason, the p–y curves are usually determined empirically or
back-calculated from field lateral load tests through a trial-and-error process. In-situ tests
such as PMT (Baguelin et al., 1978) and flat dilatometer tests (DMT) (Robertson et al.,
1989; Huang et al., 2001) have been successfully used to derive p–y curves. Details of
establishing p–y curves can be found in Reese (1984, 1985) and Reese et al. (2000,
2006). Readers are referred to Desai and Christian (1977) for more details on the finite
difference method.
EXAMPLE 7.10

Given

Consider a 0.8 m diameter and 15m long bored pile shown in Figure E7.10. The pile
head is free to rotate. The bored pile is subject to a lateral load of 80 kN and a moment
of 400 kN-m at the ground line. The bored pile is embedded in a uniform clay deposit
with undrained shear strength, su, of 0.06MN/m2. The reinforced concrete pile has an
overall elastic modulus of 25,000MPa. Consider the bored pile as solid and uncracked
under the applied load. AssumeEpy= 4MN/m3 as a constant value for soil around full
length of the pile.
Required

Use the p–y method to

1. Determine the ground line deflection caused by the applied loads.
2. Determine the maximum bending moment within the bored pile for the

same loads.
Solution
Dp= 0.8 m
Ip = πD4
p

64
= π0.84

64
= 0.02m4

EpIp=Rp= (25,000)(0.02)= 500MN-m2
Epy= 4MN/m3 throughout the depth of the pile
The analysis by p–ymethod was performed using the spreadsheet program mentioned
previously.
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Figure E7.10 The bored pile and its loading conditions.
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Results are plotted in Figure 7.10a, deflection at pile top or pile head, ytwas 0.017m
andmaximummoment,Mmax of 0.446MN-m occurred at 1.0 m below the ground line
as shown in Figure E7.10a.
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E7.10a Results from spreadsheet p–y method analysis.
So far a constant soil modulus Epy was used throughout the pile and regardless of the
pile deflection. In other words, the soil resistance pwas assumed to have a linear relation-
ship with pile deflection y. The numerical scheme presented above can be expanded to
consider a separate non-linear p–y curve for various parts of the pile as described in
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Figure 7.31 Epy as a secant modulus to a non-linear p–y curve.
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Figure 7.29. For example, a p–y curve, (p–y)m, can be assigned for each segment centered
at node m. To consider a non-linear (p–y)m curve, treat Epy as the slope of a trial secant
line stemming from the origin of (p–y)m as shown in Figure 7.31. Compare the p and y
obtained at nodem from the p–ymethod computation, with pm and ym at the intersection
between the secant and (p–y)m curve. Adjust the slope of the secant (i.e., Epy) for each seg-
ment if necessary, and repeat the computation. Iterate the computation until the computed
p and y are reasonably close to those at the intersection between the secant and p–y curve
for all the segments. Readers are encouraged to explore this capability using the spread-
sheet program provided on the website.
7.5.2 The characteristic load method

The characteristic load method (CLM) was proposed by Duncan et al. (1994). The
method uses dimensional analysis to characterize the nonlinear behavior of laterally
loaded piles bymeans of relationships among dimensional variables. The CLMwas devel-
oped based on a series of p–y analyses but is simple enough that it can be used by manual
calculation. The method can be used to determine (1) ground-line deflections and maxi-
mum moments under essentially all three pile top boundary conditions described above
for p–y method, and (2) the location of the maximum moment in the pile.

The characteristic load and moment that form the basis for the dimensionless relation-
ships are given as follows:

For clay

Pc = 7.34D2
p(EpRI)

su
EpRI

( )0.68

(7.62)
For sand

Pc = 1.57D2
p(EpRI)

γ′DpØ
′Kp

EpRI

( )0.57

(7.63)
For clay

Mc = 3.68D3
p EpRI
( ) su

EpRI

( )0.46

(7.64)
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For sand

Mc = 1.33D3
p(EpRI)

γ′DpØ
′Kp

EpRI

( )0.40

(7.65)

where
Pc= characteristic load (F)
Mc= characteristic moment (F-L)
Dp= pile width or diameter (L)
Ep= pile shaft elastic modulus (F/L2)
RI=moment of inertia ratio to be defined below
su= undrained shear strength of clay (F/L2), in the top 8Dp below the ground surface
γ′ = effective unit weight of sand, total unit weight above the water table and buoyant
unit weight below the water table (F/L3), in the top 8 Dp below the ground surface

Ø′ = drained friction angle for sand (degrees), in the top 8Dp below the ground surface
Kp=Rankine passive earth pressure coefficient [= tan2(45+Ø′/2), see Chapter 5]

The ratio of moment of inertia, RI (dimensionless), is the ratio of the moment of inertia
of the pile, Ip, over the moment of inertia of a solid circular cross-section, Icircular, with a
diameter of Dp. Or,

RI = Ip
Icircular

(7.66)
Thus RI= 1 for a normal, un-cracked pile without central voids and,

Icircular =
πD4

p

64
(7.67)
7.5.2.1 Deflection due to lateral loads applied at ground line

Figure 7.32 shows the correlations between load and deflection for piles subjected to lat-
eral load, Vgl, at ground line for free and fixed head conditions. The free head condition is
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similar to Case 1 pile top boundary condition in the p–y method described above where
the pile head is free to rotate, and the fixed head condition is similar to Case 2 in p–y
method where the slope of the pile head is fixed. In the free head condition, the moment
applied at ground line, Mgl= 0. The pile head is located at ground line. Therefore, the
ground line deflection, ygl, is also the pile head deflection, yt. The lateral load is divided
or normalized by the characteristic load, Pc. The pile deflection at ground line, ygl, is
divided or normalized by the pile diameter, Dp. It is apparent that the pile behaves
much stiffer under the fixed head condition where the pile head is fixed against rotation.
For practical purposes, the stiffness of a conventional pile cap is sufficient to fix the top of
a pile against rotation provided the embedment of the pile in the cap is adequate to allow
full moment transfer from the pile to the cap, and vice versa. The fixed-head case is thus
valid when piles are embedded in a reinforced concrete pile cap or building frame that are
themselves constrained against rotation by virtue of being connected to other piles or
building structure.
7.5.2.2 Deflection due to moments applied at ground line

Figure 7.33 shows the relationships between the moment applied at the ground line,Mgl,
and deflections at the ground line, ygl induced by the applied moment. The moment is
divided by the characteristic moment (Mgl/Mc), and the deflection is divided by the pile
diameter (ygl/Dp).
7.5.2.3 Deflection due to lateral loads applied above ground line

Lateral loads applied above the ground line induce both lateral load and moment at the
ground line, as shown in Figure 7.34. Both the load and the moment induce deflection.
Because the behavior is nonlinear, it is not sufficient by just adding the deflections caused
by the load and the moment. Instead, the nonlinear effects are taken into account by using
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a nonlinear superposition procedure. The induced pile deflection at the ground line is com-
puted according to the following procedure:

Step 1: Calculate the deflections that would be caused by the load (=Vt=Vgl) acting
alone (yglv), and by the moment (Mgl=Vte) acting alone (yglm), as shown schematically
in Figure 7.34 (a and b, respectively). These are calculated using Figures 7.32 and 7.33,
as explained above.

Step 2: Determine a value of load that would cause the same deflection as the moment
(this is called Vm), and a value of moment that would cause the same deflection as the
load (this is called Mv). These are determined as shown schematically in Figure 7.34
(c and d, respectively).

Step 3: Determine the ground line deflections that would be caused by the sum of the real
load plus the equivalent load (Vt+Vm), and the real moment plus the equivalent moment
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(Mt+Mv), as shown in Figure 7.34 (e and f, respectively). These values, called yglvm and
yglmv, respectively, are determined using Figures 7.32 and 7.33. The estimated value of
deflection due to combined effects of load and moment is the average of the two values,
yglvm and yglmv and is calculated as follows:

ygl combined

Dp
= 0.5

(yglvm + yglmv)
Dp

(7.68)
7.5.2.4 Maximum moment due to lateral load=====moment applied at

or above ground line

Figure 7.35 shows the correlations between normalized applied lateral load at ground
line,Vgl/Pc and the normalized maximummoment,Mmax/Mc for free and fixed head con-
ditions, in clay and sand. For fixed head piles, the maximum moment, Mmax occurs at
ground line where the pile head is embedded in the pile cap and Vgl is applied at the
ground line.

If the lateral load is applied above the ground line, it can be treated as a combination
of moment, Mgl, and lateral load, Vgl, applied at the ground line, or a combination of
Mgl and Vgl is applied at the ground line. In these cases, the pile is in a free head con-
dition and the maximum moment occurs at some depth below the ground line. To
determine the depth where the maximum moment occurs, we first compute ygl combined

as described above (Equation 7.68), and then solve for the “characteristic length” T as
follows:

ygl combined = 2.43Vgl

EpIp
T3 + 1.62Mgl

EpIp
T2 (7.69)
Once T is determined, the relation between bending moment and depth x is given by the
following equation:

Mx = VglTAm +MglBm (7.70)
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The relationship between Am/Bm and normalized depth, x/T, is plotted in Figure 7.36.
With the help of Equation 7.70, a moment diagram can be constructed for the portion of
the pile where moment is likely to be critical.Am relates the moment toVgl. The maximum
moment due to the lateral load at ground line can be seen to occur at a depth of 1.3 T
(depth corresponds to the maximum value of Am). Bm relates the moment to Mgl and
the maximummoment due to the moment load at ground line (x/T= 0). The depth where
the maximum moment occurs depends upon the combination of the applied lateral load
and moment at the ground line. The procedure to execute this method is demonstrated in
Example 7.11.

For the characteristic load method to be valid, the pile should have a minimum depth of
penetration as shown in Table 7.11. These minimum penetrations are based on the prin-
ciple that the base of the pile should not deflect when the head is loaded. If the pile pen-
etration is less than those specified in Table 7.11, the ground line deflection will be
underestimated and the maximum moment will be overestimated by the characteristic
load method.
Table 7.11 Minimum pile penetration depth for CLM

Soil type

EpRI

su

EpRI

(γ0DpØ
0Kp) Minimum penetration

Clay 1� 105 6 Dp

Clay 3� 105 10 Dp

Clay 1� 106 14 Dp

Clay 3� 106 18 Dp

Sand 1� 104 8 Dp

Sand 4� 104 11 Dp

Sand 2� 106 14 Dp

Source: Duncan, J.M., Evans, L.T., Jr. and Ooi, P.S.K. 1994. Lateral load analysis of single

piles and drilled shafts. Journal of Geotechnical Engineering, ASCE 120(6), Table 5,

p.1028. Reproduced with permission of the ASCE.
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Limitations of the characteristic load method for piles embedded in soils include:

• It considers soil conditions in the top 8 Dp to be uniform.
• It does not consider the effects of axial loads, Px, on bending moments.
• It does not consider changes in flexural rigidity if cracking occurs due to excessive

bending moment, for example.
EXAMPLE 7.11

Given

For the same pile dimensions described in Example 7.10 and shown in Figure E7.10.
The pile head is free to rotate. The bored pile is subject to a lateral load of 80 kN
and amoment of 400 kN-m at the ground line. The bored pile is embedded in a uniform
clay deposit with undrained shear strength, su, of 0.06MPa. The reinforced concrete
pile has an overall elastic modulus of 25,000MPa. Consider the bored pile as solid
and uncracked under the applied load.
Required

Use the characteristic method to

1. Determine the ground line deflection caused by the applied loads.
2. Determine the maximum bending moment within the bored pile for the same

loads.
Solution
Dp= 0.8 m Vt= 80 kN= 0.08MN
Ip = πD4
p

64
= π0.84

64
= 0.02011m4

2
EpIp=Rp= (25,000)(0.02)= 500MN-m
By characteristic load method:
For uncracked pile, RI= 1

EpRI

su
= (25,000)(1)/0.06 = 4.2× 105, therefore for the CLM to be valid, the pile

length has to be .14 Dp, or (14)(0.8)= 11.2 m. (Table 7.11)
The given pile length is 15 m, thus is acceptable.
For clay, compute Pc using Equation 7.62

Pc = 7.34D2
p(EpRI)

su
EpRI

( )0.68

= (7.36)(0.8)2 25,000× 1
( ) 0.06

25,000× 1

( )0.68

= 17.76MN
Compute Mc using Equation 7.64,

Mc = 3.86D3
p(EpRI)

su
EpRI

( )0.46

= (3.86)(0.8)3(25,000× 1)
0.06

25,000× 1

( )0.48

= 128.44MN-m
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Step 1: Ground line deflection due to lateral load alone,

Vgl/Pc= 0.08/17.76= 0.0045, yglv/Dp= 0.0038 according to Figure 7.32a

(free head), yglv= (0.0038)(0.8)= 0.0030m
Ground line deflection due to moment only,
Mgl/Mc= 0.4/128.44= 0.0031, yglm/Dp= 0.0068 according to

Figure 7.33a, yglm= (0.0068)(0.8)= 0.0054m
Step 2: The corresponding lateral load, Vm/Pc for yglm/Dp of 0.0068

Vm/Pc= 0.0075, according to Figure 7.32a (free head),
The corresponding moment, Mv/Mc for yglv/Dp of 0.0038
Mv/Mc= 0.002, according to Figure 7.33a
Step 3: Ground line deflection due to (Vgl + Vm)/Pc= 0.0045+ 0.0075= 0.012,

yglvm/Dp= 0.016, according to Figure 7.32a (free head),
Ground line deflection due to (Mgl + Mv)/Mc= 0.0031+ 0.002= 0.0051,
yglmv/Dp= 0.011, according to Figure 7.33a
According to Equation 7.68,

ygl combined

Dp
= 0.5

(yglvm + yglmv)
Dp

= 0.5(0.016+ 0.011) = 0.0135

Thus ygl combined= (0.0135)(0.8)= 0.0108m
To obtain Mmax, determine T following Equation 7.69 using ygl combined

ygl combined = 2.43Vgl

EpIp
T3 + 1.62Mgl

EpIp
T2
T= 2.23 m from trial and error
0.0108= (2.43)(0.08)(2.23)3/500+ (1.62)(0.4)(2.23)2/500
Use Equation 7.70 to determine the maximum bending moment,
Mx(MN−m)=VglTAm+MglBm= (0.08)(2.23)Am+ (0.4)Bm= 0.1784Am+
0.4Bm
Using Figure 7.36 to determine Mx for a series of x/T as follows,
x=T
 Mx (MN-m)¼ 0.1784Amþ 0.4Bm

0.4
 (0.178)(0.382)þ (0.4)(0.981)¼ 0.461
0.5
 (0.178)(0.460)þ (0.4)(0.970)¼ 0.470
0.6
 (0.178)(0.512)þ (0.4)(0.950)¼ 0.471
0.7
 (0.178)(0.565)þ (0.4)(0.925)¼ 0.470
0.8
 (0.178)(0.620)þ (0.4)(0.899)¼ 0.470
The maximum moment occurs at x/T= 0.6, so x= (0.6)(2.23)= 1.34m
Maximum moment= 0.471MN-m
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7.6 GROUP EFFECTS

The static analysis discussed so far has been limited to that of a single pile. In practice,
however, the piles are often applied in groups especially for driven piles. Multiple piles
are structurally connected to a pile cap, as schematically described in Figure 7.37. The
pile cap adds significant rigidity and axial/lateral resistance to the pile group, especially
when the cap is buried in soil. It should be mentioned that for bored piles, as their dimen-
sions can be adjusted to meet the requirement, a single pile is often used to resist the
designed loading conditions.

When piles are installed in close proximity, the disturbance caused by pile construction
can alter the states of the surrounding soil and thus the performance of the adjacent piles.
A conceptual description of pile group effect is shown in Figure 7.38. The pile shaft fric-
tion drags the surrounding soil downward, and thus the downward ground surface move-
ment as a pile is loaded in compression. This downward movement dissipates away from
the pile.When piles are closely spaced, the influence zones overlap, causing the downward
movement in group (Figure 7.38b) to be more significant and more widespread than the
single pile (Figure 7.38a). As a result, the capacity of the pile group is not necessarily the
same as the sum of the individual piles in the group.
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Figure 7.37 Schematic views of a pile group. (a) Plan view. (b) Side view.
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Figure 7.38 Group effects between closely spaced piles. (a) Single pile. (b) Group behavior.
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7.6.1 Pile group effects in axial compression

The efficiency of a pile group in supporting the foundation load in axial compression is
defined as the ratio of the ultimate capacity of the group to the sum of the ultimate capac-
ities of the individual piles comprising the group. This may be expressed as follows:

ng = Qug

nQu
(7.71)

where
ng= pile group efficiency
Qug= ultimate capacity of the pile group
n= number of piles in the pile group
Qu= ultimate capacity of each individual pile in the pile group

To describe the group effects, a block failure model as shown in Figure 7.39 is often
used as a benchmark (Reese et al., 2006). It is assumed that piles and soil mass within
the block fails simultaneously as one rigid body. The load carried by the block is the
sum of resistances from the toe and friction on the perimeter of the block. The ultimate
capacity of the block is compared with the sum of the individual single piles in the group.
The smaller of these two is selected as the capacity of the group.

Studies (Vesic,́ 1969; O’Neill, 1983) have generally showed that the group effects for
axially loaded piles in cohesive and cohesionless soils are quite different. The pile group
efficiency, ng, is generally greater than 1 for driven piles in cohesionless soil. Pile driving
causes soil densification and displacement, and therefore an increase in lateral stress along
the pile shaft. In practice, a pile group efficiency of 1 is generally assigned for group piles
driven in cohesionless soils unless the pile group is founded in a dense sand with limited
thickness overlain by aweak soil deposit. In this case, the pile group is also evaluated using
the block failure model as shown in Figure 7.39.

The pile group efficiency, ng, is generally smaller than 1 for driven piles in cohesive soil.
For driven piles in cohesive soils, the load-carrying capacity of the pile group is often taken
Piles

Toe resistance

on each pile

Side friction

on each pile

Block of piles

Side friction

Toe resistance

Figure 7.39 Block failure model for block of closely spaced piles.
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as the smaller of the sum of the individual single piles in the group and the ultimate bearing
capacity of the block failure model as shown in Figure 7.39. In saturated clays, the pile
driving induces pore water pressure increase. The affected zone of pore water pressure
increase is significantly larger for pile group than a single pile. The following dissipation
of pore water pressure and therefore the process of pile setup (i.e., increase of pile load,
carrying capacity with time as the surrounding soil consolidates and pore water pressure
dissipates) is much slower for pile group.

Pile group effects can be different between driven and bored piles (Huang et al., 2001).
For pile groups, especially bored pile groups, the axial compression capacity can be very
large, and full-scale load tests are not practical and rarely performed. For important pro-
jects, the pile group efficiency is usually evaluated using 3D numerical analysis and phys-
ical model tests such as centrifuge tests.
Figure
EXAMPLE 7.12

Given

A 3× 3 pile group of 0.8 m diameter and 15m long precast concrete piles is to be
installed in a saturated clay deposit as shown in Figure E7.12. The piles are spaced
at 2 m center-to-center. The groundwater table is on the ground surface. Consider
the pile has an ultimate unit shaft resistance, fsf, of 18 kPa. The bearing stratum has
an undrained shear strength, su, of 80 kPa.
15 m

Qug

γsat = 19.0 kN/m3

γsat = 19.0 kN/m3

6 m

su = 80 kPa

E7.12 Clay soil profile for the group pile.
Required

Determine the ultimate bearing capacity of the pile group, Qug.
Solution

If considerQug as the sum of theQu of the 9 single piles,Qu of a single pile is calculated
as follows:
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Rsf= fsfπDpDb= (18)(3.1416)(0.8)(15)= 678.6 kN
Rtf = suNc
πD2

p

4
= (80)(9)

(3.1416)(0.8)(0.8)
4

( )
= 361.9 kN
The single pile Qu=Rsf + Rtf= (678.6)+ (361.9)= 1040.5 kN
The sum of 9 piles= (1040.5)(9)= 9364 kN
If Qug is considered as the ultimate capacity of a block failure model, the block

should have sides of 4.8 m by 4.8 m (i.e., Bg= Lg= 4.8m) and a depth (Db) of 15m.
Rsf= fsf (BgDb+ LgDb)2= (18)((4.8)(15)+ (4.8)(15))(2)= 5184 kN
Rtf= suNcBgLg= (80)(9)(4.8)(4.8)= 16,588.8 kN
For the failure block, Qu=Rsf+Rtf= 5148+ 16,588.8= 21,772.8 kN. 9364 kN
Thus Qug= 9364 kN
7.6.2 Settlement of pile groups under axial compression load

The settlement of a pile group is likely to be much greater than the settlement of an indi-
vidual pile carrying the same load per pile in the group. The soil influence zone under a pile
group due to vertical stress increase is considerably larger than that under a single pile.
7.6.2.1 Settlement of a pile group in cohesionless soils

For pile groups in cohesionless soils, the settlement occurs immediately after loading.
Meyerhof (1976) proposed to use the same empirical method for spread foundations to
estimate the settlement for a pile group in sand and gravel not underlain by more com-
pressible soil, using SPT (N1)60 values as follows:

Sand and gravel s = 0.96qa
���
Bg

√
If

(N1)60
(in mm) (7.72)

���√
For silty sand s = 1.92qa BgIf
(N1)60

(inmm) (7.73)

where
s= settlement of the pile group
qa= design group bearing pressure in kPa, group design load divided by group area Lg

×Bg as shown in Figure 7.37
Bg=width of the pile group in m (see Figure 7.37)
N1( )60 = average N value corrected for both energy ratio to Er= 60% and effective
overburden stress σ′vo of 100 kPa, within a depth of Bg below the pile group

If= influence factor for group embedment= [1− (zp/Bg)]≥ 0.5
zp= pile embedment depth in m

Alternatively, the pile group settlement can be estimated using qt from CPT as follows:

s = 42qaBgIf
qt

(7.74)
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Figure 7.40 Pile group as an equivalent footing Δσv ¼ Qa
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where
s, qa, Bg, and If are defined above, s is in the same unit as Bg

qt = average cone tip resistance in kPa (same unit as qa) within a depth of Bg below the
pile group

7.6.2.2 Settlement of a pile group in cohesive soils

Terzaghi andPeck (1967)proposed thatpile group settlements be evaluatedusingan equiv-
alent footing situatedat1/3of thepile lengthabove thepile toe.This concept is illustrated in
Figure 7.40. The equivalent footing has a plan areaBg byLg that corresponds to the perim-
eter dimensions of the pile groupas shown inFigure 7.37.Thepile group loadover this plan
area is then the bearing pressure transferred to the underlying soil through the equivalent
footing. The load can be assumed to spread within a pyramid of sides sloped at 1H:2V
and to causeuniformadditional vertical stress in theunderlain soil layers.Thevertical stress
increase,Δσv, at any level is equal to the load carriedby the groupdividedby theplan area at
that level. Consolidation settlement within the underlying cohesive soil layer is calculated
based on the vertical stress increase in that layer, following the procedure described in
Chapter 4. It should be noted that a main reason for using piles is to extend the foundation
through the compressible layer. For properly designed pile foundations, highly compress-
ible, normally consolidated clay layer under the pile toe should not be allowed.

A better approach to analyze pile group settlement in cohesive soil may be to use the
concept of neutral plane, which is introduced along with the phenomenon of negative
skin friction in Section 7.7.
EXAMPLE 7.13

Given

The 3× 3 pile group of 0.8 m diameter and 15m long pile group and the soil profile in
Example 7.12 is subject to a sustained design load, Qa, of 3000 kN. The soil profile
along with additional properties needed for the settlement analysis is given in
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Figure E7.13. Consider the bearing stratum consists of overconsolidated clay and the
effective overburden stress after the group pile loading is less than the preconsolidation
stress within the bearing stratum.
15 m

5 m

Qa = 3000 kN

1H:2V

γsat = 19.0 kN/m3

γsat = 19.0 kN/m3

6 m

su = 80 kPa

1
0

 m
5

 m
5

 m

eo = 0.8

Cs = 0.03

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

E7.13 The clay soil layers for pile group settlement analysis.
Required

Estimate the settlement of the pile group using the equivalent footing method.
Solution

Divide the bearing stratum below the pile toe into three 5 m thick layers. Use the stress
values at the center of each layer for the settlement analysis.
For the original effective overburden stress at the center of each layer,

σ′vo = (γsat − γw)z

where γw is the unit weight of water and z is depth to the center of soil layer from
ground surface.
The stress increase, Δσv, at the center of each layer due to the loading at equivalent

footing, stemming from 1/3 pile length above the pile toe, is computed as

Δσv = Qa

(Bg + z)(Lg + z)

where z is the depth to the center of each layer from 1/3 pile length above the
pile toe.
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The settlement, S, is computed considering that the effective overburden stress after
the group pile loading is less than the pre-consolidation stress within the bearing stra-
tum. Thus

S = CsHc

1+ eo
log

σ′vo + Δσv
σ′vo

where Cs is the recompression index andHc is the thickness of the clay layer (Hc= 5m
or 5000mm), eo= 0.8 and Cs= 0.03 as shown in Figure E7.13. Details on the founda-
tion settlement analysis are described in Chapter 4.
Related computations for the settlement analysis are summarized in Table E7.13. As

indicated in Table E7.13, at the center of layer 3, the stress increase, Δσv, is 6.0 kPa, sig-
nificantly less than 10% of the σ′vo of that layer.
The settlement due to consolidation of the underlain clay layer is 6.8 mm.
le E7.13 Computations to determine consolidation settlement

er
Depth below ground surface
at center of layer, m

σ0vo at center of
layer, kPa

Depth below 1=3
pile length, m

Δσv,
kPa

Settlement,
mm

17.5 161 7.5 19.8 4.2
22.5 207 12.5 10.0 1.7
27.5 253 17.5 6.0 0.9

6.8
7.6.3 Pile group effects in uplift loads

When piles with uplift loads are driven to a relatively shallow bearing stratum, uplift
capacity may control the foundation design. The procedure proposed by Tomlinson
(1994) is often used in evaluating the ultimate uplift capacity of a pile group. The ultimate
uplift capacity of a pile group in cohesionless soils is taken as the effective weight of the
block of soil extending upward from the pile toe level at a slope of 1H:4V, as shown in
Figure 7.41. The weight of the piles within the soil block is considered equal to the weight
(Bg)(Lg)

zp1

4

Block of soil 

lifted by piles

7.41 Pile group under uplift load in cohesionless soil. (Adapted from Tomlinson, M.J. 1994. Pile
Design and Construction Practice. E & FN Spon, London, 411p.)
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of the soil. The shear resistance around the perimeter of the soil block is ignored in
the calculation.

For pile groups in cohesive soils, the same block failure model as shown in Figure 7.39 is
used to estimate the group uplift capacity (Tomlinson, 1994). The calculation is based on
the undrained shear resistance of the soil within the block and the effective weight of the
pile cap and pile–soil block. The ultimate group capacity against block failure in uplift,
Qug in kN, is calculated as follows:

Qug = 2zp(Bg + Lg)su1 +Wg (7.75)
where
zp= embedded length of piles in m
Bg=width of pile group in m
Lg= length of pile group in m
su1= undrained shear strength of the soil along the pile group perimeter in kPa
Wg= effective weight the pile/soil block including the pile cap weight in kN

Regardless of the soil type, the ultimate group uplift capacity determined from the block
failure method should not exceed the sum of the ultimate uplift capacities of the individual
piles in the group. A factor of safety of 2 to 3 is generally applied to determine the allow-
able uplift capacity of the pile group.
7.6.4 Lateral capacity of pile groups

The ability of a pile group to resist lateral loads such as those from vessel impact, earth
pressure, wind or wave loading, seismic events, and other sources is an important aspect
in foundation design. The group effects for a pile group under lateral load are much more
obvious than those under axial loading conditions. If we apply the pile group efficiency
here using Equation 7.71, ng is consistently less than 1. The deflection of a pile group
under a lateral load is usually much larger than the deflection of an isolated single pile
under the same amount of lateral load shared by that pile. Figure 7.42 illustrates the
nature of pile–soil–pile interaction for a laterally loaded pile group. The shades in Fig-
ure 7.42 represent the stress bulb (zone influenced by the stress variation induced by
D
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Second row

Third and 

subsequent rows

Figure 7.42 Pile–soil–pile interaction of piles in a laterally loaded group. (Adapted from Wang, S.T.
2014. Lecture note on analysis of drilled shafts and piles using p-y and t-z curves.
Department of Civil Engineering, National Chiao Tung University, Hsin Chu, Taiwan.)
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pile deflections) around the deflected piles. For closely placed piles in a group, these stress
bulbs are overlapped for the piles in the trailing rows and thus weaken the soil in these
regions. This is the main reason that piles in trailing rows of a pile group have significantly
less resistance to a lateral load than piles in the lead or front row.

Bogard andMatlock (1983) and Brown et al. (1988) reported the use of a p-multiplier,
ρm, to modify the p–y curve of a single pile. An illustration of the p-multiplier concept is
presented in Figures 7.42 and 7.43. For a pile in a given location in the group, the same
ρm is applied to all p–y curves along the length of that pile. For a given deflection y, the
corresponding lateral resistance of a single pile, psp, is multiplied by ρm to obtain the
equivalent lateral resistance under the pile group conditions, pgp. The available data
suggest that the value of ρm is affected by center-to-center pile spacing (s) and relative
position with the neighboring piles. The multiplier consists of three elements in the
reduction factors: line-by-line reduction factor, ρl, for leading or trailing piles, side-
by-side reduction factor, ρs, and reduction for skewed piles, ρsk. The value of ρm is
the multiplication of ρl, ρs, and ρsk. Depending on the spacing between piles and its rela-
tionship with pile diameter, the value of these individual reduction factors can range
from 0.5 to 1. The multiplication of ρl, ρs, and ρsk (i.e., ρm) can often be less than
0.5 (Reese et al., 2006a).
7.7 NEGATIVE SKIN FRICTION

So far, in the static analysis of piles, we have considered that both shaft friction and
toe bearing contribute to the support of the pile. Both of these resistance components
point upward and we consider them positive. For this statement to be valid, it is nec-
essary that the pile moves downward in reference to the surrounding soil. Recall in
Section 7.3, in the discussion of load transfer mechanisms for axially loaded piles,
the elastic deformation, δ, of the pile, shaft friction, fsf, distribution along the pile sur-
face, and axial force passing through the pile internally, Qi, are related to one another.
As shown in Figure 7.12, unless the pile shaft is frictionless (Figure 7.12a), Qi

decreases with depth (Figures 7.12b and 7.12c). At the toe of the pile, Qi reduces
to Rt, the toe resistance.

The shaft friction reverses its direction and becomes negative when piles are installed
through a compressible soil layer that undergoes consolidation and the downward soil
movement exceeds that of the pile. This reversed shaft friction is called the “negative
skin friction” and it points downward. In this case, the consolidating soil moves
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downward in reference to the pile. Negative skin friction can develop whenever the effec-
tive overburden stress is increased on a compressible soil layer through which a pile is
driven, due to placement of new fill or lowering of the groundwater table. Instead of sup-
porting the pile, the negative skin friction adds load to theQi values, makingQi increases
with depth within the depth range where negative skin friction is present. The additional
Qi caused by negative skin friction is called the “drag load.” In extreme cases, this drag
load can cause structural damage to the pile. The drag load, however, does not affect the
ultimate bearing capacity of the pile.
7.7.1 Determination of neutral plane and drag load

Consider a case shown in Figure 7.44, where the pile is installed through a compressible
soil and the shaft friction is evaluated using the effective stress method (i.e., the β
approach). A key element in the evaluation of drag load is the determination of the depth
of “neutral plane.” Note that in an earlier discussion of β method, a representative ulti-
mate unit shaft friction fsf [fsf = βσ′vo according to Equation 7.24] taken at the mid-height
of the pile was used for the determination of ultimate shaft friction resistance, Rsf. The
representative fsf was used as a constant throughout the pile length Lp to compute Rsf

(i.e., Rsf= πDPLpfsf). For the analysis of negative skin friction, fsf will still be computed
according to Equation 7.24 but will be considered as the ultimate unit shaft friction at
a given depth z. Since σ′vo increases with depth, fsf should also increase with depth. For
a uniform soil layer with constant soil unit weight, σ′vo increases linearly with depth. Con-
sider a constant β, fsf should therefore increase linearly with depth as well. For a linearly
Rt
Rt Rs″

Rs″

Neutral plane

Curve B

Curve A

Qd Qn Load

Resistance

fsn fsn

fsf fsf

Qn

Qu
Qa

z

Rt = toe resistance

Qi = axial force passing through the pile internally

Rs″ = positive  shaft resistance

Qd = sustained dead load 

Qn = drag load

fsn = negative unit shaft friction

fsf = ultimate unit shaft friction

Qu = ultimate capacity

 

    

    

  

Figure 7.44 Shaft friction distribution, axial force passing through pile internally and neutral plane when
there is negative skin friction. (Adapted from Fellenius, B.H. 1988. Unified design of piles and
pile groups. Transportation Research Record 1169, Transportation Research Board,
Washington, DC, pp. 75–82.)
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increasing unit shaft friction,Qi should be a second-order curve according to Equation 7.3
(also see Figure 7.12c) as described in Section 7.3. The meaning of neutral plane and pro-
cedure to find the depth of neutral plane are described as follows.

Establish Curve A in Figure 7.44—Curve A represents the variation of Qi with
depth under ultimate loading conditions when shaft friction is positive. We assume
that the soil along the pile length is uniform with a constant β and soil unit weight
γsat, and groundwater table is at the ground surface. In this case, fsf increases linearly
with depth as,

fsf = βσ′vo = βγ′z (7.76)

where
γ′ = soil buoyant unit weight= γsat− γw
z= depth

Qi starts asQu at the pile head (i.e., Qh=Qu) in ultimate loading condition, decreases
with depth, and reduces to Rt at the pile toe. In ultimate loading condition, the unit shaft
friction fsp(z)= ultimate unit shaft friction fsf(z), following Equation 7.3 and combine
Equation 7.76,

Qi(z) = Qh −
∫z

0

πDpfsp(z)dz = Qu −
∫z

0

πDpfsf (z)dz = Qu − πDpβγ′

2
z2 (7.77)
Equation 7.77 describes Curve A that starts with a value of Qu and decreases non-lin-
early with depth z as a second-order equation, depicted in Figure 7.44 and as discussed in
Section 7.3. Curve A is the same as that of Qi in ultimate loading condition, without the
effects of negative skin friction.

Establish Curve B in Figure 7.44—Curve B reflects the variation ofQiwith depth when
the pile head is subject to a sustained dead loadQd (i.e.,Qi=Qd at pile head). The design
or allowable load of a single pile,Qa=Qu/FS, according to Equation 7.37.Qa is used to
support the sustained dead loadQd and the transient life loadQl. Drag load is a long-term
behavior and therefore only relates to Qd. This is why for Curve B, Qi starts with Qd.

When the compressible soil moves downward against the pile, the shaft friction reverses
its direction and is denoted as fsn in Figure 7.44. As it takes very little movement to develop
ultimate shaft friction regardless of its direction (see Section 7.4), we can reasonably
assume fsn and fsf at a given depth are equal in magnitude but in opposite directions.
This assumption is especially reasonable when the pile is surrounded by compressible soils
when the required soil movement to reach ultimate shaft friction (fsn or fsf) is easily accom-
plished. The distribution of Qi with depth z now becomes

Qi(z) = Qa +
∫z

0

πDpfsn(z)dz = Qa + πDpβγ′

2
z2 (7.78)
Qi increases with depth and the change of Qi also has a non-linear relationship with
depth z.

The neutral plane depth—The depth where Curve A intersects Curve B, or Qi from
Equations 7.77 and 7.78 is equal—is the depth where the soil ceases to move downward
against the pile and the shaft friction changes its direction from negative to positive. The
horizontal plane passing through this intersection is called the “neutral plane.” At the
depth of neutral plane znp, there is no relative displacement between soil and pile, and
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Qi reaches its maximum value. By equating Equations 7.77 and 7.78, we can calculate the
depth of neutral plane znp as

znp =
�������������
(Qu −Qd)
πDpβγ′

√

(7.79)
As stated earlier, fsn and fsf are practically equal in magnitude but in opposite directions,
fsn can be estimated following the same procedures for fsf as described earlier (i.e., the β
method). The value of Qn can be calculated as follows:

Qn =
∫znp

0

πDpfsn(z)dz (7.80)
When shaft friction is positive, Qi has its maximum value at pile head and becomes
smaller with depth as the positive shaft friction shares the axial compressive load, or
Qi,Qd below pile head. However, with negative skin friction, Qi increases with depth
until the depth of neutral plane. The drag load, Qn, causes higher structural force within
the pile. Bituminous coating on the surface of piles (Fellenius, 1988) has been used effec-
tively as a lubricant to lower the shaft friction and minimize the drag load.

From Equation 7.78, we can see that, for a toe bearing pile (e.g., a pile penetrates
through compressible soil and penetrates its toe into a hard material) with a large Rt

and thus Qu significantly larger than Qd, it is conceivable that znp from Equation 7.79
can be larger than the depth of the compressible soil layer as conceptually described in
Figure 7.45a. In this case, the neutral plane is at the surface of the hard material. On
the other hand, if the pile is fully frictional and practically floats in the compressible
soil with very little Rt, then it can be demonstrated that the neutral plane is at Lp/

��
2

√
from the ground surface, as shown in Figure 7.45b where Lp= length of the pile. Interest-
ingly,Lp/

��
2

√ ≈ 2Lp/3, location of the equivalent footing according to Terzaghi and Peck
(1967) shown in Figure 7.40. Students are encouraged to consider different scenarios of
load transfer characteristics and find out how they affect the neutral plane depth.

Example 7.14 provides a description of how to use the above procedure to estimate the
depth of neutral plane and drag load.
Neutral plane

Curve B

Curve A

Load

z

Compressible

soil

Curve A

(a) (b)

Qd Qn
Qu

Load

Rt

Rt ≈ 0

Qu

z Compressible

soil

Hard material

Neutral plane

Curve B

Figure 7.45 Characteristics of the Qi distributions for toe bearing and fully frictional pile. (a)
Distribution of Qi with a hard bearing stratum. (b) Distribution of Qi for a fully frictional
pile.
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EXAMPLE 7.14

Given

A 0.8 m diameter (Dp) and 15m long bored pile (Lp= 15m) was installed in a satu-
rated clay deposit, as shown in Figure E7.14. Water table is at the ground surface.
The clay around the pile shaft is normally consolidated. The clay changed to overcon-
solidated and stiff from below the pile toe level. A new fill is to be placed at the ground
surface. The ultimate bearing capacity of the pile Qu= 840 kN. A β value of 0.15 was
used to calculate the ultimate unit shaft friction. A sustained dead load,Qd, of 340 kN
is applied at the pile head.
Dp = 0.8 m

L p 
=

 1
5

 m γsat = 19.0 kN/m3

Clay

Qd

Z np

Neutral plane

E7.14 Soil profile and the bored pile subject to negative skin friction.
Required

Determine the depth of neutral plane znp and drag loadQn on the bored pile due to neg-
ative skin friction.
Solution
β= 0.15
γ′ = γsat − γw= (19.0)− (9.81)= 9.19 kN/m3
Dp= 0.8 m
Qu= 840 kN
Qd= 340 kN�������������√ �����������������������������√
znp = (Qu −Qd)
πDpβγ′

= (840− 340)
(3.1416)(0.8)(0.15)(9.19)

= 12.0m (7.79)
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Qn =
∫znp

0

πDpfsn(z)dz = πDpβγ′

2
(znp)

2

= (3.1416)(0.8)(0.15)(9.19)
2

(12.0)2 = 250kN (7.80)
7.7.2 Settlement of pile groups using the neutral plane

In their pile group consolidation settlement analysis, Terzaghi and Peck (1967) considered
an equivalent footing situated at 1/3 of the pile length above the pile toe. The group load is
distributed below this equivalent footing level at a slope of 1H:2V. A more rigorous
approach is to place the equivalent footing at or below the neutral plane depth. The
rest of the calculation for load distribution and consolidation settlement remains the
same. This method is preferred because at neutral plane, the pile has an equal amount
of settlement as the soil. The total settlement of the pile then equals to the elastic deforma-
tion of the pile above the neutral plane and the consolidation settlement below the neutral
plane (Fellenius, 1988).
7.8 REMARKS

In this chapter we introduced the “office work” in the design of deep foundations, after
describing the various types of deep foundations. The title of this chapter emphasizes
that it deals with the static analysis because certain types of deep foundations are
installed by driving with a hammer, a dynamic procedure. The pile installation causes
severe disturbance to the surrounding soil. For this reason, the static analysis is mostly
approximate, based on soil parameters obtained from laboratory tests on field samples
or in-situ test results. It was emphasized in the beginning of this chapter that it is
impossible to design a deep foundation based on the projected or “correct” soil condi-
tions and have a full consideration of the construction effects. Instead of attempting to
consider all minor details, it was suggested that it is preferable to concentrate on the
key factors that control the behavior of a deep foundation. It should also become obvi-
ous that there are many “key factors” that we need to pay attention to in a typical deep
foundation design.

An axially loaded deep foundation may develop its bearing resistance from the friction
between the pile shaft surface and the surrounding soil. The load transfer mechanism, or
how the load applied to the pile head is distributed between shaft friction and toe bearing,
is an important part of the characteristics of an axially loaded pile. This load transfer
mechanism was not considered for shallow foundations. A deep foundation can also
develop significant lateral load resistance. Because of this, the static analysis of laterally
loaded piles is also an important part of this chapter.

The procedures we use in our analysis are mostly empirical. A good understanding
in the local engineering practice and calibration of the empirical rules for the local
geotechnical conditions are essential for the success in our design. It is also important
to understand that static analysis is only the beginning and the results are used as
the basis to estimate the amount of material and the budget required for the con-
struction. The outcome of our analysis will have to be verified during construc-
tion. The construction and testing of piles, or the “field work,” are described in
Chapter 8.
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HOMEWORK

7.1 A closed end precast concrete pile with a diameter,Dp, of 0.8 m is driven into a uni-
form sand deposit. The sand has a saturated unit weight, γsat, of 18 kN/m3 and a
drained friction angle Ø′ of 34◦. Groundwater table is at the ground surface. Deter-
mine the qtf for the pile when the pile toe is driven to 5, 6, and 7m below
ground surface.

7.2 A Raymond step tapered pile is driven to 10m into a uniform sand deposit from
ground surface. The pile has a diameter of 0.8 m at the ground surface (pile
head) and a taper (ω) of 0.5 degrees as shown in Figure H7.2. The sand has a sat-
urated unit weight, γsat, of 18 kN/m3 and a drained friction angle Ø′ of 34◦. The
groundwater table is at the ground surface. Determine the Rsf for the pile using
the Nordlund method.
Dp = 0.8 m
D b 

=
 1

0
 m γsat = 18 kN/m3

ω = 0.5°

Ø′ = 34°

Figure H7.2 Step tapered Raymond pile driven into a sand deposit.
7.3 A 15m long and 0.8 m diameter precast concrete pile is driven into a saturated clay
deposit as shown in Figure H7.3. The groundwater table is at the ground surface.
Determine the Rsf for the pile using the α method.
Dp = 0.8 m

D b 
=

 1
5

 m

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Depth, m

0

2

10

OCR = 5, γsat = 19.5 kN/m3, PI = 35

OCR = 1.5, γsat = 19.0 kN/m3, PI = 25

OCR = 8, γsat = 19.5 kN/m3, PI = 20

15

Figure H7.3 The precast concrete pile and clay soil layers.
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7.4 A 15m long and 0.8 m diameter precast concrete pile is driven into a saturated clay
deposit as shown in Figure H7.2. The groundwater table is at the ground surface.
Determine the Rsf for the pile using the β method.

7.5 For the same soil conditions described in HW7.3, determine the Rsf for a 0.8 m
diameter and 15m deep bored pile using the α method.

7.6 A 0.8 m diameter and 15m long precast concrete pile is driven into a sand deposit.
SPT was performed at the site with one N value taken for every 1.5 m to a maxi-
mum depth of 15.0 m. Figure H7.6 shows the soil and SPT corrected blow count,
(N1)60 profiles. Groundwater table is at the ground surface. The individual (N1)60
values are tabulated in Table H7.6. Determine the ultimate pile capacity Qu using
the Meyerhof SPT method.
γsat = 18.0 kN/m3

Dp = 0.8 m

L p 
=

 1
5

 m

Depth, m

0

15

Clean sand

20

15

10

D
ep
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, m

5 Weak soil

Bearing stratum

P
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e

0
0 10 20

Blow count, (N1)60/30 cm

30

Figure H7.6 The precast concrete pile in sand and profile of (N1)60.

Table H7.6 The values of (N1)60

Depth, m 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5 9.0 10.5 12.0 13.5 15.0 16.5 18.0 19.5

(N1)60 2 4 3 5 7 6 15 20 22 23 25 26 28
7.7 A 0.8 m diameter and 15m long precast concrete pile is driven into a sand
deposit as shown in Figure H7.7. CPTu was performed at the site to a maximum
depth of 24 m. Table H7.7 shows the average values qt, u2, and f s from CPTu.
The groundwater table is at the ground surface.
• Determine the ultimate pile capacityQu using the Eslami and Fellenius method.
• Determine the ultimate pile capacity Qu using the LCPC method.



γsat = 18.0 kN/m3

Dp = 0.8 m

L p 
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 1
5
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Depth, m

0

15

Clean sand

Figure H7.7 The precast concrete pile and profile of CPTu.

Table H7.7 Average values from CPTu

Depth range, m 0–4 4–8 8–12 12–16 16–20 20–24

qt , MPa 0.32 0.70 3.35 5.45 4.12 5.82
u2, kPa 0.12 5.00 13.80 50.35 40.26 61.23
f s, kPa 5.12 5.90 25.05 27.35 35.75 40.75
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7.8 Consider a 0.8 m diameter and 15m long bored pile shown in Figure H7.8. The pile
head is free to rotate. The bored pile is subject to a lateral load of 100 kN and
a moment of 500 kN-m at the ground line. The bored pile is embedded in a
uniform clay deposit with undrained shear strength, su, of 0.08MN/m2. Assume
Epy= 4MN/m3 as a constant value for soil around the full length of the pile.
The reinforced concrete pile has an overall elastic modulus of 25,000MPa. Con-
sider the bored pile as solid and uncracked under the applied load.
Vt = 100 kN

Mgl = 500 kN-m

L p 
=

 1
5

 m

0.8 m

Figure H7.8 The bored pile and its loading conditions.
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Use the characteristic load method and p–y method to:

1. Determine the ground line deflection caused by the applied loads.
2. Determine the maximum bending moment within the bored pile for the

same loads.

7.9 A 3× 3 pile group of 0.8 m diameter and 18m long precast concrete piles is to be

installed in a saturated clay deposit as shown in Figure H7.9. The piles are spaced at
2 m center to center. The groundwater table is on the ground surface. Consider the
pile has an ultimate unit shaft resistance, fsf, of 15 kPa. The bearing stratum has an
undrained shear strength, su, of 100 kPa. Determine the ultimate bearing capacity
of the pile group, Qug.
18 m

Qug

γsat =  19.0 kN/m3

γsat = 19.0 kN/m3

6 m

su = 100 kPa

7.9 Clay soil profile for the group pile.
7.10 The 3× 3 pile group of 0.8 m diameter and 18m long pile group and the soil profile
in HW7.9 is subject to a sustained design load, Qa, of 3500 kN. The soil profile
along with additional properties needed for the settlement analysis are given in
Figure H7.10. Consider the bearing stratum consists of overconsolidated clay
and the effective overburden stress after the group pile loading is less than the pre-
consolidation stress within the bearing stratum. Estimate the settlement of the pile
group using the equivalent footing method.
18 m

Qa = 3500 kN

γsat = 19.0 kN/m3

γsat = 19.0 kN/m3

6 m

su = 120 kPa

eo = 0.70

Cs = 0.028

7.10 The clay soil layers for pile group settlement analysis.
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7.11 A 0.8 m diameter and 20m long bored pile is installed in a saturated clay deposit as
shown in Figure H7.11. A β value of 0.18 was used to calculate the ultimate unit
shaft friction. A new fill is to be placed at the ground surface. The neutral plane
is estimated to be at 15m below the ground surface. Determine the drag load on
the bored pile due to negative skin friction.
Dp = 0.8 m

γsat = 19.0 kN/m3

Clay

Qa

Neutral plane

Z np
 =

 1
5

 m

L p 
=

 2
0

 m

Figure H7.11 Soil profile and the bored pile subject to negative skin friction.
7.12 Prove that for a fully frictional and floating pile in compressible soil with very little
Rt, the neutral plane is at Lp/

��
2

√
from the ground surface where Lp= length of

the pile.
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Chapter 8
Construction and testing of deep
foundations
8.1 INTRODUCTION

For driven piles, the pile is inserted into the ground by repeated impact forces or vibration.
Driven piles are fabricated in the factory. The material and dimensions of the driven piles
are determined in the static analysis. For the construction of driven piles, the following
items will have to be carried out prior to the field operation:

• Select the type and capacity of the driving equipment for the installation of piles. A
wide variety of hammers by different manufacturers with different energy output
are available. A good hammer or driving system selection will provide adequate driv-
ing energy and be cost effective.

• Establish a driving criteria as a basis for accepting the piles during construction. The
driving criteria usually consist of a simple and quick indicator or instrument reading
that can be used to decide if a pile is to be accepted while the pile is being driven in
the field.

• Determine a test program to verify the integrity and performance of the piles—the
type and number of tests to be performed to provide more detailed information as
to the safety and/or performance of the piles. This type of test is usually elaborate
and time consuming.

Bored piles are made completely in the ground. A borehole with its dimensions deter-
mined in static analysis is drilled in the ground first and then the borehole is filled with
concrete. For bored piles, engineers responsible for the project will have to deal with
the following issues prior to construction:

• The procedure to be used for the construction of bored piles—selection of the con-
struction method that is compatible to the subsurface conditions and the job site.

• Selection of the equipment to be used for the bored pile construction—the equipment
should be capable of performing the procedure to be used for the bored pile.

• Establishment of a quality assurance scheme for borehole preparation and concrete
placement—measurements and testing to be undertaken during construction to docu-
ment the dimensions of the borehole, procedure, and quantity and quality of
concrete placement.

• Determination of a test program to verify the integrity and performance of the piles—
similar to the case of driven piles, except the capacity of bored piles can be substan-
tially greater than driven piles.
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The main objectives of this chapter are to

• Provide a general description to the construction of driven piles, the equipment used,
and procedures applied (Section 8.2).

• Describe the principles of dynamic formulas and wave equation analysis, and intro-
duce their applications in preconstruction planning for driven pile installations.

• Introduce the techniques of pile driving analysis and their applications as a tool for
quality assurance in pile driving.

• Describe the available methods and key issues related to the construction of bored
piles (Section 8.3).

• Discuss the necessary quality assurance procedures involved during the construction
of bored piles.

• Introduce various types of axial and lateral pile load test methods, their principles,
and interpretation of test results (Section 8.4).

The applications of driven and bored piles constructed by machines can be traced back
to at least a century ago. The construction methods have been subject to intensive
research. Related construction equipment and engineering expertise are readily available
in most parts of the world. This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part deals with
the construction and quality assurance of driven piles, the second concentrates on the con-
struction and quality assurance of bored piles, and the third describes the technique of pile
load test and its interpretation. The pile load test and interpretationmethods can generally
be used for both driven and bored piles.
8.2 CONSTRUCTION AND QUALITY ASSURANCE OF DRIVEN PILES

The driven piles are inserted into the ground by repeated and violent impact forces pow-
erful enough to overcome the soil resistance, but not so powerful as to damage the pile in
the process. A well-executed pile driving demands a delicate balance among cost, effi-
ciency, and integrity of the installed pile. The following sections introduce the types of
available equipment and tools to help in selecting the equipment and setting up
construction specifications.
8.2.1 Equipment and procedure of pile driving

Numerous types of hammers are available to drive piles. Table 8.1 shows a list of the
possible range of available pile hammer types and their characteristics. These pile ham-
mers can generally be divided into five categories according to their operation mecha-
nisms, as shown in Figure 8.1. Table 8.2 shows the specifications of a few selected
hammers under the categories of steam or air (external combustion hammer), diesel
(internal combustion), and vibratory hammers. More complete lists of pile hammers
can be found in the literature or handbooks (e.g., Hannigan et al., 2006), and manufac-
tures’ websites.

The simplest form of a pile hammer is a drop hammer (Figure 8.1a). A ram is lifted and
dropped by using a hoisting device. The driving energy created by the hammer is con-
trolled by the weight of the ram (Wr) and stroke (h) of the hammer drop. For a single-act-
ing hammer (Figure 8.1b), the ram is lifted by a piston. Air, steam, or hydraulic pressure is
injected into the lower chamber of the piston bore to push the piston and the hammer
upward. During lifting, the exhaust pressure is vented from the upper chamber. The



Table 8.1 Typical pile hammer characteristics

Hammer type Drop

Steam or air Diesel Hydraulic

Vibratory
Single
acting

Double
acting Differential

Single
acting

Double
acting

Single
acting

Double
acting

Rated energy,
kJ per blow

9–81 10–2440 1–29 20–86 12–667 11–98 35–2932 35–2945 –

Impact velocity,
m=sec

7–10 2.5–5 4.5–6 4–4.5 3–5 2.5–5 1.5–5.5 1.5–7 –

Blows=minute 4–8 35–60 95–300 98–303 40–60 80–105 30–50 40–90 750–2000
pulses=minute

Source: After Hannigan, P.J. et al., 2006. Design and construction of driven pile foundations. Volume II. Report No. FHWA-NHI-05-043,

National Highway Institute, Federal Highway Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, Washington, DC, 486pp.
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hammer is dropped by releasing the pressure from the lower chamber. In a double-acting
hammer (Figure 8.1c), the downward movement of the hammer is assisted by injecting
pressure in the upper chamber while exhausting the pressure from the lower chamber.
The double-acting hammer is differential, if the pressure applied to the upper chamber
is different from that in the lower chamber. The diesel hammer (Figure 8.1d) is similar
to a single-cylinder diesel combustion engine. The cylinder in this case is the ram. Com-
bustion of the diesel fuel injected into the lower chamber lifts the ram. Dropping of the
diesel hammer ram can also be single-acting or double/differential-acting. A vibratory
driver (Figure 8.1e) consists of a weight mounted on an oscillator. The oscillator typically
consists of one or more pairs of eccentric masses. The eccentric masses rotate in opposing
directions but with the same frequency; they generate vertical vibration but nullify hori-
zontal centrifugal forces. The generated vertical force equals the sum of the vertical forces
of all the eccentric masses.

Figure 8.2 shows the field setup for driving a precast concrete pile using a diesel ham-
mer. Figure 8.3 demonstrates the installation of a steel H pile using a vibratory driver.
Vibratory drivers are not routinely used for pile installation. The following discussion
on construction of driven piles concentrates on impact hammers.

Once a decision is made to use driven piles, the material and dimensions of the piles are
chosen and a series of questions related to the installation of the piles will have to be
answered. These questions include:

• What kind of pile hammer should be used to drive the piles? (The hammer should be
powerful enough to drive the pile to the required capacity but not so powerful as to
damage the pile in the process.)

• What driving criteria is to be used for accepting the driven pile in the field during
construction?
8.2.2 The dynamic formulas

The dynamic formula was used before the advent of computers as a main tool to answer
the above questions. Pile is assumed to be rigid (no elastic deformation). The energy from
dropping a ram with a weightWr and a drop height h isWrh. This energy is absorbed by
pushing the pile into the ground with a permanent settlement S, under an ultimate resis-
tance, Ru. This permanent settlement, S, is called “set” for a given hammer blow. The
energy consumed in pushing of the pile is thus RuS. However, because of the use of cush-
ion and imperfection in the pile hammer system, there is inevitable energy loss in the ham-
mer impact. The Engineering News Record (ENR) formula was proposed based on these
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Figure 8.1 Major types of pile-driving hammers. (a) Drop hammer. (b) Single-acting hammers.
(c) Differential and double-acting hammers. (d) Diesel hammers. (e) Vibratory driver.
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premises. In ENR formula, the effects of energy losses in pile driving are lumped into an
empirical factor C. The energy generated by hammerWrh equals to the energy consumed
by the pile penetration Ru(S+C ), or

Ru = Wrh
S+ C

(8.1)

where C= 25.4 mm for drop hammer, 2.54 mm for steam hammer, if S and h are in mm.
Ru andWr have the same unit. According to Equation 8.1, a pile driven by a hammer with
rated energy of Wrh should reach Ru when the last hammer blow causes the pile to settle
by the amount of S. With this system, the chosen pile hammer should have its rated energy
larger than Wrh. The field pile-driving criteria is established based on S that would yield



Table 8.2 Specifications of a few selected hammers

Manufacturer Model
Rated
energy, kJ

Ram
weight, kN Stroke, m Hammer action

Steam, air, or hydraulic

BSP HH 3 35.31 29.41 1.20 Single acting
BSP HH 11–1.5 161.78 107.91 1.50 Single acting
BSP HH 16–1.2 188.43 156.95 1.20 Single acting
Conmaco C 50 20.34 22.25 0.91 Single acting
Conmaco C 100 44.07 44.50 0.99 Single acting
Conmaco C 200 81.36 89.00 0.91 Single acting
McKiernan-Terry 5 1.36 0.89 1.52 Double acting
McKiernan-Terry 11B3 25.97 22.25 1.17 Double acting
McKiernan-Terry S-20 81.36 89.00 0.91 Single acting
Raymond International 65C 26.44 28.93 0.91 Double

acting=differential
Raymond International 150C 66.11 66.75 0.99 Double

acting=differential
Raymond International R 60X 203.40 267.00 0.78 Single acting
Vulcan 08 35.26 35.60 0.99 Single acting
Vulcan 200C 68.07 89.00 0.77 Double

acting=differential
Vulcan 040 162.72 178.00 0.91 Single acting

Diesel

Berminghammer B-200 24.41 8.90 2.74 Single acting
Berminghammer B-300 54.66 16.69 3.28 Single acting
Berminghammer B-500 5 124.81 34.71 3.60 Single acting
Delmag D5 14.24 4.90 2.93 Single acting
Delmag D55 169.51 52.78 3.40 Single acting
Delmag D100-13 360.32 98.21 4.11 Single acting
ICE 180 11.03 7.70 1.43 Double acting
ICE 520 41.18 22.56 1.83 Double acting
ICE 660 70.01 33.69 2.08 Double acting
Kobe K25 69.86 24.52 2.85 Single acting
Kobe K35 51.5 5.51 2.85 Single acting
Kobe K60 176.53 58.87 3.00 Single acting

Vibratory

Manufacturer Model Power, kW
Ram
weight, kN Frequency, Hz

ICE 223 242 2.05 38.3
ICE 812 375.00 8.10 26.70
ICE 66–80 597.00 8.68 26.70
American Pile-driving
Equipment (APE)

15 59.67 0.49 30.00

APE 50 194.00 1.02 30.00
APE 200 466.00 1.29 30.00
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the required Ru according to Equation 8.1 and the rated energy for the selected hammer.
The maximum stress experienced by the pile is estimated as Ru/Ap, where Ap is the cross-
sectional area of the pile. This maximum stress is used to evaluate if the pile can be
damaged during driving using the selected hammer and driven to set S. Ru from dynamic
formula makes no distinction between dynamic (resistance to high-speed penetration) and
static resistance.



Figure 8.2 Driving of a precast concrete pile with a single-acting Delmag D-100-13 diesel hammer in
Jiayi, Taiwan. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)

Figure 8.3 Driving of a steel H pile with a vibratory driver in Houston, Texas, USA. (Courtesy of
Dr. Kenneth Viking, Stockholm, Sweden.)
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EXAMPLE 8.1

Given

A single-acting Vulcan 08 steam hammer with a ram weight,Wr, of 35.6 kN and drop
height (stroke), h, of 991mm was used to drive a precast concrete pile.
Required

Use ENR formula to calculate the ultimate resistance, Ru, when S reached 5mm.
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Solution

Wr= 35.6 kN
h= 991mm
S= 5mm

For steam hammer C= 2.54 mm
According to Equation 8.1

Ru = Wrh
S+ C

= (35.6)(991)
(5+ 2.54)

= 4679 kN
ENR was developed in the late nineteenth century primarily for evaluating the timber
piles driven by a drop hammer in sands. Studies have indicated that the ENR formula per-
formed poorly in predicting the static capacities of modern pile foundations. Various
forms of dynamic formulas have been proposed in the past to improve its performance,
but they were all based on a similar framework as the ENR formula and considered
the pile as a rigid material. Pile stiffness and length effects were ignored. Eventually, the
dynamic formulas were replaced by the numerical wave equation analysis.
8.2.3 Dynamic analysis by wave equation

One-dimensional wave equation that describes wave propagation through an elastic
rod—in this case the pile—is more realistic in describing the dynamics of pile driving. It
is a second-order partial differential equation derived by applying Newton’s second law
that relates stress wave propagation with time and distance as

∂2d
∂t2

= Ep

ρp

( )
∂2d
∂z2

( )
+ R (8.2)

where
d= displacement of an element of the pile
Ep= elastic modulus of the pile material
ρp=mass density of the pile material
R= soil resistance against the pile at given depth, z, and time, t

Other than describing a physical phenomenon, Equation 8.2 serves little purpose in
engineering applications. Smith (1960) is believed to have been the first to solve Equa-
tion 8.2 by using a finite difference method to obtain a quantitative solution for engineer-
ing analysis. The concept of using a finite difference method to solve partial differential
equation was described in Chapter 7 (Section 7.5). The finite difference method was also
used by Smith (1960) to solve Equation 8.2, but with the explicit scheme. The explicit
scheme calculates the state of the system at a later time based on the state of the system
at the current time without the need to solve algebraic equations as in the case of implicit
scheme. A time step, Δt, is chosen for the computation. The magnitude of Δt determines
the accuracy of the approximate solutions as well as the number of computations.
Typically, we set Δt= ΔLp/cw in wave equation analysis where ΔLp= length of the dis-
cretized pile segment and cw= velocity of wave propagation in the pile = �������

Ep/ρp
√

. Time
is the controlling factor in the wave equation, and the event of pile driving starts with
the hammer hitting the head of the pile. The explicit scheme is therefore ideal for solving
the wave equation.
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In this numerical scheme, the hammer and the pile are first discretized into a series of
segments with concentrated weights (denoted as WAM) connected by weightless internal
springs (denoted as XKAM), as shown in Figure 8.4. The springs represent the stiffness of
the pile, hammer cushion, and pile cushion. The discretization is similar to that in the
implicit finite difference method described in Section 7.5.

The main purpose of the cushion between hammer and pile is to limit impact stresses in
both the pile and the ram. The cushion is ideally a spring with load-deformation charac-
teristics and a coefficient of restitution, e, that is compatible with the cushion material.
This is accomplished by simulating the cushion load deformation curve by two straight
lines with different stiffness, as shown in Figure 8.5. The stiffness of the loading line is
AcEc/Lc, where Ac is the cross-sectional area of the cushion, Ec is Young’s modulus of
the cushion, and Lc is the thickness of the cushion. The stiffness of the unloading line is
AcEc/e

2Lc where e is the coefficient of restitution. The cushion inevitably absorbs much
of the impact energy, thus reducing the efficiency of driving. Properties for some of the
commonly used cushion materials are shown in Table 8.3.

The soil medium is assumed to be weightless. The soil resistance is simulated by a spring
and a damper (dashpot) (external spring denoted as XKIM) on each pile segment, as
shown in Figure 8.4. The soil spring can deform linearly to a limiting value,Q, after which
no additional load is required to continue deformation (Figure 8.6a). The static soil resis-
tance corresponding to a deformationQ is denoted as Ru. Q is called “quake.” The dash-
pot simulates the viscosity or dynamic effects in soil resistance (Figure 8.6b). Dynamic
resistance is the additional soil resistance that is linearly proportional to the velocity of
soil spring deformation, as shown in Figure 8.7. The slope of this relationship is called
the damping coefficient. For soil along the side of the pile, the damping coefficient is called
J′, and J for soil at the pile toe. It is often assumed that J′ = J/3.
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Figure 8.5 Stiffness of cushion in loading and unloading.
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The combined (static and dynamic soil resistance) load deformation path is depicted by
the thick curve OABCDEFG in Figure 8.6b for soil along the side of the pile. The soil
resistance acts in the opposite direction of the pile movement. At points O, B, and E,
the relative displacement between the pile segment against the surrounding soil is revers-
ing its direction and the soil spring has zero velocity against the pile shaft, thus there is no
dynamic resistance. For the soil spring at the pile toe, the load deformation curve is
OABC, as the pile is free to rebound at the toe.

Each segment of the pile system has a corresponding soil spring. The distribution of
soil resistance along the length of the pile can be specified by the proper choice of the
spring stiffness and damping coefficient, via the choice ofRu,Q, J′, and J for each individ-
ual soil spring. Table 8.4 shows some empirical values of Q and J used in wave
equation analysis.

The ram [represented by WAM (1) in Figure 8.4] impacting its neighboring spring
[represented by XKAM (1)] with a known velocity (velocity of the ram at impact or the
impact velocity, vi) starts the chain action of wave propagation simulation from a single
hammer blow. The rated energy per hammer blow,ENr, shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.2, rep-
resents the theoretical energy generated by a single hammer blow under ideal conditions.
Due to inevitable friction, misalignment, and other inaccuracies involved in hammer
Table 8.3 Properties of commonly used cushion materials

Material
Elastic modulus,
Ec MPa

Coefficient of
restitution, e

Asbestos 276 0.5
Mixture of 25.4 mm Micarta disks and 12.7 mm aluminum disks 4827 0.8
Micarta 3103 0.8
Oak, load perpendicular to grain 310 0.5
Fir plywood, load perpendicular to grain 241 0.4
Pine plywood, load perpendicular to grain 172 0.3

Source: Vesic,́ A.S. 1977. Design of Pile Foundations, National Cooperative Highway Research Program Synthesis of Highway Practice 42,

Transportation Research Board, Washington, DC, 68pp.
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Table 8.4 Empirical values for Q and J

Soil Q , mm J (10�4), s=mm

Coarse sand 2.54 4.92
Sand gravel mixed 2.54 4.92
Fine sand 3.81 6.56
Sand and clay or loam, at least 50% of pile in sand 5.08 6.56
Silt and fine sand underlain by hard strata 5.08 4.92
Sand and gravel underlain by hard strata 3.81 4.92
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operation, the efficiency of the hammer, effr (ratio of the actual energy delivered in an
impact over ENr), is usually less than 100%. The energy generated by a hammer blow
just prior to the impact is converted to kinetic energy of the ram. Thus the ram velocity,
vi, at impact can be calculated using the following equation:

Wrv2i
2g

= (ENr)(effr) (8.3)

where
Wr=weight of ram
g= gravity

Calculation of vi based on hammer energy and efficiency is demonstrated in
Example 8.2.
EXAMPLE 8.2

Given

For a single-acting hammer:

Hammer-rated energy ENr= 35.3 kN-m
Ram weight (WAM(1)) Wr= 35.6 kN
Hammer efficiency effr= 0.66
Required

Determine-impact velocity, vi, of the ram in m/sec.
Solution

Using Equation 8.3,

Wrv2i
2g

= (35.6)v2i
(2)(9.81)

= (ENr)(effr) = (35.3)(0.66)
Thus,

v2i = (35.3)(0.66)(2)(9.81)
35.6

= 12.84

�������√

vi = 12.84 = 3.58m/sec
The hammer impact produces displacements in the individual pile segments as time
progresses, with time intervals Δt. The displacements of the two adjacent segments (rep-
resented by WAM in Figure 8.4) produce a compression or extension in the spring
(XKAM and XKIM in Figure 8.4) between them. The spring compression or extension
produces a force in the spring. The forces of the two springs on an individual segment
along with the resistance from ground produce a net force on the segment which either
accelerates or decelerates it. This results in a new velocity and a new displacement in
the succeeding time interval. The following finite difference equations represent the
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numerical scheme for wave equation analysis of pile (WEAP) driving developed by
Smith (1960).

u(m, t) = u(m, t − Δt)+ Δt v(m, t − Δt) (8.4)
C(m, t) = u(m, t)− u(m+ 1, t) (8.5)
F(m, t) = C(m, t) K(m) (8.6)
R(m, t) = [u(m, t)− up(m, t)] Ks(m)[1+ J(m) v(m, t − Δt)] (8.7)
v(m, t) = v(m, t − Δt)+ [F(m− 1, t)+M(m)g− F(m, t)− R(m, t)]
Δt

M(m)
(8.8)

where
m= element number
t= time interval number
M=mass of the segment element
u= displacement of segment element
v= velocity of segment element
C= compression of the internal spring
K= stiffness of the internal spring
F= force generated by the internal spring
R= dynamic soil resistance
Ks= stiffness of soil (external) spring
J= damping coefficient
up= irrecoverable deformation of the surrounding soil (see Example 8.3)
Q= quake
Δt= time interval= ΔLp/cw

The above equations describe the propagation of displacement and forces from the
pile head as well as the development of soil resistance induced by a single hammer strike.
This hammer strike can be in the early stage when only part of the pile is inserted in
the ground, or it can be toward the final stage of construction, when the pile is fully
embedded in the ground. The distribution of soil resistance between shaft friction and
toe bearing can be assumed. The shaft friction can be assumed as uniform, linearly
increasingwith depth or other shapes of distribution, considering the nature of the bearing
stratum. There is no limitation to the number of time intervals that can elapse in the
WEAP computation. The following equation can be used to estimate the number of
maximum time intervals (NSTOP) required to obtain reasonable results for a given ham-
mer blow:

NSTOP = 30Lp/Lmin (8.9)

where
Lp= length of pile
Lmin= length of shortest pile segment used in the analysis

Experience shows that reasonable results can be obtained using the above-recom-
mended time steps.

Summation of theRu values from all pile segments is the static ultimate resistance of the
pile RUT. The net permanent displacement of the pile toe (up at the pile toe) per hammer
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blow is called the “set,” S. The inverse of S is the penetration resistance, expressed in blows
for a given pile penetration distance (usually expressed in blow counts per 300mm of pen-
etration), for the corresponding ultimate resistance, RUT.

The Smith (1960) procedure (Equations 8.4 through 8.8) can be executed with the help
of spreadsheet computer software which is commonly available. The spreadsheet pro-
gram for a simple wave equation analysis is available on the publisher’s website for free
download by registered users. The following example shows the execution ofWEAP using
this spreadsheet program.
Figure
EXAMPLE 8.3

Given

A pre-stressed square concrete pile driven in clay with a Vulcan 08 hammer, the 18.3 m
long pile was 9.15m embedded in clay, as shown in Figure E8.3. Assume uniform shaft
friction distribution that accounts for 95% of the static resistance; 5% of the static
resistance is taken by toe resistance.
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E8.3 The pile configuration.
Required

1. Determine the bearing graph.
2. Determine the maximum compressive and tensile stresses induced by the hammer

blow when RUT= 1600 kN.
Solution

Summary of the input parameters:

Driving system

Hammer:
Volcan 08, ram weight Wr= 35.6 kN, stroke h= 990.6 mm, hammer efficiency

effr= 0.66
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Capblock:
Material: oak, diameter (circular disk)= 355.6 mm, thickness Lc= 152.4 mm, modu-

lus of elasticity Ec= 310.3MPa, coefficient of restitution e= 0.5
Helmet:
Weight: 4.45 kN
Cushion:
Material: oak, width (square)= 304.8 mm, thickness Lc= 152.4 mm, modulus of

elasticity Ec= 310.3MPa, coefficient of restitution e= 0.5

Pile

Pre-stressed concrete pile:
Size (square): 304.8mm square, length Lp= 18.3 m, modulus of elasticity Ep= 20,685

MPa, unit weight= 23.6 kN/m3, number of pile segments= 10, length per pile
element ΔLp= 1.83m, weight per pile element WAM= gρpApΔLp= 4.0 kN, where
g= gravity and ρp=mass density of the pile material (concrete).

Soil

Quake Q= 2.54mm, J (toe)= 0.0007, J′ (shaft)= 0.0003, shaft soil spring stiffness
Ks=Ru/Q= 11.2 kN/mm, where Ru= ultimate static resistance along the pile
shaft per pile segment. Toe soil spring stiffness Ks=Ru/Q= 2.96 kN/mm, where
Ru= ultimate static resistance at the pile toe.

For wave equation computation

Wave propagation velocity cw = �������
Ep/ρp

√ = 2934.5m/sec, whereEp= elastic modulus
of the pile material (concrete). Time interval Δt= ΔLp/cw= 0.00006 sec.

Total static soil ultimate resistances RUT analyzed

250, 500, 600, 750, 1000, 1250, 1375, 1500, 1600, and 1635 kN

Figure E8.3a shows the bearing graph of driving resistance (blow count per 30 cm
of pile penetration) versus the total static soil resistance, according to the computations.
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E8.3a Bearing graph from WEAP computations.
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Figure E8.3b shows the displacement of the pile, u, and the permanent displacement
of the adjacent soil, up, with time, when RUT= 1600 kN. up lags behind u during wave
propagation as the pile penetrates relative to the surrounding soil. The relative displace-
ment between the pile shaft and neighboring soil (u− up) is the deformation (horizontal
axis) of Figure 8.6. The value of (u− up) in reference to the quake Q determines the
shearing resistance R following Figure 8.6 and Equation 8.7.
Figure E8.3c shows the displacement at selected pile segments after the hammer

impact. The displacement is more significant toward the pile head. The displacement
at the pile toe represents the set, S, of the pile induced by the hammer impact.
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The maximum compressive and tensile force (computed according to Equation 8.7)
passing through the pile segments (represented by XKIM in Figure 8.4), divided by the
cross-sectional area of the pile Ap, is the maximum compressive and tensile stress,
respectively induced by the hammer blow. Results for the case of RUT= 1600 kN,
according to the computation, are presented in Table E8.3. No significant tensile stress
was obtained in the computation.
Table E8.3 Maximum stresses in pile during driving

RUT, kN In compression, MPa In tension, MPa

1600 4.42 ≈0
8.2.3.1 Applications and limitations of WEAP

For a given set of input parameters of the pile (material and dimensions) and driving sys-
tem (hammer, cushion, and helmet), the wave equation analysis can be used to

• Establish a bearing graph that relates pile static ultimate resistance to hammer
blow counts

• Analyze the stresses (maximum compressive and tensile stress) to be experienced by
the pile during driving

• Analyze the effects of hammer energy and cushion properties on pile driving

In design and for preparation of pile installation, the input parameters of piles and
hammer system can be readily changed in WEAP. With the above results, we can
determine:

• If the selected pile can provide the required static ultimate capacity.
• If the selected hammer is cost effective, efficient, and suitable for the pile installation.

The required ultimate capacity can be achieved with reasonable blow counts, usually
set at less than 98 blows/0.25 m (Hannigan et al., 2006).

• The driving resistance to be used as a basis to accept the pile in the field.
• If the maximum compressive and tensile stresses are excessive to damage the pile

during construction.

In the wave equation analysis, the ultimate soil resistance and its distribution along the
pile are assumed. Although these assumptions are usually based on static analysis using
the soil conditions from subsurface exploration, there is no guarantee that these assumed
soil parameters are correct. The analyses also involve specific parameters related toWEAP
such as quake Q and damping coefficients J′ and J. The wave equation analysis is very
effective in analyzing the effects of various parameters related to pile driving. The analysis
itself, however, does not guarantee these parameters are correct or if the pile can develop
its required capacity in the field.

The soil ultimate resistance can increase (soil setup) or decrease (relaxation) with time
following the initial pile driving. The nature of setup or relaxation depends on the char-
acteristics of the soils around the pile and the type of piles. The wave equation analysis
reflects the pile-driving characteristics at the time of hammer impact. The magnitude of
soil setup or relaxation can be assessed by adjusting the expected soil parameters at
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various times following the initial pile driving and comparing the differences in the
ultimate resistance.

Wave equation analysis programs are commercially available, and some can be
accessed free of charge on the internet. An Excel-based wave equation analysis program
as used in Example 8.3 is available for registered readers of this book.
8.2.4 Pile driving analysis and dynamic load testing

The development of dynamic testing and analysis for driven piles started in the late 1950s
at Case Institute of Technology (now Case Western Reserve University) (Goble and
Rausche, 1970; Rausche et al., 1972; Goble et al., 1975). In contrast to the wave equation
analysis, which is strictly numerical computation, dynamic testing and analysis involves
physical field measurements. These measurements typically consist of two strain transduc-
ers and two accelerometers bolted to diametrically opposite sides of the pile, as shown in
Figure 8.8. The purpose of these sensors is to offset the non-uniform impacts or bending
during pile driving. The transducers are reusable and generally are attached near the pile
head. The current field data acquisition and analysis system, often referred to as the pile-
driving analyzer (PDA), that handles signal conditioning, analog/digital conversion, data
logging, and processing, is typically controlled by a notebook computer, as shown in
Figure 8.9. The system is compact and powerful. After more than half a century of
research and development, the techniques of pile driving analysis (PDA) and dynamic
load testing (DLT) are now widely used throughout the world.

In analyzing the data for each hammer blow, the strain, ɛ(t), recorded at a given time, t,
is converted to force, F(t), as

F(t) = EpApε(t) (8.10)

where
Ep= pile elastic modulus
Ap= pile cross-sectional area
Strain transducer

Accelerometer

Figure 8.8 Strain transducers and accelerometers mounted near the top of a pile. (Courtesy of DECL,
Taipei, Taiwan.)



Figure 8.9 Notebook-controlled field pile dynamic testing data logging and analysis system. (Courtesy of
An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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Integrating the acceleration readings, a(t), with time yields velocity, V(t),

V(t) =
∫
a(t)dt (8.11)
To understand how we can interpret the F(t) and V(t) data, let’s start with simple
cases of wave propagation through a pile with uniform cross-section and material
(i.e., treated as a uniform, elastic rod). Figure 8.10 shows a case of impact wave
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Figure 8.10 Wave propagation through a pile with fixed toe and no shaft resistance. (a) Hammer impact
and initiation of force and velocity waves. (b) Reflection of force wave at the fixed toe.
(c) Reflection of velocity wave at the fixed toe.
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propagating through the pile with a fixed toe (i.e., a toe bearing pile), after it is struck
by an impact force on the pile head. The pile has no resistance on the shaft. The impact
on the pile head generates force and velocity waves in the pile, as shown in
Figure 8.10a. The waves travel through the pile with a velocity of cw. The amount of
time required for the wave to travel from the pile head, the measurement point, to
the toe and back to the pile head is 2L/cw. For wave propagating through an elastic
pile, its impedance, EpAp/cw, is the ratio of force within the pile over wave velocity,
cw, where Ep= elastic modulus of the pile material and Ap= cross-sectional area of
the pile. As there is no resistance on the pile shaft, the force measurement is identical
to velocity measurement V multiplied by the impedance (EpAp/cw), until t= 2L/cw.
Figure 8.11 shows a case of pile driving through soft soil with limited shaft friction
but relatively high toe resistance (i.e., a mostly toe bearing pile). The force measurement
F increases and the velocity decreases when t. 2L/cw, as shown in Figure 8.11. In an
ideal condition of zero shaft friction and completely fixed pile toe, the force measure-
ment doubles and velocity becomes zero when t= 2L/cw.

To extend the above discussion to a more general condition, the force and velocity
measurements versus time are proportional (with a ratio of impedance) at impact
and remain so until affected by soil resistance or cross-sectional variations. Reflections
from the location where such variation occurs reach the measurement point at time
2D/cw where D is the distance from transducers (i.e., measurement point) to the
location of variation. Increase of soil resistance or pile cross-section will cause an
increase in the force record and decrease in velocity. Conversely, cross-sectional reduction
such as that due to pile damage will cause a decrease in the force record and an increase
in velocity.

Figure 8.12 presents a pile with minimal shaft resistance except at depths A and B.
Resistance at B is more significant than at A. The force record then shows an increase
at time 2A/cw and 2B/cw. The velocity record decreases correspondingly. The force
becomes zero and velocity record increases significantly when t= 2L/cw because the
toe is free and the reflections of force and velocity are opposite those shown in
Figure 8.10b and c.

A uniform driven pile that develops its resistance mostly through shaft friction,
as conceptually demonstrated in Figure 8.13, can be viewed as a pile with numerous
shaft resistances, shown in Figure 8.12, distributed throughout the pile shaft. In this
case, upon hammer impact, the force record remains high or increases when reaching
the shaft friction, and the velocity record decreases correspondingly. The velocity curve
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separates and falls below the force curve when t, 2L/cw as qualitatively described in
Figure 8.14.

It should be noted that PDA readings are usually taken toward the end of a pile driving.
In the field, it is unlikely that a pile develops zero shaft friction and low toe resistance
toward the end of pile driving. Useful, qualitative description about the nature of soil
resistance along the pile shaft and toe or damage to the pile can be made based on visual
inspection of the force and velocity records.

With rigorous interpretations, much more useful information regarding the pile and
hammer system can be drawn from the PDA record. The following sections demonstrate
a case of dynamic pile load test applied in the field. Figure 8.15 shows a set of field
force and velocity records for a 40m long closed-end steel pipe pile. The pipe pile had
an outside diameter of 800mm and inside diameter of 762 mm. The pile was driven into
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Figure 8.13 Wave propagation through a friction pile. (a) Hammer impact and initiation of force and
velocity waves. (b) Reflection of force wave. (c) Reflection of velocity wave.
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a deep deposit of medium-dense silty fine sand, using a BSP HH 16-1.2 hydraulic single-
acting hammer (see Table 8.2 for specifications). The pile developed its capacity mostly
through frictional resistance along the pile shaft. The strain and acceleration transducers
were mounted at 1.2 m from the pile head. In this case, Ep= 2.1× 105MPa and cw=
5123m/sec for steel, Ap= 0.0466m2 and L= 38.8 m (distance between the transducers
to the pile toe). The readings reflect the driving of mostly a friction pile with limited resis-
tance at the toe. This is demonstrated by the significant deviation of F and V (EpAp/cw)
curves immediately after reaching their respective initial peaks, similar to those shown
in Figure 8.14. These peaks correspond to the time when hammer impact stress wave
passes through the transducer location for the first time or time of initial impact, marked
as t1 in Figure 8.15. The F values remain above V (EpAp/cw) until L/2cw is larger than 4.
8.2.5 Determination of energy transfer

Energy transferred to the pile and received at the transducer location can be calculated
from the integral of force and velocity records as

Eh(t) =
∫t

0

F(t)V(t)dt (8.12)
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Figure 8.15 Force and velocity records from field measurement of a steel pipe pile installation.



where
Eh(t)= energy at the transducer location as a function of time
F(t)= force at the transducer location as a function of time
V(t)= velocity at the transducer location as a function of time

F(t) is calculated from strain readings according to Equation 8.10 and V(t) from accel-
eration readings using Equation 8.11. The time duration used in the integration of Equa-
tion 8.12, equivalent to 2–3 times that of 2L/cw, is usually sufficient to obtain a maximum
Eh(t) value. The ratio of maximumEh(t) over the rated energy is referred to as the hammer
energy transfer ratio. The energy transfer ratio is an important index in assessing the per-
formance of the hammer system. For example, what appears to be a hard driving situation
with high-blow counts for a given penetration can be caused by low-energy transfer ratio
instead of high-soil resistance. Note that a similar procedure is used to measure Standard
Penetration Test (SPT) hammer energy efficiency (see Chapter 3).
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8.2.6 Analysis by CASE method

Two methods have been developed for more rigorous or quantitative applications of
the dynamic load test data: the CASE method and the case pile wave analysis program
(CAPWAP) method. The CASE method was derived from a closed-form solution to the
one-dimensional wave propagation theory. For a pile with linear elastic material that
has a constant cross-section, the total static and dynamic resistance of a pile during driv-
ing, RTL (see Figure 8.15), is:

RTL = 1
2
[F(t1)+ F(t2)]+ 1

2
[V(t1)− V(t2)]

EpAp

cw
(8.13)

where
Ep= elastic modulus of the pile material
Ap= cross-sectional area of the pile
cw=wave speed in pile material
L= pile length below the transducer location
F= force measurement at the transducer location
V= velocity measurement at the transducer location
t1= time of initial impact
t2= time when waves reflected back from the toe, t1+ 2L/cw

To obtain the static capacity RSP, the dynamic resistance due to damping is subtracted
from RTL. Goble et al. (1975) proposed a method that approximates the dynamic resis-
tance as a linear function of a damping factor times the pile toe velocity. RSP is then deter-
mined as

RSP = RTL− Jt V(t1)
EpAp

cw
+ F(t1)− RTL

[ ]
(8.14)

where
Jt= dimensionless damping factor based on soil type near the pile toe

Typical values of Jt for various types of soils are shown in Table 8.5. It should be noted
that Jt, referred to as the CASE damping, is nondimensional and is not the same as the
damping coefficients shown in Table 8.4 for Smith type of wave equation analysis.



Table 8.5 Damping factors for CASE RSP equation

Soil type at pile toe CASE damping

Clean sand 0.05–0.20
Silty sand, sandy silt 0.15–0.30
Silt 0.20–0.45
Silty clay, clayey silt 0.40–0.70
Clay 0.60–1.10

Source: After Goble, G.G. et al., 1975. Bearing capacity of piles from dynamic measurements.

Final Report, Department of Civil Engineering, Case Western Reserve University,

Cleveland, OH.
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The computation is very simple and fast; usually the RSP value is provided by the PDA,
such as the one shown in Figure 8.9, in real time during pile driving. A CASE computation
can be conducted for each hammer blow. The results, shown in Figure 8.15, are the direct
output from PDA from one hammer blow.
EXAMPLE 8.4

Give

The force and velocity curves shown in Figure 8.15 from driving of a closed end steel
pipe pile.
For steel, Ep= 2.1× 105MPa and cw= 5123m/sec
Distance between the transducers to the pile toe, L= 38.8 m
Cross-sectional area of the pipe pile, Ap= 0.0466m2 for the pile of outside diameter

of 800mm and inside diameter of 762mm

Required

Determine RTL and RSP for the case shown in Figure 8.15.

Use Jt= 0.3
Solution

t1= 4.95ms, t2= t1+ 2L/cw= (4.95)+ (2000)[(38.8)/(5123)]= 20.1 ms
F(t1)= 7.13MN and F(t2)= 2.81MN are taken from the force curve of Figure 8.15.
V(t1)EpAp/cw= 6.25MNandV(t2)EpAp/cw=−2.21MN are taken from the velocity

curve of Figure 8.15.

RTL = 1
2
[F(t1)+ F(t2)]+ 1

2
[V(t1)− V(t2)]

EpAp

cw

= (0.5)[(7.13)+ (2.81)]+ (0.5)[(6.25)− (−2.21)] = 9.20MN

(8.13)
Jt= 0.3

RSP = RTL− Jt V(t1)
EpAp

cw
+ F(t1)− RTL

[ ]

= (9.20)− (0.3)[(6.25)+ (7.13)− (9.20)] = 7.95MN

(8.14)
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The PDA readings provide the maximum compressive stress passing the sensor
location using the measured strain and pile elastic modulus. It should be noted that the
maximum compressive stress in the pile may be higher than the maximum compressive
stress measured at the sensor location. A semi-empirical procedure is also available in
PDA to determine the maximum tensile stress along the pile by superposition of the
upward and downward traveling waves. These stress readings are important parameters
in evaluating if there is a mismatch between the pile and hammer system. For the record
shown in Figure 8.15, the maximum compressive stress at the transducer location was
154.05MPa and maximum tensile stress was 29.41MPa along the pile. A maximum
energy of 122.11 kN-mwas transmitted to the pile that represents a hammer energy trans-
fer ratio of 0.65 (see Table 8.2 for rated energy of BSP HH 16-1.2). The maximum dis-
placement in the vertical direction measured at the transducer location, by twice
integration of acceleration with time, was 21.46 mm.
8.2.7 Analysis by the CAPWAP method

The CAPWAP method takes a more rigorous approach than the CASE method. A pro-
priety software based on the CAPWAPmethod is available on the market. Other commer-
cial software such as TNOWAVE performs similar analysis to CAPWAP, using similar
techniques (Reiding et al., 1988). In this book, CAPWAP is used as a generic term to
describe the interpretation method of pile dynamic testing data that involves matching
the measured and computed records. The CAPWAP analysis is usually performed on
the record from an individual hammer blow toward the end of pile driving. The wave
equation analysis is used in CAPWAP, but in a different way. Recall that, in wave equa-
tion analysis, the computation initiates with the hammer impacting on the hammer cush-
ion with an impact velocity computed based on the rated hammer energy and assumed
efficiency. It is not certain if this impact velocity is correct, nor it is certain if all the soil
parameters (ultimate resistance, quake, and damping coefficients) used in the wave equa-
tion analysis are appropriate.

CAPWAP analysis is much more time consuming than the CASE method. The anal-
ysis is typically done in the office using the measured velocity and force records from
PDA. In CAPWAP, the pile is also assumed as a series of segments, and the soil resis-
tance is modeled as a series of springs and dashpots, as depicted in Figure 8.4. A series
of iterative wave equation analysis is conducted. The soil resistance distribution along
the pile, the quake, and damping coefficients are assumed first. The measured acceler-
ation near the pile head is used to initiate the wave equation analysis. Curve matching is
then conducted where the computed and measured force/velocity versus time records
near the pile head are compared. Adjustments are made to the soil model assumptions
and the computation process is repeated until no further agreement between the com-
puted and measured forces near the pile head can be obtained. The static capacity com-
puted from CAPWAP is therefore based on wave equation analysis but calibrated
according to field measurements.

Figure 8.16 shows the comparisons between the time histories of the measured and
computed force and velocity values from a CAPWAP analysis using the same PDA record
shown in Figure 8.15. Figure 8.17 shows the static load movement curves at pile head
and toe, according to CAPWAP. Figure 8.18 depicts the internal load transfer and shaft
friction force along the pile induced by the hammer blow according to CAPWAP. The
total static capacity of the pile was 7.17MN, frictional resistance from pile shaft was
5.90MN, and the toe bearing was 1.27MN. The selected hammer blow generated a
maximum movement of 27.4 mm in x direction (vertical direction).
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A comparison of the advantages and disadvantages between the CASE and CAPWAP
methods is shown in Table 8.6.

The static capacities from dynamic testing represent the capacity at the time of testing.
Pile capacity is known to increase or decrease with time due to setup or relaxation. To
evaluate time-dependent pile capacity requires taking PDA readings by re-striking the
pile after a waiting period. This may involve additional mobilization of the pile-driving
equipment and PDA.
8.3 CONSTRUCTION AND QUALITY ASSURANCE OF BORED PILES

In principle, the construction of a bored pile is straightforward: drill a hole and fill the void
with concrete. In reality, however, the borehole can be very deep and very large. The drill-
ing may have to go through unstable material that can collapse without a protective mea-
sure. The reinforced concrete may be cast under muddy conditions. The finished product
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Table 8.6 Comparison between CAPWAP and CASE methods

Item Advantages Disadvantages

CASE • Real-time computation, can be applied
for every hammer blow throughout the
pile-driving process

• Provide useful information regarding the
capacity and integrity of the pile
throughout the driving process

• A useful tool for field quality assurance

• Involve semi-empirical parameters
or procedures

CAPWAP • Computations are based on wave
equation analysis

• More refined and more accurate than
CASE method

• Calibrates wave equation analysis
• Refines CASE method computations

• Time consuming
• Performed for one hammer

blow usually selected from the end
of driving or beginning of restrike
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should be a competent structural element capable of sustaining the loading conditions for
which the pile is designed. The success of bored piles hinges mostly on the quality of con-
struction. How we drill the borehole, with what kind of equipment and quality assurance
plan for keeping track of the construction process, including the placement of concrete are
all important aspects to be considered. Knowledge of construction methods, exercise of
sound engineering judgment, attention to detail, and thorough preparation are imperative
to the success of bored piles. A good practice in the construction of bored piles should
include:

Thorough subsurface exploration—Properties of the bearing stratum, soil, and ground-
water conditions are all important information for the design and construction of bored
piles. Saturated granular material under groundwater or soft cohesive soils are
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considered “caving” soil. The existence of caving soil is a key element in the selection of
construction method.

Practical design in favor of constructability—The design should consider the availability
of local expertise, supply of equipment, and practicality for the subsurface conditions.
These elements assure quality construction with reasonable cost.

Reasonable and sound quality assurance plan—The specifications for field work should
be compatible with the performance of the pile and doable by the contractor. As the
bored pile is entirely built in the field, thorough inspection and record keeping
are imperative.

The following sections provide details for the available bored pile construction meth-
ods. The requirements in ground conditions for the success of these methods and their
construction procedures are described.
8.3.1 Methods of bored pile construction

Depending on the ground conditions, there are generally three methods available for the
construction of bored pules: the dry method, the slurry method, and the casing method. In
many cases, the construction of bored piles may involve combinations of these three meth-
ods. This section describes the details of these construction methods.
8.3.1.1 Dry method

This is the most economical way of constructing a bored pile. The procedure is illustrated
in Figure 8.19. The borehole is advanced with a rotary auger such as the one shown in
Figure 8.19a. The auger is attached to a telescoping drive shaft (kelly) and rotated by a
powerful engine. The dry method can be applied in the following ground conditions:

• Soils with sufficient cohesion to keep the borehole open and stable without the pro-
tection of a casing.

• Minimal seepage into the borehole can be maintained during drilling and placement
of reinforcement cage and concrete.

Therefore an ideal soil condition would be medium to stiff clays or moist sand with
some fine sand or clay content. Because there is no need for inserting a casing or for the
Cohesive
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Cohesive
soil

Cohesive
soil

Auger

(a) (b) (c)
Funnel

Reinforcement
cage

Figure 8.19 Bored pile construction by dry method. (a) Drilling. (b) Concrete placement. (c) Cage
placement.
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use of slurry for protection of the borehole, the drilling process is very efficient, especially
when using a powerful drill rig. Concrete is usually poured by free fall, as shown in
Figure 8.19b. A device such as a funnel or chute is used to direct the concrete flow into
the center of the shaft and avoid hitting the reinforcement cage or sides of the borehole.
A reinforcement cage (Figure 8.19c) can be placed in the upper part or full length of
the borehole, depending on the structural design of the foundation system. If a reinforce-
ment cage is used, it is placed before pouring concrete (Figure 8.19c).
8.3.1.2 Slurry method

The slurrymethod is usedwhen drilling and pouring concrete under the dry conditions are
not feasible, such as the following conditions:

• Drilling toward the toe of the pile is in caving soil. Soft clays or granular soils below
the groundwater are caving soils that can collapse or slump into the borehole
without protection.

• Drilling toward the toe of the pile is in permeable soil or rock stratum where seepage
is excessive.

Depending on the nature of the caving soil, the slurry can be as simple as the mixture
of water and soil resulting from drilling of the borehole (drilling fluid), or the slurry can
be made of a mixture of Bentonite (i.e., Montmorillonite) and water (Bentonite slurry).
Bentonite consists of very small, plate-like clay particles capable of absorbing the large
amounts of water molecules on their surface. When mixed properly, the Bentonite
slurry has a unit weight slightly heavier than water, and a viscosity favorable for
maintaining the stability of the borehole but not so excessive as to adversely affect
the concrete placement. As shown in Figure 8.21a and b, drilling and placement of a
reinforcement cage proceeds in a slurry-filled borehole. The concrete is placed in the
slurry using a tremie pipe, as shown in Figure 8.21c. A tremie pipe is a funnel with
a long neck that allows the concrete to be placed from the base of the slurry-filled
Figure 8.20 Typical power auger used to advance the borehole. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu,
Taiwan.)
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borehole. The tremie pipe is extended to the bottom of the borehole initially. The tremie
pipe is lifted by keeping the bottom of the pipe submerged at a certain distance below
the rising surface of the freshly placed concrete so that the concrete that comes out of
the tremie pipe does not mix with slurry.

Disposing of Bentonite or other types of mineral slurry can be an environmental hazard.
Biodegradable polymer slurry is becoming popular and is required by law in some parts of
the world. The polymer slurry can serve similar functions as the mineral slurry but with
much less problems of waste disposal.

Reverse circulation is a preferred technique in places where the slurry method is used.
A schematic illustration of the reverse circulation and photographs of its field operation
are shown in Figures 8.22 and 8.23. The drill rig advances the full face of the borehole
Casing
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Drill bit

Slurry with 
cuttings

Figure 8.22 Schematic illustration of the reverse circulation drilling.
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Figure 8.23 Reverse circulation field operation. (a) Tri-wing drill bit. (b) Field operation of reverse
circulation. (Courtesy of Sino-Geotechnics Research and Development Foundation,
Taipei, Taiwan.)
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using a large cutting bit, with the help of a protection casing. Clean slurry enters the bore-
hole via the annular space between the casing and the drill rod. Cuttings from the drilling
are conveyed upward through the center of the drill rod. The term reverse circulation
comes from the fact that this process is reverse to rotary drilling in soil borings where
the drilling fluid is conveyed down through the drill rod and up through the annular space
between the drill rod and the borehole. The significantly reduced cross-sectional area
within the drill rod forces a discharge velocity that is favorable in lifting the cuttings
from the bottom of the borehole, which would otherwise not be possible through the
much larger space between the drill rod and the casing.
8.3.1.3 Casing method

The casing method is used when drilling of the borehole must go through water or perme-
able or caving soil before reaching competent and non-caving bearing stratum. The casing
method can be conducted in two alternative procedures. The first is to drill the borehole
before inserting the casing. This procedure is described in Figure 8.24. Initial drilling can
be in dry or under-slurry, as shown in Figure 8.24a, until the slightly oversized borehole is
extended beyond the caving soil layer. A casing is inserted and sealed into the stable soil
and the interior slurry is removed using a slurry bailer (Figure 8.24b). The drilling then
continues in dry condition to the bearing stratum (Figure 8.24c). The reinforcement
cage and concrete are placed under dry conditions similar to those in dry method
(Figure 8.19b and c).

The second alternative is to insert the casing through the caving soil before borehole
drilling, as shown in Figure 8.25. The casing may be driven by impact or vibratory ham-
mers, or using a casing oscillator (Figure 8.25a). Significant torque and downward force is
required to insert the casing. The casing is inserted and sealed into the underlying cohesive
soil. Upon insertion of the casing, soil is excavated from the inside of the casing with a
clamp bucket or hammer grab (Figure 8.25b) to the bearing stratum. The reinforcement
cage and concrete are placed in dry condition (Figure 8.25c). Figure 8.26 shows the field
operation of an oscillator and a hammer grab.
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8.3.2 Use of casing in bored piles

Long and heavy casings are used often in the construction of bored piles. They can be part
of the drilling equipment, such as in Figure 8.26, for advancing the borehole, or they can
be part of the required protection when a worker is lowered to the bottom of the borehole
for excavation, cleaning, or inspection. In any case, the temporary casing usually is
removed and reused because of its high cost. Often there is ground water or slurry on
the outside of the casing, as these are usually the reasons for the use of casing. After the
borehole is drilled, the temporary casing is lifted in a controlled manner after a sufficient
amount of fresh concrete has been placed inside the casing to offset the slurry pressure
from outside of the casing, as shown in Figure 8.27. In reference to Figure 8.27,

hcγc
hsγs

. 1 (8.15)

where
hc= head of concrete inside the casing
hs= head of ground water/slurry outside the casing
γc= unit weight of concrete
γs= unit weight of slurry or water
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Figure 8.25 Bored pile construction by casing method—casing insertion before excavation. (a) Casing
insertion. (b) Excavation. (c) Reinforcement cage and concrete placement.



Figure 8.26 Field operation of an oscillator rig used to insert casing and a hammer grab. (Courtesy of
An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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The heads, hc and hs, are in reference to the bottom of the casing. The ratio of hcγc/hsγs
should be larger than 1.2. Premature removal of the casing may cause the slurry to enter
from the bottom of the lifted casing and mix with fresh concrete. On the other hand, the
concrete can develop adhesion with the casing due to initial hardening of the concrete if
Slurry

Concrete

Casing

hc

hs

Figure 8.27 Slurry and concrete heads during casing removal.



Figure 8.28 Use of a permanent casing in bored pile construction. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu,
Taiwan.)
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the casing is lifted too slowly. Lifting in this conditionmay cause breakage in the hardened
concrete. The bored pile can be seriously damaged in either case.

Where possible, permanent casing made of relatively low-cost corrugated metal
pipe, as shown in Figure 8.28, is used. In this case, the casing is not removed from
the borehole.
8.3.3 Underreams (Bells)

As most of the bored piles involve relatively high toe bearing capacities, an enlarged pile
toe can be very beneficial because the toe bearing load can be increased significantly with
limited cost increase. This process is called underreaming, as schematically shown in
Figure 8.29. The underream typically has the shape of a bell. The diameter of the bell
should not exceed three times the diameter of the pile shaft. The pile shaft is bored first
to the bearing depth; the auger is then removed and a belling bucket, as shown in
Pile
shaft

Underream

45 or 60 degree

Figure 8.29 Schematic view of an underream.



Figure 8.30 A belling bucket with unfolded arms. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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Figure 8.30, is attached to the kelly and lowered to the bottom of the borehole. The belling
bucket has two hinged arms that are folded and stored inside the bucket when the tool
is lowered to the bottom of the borehole. The arms are forced open by a downward-push-
ing force from the drive shaft while the belling bucket is rotated. The rotation cuts a
bell-shaped hole as the arms unfold. The soil cutting is swept inside the bucket when
the belling tool is lifted and the arms are retracted.

The method is feasible only if the underream can be constructed while the surrounding
material remains dry and stable and can be cut by the belling bucket.Materials suitable for
underreaming include glacial till and intact soft rock. Because of the potential risk of
excessive seepage or collapse when belling in fractured soil or rock formations, under-
reams are not as popular as they were a few decades ago.
8.3.4 Barrettes

There is a trend to use the same grab-bucket (or clamshell bucket) typically used to exca-
vate diaphragm walls (described in Chapter 6) for the construction of bored piles. This is
especially cost effective when diaphragm walls are used at the same project site, as the
same tools are used for both the piles and diaphragmwalls. This type of bored pile is called
barrette. The simplest barrettes are made with one stroke of a standard sized grab-bucket,
with a rectangular cross-section. The dimensions of this simple rectangular cross-section
can vary depending on the size of the grab-bucket, as shown in Figure 8.31a. Starting from
these basic rectangular dimensions, bigger piles can be formed. Possible configurations
can include strips, crosses,H, or T, as shown in Figure 8.31b. The configurations are cho-
sen to optimize the pile performance for the loading conditions.

The construction of barrettes follows the slurry method described previously. This is
also the typical procedure used for the construction of diaphragm walls (Chapter 6).
8.3.5 Quality assurance

As a bored pile is made in the field, it is important that the piles are made as planned or
specified in the contract. Quality assurance is an important part of the construction and
a legally correct term for “field inspection,” to be carried out by “inspectors,” a job
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usually assigned to junior engineers, such as students who have taken a foundation engi-
neering course and are fresh out of school. It is important for the students to understand at
this stage that the purpose of quality assurance is to assure that the field construction
meets the requirements specified in the contract. Errors according to field measurements
are within the acceptable tolerances. Whether the finished product is capable of fulfilling
its function is not themain purpose of quality assurance.Major items to be verified and/or
documented in the field include the following.
8.3.5.1 Dimensions and verticality of the borehole

When drilling is conducted in dry condition, these parameters can be made with direct
measurements. For boreholes filled with slurry, the borehole diameter profile can be mea-
sured using acoustic pulse-echo sensors, as shown in Figure 8.32. The sensors, suspended
in the slurry with a hoisting device shown in Figure 8.32a, measure the transit time of
acoustic waves between the sensor and the borehole wall and transmit the results to the
surface in real time. The surface computer uses this information to derive the correspond-
ing standoff distance and borehole diameter, as shown in Figure 8.32b, based on the
(a) (b)

Figure 8.32 Diameter measurement of slurry-filled borehole using acoustic pulse-echo sensors.
(a) Hoisting device. (b) Readout unit. (Courtesy of DECL, Taipei, Taiwan.)
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calculated acoustic velocity of the borehole fluid under downhole conditions. The
recorded data can be analyzed to derive measurements of the borehole shape
and verticality.
8.3.5.2 Quality of the bearing material

Samples are taken from the auger cuttings and visually classified to assure that desired
bearing material has been reached. Simple field compressive strength tests such as pocket
penetrometer or unconfined compression tests may be performed if samples with reason-
able quality can be obtained. The surface of the bearing stratum should be properly
cleaned for boreholes drilled in dry condition. If necessary, a worker is lowered to the bot-
tom of the borehole, while the borehole is fully protected with a casing, for cleaning and/
or taking measurements. Concrete is poured after the observation and necessary measure-
ments are completed.
8.3.5.3 Quality and quantity of concrete

The quantity and time are recorded when the concrete is poured. The quantity of poured
concrete should be compatible with the dimensions of the borehole. After mixture,
the premix concrete should be delivered to the job site within the time limit specified in
the contract. Concrete slump tests and cylinder samples are taken as required by the
specifications.
8.4 PILE LOAD TEST AND ITS INTERPRETATION

The basic idea of a pile load test is to apply a known loading condition on the pile and
measure its response. The load can be applied in axial compression, axial tension, or lat-
eral direction, usually from the head of the pile. The magnitude of the applied load and the
kind of measurements taken in a load test depend on its purpose. The purpose of pile load
testing usually includes the following.

Proof load test—to make sure the test pile can sustain the design load with adequate safety
factor with a tolerable displacement. The maximum applied load in this case equals to
the design load multiplied by a required safety factor (usually 2). Unless otherwise spec-
ified, the measurements are limited to the load applied and the corresponding move-
ment at the pile head. If the requirements are met in the load test, then the pile will
be used in the future to serve its structural purposes. Usually a portion of the production
piles are involved in this type of load test.

Load test to ascertain the ultimate static capacity and load transfer mechanism of the
pile—the pile is usually tested to failure and discarded after the load test. This kind
of measurement can be much more elaborate and thus more expensive than that
involved in proof load test. In addition to the load and movement at the pile head,
the measurement often includes strains and/or movement at different parts of the pile.

Static load test is the most ideal way to determine the load capacity of a pile. However,
dynamic and pseudodynamic load test methods have been developed in the past few
decades for this purpose. The dynamic testing method described in Section 8.2 can be
used to determine the static capacity of a pile. The statnamic method (described later)
may be considered as a pseudodynamic method, or the load (at least in axial compression
load) can be applied from the bottom of the pile, such as the Osterberg cell (O-cell)
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method, described later. The same load test methods can be applied to both bored and
driven piles. The difference usually lies in the capacity of the piles (thus the magnitude
of the applied load) and the need to mobilize the equipment specifically for the load test
(such as the use of dynamic testing on a bored pile by re-striking).

The following sections introduce the conventional static load tests in axial compression,
the test setup, its procedure, and the interpretation of test data. Lateral load tests and some
of the recent developments in pile load test techniques are also described.
8.4.1 Conventional static axial compression pile load test

8.4.1.1 Principles of static axial compression load test

Figure 8.33 describes the basic concept of the conventional static pile load test in axial
compression. This type of pile load test generally involves the following steps:

• The load is applied at the pile head incrementally, or the pile can be loaded at a cons-
tant rate of penetration.

• The load Q, concurrent movement δ at the pile head, and time are recorded.
• The result of the load test is presented with a plot ofQ versus δ curve (the load move-

ment curve).
• The static load and movement at failure of the test pile are determined according to a

chosen interpretation method.

For most of the proof load tests, this type of Q versus δ plot is sufficient. The elastic
deformation of the pile and nature of the soil friction distribution along the pile shaft
(load transfer mechanism) can contribute to the variations of pile movement at different
depths. Thus if the load test involves the analysis of load transfer mechanism, it would be
highly desirable tomeasure movements or strains at different depths within the pile. A tell-
tale (see Figure 8.33) consists of a solid rod protected by a tube. The rod, loosely placed
inside the tube and extending from pile head to the bottom of the tube, is used to measure
the movement at the bottom of the telltale during load test. Multiple telltales extending
to different depths can be installed depending on the need and dimensions of the pile.
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Figure 8.33 Basic concept of static axial compression pile load test. (a) Internal measurements. (b) Load
movement curves. (c) Strain measurements.
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All movements are measured against a steady reference beam installed on the ground sur-
face near the pile head, as indicated in Figure 8.33. Attaching strain gages at different
depths of the pile can also be used to determine the load transfer mechanism. For steel
piles, the strain gages can be welded or epoxied directly to the surface of the pile. For rein-
forced concrete piles, the strain gages are usually attached to a short piece of reinforce-
ment steel, called sister bar. The sister bars are then overlapped or welded to the pile
reinforcement steel cage before casting concrete. Details of interpreting the telltale and
strain gage readings from a load test are described later.
8.4.1.2 Field setup of conventional static axial compression load test

Depending on the capacity of the pile, the load test can involve imposing tens to thousands
of metric tons of force at the pile head and measuring the related movements. Figure 8.34
shows a schematic view of a typical pile load test setup. In this case, a stiffened steel beam
is used as a reaction frame. The reaction frame is anchored by a group of tension piles or
ground anchors. The axial load is applied by a hydraulic jack against the reaction frame.
The spherical bearing minimizes potential bending movement created by the axial force
due to eccentricity. It is often required that the axial force be measured independently
with a load cell.

The movements of the pile head and telltales are measured with displacement sensors
such as dial gages or linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs). These displace-
ment sensors are supported by a reference beam and pointed to their respective target.
The reference beam is extended and supported by footings away from the test pile so
that the reference beam remains stationary and is not affected by the test pile movement.
The target can be a bracket extended from pile head or top end of the telltales. A reaction
plate with a smooth surface (usually made of glass) is epoxied to the target to receive the
dial gage or LVDT. The smooth surface minimizes potential reading errors resulting from
friction between the tip of the dial gage or LVDT and target surface of movementmeasure-
ment. The sensor readings are usually connected to an automated data logging system.
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Figure 8.34 Typical arrangement for applying axial compression load test.
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For a pile load test, as in most of the field geotechnical monitoring, it is important to
have redundancy in the measurements in case of system error or failure of automated
data logging system. The hydraulic jack pressure gage readings can be used as a redun-
dancy for axial force readings. The wire shown in Figure 8.34 is used to provide redun-
dant movement readings manually. A telescope is used to take the readings off the scale
according to the position of the wire image on the mirror. The height of the telescope is
adjusted until the wire and its reflected image from the mirror are aligned before recording
the scale reading. Figure 8.35 shows a field setup for a pile load test with a maximum axial
load capacity of 75,000 kN. Multiple hydraulic jacks and load cells were used to apply
and measure the axial force. Instead of using tension piles, dead weights stacked on top
of a platform (i.e., the Kentledge method), as shown in Figure 8.36, have also been
used to provide reaction force in axial compression pile load tests.
8.4.1.3 The load test procedure

Several loading procedures are allowed, and described in the ASTM standard D-1143.
The quick load test method is a popular procedure and is described as follows:

1. The load is applied in increments of 5% of the anticipated failure load.
2. Each load increment is maintainedwith a constant time interval from 4 to 15minutes,

the same time interval is used for all load increments.
3. The procedure is continued until failure load is reached where continuous jacking is

required to maintain the test load, or until the capacity of the loading system is
reached, whichever occurs first.

4. Upon reaching the maximum load, the pile is unloaded in five to ten equal decrements
for 4–15 minutes each, using the same time interval for all unloading decrements.

5. Longer time intervals are used for the failure load to assess creep behavior and for the
final zero load to assess rebound behavior.

6. Readings of load, movement, and time are recorded immediately during and after
each load increment and decrement.
Figure 8.35 Pile load test using a reaction frame with 75,000 kN capacity. (Courtesy of DECL, Taipei,
Taiwan.)



Figure 8.36 Pile load test using the Kentledge method. (Courtesy of DECL, Taipei, Taiwan.)
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8.4.1.4 Presentation and interpretation of the load test results

Figure 8.37 shows a load movement curve from an axial compression load test on a bored
pile. It is important to present the load movement curve in conformance with the pattern
of Figure 8.37.Movement at the pile head is presented in the vertical coordinate, and load
in horizontal coordinate. An important parameter in the interpretation of the test result is
the elastic deformation of the pile, Δ, which is computed from

Δ = QLp

ApEp
(8.16)
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Figure 8.37 Load–movement curve from static compression test on a bored pile.



where
Q= test load applied at the pile head
Lp= pile length
Ap= cross-sectional area of the pile
Ep= elastic modulus of the pile

The scales of the load andmovement should be selected so that the elastic deformation Δ
versus load inclines at approximately 20◦ from the horizontal coordinate, as shown in
Figure 8.37.

Numerous methods have been proposed for the interpretation of the pile load test
results in the past few decades. Recent studies have concluded that a good interpretation
method should consider the elastic deformation of the pile. Ignoring elastic deformation
could lead to overestimation of the failure capacity for short piles and underestimation for
long piles. It is also important to recognize that unlike the shaft friction, the ultimate resis-
tance at pile toe is proportional to pile diameter. The method proposed by Davisson
(1972) is widely accepted for the interpretation of pile load test results, as it considers these
two important factors. The failure load Qf is the load that causes a movement sf at pile
head, according to an empirical equation:

sf = Δ+ (4.0+ 0.008Dp) (8.17)

where
sf= pile head movement at failure in mm
Δ= elastic deformation of the pile in mm
Dp= diameter of the pile in mm
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To apply this method, the following procedure is recommended:

1. Plot a failure criterion line that corresponds to Equation 8.17, and parallel to the elas-
tic deformation line as shown in Figure 8.37. The intercept of the failure criterion line
with the vertical coordinate is (4.0+ 0.008Dp).

2. The load at which this straight failure criterion line intersects the load movement
curve is the failure load Qf.

If the failure criterion line does not intersect the load movement curve, then the failure
load is larger than the maximum applied load in the load test.

The allowable load is determined by dividing the failure load Qf by a factor of safety.
A factor of safety of 2.0 is often used.
EXAMPLE 8.5

Given

The load–movement-curve shown in Figure 8.37 came from a compression load test on
a 1.5 m diameter and 34.5 m long bored pile.

Elastic modulus of the pile, Ep= 17 GPa= 17,000,000 kN/m2

Pile diameter, Dp= 1.5m= 1500mm
Pile length, Lp= 34.5 m= 34,500mm
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Required

Determine the failure load by Davisson’s method.
Cross-sectional area of the pile,

Ap = πD2
p

4
= (3.1416)(1.5)2

4
= 1.767m2
Δ
Q

= Lp

ApEp
= (34,500)

(1.767)(17,000,000)
= 0.00115mm/kN
(4.0+ 0.008Dp)= 16mm
sf= Δ+ (4.0+ 0.008Dp)= 0.00115Q+ 16
The failure criterion line starts at point (0, 16) with a slope of 0.00115.
The failure criterion line intersects the load–movement curve shown in Figure 8.37 at

11,130 kN; thus Qf= 11,130 kN and,
sf= Δ+ (4.0+ 0.008Dp)= (0.00115)(11,130)+ 16= 28.8 mm
It should be noted that for piles with diameter or width greater than 610mm, sf from
Equation 8.17 may be too small and thus can lead to underestimation ofQf. This is espe-
cially true for large toe bearing piles where the pile takesmoremovement to develop its full
capacity. Kyfor et al. (1992) have suggested that for piles with diameter or width greater
than 610mm, sf= Δ+Dp/30 should be used.
8.4.1.5 Load transfer mechanism analysis

Information about the force distribution within a pile in a given loading condition can be
determined from displacement or strain measurements within the pile, and elastic proper-
ties of the pile. This analysis can lead to important understanding of how the applied load
is transferred from pile to the surrounding soil via side friction and toe bearing, or the load
transfer mechanism. As it is not possible to measure side friction (a shear force) directly on
the pile surface, we rely on axial deformation measurements within the pile to infer load
transfer mechanism. Consider a test pile shown in Figure 8.38 with two telltales installed.
The average internally transferred load between any two telltale measurement points
1 and 2,Qiavg, can be calculated based on Hooke’s law, and the difference in movements
between the two measurement points as

Qiavg = ApEp
s1 − s2
d12

(8.18)

where
s1=movement readings from upper measurement point
s2=movement readings from lower measurement point
d12= distance between the two measurement points
Ap= cross sectional area of the pile
Ep= elastic modulus of the pile
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If the shaft friction between the two telltales is uniform, Qi decreases linearly within
the pile, as part of the load is taken by the surrounding soil via friction/adhesion force
(see Section 7.3). Qiavg represents the average axial force passing internally between tell-
tale locations 1 and 2.

Qiavg = ApEp
(s1 − s2)

d12
= (Qi(1) +Qi(2))/2 (8.19a)
If Qi at the upper measurement point (Qi(1)) is known, then

Qi(2) = 2Qiavg −Qi(1) (8.19b)
If the upper measurement point is the pile head (no need of a telltale at pile head), and
the lower measurement point is the pile toe, d12= pile length Lp, thenQiavg represents the
average axial force passing internally through the entire pile, or

Qiavg = ApEp
(s1 − s2)

Lp
= (Qh +Qt)

2
(8.20a)

and

Qt = 2Qiavg −Qh (8.20b)

where
Qh= load applied at the pile head
Qt= load transmitted to the pile toe



Load resisted by the pile shaft friction force,Qs=Qh−Qt. This leads to an estimate of
load distribution along the entire pile shaft and toe with just one telltale at the pile toe,
provided the shaft friction is uniform for the whole pile.

For a pile penetrating through layered soil deposit where the shaft friction is not likely to
be uniform,multiple telltales may be installed andQiavg values from different depth ranges
of the pile can be obtained. With these data, it is possible to estimate how the pile load is
transferred based on the simple averaging scheme of Equation 8.19 and the assumption
that the shaft friction between two consecutive telltale measurement points is uniform.

For two consecutive telltale measurement points, n and n+ 1 in a pile, the difference
between the correspondingQi(n) andQi(n+1) is the pile shaft frictional resistance between
points n and n+ 1, Qs(n,n+1), or

Qs(n,n+1) = (Qi(n) −Qi(n+1)) (8.21)
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In this case, n is the upper and n+ 1 is the lower measurement point. As the distance
between the telltale measurement points often varies, the Qs(n,n+1) value can be mislead-
ing. It is more desirable to present the shaft friction in terms of frictional resistance per unit
area, qs(n,n+1). For a round pile with a diameter Dp,

qs(n,n+1) = Qs(n,n+1)

πDpdn,n+1
(8.22)

where
dn,n+1= distance between the two telltale measurement points

However, it is inevitable that some residual stresses remain between the pile shaft and
the surrounding soil due to locked-in frictional forces from pile driving (Fellenius, 1990).
TheQiavg values from telltales therefore include the effects of residual stress, as shown in
Figure 8.38. The effects of residual stress cannot be isolated from the use of telltales alone
and thus could result in errors in the determination of load distribution.

If strain gages are installed, the strain reading, ɛ(n), taken from measurement point n in
the pile, the applied load transmitted internally at this point, Qi(n), is:

Qi(n) = ApEpε(n) (8.23)
It is usually easier to install a series of strain gages in the test pile than the same number
of telltales, and strain gage readings can be takenwith an automated data logger. For these
reasons, the use of strain readings is gaining popularity in pile load tests. WithQi(n) values
known, the interpretations for Qs(n) and qs(n) are the same as those for telltale readings.
Again, it is assumed that the shaft friction between two consecutive strain reading loca-
tions is uniform. Details of using these measurement and interpretation methods are dem-
onstrated in the following examples.
EXAMPLE 8.6

Given

For a compression load test on a 1.5m diameter and 34.5 m long bored pile, when the
applied load at pile headQh= 9810 kN, the movement measurements at pile head and
toe are 16.67mm (s1) and 10.10mm (s2), respectively.
Elastic modulus of the pile, Ep= 17 GPa= 17,000,000 kN/m2
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The shaft friction (qs) is expected to be uniformly distributed along the pile, as shown
in Figure E8.6a.
L
p

L
pPi
le qs

Telltale

(a) (b) Qh = 9810 kN

Qt = 1632 kN

Qs = 8178 kN

Qi

E8.6 Load transfer for uniformly distributed shaft friction. (a) Uniform shaft friction along the
pile. (b) Load transfer according to telltale reading.
Required

Determine the resistance at pile toe (Qt) and frictional resistance from the pile
shaft (Qs).
Solution

For 1.5 m diameter pile, its cross-sectional area, Ap= 1.767m2

Distance between the pile head and tip of the telltale (pile toe), d12= Lp= 34.5 m=
34,500mm
According to Equation 8.19a,

Qiavg = ApEp
(s1 − s2)

d12
= ApEp

s1 − s2
Lp

= (1.767)(17,000,000)
[(16.67)− (10.10)]

(34,500)
= 5721kN
Qt= 2Qiavg−Qh= (2)(5721)− (9810)= 1632 kN
Qs=Qh−Qt= (9810)− (1632)= 8178 kN
A plot of load transferred internally through the pile, Qi, versus depth is
shown in Figure E8.6b. The results show that 17% (1632/9810= 17%) of the
applied load at pile head is taken by toe bearing and the rest is resisted by
shaft friction.
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EXAMPLE 8.7
Given

For a test barrette pile with cross-sectional dimensions of 0.8m by 2.8m and a pile length
of 40.55m, there are two major soil layers around the pile; each layer is expected to pro-
vide a uniform shaft friction against the pile, as shown in Figure E8.7a. Two telltales are
installed in the test pile. Telltale 1 ends at 12.5m,which corresponds to the bottom of soil
layer 1. Telltale 2 extends to the toe of the pile at 40.55m. Pile head is considered as
Telltale 0. When the applied load at pile head (Qh) reaches 17,168 kN, the movement
measurements at pile head, Telltale 1, and Telltale 2 are 12.03mm (s0= 12.03mm),
6.50mm (s1= 6.50mm), and 0.50mm (s1= 0.50mm), respectively.
Elastic modulus of the pile, Ep= 17 GPa= 17,000,000 kN/m2
Required

Determine the load transferred internally and frictional resistance from the pile shaft
(Qs) at Telltale 1 and Telltale 2 (or toe) levels.
Solution

For 0.8m by 2.8m pile cross-section,Ap= (0.8)(2.8)= 2.24m2, perimeter, pp= 2(0.8+
2.8)= 7.2m.
Distance between the pile head (measurement point 0) and Telltale 1:
d0,1= 12.5 m= 12,500mm
Load transfer between pile head and Telltale 1:
According to Equation 8.19a,

Qiavg = ApEp
s0−s1
d0,1

= (2.24)(17,000,000)
[(12.03)−(6.50)]

(12,500)
= 16,237 kN
Qi(0) = Qh = 17,168 kN (given)
Qi(1) = 2Qiavg −Qh = (2)(16,237)− (17,168) = 15,307 kN
Qs(0,1) = Qh −Qi(1) = 17,168− 15,307 = 1861 kN
qs(0,1) = Qs(0,1)

ppd0,1
= (1861)

(7.2)(12.5)
= 20.7 kPa
Load transfer between Telltale 1 and Telltale 2 (pile toe):
Distance between the Telltale 1 and Telltale 2,
d1,2= 40.55− 12.5 m= 28.05m= 28,050mm
According to Equation 8.19a,

Qiavg = ApEp
s1−s2
d1,2

= (2.24)(17,000,000)
[(6.70)− (0.50)]

(28,050)
= 8417 kN
Qi(2) = Qt = 2Qiavg −Qi(1) = (2)(8417)− (15,307) = 1527 kN
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Qs(1,2) = Qi(1) −Qi(2) = 15,307− 1527 = 13,779 kN
qs(1,2) = Qs(1,2)

ppd1,2
= (13,779)

(7.2)(28.05)
= 68.2 kPa
A plot of load transferred internally through the pile, Qi, versus depth is shown in
Figure E8.7b. The results show that this barrette pile is almost completely frictional
under the test load conditions.
L
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E8.7 Load transfer from pile load test in two-layered soil. (a) Shaft friction along the pile. (b) Load

transfer according to telltale readings.
EXAMPLE 8.8

Given

A set of strain readings obtained from a static compression load test on a 1.5 m diam-
eter and 34.5 m long bored pile is shown in Table E8.8. The applied load at pile head
(Qh) was 9810 kN.
Elastic modulus of the pile, Ep= 17 GPa= 17,000,000 kN/m2

For 1.5 m diameter pile, Ap= 1.767m2
Required

Compute and plot the distribution of internally transmitted load Qi(n) and frictional
resistance per unit area, qs(n,n+1), versus depth.
Solution

The given data are shown in the first three columns of Table E8.8.
Load transmitted internally at a given strain gage, Qi(n), following Equation 8.23,
Qi(n)=ApEpɛ(n)= (1.767)(17,000,000)ɛ(n)= 30,039,000 ɛ(n)
Results of Qi(n) in kN are shown in column 4 of Table E8.8. A plot of Qi(n) versus
depth is shown in Figure E8.8.
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The calculation of qs(n,n+1) starts with Qs(n,n+1) according to Equation 8.21,
E8.8

er, n

E8.8
Qs(n,n+1)= (Qi(n)−Qi(n+1))=ApEp(ɛ(n)− ɛ(n+1))= (1.767)(17,000,000)
(ɛ(n)− ɛ(n+1))= 30,039,000 (ɛ(n)− ɛ(n+1))
Results of Qs(n,n+1) are shown in column 6 of Table E8.8, and following Equation
8.22,

qs(n,n+1) = Qs(n,n+1)

πDpdn,n+1
= Qs(n,n+1)

(3.1416)(1.5)dn,n+1
Values of dn,n+1 are included in column 7 of Table E8.8; results of qs(n,n+1) are shown
in column 8 of Table E8.8. Figure E8.8a shows a plot of qs(n,n+1) versus depth.
Strain readings when Qh reached 9810 kN

Depth, m
Strain ɛ(n)�
10�6

Qi(n),
kN

Depth range,
m

Qs(n,nþ1),
kN dn,nþ1, m

qs(n,nþ1),
kPa

0 – 9810 – – – –

1.0 310 9313 0–1 497 1 105
2.5 305 9163 1–2.5 150 1.5 21
5.0 295 8862 2.5–5 300 2.5 25
8.0 280 8412 5–8 451 3 32
11.8 247 7420 8–11.8 991 3.8 55
16.0 176 5287 11.8–16 2133 4.2 108
21.0 110 3305 16–21 1983 5 84
26.0 90 2704 21–26 601 5 26
31.0 64 1923 26–31 781 5 33
34.3 13 391 31–34.3 1532 3.3 99
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8.4.2 Static lateral pile load test

Piles for structures such as light poles, roller coasters, on-land or offshore wind turbines,
offshore oil drilling rigs, and power line towers are usually subject to significant lateral
loads. ASTM D-3966 describes the standard procedure for performing lateral load test
on piles. Figure 8.39 shows a typical setup for a lateral load test on piles. Similar to the
case of axial load test, a hydraulic jack mounted against a reaction beam, or another
pile is used to push the pile head laterally. The lateral load is measured with a load cell.
The lateral load is applied in increments until a maximum of 200% of the design load.
Duration of each load increment varies from 10 to 60 minutes. Readings of time, load,
and lateral movement are recorded in each load increment. In addition to displacement
Reaction beam

Hydraulic piston
and load cell

Test pile

Figure 8.39 Typical setup for lateral pile load test. (Courtesy of DECL, Taipei, Taiwan.)
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Figure 8.40 Measurement of lateral deflection at different depths using inclinometer casing and a pipe
strain gage. (a) Picture. (b) Schematic view.
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sensors such as dial gages or LVDTs mounted on a reference beam around the pile head,
lateral deflection at different depths (Kyfor et al., 1992) is often measured to facilitate cal-
ibration of p–y curves.

Figure 8.40 shows the layout of LVDTs, inclinometer casing, and a pipe strain gage
(PSG) for the measurement of a 25 m long, 500mm outside diameter (OD), and 90mm
wall thickness precast concrete pile in a lateral load test. The PSG was made of an s series
of strain sensors attached to the surface of a 28mm OD, 20m long PVC pipe. The PSG
and the inclinometer casing were grouted inside the hollow concrete pile upon pile instal-
lation. The strain sensors measure the flexural strains, ɛ, experienced by the pipe as it is
forced to deflect with the pile. Double-integrating ɛ with depth yields the deflection, y, as

y = 1
r

∫ ∫
εdx

( )
dx (8.24)

where
r= outside radius of the pipe
x= depth

The strain readings taken from PSG during a lateral load test are shown in Figure 8.41a.
The corresponding lateral deflections and their comparison with the manual inclinometer
readings under three loading conditions are demonstrated in Figure 8.41b.
8.4.3 Static axial compression pile load test with Osterberg cell

TheOsterberg load test method was developed and patented by Prof. Jorj Osterberg in the
1980s (Osterberg, 1995). An Osterberg cell, or O-cell, is basically a hydraulic jack placed
at the pile toe. For concrete piles, the O-cell and the associated plumbing system are cast in
the pile. There are techniques to attach the O-cell to the pile toe for open- or closed-end
steel pipe piles. As schematically shown in Figure 8.42, during the load test, the O-cell
expands vertically from pile toe against the underlying ground. In doing so, the shaft fric-
tion force (Qs) acts as a reaction against toe bearing (Qt), and vice versa. Therefore the
axial force imposed by the O-cell, Qo, always equals Qt and Qs in quantity. The load
test ends when either Qs or Qt reaches its limit.

Upon installation of the test pile, a manual or electric pump is used to control the
hydraulic jack. The applied load is determined based on the hydraulic pressure readings.
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Telltales can be used tomonitor displacement of the pile toe and other parts of the pile. Pile
head movement is measured using the conventional displacement sensor and reference
beam as typically applied in conventional static load tests. The tests using O-cell can fol-
low the quick loading procedure described in ASTM D-1143.

Figure 8.43 shows the results from an O-cell load test on a 15m long and 1.2 m diam-
eter bored pile with higher toe resistance than shaft friction. The symbols marked in
Figure 8.43 represent the respective movement of the pile shaft (δs, upward movement
Telltale

.

O-cell

Displacement gage Pressure gage
Hydraulic pump

Qs

Qo

Qo

Qt

Reference beam

Figure 8.42 The concept of pile load test using an O-cell.
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is positive) and pile toe (δt, upward movement is positive) for each load increment.
Throughout the test, the shaft and toe resistance (Qs and Qt, respectively) values are
always identical. To convert the test result into a conventional pile head load movement
curve, set

Qh = Qs +Qt (8.25)

and

δh = δs − δt (8.26)

where
Qh= total resistance at pile head
δh= total displacement at pile head

AsQs=Qt, soQh= 2Qs or 2Qt. Details of the data conversion and their interpretation
are described in Example 8.9.
EXAMPLE 8.9

Given

Table E8.9 shows the recordedmovement and resistance values from a load test on a 15
m long, 1.2 m diameter bore pile using an O-cell. The original test data are plotted in
Figure 8.43.
Required

Compute the equivalent load and movement at pile head for the loading part, plot the
pile head load movement curve, and determine the failure load by Davisson’s method.
Solution

The equivalent load at pile head is computed by doubling the individual load values in
Table E8.9. The equivalent movement at pile head is calculated by adding the upward



Table

Qh, kN

10.6
364.6
718.7
1072.7
1431.9
1785.9

Table E8.9 Values from the load test with O-cell

Load Qo,
kN

Upward
movement δs, mm

Downward
movement δt, mm

Load Qo,
kN

Upward
movement δs, mm

Downward
movement δt , mm

5.3 0.1 0.0 1468.9 1.7 �1.3
182.3 0.0 0.0 1556.2 1.8 �1.5
359.3 0.3 0.0 1643.2 2.8 �1.9
536.4 0.4 0.0 1733.2 4.0 �2.6
716.0 0.6 �0.2 1823.0 8.0 �3.5
893.0 0.7 �0.3 1915.5 14.0 �5.5
1070.0 0.9 �0.5 1561.4 14.5 �5.3
1204.7 1.1 �0.7 1114.9 14.0 �4.7
1289.3 1.2 �0.9 668.5 13.0 �3.8
1376.4 1.4 �1.0 50.2 11.0 �3.0
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and downwardmovement (multiply by−1) for a given load. The equivalent loadmove-
ment values at pile head are shown in Table E8.9a.
The load movement curve is shown in Figure E8.9.
Elastic modulus of the pile, Ep= 17 GPa= 17,000,000 kN/m2

Dp= 1.2 m= 1200mm and Lp= 15m= 15,000mm

Ap = (3.1416)(1.22)
4

= 1.31m2
Elastic deformation at 4000 kN,

Δ = QhLp

ApEp
= (4000)(15,000)

(1.31)(17,000,000)
= 3.12mm
sf = Δ+ (4.0+ 0.008Dp)= 3.12+ [4+ (0.008)(1200)]= 3.12+ 13.6= 16.72 at
Qh= 4000 kN.
The failure criterion line connects points (0, 13.6) and (4000, 16.72).
The failure criterion line intersects the load–movement curve at 3752 kN, thusQf =

3752 kN.
Advantages of O-cell:

• No need for a reaction frame or dead weight to apply the axial compression load.
• The field setup can be simple, economical, and safe.
E8.9a Equivalent load and movement values at pile head

δh, mm Qh, kN δh, mm Qh, kN δh, mm

0.09 2140.0 1.38 3286.5 4.58
0.03 2409.4 1.84 3466.4 6.57
0.32 2578.7 2.11 3646.0 11.51
0.38 2752.9 2.48 3831.0 19.52
0.84 2937.9 3.01
1.02 3112.3 3.32
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Figure E8.9 Equivalent pile head load movement curve for the result shown in Figure 8.43 and its
interpretation to determine Qf.
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Disadvantages of O-cell:

• Test load is limited by the lesser ofQs andQt; the test may be of little value when the
pile is mostly frictional or toe bearing.

• The O-cell load is based on hydraulic pressure reading only. The readings can be sub-
ject to error due to hydraulic piston friction and there is a lack of redundancy.

8.4.4 The Statnamic load test method

The Statnamic method was developed by Berminghammer Foundation Equipment and
TNO of the Netherlands (Berminghammer and Janes, 1989). It is a recognized load test
method by ASTMD7383. The test method is based on Newton’s laws of motion. A reac-
tion mass is placed on top of the test pile as shown in Figure 8.44. By igniting solid fuel
(propellant) in a gas chamber, the generated gas pressure pushes the reactionmass upward
while an equal and opposite force pushes downward on the pile. The gas chamber is sub-
sequently vented and gas pressure released. Gravel is placed around the reaction mass and
surrounded by a retention bin. After launching, the gravel slumps into the void created by
upward movement of the reaction mass and thus catches the reaction mass as it falls
down. Other procedures that involve the use of hydraulic or mechanical devices have
also been used to catch the reactionmass. A load cell, accelerometers, and/or other optical
sensors are used to measure load, movement, and velocity of the pile head during Stat-
namic load test. A typical Statnamic load test lasts no more than 0.5 second. The magni-
tude and duration of the applied load are controlled by the selection of piston and cylinder
size, the amount and type of propellant, amount of reaction mass, and the gas ventilation
technique. Figure 8.45 shows the field setup of a Statnamic load test.

Figure 8.46 shows an original load movement curve (solid curve) from a Statnamic
pile load test. The resistance fromStatnamic load test is likely to overpredict the static resis-
tance due to the high–loading rate and viscosity effects from the surrounding soil, except at
the point of maximummovement shown in Figure 8.46. Assuming the pile as a rigid body,
the pile changes from downward to upward movement at the point of maximum move-
ment, and pile velocity at this point is zero. The static and Statnamic load should thus be
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Figure 8.44 Schematic illustration of a Statnamic load test.
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the same when the pile reaches the point of maximum movement. Methods (Middendorp
et al., 1992; Brown, 1994; Paikowski, 2002) evolved from the point of maximum move-
ment have been proposed to determine the equivalent static load movement curve (dashed
curve in Figure 8.46) by estimating the extra dynamic resistance based on the acceleration
measurement and characteristics of the original Statnamic load movement curve.

There is no need for a reaction frame in Statnamic load test. The method can be used
to apply inclined or lateral load on the pile. The savings in cost and time can be signifi-
cant over the conventional static load tests. In order to have valid interpretation, it is
important that the applied Statnamic force is larger than the ultimate pile capacity. The
interpretation of Statnamic load test result is relatively complex. Additional sensors are
required to provide the desirable redundant measurements.
Figure 8.45 Field setup of the Statnamic load test. (Courtesy of DECL, Taipei, Taiwan.)
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8.5 REMARKS

The static analysis for deep foundations began in Chapter 7 and continued in Chapter 8
regarding the construction and testing of deep foundations. Because of the disturbance
caused by construction activities, it is understandable that the static analysis provides,
at best, an estimate of the type and dimensions of deep foundations. For driven piles,
the static analysis is just the beginning. To put the piles in the ground, we need to deter-
mine what type of driving equipment (i.e., hammer and cushion, etc.) to use and driving
criteria for the specific driving system and pile involved. A series of analytical and moni-
toring tools are available and can be used to assure proper installation of driven piles. The
use of these tools involves many empirical rules or parameters.

For bored piles, the static analysis is also a beginning. The selection of construction
method (i.e., dry, casing, or slurry method) and workmanship can have significant effects
on the quality and behavior of bored piles. Local experience and knowledge on the specific
construction method/equipment for the given geology and ground conditions are imper-
ative to the success of the bored piles.

It appears that the static load test is the ultimate tool to ascertain the failure capacity of a
finished pile. Unfortunately, the determination of failure capacity is again subject to inter-
pretation of the pile load test result. This is true for both driven and bored piles. For the
same set of test results, the selection of interpretation method and/or involved empirical
parameters can affect the outcome of the interpretation. Significant progress has been
made in the past few decades in improving the efficiency and consistency in pile construc-
tion and testing; however, some of the inherent uncertainties remain.
HOMEWORK

8.1. A single-acting Raymond International 150C steam hammer with a ram weight,
Wr, of 66.75 kN and drop height, h, of 990 mm, was used to drive a precast con-
crete pile. Use the ENR formula to calculate the ultimate resistance, Ru, in kN
when S reached 5mm.
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8.2. Repeat Problem 8.1 with the same hammer and pile. Use ENR formula to calculate
the ultimate resistance, Ru when S reached 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14mm. Present the
results in a table.

8.3. For a single-acting hammer, given:
Figure H8

Tab
20

Loa
Mo
Loa
Mo
Loa
Mo
Hammer-rated energy (ENr)= 44.07 kN-m
Ram weight (WAM (1)) Wr= 44.50 kN
Hammer efficiency (effr)= 0.7
Determine the impact velocity of the ram in m/sec
8.4. Figure H8.4 shows a set of field force and velocity records for an 18m long steel
pipe pile. The pipe pile has an outside diameter of 232mm and inside diameter
of 152 mm. The pile was driven into loose silty sand with some gravel. The strain
and acceleration transducers were mounted at 450 mm from the pile head. In this
case, Ep= 2.1× 105MPa, cw= 6000 m/sec for steel, Ap= 0.024m2 and Lp=
17.55m (distance between the transducers to the pile toe). Determine RTL and
RSP. Use Jt= 0.45.
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.4 Force and velocity record from field measurement from a steel pipe pile.
8.5. The load movement record from a compression load test on a 0.8 m diameter
and 20 m long driven precast concrete pile is shown in Table H8.5. Plot the
load–movement curve and determine the failure load by Davisson’s method. Elastic
modulus of the pile, Ep= 17 GPa.
le H8.5 Load movement record from a compression load test on a 0.8 m diameter and
m long driven pile

d, kN 0 491 981 1472 1962 2453 2943
vement, mm 0 0.29 0.86 1.57 2.28 3.15 4.13
d, kN 3434 3924 4415 4905 5396 4905 3434
vement, mm 5.21 8.00 12.00 20.00 33.00 32.50 29.00
d, kN 1962 981
vement, mm 25.00 20.00
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8.6. The load movement record from a compression load test on a barrette pile with
cross-sectional dimensions of 0.8 m by 2.8 m and a pile length of 40m is shown
in Table H8.6. Plot the load–movement curve and determine the failure load by
Davisson’s method. Elastic modulus of the pile, Ep= 17 GPa. For Dp value in the
computation of sf, use the diameter of a circular area that equals to the cross-section
area of 0.8 m by 2.8 m.
Table H8.6 Load movement record from a compression load test on the 0.8 m by 2.8 and
40 m long barrette pile

Load, kN 0 1717 3434 5150 6867 8584 0.301
Movement, mm 0 0.38 0.73 1.50 2.08 3.19 4.30
Load, kN 12,017 13,734 15,451 17,168 18,884 20,601 22,318
Movement, mm 5.64 7.60 9.59 12.03 15.30 19.98 27.51
Load, kN 24,035 26,751 20,650 15,548 10,448 5346 0
Movement, mm 41.76 93.69 93.73 93.00 88.66 85.35 79.98
8.7. For the compression load test on the 0.8 m diameter and 20m long pile described
in Problem 8.5, when the applied load at pile head (Qh) reached 3924 kN, the
movement measurements at pile head and toe were 8 mm (s1) and 2mm (s2), respec-
tively. The shaft friction (qs) is expected to be uniformly distributed along the pile,
as shown in Figure H8.7a. Determine the resistance at pile toe (Qt) and frictional
resistance from the pile shaft (Qs). Elastic modulus of the pile, Ep= 17 GPa.
L

L

Te
llt

ale

Pi
le

qs

Qi

Qt = ?

Qs = ?

Q = 3924 kN(a) (b)

Figure H8.7 Load transfer for uniformly distributed shaft friction. (a) Uniform shaft friction along the
pile. (b) Load transfer according to telltale reading.
8.8. For a test pile with the same material and dimensions as in Problem 8.6, there are
two major soil layers around the pile. Each layer is expected to provide a uniform
shaft friction against the pile as shown in FigureH8.8a. Two telltales are installed in
the pile load test. Telltale 1 ends at 8 m below ground surface, which corresponds to
the bottom of soil layer 1. Telltale 2 extends to the toe of the pile at 20 m deep.
Pile head is considered as Telltale 0. When the applied load at pile head (Qh)
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reached 3924 kN, the movement measurements at pile head, Telltale 1, and Tell-
tale 2 are 8 mm (s0= 8mm), 5 mm (s1= 5mm), and 1mm (s2= 1mm), respec-
tively. Determine the load transferred internally and frictional resistance from
the pile shaft (Qs) at Telltale 1 and Telltale 2 (or toe) levels. Elastic modulus
of the pile, Ep= 17 GPa.
Telltale 1

Telltale 2

L
p Pi
le

Telltale
0

1

2

(a) (b)
Qi(0) = Qh 3924 kN

qs(0,1)

qs(1,2)

d
0,1

d
1,2

Qs(1,2) = ?

Qi(1) = ?

Qi(2) = ?

Qs(0,1) = ?

Figure H8.8 Load transfer for pile load tests in two layered soil. (a) Shaft friction along the pile. (b) Load
transfer according to telltale readings.
8.9. For a compression load test on a 1.5 m diameter and 34.5 m long bored pile, there
are two major soil layers around the pile. Each layer is expected to provide a uni-
form shaft friction against the pile, as shown in Figure H8.9. Two telltales are
installed in the pile load test. Telltale 1 ends at the mid-height of the pile, which cor-
responds to the bottom of soil layer 1. Telltale 2 extends to the toe of the pile. Pile
head is considered as Telltale 0. When the applied load at pile head (Qh) reached
9810 kN, the movement measurements at pile head, Telltale 1, and Telltale 2 are
16.67mm (s0= 16.67 mm), 11.20 mm (s1= 11.10 mm), and 8.40mm (s2= 8.40
mm), respectively. Determine the load transferred internally and frictional resis-
tance from the pile shaft (Qs) at Telltale 1 and Telltale 2 (or toe) levels. Elastic mod-
ulus of the pile, Ep= 17 GPa.
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Qi(0) = Qh 9810 kN

Qs(1,2) = ?

Qi(1) = ?

Qi(2) = ?

Qs(0,1) = ?

Figure H8.9 Load transfer for pile load tests in two-layered soil. (a) Shaft friction along the pile. (b) Load
transfer according to telltale readings.
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8.10. Given a set of strain readings as shown in Table H8.10, from a static compression
load test on a 0.8 m diameter and 20m long bored pile, when the applied load at
pile head (Qh) reached 3000 kN. Compute and plot the distribution of internally
transmitted loadQi(n) and frictional resistance per unit area, qs(n,n+1) versus depth.
Is this an end bearing or friction pile?
Table H8.10 Strain readings when Qh reached 3000 kN

Number,
n

Depth,
m

Strain ɛ(n)�
10�6

Qi(n),
kN

Depth range,
m

Qs(n,nþ1),
kN

dn,nþ1,
m

qs(n,nþ1),
kPa

0 0 –

1 1.0 351

2 2 348

3 3 341

4 4 336

5 5 332

6 6 329

7 7 324

8 8 315

9 9 306

10 10 294
8.11. Given a set of strain readings as shown in Table H8.11, from a static compression
load test on a 0.8 m diameter and 20m long bored pile, when the applied load at
pile head (Qh) reached 3000 kN. Compute and plot the distribution of internally
transmitted loadQi(n) and frictional resistance per unit area, qs(n,n+1), versus depth.
Is this an end bearing or friction pile?
Table H8.11 Strain readings when Q reaches 3000 kN

Number,
n

Depth,
m

Strain
ɛ(n)� 10�6

Qi(n),
kN

Depth range,
m

Qs(n,nþ1),
kN

dn,nþ1,
m

qs(n,nþ1),
kPa

0 0 –

1 1.0 347

2 2 339

3 3 329

4 4 318

5 5 276

6 6 259

7 7 212

8 8 165

9 9 106

10 10 24
8.12. Table H8.12 shows the recorded movement and resistance values from a load test
on an 18m long, 0.8 m diameter bored pile using an O-cell. The original test data
are plotted in Figure H8.12. Compute the equivalent load and movement at pile
head, plot the pile head load movement curve, and determine the failure load by
Davisson’s method.
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Figure H8.12 Original O-cell load movement curve.

Table H8.12 Values from the load test with O-cell

Load,
kN

Upward
movement,
mm

Downward
movement,
mm

Load,
kN

Upward
movement,
mm

Downward
movement,
mm

5.0 0.1 0.0 950.0 6.0 �0.9
50.0 0.2 0.0 1150.0 10.0 �1.4
125.0 0.3 0.0 1350.0 18.0 �2.5
225.0 0.8 0.0 1100.0 17.9 �2.5
350.0 1.2 �0.2 800.0 17.3 �2.3
500.0 1.7 �0.3 400.0 15.8 �1.8
650.0 2.8 �0.5 50.0 14.0 �1.2
800.0 4.0 �0.7 – – –
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Chapter 9
Slope stability analysis
9.1 INTRODUCTION

Slopes were created or made less stable by nature or due to human activities long before
we had the knowledge to make them safe. We built levees by piling up locally available
material with very little controlled compaction. This was the case for the Yellow River
levees in China, and many other cases in the world. Historically, the Yellow River levee
failures usually involved severe loss of lives and property while changing the course of
the river. Natural forces such as earthquakes, waves, current, and water infiltration can
also cause slope failure. The material composing a slope has a tendency to slide under
the influence of driving forces that include gravity and other natural activities such as tec-
tonic movement and earthquakes. This tendency to slide is resisted by shear strength of the
material within the slope. Instability occurs when the shear strength is not sufficient to
withstand the driving forces along any surface within a slope. This instability can be
caused by the increase of driving forces and/or decrease of the material strength. The
increase of driving forces can be due to

• Construction activities such as excavation or filling on or adjacent to a slope that alter
either the geometry and/or the loading/stress conditions of the slope or groundmass.

• Sudden lowering of water level adjacent to a slope, a phenomenon called “sudden
drawdown.”

• Seismic activities such as earthquakes or other forms of earth tremor.
• Strong or prolonged current that can create erosion to the slope.

The slope material can be weakened for the following reasons:

• Progressive decrease in shear strength due to weathering of the slopematerial or stress
release due to excavation.

• Increase of pore water pressure or decrease of suction (negative pore water pressure
existing in unsaturated soils) due to infiltration of precipitation (rainfall, snowmelt)
into the ground.

• Seepage force associated with leakage around a pond or reservoir.

Natural or manmade slopes that could be stable for many years may suddenly fail due
to one or more of the above causes. Schuster et al. (2002) compiled 23 catastrophic land-
slides of South America in the period 1941–1994. Among them, 10 were triggered by
heavy or prolonged rainfall, 5 by earthquake, 3 by valley down-cutting due to long-
term erosion, 2 by failure of natural dam, 1 by volcanic activity, and 1 by leakage from
manmade pond.



Figure 9.1 Su-Hua Highway carved into steep slopes along the east coast of Taiwan. (Courtesy of Prof.
Ming-Lang Lin, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan.)
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Figure 9.1 shows the scenic Su-HuaHighway along the east coast of Taiwan on a bright
sunny day. The highway was built by cutting into a steep slope composed of mostly meta-
morphic rock formations covered by a thin layer of weathered or colluvial material. Fig-
ure 9.2 shows the scar created by a fatal landslide along the same highway during typhoon
Megi of 2010 that brought in heavy rainfall. A bus along with its 26 passengers was
pushed by the debris into the cliff and sank in the Pacific Ocean.

Varnes (1978) and Cruden and Varnes (1996) proposed a system to classify landslides
based on the type of movement and material involved in the landslide as shown in
Table 9.1. A conceptual description of the five types of landslide movement is shown in
Figure 9.3. The system is commonly used in describing landslides. This chapter will con-
centrate on the “slide” type of landslides. It should be noted that with a sufficient amount
of water and under other favorable ground conditions, a slide can turn into a “flow,”
where the failed ground mass flows like liquid.

Figure 9.4 shows a landslide triggered by the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake (magnitude
7.3) in Kyushu, Japan. The slide moved along a 35◦ steep slope, traveled 700 meters,
crushed a bridge, and killed one driver. Figure 9.5 shows the result of a debris flow
occurred during the 2001 Typhoon Toraji in Central Taiwan. Large rock pieces as shown
in the picture along with muddy water gushed into the lobby of a nearby hotel and nearly
destroyed it.

We continue to build slopes such as levees, embankments, mine tailing dams, and earth
dams, or cut natural slopes to build infrastructures today. A comprehensive evaluation of
slope stability requires a multidisciplinary approach. We often need geologists to provide



Figure 9.2 Scar created by a fatal landslide along Su-Hua Highway after typhoon Megi. (Courtesy of
An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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information regarding the rock formations, fault activities, and other geological charac-
teristics. The information may be qualitative, but that information usually covers the
region of interest. For example, where we should select the route of a highway to avoid
areas where construction activities may destabilize the neighboring slopes or be too costly
to maintain stability. Civil or geotechnical engineers usually deal with a specific location
and are responsible for the quantitative analysis to assure the safety of a given slope. This
chapter concentrates on themechanics and available tools related to the site-specific quan-
titative analysis of a given slope.
Table 9.1 Classification of landslides

Type of material

Engineering soils

Type of movement Bedrock Coarse grained Fine grained

Fall Rock fall Debris fall Earth fall
Topple Rock topples Debris topple Earth topple
Slides Rotational Rock slump Debris slump Earth slump

Translational Rock block slide,
rock slide

Debris block slide,
debris slide

Earth block slide,
earth slide

Lateral spreads Rock spread Debris spread Earth spread
Flows Rock flow

(deep creep)
Debris flow Earth flow

Complex Combines more than one type of movement

Source: Varnes, D.J. 1978. Slope movement types and processes. Chapter 2, Landslides: Analysis and control. Special

Report 176, TRB, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC, 234p.
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Figure 9.3 Description of the major types of slope movement. (a) Falls. (b) Topples. (c) Slides.
(d) Spreads. (e) Flows. (Adapted from Varnes, D.J. 1978. Slope movement types and
processes. Chapter 2, Landslides: Analysis and Control. Special Report 176, TRB, National
Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC, 234p.)
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Extensive developments have been made in slope stability analysis-related software
and computer packages in the past few decades. Sophisticated stress and deformation
(i.e., stress and strain) analyses of slopes, considering elasto-plastic characteristics of
the slope materials, have been made. For engineering practice, however, we are usually
more concerned with the safety of a given slope. Limit equilibrium methods based on
forces and strength of the slope materials are routinely used for slope stability analysis
in engineering practice. The following sections concentrate on the principles of limit equi-
librium methods and their applications. Recent developments in the use of limit analysis
for slope stability analysis are also briefly introduced.
Figure 9.4 Landslide triggered by the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake in Kyushu, Japan. (Courtesy of Prof.
Takaji Kokusho, Tokyo, Japan.)



Figure 9.5 Debris flow during Typhoon Toraji in 2001 nearly destroyed a hotel in Nan-Tou, Taiwan.
(Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchiu, Taiwan.)
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The objectives of this chapter are to

• Introduce the concept of the limit equilibrium method in slope stability analysis (Sec-
tion 9.2). Under rather restricted material and geometrical conditions of the assumed
slip surface, the analysis in this category may be conducted by hand calculations. The
effects of sudden draw-down and groundwater seepage on slope stability are evalu-
ated using a simplified close form solution considering an infinitely long slope with
uniform material and a planar failure surface.

• Describe the principles of the method of slices that can consider non-homogeneous
soil conditions and irregular slip surfaces in the slope stability analysis (Section
9.3). Except for extremely simplified conditions, a numerical procedure is usually
required to execute the method of slices. A few commonly used methods of slices
are introduced, their unique capabilities and limitations are discussed.

• Make a brief introduction to other numerical methods that have been used or dem-
onstrated great potential for the purpose of slope stability analysis (Section 9.4).

• Describe the possible loading conditions and nature of the slope that we often con-
sider in the slope stability analysis (Section 9.5).

• Introduce some of the commonly used techniques to monitor the stability of a slope
and engineering measures to improve the stability of a slope (Section 9.6).
9.2 LIMIT EQUILIBRIUM METHODS

Limit equilibrium methods are generally not concerned with stress distribution within the
slope. An important aspect of the limit equilibrium analysis is to assume that there exists a
slip surface in the slope.Materials above and below the slip surface form two rigid bodies.
The lower block remains stationary and the upper block is referred to as the sliding block,
that is, the block that has the potential to slide. There is no guarantee that the assumed slip
surface is the most critical one in the slope. A limit equilibrium analysis typically involves
consideration of many assumed slip surfaces (often in the hundreds). Each of these slip
surfaces will have a different factor of safety (FS). The minimum of these values is taken
as the representative factor of safety for the slope. The slip surface, with which this min-
imum value is associated, is called a “critical slip surface.” This is basically the same
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Figure 9.6 Forces acting on the free body with a general shape slip surface. (a) Slip surface of any
permissible shape and the free body diagram. (b) Force polygon.
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procedure that Coulomb used to develop the active earth force imposed on a retaining
wall. It is no surprise that Coulomb also used the limit equilibrium method. For slope
stability analysis, the search for the critical slip surface is much more complicated than
the case of retaining walls. A wide variety of optimization methods in search of the critical
slip surface have been implemented in commercial slope stability analysis programs. The
following introduction concentrates on the mechanics involved in the stability analysis of
a given slip surface. Methods in the search of the critical slip surface are not discussed.

Intuitively, a stress-based analysis is more desirable for slopes, as the strength of slope
material is, after all, a quantity of stress. The available stress-based methods are mostly
in the research stage. As a result, we routinely use the limit equilibrium methods in engi-
neering practice. In any case, comparisons made by Chen (1975) showed close agree-
ment between limit equilibrium and stress-based analyses. Ideally, a slope failure is a
three-dimensional (3D) problem. Methods are available for 3D slope stability analysis
(Chen and Chameau, 1982; Duncan, 1992). For simplicity, we evaluate the stability
of a slope usually as a two-dimensional (2D), plane strain problem. It is assumed that
the slope is infinitely long in the direction perpendicular to the paper. In most cases,
this assumption leads to conservative results (i.e., lower factor of safety) in the slope
stability analysis. The following discussion begins with limit equilibrium-based 2D
slope stability analysis.
9.2.1 Introduction to limit equilibrium method

The limit equilibrium method (LEM) was also used for foundation bearing capacity, and
lateral earth pressure analysis as described in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. The applica-
tion of LEM for slope stability analysis basically involves the following procedure. In ref-
erence to Figure 9.6 and for illustration purposes, we consider the case of drained
conditions (effective stress analysis):

• Assume a slip surface. The slip surface can be a plane or a curved surface. Figure 9.6a
shows a more general form of a curved slip surface of any permissible shape.

• To facilitate limit equilibrium analysis, we use a force-based Mohr–Coulomb yield
criterion as follows,

Sa = C′
a +N′ tanØ′

a (9.1)
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where
Sa= available resistance force along the slip surface
C′

a = sum of drained cohesion forces along the slip surface
N

′ = sum of effective normal contact forces along the slip surface
Ø′

a = peak drained friction angle for the material along the slip surface
• Using the concept of free body diagram, the sliding block is subject to three forces:
the driving force, Rd, that tends to destabilize the sliding block, the required resis-
tance force, Sr, to maintain stability of the stability block, and N′ that represents
the sum of all normal forces acting on the slip surface, excluding pore water pres-
sure effects. Rd is associated with gravity and passes through the center of gravity
of the sliding block. The magnitude and line of action of Rd are the important
known quantities in LEM. The required resistance force, Sr, is the portion of Sa
required to maintain stability, sometimes referred to as the mobilized resistance,
and

Sr = Sa
FS

= C′
a +N′ tanØ′

a

FS
(9.2)
where
FS= factor of safety for the sliding block
The magnitude and direction ofN′ are unknown as it relates to Sr. There are four equa-
tions to be satisfied to maintain stability of the sliding block:

1. Force-based Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion,

Sa = C′
a +N′ tanØ′

a (9.1)
2. Moment equilibrium at an arbitrary point O,

Rdrd −N′rn − Srrs = 0 (9.3)
3. Equilibrium of forces parallel to Rd,

Rd − Sr cos αds −N′ cos αdn = 0 (9.4)
4. Equilibrium of forces perpendicular to Rd,

Sr sin αds −N′sin αdn = 0 (9.5)
Refer to Figure 9.6a and b. There are seven unknowns involved in the equilibrium
analysis for the sliding block: FS, Sa, N′, rn, rs, αds, and αdn. There are four equations
to be satisfied. The system is therefore indeterminate, meaning there is no unique
solution.

Some simplifications or restrictions will have to be applied in order to obtain a unique
solution in the above limit equilibrium analysis. The following sections show some cases
of simplifications.
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9.2.2 The circular arc method

For a circular slip surface in a uniform cohesive material under undrained conditions (Ø=
0), a unique solution can be obtained. Refer to Figure 9.7, where Rd is the weight of the
sliding block, W, and rd is the distance between the center of the circular arc (O in
Figure 9.7) to the line of action of Rd. Resistance force consists of the undrained shear
strength, su, along the slip surface. Radius of the arc, R, is also the moment arm of the
resistance force or rs.

The arc length of the circular slip surface, La is,

La = rsθ (9.6)
The factor of safety against sliding can be computed based on moment equilibrium as
follows:

FS = suLars
Wrd

= sur2s θ
Wrd

(9.7)

where
θ= angle of the circular slip surface, in radian

The use of an Excel spreadsheet program to compute arc length,La,W, and the location
of the line of action ofW, based on the geometry of the slope and slip surface, is introduced
later in the method of slices. These parameters will be given at this stage for the purpose of
introducing the circular arc and friction circle methods and Examples 9.1 and 9.2.
EXAMPLE 9.1

Given

Consider 1 m thick sliding block in the direction perpendicular to the paper. For the
circular slip surface shown in Figure E9.1,

R= rs= 20.1 m
Arc length, La= 40.3 m
γ= 19 kN/m3

su= 60 kPa (Ø= 0)
Weight of the sliding block, W= 5180 kN
Distance from center of circle to W, rd= 6.1 m



W = 5180 kN

s u =
 60 kPa

R = rs  = 20.1 m

rd = 6.1 m

Figure E9.1 Slope of cohesive soil with a circular slip surface.
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Required

Determine the FS of the circular slip surface using the circular arc method.
Solution

Following Equation 9.7,

FS = suLars
Wrd

= (60)(40.3)(20.1)
(5180)(6.1) = 1.54
9.2.3 The friction circle method

This is another simplified method applicable for circular slip surface where a unique sol-
ution can be obtained. The method was proposed before computers were readily avail-
able. The friction circle was a graphical procedure to replace the cumbersome
trigonometry computations without a computer. The method is applicable for a slope
with homogeneous, cohesive frictional soil.

Assume the resultant of all normal stresses acting on the slip surface can be combined
into a single normal force. Refer to Figure 9.8a: the cohesion along arc ab has a resultant
Cm that acts in parallel to the direction of the chord ab. Taking moment about the center
of the circle, the line of action of Cm can be located at

Rc = La

Lc
R (9.8)

where
La= length of arc ab of the circular slip surface
Lc= length of the chord ab in Figure 9.8a

The point of application,A, is located at the intersection of the weight forceW and Cm.
U (if pore water pressure is present) points toward the center of the circle. Resultant of all
normal and shear forces, P, is inclined. In the force polygons shown in Figure 9.8b and c,
the magnitude and direction of W and U (computation of U is based on the geometry of
the slope, phreatic surface, and slip surface) are known. α is the slope of the chord or Cm,
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a known quantity. Therefore, the directions of Cm and P are known but their respective
magnitudes need to be determined.

Procedure to apply the friction circle method is as follows:

1. Calculate W, U, Rc, and location of the intersection point A.
2. Assume a factor of safety for Ø (or FØ), then the required or mobilized friction angle,

Øm, is

Øm = tan−1 tanØ
FØ

( )
(9.9)
3. Draw the friction circle with its radius Rf as

Rf = R sinØm (9.10)
4. Plot a tangent line to the friction circle that starts fromA as shown in Figure 9.8a. This
is also the direction of P, determined graphically with the help of friction circle.
(a)

W

Circular slip surfaceChord

Cm

Rf

Rc

R

R

U
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b
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Friction circle
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α

(c)

W

U

P

α

α

Øm

90–α

Cm

(b)

WP

α

α–Øm

Øm

90–α
Cm

Figure 9.8 The friction circle method. (a) Slip surface and the friction circle. (b) The force polygon.
(c) The force polygon with pore pressure.
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5. Find Cm using the force polygon shown in Figure 9.8b (or Figure 9.8c ifU is present).
Then derive the safety factor for cohesion, c (or Fc) as

Fc = cLc

Cm
(9.11)
6. Iterate steps 2–4 by varying FØ until

FØ ≈ Fc (9.12)
Which is also the factor of safety (FS) against failure of the sliding block.
In the original friction circle method, the values of P and Cm of the force polygon were

determined graphically by measuring the length of all sides of the force polygon using the
known magnitude of W as a scale. Nowadays, with the availability of computers, it may
be easier to use a spreadsheet program such as Excel and apply the law of sines to solve the
force polygon.
EXAMPLE 9.2

Given

For the same slope and circular slip surface as shown in Example 9.1, consider 1 m
thick sliding block in the direction perpendicular to the paper.
For the circular slip surface shown in Figure E9.1,

R= 20.1 m
Arc length, La= 40.3 m
Length of chord, Lc= 33.61m
Slope of the chord, α= 22.92◦

γ= 19 kN/m3

c= 20 kPa
Ø= 25◦

Weight of the sliding block, W= 5180 kN
Ignore the effects of U
Required

Determine the FS using the friction circle method.
Solution

Follow Equation 9.8,

Rc = La

Lc
R = (40.3)

(33.61) (20.1) = 24.1m
An Excel spreadsheet program was used to compute the related quantities. The pro-
gram is available to all registered users. Results are summarized in the following table.
A range of FØ was used in the trials to determine the corresponding Fc value. As shown
in the table, Fc≈ FØ when FØ= 1.436, and thus is chosen as the safety factor for the
slip surface.
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FØ
i
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Øm
Sr

N′

Rd

αds

αdn

body with a planar
on.
Cm, kN
(b

slip surface. (a) Pl
Fc
1.450
 17.83
 483.00
 1.391
1.440
 17.94
 472.35
 1.423
1.436
 17.99
 468.05
 1.436
1.420
 18.18
 450.59
 1.491
1.410
 18.30
 439.48
 1.529
1.400
 18.42
 428.21
 1.569
9.2.4 Limit equilibrium analysis with a planar slip surface

If the slip surface is a plane, then the limit equilibrium analysis can be uniquely solved with
two equations. Refer to Figure 9.9; the direction ofN′ is normal to the slip surface, or αdn
is known. The direction of Sr is parallel to the slip surface, or αds is known. Only two
unknowns, N′ and FS, remain, and they can be determined uniquely with the following
two equations:

Sr − Rd sin αdn = 0 (9.13)

and

N′ − Rd cos αdn = 0 (9.14)

where

Sr = Sa
FS

= C′
a +N′ tanØ′

a

FS
(9.2)
Slope failure with a planar slip surface may be applied to the analysis of rock slopes with
a clearly defined planar discontinuity such as joint or bedding plane with an inclination
angle, β, less than the slope angle, i, as shown in Figure 9.9a.
)

N′Rd

αdn

αds

β

S r

S a
FS

anar slip surface and free body
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EXAMPLE 9.3

Given

Consider a slope of inclination i, heightH, and a potential failure plane of inclination β
as shown in Figure E9.3a. The upper ground surface is horizontal.
N′W

(90 – β )

β

β

S r

S a
FS

W

N ′
β

β SrSlip surface

i

H

a

bc

(b)

E9.3 Slope with a plane slip surface and horizontal ground surface. (a) The slope with a planar slip
surface. (b) Force polygon.
Required

Show that that slope has a factor of safety,

FS = 2c′ sin i
γH sin(i− β) sin β +

tanØ′

tan β
(9.15)
Solution

Follow Equations 9.13 and 9.14 and consider the force polygon in Figure E9.3b,

Sr − Rd sin αdn = 0 (9.13)
N′ − Rd cos αdn = 0 (9.14)

Rd=W, and αdn= β, thus
Sr=W sin β, and N′ =W cos β

Consider a unit thickness of the slope.
Weight of the sliding block, W= (γ)(Aabc) (1)
Where γ= total soil unit weight, Aabc= area of triangle abc, and

Aabc =
1
2
(H)(bc)
Refer to the triangle abc in Figure E9.3a, ab=H/(sin β), and invoke the law of sines,

ab
sin(180− i) =

ab
sin i

= bc
sin(i− β)

thus

bc = (ab)(sin(i− β))
sin i

= (H)(sin(i− β))
(sin i)(sin β)
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and

Aabc =
1
2
(H)(bc) = (H2)[sin(i− β)]

2(sin i)(sin β)

W = (γ)(Aabc)(1) =
(γ)(H2)[sin(i− β)]

2(sin i)(sin β)

Sr = W sin β = (γ)(H2)(sin(i− β))
2(sin i)(sin β) sin β = (γ)(H2)(sin(i− β))

2(sin i)
Following Equation 9.2,

FS = C′
a +N′ tanØ′

a

Sr
= C′

a +N′ tanØ′
a

W sin β
= C′

a +W cos β tanØ′
a

W sin β
+ C′

a

W sin β
+ tanØ′

a

tan β

′

C′

a = (c′)(ab)(1) = c H
sin β

replacing W and C′
a into the first term,

FS = C′
a

W sin β
+ tanØ′

a

tan β
= 2c′H(sin i)(sin β)

(γ)(H2)(sin(i− β)) sin β +
tanØ′

a

tan β

= 2c′ sin i
γH sin(i− β) sin β +

tanØ′

tan β
(9.15)
With further simplification, consider an infinitely long slope with a planar slip surface;
many important mechanisms related to slope stability analysis can be demonstrated and
evaluated. Most importantly, the analysis can be readily conducted based on stress. These
simplified cases are presented in the following section.
9.2.5 Analysis of an infinitely long slope

Consider an infinitely long slopewith uniform soil properties and a planar slip surface that
is parallel to the slope surface. Let’s start with a case where the slope is inundated under
water and we consider a drained (effective stress) analysis as shown in Figure 9.10.
b

Sr N′

z

β

9.10 Infinite slope with a planar slip surface parallel to the slope surface.
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Consider a soil element with depth z and width b, in the slope as shown in Figure 9.10.
For an infinitely long slope, the normal and shear forces acting on the vertical surface on
both sides of the element cancel each other. Considering a unit thickness of the slope (unit
length perpendicular to the paper), the buoyant weight of the element, W′ is,

W ′ = γ′bz(1) = γ′bz (9.16)

where
γ′ = buoyant unit weight of the soil

The equilibrium of forces requires that,

Sr −W ′ sin β = 0 (9.17)

and

N′ −W ′ cos β = 0 (9.18)
Combining Equations 9.17 and 9.18 yields,

Sr = N′ tan β (9.19)
Dividing both sides of Equation 9.19 by the length of the base of the element, l, and l= b
sec β, yields a stress-based relationship as follows:

τr = σ′ tan β (9.20)

where
τr= required or mobilized shear strength to maintain stability
σ′= effective normal stress on the base of the element

and

σ′ = γ′z cos2 β and τr = γ′z sin β cos β (9.21)
According to theMohr–Coulomb failure criterion, the shear strength, τf, along the base
of the element is

τf = c′ + σ′ tanØ′ (9.22)

Thus,

FS = τf
τr

= c′ + σ′ tanØ′

γ′z sin β cos β
= c′ + γ′z cos2β tanØ′

γ′z sin β cos β
(9.23)

′
For cohesionless soil, c = 0, Equation 9.23 reduces to

FS = tanØ′

tan β
(9.24)
The equation simply says that the FS is larger than 1, if the angle of the slope, β, is
smaller than the drained friction angle of the soil, Ø′.
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9.2.6 Factor of safety under a rapid drawdown

For a slope above water table, the buoyant unit weight, γ′, in Equation 9.23 is replaced
with the total unit weight, γ, in both numerator and denominator while Equation 9.24
remains the same. In an extreme condition, if thewater level as shown in Figure 9.10 drops
rapidly from its original level to the surface of the slope, before the water within the slope
has a chance to seep out, the soil remains saturated but without the full benefit of buoy-
ancy. A “rapid or sudden drawdown” can occur, for example, in a reservoir when the
pool level drops quickly due to breakage of the dam or other forms of significant leakage.
We take a conservative approach by computing the driving force W based on saturated
soil unit weight. Equation 9.16 now becomes

W = γsatb · z (9.25)

where
γsat= saturated unit weight of the soil

and calculation of the required or mobilized shear strength, or Equation 9.21, becomes

σ′ = γsatz cos2 β and τr = γsatz sin β cos β (9.26)
The shear strength is still computed using the buoyant unit weight, and Equation 9.23
becomes

FS = τf
τr

= c′ + σ′ tanØ′

γsatz sin β cos β
= c′ + γ′z cos2β tanØ′

γsatz sin β cos β
(9.27)

′
If the soil is cohesionless, or c = 0, Equation 9.27 reduces to

FS = γ′ tanØ′

γsat tan β
(9.28)

′
For most soils, γ /γsat is approximately 1/2. Thus for a slope of cohesionless soil,
the rapid drawdown can reduce the FS by approximately 50%. In cohesive slope,
with the help of c′, the reduction of FS is not as significant in a rapid drawdown
condition.
9.2.7 Factor of safety under transient seepage conditions

In addition to the simplified and/or extreme conditions described in the previous sections,
we have also used the infinitely long slope case to evaluate some of the more realistic slope
stability problems. For example, in the case of artesian water or infiltration of surface
water due to heavy rainfall, the pore water pressure within a slope is not necessarily
hydrostatic, or the pore water pressure does not necessarily increase linearly with depth.
Also, the pore water pressure distribution is transient and varies with time. To accommo-
date this situation, we modify Equation 9.23 as

FS = c′ + (σ − u) tanØ′

γz sin β cos β
= c′ + (γz cos2β − u) tanØ′

γz sin β cos β
(9.29)
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A slope failure occurs when a combination of depth z and pore pressure u results in
FS= 1. This critical depth z is referred to as dcr, and dcr is derived by setting FS= 1 and
reorganizing Equation 9.29 as

dcr = c′ − u · tanØ′

γ cos2 β(tan β − tanØ′) (9.30)
Figure 9.11 shows the results from a transient numerical seepage analysis of an infi-
nitely long slope reported by Collins and Znidarcic (2004). The groundwater table was
initially at 4 m below ground surface. The soil above the groundwater table was unsatu-
rated and the initial pore water pressure was negative, as indicated in the figure. The infi-
nitely long slope had a slope angle β= 28◦. The slope material had strength parameters of
c′ = 3 kPa and Ø′ = 30◦, the total unit weight, γ = 20 kN/m3. A plot of dcr versus u
according to Equation 9.30 and the above soil parameters are included in Figure 9.11
as a stability envelope. A software package called SEEP/W (GEO-SLOPE International
Ltd., 1994) was used to simulate water infiltration from ground surface. The infiltration
was assumed to be in vertical direction only. Figure 9.11 shows the pore water pressure
profile at 0.3, 0.8, 1.5, and 1.8 hours after the infiltration started. As the rainfall continues,
soil becomes saturated (i.e., u= 0 as shown in Figure 9.11) at ground surface first and this
saturation front progresses downward into the unsaturated zone as the rainfall continues.
Within the saturated zone, the pore water pressure increased linearly with depth, as in
the case of hydrostatic conditions below a groundwater table. The negative pore pressure
remains, however, in the unsaturated zone below the saturation front. At 1.8 hour, the
pore water pressure profile touches the stability envelope at 2.1 m below ground surface
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Figure 9.11 Stability of an infinitely long slope with transient seepage. (Collins, B.D. and Znidarcic,
D. 2004. Stability analyses of rainfall induced landslides. Journal of Geotechnical and
Geoenvironmental Engineering, 130, 4. Figure 4, p. 364. Reproduced with permission of
the ASCE.)
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(point A in Figure 9.11), meaning the FS at that point is 1 and reached a failure condition.
The depth of point A corresponds to dcr of Equation 9.30.
9.3 METHOD OF SLICES

The method of slices is a versatile and powerful tool under the category of limit equilib-
rium analysis method for dealing with slopes with irregular slip surface and in non-homo-
geneous soils in which the values of c and Ø are not necessarily constant. The method was
pioneered by Fellenius (1927, 1936) and Taylor (1937, 1948) and has since been
improved extensively in its capabilities. With the help of computer software, the method
of slices is rather effective and thus has been widely used in engineering practice. The
method of slices generally involves the following procedure (Abramson et al., 1996):

• Divide the sliding block above an assumed slip surface into vertical slices as shown in
Figure 9.12. For the case shown in Figure 9.12, there are 10 slices. The width of the
slices is not necessarily uniform and the number of slices can vary.

• The bottom of each slice is simplified as a straight chord.
• The properties and the shear strength of the slices can vary, thus allowing non-uni-

form soil conditions to be considered.
• The analysis is based on forces. The stresses acting on the sides of a slice are replaced

with equivalent concentrated forces. Figure 9.13 shows the possible forces that can be
involved for a given slice. The line that connects the location of all the interslice forces
(ZR and ZL in Figure 9.13) is referred to as the thrust line.

Note that �C in Figure 9.13 represents the effects, in terms of force, of c or c′, and u along
the base of a slice, and �C = cΔl or c′Δl and Uα= uΔl where Δl= length of the base of the
slice along the assumed slip surface. �Ø is used to represent the total stress friction angle (Ø)
or drained, effective stress friction angle (Ø′). In an undrained, total stress slope stability
analysis, Uα is ignored, c should be replaced with the undrained shear strength, su, and
�Ø = 0. In drained or effective stress analysis, c′ and Ø′ are used to determine the strength
parameters �C and �Ø. Further discussion on the selection of soil strength parameters as
they relate to the types (drained or undrained) of slope stability analysis is presented in
the later sections.

The system remains to be indeterminate, as demonstrated in Table 9.2, for a case of n
slices, there are 6n−2 unknowns and 4n equations. The number of equations and
4

8

Surcharge

Soil layer 2

Soil layer 3

Soil layer 1Slip surface 10 slices

Figure 9.12 Simplification of a sliding block above an assumed slip surface as a series of vertical slices.
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Sm = mobilized shear force

Figure 9.13 Forces acting on a slice in general conditions.
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unknowns are equal only when n= 1, which then is identical to the case of a planar slip
surface described above. An important part of the earlier developments in the method of
slices was to simplify the parameters involved so that the numbers of equations and
unknowns are equal and a unique solution can be obtained. A few of the commonly
used methods of slices are introduced in the following sections. Examples that do not
involve pore water pressure and seismic loading conditions are presented first. Consider-
ations of pore water pressure (i.e., Uα) and seismic loadings (i.e., kh, kv) in the methods of
slices are described in subsequent sections.
9.3.1 Ordinary method of slices

It is difficult to evaluate the interslice forces (Z and θ in Figure 9.13), which depend on
factors including the stress–strain and deformation characteristics of the material of the
slope. The inclusion of interslice forces can also complicate the computations, especially
without the help of computer. A simple early approach assumed the interslice forces to
be zero and determined the total normal stress on the base of each slice by resolving all
forces perpendicular and tangential to the base of a slice. The ordinary method of slices
(OMS), also known as the Swedish circle or Fellenius method (Fellenius, 1927, 1936),



Table 9.2 Equations and unknowns involved in the method of slices (number of slices¼ n)

Description

Equations
n Moment equilibrium for each slice
2n Force equilibrium in two mutually perpendicular directions for each slice
n Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion
4n Total number of equations
Unknowns
1 Factor of safety, FS
n Normal force at the base of each slice, N0
n Location of normal force, N0 at the base of each slice
n Mobilized shear force at the base of each slice, Sm
n�1 Interslice force, Z
n�1 Inclination of each interslice force, θ
n�1 Location of interslice force (line of thrust)
6n�2 Total number of unknowns
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follows this approach. The OMS involves the following assumptions and/or
simplifications:

1. A circular slip surface is assumed.
2. All interslice forces (Z and θ in Figure 9.13 and Table 9.2) are ignored as shown in

Figure 9.14.
3. Consider force equilibrium in the N′ direction (perpendicular to the base) for each

slice, then

N′ = −Uα − khW sin α+ (1− kv) cos α+Q cos(δ− α) (9.31)
Figur
4. Consider moment equilibrium of the entire sliding block about the center of the
circular slip surface. The factor of safety is defined as a ratio of resisting over
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e 9.14 Simplification of forces on a slice.
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Figure 9.15 Summing moment with respect to the center of the circular slip surface.
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disturbing/driving moments. The location ofN′ at the base of each slice is irrelevant,
as all N′ points toward the center of the circle as shown in Figure 9.15.

FS =
∑n

i=1(�C+N′ tan �Ø)
∑n

i=1 A1 −
∑n

i=1 A2 +
∑n

i=1 A3
(9.32)
where
A1 = (W(1− kv) +Q cos δ) sin α (9.33)
( )
A2 = Q sin δ cos α− h
R

(9.34)
( )
A3 = khW cos α− hc
R

(9.35)
5. The analysis is determinate with one equilibrium equation (∑ moments about the
center of the circular slip surface) and one unknown (safety factor), as represented
by Equation 9.32.

An Excel spreadsheet program for the execution of method of slices is introduced in the
following examples. The spreadsheet program is available on the publisher’s website for
registered users. The ordinary method of slices is known to be conservative and tends to
underestimate the factor of safety. The error, albeit on the safe side, becomes greater for
deep critical circles with large variations in α.
EXAMPLE 9.4

Given

For the same slip surface and soil conditions in Example 9.1.
Required

Repeat Example 9.1 using the ordinary method of slices.
Solution

The sliding block is divided into 10 slices as shown in Figure E9.4.
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This example does not involve any surcharge load (Q= 0), pore water pressure
(Uα= 0), and there is no seismic load (kh= kv= 0). Under these conditions, Equation
9.31 becomes

N′ = W cos α
The Excel spreadsheet program is used to setup the coordinates of the slope profile
and compute the related quantities for the slices. Table E9.4 summarizes the results
of the computations.
E9.4 Summary of OMS computations

o. b (m) h (m) W (kN) α, radian W sin α (kN) W cos α (kN) Δl (m) �C ¼ suΔl (kN)

2.94 1.16 64.73 �0.508 �31.50 56.55 3.37 201.91
2.32 3.67 161.87 �0.364 �57.58 151.28 2.48 148.94
2.88 6.48 354.71 �0.228 �80.30 345.51 2.96 177.41
3.66 9.34 649.17 �0.064 �41.34 647.85 3.67 220.05
4.34 12.16 1003.95 0.136 135.96 994.70 4.38 263.06
1.84 13.99 488.20 0.293 141.18 467.34 1.92 115.14
3.73 13.77 975.62 0.442 417.24 881.90 4.13 247.58
3.98 11.74 887.57 0.668 549.76 696.81 5.08 304.02
3.24 8.34 513.10 0.925 409.92 308.61 5.43 323.02
2.02 3.44 132.36 1.194 123.07 48.73 5.68 329.72

1566.41 2330.86
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ase length of slice.
eight height of slice.
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γ  = 19 kN/m3
su = 60 kPa, Ø = 0°

E9.4 Profile of the slope and slices.
Equation 9.32 with the consideration of the given conditions becomes

FS =
∑n

i=1
�C

∑n
i=1 A1

and A1=W sin α. Using the summation of �C and W sin α values from Table E9.4,

FS = 2330.86
1566.41

= 1.49
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9.3.2 Simplified Bishop method

Bishop (1955) proposed a rigorous scheme by including the interslice forces in the equa-
tions of equilibrium of a typical slice. An iterative procedure was used to calculate the
interslice forces. He also proposed a simplified procedure which gives fairly accurate
results even though the interslice forces are ignored. As the rigorous Bishop method is
more involved and has been included in more recent and comprehensive procedures,
only the simplified Bishop method is presented below. A later section is devoted to discus-
sion of the more recent and comprehensive slope stability analysis methods.

In the simplified Bishop method, a factor of safety is derived for an assumed slip surface
by combining the vertical force equilibrium for each slice and moment equilibrium for the
entire sliding block. This arrangement allows the interslice shear forces (Z sin θ in
Figure 9.13) to be ignored. By assuming a circular slip surface and taking moment about
the center of the circular slip surface, the position and magnitude of the interslice horizon-
tal forces (Z cos θ in Figure 9.13) become irrelevant, as they are canceled in the computa-
tion of the moment equilibrium. A drawback to this approach is that the method is
applicable only for the analysis of a circular slip surface. The simplified Bishop method
involves the following assumptions and/or simplifications:

1. A circular slip surface is assumed.
2. All interslice shear forces (Z sin θ in Figure 9.13) are ignored.
3. Consider force equilibrium in the vertical direction for each slice (see Figure 9.13),

then

N′ = 1
ma

W(1− kv) −
�C sin α
FS

−Uα cos α+Q cos δ
[ ]

(9.36)
where
ma = cos α 1+ tan α tan �Ø
FS

[ ]
(9.37)
and FS is an assumed factor of safety. This arrangement practically neglected the
interslice horizontal forces (Z cos θ in Figure 9.13) as well.
4. Consider moment equilibrium of the entire sliding block about the center of the cir-
cular slip surface. The location of N′ at the base of each slice is irrelevant, as all N′

points toward the center of the circle as shown in Figure 9.15. The factor of safety
for the assumed slip surface is

FS =
∑n

i=1(�C+N′tan �Ø)
∑n

i=1 A4 −
∑n

i=1 A5 +
∑n

i=1 A6
(9.38)
A4 = (W(1− kv) +Q cos δ) sin α (9.39)
( )
A5 = Q sin δ cos α− h
R

(9.40)
( )
A6 = khW cos α− hc
R

(9.41)
5. The procedure is determinate with n+ 1 equilibrium equations (n equations for∑ in
vertical direction for each slice and 1 equation for∑moments about the center of cir-
cular slip surface) and n+ 1 unknowns (factor of safety and n normal forces on the
base of slices) where n is the number of slices.
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The FS is determined using an iteration procedure. An FS is assumed first in Equations
9.36 and 9.37 of step 3 for the determination ofN′. FS is calculated again using Equation
9.38 in step 4. The procedure is repeated until the assumed FS is reasonably close to the
calculated FS. Convergence is usually very rapid.
EXAMPLE 9.5

Given

For the slope geometry and circular slip surface as shown in Example 9.4. The cross-
section of the slope and its slip surface are shown in Figure E9.4, but with different
soil parameters, as follows:

γ = 19 kN/m3

c′ = 20 kPa
Ø

′ = 25◦

Required

Determine the factor of safety for the slip surface using the simplified Bishop method.

Solution

The sliding block is divided into 10 slices as shown in Figure E9.4.
This example does not involve any surcharge load (Q= 0), porewater pressure (Uα=

0) and there is no seismic load (kh= kv= 0). Under these conditions, Equation 9.36
becomes

N′ = 1
ma

W −
�C sin α
FS

[ ]
Equation 9.37 remains the same, Equation 9.38 becomes

FS =
∑n

i=1(�C+N′tan �Ø)
∑n

i=1 A4

and A4 (Equation 9.39) is simplified as

A4 = W sin α
The Excel spreadsheet programwas used to set up the coordinates of the slope profile
and compute the related values. A series of trial FS values was used and compared with
the computed FS values. Table E9.5 summarizes the results of the computations when
assumed FS= 2.12, after many iterations.

∑n

i=1

(�C+N′ tan �Ø) = 782.20+ 2541.84 = 3324.04 kN

and

∑n

i=1

A4 = 1566.41kN

∑n � ′ �

FS = i=1(C+N tanØ)

∑n
i=1 A4

= (3324.04)
(1566.41) = 2.12

The computed FS after iterations is essentially the same as the assumed value.



Table E9.5 Summary of the simplified Bishop method computations

Slice
no.

b
(m) h (m) W (kN)

α,
radian

W sin α
(kN)

Δl
(m)

�C ¼ c0Δl
(kN) ma

N0
(kN)

N0 tan �Ø
(kN)

1 2.94 1.16 64.73 �0.51 �31.50 3.37 67.41 0.77 104.62 48.79
2 2.32 3.67 161.87 �0.36 �57.58 2.48 49.68 0.86 198.76 92.68
3 2.88 6.48 354.71 �0.23 �80.30 2.96 59.15 0.92 390.62 182.15
4 3.66 9.34 649.17 �0.06 �41.34 3.67 73.35 0.98 661.99 308.69
5 4.34 12.16 1003.95 0.14 135.96 4.38 87.70 1.02 978.22 456.15
6 1.84 13.99 488.20 0.29 141.18 1.92 38.40 1.02 473.08 220.60
7 3.73 13.77 975.62 0.44 417.24 4.13 82.62 1.00 960.87 448.06
8 3.98 11.74 887.57 0.67 549.76 5.08 101.66 0.92 931.13 434.20
9 3.24 8.34 513.10 0.93 409.92 5.43 108.64 0.78 607.54 283.30
10 2.02 3.44 132.36 1.19 123.07 5.68 113.60 0.57 144.14 67.22
Sum 1566.41 782.20 2541.84

b¼width of slice.
Δl¼ base length of slice.
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9.3.3 Simplified Janbu method

In general, there is no reason for a slip surface to be circular. It is much preferred to use
a generalized method of slices that allows non-circular slip surface be considered. This
is especially true when there is an inclined thin soft soil layer in the slope where a
straight slip surface is likely to pass through that soil layer. Janbu (1954, 1957,
1973) proposed such a method that allows a non-circular slip surface to be applied
in the analysis. The method considered the force and moment equilibrium of a typical
slice and force equilibrium of the sliding block as a whole. An iterative procedure was
used to calculate the interslice forces and FS. The generalized Janbu method can be
included in more recent and comprehensive procedures, thus only a simplified Janbu
method is presented below. A later section is devoted to a discussion of the more recent
and comprehensive slope stability analysis methods. As the simplified Bishop method,
the interslice forces are practically ignored in the simplified Janbu method.

The simplified Janbu method involves the following procedure and simplifications:

1. All interslice shear forces (Z sin θ in Figure 9.13) are ignored, as in the simplified
Bishop method. The main difference for the simplified Janbu method is that the FS
is determined considering overall horizontal force equilibrium, as described below.

2. Consider force equilibrium in the vertical direction for each slice (see Figure 9.13)
while ignoring the interslice shear forces, then

N′ = 1
ma

W(1− kv) −
�C sin α
FS

−Uα cos α+Q cos δ
[ ]

(9.42)
where
ma = cos α 1+ tan α tan �Ø
FS

[ ]
(9.43)
and FS is an assumed factor of safety.
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3. Consider horizontal force equilibrium for the entire sliding block and rearrange the
equation results in and expression for the FS of the slip surface:

FS =
∑n

i=1(�C+N′ tan �Ø) cos α
∑n

i=1 A7 +
∑n

i=1 N
′ sin α

(9.44)
A7 = Uα sin α+Wkh +Q sin δ (9.45)
Figur
4. For a sliding block with n slices, the procedure is determinate with n+ 1 equilibrium
equations (n equations for ∑ forces in vertical direction for all slices and 1 equation
for∑ forces in horizontal direction for the entire sliding block) and n+ 1 unknowns
(factor of safety and n normal force on the base of all slices).

The horizontal interslice forces from two successive slices have the same magnitude but
opposite directions, thus are canceled in the overall horizontal force equilibrium compu-
tation, and practically ignored as in the simplified Bishop method.

The FS is determined using an iteration procedure. An FS is assumed first in
Equations 9.42 and 9.43 of Step 2 for the determination of N′. FS is calculated again
using Equations 9.44 and 9.45 in Step 3. The procedure is repeated until the difference
between the assumed and calculated FS becomes small. By neglecting the interslice shear
forces, the FS calculated using simplified Janbu method is likely to be too low. Janbu
suggested that the calculated factor of safety from the above procedure, FScalculated,
be adjusted by multiplying a modification factor, fo, to obtain the reported factor of
safety, FSJanbu, or

FSJanbu = fo · FScalculated (9.46)

where

fo = 1+ b1
d
L
− 1.4

d
L

( )2
[ ]

(9.47)

For soils with c only: b1= 0.69
For soils with Ø only: b1= 0.31
For soils with c and Ø: b1= 0.50

The definition of L and d is given in Figure 9.16, where L is the chord length of the slip
surface and d is the maximum depth of the slip surface, measured from the chord.
L

d

e 9.16 Definition of L and d.
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EXAMPLE 9.6

Given

For the same slope geometry in Example 9.5 but consider a non-circular slip
surface. The cross-section of a slope and its non-circular slip surface are shown in
Figure E9.6. The soil parameters are

γ= 19 kN/m3

c′ = 20 kPa
Ø

′ = 25◦
(x2, y2)

(xo, yo)

(x1, y1)
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E9.6 Profile of the slope, non-circular slip surface and the slices.
Required

Determine the factor of safety for the slip surface using the simplified Janbu method.
Solution

The sliding block is divided into 10 slices (numbered from left to right) as shown in
Figure E9.6.
This example does not involve any surcharge load (Q= 0), pore water pressure

(Uα= 0), and there is no seismic load (kh= kv= 0). Under these conditions, Equation
9.42 becomes

N′ = 1
ma

W −
�C sin α
FS

[ ]
Equation 9.43 remains the same as

ma = cos α 1+ tan α tan �Ø
FS

[ ]
(9.43)

invoke Equation 9.44,

FS =
∑n

i=1(�C+N′ tan �Ø) cos α
∑n

i=1 A7 +
∑n

i=1 N
′ sin α

(9.44)

and A7= 0 for all slices (Equation 9.45).
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1
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4
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Sum
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The Excel spreadsheet programwas used to set up the coordinates of the slope profile
and compute the related values. A series of trial FS values was used and compared with
the computed FS values. Table E9.6 summarizes the results of the computations when
assumed FS= 1.83, after many iterations.
E9.6 Summary of the simplified Janbu method computations

. W (kN)
α,
radian Δl (m)

C¼ c0Δl
(kN) N0 (kN) ma

(�C þ N0tan �Ø)
cos α N0 sin α

61.70 �0.50 3.35 66.93 104.46 0.76 101.66 �49.80

157.14 �0.37 2.48 49.70 198.09 0.84 132.64 �70.95

349.08 �0.23 2.96 59.16 389.35 0.92 234.37 �88.82

591.06 0.33 3.86 77.25 561.30 1.03 321.22 179.36

838.57 0.33 4.58 91.69 799.38 1.03 440.10 255.43

402.01 0.33 1.94 38.77 384.10 1.03 206.46 122.73

816.72 0.33 3.94 78.73 780.35 1.03 419.41 249.35

807.19 0.33 4.20 83.96 770.19 1.03 419.88 246.11

502.15 0.95 5.53 110.61 572.12 0.79 220.96 463.81

117.93 1.24 6.24 124.83 94.49 0.57 54.74 89.39

2551.43 1396.61
∑n

i=1

(�C+N′ tan �Ø) = 2551.43kN

and

∑n

i=1

N′ sin α = 1396.61kN

∑n � ′ �

se length of slice.
FS = i=1(C+N tanØ)
∑n

i=1 N
′ sin α

= (2551.43)
(1396.61) = 1.83

The computed FS is essentially the same as the assumed value. The calculated factor

of safety, FScalculated, is corrected according to Equations 9.46 and 9.47, and

FSJanbu = 1+ b1
d
L
− 1.4

d
L

( )2
[ ]{ }

· FScalculated
For soils with c and Ø, b1= 0.50 (see Equation 9.47). Take the distance between
(x1, y1) and (x2, y2) in Figure E9.6 as L. Consider the distance between (xo, yo) and
the line that connects (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) in Figure E9.6 as d. Replacing FScalculated,
d, L, and b1 into Equation 9.47,

FSJanbu = 1+ 0.5
7.33
30.69

− 1.4
7.33
30.69

( )2
[ ]{ }

FScalculated = (1.08)(1.83) = 1.97
9.3.4 General limit equilibrium (GLE) method

So far, three methods have been introduced for slope stability analysis under the category
of method of slices. These are part of a much larger family of methods utilizing limit equi-
librium method of slices that were proposed in a period of three decades since the 1950s.
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Other noticeable methods in the family include those by Morgenstern and Price (1965)
and Spencer (1967, 1973). The safety factor equations have been derived considering
the summation of forces in two directions and/or the summation of moments about a
point of rotation, the basic elements of statics. As described earlier in this chapter and
in Table 9.2, these elements of statics, along with the failure criterion, are insufficient to
make the slope stability analysis determinate except for very limited conditions (i.e., a pla-
nar slip surface). In order to render the analysis determinate, all methods of slices men-
tioned so far had made assumptions regarding the direction and/or magnitude of some
of the forces involved.

Fredlund et al. (1981) indicated that the similarities and differences among the avail-
able limit equilibrium methods of slices were obscure, largely because of (1) the lack of
uniformity in formulating the equations of equilibrium, (2) the ambiguity concerning
interslice forces, and (3) the unknown limitations imposed by non-circular slip surfaces.
Fredlund et al. (1981) proposed a common formulation of the equilibrium equations
called the general limit equilibrium (GLE) method that can be used to encompass
most of the above-mentioned methods. For the above reasons, this section will concen-
trate on the GLE method and follow the generalized formulations by Chugh (1986). It
can be shown that most of the other methods of slices can be considered as special cases
of the GLE method.

The GLE method starts by using a function to describe the distribution of the interslice
force angles (i.e., θR and θL in Figure 9.13) as follows,

θi = λ · f (xi) (9.48)

where θi represents the interslice force angle on the right of slice i (θR). Note that θR of slice i
equals to θLof the neighboring slice i+ 1. f (xi) is user defined and canbe a continuous func-
tionora setof specifieddiscrete values, as showninFigure9.17.Thevalueof f (xi) isbetween
0 and 1 in keeping track of the characteristics of the interslice force angles. λ is treated as an
unknown and serves as a scale factor to give the range of θi beyond 0 and 1. The function of
f (xi) must be defined a priori in executing GLE method.

For simplicity, seismic effects, external load, and pore water pressure are not considered
(i.e., kv= kh= 0, Q= 0 and Uα= 0) in the following introduction. The remaining forces
acting on a given slice are shown in Figure 9.18.

Consider force equilibrium for each slice tangential to the base of that slice,

Sm + ZL cos(α− θL) − ZR cos(α− θR) −W sin α = 0 (9.49)
Invoking the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion,

Sm = Sa
FS

=
�C+N′ tan �Ø

FS
(9.50)
Replace Sm into Equation 9.49,

N′ tan �Ø = FS · {ZR cos(α− θR) − ZL cos(α− θL) + W sin α}− �C (9.51)
Now consider force equilibrium for each slice normal to the base of that slice,

N′ = ZL sin(α− θL) − ZR sin(α− θR) + W cos α (9.52)
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Figure 9.17 Examples of functions describing the variations in the direction of the interslice forces with
respect to the x direction. (After Fredlund, D.G. et al., 1981. The relationship between limit
equilibrium slope stability methods. Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Soil
Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, Stockholm, A.A. Balkema, Vol. 3, pp. 409–416.)
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Figure 9.18 Key parameters involved in the GLE method.
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Replace N′ from Equation 9.52 into Equation 9.51,

ZR = A8ZL cos(θL − α) 1− 1
FS

tan(θL − α) tan �Ø
[ ]

+ A8

�Cb
FS · cos α−W sin α+W cos α tan �Ø

FS

[ ]
(9.53)

and

A8 = 1

cos(θR − α) 1− 1
FS

tan(θR − α) tan �Ø
[ ] (9.54)
Consider moment equilibrium at the center of the base for each slice,

ZL cos θL hL − b
2
tan α

[ ]
+ ZL

b
2
sin θL − ZR cos θR hR + b

2
tan α

[ ]

+ ZR
b
2
sin θR = 0 (9.55)
Rearrange Equation 9.55 so that,

hR = ZL cos θL
ZR cos θR

hL + b
2

1
cos θR cos α

sin(θR − α) + ZL

ZR
sin(θL − α)

[ ]
(9.56)

′
The effective normal stress at the base of each slice, σn, can be calculated based on the
respective N′ and base length, Δl, as follows:

σ′n = N′

Δl
= N′

b sec α
(9.57)

′
Replace N from Equation 9.52 into Equation 9.57,

σ′n = 1
b sec α

{ZL sin(α− θL) − ZR sin(α− θR) + W cos α} (9.58)
The safety factor for a given slip surface can be computed using the following
procedure:
1. Number the slices in the sliding block from left to right as described in Figure 9.12,

where the toe is on the left and crest is on the right.
2. Determine θL, hL, andZL for the first slice according to its boundary conditions on the

left end of the sliding block. Specify the interslice force angle function, f (xi), such as
those depicted in Figure 9.17.

3. Assume a λ, then use Equation 9.48 to determine the θR values for the rest of the slices.
Note that θL and θR will be in radians and positive for interslice forces located coun-
terclockwise to the normal of the side of the slice as shown in Figure 9.18. θR of slice i
equals to θL of slice i+ 1.

4. Assume an FS and compute ZR using Equation 9.53 sequentially from the first to the
last slice. Note that ZR of slice i equals to ZL of slice i+ 1, and ZL for the first slice is
specified in Step 2.

5. Adjust FS and repeat Step 4 until ZR for the last slice approaches the boundary force.
This ZR can be the hydrostatic force if there exists a crack in the crest and the crack is
filled with water.
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6. Using the θL/θR values from Step 3 and ZL/ZR values generated in Step 4, determine
hR sequentially from the first to the last slice following Equation 9.56.Note that hL for
the first slice is specified in Step 2.

7. The hR for the last slice should be compatible with the boundary condition at the slope
crest. If there is no crack or no water in the crack, hR= 0, or hR= 1/3 of the water
depth for water-filled crack.

8. Adjust λ and repeat Steps 3 through 7 until a reasonable hR for the last slice is
obtained.

9. The computation involves iterations of λ and FS. Practice and experience are needed
to obtain convergence. In certain cases, variations of the f (xi) may be necessary. There
is no rigorous method to verify if the result is correct (e.g., comparison between the
assumed and computed FS). Methods to evaluate the reasonableness of the computa-
tions can include plotting σ′n for each slice according to Equation 9.58, position of the
thrust line (a line that connects the location of all interslice forces, as shown in
Figure 9.18), and interslice shear stresses (interslice shear force divided by the corre-
sponding height of the slice wall). In most cases, the distribution of σ′n should be com-
pressive; it starts low and increases with x (horizontal distance to the toe) and then
diminishes toward the crest. The thrust line should remain within the sliding block.
The interslice shear stresses should be less than the respective shear strength of the
material within the sliding block.

10. For a sliding block of n slices, the solution involves 3n equilibrium equations (n equa-
tions for ∑ forces in vertical direction, n equations for ∑ forces in horizontal direc-
tion, and n equations for ∑ moments about any selected point) and 3n unknowns
(factor of safety, the scale factor λ, n normal forces on the base of slices, n− 1 inter-
slice forces, and n− 1 locations of the interslice forces).
EXAMPLE 9.7

Given

For the same slope and non-circular slip surface in Example 9.6. The cross-section of
the slope, its non-circular slip surface, and soil parameters are shown in Figure E9.7.

Required

Determine the factor of safety for the slip surface using theGLEmethod and use f(xi)= 1.
Solution

The sliding block is divided into 10 slices as shown in Figure E9.7, and the slices are
numbered from left to right. The computation follows the procedure stated above.
The left side of slice 1 is a point and there is no external force applied to this side, there-
fore θL is irrelevant, ZL and hL= 0. The Excel spreadsheet program was used to set up
the coordinates of the slope profile and make computations according to GLE proce-
dure. A series of trial FS and λ values were used in the process. Table E9.7 summarize
the results of the GLE computations when assumed FS= 2.85 and λ= 0.4.
The shear stress is computed according to the ZR tangential to the right side wall

(=ZR sin θR) divided by height of the right side wall (h) of each slice.
The normal stress required in the computation of shear strength is determined

according to the ZR normal to the right side wall (=ZR cos θR) divided by height of
the right side wall of each slice.
The position of the thrust line is included in Figure E9.7. Distributions of σ′n along the

base of slip surface and shear stress ratios (ratio of the computed shear stress on the side
wall over the available shear strength) on the vertical face of the slices versus x
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Figure E9.7 Profile of the slope, non-circular slip surface for the GLE method.

Table E9.7 Summary of GLE method computations

Slice
no.

b
(m) h (m)

W
(kN)

α,
radian

Δl
(m)

C¼ c0Δl
(kN)

θL,
radian

θR,
radian A8

ZL
(kN)

ZR
(kN)

1 2.94 1.10 61.70 �0.50 3.35 66.93 – 0.4 1.30 0.00 150.97
2 2.32 3.56 157.14 �0.37 2.48 49.70 0.4 0.4 1.23 150.97 264.40
3 2.88 6.38 349.08 �0.23 2.96 59.16 0.4 0.4 1.17 264.40 449.01
4 3.66 8.50 591.06 0.33 3.86 77.25 0.4 0.4 1.01 449.01 454.34
5 4.34 10.16 838.57 0.33 4.58 91.69 0.4 0.4 1.01 454.34 461.46
6 1.84 11.52 402.01 0.33 1.94 38.77 0.4 0.4 1.01 461.46 419.35
7 3.73 11.52 816.72 0.33 3.94 78.73 0.4 0.4 1.01 419.35 391.17
8 3.98 10.68 807.19 0.33 4.20 83.96 0.4 0.4 1.01 391.17 379.74
9 3.24 8.16 502.15 0.95 5.53 110.61 0.4 0.4 0.90 379.74 191.23
10 2.02 3.07 117.93 1.24 6.24 124.83 0.4 0.4 0.70 191.23 222.68

Normal stressa Thrust lineb Shear stress

Slice no. hL (m) hR (m) N0 (kN) x (m) σ0n (kPa) x (m) y (m) Shear strength

1 0.00 1.42 172.21 1.47 51.46 �11.2518 �16.60 0.33
2 1.42 2.28 225.38 4.10 90.70 �8.31 �16.77 0.11
3 2.28 2.85 448.66 6.70 151.68 �5.99 �16.80 0.06
4 2.85 3.12 560.47 9.97 145.11 �3.11 �16.91 0.05
5 3.12 3.44 795.14 13.97 173.45 0.55 �15.40 0.04
6 3.44 3.96 377.79 17.06 194.87 4.894 �13.61 0.03
7 3.96 4.57 771.80 19.85 196.07 6.731 �12.48 0.03
8 4.57 5.05 764.02 23.70 181.99 10.461 �10.61 0.04
9 5.05 5.39 391.78 27.31 70.84 14.439 �8.78 0.05
10 5.39 �0.07 14.79 29.94 2.37 17.677 �3.97 0.13

Δl¼ base length of slice.

Note

a x coordinate at the center of the base of each slice.

b x coordinate at the right side of each slice.
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coordinate are shown in Figure E9.7a. The results fit the criteria described above for
reasonableness check. The GLE offers significantly more information than the
previous methods.
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9.4 OTHER NUMERICAL METHODS

Other numerical methods that consider the slope as a continuous material, assembly of
rigid or deformable discrete blocks/particles have also been developed (Sitar et al.,
2005). The most noticeable continuous mechanics methods are those based on finite ele-
ment or finite difference numerical schemes. The analysis is based on stress rather than
force as in the case of limit equilibrium methods. The slope material is continuous,
deformable, and can be layered with nonlinear stress–strain relationships. There is no
need for a predefined slip surface. These methods are determinate and provide a unique
solution. The finite element or finite difference methods are versatile and powerful.
They have been used to perform seepage analysis and to determine the state of stress
and strain within a slope under gravity and various loading conditions. However, when
factor of safety is close to 1, the continuous mechanics-based methods tend to become
numerically unstable. The finite element or finite difference methods are thus not well
suited for searching the critical slip surface and determining the factor of safety of a slope.

The distinct or discrete element method (DEM) (Cundall and Strack, 1979) that consid-
ers the slope material as an assembly of rigid particles (spherical or irregular) has been
used to simulate the development of a landslide. The DEMmethod allows the slope stabil-
ity analysis without a pre-assumed slip surface. The discontinuous deformation analysis
(DDA) (Shi and Goodman, 1985) considers the slope as a collection of deformable blocks.
With the consideration of stress equilibrium, the DDAmethod is determinate and yields a
unique solution for a given boundary and initial conditions (Huang and Ma, 1992). The
results of DEM or DDA depend on the selection of particle or block contact properties,
which are difficult to determine.

Details of limit analysis have been described in Chapter 2. Limit analysis solutions are
rigorous in the sense that the stress field associated with a lower-bound solution is in equi-
librium with imposed loads at every point in the soil mass, while the velocity field associ-
ated with an upper-bound solution is compatible with imposed displacements. The best
(highest) lower bound to the true collapse load can be found by analyzing various trial
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statically admissible stress fields. The best (lowest) upper-bound to the true collapse load
can be found by examining various kinematically admissible velocity fields. To obtain
optimum solutions (high-lower bounds and low-upper bounds) to slope stability prob-
lems, analyses will have to be done with many trial statically admissible stress fields
and trial kinematically admissible velocity fields—a rather tedious task that is not possible
to tackle without the help of a numerical scheme. Because of the difficulties in constructing
statically admissible stress field manually, the application of limit analysis had been lim-
ited to the upper-bound method (Chen, 1975; Chen and Liu, 1990). Extending the work
by Sloan (1988), Yu and Sloan (1991), and Yu et al. (1998) demonstrated that, by discre-
tization of the soil mass using three-noded triangular finite elements and linear program-
ming, the optimized upper-bound and lower-bound solutions can be readily obtained.
The method, called finite element limit analysis, shows great potential because with the
help of a finite element mesh, various soil, boundary, and seepage conditions can be con-
sidered (Kim et al., 1999), and the solution is rigorous and unique.

While these numerical methods have demonstrated significant potential, they are still in
various stages of research and are not routinely used in engineering practice.
9.5 CONDITIONS FOR SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS

So far, the introduction to slope stability analysis has been concentrating on the method-
ology itself; variations of soil parameters in the analysis have been kept to a minimum for
simplicity. In practice, we generally divide the analysis into total and effective stress anal-
ysis as follows:

Total stress (undrained) analysis—Based on undrained strength parameters (c, Ø) for the
determination of shear resistance, in the case of Ø= 0 analysis (c= su, the undrained
shear strength), use total soil unit weight (γ or γsat) for the computation of normal con-
tact forces and driving forces, and pore pressure is ignored.

Effective stress (drained) analysis—Based on drained shear strength (c′, Ø′) for the deter-
mination of shear resistance, use buoyant unit weight (γ′) for the computation of nor-
mal contact forces and driving forces below groundwater table or phreatic surface, and
pore pressure is computed according to the piezometric conditions of the slope.

The choice between total and effective stress analysis depends on the conditions of the
slope to be considered and the types of soils involved.
9.5.1 Stability analysis for built embankments

Figure 9.19 shows the time history for a case of constructing an embankment on a satu-
rated clay foundation. The average shear stress along a given slip surface (Figure 9.19b)
increases with the height of fill. The shear stress reaches its maximum when the embank-
ment reaches its “end of construction,” and height of fill reaches its final maximum level.
Pore pressure within the saturated clay increases with the fill height. The pore pressure
reaches its maximum at the end of construction. Upon completion of the embankment,
the pore pressure dissipates and eventually reaches an equilibrium level that is controlled
by the long-term groundwater table, as shown in Figure 9.19c. Concurrent with pore pres-
sure dissipation, the saturated clay consolidates and gains strength. The dissipation of
pore pressure also causes the effective normal stress, σ′n, along the slip surface to increase.
The permeability of clay is usually too low for full pore pressure dissipation during the
stage of construction (“rapid construction” in Figure 9.19d). Since it is difficult to accu-
rately estimate the increase of pore pressure during rapid construction, we typically use
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embankment on saturated clay. (a) Construction of an embankment on saturated clay.
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to the solution of stability problems. Proceedings of the ASCE Research Conference on the
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total stress analysis for this stage. The safety factor reaches its minimum value at the end of
construction as the induced pore pressure and shear stress along the slip surface reach
their respective maximum level. Because of these reasons, the “end of construction” is
an important stability analysis that reflects the safety of an embankment at a critical stage.
To determine the long-term stability of the embankment, effective stress analysis is con-
ducted based on pore pressure values in equilibrium with the groundwater table.

In the case of an excavation in clay, as shown in Figure 9.20, the pore pressure drops
initially due to unloading, as shown in Figure 9.20b. The pore pressure starts to increase
after end of construction (i.e., excavation) and eventually reaches an equilibrium that is
controlled by the long-term groundwater table. The safety factor decreases monotonically
(see Figure 9.20c) in this case, and eventually reaches a stabilized value when the pore
pressure stabilizes. In this case, the long-term, instead of end of construction, is the
most critical stage.
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Figure 9.20 Variations of pore pressure and factor of safety with time for an excavation in saturated clay.
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If the materials involved are highly permeable, such as clean sand or gravel, then effec-
tive stress analysis can be used throughout. For intermediate materials such as silt or silty
fine sand, the end of construction analysis is performed using both total stress and effective
stress analysis. A range of safety factor values obtained is then considered.

In the case of an embankment dam, positive pore pressure can develop during construc-
tion. This is especially true as the zoned embankment dam core is usually made of clay
compacted on the wet side of the optimum (water content higher than the optimumwater
content). The end of construction is again part of an important stability analysis. A few
more relevant conditions that will have to be considered for an embankment dam are
described below.

Long-term stability of an earth dam under steady state seepage—Upon completion of the
earth dam and dissipation of the construction induced positive pore pressure, water is
impounded in the reservoir and seepage develops through the embankment. The piezo-
metric or phreatic surface (surface where the pore pressure is zero) associated with
steady state seepage and various reservoir levels can affect the long term stability of
the embankment dam. A series of drained stability analysis is performed to consider
the various reservoir levels, their related seepage conditions, and positions of the
phreatic surface.

Stability of an earth dam under rapid drawdown—a “rapid or sudden drawdown” can
occur in a reservoir when the pool level drops quickly due to breakage of the dam or
other forms of significant leakage. The drawdown occurs rapidly before the water
within the slope has a chance to seep out of the slope and develop a phreatic surface
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that is in equilibrium with the lowered pool level. We take a conservative approach in
the rapid drawdown stability analysis. The driving force is determined based on total
soil unit weight. The shear strength is computed according to effective stress analysis
using buoyant unit weight for soil located below the phreatic surface prior to rapid
drawdown. As demonstrated in a simple case in Section 9.2, rapid drawdown can lower
the safety factor significantly.
9.5.2 Stability analysis for natural slopes

Endof construction is not an issue in this case. Effective stress analysis is usually applied for
natural slopes. The groundwater table required in the analysis can be estimated, for exam-
ple, on the basis of open-endpiezometer observations (seeChapter 3 for details of open-end
piezometers). For waterfront slopes, rapid drawdown analysis may also be required. Rain-
fall-induced landslide can be amajor concern for natural slopes. The pore pressure induced
by surface infiltration of rainfall water can be determined using seepage analysis. Rahardjo
et al. (2007) reported such a series of seepage and slope stability analysis. Figure 9.21a
Boundary conditions:
ab, bc, cd = q = Ir (rainfall intensity)
ah, de,  fg = Q = 0 m3/s (i.e., no flow boundary)
ef, gh = ht (total head at the side)
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Figure 9.21 Effects of rainfall intensity and seepage duration on the factor of safety for a homogeneous
fine grained sandy slope with saturated hydraulic conductivity k¼ 10�2 cm=sec. (a) Cross
section and initial groundwater conditions. (b) Variation of FS with time and rainfall
intensity. (From Rahardjo, H. et al., 2007. Journal of Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental
Engineering, 133, 12. Figure 5a, p. 1538. Reproduced with permission of the ASCE.)
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shows the cross-section and initial groundwater conditions of a homogeneous fine-grained
sandy slope in their studies. Soil immediately below the slope surface was unsaturated ini-
tially with negative pore pressure. The soil becomes saturated and develops positive pore
pressure as rainwater infiltrates from the ground surface. This downward movement of
seepage continues during the rainfall. A time history of the safety factor during and after
the rainfall, considering different rainfall intensities (Ir), is shown in Figure 9.21b. The
results show that the FS decreases during rainfall and slowly increases after the rainfall
stops, and higher rainfall intensity causes lower FS.
Figure

Table

x, m
y, m
EXAMPLE 9.8

Given

For the same slope and circular slip surface as shown in Example 9.4, but nowwith the
phreatic surface above the slip surface. The cross-section of the slope and its slip surface
with a radius of 20.1 m are shown in Figure E9.8.

γ = 19 kN/m3

c′ = 20 kPa
Ø′ = 25◦

The phreatic surface between the right end of slice 1 and left end of slice 10 is defined
by the coordinates in Table E9.8.
Phreatic surface

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8

9
10

c′ = 20 kPa, Ø′ = 25°
γ = 19.0 kN/m3
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E9.8 Profile of the slope with a phreatic surface and slices.

E9.8 Coordinates that define the phreatic surface

�11.25 �8.31 �5.99 �3.11 0.55 4.89 6.73 10.46 14.44 17.68
�16.53 �15.98 �14.80 �13.00 �11.80 �11.00 �10.50 �10.00 �9.50 �9.35
Required

Determine the safety factor for the slip surface using the simplified Bishop method.



Table

Slice
no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Sum

b¼wid
Δl ¼ b
u¼ ave
Uα¼ u
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Solution

The sliding block is divided into 10 slices as shown in Figure E9.8, and the slices
are numbered from left to right. This example does not involve any surcharge load
(Q= 0), and there is no seismic load (kh= kv= 0). Under these conditions, Equa-
tion 9.36 becomes

N′ = 1
ma

W −
�C sin α
FS

−Uα cos α
[ ]
Equation 9.37 remains the same:

ma = cos α 1+ tan α tan �Ø
FS

[ ]
Equation 9.38 becomes

FS =
∑n

i=1 (�C+N′ tan �Ø)
∑n

i=1 A4

and

A4 = W sin α
The Excel spreadsheet program was used to set up the coordinates of the slope
profile and make the computations. A series of trial FS values were used and com-
pared with the computed FS values. Table E9.8a summarizes the results of the com-
putations when assumed FS= 1.57, after a few iterations. The average hydrostatic
pressure at the base of each slice, u, is calculated by multiplying the average depth
of water in that slice with the unit weight of water. The average depth of water is
E9.8a Simplified Bishop method computations with a phreatic surface

b
(m) h (m)

W
(kN)

α,
radian

W sin α
(kN)

Δl
(m)

C¼ c0Δl
(kN) ma

u
(kPa)

Uα

(kN)
N0
(kN)

N0 tan �Ø
(kN)

2.94 1.10 61.66 �0.51 �30.15 3.37 67.41 0.73 10.85 36.57 69.82 32.56

2.32 3.56 157.14 �0.37 �56.18 2.48 49.68 0.83 31.85 79.13 114.24 53.27

2.88 6.38 349.07 �0.23 �79.41 2.96 59.15 0.91 54.14 160.14 222.59 103.80

3.66 9.23 642.17 �0.06 �41.10 3.67 73.35 0.98 73.33 268.92 384.90 179.48

4.34 12.06 995.56 0.14 135.50 4.38 87.70 1.03 81.35 356.69 615.44 286.99

1.84 13.88 484.54 0.29 140.82 1.92 38.40 1.04 82.04 157.50 313.22 146.06

3.73 13.65 967.70 0.44 415.92 4.13 82.62 1.03 75.44 311.63 644.02 300.31

3.98 11.61 877.69 0.67 546.36 5.08 101.66 0.97 55.84 283.85 635.90 296.53

3.24 8.16 502.15 0.93 403.18 5.43 108.64 0.83 21.28 115.60 452.54 211.02

2.02 3.07 117.93 1.21 110.20 5.68 113.60 0.63 0.00 0.00 79.41 37.03

1545.14 782.20 1647.04

th of slice.
ase length of slice.
rage hydrostatic pressure at the base of each slice.
Δl for each slice.
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the vertical distance between the midpoint of the phreatic surface and that of the base
of the slice.

∑n

i=1

(�C+N′ tan �Ø) = (782.20)+ (1647.04) = 2429.24kN

and

∑n

i=1

A4 =
∑n

i=1

W sin α = 1545.14kN

∑

FS =

n
i=1 (�C+N′ tan �Ø)

∑n
i=1 A4

= (2429.24)
(1545.14)

= 1.57

The computed FS after iterations is essentially the same as the assumed value.
9.5.3 Consideration of seismic effects

Seismic ground motions such as those induced by earthquakes can weaken the slope
material, generate positive pore pressure (for certain types of soils below groundwater
table), and impose inertial forces on the sliding block. These effects tend to lower the
factor of safety against slope failure. Many methods have been developed to consider
the effects of earthquake ground motions in the slope stability analysis. These methods
include:

Pseudostatic method—The effects of cyclic motions are simulated by inclusion of a static
horizontal and vertical force in the limit equilibrium analysis.

Newmark’s displacement method (Newmark, 1965)—The method considers that per-
manent displacement of the sliding block occurs and accumulates when ground accel-
eration exceeds the yield (or threshold) acceleration for the material along the
slip surface.

Finite element analysis—The cyclic stress–strain and pore pressure response of the slope
material are computed in a coupled numerical model. The effects of soil cyclic strain
softening and generation of positive excess pore pressure can be considered in this
method (Finn, 1988).

Among the three methods mentioned above, pseudostatic method is the simplest and
is often used in practice. The other two methods are more involved in numerical pro-
cedures and beyond the scope of this book. For these reasons, the following discussion
will concentrate on the pseudostatic approach and its implementation in the method of
slices only. In the pseudostatic method, the back-and-forth loading induced by an
earthquake is simulated by static horizontal and vertical forces acting in directions
that are least favorable to the stability of the slope. Consider a typical slice shown
in Figure 9.13; these pseudostatic forces are khW (pointing away from slope) and
kvW (pointing upward), respectively, where W=weight of the slice, kh= horizontal
seismic coefficient, and kv= vertical seismic coefficient. Both kh and kv are dimension-
less. The selection of kh and kv considers intensity and other characteristics of the
earthquakes such as frequency content and duration of the earthquake. This is an
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extremely conservative simplification. In most cases, we only consider kh and usually
ranges from 0.05 to 0.25.
EXAMPLE 9.9

Given

For the same slope and circular slip surface as shown in Example 9.8, but now add the
effects of earthquake motions. The cross-section of the slope and its slip surface are
shown in Figure E9.8. The circular slip surface is the same as that used in Example 9.1
where the radius of the slip surface R= 20.1 m.

γ = 19.0 kN/m3

c′ = 20 kPa
Ø

′ = 25◦

kh= 0.1
Required

Determine the safety factor for the slip surface using the simplified Bishop method.
Solution

The sliding block is divided into 10 slices as shown in Figure E9.8 and the slices are
numbered from left to right.
This example does not involve any surcharge load (Q= 0)
kh= 0.1 and kv= 0. Under these conditions, Equation 9.36 becomes

N′ = 1
ma

W −
�C sin α
FS

−Uα cos α
[ ]
Equation 9.37 remains the same,

ma = cos α 1+ tan α tan �Ø
FS

[ ]

where FS is an assumed factor of safety. The factor of safety for the assumed slip surface
is computed according to Equation 9.38:

FS =
∑n

i=1 (�C+N′ tan �Ø)
∑n

i=1 A4 +
∑n

i=1 A6
A4 = W sin α

A6 = khW cos α− hc
R

( )

and A5= 0.
The Excel spreadsheet program was used for the computations. A series of trial FS

values were used and compared with the computed FS values. Table E9.9 summarizes
the results of the computations when assumed FS= 1.21, after a few iterations.



Table E9.9 Simplified Bishop method computations with a phreatic surface and kh¼ 0.1

Slice
no. W (kN)

α,
radian

W sin α
(kN)

hc
(m) A6

Δl
(m)

C¼
c0Δl
(kN) ma

u
(kPa)

Uα

(kN)
N0
(kN)

N0 tan Ø
(kN)

1 64.73 �0.51 �31.50 0.58 5.46 3.37 67.41 0.68 33.01 111.10 �7.21 �3.36
2 161.87 �0.36 �57.58 1.84 13.64 2.48 49.68 0.80 47.52 117.97 83.38 38.88
3 354.71 �0.23 �80.30 3.24 28.82 2.96 59.15 0.89 69.87 206.59 185.83 86.65
4 649.17 �0.06 �41.34 4.67 49.71 3.67 73.35 0.97 84.12 308.52 354.64 165.37
5 1003.95 0.14 135.96 6.08 69.08 4.38 87.70 1.04 88.72 388.98 583.55 272.11
6 488.20 0.29 141.18 6.99 29.73 1.92 38.40 1.07 87.97 168.81 297.01 138.50
7 975.62 0.44 417.24 6.88 54.68 4.13 82.62 1.07 81.44 336.04 601.61 280.54
8 887.57 0.67 549.76 5.87 43.54 5.08 101.66 1.02 60.29 305.48 583.07 271.89
9 513.10 0.93 409.92 4.17 19.94 5.43 108.64 0.91 23.74 127.80 402.90 187.87

10 132.36 1.19 123.07 1.72 3.58 5.68 113.60 0.72 0.00 0 62.32 29.06
Sum 1545.14 318.18 782.20 1467.51
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b and h are the same as those in Example 9.8 and Table E9.8.

A6 = khW cos α− hc
R

( )
hc= height to centroid of slice (taken as half of the slice height)
R= radius of slip surface
Δl= base length of slice
u= average hydrostatic pressure at the base of each slice
Uα= uΔl for each slice

∑n

i=1

(�C+N′ tan �Ø) = 782.20+ 1467.51 = 2249.72kN

and
∑n

i=1

A4 =
∑n

i=1

W sin α = 1545.14kN

∑n ∑n ( )
i=1

A6 =
i=1

khW cos α− hc
R

= 318.18kN

∑n � ′ �

FS = i=1 (C+N tanØ)

∑n
i=1 A4 +

∑n
i=1 A6

= (2249.72)
(1545.14+ 318.18)

= 1.21

The computed FS after iterations is essentially the same as the assumed value.
9.5.4 Consideration of progressive failure

The limit equilibrium analysis is based on the assumption that the safety factor is constant
along the assumed slip surface, and the analysis does not consider material deformation. If
the computed value of FS is greater than 1, it is implied that there is no failure anywhere
along the slip surface. This approach is valid if all materials along the slip surface are strain
hardening, or their strength increases monotonically with strain or deformation. Certain
geotechnical materials such as overconsolidated clays or fractured rock mass can have
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strain softening or strain weakening behavior. The shear strength can decrease signifi-
cantly after reaching a peak, and eventually stabilizes at a residual strength as the strain
continues to increase. A phenomenon called progressive failure can develop if the materi-
als along parts of the slip surface are strain softening. The strain softening parts of the slip
surface progressively lose their shear resistance while the rest of the slip surface develops
higher resistance as the slope undergoes deformation. The collapse of Carsington Dam in
Derbyshire, England (Chen et al., 1992; Skempton and Vaughan, 1993) during construc-
tion in 1984 is a case of progressive failure. Extensive studies attributed the failure to soft-
ening of the natural, underlying foundation and the dam core materials as new fill was
placed and the dam was raised to higher elevations. Traditional limit equilibrium analysis
cannot be used alone to obtain a rational solution for progressive failure problems
because the deformation of the structure must be taken into account in the analysis.
The limit equilibrium analysis conducted for the Carsington Dam indicated that the fac-
tors of safety were over 1.4 using peak strength. Factors of safety were less than unity if
residual strengths were used. The extent and degree of weakening along the potential slip
surface were calculated using stress-based finite element analysis with strain-weakening
models. The calculated shear strength was then used in the limit equilibrium analysis,
and the safety factor was found to be close to the actual value of 1.0.
9.6 SLOPE STABILITY MITIGATION

For a slope that is deemed unstable from stability analysis and/or previous observations,
to mitigate the situation, we often take the following measures into consideration:

• Monitor the conditions of the slope. The purpose of monitoring may include: (a)
determining the reasons for the instability of the slope and/or its scope, (b) verifying
the effectiveness of schemes to stabilize the slope, and (c) providing warning of an
imminent slope failure.

• Undertake engineering measures to enhance the stability of the slope.

The following sections briefly describe some of the commonly used techniques in slope
stability monitoring and stabilization.

9.6.1 Field slope monitoring

Many methods have been developed as means to provide warning against potential slope
failure, or to determine the extent of a landslide. The following sections describe some of
the available monitoring techniques.

9.6.2 Surface observation

The stability of a slope can be observed fromground surface.Manymethods are available for
this purpose, which can include simple visual observation of cracks in the ground, structural
walls, orother topographic characteristics visible fromtheground surfaceand their variations
with time. Video cameras either installed on ground surface or carried by an unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) have been used effectively to conduct remote observations of a slope area.

Manyquantitativemethods have been developed in the past fewdecades. Extensometers
with reference posts installed at the opposite sides of a slip surface (Figure 9.22) have been
used to monitor the slope movement. Movement of the slope causes the string attached
between the two posts to be stretched. Measurement of the string extension reveals the
amount of slope movement. Ground movement inevitably involves some rotation of the
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Figure 9.22 Slope monitoring with a surface extensometer.
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surface material. Taking advantage of this phenomenon, electronic tilt sensors planted on
the slope surface have been used as an option for slope stability monitoring. GPS (global
positioning system), total stations, and other optical surveying tools have been used to
keep track of slope surface movement at selected locations in a monitored area.

Remote-sensing techniques such as LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging), aerial, and
satellite imaging have been used to identify the existence or extent of large-scale slopemove-
ment.With the help of digital filtering, a digital terrainmodel (DTM) that removes the effects
of surface vegetation coverage (i.e., trees and grass) and reveals the topography of the bare
ground surface can be established from LIDAR surveys. Figure 9.23 shows a SPOT-5
(SPOT is acronym of the French “satellite pour l’observation de la terre”) image of the Dag-
uangbao landslide region after the 2008 magnitude 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake in Sichuan
province ofwesternChina. TheDaguangbao landslide is considered one of the largest earth-
quake-triggered landslides in the world in the past century. Images obtained from Google
map can often be valuable in mapping out the area affected by a potential landslide.
9.6.3 Ground displacement profile monitoring

The system described in Figure 9.24 that consists of a casing (inclinometer casing) installed
in a near-vertical direction in the ground and a sensor probe (inclinometer probe, IP) that
measures the inclination of the casing is probably the most widely used technique in the
detection of lateral ground movements below ground surface. The IP, approximately
0.5 m in length, is basically a tilt sensor that measures the inclination of the casing (Mik-
kelsen, 1996) at different depths. The inclinometer casing, made of plastic or aluminum,
with its outside diameter typically less than 100mm, is inserted in a borehole. The space
between the casing and drill-hole wall is backfilled with grout or pea gravel. The inclinom-
eter casing has four grooves that separate in 90◦ as shown in Figure 9.24. The IP has spring-
loaded guide wheels to occupy two of the four casing grooves and to assure its center posi-
tion inside the casing as the IP is moved up and down the inclinometer casing. An electric
cable is used to raise and lower the IP sensor unit in the casing and transmits electric signals
to the ground surface. The IP system monitors the casing response to the lateral ground
movement. The sensor unit measures its inclination angle (δθ ) with respect to the true
verticality. Distance between successive readings is usually kept at a distance,L. Assuming
a fixed casing bottom, the accumulated lateral displacement, δL, is then

δL =
∑

L sin δθ (9.59)
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Figure 9.24 The inclinometer-sensing system. (Adapted from Mikkelsen, P.E., 1996. Chapter 11, Field
instrumentation, in landslides, investigation and mitigation. In: Turner, A.K. and Schuster,
R.L., eds., TRB Special Report 247, Transportation Research Board, National Research
Council, Washington, DC, pp. 278–316.)
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With the help of handheld electronic devices (e.g., tablet computer or smart phone) as
shown in Figure 9.25, the modern IP control/readout unit is highly portable and easy to
operate in the field. In-place inclinometers (IPI) have been developed for long-term auto-
mated ground displacement monitoring. In this case, multiple units of IPIs are connected
to a string and inserted into the inclinometer casing on a long-term basis. Readings can be
taken and transmitted to the office automatically once the IPI string is inserted in the
ground.
9.6.4 Rainfall monitoring

Rainfall water on slope surface can infiltrate into the ground, saturate the surface soils,
and cause the pore water pressure to increase. These factors have negative impact on slope
stability; therefore rainfall measurement can be an important part of slope stability mon-
itoring. Figure 9.26 shows a tipping bucket rain gauge that is commonly used for rainfall
monitoring. The rain gauge consists of a funnel that collects and channels the precipitation
into a small container. After a preset amount of precipitation falls, the lever tips, dumping
the collected water and sending an electrical signal. The rain gauge can be used to keep
track of the total accumulated rainfall as well as rainfall intensity (i.e., the amount of rain-
fall per unit time period).
9.6.5 Groundwater=====pore pressure monitoring

Pore pressure affects the effective stress in soil mass, which in turn controls the strength
and thus stability of the slope. Under hydrostatic conditions, the pore pressure at a given
location can be calculated from its depth below the groundwater table. The Casagrande
type open-end standpipe piezometer (Figure 3.20) described in Chapter 3 can be used for



Figure 9.26 Tipping bucket rain gauge. (Courtesy of DECL, Taipei, Taiwan.)

Figure 9.25 Taking IP readings in the field. (Courtesy of DECL, Taipei, Taiwan.)
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long-term groundwater monitoring. In this setup, groundwater enters the standpipe
through a porous element (the open end). A tape dropped into the piezometer is used
to measure the water level in the pipe. A time lag may exist between the water level within
the pipe and the surrounding groundwater.

In transient seepage conditions, such as surface water infiltration during a heavy rain-
fall, the pore pressure distribution may deviate significantly from hydrostatic and vary
with time. In this case, a diaphragm type of piezometer such as the one shown in
Figure 9.27 is preferred to measure the pore water pressure. The amount of diaphragm
deflection induced by water pressure is sensed by a strain gauge (e.g., vibrating wire strain
gauge). In this design the pore pressure readings can be easily recorded automatically, and
time lag is minimal.

Huang et al. (2012) introduced an optical fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensored piezom-
eter. This is also a diaphragm piezometer (Figure 9.28a). Taking advantage of the partially
distributive nature of FBG, multiple FBG piezometers can be cascaded into an array
(Figure 9.28b) and installed in a single borehole for pore water pressure profile
monitoring.
9.6.6 Automation in slope monitoring

Essentially all electronic and optical fiber sensors mentioned above can be connected to an
automated data logging/transmission system. A fully automated monitoring system can
consist of

• Electrical/fiber optic sensors—in-place inclinometers, rain gauge, and piezometers
• Power system (battery+ solar panel+ uninterruptable power supply)
• Automated data analysis system (ADAS)
• Multiplexer—controls switching among the installed sensors
• Analog/digital conversion—converts analog signal into digital signal if necessary
• Data transmission system—transmits data via communication system (e.g., internet,
GSM, WiFi, etc.)

• Data storage—memory device to store digital data

Figure 9.29 shows a typical setup of automated field slope monitoring system.



(a) (b)

Figure 9.28 Use of fiber optic piezometers for pore pressure profile monitoring. (a) The fiber optic
piezometer. (b) The piezometer array. (Courtesy of An-Bin Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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9.6.7 Warning of slope failure

The result of a slope failure can be catastrophic and may involve economic as well as
human losses. The analysis methods described in this chapter can help us identify areas
that may be affected by slope failures if they do occur. An ultimate solution to mitigate
Figure 9.29 Solar-powered automated field data logging. (Courtesy of DECL, Taipei, Taiwan.)
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the situation would be to avoid human activities in the hazardous areas altogether, before
the slope failure actually occurs. This can include relocating villages and rerouting infra-
structures. These options are often not practical, especially in densely populated and/or
highly developed areas. Awarning system that can offer ample time for reaction (e.g., tem-
porarily relocation of local residents and blockage of highways) in a case of an imminent
slope failure would be highly desirable, especially if economically feasible. Many warning
methods have been developed against potential failure of natural slopes, a few of which
are described in the following sections.

9.6.8 Warning based on ground displacement

This warning method is based on the premises that ground displacement accumulates and
goes through initial, steady, and tertiary stages, as shown in Figure 9.30, before the failure
occurs. The amount of ground displacement in the tertiary stage increases rapidly just
prior to a slope failure. The quantitative ground displacement monitoring techniques
described above can all be considered in this warning method as a source of displacement
measurement. To carry out this method, periodic displacement readings in reference to an
initial state are taken. The results are plotted against time in order to evaluate the displace-
ment trend with time. A predetermined threshold displacement value is used as a basis for
the warning of a slope failure.

As time rate may be more indicative than the absolute displacement value of an immi-
nent slope failure, methods have also been proposed to issue slope failure warning based
on rate of ground displacement. In this case, the derivatives of displacementmeasurements
with time are plotted against time. A predetermined threshold displacement rate is used as
a basis for the warning of a slope failure.

The displacement-based warning method is useful in dealing with a slowly developing
slope failure where long-term readings are collected and evaluated. Unless readings in
short-time intervals can be taken remotely and automatically, this method is not practical
in the case of a rainfall-induced slope failure. Depending on the displacement measure-
ment methods involved, the cost of this warning method can range from low to very high.
Initial Steady state Tertiary Failure

Di
sp
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em
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t

Time

Figure 9.30 Warning of slope failure based on ground displacement. (After Liao, J.T. et al., 2013. Sino-
Geotechnics, 136, 59–70 [in Chinese].)
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9.6.9 Warning based on rainfall duration and intensity

Keefer et al. (1987) reported a warning method based on combinations of rainfall dura-
tion and intensity. A threshold curve of rainfall duration versus rainfall intensity is empir-
ically developed based on previous rainfall and landslide records for the target area.
Figure 9.31 shows such a threshold curve in concept. If the characteristics of the rainfall
are such that the plot of duration versus intensity falls to the upper right side of the thresh-
old, a slope failure is then deemed imminent.

The rain gauge is the key element involved in this method for collecting data in the devel-
opment of the threshold curve and providing real-time readings in a rainfall event. A rain
gauge and its automation are relatively low-cost in comparison with other monitoring
methods. Warning can be issued based on weather reports and prediction of a rainfall
event. In this case, the time for undertakingprecautionarymeasures canbe sufficient. Alter-
natively, a warning can be issued based on real-time rain gauge readings during a rainfall
event. Because of its versatility and relatively low cost, the rainfall-based scheme is prob-
ably the most widely applied method in the world against rainfall-induced slope failure.
The rainfall-based method, however, lacks the consideration of antecedent soil moisture
conditions. The same rainfall conditions can impose different effects on the slope stability
due to differences in the pre-existing hydrogeological conditions (e.g., groundwater level)
before the rainfall. Unless the potential drawbacks are properly considered, the rainfall-
based method can be misleading.
9.6.10 Warning based on pore pressure measurements

Pore-water pressure is probably the most indicative of slope instability in its early stage,
among the viable physical quantities that can be monitored in the field. The groundwater
table in a slope is usually significantly below the slope surface. The soil near the ground
surface is likely to be unsaturated, with negative pore pressure. Monitoring of positive
and negative pore pressures using piezometers and tensiometers, respectively, has been
reported for slopes in different parts of the world (Johnson and Sitar, 1990; Fannin and
Jaakkola, 1999; Ng et al., 2008). Fannin and Jaakkola (1999) reported from their expe-
rience that the field pore pressure measurements rarely showed a linear distribution with
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Figure 9.31 Conceptual description of a threshold curve for rainfall-induced slope failure.
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depth. This is consistent with the transient seepage analysis shown in Figure 9.11. As rain-
fall infiltrates from the slope surface downward, the soil near the ground surface becomes
saturated first, and pore pressure changes from negative to zero. As shown in Figure 9.11,
this surficial near-zero pore pressure gradually merges with the original negative pore
pressure with depth in the unsaturated zone until the groundwater table is reached where
the soil then becomes saturated and pore pressure positive.

Assume the slope is uniform and infinitely long with a slope angle of β and the slope fails
along a planar slip surface. Considering the equilibrium of gravity, available soil resis-
tance, and pore pressure imposing on the slice, a relationship among the critical depth
for infinite slope failure (dcr), soil strength parameters (with strength parameters c′ and
Ø′), and pore-water pressure (u) can be established according to Equation 9.30 as

dcr = c′ − u · tanØ′

γ cos2 β( tan β − tanØ′)
(9.30)

where γ is the total unit weight of the slope soil. The dcr − u correlation can be used as a
reference for a stress-based warning system for rainfall-induced slope failure. This equa-
tion ignores the effects of negative pore pressure and therefore is valid only in cases where
slip surface occurs in saturated soil with positive pore pressure.

Huang et al. (2012) reported their deployment of optical fiber-based piezometers for
pore pressure profile monitoring at a landslide research site in southern Taiwan. Ten pie-
zometers at 5 m intervals were installed in a single, 60 m deep borehole with automated
data logging. The pore pressure readings along with the rain gauge readings during
Typhoon Morakot in August, 2009 are shown in Figure 9.32. The monitored slope
had an average slope angle (β) of 22◦ and γ≈ 18 kN/m3. Within a period of 4 days, the
monitored area received an accumulated rainfall of nearly 2500mm (Figure 9.32b).
Pore pressure readings peaked at 11:05 on August 9, as shown in Figure 9.32a, with
the maximum pore pressure reached 430 kPa. According to this set of pore pressure mea-
surements and Equation 9.30, the monitored slope (consisted of fracture rock with c′ = 0)
would fail if its Ø′ value is less than 40◦.

The pore pressure- or stress-basedwarningmethod has a rigorous theoretical basis. The
need for empiricism or judgement in the interpretation of available data is minimized.
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The pore pressure-based method is thus expected to be more reliable than the other two
methods described above. The cost of installing the piezometer array and automated data
logging system, however, is relatively high.
9.6.11 Improving the stability of a slope

If a slope that has a marginal safety factor and a collapse can cause serious consequences,
it may be necessary to improve the stability of the slope by engineering means. A number
of methods have been developed and used for improving the slope stability. The methods
can generally be divided into two categories: (1) increase the resisting force against slope
failure, or (2) reduce the driving force that tends to destabilize the slope. In many cases,
methods involved in both categories are applied to a given slope.

Widely used methods of slope stabilization include (a) slope drainage (surface and/or
subsurface), (b) modification of the slope geometry by cut-and-fill operations, (c) use of
restraining structures (such as retaining walls, anchors, and piles), and (d) use of geosyn-
thetically reinforced earth structures. The choice of method depends on the type of slope,
local geology, potential failure mechanisms, local expertise, and the performance required
after improvement. Figure 9.33 shows the stabilization for a slope at 85 km (from
the north end of the expressway) on TaiwanNational ExpresswayNo. 3. Reinforced con-
crete frame coupled with earth anchors was applied to the slope surface. The original toe
of the slope was cut to make room for the expressway, thus making the slope less stable. A
series of tangent piles (piles touching each other) were installed at the toe of the slope and
tied together with a pile cap to increase stability. Earth anchors were also applied to the
tangent piles. Fiber optic sensors were deployed to monitor lateral displacement of the
slope and piles, and pore pressure distribution within the slope.
9.7 REMARKS

We have discussed the use of limit equilibrium method in bearing capacity, lateral earth
pressure, and slope stability analysis, some of the most important elements in foundation
engineering analysis. The limit equilibrium method is well suited for limit state analysis
Figure 9.33 Stabilization of a slope at 85 km on Taiwan National Expressway No. 3. (Courtesy of An-Bin
Huang, Hsinchu, Taiwan.)
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where our major concern is the factor of safety against the ultimate failure conditions,
such as the slope stability analysis described in this chapter. Unfortunately, when applied
to slope stability analysis, the system becomes indeterminate, except for very restricted
conditions. The various methods of slices basically circle around the issue of how to derive
a unique solution by matching the number of unknowns and equations. With the help of
commercially available software, the methods of slices are widely used in engineering
practice. Because of the differences in the simplification involved in the methods of slices,
the selection of method can result in variations in the factor of safety. How the critical slip
surfaces were searched can also affect the obtained minimum factor of safety. These are
some of the inherent disadvantages of limit equilibrium methods that the reader should
be aware of when applying the methods of slices.
HOMEWORK

9.1. For the slope shown in Figure H9.1. The slope surface can be defined by the coor-
dinates shown in the table below. The center of the circular arc is at coordinate (0,
0) with a radius of 20m. The soil unit weight, γ= 19 kN/m3. Determine the arc
length of the circular slip surface, La, weight of the sliding block, W, and distance
between the center of the circular slip surface and the line of action of W.
–15–20

y-
Co

or
d.

, m

Figure H9.1 Slope of cohesive soil
x, m
rd
W

20

15
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5

0
–5–10
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–20

50 10

γ

x-Coord., m
–30

–25

with a circular slip surface
y, m
�20.0
 �16.0

�12.0
 �16.0

19.8
 �3.0

30.0
 �3.0
15

 = 19 kN/m3

20 3025

.

9.2. Consider 1 m thick sliding block in the direction perpendicular to the paper. For the
circular slip surface shown in Figure H9.1, su= 60 kPa (Ø= 0). Using the necessary
parameters derived in Problem 9.1, determine the FS of the circular slip surface
using the circular arc method.
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9.3. For the same slope and circular slip surface as shown in Problem 9.1. Consider 1 m
thick sliding block in the direction perpendicular to the paper. For the circular slip
surface shown in FigureH9.1, thematerial above the slip surface has γ = 19 kN/m3,
c= 20 kPa, Ø= 25◦. Using the necessary parameters derived in Problem 9.1, deter-
mine the FS using the friction circle method.

9.4. For the same slip surface and soil conditions in Problem 9.3. Repeat Problem 9.3
using the ordinary method of slices. For the analysis, divide the sliding block into
10 even slices as shown in Figure H9.4.
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Figure H9.4 The circular sliding block and slices for the analysis.
9.5. For the same slope and circular slip surface as shown in Problem 9.4. γ = 19 kN/

m3, c′ = 20 kPa and Ø′ = 25◦. Determine the safety factor for the slip surface using
the simplified Bishop method.

9.6. For the same slope in Problem 9.4 but consider a non-circular slip surface. The
cross-section of the slope and its non-circular slip surface are shown in
Figure H9.6. γ = 19 kN/m3, c′ = 20 kPa, and Ø′ = 25◦. Coordinates at the top
and bottom of each slice wall are given below.
Upper end
 Lower end
No.
 x, m
 y, m
 x, m
 y, m
1
 �12.00
 �16.0
 �12.00
 �16.0

2
 �8.82
 �14.7
 �8.82
 �17.5

3
 �5.65
 �13.4
 �5.65
 �18

4
 �2.47
 �12.1
 �2.47
 �18

5
 0.71
 �10.8
 0.71
 �17.5

6
 3.89
 �9.5
 3.89
 �16.8

7
 7.06
 �8.2
 7.06
 �15.6

8
 10.24
 �6.9
 10.24
 �14.5

9
 13.42
 �5.6
 13.42
 �13

10
 16.60
 �4.3
 16.60
 �10.5

11
 19.77
 �3.0
 19.77
 �3.0
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9.7. For the same slope and circular slip surface as shown in Example 9.4, but now
with the phreatic surface above the slip surface. The cross-section of the slope
and its phreatic surface are shown in Figure H9.7. γ= 19 kN/m3, c′ = 20 kPa,
and Ø′ = 25◦. Determine the factor of safety for the slip surface using the simpli-
fied Bishop method. Estimate the coordinates of the phreatic surface.
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Figure H9.7 The slope profile and its phreatic surface.
9.8. For the same slope and circular slip surface as shown in Problem 9.7, but now add
the effects of earthquake motions. The cross-section of the slope and its slip surface
are shown in Figure H9.7. Use kh= 0.1. Determine the safety factor for the slip sur-
face using the simplified Bishop method. Estimate the coordinates of the phreatic
surface.
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Index
AASHTO, see American Association of State
Highway and Transportation
Officials

AC, see Alternating current
Active condition of retaining wall, 241
Active lateral earth pressure for earthquake

conditions, 266–268
ACZA, see Ammoniacal copper zinc arsenate
ADAS, see Automated data analysis system
Allowable bearing capacity, 422–423

factor of safety and, 213–218
α method, 404
α values

for bored piles, 407–408
for driven piles, 404–407

Alternating current (AC), 178
American Association of State Highway and

Transportation Officials (AASHTO),
289

American Petroleum Institute (API), 404
American Society of Testing and Materials

(ASTM), 107
ASTM A36 structural steel, 290
ASTM D-3966, 511
ASTM D2573, 147
ASTM D 4719, 160
ASTM standard D4428, 175
standard D1587, 107

American Society of Testing and Materials
(ASTM), 107–108

Ammoniacal copper zinc arsenate (ACZA),
384

Anchorage, 354
Anchor blocks, resistance of, 335–337
Anchored sheet pile walls, 304–305, 324; see

also Cantilever sheet pile walls
fixed earth support methods, 324–325
free-earth support method, 325–327

Anisotropically consolidated, drained axial
compression test (CADC), 16

Anisotropically consolidated, undrained axial
compression test (CAUC), 16

API, see American Petroleum Institute
Apparent earth pressure, 357; see also Lateral

earth pressure
clays, 359
diagrams development, 357
factors, 358–359
loading diagrams for stratified soil profiles,

360–361
reaction forces, 357–358
sands, 359
soft-to-medium clay, 359
stiff clay, 359–360

Apparent resistivity, 180
Associated flow rule, 40, 43
ASTM, see American Society of Testing and

Materials
At-rest

condition of retaining wall, 241
lateral earth pressure, 243–245

Automated data analysis system
(ADAS), 573

Automation in slope monitoring, 573
Axial compression load, 444

settlement of pile group in cohesionless
soils, 444–445

settlement of pile group in cohesive soils,
445–447

Axial load, 395
allowable bearing capacity, 422–423
development of design methods in

foundation engineering, 396
FS, 422–423
ultimate bearing capacity, 395, 410–421
ultimate capacities for piles on rock, 422
ultimate shaft friction based on strength

parameters, 399–410
ultimate toe bearing capacity based on

strength parameters, 397–399
uplift capacity of single pile, 423

Backfill, water effects in, 269
Bailer, 102–103, 104
Barrettes, 496, 497
Basal heave, 367–368
Basket retainer, 112
Bearing capacity, 84

calculation considering weight of soil,
198–200

calculation neglecting self-weight of soil,
195–198
585
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Backfill capacity (Continued)
of eccentrically loaded foundations,

209–211
factors, 192
of rectangular and circular foundations in

cohesive soils, 201–206
Bearing material, quality of, 498
Bells, see Underreams
Bentonite, 104, 350
β method, 408–410
Biodegradable polymer, 104
Block failure model for block of closely spaced

piles, 442
Body waves, 167–169
Bored piles, 381, 388, 389, 419, 463; see also

Lateral loaded piles
α value for, 407–408
applications, 464
barrettes, 496, 497
casing method, 492–493
comparison between driven and, 390
construction and quality assurance, 487
dry method, 489–490
methods of bored pile construction, 489
slurry method, 490–492
ultimate bearing capacity for, 413
underreams, 495–496
use of casing in, 493–495

Borehole
dimensions and verticality, 497–498
logging, 175–176

Boundary conditions, 330
at bottom, 330–331
at pile bottom, 429
at pile top, 429–433

Boussinesq equation, 221
Braced excavations, 347

analysis of wall and bracing system,
361–366

apparent earth pressure, 357–361
basal heave, 367–368
components, 348
concrete diaphragm walls, 347–348
deformation characteristics of a braced

excavation wall, 348
failure of, 366–367
performance of, 371–375
push-in failure analysis, 369–371
stability at base of braced excavation, 366
support methods, 352–357
wall types, 348–352

Bridge structures, 424
BSP HH 16–1.2 hydraulic singleacting

hammer, 483

CADC, see Anisotropically consolidated,
drained axial compression test

CADE triaxial tests, 16
Cam clay, 45
Cantilever retaining wall, 269

with counterfort, 269
example, 278–283
potential failure modes, 274
procedure, 273–278
stability analysis, 273

Cantilever sheet pile walls, 304–305, 307; see
also Anchored sheet pile walls

cantilever sheet piles penetrating in clay,
310–313

cantilever sheet piles penetrating in sand,
308–310

consideration of water effects, 316–324
example, 313–316
passive earth pressure coefficients, 307–308

CAPWAP method, see Case pile wave analysis
program method

Casagrande type open-end standpipe
piezometer, 571

Cased method, cast-in-place piles by, 388
CASE method

analysis by, 484–486
comparison between CAPWAP and, 488
damping, 484

Case pile wave analysis program method
(CAPWAP method), 484

analysis by, 486–487
comparison between CASE methods and,

488
load movement curve from, 487
load transfer mechanism according to, 488

Casing, 569
method, 492–493
use in bored piles, 493–495

CASM, see Clay and Sand Model
Cast-in-place

concrete piles, 387–388
piles by cased method, 388
piles by uncased method, 388–389

CAUC, see Anisotropically consolidated,
undrained axial compression test

CAUE triaxial tests, 16
Cavity expansion, 59, 84

axially loaded driven pile in soil, 89
bearing capacity, 84
cylindrical cavity expansion limit pressure,

92, 93
examples, 93–96
limit pressure for expansion of spherical and

cylindrical cavities, 87–89
limit pressure for undrained expansion of

spherical cavity in clay, 85–86
limit pressure for undrained expansion of

cylindrical cavity in clay, 86–87
pile toe bearing capacity from spherical

cavity limit pressure, 90
plastic zone around pile toe or cone tip and

shaft, 91
problem in elastic-plastic soils, 84–85
theory, 162–163

Cavity pressure, 84
cavity pressure-plastic radius

relationship, 86
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cavity pressure–expansion relationship, 88
CCA, see Chromated copper arsenate
Characteristic load method (CLM), 433; see

also p–y method
deflection due to lateral loads applied above

ground line, 435–437
deflection due to lateral loads applied at

ground line, 434–435
deflection due to moments applied at

ground line, 435
maximum moment due to lateral

load/moment, 437–440
Chemical contents, changes in, 115
Chromated copper arsenate

(CCA), 384
Churn bit, see Heavy drill bit
CIDC, see Isotropically consolidated, drained

axial compression test
CIDE triaxial tests, 16
Circular arc method, 532–533
Circular foundations in cohesive

soils, bearing capacity of,
201–206

CIUC, see Isotropically consolidated,
undrained axial compression test

CIUE triaxial tests, 16
Civil engineering projects, 1
Classic Cam clay model, 45
Clay and Sand Model (CASM), 45
Clay(s), 359; see also Sands

cantilever sheet piles penetrating in,
310–313

characteristics of triaxial axial compression
test, 16, 17

critical state and engineering properties,
30–34

critical state in shearing, 18–22
end points of undrained tests of Weald

clay, 23
engineering properties of clays from CPT,

136–142
geotechnical parameters of clays from

DMT, 154–156
initial conditions or states of Weald clay

before shearing, 19
limit pressure for undrained expansion,

85–87
loading paths of triaxial tests on

Weald clay, 21
measurement of soil properties in triaxial

test, 14–16
Mohr–Coulomb shear strength parameters

of clays, 18
stratum, 228
stress–strain behavior, 13, 16–18
stress–strain curves, 20
triaxial test, 13

CLM, see Characteristic load method
Coarse-grained soils, 3, 156
Coefficient of consolidation, 139–142,

155–156
Cohesion effects on lateral earth pressure,
258–262

Cohesionless soils, 111
compaction, 392
pile group settlement in, 444–445
shaft friction resistance in, 401
ultimate bearing capacity in, 410–413

Cohesive-frictional soils, 190, 194, 197
example, 73–75
foundation shape, embedment, and load

inclination in, 206
foundation shapes, inclined loading, and

embedment depth, 207–209
internal power dissipation, 72
limit pressure for expansion of spherical and

cylindrical cavities in, 87–89
lower bound for foundation on, 81–84
Prandtl solution, 72
surcharge, 71
tangential components of displacements, 70
upper-bound for foundation on, 69

Cohesive soil(s), 106, 110; see also Granular
soils

bearing capacity of rectangular and circular
foundations in, 201

bearing capacity of square and circular
foundations on, 205–206

effects of soil–foundation interface friction,
204

foundation settlement to primary
consolidation in, 227–231

foundations settlement to secondary
consolidation in, 231–232

Hill’s failure mechanism, 202
internal power dissipation, 203
lower bound for foundation on, 79–81
pile group settlement in, 445–447
piles in, 399
strip foundation on, 64
upper-bound solution for foundation on,

65–69
Collapse load, 60, 62
Commercial software packages, 361
“Competent soils”, 372
Composite piles, 389
Compressibility, 1
Compression index, 5
Concentrated load, stress increase to, 219
Concept of piezocone penetration test (CPTu),

127
precast concrete pile and profile, 417

Concrete, 350
blocks, 333–334
design, 272–273
diaphragm walls, 347–348, 350–352, 372
drainage for retaining walls, 283
ground profile, 271–272
piles, 271, 381, 385
quality and quantity, 498
retaining walls, 269, 271
sheet pile, 271
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Concrete (Continued)
stability analysis of cantilever retaining

walls, 273–283
Cone penetration test (CPT), 119, 126, 410; see

also Standard penetration test (SPT)
engineering properties of clays from,

136–142
engineering properties of sands from,

142–151
equipment and test procedure, 126–130
Robertson SBTn charts, 131–133
Schneider et al. Qt–Fr and Qt–U2 charts,

133–136
soil classification according to, 130–131
ultimate bearing capacity based on, 414

Consistency condition, 40
Consolidation

coefficient, 139–142
process, 4
results, 5
settlement, 189
stage, 15
tests, 4, 101–102

Consolidometer, 4
Constrained modulus, 136, 154–155
Constructability,practicaldesign in favorof,489
Construction

activities, 525
effects, 391–393
methods, 464

Continuous mechanics methods, 558
Conventional static axial compression pile load

test, 499
field setup of conventional static axial

compression load test, 500–501
load test procedure, 501–502
load transfer mechanism analysis, 504–511
presentation and interpretation of load test

results, 502–504
principles of static axial compression load

test, 499–500
Coulomb, 530

active earth pressure, 246–248
lateral earth pressure theory, 281
limit equilibrium approach, 246, 262, 267
method, 269
passive earth pressure, 248–249

CPT, see Cone penetration test
CPTu, see Concept of piezocone penetration

test
Critical cavity pressure, 88
“Critical slip surface”, 529
Critical state, 22

clays, 30–34
determination, 26
difference of peak and critical state friction

angles, 35
example, 32–34, 36–37
friction angle, 34, 166
idealized family of critical state lines, 31
sands, 34–37
in shearing of sands, 23
and soil engineering properties, 27
soil liquefaction, 25
state parameter, 28–30
stress–strain behavior of Portaway

sand under drained triaxial
tests, 25, 26

Critical state line (CSL), 22, 29
idealized family, 31
of Portaway sand, 27

Critical state soil mechanics (CSSM), 2, 47
development, 23
framework, 27
soil behavior under framework of, 2

Cross-lot bracing, 352–353
Crosshole method, 175
“Crossover distance”, 172
CRR-qt1N correlation, 146, 147
CRR, see Cyclic resistance ratio
CSL, see Critical state line
CSR, see Cyclic stress ratio
CSSM, see Critical state soil mechanics
Curved Mohr–Coulomb failure

envelope, 23, 24, 35
Curve matching, 486
Cushion, 470

hammer, 470, 486
properties of cushion materials, 471
stiffness of cushion in loading and

unloading, 471
Cutting of piles, 380
Cyclic resistance ratio (CRR), 125
Cyclic stress ratio (CSR), 125
Cylindrical cavity limit pressure, 91

Daguangbao landslide, 569
Damping

coefficient, 470
factors for CASE RSP equation, 485

DC, see Direct current
DDA, see Discontinuous deformation analysis
Debris flow, 529
Deep foundations, 189, 379, 380; see also

Shallow foundations
of bored piles, construction and quality

assurance, 487–498
cavity expansion theory application in,

89–96
conditions, 380
construction, 379
driven piles, construction and quality

assurance of, 464–487
general considerations in static analysis,

389–395
group effects, 441–449
negative skin friction, 449–454
pile load test and its interpretation,

498–518
static analysis for lateral loaded piles,

423–440
types of piles, 380–389
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ultimate bearing capacity of single piles
under axial load, 395–423

Deflection
due to lateral loads applied above ground

line, 435–437
due to lateral loads applied at ground line,

434–435
due to moments applied at ground line, 435

Deformability, 1
Deformation, 527

analysis of MSE wall, 297–298
calculation, 189

DEM, see Discrete element method
Dense granular soil, 391–392
Dial gages, 500
Diesel hammer, 465
Digital Terrain Model (DTM), 100, 569
Dilatometer tests (DMT), 431
Dipole–dipole array, 180
Direct current (DC), 178
Direct interpretation, 119
Direct wave, 172
Discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA),

558
Discontinuous stress fields, 75–76

and Mohr circles, 75
in state of Mohr–Coulomb failure, 77–79
in state of Tresca failure, 76–77

Discrete element method (DEM), 558
Displacement(s), 353

displacement-based warning method, 575
velocity fields from displacement diagrams,

64–65
Distinct element method, 558
Disturbed soil sample, 106
DLT, see Dynamic load testing
DMT, see Dilatometer tests; Flat dilatometer

test
Double-acting hammer, 465
Douglas fir, 383
Downward pressure, 113
“Drag load”, 450

determination, 450–454
Drainage

ground water effects and consideration of
drainage conditions, 211–213

for retaining walls, 283
Drained analysis, 211

case I, 212
case II, 212

Drained cohesion, 18
Drill/drilling, 490, 497

bits, 104
drilling/sampling program, 101
fluid, 104
hand auger/shovel, 102, 103
methods, 102
mud, 104
percussion drilling, 102–104
power auger, 106, 107, 108
rotary wash boring, 104–105
and sampling method, 101
Driven piles, 419, 463

α values for, 404–407
analysis by CAPWAP method, 486–487
analysis by CASE method, 484–486
applications, 464
construction and quality assurance,

464–487
determination of energy transfer, 483–484
DLT, 479–483
dynamic analysis by wave equation,

469–479
dynamic formulas, 465–469
equipment and procedure of pile driving,

464–465
PDA, 479–483
ultimate unit shaft resistance for, 412–413
ultimate unit toe resistance for, 411

Drop hammer, 384, 464
Dry method, 489–490
DTM, see Digital Terrain Model
Dynamic analysis; see also Static analysis

applications and limitations of WEAP,
478–479

discretization of pile and driving system, 470
example, 473–478
properties of commonly used cushion

materials, 471
representation of soil resistance for each pile

segment, 472
stiffness of cushion in loading and

unloading, 471
by wave equation, 469

Dynamic formulas, 465–469
Dynamic load testing (DLT), 479–483
Dynamic soil resistance, 471
Dynamic testing method, 498

Earthquakes, 525
active lateral earth pressure for earthquake

conditions, 266–268
intensity and characteristics, 565

Earth retention, 424
Eccentrically loaded foundations, bearing

capacity of, 209–211
“Effective” cone tip resistance (qE), 414
Effective stress, 2–3

analysis, 530, 559
principle, 3

Elastic-plastic soils, cavity expansion problem
in, 84–85

Elastic-plastic stress–strain relation, 40–41, 47
Elastic settlement, 218

analysis methods, 190
estimation, 225

Electrical resistivity methods, 176
of earth materials, 178
electrode array configurations for resistivity

measurements, 179
horizontal profiling, 181
vertical profiling, 180–181
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Electric piezometer, 127
Electrode array, 180–181
Embankments, stability analysis for built,

559–562
Embedding manufactured materials, 242
Embedment

in cohesive-frictional soils, 206–209
depth, 207–209

Empirical equation, 244
“End of construction”, 559, 560
Energy

correction factor, 122
transfer determination, 483–484

Engineering News Record formula (ENR
formula), 465–466

Engineering properties
of clays from CPT, 136
coefficient of consolidation, 139–142
estimation of Dr, 142–146
liquefaction potential assessment based on

CPT, 146–151
of sands from CPT, 142
of sands to SPT N values, 123–125
stress history, 136–139
undrained shear strength, 136

ENR formula, see Engineering News Record
formula

Eslami and Fellenius method, 414–417
Excavation(s), 347; see also Braced excavations

narrow, 352
wall, 347

Excel-based wave equation analysis program,
479

Excel spreadsheet programs, 242, 248, 532,
535

Extensibility of reinforcement, 287–288

Facing system, 288
Factor of safety (FS), 1, 211, 278, 355, 369,

422–423, 529, 535, 548, 560
and allowable bearing capacity, 213–218
against basal heave (FSbh), 374
under rapid drawdown, 540
under transient seepage conditions,

540–542
Fatal landslide, 527
FBG, see Optical fiber Bragg grating
Fellenius method, see Ordinary method of

slices (OMS)
Fiber optic piezometers, 573, 574
Field

geophysical surveys, 168
inspection, 496–497
log/logging, 117–118, 119
observation of groundwater level and,

117–118, 119
reconnaissance, 100
setup of conventional static axial

compression load test, 500–501
slope monitoring, 568
testing, 101
Field penetration tests; see also Standard

penetration test (SPT)
Eslami and Fellenius method, 414–417
LCPC method, 417–421
ultimate bearing capacity, 410–414

Field vane shear test (FVT), 120, 147–151
Fine-grained soils, 3
Finite difference

equation, 429
method, 329, 558

Finite element
analysis, 565
limit analysis, 559
method, 306, 558

Fixed earth support methods, 324–325
Flat dilatometer test (DMT), 120, 151–154, 431

geotechnical parameters of clays from,
154–156

geotechnical parameters of sands from,
156–157

Florida Pier Analysis Program (FLPIER), 426
FLPIER, see Florida Pier Analysis Program
Force-based Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion,

531
Foundation

in granular soils using strain influence factor
method, 232–236

to primary consolidation in cohesive soils,
227–231

to secondary consolidation in cohesive soils,
231–232

settlement, 218
shape in cohesive-frictional soils, 206–209
to soil elastic deformation, 223–227
vertical stress increase in soil to external

loading on foundations, 219–223
Free-draining material, 153
Free earth support method, 325–327
Frequency and depth of exploration, 101
Frictional soils, Mohr–Coulomb plasticity

model for, 42–44
Friction circle method, 533–536
FS, see Factor of safety
FVT, see Field vane shear test

Gel-push sampler, 111, 112
General limit equilibrium method (GLE

method), 552–558
Geogrids, 284
Geometric factor, 179
Geophysical

electrical resistivity methods, 176, 178–181
exploration methods, 167
intrusive seismic methods, 174–176, 177
methods, 167
nonintrusive seismic methods, 170–174
seismic methods, 167–170
testing methods, 99

Geosynthetic Research Institute (GRI), 291
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Geosynthetic(s), 270, 284, 285
reinforced soil-retaining wall, 270
reinforcement, 290–291

Geotechnical parameters, 99
of clays from DMT, 154
coefficient of consolidation, 155–156
constrained modulus, 154–155
OCR, 154
of sands from DMT, 156–157
undrained shear strength, 154

Geotextiles, 284
GLE method, see General limit equilibrium

method
Global positioning system (GPS), 569
Granular soils, 109, 189; see also Cohesive

soil(s)
foundation settlement in granular soils,

232–236
piles in, 397–400

Gravity retaining wall, 269
GRI, see Geosynthetic Research Institute
Ground anchor-supported excavations, 362
Ground displacement, 381

profile monitoring, 569–571
warning based on, 575

Ground water
drained analysis, 211–212
effects and consideration of drainage

conditions, 211
groundwater/pore pressure monitoring,

571, 573
observation of groundwater level and field

logging, 117–118, 119
undrained analysis, 212–213

Group effects, 441
axial compression, pile group effects in,

442–444
between closely spaced piles, 441
lateral capacity of pile groups, 448–449
pile group, 441
settlement of pile groups under axial

compression load, 444–446
uplift loads, pile group effects in,

447–448

Hammers
energy, 122
energy transfer ratio, 484
types, 464

Hand auger/shovel, 102, 103
Hardening

law, 46
parameter, 40

H/D ratio, see Height-to-diameter ratio
Head of pile, 380
Heavy drill bit, 102
Height-to-diameter ratio (H/D ratio), 147
High rise buildings, 423
Hill mechanism, 200
Hill’s failure mechanism, 195, 202
Horizontal profiling, 181

Immediate settlement, 218
Inclined loading, 207–209
Inclinometer probe (IP), 569
Indirect interpretation, 119
Infinitely long slope analysis, 538–539
In-place inclinometers (IPI), 571
In-situ soil testing, 396
In-situ test/testing, 118, 431

CPT, 126–136
direct interpretation, 119
DMT, 151–154
engineering properties of clays from CPT,

136–142
engineering properties of sands

from CPT, 142–151
geotechnical parameters of clays from

DMT, 154–156
geotechnical parameters of sands from

DMT, 156–157
indirect interpretation, 119
methods, 101, 111–112
PMT, 158–166
SPT, 120–126

Instability, 525
Internal bracing, 352–353
Internal cavity pressure approaches,

86, 88
Internal plastic power dissipation, 66
Internal power dissipation, 196, 203
Internal stability evaluation, 293–297
International Society for Soil Mechanics and

Foundation Engineering (ISSMFE),
127

Interpretation of PMT data, 160–166
Intrusive seismic methods, 174

crosshole method, 175
P–S logging, 175–176, 177

IP, see Inclinometer probe
IPI, see In-place inclinometers
ISO-NCL, see Isotropical normal

consolidation line
Isotropically consolidated, drained axial

compression test (CIDC), 16
Isotropically consolidated, undrained axial

compression test (CIUC), 16
Isotropical normal consolidation line (ISO-

NCL), 22
ISSMFE, see International Society for Soil

Mechanics and Foundation
Engineering

Iterative approach, 99
Iterative procedure, 547, 549

Kinematic failure mechanisms, 192–194
Kumamoto earthquake (2016), 526, 528

Laboratoire central des Ponts et Chaussées
method (LCPC method), 417–421
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Laboratory testing program, 101–102
Landslides, 526

classification, 527
earthquake-triggered landslides, 569

Lateral earth pressure, 241, 357; see also
Apparent earth pressure

active lateral earth pressure for earthquake
conditions, 266–268

at-rest lateral earth pressure, 243–245
cohesion effects on, 258–262
comments on merits of, 268
consideration of surcharge, 262–266
Coulomb’s method, 246–249
limit analysis, 253–258
magnitudes of wall movement, 242
Rankine’s method, 250–253
theories of, 242–243
water effects in backfill, 269

Lateral loaded piles; see also Bored piles
bored piles for slope stabilization, 425
CLM, 433–440
examples of piles under lateral

load, 424
p–y method, 426–433
set of curves from complete solution of

laterally loaded pile, 425
static analysis for, 423

Lateral support systems, 333, 334
anchorage and lateral earth resistance, 335
Concrete blocks, 333–334
resistance of anchor blocks, 335–337
resistance of tiebacks, 337

LCPC method, see Laboratoire central des
Ponts et Chaussées method

LEM, see Limit equilibrium methods
LIDAR, see LIght Detection And Ranging
Lift-off pressure, 161
LIght Detection And Ranging (LIDAR), 569
Lightweight structures subject to lateral forces,

424
Limit analysis method, 59, 253–258
Limit equilibrium analysis, 60, 269, 567
Limit equilibrium methods (LEM), 59, 60–61,

253–254, 305–306, 528, 529, 530,
553

anchored sheet pile walls, 324–327
cantilever sheet pile walls, 307–324
circular arc method, 532–533
drained conditions, 530–531
friction circle method, 533–536
FS under rapid drawdown, 540
FS under transient seepage conditions,

540–542
infinitely long slope analysis, 538–539
with planar slip surface, 536–538
slip surface, 529–530

Limiting plastic radius, 91
Limit load state, 60
Limit pressure for undrained expansion

of cylindrical cavity in clay, 86–87
of spherical cavity in clay, 85–86
Limit state analysis, 59
Linear programming, 559
Linear variable differential transducers

(LVDTs), 159, 500
Line load, 266
Liquefaction potential assessment

based on CPT, 146
based on SPT N values, 125–126
FVT, 147–151

Liquid limit test (LL test), 30
LL test, see Liquid limit test
Load inclination in cohesive-frictional soils,

206–209
Loading

conditions, 379
criterion, 39
rate, 423

Load test, 498
presentation and interpretation of load test

results, 502–504
procedure, 501–502

Load transfer mechanism, 381, 393–395
analysis, 504–511
to CAPWAP, 488

Lock-off load, 356
Log-sandwich mechanism, 256
Logspiral shear zone, 193
Lower-bound

methods, 253–254, 559
theorem of plastic collapse, 62
theorems of limit analysis, 61

Lower-bound limit analysis, 75; see alsoUpper-
bound limit analysis

discontinuous stress fields, 75–79
for foundation on cohesive-frictional soils,

81–84
for foundation on cohesive soils, 79–81
Mohr circles, 75, 78
principal stress across discontinuity, 78
stress states across discontinuity and Mohr

circles, 75
Luo-Yang shovel, 102
LVDTs, see Linear variable differential

transducers

Mandrel, 388, 391
Masonry retaining walls, 269
MASW, see Multi-channel analysis of surface

wave
Mathematical theory of plasticity, 37
Maximum moment (Mmax), 437

due to lateral load/moment applied at or
above ground line, 437–440

Mechanical disturbance, 115
Mechanically stabilized earth (MSE),

285, 286, 338
deep-seated shear failure, 292–293
deformation analysis ofMSEwall, 297–298
design of MSE wall facing and connection,

297
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design procedure of MSE walls, 292
example, 298–303
by extensibility of reinforcement, 287–288
by facing system, 288
geosynthetic reinforcement, 290–291
geosynthetics, 284–285
internal stability evaluation using Simplified

Method, 293–297
material properties, 288
mechanically stabilized earth-retaining

walls, 283–303
mechanics of soil reinforcement, 285–286
metal strip reinforcement, 289–290
pullout resistance of reinforcement, 291
by reinforcement geometry, 287
by reinforcement material, 287
soil backfill, 289
stress transfer at reinforcement–soil

interface, 286–287
tensile stress, 288–289
types of MSE wall systems, 287

Ménard pressuremeter test (MPM test), 159
Metallic reinforcements, 287
Metal strips, 284

reinforcement, 289–290
Microsoft Excel, 329
Mobilized friction angle, 77, 78
Mobilized resistance, 531
Modified apparent earth pressure diagrams,

360
Modified Cam clay, 45
MOE, see Mononobe–Okabe Equation
Mohr circles, 18, 75, 76, 83, 243–244, 255,

285
Mohr–Coulomb failure, 250, 252, 258

criterion, 539
discontinuous stress fields in state, 77–79
envelope, 18

Mohr–Coulomb plasticity model for frictional
soils, 42–44

Mohr–Coulomb shear strength parameters
of clays, 18
of sands, 23

Mohr–Coulomb yield
criterion, 63, 64, 76
yield function, 42, 43

Mononobe–Okabe Equation (MOE), 267, 268
Moore cumulative resistivity method, 181
MPM test, see Ménard pressuremeter test
MSE, see Mechanically stabilized earth
Multi-channel analysis of surface wave

(MASW), 174

National Chiao Tung University (NCTU), 159
Natural forces, 525
Natural slopes, stability analysis for, 562–565
NC, see Normally consolidated
NCL, see Normal consolidation line
NCTU, see National Chiao Tung University
Negative skin friction, 449
determination of neutral plane and drag
load, 450–454

settlement of pile groups using neutral
plane, 454

Net corrected cone tip resistance, 136
“Neutral plane”, 451

depth, 451
determination, 450–454
settlement of pile groups using, 454

Newmark’s displacement method, 565
Non-associated plastic flow rule, 40, 43
Nonintrusive seismic methods, 170

reflection method, 171
refraction method, 172–174
surface wave methods, 174

Nonlinear effects, 435–436
Nonmetallic reinforcements, 287
Nonplanar failure surface methods, 269
Non-uniform bearing pressure distribution,

209–210
Nordlund method, 401–404
Normal consolidation line (NCL), 37–38
Normalization, 130–131
Normally consolidated (NC), 5, 156
Notebook-controlled field pile dynamic

testing data logging and analysis
system, 480

Number of maximum time intervals (NSTOP),
474

Numerical methods, 558–559

OC clays, see Overconsolidated clays
O-cell, see Osterberg cell
OCR, see Overconsolidation ratio
OD, see Outside diameter
Ohm’s law, 176
Oil-borne systems, 384
OMS, see Ordinary method of slices
One-dimensional consolidation

analysis, 229
correlation between void ratio and elapsed

time, 13
empirical relationships, 13
preconsolidation stress, 4–6
primary consolidation settlement

calculation, 6–8
settlement due to secondary consolidation,

12–13
test, 4
and time effect, 3, 10
time rate of primary consolidation

settlement, 8–12
One-dimensional wave equation, 469
Optical fiber Bragg grating (FBG), 573
Ordinary method of slices (OMS), 543–546
Osterberg cell (O-cell), 498–499

static axial compression pile load test with,
512–516

Osterberg piston sampler, 110–111
Outside diameter (OD), 512
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Overconsolidated clays (OC clays), 5,
29, 156, 405

Overconsolidation ratio (OCR), 2, 5, 29,
32, 136–139, 154, 404

Passive condition of retaining wall, 241
Passive resistance, 286
PDA, see Pile driving analysis; Pile-driving

analyzer
Peak friction angle, 35, 36
Percussion drilling, 102–104
Performance analysis, 1–2
Permanent casing, 495
Permanent ground anchors, 356
Physical quantity, 167
PI, see Plasticity Index
Pile-driving, 393

compaction of cohesionless soils during,
392

disturbance of cohesive soils during, 392
hammers types, 466
process, 399

Pile-driving analyzer (PDA), 479
Pile(s), 380

allowable pile capacity in
compression, 383

α method, 404
α value for bored piles, 407–408
α values for driven piles, 404–407
axial compression, group effects in,

442–444
β method, 408–410
cast-in-place concrete piles, 387–388
cast-in-place piles, 388–389
classification of piles, 381
in cohesive soils, 399, 404
composite piles, 389
conventional static axial compression pile

load test, 499–511
equipment and procedure of pile driving,

464–465
foundations, 189
in granular soils, 397–400
groups settlement under axial compression

load, 444
hammer, 464, 465
installation, 89
lateral capacity of pile groups, 448–449
load test and interpretation, 498
precast concrete piles, 386–387
settlement of pile group in cohesionless

soils, 444–445
settlement of pile group in cohesive soils,

445–447
to significant lateral loads, 423–424
static axial compression pile load test with

Osterberg cell, 512–516
static lateral pile load test, 511–512
Statnamic load test method,

516–518
steel H-piles, 384–385
steel pipe piles, 386
taper effects, 401–404
timber piles, 381–384
types, 380, 382, 390–391
uplift loads, group effects in, 447–448

Pile driving analysis (PDA), 479–483
Pipe strain gage (PSG), 512
PL, see Plastic limit
Planar discontinuity, 536
Planar slip surface, LEM with, 536–538
Planning of subsurface exploration, 100

field testing, drilling/sampling program,
101

frequency and depth of
exploration, 101

laboratory testing program, 101–102
methods available for exploration, 101

Plastic
deformation, 39
flow rule, 39–40
hardening modulus, 47
potential, 43
power dissipation, 63–64
strain rate, 40
strain rate tensor, 39

Plasticity Index (PI), 86, 405
Plastic limit (PL), 30

analysis, 61
collapse load, 62
lower-bound theorem of plastic

collapse, 62
test, 30
upper-bound theorem of plastic

collapse, 62
PMT, see Pressuremeter test
Pocket penetrometer, 115–116, 498
Point load, 265
Pore-water pressure, 576
Pore pressure

dissipation test, 156
pore pressure-based method, 578
warning based on pore pressure

measurements, 576–578
Portaway sand

critical state line, 27
stress–strain behavior under drained triaxial

tests, 25, 26
Post-Wenchuan earthquake SPOT-5 image,

570
Power auger, 106, 107, 108
Prandtl

failure mechanism, 192
mechanism, 199
solution, 72

Pre-stressed concrete piles, 387
Precast concrete piles, 271, 386–387
Preconsolidation

pressure, 45
stress, 4–6
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Predetermined threshold displacement rate,
575

Prefabricated sheet piles, 271
Pressuremeter test (PMT), 120, 158,

422, 431
interpretation of PMT data, 160–166
PBP with spring-loaded radial displacement

sensors, 160
pressure and volumetric expansion against

time, 159
types of pressuremeter probes and test

procedures, 160
Primary consolidation, 191; see also Secondary

consolidation
foundation settlement to primary

consolidation in cohesive soils,
227–231

settlement, 218
Progressive failure consideration, 567–568
Proof load test, 498
Pseudostatic method, 565
PSG, see Pipe strain gage
P-S logging methods, 170, 175–177
Pullout resistance of reinforcement, 291
Push-in failure analysis, 369–371
p–y curves, 426, 449
p–y method, 426; see also Characteristic load

method (CLM)
boundary conditions at pile bottom, 429
boundary conditions at pile top, 429–433

p–y wall method, 307, 327–329

Quake (Q), 470
Quality assurance

analysis by CAPWAP method, 486–487
analysis by CASE method, 484–486
of bored piles, 487, 496
determination of energy transfer, 483–484
dimensions and verticality of borehole,

497–498
DLT, 479–483
of driven piles, 464
dynamic analysis by wave equation,

469–479
dynamic formulas, 465–469
equipment and procedure of pile driving,

464–465
PDA, 479–483
quality and quantity of concrete, 498
quality of bearing material, 498

Quantitative analysis, 527
Quantitative methods, 568

Rainfall
monitoring, 571
rainfall-based method, 576
warning based on rainfall duration and

intensity, 576
Rain gauge, 576
Rankine’s earth pressure theory, 274, 275
Rankine’s method, 268
lateral earth pressure, 250
Rankine active earth pressure, 250–251
Rankine passive earth pressure, 252–253

Rapid construction, 559
Ray, 167, 170–171
Rayleigh waves, 169
Raypaths, see Ray
RCL, see Recompression line
Reaction forces, 357
Reasonable and sound quality assurance

plan, 489
Receiver, 169–170
Recompression, 5, 6
Recompression line (RCL), 37–38
Recovery ratio, 113
Rectangular foundations in cohesive

soils, bearing capacity of
201–206

Reflection method, 171
Refraction method, 172–174
Reinforced/reinforcement

Earthwalls, 284
extensibility, 287–288
geometry, 287
geosynthetic, 290–291
material, 287
metal strip, 289–290
pullout resistance, 291
soil structure, 270

Relative density (Dr), 142
estimation, 142–146
field, 123

Remote-sensing techniques, 569
Residual effective stress, 116
Resistance

of anchor blocks, 335–337
of tiebacks, 337

Retaining structures, 241
concrete retaining walls, 271–283
design of, 269–271
mechanically stabilized earth-retaining

walls, 283–303
sheet pile walls, 303–337

Retaining walls, drainage for, 283
Reverse

circulation, 491, 492
excavation procedure, 347

Robertson SBTn charts, 131–133
Rock

coring, 113–115
ultimate capacities for piles on, 422

Rock quality designation (RQD), 113, 115,
422

Rotary wash boring, 104–105
Rowe’s stress–dilatancy relation, 46
RQD, see Rock quality designation

Safety analysis, 1
Safety factor, see Factor of safety (FS)
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Sample quality assurance and verification,
115–117

Sands, 123, 189, 359; see also Clay(s)
cantilever sheet piles penetrating in,

308–310
critical state and engineering properties,

34–37
critical state in shearing of sands, 23–27
Curved Mohr–Coulomb failure envelope,

24
dilation angle, 92
engineering properties of sands from CPT,

142–151
engineering properties of sands to SPT N

values, 123–125
geotechnical parameters of sands from

DMT, 156–157
Mohr–Coulomb shear strength parameters

of sands, 23
stress–strain behavior, 22–27

SASW, see Spectral analysis of surface waves
Satellite pour l’observation de la terre (SPOT),

569
Schlumberger array, 178–179
Schneider et al. Qt–Fr and Qt–U2 charts,

133–136
SCPTu, see Seismic piezo-cone penetration tests
Secondary compression index, 12
Secondary consolidation, 191, 218; see also

Primary consolidation
foundations settlement in cohesive soils,

231–232
settlement due to, 12–13

Seismic
activities, 525
body waves, 167–169
cone penetration test, 175
effects consideration, 565–567
ground motions, 565
methods, 167
surface waves, 169–170
wave velocity, 175

Seismic piezo-cone penetration tests (SCPTu),
116, 130

Semi-empirical approach, 396
Serviceability criterion, 218
“Set” (S), 474–475

for hammer blow, 465
Settlement

of pile group in cohesionless soils, 444–445
of pile group in cohesive soils, 445–447
of pile groups using neutral plane, 454
of uniformly loaded flexible circular

foundation, 223
of uniformly loaded flexible rectangular

foundation at depth, 224–227
“Setup” phenomenon, 393
Shaft correlation coefficient (Cs), 416
Shaft friction, 394, 449
Shallow foundations, 189, 379; see also Deep

foundations
bearing capacity of eccentrically loaded
foundations, 209–211

bearing capacity of rectangular and circular
foundations in cohesive soils,
201–206

effects of ground water and consideration of
drainage conditions, 211–213

factor of safety and allowable bearing
capacity, 213–218

flow chart of foundation analysis/design
and construction, 190

foundation shape, embedment, and load
inclination, 206–209

granular soils, settlement in, 232–236
primary consolidation in cohesive soils,

settlement to, 227–231
secondary consolidation in cohesive soils,

settlement to, 231–232
settlement, 218–223
soil elastic deformation, settlement to,

223–227
ultimate bearing capacity of strip

foundations, 191–201
Shearing stage, 15–16
Shear strength

of soils, 34
tests, 101–102

Shear stress distribution on vane, 148
Shear wave (S-wave), 129, 168

cone truck and field setup for shear wave
velocity measurement, 129

velocity, 130
Sheet pile connections, 303
Sheet pile walls, 242, 270, 303; see also

Anchored sheet pile walls; see also
Cantilever sheet pile walls

cantilever and anchored sheet pile walls,
304–305

connections, 303–304
finite element method, 306
lateral support systems, 333–337
limit equilibrium method, 305–306,

307–324, 324–327
properties of selected steel sheet-pile

sections, 304
soil–structural interaction method,

306–307, 327–333
Shelby tube, 117

thin-walled “Shelby” tube sampler,
109–110

Simple failure mechanism, 61
Simplified Bishop method, 547–549
Simplified Janbu method, 549–552
SimplifiedMethod, internal stability evaluation

using, 293–297
Single-acting

Delmag D-100–13 diesel hammer, 468
hammer, 464

Skempton’s empirical equation, 405
Slices method, 542

GLE method, 552–558
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ordinary method of slices, 543–546
simplified Bishop method, 547–549
simplified Janbu method, 549–552
slip surface, 542–543

Sliding block, 529
Slip surface, 529
Slope monitoring

automation in, 573
with surface extensometer, 569

Slope(s), 525
failure, 530
stabilization, 424, 578

Slope stability analysis, 530; see also Dynamic
analysis

for built embankments, 559–562
conditions, 559–568
debris flow, 529
effects of rainfall intensity and seepage

duration, 562
evaluation of slope stability, 526–527
example, 563–565
fatal landslide, 527
landslides classification, 527
limit equilibrium methods, 529–542
for natural slopes, 562–565
other numerical methods, 558–559
progressive failure consideration, 567–568
seismic effects consideration, 565–567
slices method, 542–558
slope movement types, 528
Su-Hua Highway, 526
variations of pore pressure and factor of

safety with time, 561
variations of shear stress, pore pressure, and

factor of safety, 560
Slope stability mitigation, 568

automation in slope monitoring, 573
fiber optic piezometers, 574
field slope monitoring, 568
ground displacement profile monitoring,

569–571
groundwater/pore pressure monitoring,

571, 573
improving stability of slope, 578
Post-Wenchuan earthquake SPOT-5 image,

570
rainfall monitoring, 571
slope monitoring with surface

extensometer, 569
surface observation, 568–569
taking IP readings in field, 572
threshold curve for rainfall-induced slope

failure, 576
vibrating wire piezometer, 573
warning based on ground displacement,

575
warning based on pore pressure

measurements, 576–578
warning based on rainfall duration and

intensity, 576
warning of slope failure, 574–575
Slurry
and concrete heads during casing removal,

494
method, 490–492
slurry-trenched diaphragm wall

construction, 351
Softer soil, 109
Soft-to-medium clay, 359
Soil

backfill, 289
bearing capacity calculation considering

weight, 198–200
bearing capacity calculation neglecting self-

weight, 195–198
behavior and critical state soil mechanics, 1,

2
blocks I, II and III, 79
classification according to CPTs,

130–131
clays, stress–strain behavior and critical

state of, 13–22
critical state and soil engineering properties,

27–37
effective stress and soil properties, 2–3
effects of soil–foundation interface friction

considering weight, 200–201
foundation settlement to soil elastic

deformation, 223–227
liquefaction, 25
mass, 60, 571
mechanics, 154, 285–286
medium, 470
one-dimensional consolidation and time

effect, 3–13
performance analysis, 1–2
plasticity index, 150
properties, 2–3
rigidity index, 86
safety analysis, 1
samples, 109–111, 116
sampling, 106–109
sands, stress–strain behavior and critical

state of, 22–27
theory of plasticity for modeling stress–

strain behavior, 37–54
ultimate resistance, 478

Soil–structural interaction method (SSI
method), 306–307, 327, 338

boundary conditions, 330–331
example, 331–333
finite difference method, 329–330
p–y wall method, 327–329

Solar-powered automated field data logging,
573, 574

Soldier pile walls, 349–350
Solid stem auger, 106
Sophisticated stress, 527
Southern yellow pine, 383
Spectral analysis of surface waves

(SASW), 174
Splicing of piles, 380
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Split-spoon sampler, 111–112
with SPT, 121
thick-walled, 120

SPOT, see Satellite pour l’observation
de la terre

Spreadsheet program, 329, 535
SPT, see Standard penetration test
Spun-cast reinforced concrete pile sections, 387
Square foundations on cohesive soil, bearing

capacity of, 205–206
SSI method, see Soil–structural interaction

method
Stability

analysis for built embankments, 559–562
calculation, 189
criterion, 218

Standard penetration number, 121
Standard penetration test (SPT), 101, 111–112,

119, 120, 234, 410, 484; see also Field
penetration tests

engineering properties of sands to SPT N
values, 123–125

equipment and test procedure, 120–122
liquefaction potential assessment based on

SPT N values, 125–126
ultimate bearing capacity for bored piles,

413
ultimate bearing capacity in cohesionless

soils based on SPT, 410
ultimate unit shaft resistance for driven

piles, 412–413
ultimate unit toe resistance for driven

piles, 411
Standard Proctor compaction test, 289
State parameter, 28–30
Static analysis; see also Dynamic analysis

bored piles for slope stabilization, 425
CLM, 433–440
comparison between driven and bored piles,

390
construction effects, 391–393
examples of piles under lateral load, 424
general considerations in, 389
for lateral loaded piles, 423
load transfer mechanism, 393–395
p–y method, 426–433
selection of pile type(s), 390–391
set of curves from complete solution of

laterally loaded pile, 425
Static axial compression load test,

principles of, 499–500
Static axial compression pile load test with

Osterberg cell, 512–516
Static lateral pile load test, 511–512
Static load test, 498
Static soil resistance, 471
Statnamic load test method, 516–518
Steel

H-piles, 381, 384–385, 468
pipe piles, 386
reinforcements, 289
sheet pile walls, 350
Stiff clay, 359–360
Strain

foundation settlement in granular soils,
232–236

hardening, 17
hardening/softening plastic materials, 38
transducers and accelerometers, 479

Stratified soil profiles, loading diagrams for,
360–361

Strength parameters; see also Geotechnical
parameters

effects of pile taper, 401–404
for piles in cohesive soils, 399, 404–410
for piles in granular soils, 397–400
ultimate shaft friction based on, 399
ultimate toe bearing capacity based on, 397

Stress
changes in, 115
history, 136–139, 404
increasing to concentrated load, 219
increasing to uniformly loaded circular area,

219–220
increasing to uniformly loaded rectangular

area, 220–223
normalization factor, 122
stress-based analysis, 530
stress-controlled test, 160–161, 162
transfer at reinforcement–soil interface,

286–287
Stress–strain behavior

of clays, 16–18
and critical state of sands, 22–27

Strip
load, 266
ultimate bearing capacity of strip

foundations, 191–201
Strut, 352

loads determination, 361–362
Su-Hua Highway, 526
Subsurface conditions, 379
Subsurface exploration, 488–489

drilling methods, 102–106, 107, 108
for foundation design, 99
geophysical methods, 167–181
in-situ testing, 118–166
observation of groundwater level and field

logging, 117–118, 119
planning of subsurface exploration,

100–102
report, 181–182
rock coring, 113–115
sample quality assurance and verification,

115–117
soil samples with thin-walled sampling tube,

109–111, 112
soil sampling, 106–109
split-spoon sampler, 111–112
subsurface exploration report, 181–182

“Sudden drawdown” phenomenon, 525
Support methods, 352, 372
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internal bracing, 352–353
tiebacks, 354–357

Surcharge
consideration, 262–266
Coulomb’s limit equilibrium approach,

262–263
example, 263–265
line load, 266
point load, 265
strip load, 266

Surface
electrical resistivity survey, 178
observation, 568–569
waves, 169–170, 174

S-wave, see Shear wave
Swedish circle method, seeOrdinary method of

slices (OMS)
Swelling line, 5, 6

Tectonic movement, 525
Telescope, 501
Telltales, 513
Tendon, 354
Tensile strength, 290
Terzaghi’s compression index, 28
Terzaghi’s recompression index, 28
Theory of plasticity for modeling stress–strain

behavior, 37
consistency condition, 40
elastic-plastic stress–strain relation, 40–41
group of effective stress paths, 38
loading criterion, 39
Mohr–Coulomb plasticity model for

frictional soils, 42–44
plastic flow rule, 39–40
real soils, 37
Tresca and von Mises plasticity models for

cohesive soils, 41–42
unified critical state plasticity model for

soils, 45–54
yield criterion, 37–38
yield surface, plastic potential and plastic

flow rule, 39
yield surfaces in principal stress space, 42

Thick-walled split-spoon sampler, 120
Thin-walled sampling tube, soil samples

with, 109
gel-push sampler, 111, 112
Osterberg piston sampler, 110–111
thin-walled“Shelby” tube sampler, 109–110

3D slope stability analysis, 530
Three-noded triangular finite elements, 559
Thrust line, 542
Tiebacks, 334, 354–357

resistance, 337
Timber, 349

piles, 381–384
sheet pile, 271

Time
boundary conditions, 8, 9
examples, 10–12
factor, 9
one-dimensional consolidation solutions, 10
rate of primary consolidation settlement, 8

Tipping bucket rain gauge, 571, 572
TNOWAVE software, 486
Toe

bearing capacity, 92
of pile, 380

Total stress analysis, 559
Transient seepage conditions, FS under,

540–542
Translational failure mechanisms, 75
Transverse wave, 168
Tresca

discontinuous stress fields in state of Tresca
failure, 76–77

materials, 89
soils, 42
and vonMises plasticity models for cohesive

soils, 41–42
yield criterion, 41, 42

Triaxial cell, 4
Triaxial test, 13

consolidation stage, 15
device setup, 14
shearing stage, 15–16
soil properties measurement in, 14–16

Tricell pressuremeter probe, 158
Two-dimensional slope stability analysis (2D

slope stability analysis), 530
Two-way eccentricity, 211
Typhoon Toraji (2001), 526

UAV, see Unmanned aerial vehicle
Ultimate bearing capacity

allowable bearing capacity, 422–423
based on field penetration tests, 410–421
calculation considering weight of soil,

198–200
calculation neglecting self-weight of soil,

195–198
effects of soil–foundation interface friction

considering weight of soil, 200–201
flow chart in development of design

methods, 396
FS, 422–423
kinematic failure mechanisms, 192–194
of single piles under axial load, 395
of strip foundations, 191
ultimate capacities for piles on rock, 422
ultimate shaft friction based on strength

parameters, 399–410
ultimate toe bearing capacity based on

strength parameters, 397–399
uplift capacity of single pile, 423

Ultimate shaft friction based on strength
parameters, 399

effects of pile taper, 401–404
for piles in cohesive soils, 404–410
for piles in granular soils, 399–400
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Ultimate static capacity and load transfer
mechanism of pile, 498

Ultimate toe bearing capacity based on strength
parameters, 397

for piles in cohesive soils, 399
for piles in granular soils, 397–399

Ultimate unit shaft resistance (fsf), 412
for driven piles, 412–413

Ultimate unit toe bearing capacity and shaft
friction, 396

Ultimate unit toe resistance (qtf), 411
for driven piles, 411

Unbonded length, 354
Uncased method, cast-in-place piles by,

388–389
Unconfined compression tests, 498
Unconsolidated triaxial test, 15
Underreams, 495–496
Undisturbed soil sample, 106
Undrained analysis, 212–213
Undrained shear strength, 136, 154
Unified critical state plasticity model for soils,

45
CASM, 45
elastic-plastic stress–strain relationship, 47
examples, 48–54
Rowe’s stress–dilatancy relation, 46
yield surfaces of unified critical state model

CASM, 45, 46
Uniformly loaded

flexible circular foundation settlement, 223
flexible rectangular foundation at depth

settlement, 224–227
stress increasing to uniformly loaded

circular area, 219–220
stress increasing to uniformly loaded

rectangular area, 220–223
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), 568
Uplift capacity of single pile, 423
Uplift loads, pile group effects in, 447–448
Upper-bound

methods, 253–254, 559
theorem, 196, 206
theorem of plastic collapse, 62
theorems of limit analysis, 61

Upper-bound limit analysis, 62, 193, 269; see
also Lower-bound limit analysis

upper-bound for foundation on cohesive-
frictional soils, 69–75

upper-bound solution for foundation on
cohesive soil, 65–69

velocity discontinuity and plastic power
dissipation, 63–64

velocity fields from displacement diagrams,
64–65

U.S. Geosynthetics, 284
UU test, 16

Velocity
discontinuity, 63–64
fields from displacement diagrams, 64–65
Vertical load, 191
Vertical profiling, 180–181
Vertical stress increasing in soil to external

loading on foundations, 219
stress increase to concentrated load, 219
stress increase to uniformly loaded circular

area, 219–220
stress increase to uniformly loaded

rectangular area, 220–223
Vibrating wire piezometer, 573
Vibration-induced disturbances, 169
Vibratory hammers, 350
Vidal system, 283
Virgin compression line, 5
Void ratio, 3
von Mises’ yield criterion, 41

Wall
analysis of wall and bracing

system, 361
concrete diaphragm walls, 350–352
example, 364–366
excavation, 348–349
loading on vertical components of,

363–364
loading on wales, 362–363
soldier pile, 349–350
steel sheet pile walls, 350
strut loads determination, 361–362
types, 348, 372

WAM, 470, 471, 473
Warning

based on ground displacement, 575
based on pore pressure measurements,

576–578
of slope failure, 574–575
system, 575

Water
content, 3
effects in backfill, 269
water-filled pressuremeter probe, 160

Waterborne preservative systems, 384
Wave equation

applications and limitations of WEAP,
478–479

discretization of pile and driving system,
470

dynamic analysis by, 469
example, 473–478
properties of commonly used cushion

materials, 471
representation of soil resistance for

each pile segment, 472
stiffness of cushion in loading and

unloading, 471
Wave equation analysis of pile (WEAP),

474, 476
applications and limitations, 478–479

Wave velocities, 172
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WE, see Whitman’s equation
Weaker soils, 372
Weald clay, 18, 19

end points of undrained tests, 23
initial conditions or states of Weald clay

before shearing, 19
loading paths of triaxial tests on, 21
stress–strain curves from drained tests, 20
stress–strain curves from

undrained tests, 20
WEAP, see Wave equation analysis of pile
Well logging, 175–176
Whitman’s equation (WE), 268
Wide width strip method, 290
Wind turbines, 424
Wireline system, 113

XKAM, 470, 471, 473
XKIM, 470, 473, 478

Yellow River levee, 525
Yield criterion, 37–38
Yield function/surface, see Yield criterion
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